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PREFACE

THIS

Handbook is intended to serve as a guide to the

Cesnola Collection of Antiquities from Cyprus, or more

precisely to those parts of it which are exhibited in the

Cesnola Room and other departments of The Metropolitan

Museum of Art. It offers at the same time an introduction to the

study of the ancient arts and industries which the Cesnola Collec-

tion was formed to illustrate. But it is not in the strict sense a

Catalogue of the Collection, though all the more important objects

are described separately; for many of less individual interest are

treated summarily and in groups, and the large
'

student series,'

which is held in reserve, is not included at all. Nor is it a formal

textbook of Cypriote archaeology; since it makes reference to ob-

jects in other collections only when these directly illustrate some-

thing which is exhibited here, and it gives only the most essential

references to the literature. Those who wish to pursue the study

further are referred to the Selected Bibliography (p. xliii), and to the

exhaustive bibliographical works included in it. Above all, they

are invited to study the Collection carefully for themselves, in the

light of these outlines, and of their own common sense. Those who
have the means, or the opportunity, will remember also that there

is still much to be discovered in Cyprus itself, by any one who has

skill and zeal.

To keep the Handbook clear and brief, references are as a rule

given only to Cesnola's own book, Cyprus, its Cities, Tombs, and

Temples; to the official Atlas, of the Cesnola Collection; to the publi-

cations of Doell and Colonna-Ceccaldi (which record how the objects

appeared before they left Cyprus) ; and to the third volume of Perrot

and Chipiez's History of Art in Antiquity: and even here, care has

been taken to omit all those representations which through in-

accuracy or any other cause have not been identified beyond dispute



\s ( .esnola's illustrations arc arranged ditferently in the l.nglish

edition of his hook, and in the (ierman translation of it by Ludwig
Stern, only the Knglish references arc given in the text, ami a con-

cordance of both editions is printed at the end of the 1 landbook. 1 1

would have been easy to give references to all the other books and

periodicals in \\hich objects from the Collection have been repub-

lished, but this would have expanded the Handbook unduly, and

would have quite changed its character and utility. A very few

objects of exceptional importance have alone been exempted from

this rule: the Inscriptions, for example, are furnished with references

to the (."<>//>/<.< Inscrifttionum Scniititarmn, to the standard collections

of ('.reek dialect-inscriptions, and to the original publications of the

documents by Cesnola and his collaborator, Isaac Hall.

But though many specific references have been omitted inten-

tionally, for brevity and clearness, and for the general reader's sake,

it must not be supposed that the debt of this Handbook to previous
workers is ignored, nor that it is limited to works cited in the Bibli-

ography, copious though that will be seen to be. The compiler
here acknowledges not only the free use which he has made of

published writings, but still more gratefully the information, ad-

vice, encouragement, and criticism with which he has been favoured

by scholars in both hemispheres, and in particular by the staffs of

the great museums. Wherever independent consideration of the

evidence before him has led him to adopt views already expressed

by a previous writer, he desires to make it clear that he claims no

credit for anything but accurate summary and impartial judgment.
It is no more part of his plan to claim any priority of discovery or

publication, than to assign it to any one else. A history of dis-

coveries is quite a different thing from a museum handbook; and

after all, to nine persons out of ten who read of a discovery, it is

quite immaterial who made it. Wherever, on the other hand, the

writer has come to a different conclusion from his predecessors, he

has felt it a more important duty to draw the picture as he sees it

himself, than to distract his readers by insisting that So-and-so was

wrong.
Such occasions are fortunately rare. Yet in going through so

Jarge a mass of material, it was perhaps inevitable that a few fresh

facts should be noted, and a few old data reviewed in fresh light.

It would have been easy, no doubt, to scatter announcements of

these finds among the appropriate Journals; but the new Handbook

seemed, on the whole, to be the proper place to publish them. The

vi
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chief novelties are these. Thorough cleaning and close examination

have established the authenticity of almost every object in the

Collection, and have thrown full light on the repairs and restora-

tions which they have undergone in the past. The gain both in

scientific and in aesthetic interest is of course great, and it is hoped
that by careful arrangement of the material the facilities for study
have been improved. In the Pottery, the classification of fabrics

suggested in the Cyprus Museum Catalogue, and adopted by the

museums at Athens and Constantinople, and in essentials by the

British Museum, has been revised so as to express more clearly our

present knowledge not only of the technique of each kind, but also

in what order each fabric came into use in Cyprus. Among the

Sculpture, the succession and development of types has been re-

stated, and in particular, an early date has been assigned, on grounds
of style and costume, to a group of beardless male votaries wearing
frontlet and Cypriote belt. Something has been done to clear up
the relation of the different types of Herakles to each other; and a

fine sixth century statue is claimed as a votive portrait of King
Amasis of Egypt. Among the Inscriptions, the remarkable archive-

document 1868 in Cypriote script has been found to contain Minoan

numerals, and a measure of value; and other inscribed objects have

been assigned to dates earl}' enough to link the mature Cypriote

script with Minoan and Asiatic prototypes. In dealing with En-

graved Stones, a canon of style has been noted which distinguishes

the Cypro-Mycenaean group of seal-stones from their mainland

counterparts. Among neglected fragments of Silver Bowls, a

duplicate of the Praenestine "Journee de Chasse" has been re-

covered, as well as another fine picture of Cypriote life and custom.

Often, in the difficult question of date, a higher antiquity than has

been customary of late, has been assigned where the present state

of the evidence seemed to justify it; and the reason briefly is this,

that the chronological revolution enforced by Minoan discovery in

Greek lands has been very imperfectly realized hitherto in relation

to events in Cyprus. This applies particularly to the obscure

centuries between the twelfth and the eighth, and in some degree

also to the seventh and sixth. The high dates assigned to some of

the Gold Ornaments are less confidently commended. They follow

the general principle of indicating with the help of specimens whose

actual date may well be later, the approximate period at which this

or that type of ornament came first into vogue. It is only claimed

for this arrangement that it is an improvement, in clearness, on the
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common practice of Billing ;ill jewelry Graeco-Roman which is not

demoiiMrably of earlier date than }oo B.C.

llm is. perhaps, also the place to note losses anJ omissions. Several

important objects, generally supposed to be in the Cesnola Col-

lection, do not seem to have even reached New York, and are now

known only from the descriptions of C.esnola himself, or of Colonna-

Ceccaldi, who saw them before the Collection left Cyprus. I he

"Siege-Bowl" from Amathus (Perrot III, fig. 547) was at one time

in the Kuskin Collection, and has not been republished. Others

have been separated from the Collection by various later accident*,

and some are represented now, like 3552-3, by casts or electrotypes.

Others, again, like the great painted vase from Ormidhia (Perrot II,

fig. S2 }). and the life-si/e torso (('yprns, PI. XIII), though preserved

in the .Museum and certainly ancient, are in such poor condition

that thev cannot conveniently be exposed. They are accessible

to students, however, in the same way as other supplementary ma-

terial.

To the Trustees of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the writer

of this Handbook owes a large debt of gratitude, for the privilege

of studv so prolonged and intimate. His thanks are due no less to

the Director of the Museum and to members of the Stall in every

degree, for assistance of many kinds, ungrudgingly given; for the

long labour of cleaning and rearranging the objects; and for the

preparation of text and illustrations for the printer. Above all,

in the Assistant Curator of Classical Antiquities, Miss Gisela M. A.

Hichter. he has had a colleague whose knowledge, judgment, and

resourcefulness have been invaluable. Besides the general super-

vision of work in New York, in the intervals between the writer's

visits to the Museum, and the laborious verification of references

and measurements. Miss Richter has read the whole Handbook both

in manuscript and in proof; and has made many valuable criticisms

and suggestions in detail. By a fortunate coincidence, her own

work on the Museum's collection of Bronzes and Glass was going

on side by side with the preparation of this Handbook, and in

essentials the arrangement of the Glass is hers, while that of the

Bronzes owes much to her intimate acquaintance with the material.

Special obligations outside the Museum must not be omitted.

Dr. A. V. \V. Jackson and Dr. R. Gottheil of Columbia University,

Dr. Clay of Yale, Dr. Cowley and Dr. Stephen Langdon of Oxford,

have given needful advice and help with Oriental inscriptions; and

the last readings of the Cypriote inscriptions prepared by Dr.

viii
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Richard Meister, after a memorable visit to New York, only shortly

before his lamented death, have been most generously placed at t he-

disposal of the Museum by his son, Dr. Ludwig Meister, of Leipzig.

To scholars such as these and to writers on Cypriote antiquities too

numerous to name the author acknowledges his great obligation.

IX
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INTRODUCTION

CGI

PALMA DI CESNOLA was born on July 29, 1832, near

Turin, in North Italy, and was educated as a soldier. He
served in the Austrian War of 1848, and in the Crimea; but

in 1860 he left Italy for New York, where he founded a

military school for officers, and in due course took part in the Civil

War as Colonel of the Fourth Cavalry Regiment of New York. On

June 17, 1863, he was wounded and captured at Aldie, in Virginia,

and was detained in the Libby Prison. Liberated early in 1864, he

served again as Brigadier, and at the close of the war left the service,

with the rank of Brigadier-General, to represent the United States

as Consul in Cyprus.
Cesnola landed in Cyprus on Christmas Day, 1865. The duties

of his Consulate were not heavy, and became much lighter when

the usual trials of strength had satisfied the Turks that he was

not to be trifled with. He had, therefore, ample leisure to devote

himself to other interests.

THE SEARCH FOR ANTIQUITIES IN CYPRUS

It happened that precisely in those years the antiquities of the

island were beginning to attract more than local attention. The

Cypriote peasantry have ever treated the relics of their ancestors

with a levity and cupidity rare even in the Levant. Tomb-

robbing was, and is, a nightly amusement, and European residents

have seldom seen reason to discourage this traffic, or forego their

share of the spoil. Cesnola's British colleague from 1865 to 1868,

.Mr. T. B. Sandwith, was an ardent collector, and published, rather

later, a paper of fundamental importance on the ancient styles

of pottery; and Sandwith's successor, Mr. R. H. Lang, an old

resident of Larnaca and Manager of the Ottoman Bank there,

enriched the museums of London and Glasgow by careful exca-

xiii
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vat ions in sa IK mark's ami tombs at 1 1) a lion, ami laid t hi- foil ml a lions

of our knowledge of Cypriou- sculpture. Land's researches were

not published until 1878. hut Ins experience ami advice are acknow-

ledged more than once by Cesnola. I "he I rench (Consul. I. Colonna-

Ceccaldi, was also making excavations from iS(>{) to |S6<), on a

smaller scale than Lang, ami his brother. (1. Colonna-Ceccaldi,

published later a valuable essay on the monuments of Cyprus.

Taking all this into account, it would in fact have been strange

if the new American Consul had not turned his hand to the fashion-

able amusement of the day.

Into these antiquarian pursuits. Cesnola threw himself with

characteristic enthusiasm. He seems to have secured in an unusual

degree the good will of the peasantry and native excavators, and to

have had prompt information of chance finds all over the island;

and in eleven busy years he amassed what is still the largest, and

in many respects the richest collection of Cypriote antiquities in

the world. Its value would have been even greater, had the con-

ditions of discovery been more favourable to scientific record.

But Cesnola had no previous experience of excavation nor any

systematic training in the new science ot archaeology. Reworked

very rapidly and on a large scale; he also allowed digging to be done

on his behalf without that personal supervision which alone inspires

confidence in the record of results; and such notes as he made on

the spot were brief and imperfect.

At the same time it must in justice be recalled that in 1865

archaeological research was in its infancy. The first scientific

excavation on the stratified sites of North Italy only began in 1864;

the first serious study of ancient tombs, at lalysos and Kamiros

in Rhodes, by Salzmann and Biliotti, only in iS6<>; Schliemann's

first campaign on the site of Homeric Troy, not until 1(872. Nearer

at hand, Kenan's Report on his famous Mission to Phoenicia had

begun to appear in 180$; but it was almost wholly concerned with

surface exploration and the study of standing monuments. Into

the archaeological chaos created by the Cypriote tomb-robbers,

some scientific order had already been brought by Heuzey's cata-

logue of the ancient terracottas of the Louvre, many of which had

been found in Cyprus. This great work laid the foundation of

our knowledge of the history, uses, and styles of this important

group of objects. Its first part was published in 1800; but the

very fact that it was a museum catalogue, not a record of field

work, drew attention rather to the opportunities for a collector

xiv
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than to the responsibilities of an explorer and excavator. Sand-

with's and Lang's papers, already mentioned, were only brought

to publication at a much later date, mainly through the interest

which Cesnola's own work had aroused. Engel's Kypros, published

in 1841, had of course dealt mainly with literary evidence, not with

antiquities. Unger and Kotschy's geographical monograph on

Cyprus did not appear till 1865, and its historical supplement
not till 1866, though Kotschy's travels in the island belong to the

later fifties; and the contemporary archaeological work of the two

French scholars, the Comte de Mas Latrie, and the Marquis Mel-

chior de Vogue, had been mainly devoted, like that of Renan in

Phoenicia, to buildings and inscriptions which were already above

ground. De Vogue had indeed reported a few small excavations

in 1862; but his first paper on the inscriptions, by which he is best

remembered, was not published until 1866; and the decipherment

of the native system of writing, as is well known, was not achieved

till 1872. How little could be made by contemporary experts,

even of the completed work of Cesnola, is shown by the appendix,

On the Pottery of Cyprus, contributed by the late Dr. A. S.

Murray, of the British Museum, to Cesnola's Cyprus, which was

published in 1877. The sequence of styles, rightly analysed by
Sandwith in that year, is there still unrecognized. In spite of

Schliemann's work at Mycenae itself, completed in 1876, the fine

Mycenaean chariot-vases (Nos. 436-7) were thought to "resemble

Greek vases of the third stage." Sir Charles Newton's identification

of this fabric with that of the vases from lalysos, and his proof

that they were all alike pre-Hellenic, were definitely rejected.

It was expressly contended, even, that in this enchanted island

almost all styles of pottery were in use concurrently at almost all

periods. This last belief, indeed, was quite widely held, and did

not give way finally, before fresh evidence, till after 1890.

In 1865, therefore, the archaeological position was this. Pre-

liminary explorations had begun; the attention of scholars was

aroused; and a start was being made with interpretation. The

moment certainly was near when Cyprus must be won for archae-

ology, and "digging" be transformed from a mischievous pastime

into a weapon of historical science. With Cesnola's opportunities,

an archaeological genius had the chance to anticipate modern

work by a generation; it was a pity but no fault of Cesnola

that the United States Consul in Cyprus was not an archaeological

genius.

xv
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It is easier to excuse neglect of scientific precaut i<ms than exag-

geration or misstatcmcnt. In tin- few instances where the tombs

which Cesnola opened can he identified, as at Amathus, his measure-

ments of their depth are unsupported by extant remains; more com-

monly still they are out of accord with other excavators' experience

(see, however, Perrot-Chipiez, Histinrc Je I' Art, III, 2 i<), note);

and the famous "Treasure of Curium," circumstantially described

in Chapter XI of his book, is a mystery which cannot be cleared

up. All attempts to locate the treasure chambers of which Cesnola

gives a plan in his book have failed, and the occurrence of objects

of so many different periods in the
"
Treasure" itself is very difficult

to coordinate with our other knowledge of ancient Cyprus. I he

majority of these objects are precisely like the rich tomb-jewelry
of Curium and its neighbourhood; a few are of kinds and styles

which are most unlikely to have been brought together at Curium

in antiquity. Though Cesnola certainly kept some record ol his

work, and though the story of his excavation was published soon

enough to be challenged, if it was untrue, by contemporaries ~nd

neighbours, and to be acceptable in main outline as evidence of

its extent and variety, yet his Collection was left at his death un-

accompanied by first-hand documents; nor has it been possible

as yet to rediscover note-books or diaries from which to reconstruct

its history. Even the localities to which individual objects are

ascribed, in the Handbooks and Atlas published under his super-

vision, are not always in accord with other experience of the geo-

graphical distribution of such objects in Cyprus.
For scientific purposes, therefore, the Cesnola Collection must

be regarded as a magnificent series of isolated objects, almost all

of demonstrably Cypriote style. They are invaluable to fill out

the scheme of Cypriote archaeology, which has been established

by other men's work in the generation which followed; but t hex-

do not themselves supply the evidence on which such a scheme could

be designed.

HOW THfc ChSNOLA COLLKCTION CAMt TO NhVV YORK

Some of the earlier finds, from excavations made in 1868, were

sold by auction in Paris in 1870. The printed catalogue of them

is instructive reading now. Some were acquired by the Louvre

Museum. But about this time, and probably on the advice of

European experts, Cesnola became convinced of the advantage of

concentrating in a single collection materials so copious as he had

xvi
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either already at hand, or in immediate prospect. What he found

now, he accumulated at his house in Larnaca; and a first attempt
to describe his museum systematically was made there in 1869

by a German traveller, Dr. C. Friedrichs. But it was the crowning

discovery of an untouched sanctuary crowded with statues, near the

village of Athienu, which clinched Cesnola's decision, while it

spread abroad his fame. It was clearly out of the question, under

Turkish rule, to leave these important, large, and numerous objects

in Cyprus, and the question became urgent, what was to be done

with them. Informal negotiations with the Musee Napoleon III

were terminated abruptly by the Franco-Prussian War: but in June,

1870, the Russian archaeologist, Dr. Johannes Doell, was sent from

St. Petersburg to report on the Collection, with a view to its transfer

to the Hermitage Museum. The interest taken by St. Petersburg

in Cesnola's work is partly explained if it be remembered that he

acted as Consul for Russia, as well as for the United States. Though

nothing came of the Russian proposal, Doell's report, presented

to the Imperial Academy of Sciences in December, 1872, was the

first scientific criticism of the Collection. This report discusses

7,919 items; and its careful illustrations show some of the chief

objects as they appeared within a few months of their discovery,

and before they had undergone the repairs which caused contro-

versy later.

Very soon after Doell's visit, Cesnola took leave of absence, and

carried the whole Collection with him -about 35,000 objects in

all. How his two-fold Consulate enabled him to evade Turkish

attempts to prevent their export is an amusing episode in his book

(p. 174). One consignment was lost at sea near Beyrout, but the

remainder reached London, to be exhibited and photographed.
A few objects were acquired about this time by the British Museum,
the South Kensington Museum, the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge, the Louvre, the Museums of Athens, Berlin, Boston,

Constantinople, Monaco, Perugia, and St. Germain, by General

Pitt-Rivers (whose collection is now at Oxford), and perhaps by other

museums and collectors. The small series in the Turin Museum
seems to have been presented earlier; an offering of first-fruits

to his native place. The Collection excited general interest,

all the greater because news was now coming home about

Schliemann's first excavations in "Homeric Troy." No formal

narrative of discovery was forthcoming as yet, but there was

some discussion in the Press, and an album of selected photo-

xvii
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graphs was published in 1873, with an introduction by Mr. (now
Sir Sidney) Colvin.

But while European museums were criticizing, America acted.

The newly-founded Metropolitan Museum of Art acquired the whole

Collection for New York, while it was still on view in London, and

Cesnola was granted six months' leave of absence, dating from

January, 1873, to install it in fresh quarters at 128 West Mth
Street. This done, he returned to his post in Cyprus, with an under-

standing that he was to make further researches on behalf of the

Metropolitan Museum. It was during these supplementary exca-

vations that the objects composing the "Treasure of Curium"

were obtained.

Cesnola did not leave Cyprus finally till 1876, but after 1873

he found nothing comparable with his chief discovery, the sanctuary

of Athienu; and the operations of his brother, Major Alexander P.

di Cesnola, which continued till 1878, were notable rather for the

quantity of their yield than for artistic or scientific interest. This
"
Lawrence-Cesnola" Collection was likewise exhibited in London

for a while, and photographed, but much of it was dispersed by
auction in 1881.

Cesnola had every inducement to complete his career in the

Consular Service; but in Cyprus he had "met his fate"; and in

fact no one else was either competent or available to supervise

the arrangement and publication of his treasures: so he accepted,

in 1877, first a place on the Board of the Metropolitan Museum,
and then in succession the posts of Secretary and Director. The

transference of the Museum to its present site in Central Park

followed soon after; and Cesnola remained in office there until his

death on November 21, 1904. An extract from the official minute

of the Board of Directors on that occasion expresses, with evident

feeling, the estimate which was formed of the man, by men who
had worked with him intimately. "His fidelity, his minute

attention to his duties, and his capacity for work during his long

career of service merit great praise. Other distinctions and other

interests in life, if not forgotten, were permanently laid aside, and

the welfare and growth of the Museum became his single interest

and absorbing occupation. His military training, when joined to

his public experience, gave him distinguished powers of administra-

tion, and, while critics are never wanting, his capacity to administer

the Museum and adequately to exhibit its contents has not been

questioned.
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"Whoever shall become his successor, and with whatever gifts

he shall be endowed, the martial, independent figure of General

di Cesnola somewhat restive in opposition and somewhat im-

petuous in speech and action, but at all times devoted to his duty
and winning the affection of his subordinates and associates will

long remain a kindly and grateful memory."

PUBLICATIONS

Since the Cesnola Collection reached a permanent home in New
York, only two incidents in its history need be recorded here.

The first concerns publication. This, with so large a mass of mater-

ial, was naturally a matter of time; it was none the less urgent

because the Collection lay so far from the majority of students,

as NewYork still was then. Cesnola's own narrative of exploration,

Cyprus, its Ancient Cities, Tombs, and Temples, appeared in 1877;

a revised American edition with some additional matter in 1878;

and a German translation by Dr. Ludwig Stern in 1879. In 1880

came a little guide entitled Sculptures of the Cesnola Collection

(Handbook No. 3), brightly written by .Mr. A. Duncan Savage,

and more instructive to the student than the later inventory, The

Stone Sculptures, by Dr. Isaac H. Hall, which superseded it in

1895, or the unsigned inventory published in 1904. A similar

inventory of the Terracottas and Pottery (Handbook No. 2),

also by Dr. Hall, appeared in 1895. These handbooks were for

popular use in the .Museum; for students abroad, a full Atlas of

the Cesnola Collection was planned, with brief descriptions, and

large plates, photographic or coloured. The first volume, contain-

ing the Sculptures, was published in 1884; the second, on Vases

and Terracottas, in 1886; and the third, on the Jewelry, Bronzes,

Inscriptions, Glass, and other objects, in 1903. Though not in

all points adequate, these volumes have served well to make

students familiar with the Cesnola Collection. A few of the objects

which are figured in the Atlas are, however, no longer in the .Mu-

seum; a larger number, which are figured in Cesnola's own book,

seem not to have reached New York. Some of these have been

traced to other museums; others are lost.

THE FEUARDENT- CESNOLA CONTROVERSY

The other incident, happily long closed, is the attack made in

1880-2 on the authenticity of parts of the collection. It began
with an article in the Art Amateur of August, 1880, by Mr. Gaston

xix
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I.. Keuardent, a well-known art-dealer, in the effect that some o|

ihi' sen Ip tu res had been wrongly restored, that statues had been

built up out of incoherent parts, and that some of the bron/es had

been artificially patinated. Similar charges were repeated in iW;?

hv Mr. Clarence (look, in a pamphlet, Transformations and Mi-

grations of Certain Statues in the Ccstiola Collection, and were

widely circulated by certain newspapers. In retrospect, the whole

affair has its humorous side, and the Museum had no difficulty in

disposing of the specific charges against individual objects; but

an action for libel was brought by Mr. Feuardent against Cesnola

personally, and tried at great length; and though it ended favourably

for the Museum, an impression had been created, which was not

easy to dispel, that the Collection had been damaged by imprudent
and needless repairs.

1

To deal fairly with well-meant, though misdirected criticism,

just as to judge rightly Cesnola's own proceedings, it is essential

to bear in mind opinions that were current, at a time when the

study of classical art had only very recently attained some measure

of historical perspective and a few principles of criticism, ami when

great satisfaction and confidence were felt in applying these. It

must be remembered, first, that the arts and industries of Cyprus,
and particularly its sculpture and vase-painting, have at all early

periods a strongly-marked character of their own, yet show from

time to time a peculiar sensitiveness to foreign influence, and often

to several such influences at once. The result is a mixed style,

which, interpreted in feeble workmanship, easily gives at first

sight a false impression of modernity. Further, the use of soft

limestone, instead of marble, for sculpture, and still more the

technique of limestone carving, were unfamiliar to classical arch-

aeology until the discoveries at Olympia and on the Athenian

Akropolis. In the same way, the practice of enhancing sculpture

with colour was long supposed in defiance of testimony and in

default of examples to be abhorrent to ancient art. The vaga-

ries, and some of the principles, of the Cypriote vase-painters

estranged orthodox critics even more. Add to this, that until

photographic illustrations became usual, styles that were provincial

and unfamiliar suffered far more than classic art from defective

reproductions; and also that after the Cesnola Collection was

'Other outspoken opinions about the Collection were published rather

later by Dr. Max Ohnefalsch-Richter, after investigations on the spot, at

Curium and .Athienu. (AYu; } \>rk Herald, May i6th; Sun, May 23rd, 1893.;
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transferred to New York, the objects themselves were not very
accessible. Add, further, that the new generation of trained

archaeologists was more concerned and rightly in recording

the circumstances of discovery, in fresh excavations under rigid

control, than in criticizing the results of what they might well

regard as premature and hasty work; and that, in so far as they

stayed to criticize the discoverer's record at all, they were more

repelled by its omissions, inaccuracies, and exaggerations, than

attracted by the positive value of what was found. A few leaders,

Sir Austin Layard, Sir Charles Newton, Sir Augustus Franks,

Sir R. Hamilton Lang to name only British contemporaries
with wider sympathy inspired by personal experience of pioneer

work, wrote and acted as if they appreciated what Cesnola had

done; but it is not wonderful that, under all the circumstances, his

Collection was put somewhat on one side.

HOW TO USE THE CESNOLA COLLECTION

Now, controversy has died, and other explorers, better trained,

equipped, and directed, have done much to fill the gaps in our

information. It begins to be possible to estimate where we stand.

In archaeology, as in business, we have to "cut our losses" and

make the best use we can of the knowledge we have; and the

object of this Handbook is to contribute such commentary, based

on sure comparisons, as will interpret this section of the Metro-

politan Museum to the visitor, and in some degree also to the stu-

dent. Many objects in the Cesnola Collection are still hard to

explain fully; a few, for want of exact record at the first, have lost

the meaning they had, perhaps permanently; but the vast majority

can now be fitted into a consistent scheme of knowledge, so as to

illustrate other collections, and suggest problems for future research.

The advances which have been made in our knowledge of Cyprus
since the Collection was formed, permit a more exact estimate of

the arts and industries of the island, and disclose the main lines

of their history. A summary of this history follows, on p. xxvi.

Through the same increase of knowledge, it is now possible, also,

to assign to local schools of sculpture and painting a number of

objects whose unfamiliarity, at the time of their discover}', raised

reasonable doubts as to their age and authenticity. In fine ex-

amples of these local schools, and particularly in works influenced

by the archaic art of Greece and the Near East, the Cesnola Col-

lection is exceptionally rich; and subsequent excavations by trained
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observers serve to interpret these masterpieces, ami to supplement
the too slight indications ot their place of discovery, and of the ob-

jects found with them.

On the other hand, more accurate knowledge of Cypriote anti-

quities inevitably shows that certain other classes of objects in the

Collection are not of exceptional interest, either as works of art or

as evidence of the progress of nati\e industries. It is, therefore,

possible, and permissible, to select those partsof the whole Collection

which give it value and interest, and to exhibit these in a clearer

and more systematic way. It has been possible also without dam-

age to the Collection as a whole, and with great benefit to the stu-

dents of special aspects of art and industry, to separate from tin-

main type-series, and install in a convenient students' room, a

large mass of purely archaeological material which could never

be expected to appeal to the general public, and led only to con-

fusion and fatigue.

On these general principles, a systematic survey of the whole

Collection was undertaken on behalf of the Museum in the spring

of looo,. The results, so far as they are of general interest, are

the occasion of this Handbook. The methods by which it has been

sought to give effect to them, demand brief record here.

THK I'RhSL-NT ARRANC.hMtNT OI- THh COLLECTION

The lapse of time since the objects were prepared for exhibition

under the personal direction of their discoverer, and, no less, the

attention which is now right ly given to questions of surface-finish,

tooling, and other details of ancient craftsmanship, justified and

indeed demanded a thorough cleansing of all the more important

objects. The general appearance of the Collection has been but

little affected by this process; but attention may fairly be called

to the principal points of improvement. The Terracottas, Bronzes,

and Gold and Silver Ornaments were in very good order: it was

chiefly among the Sculpture and the Vases that care was required.

In the first place, a good deal of Cypriote earth and lime-crust

which adhered to statues and vases has been removed, where this

could be done without damage to the ancient work. Its retention

in the first instance was an excess of precaution not common among
collectors: with better methods than we have even now, still

further improvements would be permissible.

Further, it was already known, that (in accordance with the

current practice of museums in the vears when the Collection was
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being installed) cracks, breakages, and scars had been repaired

with plaster, and "made good" with a very thin coating of stone-

wash; and this stone-wash had also been used to cover weather

stains even on unbroken surfaces. Fortunately, Mr. Charles

Balliard, who was actively concerned in the original installation,

was still at hand in 1909 to describe his own procedure. Before

the cleansing was begun, or even projected, the Museum obtained

from him a full statement of his recollection of the state in which

the sculptures were when he first took them in hand, and of what

he did to them. The subsequent removal of the stone-wash con-

firmed the accuracy of Mr. Balliard's memory, and there is little

doubt that the Museum is in possession of all the material data

for a history of the Collection from the time of its acquisition by
the Museum. It should be added that on some of the statues

the stone-wash had begun to go to dust, and enough of the ancient

surfaces was already revealed to show that they were in good con-

dition, and might safely be liberated altogether.

The necessary work on that part of the Collection which had been

selected for exhibition was done, with the most careful precautions,

by the Museum's own people, in the summer of 1909: so that all

details of the ancient work can now be seen and studied freely.

The gain to the Collection, both artistic and scientific, has been

great. The delicate cream-colour of the soft Cypriote limestone

has been recovered throughout, and it is possible that the slight

variations of its texture which are now perceptible may eventually

be traced to local quarry-beds. Cracks and breakages are of

course rather more apparent than they were, but the methods and

technique of the ancient sculptors and stone-masons have been

revealed in surprising detail. Above all, copious traces of colour,

noted indeed by the discoverer, but unappreciated by earlier critics,

and long concealed by the stone-wash already mentioned, have

been restored to view, sometimes still well enough preserved to

suggest their original vividness.

The closer study which is possible nowthat the sculptures areclean

shows that many of the statues have undergone minor repairs;

that these repairs were made at more than one period; and that

most of them are such as it would be an obvious duty to undertake

now if the Collection were newly acquired. Many figures, indeed,

could be better appreciated, if they were treated more thoroughly

still, and in the same way. Certainly a few mistakes were

made, as was only to be expected in a very large collection of un-
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familiar typos and stylos, hut Mono of thorn allect any important

specimen.
Similar troatmont, applied to selected vases, confirms the authen-

ticity of almost all the painted decoration. The few "restorations"

are tor the most part obvious, and seldom exceed the limits ob-

served in museums a generation ago. The surprising variations

of tint and draughtsmanship, which perplexed earlier critics of

the Collection, seem to be almost wholly due to the caprice of the

ancient artists, and to the materials with which they worked. Only

very rarely does our present knowledge still permit doubt whether

retouches are ancient or modern.

A word should be added as to the selection and arrangement
of that part of the Cesnola Collection which is the subject of this

Handbook. The very large si/e of the Collection has always made
it impossible to set out all the objects for general study; and in

proportion as its artistic value is appreciated, the need for greater

space becomes more obvious, if justice is to be done to the more

important pieces. The Collection has therefore been rearranged

in two parts, one of which, a "Type-Series" formed of the finest

specimens of each kind, is installed mainly in the Cesnola Room
and its Annex, on the ground floor of the Museum; and parti) in

the Museum's rooms for Bronzes, Terracottas, and Glass, and in

the Gold Room upstairs. The other is a "Students' Series"

consisting of many large groups of objects, of almost monotonous

similarity. It is placed in a Basement Hall, easily accessible from

the Cesnola Room, and more convenient for the special work of

experts. Here it is intended to install gradually exhibits illustrating

particular aspects of the ancient arts and industries of Cyprus,
and thus to make the fullest use of this unrivalled mass of material.

After full consideration of all available evidence as to the cir-

cumstances of discovers', it has seemed best to treat each object

in the Type-Collections as an independent example of the art of

Cyprus, and to base the new arrangement solely on considerations

of workmanship and stylo. Thus arranged, the Collection con-

stitutes a series of the principal forms of pottery, sculpture, and

other works of Cypriote art ami industry, which is certainly the

largest of its kind, and also the most varied in all but a few depart-

ments. After withdrawing more than half of the former contents

of the show cases, there remain exhibited nearly eleven hundred

vases; more than four hundred pieces of sculpture; about two

hundred inscriptions; about two hundred other stone objects,
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such as vessels of alabaster, steatite, serpentine, and soft limestone;

about four hundred terracotta statuettes; over five hundred

bronzes; nearly nine hundred glass vessels; and more than thirteen

hundred pieces of jewelry. The inscriptions, which are of less gen-

eral interest, are only treated briefly here; they have, however,

been recently studied exhaustively by the late Dr. Richard Meister,

in preparation fora volume of the Corpus Inscriptwnnm Graecarum,

and (by the courtesy of his son, Dr. Ludwig Meister) his final

readings are incorporated in this Handbook.

The Bronzes, Terracotta Figures, Gold and Silver Ornaments, and

Glass are now grouped with the Museum's general collections,

and the Bronzes will be more fully described in a general Catalogue

of Bronzes which is in preparation. Very few objects of Bronze

or Terracotta have been withdrawn from the Type-Series; but many
bracelets, rings, and earrings of silver are so disfigured by exposure

to the salt moist earth of Cypriote tombs that they have lost all

artistic, and almost all scientific, value, and have therefore been

put on one side. Among the Glass vessels, too, there are so many
duplicates that only about half of that collection is exhibited.

The general plan of this Handbook is to give first a brief summary
account of our present knowledge in each department of ancient

work; and then to supplement and illustrate this, by more detailed

commentary on the examples which have been selected for exhibi-

tion. As far as was possible, each exhibition-case has been ar-

ranged as a coherent whole, in which each object illustrates and

explains its neighbours, while they supply the commentary for it.

The function of a Handbook is sufficiently performed, if it prepares

its readers to discover these things for themselves.
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ANCI1-NT CYPRUS IN HISTORY AM)
CULTURK

THE
island of Cyprus lies in the easternmost basin of the

Mediterranean Sea, 44 miles south of tin- nearest point

of Asia Minor, and 69 miles west of the Syrian coast. Its

greatest length is about 141 miles; and its greatest breadth

about (>o; but much of the island is narrow, and its area is only

3,584 square miles; it is thus rather larger than Crete, but siraller

than Sardinia or Sicily; and therefore about as large as the English

counties of Norfolk and Suffolk together, or twice the si/e of Long
Island.

Its surface configuration closely conforms to its geological struc-

ture. The southern half of the island is filled with a roughly oval

mass of dark crystalline rocks, which rises to ((,406 ft. in Mt. T roodos,

towards its west end, and three other peaks further east are of

more than 4,500 feet. Earge areas of this highland were formerly

rich in copper. Rugged spurs of the same rocks run out into

bold promontories to the northwest; but most of the foot hills

are in light-coloured limestones and marls, which make fertile

foreshores and run out eastward in a rolling plateau as far as Nicosia,

Eamagusta, and Larnaca. The long straight north coast, and the

wholeof the narrow Karpass promontory to the northeast, are formed,

on the other hand, of an abrupt ridge of hard grey limestone like

that of Mt. Amanus in North Syria, and the parallel ridges of the

Cilician Taurus. Its seaward slope is abrupt and almost har-

bourless, but the long breakwater of the Karpass shelters open
roadsteads off Salamis and Kition to the southeast. Between this

North Ridge and the Highland of I roodos runs a broad shallow

depression, the Mesaoria, or Midland Plain, mainly alluvial, and

so low and well watered that it forms wide marshes towards either

coast, and especially towards the east.
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The climate and vegetation are of the Mediterranean type.

The summers are hot and dry, and the winters rainy with but little

frost, except in the hills. Olive and vine, bay, myrtle, and oleander,

thyme and sage, asphodel and anemone, are characteristic plants

in the lowlands; higher up, cereals do well, and oak and chestnut

flourished formerly; on the heights there is pine forest and summer

pasture. Wild sheep, wild goat, and ibex are the principal native

animals; in antiquity the island had a bad repute for serpents,

but harbours no dangerous beasts. Its importance in the ancient

world was as an unfailing source of timber and copper: the latter

has its name from Cyprus.

In history, however, its interest is less in what it yielded than in

what it received. Situated as it is within sight of Syria and

Asia Minor, and within a few days' sail of Egypt, and of Rhodes,

Crete, and the island-world of Greece, it partook of every phase

of its neighbours' civilization, without ever wholly surrendering

either its own individuality, or its earlier loans and achievements.

"Too large to be neutral, too small to be self-sufficient," it is there-

fore a faithful, if rather dilatory, record of events and tendencies

in the greater world around; and more than once Cyprus became

the prized or coveted outpost, now of East, now of West, in the

age-long rivalry between them.

FIRST HUMAN POPULATION

The affinities of the first human occupants of Cyprus are still

obscure. In the earliest tombs the human remains are almost

always so fragmentary that they cannot be described or measured

accurately; and those of later date only serve to show to what

extent the physique of the population was modified by successive

immigrant strains. Of these the most important are the Aegean
colonists of the later Bronze Age, the Phoenician settlers from the

Syrian coast, the Greek adventurers and traders who supplemented
the old Aegean colonies in the Earl}' Iron Age and later, and the

Saracen, Frank, and Turkish conquerors in mediaeval times. But

in all probability their island home has selected for elimination the

most alien strains; certainly in modern Cyprus the difference

between "Turk" and "Greek" is of expression rather than of build.

It is probably safe, therefore, to separate the discussion of the

culture of Cyprus from all questions of race, and to regard its

successive occupants simply as contributors to style.

The Stone Age has left but few traces in Cyprus. Palaeolithic
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deposits are still unknown, and of tin- Neolithic Age no sites have

been found. Even implements of stone are rare, and almost all

of these belong to deposits of the Bronze Age. It must be re-

membered, however, that the earliest tombs with potters' of Bron/e

Age typos contain no objects of metal, and also that the only

parts of the island which have stone suitable tor implements are

in upland and inland districts which, being forest, were probably

long unoccupied by man. Yet there is reason to suppose that the

first users of potter}' wore not the first inhabitants; primitive people
still exist elsewhere who may be described as living not even in an

"Age of Stone," but rather in one of Wood or Bone; ignorant also

of pottery, or oblivious, if they over had this art. And in the

Early Bronze Ago tombs there are already two distinct racial types.

Before its appearance was modified by human effort, the surface

of the island was occupied by three types of vegetation: water-

logged marsh in the central lowlands; dense forest, mainly conifer-

ous, in the uplands; and between these a belt of parkland, com-

posed in varying proportions of deciduous and evergreen trees and

shrubs, with rich meadow fringing the fens. The distribution of the

earliest sites and tombs shows that it was this parkland which first

attracted immigrants; and at most of these first settlements we find

the primitive corn-rubbers, and large milkbowls and ladles, char-

acteristic of pastoral and agricultural people. The great fens were

impassable early, and even now are but partially reclaimed; but

the forests were more penetrable, and were gradually cleared for

timber, and also, when the copper mines wore opened, as fuel for

the furnaces. This wealth of timber and the habitual use of mud
brick at all periods go far to explain the rarity of stone architecture

such as is the glory of Egypt or of Greece.

THt BRONZE AGE

The civilization of those settlements is essentially the same as

that of the Syrian coast and of Egypt before the First Dynasty.
The simple types of copper daggers, axes, and pins occur also on the

mainlands opposite, and through the whole extent of Asia Minor,

far away to the Hellespontine region which unites it with south-

eastern Europe. The red-polished pottery exactly resembles that

of predynastic Egypt in its fabric; but it substitutes forms so ex-

clusively imitated from gourds and skin vessels, that it seems

reasonable to suppose that the art of pot-making was introduced

in an advanced phase from the mainland, into an island culture
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which had used only perishable vessels before: the rather sudden

apparition of a fine fabric of pottery would thus be fully explained.

The Bronze Age culture of Cyprus falls into three main stages,

which approximately correspond in range with the Early, Middle,

and Late periods of Minoan civilization in Crete, though their char-

acters are distinct until far on in the Late Minoan Age. In the

first or Early Bronze Age, the implements are rather of copper

than of bronze, and owe their hardness to the presence of copper

oxide, not of tin. The pottery is all of the handmade "red-polished"

fabric already mentioned; painting is unknown, and the decoration

is essentially geometrical, and reminiscent of basketry, with only

rare attempts to represent animals or plants. Stone was in use

for perforated maceheads like those of primitive Egypt, and also

for whetstones and beads. The simple pins of copper seem to have

been modelled on pins of wood or bone. Imported objects are as

yet unknown, and there is no proof of any export of Cypriote

objects; though it is probable that the copper supply, once dis-

covered, did not long remain an island secret.

In the second or Middle Bronze Age, implements of true bronze

become common, and a coarse alloy of silver and lead is used for

ornaments of thick wire. Pottery of light clay appears alongside

the red ware, with patterns in a painted dull black umber which

is found in the island; and foreign imports are found. Such im-

ports are Egyptian beads of blue glaze, assignable to the XII

Dynasty and therefore not much later than 2000 B. C., and

cylindrical seals from Babylonia, one of which, No. 4300

(Atlas III, cxviii, 5) belonged to an official of Naram-

Sin who reigned in Accad not later than 2600 B. C. But it must

be remembered that these are dates of the manufacture of the

objects themselves; and although it is probable that such objects

(if found in early tombs, which is not always demonstrable) were

brought to Cyprus not as antiquities but in common use, and

not long after they were made, yet the formal proof that this

was so is not complete unless objects of the Cypriote fabrics

associated with them have been found in Egyptian or Babylonian

deposits of the periods to which those cylinders and beads belong.

For the later Bronze Age, which is contemporary with the XVI 1 1

Dynasty, this complementary proof exists; but not at present for

any earlier period. The distribution of the "black-punctured"
fabric of pottery, however, in Cyprus, Syria, and Egypt, supplies

evidence of secondary value in regard to the centuries between
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the XVIII Dynasty anil the XI 1th; aiul there an- also a few faint

traces of intercourse with the Middle Minoan culture of Crete ami

the Aegean islands, which certainly belongs to the same interval

of time. What is more important, for the general culture of the

island, is the evidence from primitive clay figures, that Cyprus
shared with the nearest mainlands in the widespread cult of the

great Mother Goddess of Asia, with all that that worship implies.

In the third or Late Bron/e Age, and probably about the time

of the fall of the Knossian Empire in Crete, which can be dated

about 1400 B. C., colonists trom the shores and islands of the

Aegean Sea, and among others from Crete, brought with them

their own remarkable culture and industries, which had already

a long history. In their new settlements in Cyprus appear new

types of weapons, line wheelmade pottery, and a style of art which

after long naturalism was now becoming stiff and conventional.

Gold and ivory are now abundant, silver of good quality super-

sedes the old leaden alloy, and glass and enamel are known. Ex-

tensive intercourse with Syria, Palestine, and Egypt Brought
other new kinds of pottery, which were freely copied in the island,

and datable scarabs and personal ornaments of the XVI 1 1 and

XIX Dynasties (1600-1200).

It is not certain whether Egypt had direct intercourse with

Cyprus in this period. The rich regions known as Asi and Alasia,

which appear repeatedly in Egyptian documents from close on

1500 to as late as 1117, have been commonly identified with the

island or with districts of it, but the older view, that they are to

be sought on the Syrian mainland, seems now to he better supported;

and a list of hostile cities recorded by Rameses 1 1 1 in his Philistine

war of i K)4, though it includes a group of names very like those

of Salamis, Kition, Idalion, Soloi, and others prominent in historic

times, gives no clear indication of the country in which they lay.

There is, moreover, nothing in this period which can be ascribed

to specifically Phoenician influence; and the only traces of writing

are in a variety of the Aegean script. The magnificent tombs at

Salamis and Kurion illustrate the prosperity and artistic wealth

of Cyprus at this time. Similar colonies founded on the Syrian

coast rather later, became eventually the seat of that Philistine-

power which harassed the Israelite tribes until the days of Saul

and David (1030-970). Thus, in the Late Bronze Age, not Cyprus

only, but all this end of the Mediterranean became for a while a

strong outpost of Western civilization.
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About iioo, however, the Aegean region, and particularly its

western side, was invaded and conquered by comparatively bar-

barous tribes from Balkan and Danubian lands, who broke up
the old Minoan culture and themselves became civilized very

slowly. Across the Hellespont, the Hittite power, which had

drawn all North Syria into a political system with its heart in Asia

Minor, suffered no less from European invaders, and seems to have

been broken for a while. Egypt, too, was distracted by political

troubles within, and ceased to take part in the affairs of the sea-

board districts. Cyprus was thus cut off both from the mother-

land of its Minoan colonists, and from all the principal centres of

old culture in the Levant. The Minoan colonies, however, long
maintained themselves in comparative prosperity, mainly because

their wealth in copper and timber made them valuable to neigh-
bours on the Syrian coast. Meanwhile the destruction of the

Philistine league of coastland cities by the first Israelite kings

restored all southern Syria to people of Semitic speech and culture

and broke its connection with the West. North Syria, too, after

the Hittite decline, was apparently too much distracted by internal

feuds to have either interest or influence abroad. But these defec-

tions were of no serious consequence either for Cyprus, or for

the central section of the mainland coast, secure between Lebanon

and the sea. Here, therefore, Cyprus may well have continued to

play an important part, during the rise of that Phoenicia, industrial

and mercantile, which was replacing Minoan Crete as chief agent
of exchange in these seas. It is probably no accident that the year

1198, from which Tyre dated its events, lies on the eve of that

Northern Invasion which was stemmed by Rameses III in Philistia,

and gave us incidentally (p. xxx) the first probable glimpse of the

cities of Cyprus.

THE EARLY IRON AGE

Characteristic of this whole period of transition is the gradual
substitution of iron for bronze as the principal material for cutting

instruments. Iron, indeed, is found rarely, but almost exclusively

for ornaments, in a few tombs of the Later Bronze Age; but it

then becomes common so suddenly, both for tools and for weapons,
that it seems necessary to connect its introduction here, as in the

Aegean, with the economic and political changes which broke up
the Bronze Age culture. It is perhaps significant, in this connec-

tion, that the first iron swords in Cyprus are of a type character-
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isticof northern Greece and the hinds bordering on the Adriatic.

The iron of Cyprus, however, is, in the main, of native manufacture:

the chief mines were at lamassos, in the heart of the island, and

near Soloi on the northwest coast, in close proximity to the copper

fields and the forest fuel.

As we still live in a culture where iron is the chief useful metal,

it is convenient to describe the lirst great phase of that culture as

the Early Iron Age, and to use this term to include all those obscure

and for the most part barbarous centuries which lie between the

close of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the historic age in

Greece and Italy. The latter is also the point at which western

influences once more reassert themselves in Cyprus. The same

period has also been sometimes described as Graeco-Phoenician,

on the ground that it is within its limits that both the Greek and

the Phoenician cities arose, which are found to divide the island

between them at its close. But in some respects that name still

takes too much for granted, and the term "Early Iron Age" will be

used for the most part in what follows.

An Early Iron Age, or Graeco-Phoenician Age thus defined, is

conveniently subdivided, like the Bronze Age, into three periods:

Early, Middle, and Late. Of these, the first may be described

as "Transitional," because bronze is still in use for weapons, side

by side with iron; and the whole culture still bears traces of its

Minoan antecedents. It covers all that has sometimes been called

"Sub-Mycenaean," or less happily labelled as "Late Minoan IV."

In this Transitional Period, which may be taken, provisionally,

to extend from about 1200 to about 1000, gold and silver orna-

ments become very rare, foreign imports almost cease, engraved

cylinders and scarabs become quite barbarous in style, and begin to

be replaced by conical and pyramidal seals like those of Asia

Minor and North Syria, and the Bronze Age dress-pins are sup-

planted by safety-pins derived from southeast-European types.

Except a few childish terracottas and animal-shaped vases, there

is no longer any 'representative' art. Decoration rapidly becomes

geometrical, presenting however only slight affinity with the con-

temporary geometric styles in Greece and the Aegean islands, while

its nearest counterparts are on the Philistine coast and in contem-

porary tombs from the neighbourhood of Carchemish.

In the second or middle period of the Iron Age, the disuse of

bronze for implements is complete, and the decorative art is purely

geometrical; even when circles are employed, they are made not
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freehand, but geometrically with compasses; conclusive evidence

of the workman's distrust of his hand. We may well describe

this, therefore, as the "Geometrical" period. Foreign imports

are almost absent; rare vases of geometric style from the Aegean,

rareHittite seal-stones from the mainland; all copied locally, and the

latter, in their rougher examples not easily distinguished from the

local copies. Tombs of this period are not common, and the ana-

logy of the cemeteries near Carchemish suggests that cremation

may have had a temporary vogue. This Geometric Period may
be taken to begin about 1000 and last till about 750.

In the third period, on the other hand, Oriental influences re-

appear, and rapidly predominate. The reason for this was two-

fold. The old kingdom of Assyria, in the middle basin of the

Tigris, had already twice won and lost an empire, before it entered,

in 745, on a third cycle of conquests, which culminated in a con-

quest of Egypt in 668-4 ar>d ended in abrupt ruin and partition

shortly before 600. The earlier stages of advance were rapid.

The Euphrates was crossed about 742. Damascus, the greatest

junction of land routes in Western Asia, opened its gates ten years

later. Tyre surrendered in 722, and the king of Egypt was beaten

on his own frontier in 720. Ten years more, and an Assyrian army

occupied Cilicia, and threatened to invade Cappadocia. But

to invade Asia Minor by that coast road, without guarding against

raids from over sea, would have been reckless, and it testifies both

to Assyrian policy and to the real importance of Cyprus, that in

709 seven kings of Cyprus came to do homage to Sargon II, and

set up his record of their surrender on the citadel of Kition. The

monument is now in Berlin. Their submission may have been

little more than nominal, but it reveals a lively interest in the

politics of the mainland, and also the existence of a system of small

kingdoms in Cyprus, of which we have more proofs later.

GREEKS AND PHOENICIANS IN CYPRUS

The other cause of activity in Cyprus operated from the West.

The Aegean peoples had outlived their disasters; they civilized

and absorbed their conquerors; and now began again to explore

and exploit their Mediterranean world, along the same seaways as

their Minoan predecessors. The first Greek colonies in the West,

Syracuse and Naxos, were founded almost on Minoan sites about

733 (the year of the surrender of Damascus), and Tarentum, the

eastern gate of Italy, about 700. Exploration of the Black Sea
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began but little later; and the name Yavana or "Ionian" (ireek

is used by Sargon to describe an oversea enemy, and again for

a similar intruder at Asluiod in Philistia, and again in 700 for an

island which can only be Cyprus; and then in (>()N for a seaborne

enemy which harried the shoreward (lank of an Assyrian arms in

Cilicia. All this throws light on the Greek traditional "List of

Seapowers," in which Cyprus stands next before Phoenicia, and

after Phrygia, Thrace, and others of the regions most disturbed

by the Northern Invaders. The "Phrygian Seapower" is doubtless

the seaward aspect of that new landpower in Asia Minor which was

the principal northward anxiety of the rising Assyria, the historical

basis of Greek legends about Midas and his gold, and the source

whence Cyprus was deriving so many mainland seal-stones, during
the Geometrical Period. The traditional dates for these seapowers
are imperfectly recorded and variously interpreted, but it seems

probable that this "Seapower of Cyprus" began about 742, when

Phrygian prestige was waning, and ended with the submission of

its kings to Sargon in 709. This surrender gave to Tyre and >ther

mainland cities unwonted freedom of access to the west, and so

made room for a "Phoenician Seapower" which in turn facilitated

the Assyrian attack on Egypt in 608. During this "Phoenician

Seapower" Cyprus reappears in 702 as a place of refuge for a rebel

chief from Sidon, and eventually as an ally of Assurbanipal in his

Egyptian war. But its kings are enrolled not with Phoenicia but

with the Hittite principalities of Cilicia; and of those whose names

are recognizable, the majority are Greeks, Pylagoras of Khytroi,

Eteandros of Paphos, Onasagoras of Ledroi. Kition, the principal

Phoenician settlement in Cyprus, does not appear by name, but

is usually recognized in this list under the description Karti-hadasti

or "New Town," which it shares with Carthage, its greater cousin

in the West. In view of this Greek predominance, it is not sur-

prising that Hebrew geographers should have classified as "children

of Yavan," that is to say, Ionian Greeks, not only
"
Kittim," which

is Kition, but the mainland districts of Alasia and Tarsus. There

is, however, no reason to suppose that this was more than a rein-

forcement of the old colonies. The peculiarities of the Cypriote
dialect of Greek, and its affinities with that of Arcadia and other

districts which had no oversea activity in historic times, force the

conclusion that the Greek language was established already in

Cyprus before the close of the migrations, in the twelfth and

eleventh centuries, and also that it had never lost its hold. Greek
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tradition, too, linked Cypriote families, and even some of the cities,

with an Arcadian origin. Further proof is supplied by the litera-

ture. Outside the narrower circle of "Homeric" song no links

with old time were believed by the Greeks to be closer than the

"Cyprian Epics" in which we recognize the minstrelsy of these

Cypriote courts. Thus closely allied in language and literary

tradition, it was easy, therefore, when the seaways lay open once

more, for Greek adventurers and traders to make touch with

their kinsmen in the island. The political system of Cyprus,
as we see it in historic times, combined the rule of monarchs like

those of the Homeric Age, with a system of independent city-

states, each with its own territory, such as characterized all Greek

lands since the migrations. Such a regime was stable enough,
and yet conformable enough to Greek ideas, to make recolonization

unnecessary; but there was clearly interchange of commodities

and ideas, and some inflow of settlers, within the bounds of existing

communities.

THE EFFECTS OF CONTACT WITH ASSYRIA

Under these new conditions of enforced contact with an aggres-

sive Oriental empire, essentially Babylonian in culture, and of

exploitation by keen-witted Westerns, "eager to see or to hear

some new thing," and profoundly impressed by the show of mature

experience which the East offered, Cyprus assimilated rapidly

the culture and craftsmanship of the mainland, while reserving

freedom to use them for new ends. Just as Ahaz of Judah copied

for the "House of the Lord" at Jerusalem the altar which he

had admired in 732 at the Assyrian durbar at Damascus, so the

seven kings of Cyprus who did homage in 709 brought back more

than a political understanding. The result was a blend of conven-

tion and originality, as attractive as it is rare; sharper and more

capricious in its contrasts, less durable and fertile in effect, than

the slower, less exotic bloom of renascent Greece. Actual imports

are, however, still curiously rare: from the West a few vases of proto-

Corinthian fabric, fewer still from the later Orientalizing schools,

replacing earlier imports of geometrical style hardly less infrequent;

from the East a few late cuneiform cylinders and pyramidal seals.

It is rather in an influx of ornamental motives and technical devices

that the new ideas are embodied; sculpture of life size and more;

clay figures hardly less ambitious, and more brightly coloured;

"Babylonitish garments" richly fringed and embroidered; cable-
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ornaments, rosettes, ami palm-lout' designs; massive earrings and

bracelets, and the pompous artifice of curled hair and heard: and,

on the other hand, a new deft-handedness of potters and bronze

workers which sometimes rises almost to proto-Corinthian grace.

Till 1 KIT.CTS OK CONTACT WITH I.GVI'T

This Assyrian predominance, artistic and political, lasted about

fifty years. Then, in ()(>4, a quite new factor enters, the rejuve-

nated Egypt of the XXVI Dynasty. Here, too, as in Cilicia and

on the Philistine coast, free-companies of lonians and Carians

"bronze men from the sea," as the oracle said were forcing their

way into a culture which crumbled at their touch, as its own

granite weathers in sea-wind. Egyptians complained that they
were "children that would not grow up," and they were enfanls

terribles as well, intrusive, insatiate, almost intolerable. These

laid the train: Assurbanipal's reckless inroad, and four years'

insolent oppression, struck a spark, even from Egyptian fellahin.

Psammetichus, hereditary prince of Sais, had a royal brain and a

personal wrong: and the "bronze men," hero-worshippers all, were

his to the death. Egypt, after long paralysis, sprang to her third

renascence, and became a Mediterranean power. The Greek

"List" gives her forty years of virtual mastery of the sea; and her

spell was on Greek minds and craftsmen's hands for a century.

Cyprus no doubt fell early under that spell; but chronology

becomes difficult here. On the one hand, it seems likely that in

Egypt itself artistic revival slightly preceded political; certainly

it would be over-cautious to assign to the XXVI Dynasty all the

quaint trinkets of Egyptian style which enrich the Cypriote jewelry.

If Egypt is to be strong, it must secure itself by conquest in Syria;

its political frontier, in the old world, was rather at the Euphrates
than at the Isthmus, and under the new conditions Syria was not

safe as long as Cyprus was free. The Nubian conquerors of Egypt
from 730-668 knew this, so far as Syria was concerned, though

they never were allowed to realize it; and the traces of early Cyp-
riote style and forms in Nubian pottery and jewelry are among
the most curious revelations of recent archaeology. Moreover, in

its brief subjection to Assyria, Egypt, hitherto left behind in the

Bronze Age, had learned the lesson of the "superior weapon":
iron is as familiar henceforward in the armoury of Egypt as in the

rest of the Mediterranean world: and Cyprus was by this time

both the richest and the nearest iron-field. On the other hand,
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though the Egyptian fleet of Apries won a great victory over a

Cypriote league in 594, the political conquest of Cyprus, like the

organization of the great treaty-port of Naukratis the Shanghai
of the ancient world is expressly reserved to Amasis. Within

his long reign (570-525) we have no closer date-marks; but the rare

Cypriote statues in Egyptian royal insignia (1363) can hardly pre-

cede this annexation.

Within these limits, there is room for at least three generations

of craftsmen for whom Egypt, not Assyria, was the standard of

taste and skill. There is. however, no reason to believe that Assy-
rian models were abandoned either suddenly or gladly in the

Levant, least of all among people so tenacious as the Cypriotes of

things once learned. On the mainland certainly there was chaotic

averlap of styles, not unworthy of the political confusion depicted
in Jewish literature, when the luck of Assyria turned and dismem-

berment began: and the balance of interests, lasting so long as it

did, retarded, not unwholesomely, the precocious island's develop-
ment. To an Oriental style with mainly Assyrian influence suc-

ceeds a Mixed Oriental style, in which the influence of Egypt,

always apparent, never wholly prevails, mainly because it was

during this respite, and in great measure because of it, that Cyprus

grew once more to be so nearly Greek as it did.

CYPRUS UNDER PERSIAN RULE

The partition of the Assyrian Empire, therefore, and the short-

lived rivalry of Media and Babylonia, affected Cyprus little, ex-

cept in so far as they stirred the ambitions of Egypt. Only when

the new Persian monarchy reunited all, and more than all, that

Assyria had ruled, annexing Phoenicia without a struggle, and easily

conquering Egypt in 525, was Cyprus drawn once more into an

ambiguous position, divided in interest, as it was, between its

Phoenician cities, who stood to gain much from the forward policy

of Persia, and their Greek rivals, who felt they had everything to

lose. When Cyprus was incorporated in the new Empire, is

unknown, but it was already annexed before the Egyptian campaign,
and was included by Darius in his "Fifth Satrapy," the adminis-

trative province of Syria. To its maritime provinces, already

highly civilized, Persia had but one material advantage to offer,

security for peace and just administration; and this the wise rule

of Darius seems to have guaranteed. Certainly Cyprus flourished.

Its rich series of silver coins begins about this time; its tombs con-
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firm that evidence, hy their wealth of jewelry and other works of

art; its embroideries were famous throughout the (ireek world;

and this fact, together with the frequency of Western imports,

suggests that Persian suzerainty was compatible with very free

intercourse with states outside the Empire. We have historical

record, too, of the dealings of Kvelthon, King of Salami's, with Cyrene
in North Africa, and with the sanctuary of Delphi. It was in these

favourable surroundings that the Mixed Oriental style softened

and ripened into the Archaic Cypriote, which at its best has little

to distinguish it from the sister schools of Greece.

CYPRUS IN DISPLTt BETWELN GRKhCh AND PERSIA

Then, in 500, a momentous quarrel, not of Cypriote origin,

spoiled all. The Greek cities of Ionia, which had paid since 545 the

same light homage tribute to the Great King as those of Cyprus,
became involved in a tangle of personal intrigues and nationalist

ambitions, which has never been unravelled, threw ofT their alle-

giance, and involved their Cypriote kinsmen in the quarrel.

To the grandiose intriguers in Ionia, Cyprus might well seem an

outpost of the first importance; but Herodotus, who had his own

opinion about the revolt, uses this Cypriote wing of it to illustrate,

as by a diagram, the futility of the whole. The Phoenician cities

saw their chance, and declared for Persia at once; the Greeks quar-

reled among themselves; Persia struck hard and promptly, for a

hostile Cyprus barred all seaways westward. A single battle

ended the rising, but an evil feud smouldered on. Greek and

Phoenician had lived side by side in the island for centuries, open
rivals in the development of its resources, but united by strong

material ties, a common home, and almost indistinguishable culture

and tastes. Now, national as well as economic interests had

been jarred; blood had flowed; and for nearly two centuries both

halves of Cyprus were fated to be intermittent pawns in a larger

struggle. As long as Persia could hold the sea with her mainly
Phoenician fleet, and engage the Aegean Greeks in their home waters,

Cyprus had the duty, inglorious but very profitable, of supplying

that fleet's necessities. But when the Greek victory at Mykale
drove it from the Aegean, still more when in 466 the battle at the

Eurymedon River deprived it of all mainland bases east of Cilicia,

possession of the resources of Cyprus became the next stake in the

game, and the eastward roadstead of Salamis the natural base

from which to observe its home ports, the Phoenician arsenals
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(and with good luck, to blockade it there), and to cover the large

operations against Egypt into which Athens was drawn from 460
to 454. For the moment things went well: the Persian garrisons

were driven out of Lower Egypt, and Cyprus seemed to be incor-

porated in the Greek world for good. Salami's was the centre of

Hellenic feeling: the Phoenicians rallied round Kition and Amathus,
both defensible, and Kition, as it turned out, unassailable with the

forces which Athens could spare; for her Egyptian adventure

failed miserably in 454. Worse than that, its blockade cost

Athens the life of her greatest admiral in 449, and his aggressive

policy died with him.

ForCypriote art these alternations were disastrous. At the crucial

moment, just when the Archaic Cypriote style was ripening,

the link with Hellenic art was snapped by the fiasco of 499,

and Cypriote craftsmen had to mature their art unaided, among
futile political distractions. The result was a check and perversion

of effort which was irremediable; for when intercourse was restored,

Hellenic art had advanced so far beyond Cypriote, that, instead

of stimulating rivalry, it either compelled imitation, or sterilized

originality. Vase-painting makes almost no progress at all in Cy-

prus after 500, and is in full decay by 450. Sculpture, which

suffered less from direct comparison of masterpieces, passes from

freedom to convention or servility. Only in jewelry, which was

portable enough for refreshing models to wander in continually,

does the island art hold its own at all with the Western styles.

Even more unfortunate was the collapse of Athenian schemes

in 449. Salamis, the most Hellenic city of all, interrupted its

line of Greek kings for a generation, and was ruled by one Ab-

demon, whose name is Phoenician. Kition, on the other hand,

came almost at once under a new and active king Azbaal, whose

coins show the lion of Tyrian Herakles pulling down his prey, the

defenceless stag of Greek Artemis; and his annexation of Idalion,

which but recently had a Greek-named king, Stasikypros, doubled

his territory, and enabled him to hold the eastern and western

halves of the island apart. Amathus, another Phoenician state,

was also exceptionally prosperous. Thus during the greatest period

of Greek art, the late fifth century, Cyprus stood apart again,

missing yet another chance of Hellenism.

Then, almost too late, in 411, reaction rather than renaissance

came. Evagoras of Salamis, a man of genius and strong Hellenic

feeling, expelled the alien governors of his birthplace, and so used
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his position there, that, in spite of Persian hostility, and for a

while with Persian favour, he held most of the other cities, by

Wi, in free league with himself. Only the double kingdom ot

Kit ion and Idalion held aloof, with Phoenician Amathus, and one

Greek dissentient, Soloi; and in 388-7 Kition itself fell momentarily
into Greek hands. This, however, was not the doing of Evagoras,

but of an Athenian agent Demonax, who was supported by an Athen-

ian squadron, and struck coins with Athena's image. But Athens

in the fourth century had little persistence of purpose. The ships

were wanted elsewhere; Kition was evacuated, and the enemies

of Evagoras, seizing their opportunity, pressed their grievances

on the Great King, and procured the dissolution of Hvagoras'

league. This befell in 386, as part of a general adjustment of

Greek and Persian affairs, and five years later, Evagoras, restricted

now to Salamis, and beset by jealous neighbours, was received in

allegiance to the King. His assassination in 374 hardly touched his

work, and his successors, Nikokles and Evagoras II, held much the

same position in the island, as champions of Greek freedom and

patrons of Greek thought and art. An offshoot of the same

Hellenism even took root in Tyre, which had come momentarily
under the hand of Evagoras, and had to move with the times, tor

business reasons too. The Hellenic sarcophagi (1366-1367) are

monuments of this curious phase. Cautious management, even

now, might have kept the island out of trouble till the Empire
should break up, as all Greeks foresaw that it must; but Nikokles,

misled like Egypt and Tyre by the false dawn of the "Satraps'

Revolt," struck too soon, and lost his life and kingdom in 361. The

disaster was the greater, because the new king of Persia, Artaxerxes

III, was the only quite barbaric member of his great dynasty; and

he kept an iron heel on Salamis, just because it had become so

Greek. Ten years later, on some suspicion, Evagoras II was

superseded, too, and the next king, Pnytagoras, was content to

be a Persian vassal till Alexander's victories freed all the coast

provinces, and annihilated Tyre. Then the island states sent wel-

come supplies of timber for the great siege, and Pnytagoras, time-

serving still, a sword of Cypriote steel.

CYPRUS fNDKR I'TOLh.MAIC AND ROMAN RULE

Henceforward, the only question for Cyprus was, what its place

should be within a Hellenized world. The choice, as things befell,

was between Syria and Egypt for master, much as in the seventh
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and sixth centuries, and old lines of cleavage seem to have facilitated

the event. Kition still clung to a Syrian connection, from interest

and sentiment alike, and tried in vain in 312 to bring this about;
but Egypt, barren of timber, poor in metals, and more securely
in touch with the Greek West, had more to offer. Besides, in the

rough partition of Alexander's Empire, the immediate embarrass-

ments of the Syrian kingdom were the greater, and Ptolemy, Lord

of Egypt, had the crucial advantage of sea-power. So Cyprus fell

to Egypt, and shared the fortunes of that exotic and expensive
state for nearly two centuries and a half. Then in 58 Egypt's
Roman creditors lost patience, and Cyprus was ceded, not for the

last time, to pay part of its master's debts. It was a distressful

island that M. Cato came to set in order for Rome. The mines,

indeed, were working, with whatever fuel was left; but forests had

been mismanaged; agriculture was mortgaged; the cities, now little

more than urban districts, were insolvent. Only the temples

prospered, in an age of blind disbelief in human goodness, and

blinder trust in anything, high or low, that was, at all events, not

man. Paphos, richest of them all, had found a new meaning in

its Foam-born Goddess, and drove a devil's bargain with the

Cilician pirates; at all events, its king knew too much, and killed

himself rather than face the commissioner. But the wealth, even

of Paphos, had been overestimated, or discounted in the deal with

Egypt, and Roman politicians, whose motives were none of the

highest, thought justice done when they annexed the disenchanted

island to the other ex-pirates in Cilicia. Of its distress and bank-

ruptcy, Cicero's letters home, in 52, give us glimpse enough.

Fortunately, the civil wars of Rome passed the island by, and on

the reorganization of the Empire, in 3 1 B. C., it became a separate

province, and was reserved for Imperial administration, as the char-

acter of its revenues required, and the Emperor's need for a post

of observation towards Egypt and Syria. But at the very next

readjustment, in 22 B. C., Augustus transferred it to the Senate.

Its political value to himself had evidently been overestimated:

restored prosperity, too, made it easier to administer for revenue.

Later, it certainly seems to have been rich, and had the fame of

being able to build and fit out a ship, complete from keel to mast-

head, from its own resources only. Of its Roman governors none

are memorable; an inscription, however, exists of that Sergius

Paulus who was proconsul in 46 A. D., when the island was visited

by St. Paul.
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With its annexation to Ptolemaic Kgypt, Cyprus lost finally

the liltK' originality which it luul preserved through tin- fourth

century. Its poor attempts in sculpture arc neither better nor

worse than those of any other district outside the old centres

of Hellenism and the new cosmopolitan capitals. The new spirit

of Pergamene realism seem 5 to have passed it by; it was fortunately

neglected likewise by the arts nonveaitx of Alexandria and Antioch.

The remnants of its old village-worships served its needs better

than the revived Oriental cults of Isis or Adonis; nor is any trace

known there of the religion of Mithra, except one stray amulet

in this Collection. Perhaps it is on this ground partly, that it

accepted Christianity as easily and as early as it did. When that

change came, we may believe that it came suddenly: otherwise

it would be difficult to explain the wholesale desecration of its

minor sanctuaries, to which we owe our acquaintance w r ith their

contents.

The fortunes of the island in mediaeval and modern times hardly

concern us here. With the adoption of Christianity, the rites

of burial and of worship, which are the main sources of our ac-

quaintance with ancient art, became so greatly simplified that they

lose their value for archaeology. No period in Cypriote history is

so obscure as the Byzantine Age.
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THE COLLECTION OF POTTERY

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON FABRICS AND STYLES

VESSELS

of clay, and fragments of them, are by far the

commonest objects of antiquity, in Cyprus as elsewhere.

They are also by far the most important, for it is by their

means mainly that the succession of periods and styles has

been determined, and a framework of knowledge constructed into

which other classes of information may be fitted.

The reasons for this importance of ancient pottery are simple and

obvious. Just because earthenware once broken is so completely

useless, it is almost certain to be left where it lay when it broke and

passed out of use; at most, it is swept out of the way, and cast out

onto the nearest rubbish heap; and once safely deposited on the

surface of the existing rubbish heap, and covered up in its turn by
the next week's sweepings, the chances are that it is never disturbed

again. An ancient rubbish heap, therefore, is one of the securest

records of the change of fashion and the succession of styles; the

earlier lying beneath the later, from the bottom to the top of the

heap.

Secondly, since pottery is more fragile, and at the same time in

the commonest use, it follows that such broken pottery accumulates

more rapidly than almost any other kind of rubbish. It is also

almost indestructible, whereas wood, leather, textiles, and even

the useful metals, copper and iron, are liable to decay. On ancient

sites, therefore, pottery comes to form a larger proportion of the

rubbish that endures, even than it formed at first. It follows that

an even larger share of our actual knowledge about ancient industry

comes to us from the study of the pottery than from any other single

art or craft.
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Pottery, thirdly, supplies nuu h indirect evidence about the other

arts of the time. The
"
potter's power over t he clay

"
is proverbial .

he can mould it to represent what he will; and a very large number

of clay vessels owe their interest, as well as much of their beauty,

to their imitation of basketry, wood-work, metal-work, and the

natural forms of plants and animals, or vessels made from fruits or

skins. With these clay models of furniture in the precious metals,

the poor man can share the pleasures which these things bring to

the rich; and it is with the same clay substitutes, worthless in

themselves, that the archaeologist reconstructs the vanished baskets,

textiles, and table-services of gold and silver plate, which were

either too perishable to last, or too valuable to escape theft or

destruction.

Hitherto we have been dealing with the broken pottery which

is found round the dwellings of the living. But in Cyprus by far

the greater part of the ancient potter) is obtained from the tombs.

It is a widespread custom among primitive peoples and it

persists in the Mediterranean throughout classical antiquity to

provide the dead with all things needful for the journey to the

"other world," and for an existence there on the same scale of com-

fort and dignity as they enjoyed when they were alive. It was not

indeed essential to the deceased that this equipment should be

represented in its proper materials, and probably it was desirable

that it should be as nearly as possible imperishable; it was also

certainly to the interest of the survivors that it should be inexpen-

sive; and, for the double reason of cheapness and durability, clay

models of furniture, shields, domestic animals, and even of human

escort, were in use, at all periods, as substitutes for the realities.

It follows from this that the pottery which is found in the tombs of

an ancient people is of peculiar value as an unintentional inventory
of their material civilization.

Further, as the same fabrics of pottery were usually placed in

the tombs as were in daily use among the people who put them

there, it is possible, by comparing the tomb-pottery with the series

of pottery from inhabited sites, to determine the relative ages of

tombs; and consequently to obtain a date for objects in other

materials, which happen to form part of the same "tomb-group"
as the several fabrics of pottery. As a "tomb-group," representing

a single funeral, necessarily consists of objects which were buried

at one and the same time, and were customarily (and apart from

heirlooms) all of the current fashion, such evidence that different
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classes of objects were contemporary is very strong. The only
doubt which can attend archaeological datings of this kind, arises

from the chance that the same burial-chamber may have been

used more than once, like a family vault; or, worse still, that later

grave-diggers may have re-opened an ancient tomb, by accident

or on purpose. In crowded cemeteries, such as those of the old

Cypriote cities, this happened, in fact, frequently, and at one time

caused much confusion in archaeology. Later and more wary
excavators, however, have usually had no difficulty in distinguishing

these "secondary burials" fromtheoriginal equipment ofthechamber,
which is found either scattered by the intruders, or buried beneath

a layer of "tomb-earth," deposited in the interval. In such en-

quiries, everything depends on the care with which the chamber

is explored, and on accurate record of the precise position of

each object.

THE TOMBS OF CYPRUS

The burial customs of ancient Cyprus should be described briefly

at this point. In principle they are remarkably uniform, from the

earliest times to the first Christian centuries. As in most Mediter-

ranean lands, the bodies were buried, not burned; a very few urns

containing ashes have been recorded, however, from cemeteries

of mixed late tombs. A few of the very earliest tombs are simple

pits, sunk a short distance into the rock, and these perhaps pre-

suppose an earlier phase; but hitherto there is no certain record

of those shallow earthen "cist-graves," with the body in contracted

posture, which are the primitive tombs of Egypt, Greece, and most

other parts of the Mediterranean coasts. The vast majority of

the Bronze Age tombs, however, are artificial caverns, cut in the

soft limestone as near the surface as was consistent with the safety

of the roof, and approached through a narrow square doorway
from a shaft, which forms a vertical pit, or else a long narrow cutting

or dromos which descends obliquely, with inclined floor or rough

rock-staircase. The doorway of an undisturbed tomb is always

found carefully closed by a single slab of stone, set on edge and kept

in position by the earth with which the shaft was filled. The tomb

itself varies in size from a chamber hardly large enough to hold a

single crouching body, to a room some six or eight feet square, and

five feet high; large enough, that is, to allow a body to be laid at

full length along each of its three blank walls. In the Bronze

5
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Age the tombs are of rounded outline, both in plan and in elevation,

and sometimes have one or more rounded niches cut quite irregularly

in the sides. Rectangular chambers and flat ceilings belong as a

rule to the Iron Age; these tombs also may have one or more niches

or side-chambers. Occasionally the doorway, or the inside of the

chamber, is enriched with carving; and there are a few examples
of hinged doors to facilitate repeated use of a family burial-place.

Rarely, a chamber is lined with masonry, or built up with regular

walls, and a roof of large slabs, in an open pit which was afterwards

filled in. By far the finest and largest of these "built tombs" is

the monument near Salamis known as Agia Katarina, "St. Catha-

rine's Prison"; it has a barrel-vaulted roof, and a side chamber
roofed with a single slab. The monument near Larnaca, known
as Agia Phaneromeni (the "Annunciation Chapel") is of much

rougher work, and uncertain date. Other fine "built tombs,"

belonging to the Hellenic period, have been opened at Larnaca

(Kition) and Amathus; some by Cesnola, others by the British

Museum, and by native diggers. Similar tombs are known at

Sidon, and other sites on the Syrian coast. The megalithic build-

ing near Larnaca known as Khalat-i-Sultana Tekke, venerated by
Moslems as the "Tomb of Umm Haram," a lady of the Prophet's

kindred, is probably an early "built tomb." It consists of great

wall-slabs set on edge, to support a single roof-block, which seems

to have been originally level with the soil, or covered by a low

mound of earth. It should be compared with the megalithic

"cromlechs" of several parts of Syria.

In chamber-tombs, except the earliest, the bodies were laid out

upon the ground, along the side walls, and sometimes along the

back wall too. Sometimes a low couch was left in the solid rock,

a foot or less above the floor; less commonly, the bodies lay on long

slabs of stone. In the sixth century, stone coffins or sarcophagi

came into use, at first four-square on low feet, with gable roofs.

Very rarely, these sarcophagi were richly carved (1364) and painted

(1365); later, in the fifth and fourth centuries, mummy-shaped,
with a human face and upturned feet carved on the lid (1366-7); and

later still, plain rectangular coffins of stone come into use again,

this time with flat lid, or a mere covering slab. Many tombs of

the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman periods contain nails, corner-

plates, locks, hinges, and other metal fittings: these seem to belong

to wooden coffins, which were probably cheaper than stone ones.

The great sarcophagi were used to contain whole families in turn;

6
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one such, at Amathus, of the later fifth century, contained not less

than a dozen persons.

The bodies were buried in their ordinary clothes, with such

jewelry and other ornaments as the survivors could afford; together

with mirrors and other toilet implements; armour, weapons, and

official staves; and many other objects of use and luxury. Food

and drink were not forgotten. Wine jars are common; a tomb at

Amathus contained a bowl of eggs and the remains of a fowl, now
in the British Museum; and another at Kition contained a regular

dinner-service laid out on a stone slab along the back wall of the

chamber, with the wine jars standing in the corners; this set is

now in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. Flowers and garlands,

such as were common in Hellenistic Egypt, were laid in the tombs

the best example is of the fifth century, at Amathus but in the

moister climate of Cyprus they have almost always perished.

Sometimes in rich tombs their place was taken by wreaths of gold

foil.

THE PRINCIPAL FABRICS OF CYPRIOTE POTTERY

The account already given of the general history of civilization

in Cyprus, has indicated its principal periods and turning-points.

These periods themselves, as we have seen, have been mainly
determined through evidence supplied by successive fabrics of

pottery; and we have now to see, more in detail, what was the course

of development of the potter's art itself.

The principal fabrics of Cypriote pottery may be classified in

the following order of development. This order differs in detail

from the purely technological grouping which was adopted in the

Cyprus Museum Catalogue of 1899, because it is now possible to

determine, rather more precisely than then, the limits of date within

which each fabric was in vogue, and the extent to which different

fabrics overlap. But there has been no occasion to amend the

classification itself; and for convenience the reference number of

each fabric, in the Cyprus Museum arrangement, is added within

parentheses. The Wall-Cases of the Cesnola Collection are indi-

cated in the margin by Arabic numerals, and the Floor-Cases by
Roman numerals.
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HANDIK

BRONZE AGE.

WALL-
CASKS I, 2,

j, KTC.
MMMKK KLOUH .

CASES I, II,

I. EARLY PERIOD, about 3(xx>-2(xx> B. C. KTC -

Fabric i. Polished Red Ware;

(a) Simple forms and ornaments (I I, a) I (T. i

(b) More elaborate, passing on into

Period II (II, b.c.) 32 ff. 2-3

Selected examples of large size. . . 61-76 I

(c) Special fabrics, passing on into

Period II 77 ff. 3

II. MIDDLE PERIOD, about 2000-1500 B. C.

Fabric i. degenerates, and disappears

wholly in Period III.

Fabric ii. Red and Black Slip Wares,

(I, 2) superseding Fabric i. . . . 151 ff. 4

Fabric iii. White Painted Ware (I I, 1.2.) 5-7

(a) Standard fabric, dull paint (II, i) 173 ff.

(b) Polished with lustrous paint (11,2) 268 ff. 7

(c) Late and contaminated fabrics 274 ff.

Fabric iv. Black Slip Ware with Red

Paint (I I, 3) 280 7

II. LATE PERIOD, about 1500-1200 B. C.

Fabrics ii, iii degenerate and disappear:

Fabric iii is replaced by Fabric xii.

Fabric v. White Slip Ware (II, 4) . . 281 ff. 8

Selected examples 300 ff. II

Fabric vi. Base-Ring Ware. (I, 3) .

(a) Simple forms, without ornament . 318 ff. 9

(b) Painted varieties (I, 3c) . . . 321 ff. 9

(c) Unpainted, ornament in relief

(I, 33) or incised (I, 3b) . . . 327 ff.

Fabric vii. Wheelmade Red Ware (1,8) 369 ff.

Fabric viii. Black Punctured Ware (I, 5) 383 ff.

Fabric ix. Coarse White Wr

arcs (I, 4) . 386 ff.

Fabric x. Cypriote Handmade Buc-

chero (I, 7), (superseded later by xiii) 394 ff. 1 1

Fabric xi. Mycenaean Ware (II, 5) . 417 ff. 12

Selected examples, north sideof III. . 435 ff-

8
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WALL
CASKS I, 2,

HAN'DHOOK 3, ETC.
NUMBER FLOOR-

CASKS I, II,

Fabric xn. Cypro-Mycenaean Imita- ETC.

tions of Mycenaean Ware. (11,5) 400 ff. 12

Selected examples, south side of 111 . 453 ff. Ill

EARLY IRON AGE.

IV. EARLY PERIOD, TRANSITIONAL FROM

BRONZE TO IRON, about 1200-1000 B. C.

Fabrics v-xi disappear: all pottery, ex-

cept fantastic vases, is now wheelmade.

Fabric xii, Cypro-Mycenaean, gradu-

ally passes into Fabric xvi !4~I5

Fabric xiii. Cypriote Wheelmade Buc-

chero: (supersedes Fabric x) 461 ff. 13

Fabric xiv. Red Bucchero:

(supersedes Fabric vii) 471 ff. 13

V. MIDDLE PERIOD, GEOMETRICAL, WITH

IRON WEAPONS AND ABSTRACT ART,

about 1000-750 B. C.

Fabrics xiii-xv. Cypriote Bucchero

Fabrics (including the Grey Fabric

xv) flourish and disappear .... 493 ff. 13

Fabric xvi. White Painted Ware now

fully established; geometrical decora-

tion in zones or panels; black and

red paint; concentric circles drawn 16-19

with compasses 501-664 IV, V
Fabric xvii. Red Painted Ware (super- 24-26

seding the Red Bucchero Fabric xiv) 801 ff. VIII-

VI. LATER PERIOD, GRAECO-PHOENICIAN;
ORIENTAL INFLUENCES COMPETING WITH

WESTERN; about 750-500 B. C.

Fabrics xvi-xvii pass into new forms, 665 ff. 20-22

with curvilinear and pictorial designs VI, VII

HELLENIC AGE.

VII. EARLY OR HELLENIC PERIOD, about 500-

300 B. C.

9
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\ ALL
CA KS 1. 1,

IIASIlllOOK H KTC.
M MHKk > .0011-

CAS S I. II,

Fabric xvi degenerates rapidly both ;T<\

in form ami in painted ornament. 77(1 IT. 2^-r.)

Fabric xvii, the "standard variety",

is wholly replaced by discoloured

imitations (>36 ff. .77

VIII. MllWl.l: OR Hhl.LhNISTIC Pl-KIOD, about

^(X)-5o B. C.

The native styles of pottery are almost

wholly replaced by imitations of forms

from other parts of the Greek world. oso (T. 76"

IX. LATI- OK GRAECO-ROMAN PI.RIOO, about

S<> B. 0400 A. I).

Pottery gives place in the tombs almost

wholly to vessels of blown glass; the

only survivals are lamps, red-glazed

"Samian" jugs, and so called "tear-

bottles," often very numerous, but

of ubiquitous fabrics 981 ff. 76

This period passes over gradually into

the Byzantine Age: about 400-1200
A. D.

"

10



POTTERY OF THE BRONZE AGE
WALL-CASES I-I2, AND FLOOR-CASES I, II, III

I. EARLY BRONZE AGE: ABOUT 3000-2000 B. C.

FABRIC I. RED POLISHED WARE

THIS

is the only class of pottery which occurs in the earliest \\ a ll

tombs in Cyprus. It represents the primitive industry of Case

the island, and its high technical quality suggests that the

potter's art was introduced abruptly from some well-

established centre, probably in Asia Minor or North Syria; the pro-

cesses of the manufacture being identical with those of the adjacent
mainland and of primitive Egypt, while the actual forms of the vessels

are indigenous, and for the most part peculiar to Cyprus. All the

vessels of this fabric are built by hand, without any use of the potter's

wheel. The clay is of rather coarse texture, originally brown or

nearly black, but turning to a bright red when thoroughly fired. The

fine polish was produced by rubbing the surface with a pebble or a

large tooth; and to secure a better result the vases were usually

smeared with a finer clay containing much iron oxide, or were even

dipped in a cream or "slip" of such clay mixed with water. The

great majority of the vases are cf
"
standard fabric

"
(Fabric I, A),

in which great care is taken to preserve the fine red colour of this

surface slip; but accidental defects suggested other fabrics in which

the slip is either partially or wholly black (Fabric I, B), or replaced

by an inferior brown or mud-colour (Fabric I, C).

FABRIC I, A. STANDARD FABRIC: RED POLISHED

(a) SIMPLEST FORMS AND ORNAMENTS 1-3!

The forms of this fabric are very simple, and are mostly derived

from the natural shapes of gourds, which are still in common use

in the island for bowls and bottles; the commonest are open bowls,

often very large and deep, globular bottles with narrow neck and

1 1
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Wall one upright hamlU*, and two-handled amphorai with wider neck.
(--ase All these, like their gourd prototypes, are usually convex below,

or even pointed so that they cannot stand upright; at best they
are very slightly flattened, or furnished like cooking pots with

three or four short legs; a very lew, like 17, !<S, K), have the bowl

supported on a columnar foot, but a regular base-ring or flat bottom

is not in use. 1 here are also composite and fantastic vases, imi-

tating basketry or leather work, or the forms of beasts and birds;

these are exhibited separately in Wall-Case 2.

The ornament of these simplest forms is itself also simple. It

consists, as yet, only of

(a) a few straight or wavy lines incised in the soft clay before firing

and made more conspicuous on the red ground by a filling

of white chalk.

(b) small rolls, bands, or discs of day, applied 'to the surface and

covered by the polished slip: compare <>i, (K), 71, 72, 73, 74

in Moor-Case I. These relief-ornaments include discs and

crescents, perhaps for sun and moon; snakes (73), quadrupeds,
and trees, and also parts of the body, as if the potter had

caught a grotesque human likeness in his work, and accent-

uated it by adding eyebrows (69), nose, breasts (74), and locks

of hair (69, 72) or necklaces (60., 73).

I, 2. LARGE BOWLS, showing typical gourd-forms, and also the

manner in which one or more spouts and handles are added.

They were probably designed for dairy work, and the low posi-

tion of the spouts suggests that they were used to separate

cream or curds, or to refine oil. Compare 61-68 in Floor-Case

I. Hs. 13^ in., i 5 i

1

,, in. Cyprus, p. 95 (i).

3, 4. DHHPER BOWLS, smaller and more globular, with one or

more handles set vertically at the rim. The horn-like pro-

jection on the handle of 4 is design-

ed as a thumb-hold to secure the

vessel while pouring out liquid.

Hs. 72 in., 8JJ in.

1 1 , 790, 804.

5,6,7. GLOBULAR BOTTLLS, with nar-

row neck and angular handle de-

signed in imitation of the neck and

wooden handle of a gourd-bottle.

The peculiar form of the handle

12
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(better shown in the large bottles 72-75 in Floor-Case 1, and Wall

in 83-7 in Wall-Case 3) imitates a handle made of pieces of bent
^

se

wood, inserted in the neck and shoulder of a

gourd bottle. Broken examples of such pot-

tery usually show that the potter has imi-

tated not only the external form, but the

actual process employed by the gourd-bottle

maker; for he has simply forced the roll of

clay which forms the handle through a hole

in the side, and covered the junction extern-

ally with soft clay. Hs. I2i
5

fi in., 8| in.,

7i e m. H,8o8 (7).

-30. BOWLS, CUPS, AND LADLES, of smaller size and very various

forms. The ceries 8, 9, 10 shows the development of the

chief forms of spout: first (8) a mere projection on the rim

of the bowl; then (9) an open trough in the rim itself; then

(10) a tubular spout issuing below the rim through the side of

12

the bowl, often very low down. Other bowls show a variety

of handles; mere knobs or string-holes (11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18,

19, 21, 22, 23), or regular loops, set either horizontally (15, 16,

20, 24, 25, 26, 28) or vertically (27, 29, 30). The derivation

from a wooden pattern is clear in 16, 26, and still clearer

in 30, where the crossbar, useful enough to stiffen an elastic

loop, is functionless in the clay copy. The handles are often

numerous, and other additions such as small horns (22, 24,

25, 26) or miniature bowls perched on the rim (20) or bird-like

faces modelled on the handle (27, 28) betray at this earliest

stage a playful and fantastic touch which the Cypriote potter

has never wholly lost. Ds. n-J-in. 2- tV in. 11,793(15).

Besides the gourd-forms, which rapidly become various and refined,

'3
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\\all many vases appear to imitate vessels of leather or basket-work,
C.ase

Sl | c-h ils ;,re m llsr among many primitive peoples. And from

imitating vessels of skin, it was no great step to copy living animals.

Composite vessels are frequent and often very ingeniously designed.

I he ornament, both incised and in relief, becomes more profuse

ami leads on to the rich basketry-ornament of 77-98, in Wall-Case 3.

31-U- I.ARI.E OPE.N Bmvi.s, with projections and notches on the

rim, and rich ornaments of bands and lo/enges tilled with

incised lines; 32 has miniature bowls perched on the rim.

Ds. I2JJ in., (> i",. in., ioj| in. Cyprus, PI. VII (31).

H.743 (3')-

34-37.
"
BEAK-SI 01 TED" BOTTLES, with long narrow upright jug-

handle neck and trough-shaped lip, closely imitated from the

obliquely-cut neck of a gourd-bottle. Such Scbnabelkannen

are still made commonly from gourds in Cyprus. 36-37 have

also a long tubular spout projecting in front of the body.

Us. 6* in. 5? in. II, 792 (36).

38. NARROW-NECKED BOTTLE, like 5, (>, 7, in Wall-Case i, but

furnished with a tubular spout, like that of 36-37. H. 62

in. II, 840.

30.. CUP with vertical handle and small spout. H. 3^ in.

40-43. DEEP BOWLS, WITH TUBULAR SPOUTS. They have one

handle, on the side remote from the spout. 40-41 are of

normal Cypriote fabric, but the punctured dots in the ornament

of 41 are a mark of early date: compare 75 in Floor-Case I.

14
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Two examples, 42, 43, seem to be influenced by the forms and

ornament of the Early Minoan Age in Crete and the Greek

Islands, 3000-2000 B. C. The distinct neck and well-defined

trough spout of 43 are especially notable, and the light colour

of 43 may also result from an attempt to copy the pale clays

of Crete. A photograph is placed by these vases to show

Early Minoan vessels of similar form from Knossos. Compare
also the vases from Gournia, N'os. 07.232.15 and 07.; 32.18 in

the Room of Prehistoric Greek Art in the Museum. Hs.

6| in. 3iVin. 11,841,822 (42, 43).

44-53. FANTASTIC VASES, more or less closely imitating vessels

of skin. Sometimes the form is simply that of a leather bag
with its strap-handle (44), scarns, and over-sewn rim (45);

or the whole body and legs of an animal are shown (46), with

a trough spout in place of the head, as in a wine-skin. Then

53

the head itself is added (47), and the actual spout is set on one

side of the body ;
or the general effect is bird-like (46, 48, 49, 5 i,

52), with even the outline of the wings shown by relief orna-

15
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\Vall mcnt (46, 51). \\'ith those askoid* or zoomorphicf vases

should he compared the small animal-figures 57-60. The oval

box 53 with flat rectangular lid, is another instance of skeuo-

morphicj imitation: it represents a basket, with its lid designed

to be tied on with string. Compare the larger example 76

in Floor-Case I. I.s. c).\ in. *,\ in. Cyprus, PI. VI 1 (cf.

45), PI. IX (46). II, 820, 741, 825, 839, 826, 842, 843, 823

(44-40, 48, 40, 51-53).

54, 55, 56. COMPOSITE VASES, consisting of a number of small

bowls united by a single handle: perhaps intended as cruets.

Compare the fantastic forms 229-234, 2^4 of White Painted

Ware in Wall-Cases 6-7. Hs. 3 i

9
in., 3 1 ij in., 7 in. Cyprus,

PI. IX (54). P- 4oO, 25 (55).

57-60. FIGURES OF ANIMALS, modelled solid, and more properly

classed as terracottas. 57 appears to be a wild boar; 58-60

are fantastic. Such figures are common in tombs of all

later periods, but rare in the earliest. Compare the primi-

tive human figures in the Collection of Terracottas 2001-3.

Ls. 5 in. 2!
5

fi
in.

PI
In the earliest tombs of the Bronze Age, the vases are often of

Case very large size and fine workmanship, but after the introduction

I of other fabrics in the Middle Period these masterpieces do not

appear. The forms of these large vases (examples of which, 61-76,

are exhibited in Floor-Case I) follow types already familiar

in Wall-Cases i and 2; the ornament is usually simple, and more

commonly in relief than incised.

61

61-68. MILK BOWLS, deep or shallow, some with spouts, either

tubular (61, 62, 65) or trough-shaped (64, 66, 68). Ds.

18 in. 7! in. II, 780, 779, 785, 784, 807 (61-64, 66).

*Greek "shaped like a wine-skin" : f'shaped like an animal" : J"shaped

like an article of daily use."

16
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69, 70, 71. TWO-HANDLED AMPHORAI, with high, wide neck and Floor

handles set either horizontally (69) or vertically (71) or one
j

as

vertically and one horizontally (70). 69

shows eyebrows, a necklace, and long

locks of hair in relief; 71 has snakes and

other relief ornaments, and also a group
of small vases and other objects perch-

ed on the shoulder. Note also in 71 the

rare use of a small circular punch, prob-

ably cut from a reed or large straw:

compare 97 in Wall-Case 3. Hs. 15^

in., i8i
9
6
-

in., 19! in. Doell, xvi, 2,

2172 (71). Cyprus, PI. IX, (69, 71), p.

406 (71).

72-75. ONE-HANDLED BOTTLES with long, narrow neck and jug-

handle. The horned handle of 72 is characteristic. 72 has

long tresses of hair modelled in relief on the shoulder; 73 has

a collar and 74, prominent breasts in front; on 75 the ornament

of zigzag lines with groups of punctured dots at the angles is

rare and early: compare 41 in Wall-Case 2. Hs. 23! in.

i6| in. Cyprus, PI. IX, 72. II, 783, 782 (73, 75).

76. OVAL Box WITH FLAT COVER, intended to be tied with cord

to the "string-hole" handle at each side; it imitates basketry,

and should be compared with 53 in Wall-Case 2. L. io| in.

(b) MORE ELABORATE FORMS AND ORNAMENTS, 77-98

This series begins in the Early Bronze Age, alongside of the more \va n

primitive types, and persists into the Middle Period, degenerating Case

then and disappearing soon. The forms are still based upon the ^

gourd-vessel, but are influenced by basketry and leather-work.

The polished red surface is of fine quality. The ornament is mainly

inspired by basketry and the stitched seams of leathern bottles.

77-81. AMPHORAI, with globular body and wide cylindrical

neck, with two small handles at the base. 78 has snake

ornament in relief; the rest are richly incised, in imitation of

wicker-work. Hs. 9! in. 6|in. 11,809,752,810(79-81).

82. TROUGH-SPOUTED BOTTLE (Scbnabelkanne), of the same type
as 34-37, but of finer fabric and richly incised. H. 10^ in.

II, 744.
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Wall
Case

5

83-88. N ARROW-M <:KI i> l^oiii. is, like the large ones 72-=; in

Hoor-( iase I, but dt tin- same tine fabric as X2, and richlv

incised. Similar ornament is still commonlv applied to gourd-

bottles in Cyprus. The double neck of Sj and the mouth-

piece of S(>, which is formed by a miniature amphora like 77-81,

illustrate once more the Cypriote potter's love of fantastic ami

composite forms. The handles are of the characteristic angular

form already described (5-7), anil the other horns and ledges

on 83-84 are likewise borrowed from the wooden fittings of

gourd-bottles. The small bottle 88, on the other hand, has

neither rim nor handle, but only a small string-hole on the

neck: it thus represents the natural gourd unadorned.

Us. ii ,'',> in. 4', in. Cyprus, PI. VII (83). II, 750, 850,

742, 821 (83, 84,86,87).

80

Hitherto the incised ornament, even when it is as elaborate as on

77-88, has been almost exclusively rectilinear, forming bands, or

triangular or lozenge-shaped patches, enclosed by outlines or simply
filled with parallel strokes. Only occasionally a careless zigzag

gives rise accidentally to a wavy line. In the series 89-98, however,

intentionally curved lines are used, and eventually these are com-

bined into systems of concentric circles. This "concentric circle"

ornament, once established, remains characteristic of the decorative

art of Cyprus at all periods. For the later developments, and for

that other series of concentric circles which results from the degrada-

tion of Mycenaean spiral-ornament, see 600-6 in Wall-Case 17.

The first discovery was gradual, as the following examples show:

89-98. VASES WITH CURVILINEAR ORNAMENT, developing into

concentric circles.

18
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89-90. A lozenge-shaped space has been divided into four

compartments by diagonal lines, and each quadrant has

been filled with a system of lines, concentric, but only slightly

curved; the general effect is that of a series of ill-drawn con-

centric circles, intersected by a cross. D. 7^ in., H. 6| in.

II, 846, 844.

91. Here a further experiment has been made. Successive

sets of concentric semicircles have been drawn above and

below a band of parallel lines, part of the primary decoration

of the vase. Here the effect is that of a sinuous band of

alternate semicircles, intersected by a band of straight lines.

H. 4li in.

92. The semicircles are now placed opposite to each other

on either side of the intersecting band, so as to form the two

halves of a complete circle; this circle, however, is not yet

freed from its transverse base-line; compare the black spindle-

whorl 139. H. 8| in. II, 753.

93-6. Finally, fully formed concentric circles are drawn,

without construction lines of any kind. Even here, however,

closer examination show3, especially on 93, that the circles are

still made in the same fashion as on 88, each segment of the

system being drawn separately, and only

imperfectly joined to the next. Hs.

7! in. 5! in. Doell, xvi, n, 2392;

Cyprus, p. 408, fig. 28; Perrot, fig. 485

(all 96). II, 840, 749 (93, 96).

97. The circles are produced not by

incision, but with a tubular punch, prob-

ably a reed or hollow plant stem; compare

71 in Floor-Case I. This small jug is

perhaps of rather later style. H. 3! in.

98. The circles are now drawn up in 94

looser series; and have also an unusually mechanical look.

With the decoration of this bowl, compare the spindle-whorl

105 and the black bowl 1 32 below. D. 4! in.

99-124. SPINDLE-WHORLS. These perforated balls are of the

same red-polished ware as the vases, and are similarly decorated \va ii

with incised ornament. They are very common in the earliest Cases

tombs and remain in use until the Mycenaean period of the Late 2> ^

19
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\\ .ill Bron/e Ago, when they give place to spindle-whorls of stone,

ivory, and hone, like those in Wall-Case 7}. I heir use is illus-

trated by 99, which has been mounted on a modern spindle.

Probably the primitive form of these whorls was spherical, like

100-105, but the majority of actual specimens belong to deriv-

ative types, as follows:

(a) The under side is flattened, or even concave; the upper side

hemispherical (99), cchinoid or urchin-shaped (100), or conical

(106).

(b) The underside also is convex (i 19), or conical (120), lead-

ing to a double-cone type, which is very popular.

(c) Very rarely the profile is concave (123): compare the large

flattened form (143 a&b, below) in the black polished fabric.

There is, however, no reason as yet to regard any of these types

as appreciably earlier or later than the rest. The very small

double-cone, 124, on the other hand, is of Mycenaean date and

probably served as a bead, like the stone example 1548 in

Wall-Case 73. Hs. 5 in. J in.

FABRIC I, B. BLACK POLISHED VARIL-TY 125-144

Wall At the bottom of Wall-Case 3 is a distinct variety of polished ware,
Case which has a black surface instead of the ordinary red. This black

surface was produced by restricting the admission of air during the

process of firing, and so reducing the rust-coloured oxide of iron to

the black protoxide; some examples show also the presence of

carbonyl absorbed from the fire. This blackening sometimes affects

the inside of the vessel only, leaving the outside red (as in the bowl

125); or it affects the outside of the rim as well as the inside (126,

127); or both inside and outside equally (128-132). In Crete, in

the Early Minoan Age (which shows rare points of correspondence

with the Early Bronze Age in Cyprus) the fabric known as Vasiliki

Ware (from the site where it is best represented) shows the parti-

coloured red-and-black effect intentionally elaborated into decora-

tive blotches, which form a sort of design over the whole surface

of the vase; but this does not seem to have been done in Cyprus.

The forms of this Black Polished variety are almost exactly the

same as those of the standard Red Polished ware; compare, for

example, the black bowls 128-132, with the red ones 1 1-13 in Wall-

Case I, or the black bottle 135 with the red one 88. Large examples,

however, do not seem to occur in the black fabric. A few examples,

20
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which may be regarded as late, have a flat standing-base. The Wall

ornament also is almost exactly the same as in the most elaborate
as

red-ware; concentric circles appear on 132, and concentric semi-

circles on 139. The interlaced pattern on 134 is unusual, and the

crossed lines on 136, 137, and 141 mark a fresh experiment, for the

primitive Cypriote potter was unusually careful not to let any of

his lines or ornaments cross or overlap another.

125-132. HEMISPHERICAL BOWLS, like the plain gourd-bowls in

Wall-Case i; 125 has unusually elaborate incised ornament;

130 has a small handle; 131 a small conical foot. Ds. 5 -Ja-

3 tV, in. II, 834, 828, 836 (128, 131, 132).

125 >35

133. AMPHORA, with cylindrical neck like 77-81. H. 4 in.,

11,829.

134. CUP with one handle. H. 3! in. 11,832.

135. GLOBULAR BOTTLE, with very narrow pointed neck, and one

string-hole by the orifice: compare the Red Ware example 88.

H. 5 A in. 11,830.

136-8. SMALL JUGS, with narrow neck, beaked spout, and flat

standing-base: a form almost exclusively confined to this

black-polished variety. Hs. 5! in., 4! in., 3! in. II, 831.

139-142. SPINDLE-WHORLS, of the common hemispherical forms.

Hs. i^ in. 15 in.

1433, b. SPINDLE-WHORLS OR CARTWHEELS (like those of 526 in

Wall-Case 14), consisting of a thin flat disc, with a raised collar

round the central hole. Ds. 3! in.

144 a, b, c, d. FOUR VASES of a quite different fabric of Black Floor

Polished Ware, wholly distinct from that of Cyprus (Wall-Case ^
ase

3), and on the other hand indistinguishable from that of Yortan
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in Phrygia, and some other parts of Asia Minor in the Later

I
Stone Age. No other examples of this fabric have been

recorded from Cyprus, and in the absence of any record of their

origin, these are probably best regarded as illustrations of the

primitive pottery of the mainland nearest to Cyprus. The
forms are well marked, and bear some resemblance to the

earliest pottery of Hissarlik, the traditional site of Homeric

Troy. The polished black jug (1443) with wide oblique

spout, has pairs of projections in front and on each side, to

represent breasts, and traces of a zigzag basket pattern

in chalky white paint, almost wholly rubbed off. The globular

pot (i44b), with its four-horned "string-holes" and breast prom-
inences and its flat-rimmed cylindrical neck shows analogies

with Cypriote vases, but is handled very differently: so also

is the similar pot (1440), which has rectangular handles, simple

incised and dotted ornament, breast prominences, and tripod

feet like those of the earliest Trojan vases and of a rare class of

very early vases in Cyprus, unrepresented here. The littl<?

beaked jug (i44d) also has three feet and breast prominences:

its more elaborate incised ornament, of semicircles filled with

punctured dots, is quite strange to Cyprus, and akin to that

of Troy. H. 84 in. 2 1

,;! in.

FABRIC I, C. DULL BROWN AND GREY VARIHTIES 145-150

Wall At the bottom of Wall-Case 4 are examples of dull brown fabrics,
Case intermediate between the standard Red Ware, and its Black

Polished variety. Probably they only represent imperfect work-

manship, as their form and ornaments are identical with the

standard types: 145 is a one-handled jug with narrow neck; 146,

147, are wider-necked jugs; 148, a shallow bowl. The one-handled

jugs 149-150 are of similar fabric, but grey clay, without any

polished surface; perhaps they became discoloured in the work-

shop, and were left unfinished. Hs. 5A in. 2\l in.

II. MIDDLE BRONZE AGE: ABOUT 2000-1500 B. C.

FABRIC II. RED SLIP AND BLACK SLIP WARHS

These fabrics do rot occur in the earliest tombs, and seem to have

come into use abcut the same time as the subsequent Painted Ware,

Fabric iii. They mark the Middle Period of the Bronze Age, and
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disappear rapidly in the Later Period, when Mycenaean influences Wall

prevail. Probably they were originally imitations of the Red

Polished Ware of Fabric i, in localities where the right clay for

that ware was not to be obtained. In all this group of wares, the

clay is of light colour, yellow, cream, or very light red; but it is

wholly covered with a thin slip, sometimes nearly black, but often

burned red, wholly or in parts. Usually it is not polished by hand.

The slip is so thin and brittle, and so distinct from the clay beneath

it, that it has often flaked away; really well-preserved examples

of these fabrics are consequently rare.

The forms differ considerably from those of the Red Polished Ware.

They are slighter, and less close to those of the primitive gourd.

The characteristic ornament consists of narrow ridges of clay raised

on the surface of the vase, usually in alternate groups of straight

and wavy lines (151-3). There are projecting string-holes, as in

the Red Polished Ware (154-161), and sometimes these are very

numerous (160), but frequently these string-holes are not perforated

(156, 158, 159) and consequently have become merely decorative.

Occasionally one of the raised bands is converted into a band of

"chain-ornament" by deep impressions made at intervals on the

band of clay while it was wet, as in i 58, 162, 164.

Other examples, 152, 159, 160, 161, are ornamented by incised lines;

but whereas in the Red Polished Ware the incised lines are broad,

deep, and filled with white chalk, in the Dark Slip fabrics they are
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^ a " narrow and sharp-edged, as if made with an implement of metal;
1

and they are never filled with white matter. This all confirms the

evidence of excavation as to the comparatively late date of this

fabric.

isi-}. AMPHORAI, with nearly spherical body, and very high

cylindrical neck. Their form, which is characteristic of this

fabric, resembles that of 77-81, but is differently rendered in

detail. The rim has a sharply projecting collar, and two small

handles are set at the junction of neck and shoulder. Hs.

14 i

:

V, in., I 5 /n in., 104 in.

154. N..\RRow-NECKEDjuG, with strongly pinched lip, high horned

handle, and one string-hole in front at the base of the neck.

H. I3J in.

155-138. WIDE-NECKED JUGS, with out-turned rim like 151-3, and

horned handle. Hs. loj in. 5^ in.

159-160. FLASKS, characteristic of this fabric, with long oval

flattened body, short neck, horned handle, and numerous

string-holes. Hs. nj in., 9!;! in.

161-163. NARROW-NECKED JUGS, of characteristic form, with

globular body, short neck, and simpler ornament; the horned

handle recalls a wooden model. Hs. 8J in., 6 1
, [j in., 5^ in.

164. DEEP BOWL, with upright rim, and two small handles; note

the well-developed chain-ornament. H. 3^ in.

The late date of some examples of this group of wares, 165-172,

is further shown by the fact that they betray the influence of the

later Fabrics v-vi (shown in Wall-Cases 8, 9, 10).

165. WIDE-MOUTHED JUG of unusual clay and handling, with a

fresh type of incised ornament, suggestive of that of the White

Slip Ware (Fabric v); compare especially 285 in Wall-Case

8. H. -I in.

166-8. LONG-NECKED JUGS, with pinched lip. These show the

influence of the Base-Ring Ware (Fabric vi in Wall-Cases 9,

10) in their strap-like handle and small but distinct standing-

foot. The influence of these fabrics on each other was mutual;

compare 367-8 in Wall-Case 10. 166 has numerous string-

holes. Hs. ~\ in., 5 i

;t

o in., 44 in.

169. COMPOSITE VASE with three bodies, united in a single neck,

as if to represent some kind of fruit ; its funnel-shaped rim shows

it to belong to the same later variety as 166-168. H. 3^ in.
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170-172. FANTASTIC VASES, of askoid and zoomorphic forms, arc as Wall

common in this fabric, particularly in these later varieties, as

we have seen them to be in the Red Polished Ware (Fabric i).

Case

159

FABRIC III. WHITE PAINTED WARES

A. STANDARD FABRIC WITH DULL CLAY AND PAINT

The White Painted Wares all belong to the Middle Period of the

Bronze Age. They present great variety of treatment in detail. Cases

The clay is of a pale cream or yellow colour, like that of the Red and 5>
_

Black Slip Wares; but there is now no coloured layer on the surface,

and the ornament, instead of being incised, is applied in umber

paint, normally black or brown, but turning to brick-red when over-

fired. Occasionally, if the paint lies very thickly, it shows a slight

vitreous lustre; usually, however, it is quite dull.
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Ihe forms an- essentially the same as in the Red Polished and the

Red and Black Slip Wares. I he principal new suggestions come

still, as before, from gourd-vessels, basketry, and leather-work.

The vases seldom have any standing-base, but are often provided

with tripod legs instead (iSi, KH, i<)S-2o2). Animal-shaped
vases are very common and of refreshing vigour. The ornament

still consists almost wholly of geometrical figures, suggestive of

basketry or other coarse textiles. Being made of a much finer clay

than those of the Red Polished Ware, these painted vases are

generally much smaller, and more delicately formed: a few large

examples, however, occur (175, 240-243).

The painted ornament shows great variety: 177 has large black

chequers; 178 lattice panels; i<Soand 182 alternate groups of straight

and wavy lines, running vertically downwards from the neck, all

round the vase. On the other hand, 170, is ornamented in horizon-

tal gores, and is represented as if composed of two lateral halves,

connected by a single vertical band down the front of the vase.

This ornament also seems to imitate some kind of basketry woven

round a natural gourd: compare the basket pattern of the bowls

184, 185. Small painted circles are introduced very rarelv (HJI-

192, 264).

'74

173-176. AMPIIORAI, with globular body, and cylindrical neck of

the same general form as 151-3 in Wall-Case 4. The neck of

176 is so narrow as to class it rather as a bottle than an amphora,
but it retains its two handles on the shoulder. Hs. 1 1 MI in.

5ii in. II, 772 (174).
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a

f

ses
177-183. NARROW-NECKED JUGS, with globular bodies; 181 has

tripod feet; all show elaborate ornament of chequers and

basketry. Hs. gf in. 4! in. II, 771 (177). and 7

184-185. SHALLOW BOWLS, with trough spouts and string-holes

in place of handle. Ds. 5^ in., 4' 1, in.

186-197. SMALL FLASKS of very characteristic form, with glo-

bular body, single small handle, narrow neck, and lip pinched

laterally into a beaked spout. 194 has two necks side by side.

186, 188 have horned handles. The scries 195-197 shows the

transition from open trough spout to a tubular nozzle like

that of an oil-can, behind which the neck itself remains open
for refilling. This again repeats a primitive gourd-form which

is still popular in modern Cyprus. Hs. 10 in. 4 A in.

197

198-208. FANTASTIC FLASKS, developed from the preceding type.

In 198-202, the bird-like aspect of the tubular nozzle has

suggested the addition of feet. In 201, 202

the body has been flattened into an annular

form; such "ring-vases" have a long subse-

quent history in Cyprus. Similar flasks,

203-208, with open lip like 186-194, but with

askoid bodies, more and more zoomorphic,

pass over into the fully formed "animal

vases," 209-225. Hs. 8 in. 2| in.

Cyprus, p. 408, fig. 26 (198).

209-225. ANIMAL-\'ASES; very common in tombs of the iMiddle

Bronze Age, and in the early part of the Later Period. Later Wall

still, after the decline of Mycenaean influences, a vigorous ^
ase

revival of these types in the Transitional Period and Early
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Wall
Case

Iron Age mav be seen in Wall-Case 14. I he variety of form

is endless: the most popular tvpes are deer (221-225, -i<s ),

cattle (2i(>, 217, 21 1 , 21 ^), and horned sheep (2 K), 220). Birds

are less common (210), but many vases which are less fully

zodmorphic than the quadrupeds above described, have a

strongly bird-like aspect, and are provided with a painted

eye on each side of the lip (278). A dull red paint is used as

well as black on 215-7. Ls. 9?, in. 2} in. Doell, x\ i,

17, 4047 (217); Perrot, fig. 498 (222). II, 817, 81 1 (219, 221).

Wall
Cases

6,7

22 \ 2lS

226-239. SMALL FLASKS, mostly with pinched lip, of the same

general type as 186-193, but displaying more fully the Cypriote

love of composite forms which is already apparent in the two-

necked example 194. The series 226-228 shows the gradual

transformation of an ovoid body, like 196, first (220) into two

lobes, then into an annular form with a hole through the

middle (227); and then into a wide, slender ring (228), with

the neck on one side of the circumference, like the annular

bodies of 201-2. Another series

(229-234) shows two, three, four,

or even five bodies, joined beneath

a single neck; and two or three

necks issuing from a single body

(230, 235). In 236, two necks

issue from one body, and are re-

united in a single spout. Next,

237-8 have a simple ovoid body,

and a loop handle at the shoulder;

and 238-9 have a smooth broad-

rimmed lip, instead of a pinched spout. Hs. 9 in. 4! in.

Cyprus, p. 408, fig. 27 (229); compare Perrot, fig. 490.

11,768(233).
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It has been already noted that most of the vases of the Painted

White Ware are quite small. Larger vessels, however, are found.

240-241. GLOBULAR JUGS, with short, narrow neck and smooth Wall

rim; 240 is decorated with gores of straight and wavy lines ^
ase

like 180; 241 is noteworthy for the copious use of broad bands

of paint among the more normal lines; the lower part of the

body is wholly darkened. Hs. I2 in., \2\ in.

242-3. TWO-HANDLED VASES, with ornament of bands and gores

imitating straw bindings. Hs. iy| in., lof in.

II, 769 (242).

On the other hand, very many vases of this fabric are so small as

to be almost without practical utility. They were probably made

expressly for use in tombs, where they are found in large numbers

together.

244-254. BOWLS OR CUPS, all quite small, with a single handle,

usually set vertically (244, 247-252), but

now and then horizontally (245-6); the orn-

ament, as usual, represents basketry, with

generally a very characteristic binding-

pattern $ on the bottom outside. The

fantastic example 254, shows two such bowls

joined beneath a single handle. Ds. 4! in.

2 in.

255-265. MINIATURE AND FANTASTIC VASES, copying many of the Wall

forms already described. Such playthings or souvenirs are g

particularly common in this fabric, though they are found in

almost all classes of funerary pottery. Note the fine basketry
ornament of 261. Hs. 4! in. 2\ in.

B. POLISHED VARIETY WITH LUSTROUS PAINT, 266-274

The paint of this fabric, which has a peculiar glossy lustre and burns

_.to a bright red, is put on very thickly, and stands up above the

surface of the vase, which itself sometimes shows a slight polish.

In the Cyprus Museum Catalogue, 1899, p. 38, this ware was

described separately as "Fabric ii, 2. Polished White Ware," but

so many intermediate qualities are now known to exist that it

no longer deserves a separate name. It is in any case closely

related to the ordinary White Painted Ware. This lustrous paint

may be due to the influence of the Mycenaean style (Fabric xi in
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\\.ill \\.ill-Case u, ami Floor-Case llh, hut its relative age is not vet

;'
known tor certain. Some of its forms arc >. hank tcristii

;
note

especially the triple bowl 2<>0. with thr beak-spouted jugs, 207, 20X,

and the wide-necked amphora 27.4 with horizontal handles set low-

on the body. 1 he little flask 2*2 is a remarkably fine specimen of

delicate ornament. Us. <>J in. 2J; in. II, 70- (20(>).

208 271

(c) LATL AND CONTAMINATHD FABRICS, 275-279

Like the Black Slip \\ are in Case 3, the White Painted Ware was

eventually intluenced by the later Fabrics v, vi (in Wall-Cases H,

o, 10). The chief symptoms as before, are the standing-foot and

the Hat strap-like handle of 105-172. The narrow neck and handle

and the ovoid body of 277 are also quite foreign to the ordinarv

White Painted Ware. The precise date of these varieties is not

yet certain. Characteristic forms are 275, a bowl with vertical

handle; 270, an oval Mask; 277-9, narrow-necked jugs with pinches

lip. Hs. in. 2] in.

FABRIC IV. BLACK SLIP ON VVHITt WARE

WITH RHD PAINT

The clay of this very rare fabric is of light colour, but its surface is

covered entirely with a black slip, polished by rubbing. In the

Cyprus Museum Catalogue, 1^99, p. 39, this fabric, which belongs

to the same period of the Bronze Age as the White Painted Ware
of Fabric iii, is described as "Black Glaze Ware" ii, 3: the black

surface of the majority of the known examples is, however, not a

'"glaze", but a slip, like that of the Black Slip Ware, only hand-
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perished. On this polished surface, a few simple ornaments, \Vall

painted in lustreless red colour, imitate the incised decoration of

the Red Polished Ware, but are rather more stiffly arranged. Each

set of lines seems to have been painted simultaneously by a number

of small brushes set in a single handle, a labour-saving device which

had great popularity in Cyprus later on, in the period of "concentric

circle" ornament (see 600-6 in Wall-Case 17).

280. OPEN BOWL, WITH TROUGH SPOUT. This is the largest

known example of this fabric. Other examples are two in the

Cyprus Museum (C. M. C. 401, a

small bowl; 402, a narrow-necked jug);

one in the Imperial Museum of Con-

stantinople .Catalogue Nicole 568, a

large bowl with spout and small

handle, not unlike this example); two

in the National Museum at Athens

(Catalogue Nicole 175 116521 a

jug like C. M. C. 402; 176 11654

a deep bowl with chevron orna-

ment and holes in the rim, to attach a cover); one in the

British Museum (C 209, a jug like C. M. C. 402); and a long-

necked vase in the Berlin Museum from Tamassos (Tomb V,

28.) All these forms are common in the White Painted Ware
of Fabric iii. D. 11 in. II, 1108-9.

III. LATE BRONZE AGE ABOUT 1500-1200 B. C.

FABRIC V. WHITE SLIP WARE

This ware appears in Cyprus not much earlier than the period of \ValI

Mycenaean influences, which corresponds with the Cretan period ^
ase

"Late Minoan III," and must be dated, on Egyptian evidence, to

the later Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, about 1400-1200
B. C. It is so common on all the principal sites in this period, as

to make it almost certain that it was made in Cyprus; but the place

of manufacture is not known. On the other hand, it is one of the

very few pot-fabrics of the Cypriote Bronze Age which have ever

been found outside the island. One hemispherical bowl has been

found in the Middle Minoan settlement in the Greek island of

Thera; and fragments at Athens; at Hissarlik, the reputed site of

Troy; in Egypt, at Tell-el-Amarna in a deposit of Eighteenth
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\Vall Dynasty date, and at Saqqara; ami in South Palestine, at Tell-el-

Cas
^ Hesy, the ancient l.achish.

The clay is quite unlike that of any other Cypriote fabric, except

the Base-Ring Ware, Fabric vi, which is practically identical with

it. It is of dark grey or slate colour, often full of large white grains.

It turns to a bright red if over-fired. In this White Slip Fabric, the

natural clay is entirely covered with a very thick white slip, usually

lustreless, though a few exceptionally fine examples show a pearly

lustre. On this slip, the ornaments are painted in a lustreless

black paint, which turns red if over-fired, as on 291. Very rarely

two qualities of colour, black and red, are used together: a good
instance is 295.

The forms differ altogether from those of Fabrics i-iv already

described, and seem to be wholly derived from leather-work.

The painted decoration, best illustrated in the simplest type of

bowl, 281, 291-4, consists essentially of simple bands, evidently

intended to represent stitches or lacings. They run radially from

the rim towards the bottom, as though the bowl were cut out of a

single piece of leather, and sewn together like a jockey's cap.

Round the rim of the common bowls (281), and round the necks

and bodies of other vessels (285, 286, 289), double seams are some-

times found; and in the bowls 281, 282, 286, these double seams are

continued as far as the base of the handles, which are always flat

in section, and seem to imitate thin wooden laths, included within

the double seam, and lashed together where they protrude. It is

worth noting that, even in the clay copies, these handles are always

represented with their ends slightly warped apart, as would probably
be the case with their prototypes. Probably the other double

seams represent in the same way the places where wooden ribs were

inserted between two thicknesses of the original leather to stiffen

it. The decoration of the more elaborately-shaped vases repeats

in essentials the scheme thus developed for the simplest bowl.

Only occasionally are small stars, rosettes, chains of small latticed

lozenges, and other fancy stitches admitted. It is this White Slip

Ware which has principally influenced the later varieties of the

White Painted Ware, 275-9, shown in Wall-Case 7. The bowl 275,

in particular, imitates the hemispherical bowl with standing-foot.

Characteristic forms are as follows:

281. HEMISPHERICAL BOWL, with flat pointed handle, as de-

scribed above. This is by far the commonest form in this

fabric. D. loj in.
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282. Di i IM.R Hd\vi., rather more than hemispherical, \viili low

cylindrical rim, and more elaborately modelled handle. H.

(>', in.

2<S}-(>. \VIDI.-NICKI i) Jrr.s, with long neck of slightly concave

outline, more or less wide, with one vertical handle of Hat

section, surmounted in 283-5 by a prominent flat thumb-hold.

Hs. lor'n in. 5^ in. Cyprus, p. 408, fig. 29; IVrrot, fig.

480, (2Sj). II, 706 (284).

287-9. NARROWER-NECKED Jiv.s, with plain handle, and slightly

pinched lip. Hs. 9', in., 8J in.. 4^ in.

290. GLOBULAR J iv., of less regular form, with narrow, tapering

neck and funnel-shaped rim. Compare 315-17 in Moor-Case

II. II. 7
1

, in.

21)2

291-9. SMAI.LKR BOWLS, with rounded or flattened under side-.

Occasionally, there is a standing-foot (293, 296, 298), usually

decorated with a simple cross on the under side. The principal

variants in the regular fabrics are illustrated by 291-6; while

297-9 are inferior imitations of it, in rather different clay

Ds. ~l in. 3J in.

Floor Selected examples of large size or special interest are exhibited in

Case Floor-Case II. They repeat for the most part the characteristic

forms already described.

300-305. HtMispHHRiCAL Bowi.s like 281, but larger, except 305;

of these, 300-301 are of normal type; 302, 304 have a trough

spout below the rim, like the large red-ware milk bowls in

Floor Case I ; 303 has a tubular spout and also two lateral

handles instead of one opposite to the spout. The standing-

base of 305 has been extemporized by simply pressing in the
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Moor bottom. The slip of this example is unusually porous, and

has absorbed and spoiled the paint. Ds. \2 in. ^ in.

II, 7<>- O3).

306-10. BOWLS WITH UPRIGHT KIM, like 282 in Wall-Case 8.

The scale-pattern on the neck of 310 is unusual: it may In-

borrowed from the Mycenaean scale-pattern which is common
in Fabric xi; for example, on 447 in Floor-Case III. Hs.

loj in. 8J in. Cyprus, p. 24. II, ~(n (310).

311-313. HIGH-M-CKI.D JUGS, with horned handle like 283-5 in

Wall-Case 8. The decoration of 313 is unusually elaborate,

and the horn of the handle is modelled into a human figure.

Hs. 11] in., log in., 8? in., 11,765(313).

314. NARROW-NECKED JIG, like 2(87-8 in Wall-Case 8, but with

more elaborate ornament, including unusual wavy lines on the

neck. These were clearly applied simultaneously by using

a bundle of small brushes: a device already familiar from the

decoration of 280 in Fabric iv. H. q-y
1

,, in.

315-7. NARROW-NECKED JIGS OR BOTTLLS, of unusually delicate

quality; 315-316 have a white slip, so hard as to be almost

glossy, and the painting also is exceptionally fine: compare
British Museum C. 175-6 (the former a Cesnola specimen) which

in the British Museum Catalogue of Vases are wrongly ascribed

to Fabric ix (-CMC. I. 4.) Hs. 7 ,",-, in., 7 in., Sjj in

II, 7<>o, 764 (316, 317).

FABRIC VI. BASE- RING WARE

\ValI The Base-Ring Ware was originally so called because it is the
Cases earii es t fabric in Cyprus which habitually provides its vases with

a distinct standing-base, formed by applying a ring to the rounded

under side of the vessel. It is now recognized, however, that not

all vases of this fabric are provided with a base-ring (319, 320, 328).

The clay is exactly like that of the White Slip Ware, but has little

or no prepared surface. When properly baked, it is of black or

dark brown colour, but it is easily turned to red by overfiring.

Like the White Slip Ware (Fabric v), the Base-Ring Ware seems

designed to imitate leathern forms, but some examples seem to

show also the influence of metal vases. Bronze vessels of closely

similar forms were in use in Egypt under the Eighteenth Dynasty

(i 550-1 350 B. C.), at which period, also, the Base-Ring forms them-
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selves were frequently imitated in alabaster (1628-9), an<J other Wall

varieties of stone. It is possible that this Base-Ring Ware was Cases

principally manufactured in Cyprus, but examples of it have been

found on several Egyptian sites of Eighteenth Dynasty date, and it is

probable that the fabric was originally of foreign, perhaps Syrian,

origin.

Base-Ring Ware is to be subdivided into two principal classes,

according as the ornament is added in lustreless white paint, or

modelled in relief. There is also a small class which is without any
ornament at all.

A. SIMPLE FORMS WITHOUT ORNAMENT. 318-320

The clay is coarse and of lighter colour than is usual in this fabric.

318. DEEP BOWL on a distinct base-ring, with low cylindrical

neck and stiff handle, like 282 in Wall-Case 8. H. 8 in.

319, 320. FUNNEL-NECKED JUGS, with slightly pinched lip, like

the common White Slip Ware, 287-8. These have no "base-

ring," but are roughly flattened below. Hs. 9^ in., 7!! in.

B. PAINTED VARIETIES. 321-336

In these varieties, the painted ornament is in white. It repre-

sents a binding of rushes or straw, such as is used to protect

Italian oil-flasks. The commonest forms are as follows:

321-2. LARGE JUGS, with high foot, ovoid body, tall cylindrical

neck, funnel-shaped rim, and strap-handle from the shoulder

to the middle of the neck. Hs. 9^ in., 1 1 in.

323. FANTASTIC VASE, in which an ovoid body like that of 321-2

is surmounted by two narrow necks connected by a strap-

handle; one of these necks is open, the other is closed by a

bull's head, like 333-6. H. 8| in. Doell, xvi, 22, 4037;

Cyprus, PI. VIII.

Occasionally the forms appropriate to other fabrics of the Late

Bronze Age are imitated in the Base-Ring Ware.

324. BOWL ON HIGH FOOT, with one strap-handle, set horizontally.

The ornament includes white painted stars as well as the

normal binding-pattern. D. 5! in.

325-327. NARROW-NECKED JUGS, with characteristic moulded
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rim. I lu- lorm of 527 is perhaps influenced by 370-4 in Fabric

vii. Hs. (>; in., (>;J in., ~l in.

32S. l.iNioii) FLASK, with narrow neck and strap-handle on
one of the flat sides; the form is that of 37S-M in Fabric vii.

H. 7-; in.
11.750.

320). PIRM-ORM VASI-: with pearshaped body, low neck, and
three small handles on the shoulder. The form is borrowed
from the Mycenaean "piriform" vases (417-19) of Fabric xi in

Wall-Case 12. H. 2
,'' in.

333

330, 331. Si'otT JUGS, shaped like 329, but with one vertical

handle, a lateral spout, and a strainer within the rim.

Hs. 2\l in., 3^ in.

332. FANTASTIC: VASI-, fish-shaped, with long body on low feet;

in the middle of the upper side is a short neck with a strap-

handle behind, and a bird-like head on a long neck stands a

little in front of it. L. qj; in.

333~337- BULL-VASES, very vigorously modelled by hand, with

eyes added in pellets of clay. The ornament usually consists

of the same binding-patterns as on the vases, but 334 has
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rudely drawn trees, and 336 spots as well as lines. 337 has Wall

no painted ornament, but a ring-handle over the bull's nose. Cases

These bull-vases are very common in the rich tombs of the
9 ' l(

Late Bronze Age. The bull 2008 in the Collection of Terra-

cottas is of exactly the same fabric burnt red. Ls. ~l in. 5 f in.

Cyprus, PI. VIII; Perrot, fig. 502.

C. UNPAINTED, WITH ORNAMENTS IN RELIEF

The general forms and character of the unpainted ware resemble ^
al

very closely those of the painted variety already described, but 10

the structure of the vases and their relation to a leathern or metallic

prototype are here more easily recognized. The relief decoration

339 34'

is peculiar; the larger vases, 338-344, show a rim thickened, as if

formed of two layers of material, and a flat strap-like handle, con-

nected with the neck of the vase by a double collar. A pair of

relief-bands run up the front of the body, and return outwards in

a spiral form, on each side of the vessel (338-341, 351). The general

effect is that of a pair of horns, but probably the original intention

was to represent, in leather-work, seams like those on the covering
of a lawn-tennis ball. Similar seams run vertically up the front

of some of the vases (343, 344), and are sometimes combined with

horizontal bands as on 350. The spirals themselves are sometimes

replaced by sinuous bands (345, 347, 348, 363), and these sinuous
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\\'all bands in turn art.- adapted to look like snakes, and sometimes have
Case modelled snake-like heads (354. 355).

10

331-1-34:;. NARROW-NECKED JUGS like 321, save that 338, 339, 343,

34=;, have a spout of hold outline. Hs. 17^ in. (> in.

346-349. \\'ii)i:-Moi nil i) JIGS with horned strap-handles, like

283-5 in the White Slip \\'are (Fabric v). Hs. ~'l in.- 4', in.

350357. MiNiATiKh \'.-\shs with very long narrow neck, wide

funnel-shaped rim, and strap-handle rising from the shoulder

to a handle-ridge halfway up the neck: ^53 lias a high foot;

355 a pinched spout like 338-0; and }s<> a depressed body of

angular profile: 357 is unusually small, even for a miniature

vase. Hs. 6 in. 3 ^ in.

354 35

358-350. COMPOSITE VASHS, consisting of two small vases like

350357, set side by side with bodies and rims in contact, anil

the two handles merged in one. Hs. 4^ in., 4 in.

360. LHNTOID FLASK, like 328 in the painted variety in Wall-Case

9- H. jigin.

361. Diuj j BOWL of characteristic form, funnel-shaped below,with

narrow upright rim, and stiff handle like 282 and 318. This

is the commonest type of bowl in this fabric. D. 6g in.

362-5. BOWLS of less typical form: 362 is rather deeper than 361;

363 of heavy convex profile with wavy line in relief; 364,

hemispherical, on high foot with strap-handle; 365 is a

miniature copy. Ds. G^ in. 3^ in.

366-368. DtGENERATK VASES are occasionally found either of
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normal fabric with incised ornaments borrowed from that of

the Red Polished Ware (366); or imitated in the Black Slip

Ware, with more or less defective finish (367, 368).

Hs. 55 in., 5 1

3
6
-

in., 5! in.

FABRIC VII. WHEELMADE RED WARE

This fabric is probably not of Cypriote manufacture. It is found \\-a n

frequently in Cyprus in tombs of the period of Mycenaean influence Case

(1400 to 1200 B. C.), but is found

quite as frequently in Egypt in tombs

of Eighteenth Dynasty date (1600-

1350 B. C.), and also on the coast-

land of Palestine, in deposits of the

same period. The clay is brick-red

throughout, with a hand-polished

surface. The vases are always wheel-

made, whereas all the fabrics hither-

to described were fashioned without

the use of the potter's wheel. The

commonest forms are as follows:

369-375- SPINDLE-SHAPED BOTTLES,

with one handle from neck to shoul-

der, long and narrow, 370-4, or broader, 369, 375. Hs. 18 in.

I Ii
7

6 in. II, 939 (370). II, 940 (369).

376-381. LEKTOID FLASKS, like those of the Base- Ring Ware

already described (328, 360). The two-handled flask 381 is of

a separate, but allied fabric, perhaps of somewhat later date.

Hs. 12,^m. /Ain. 11,938(376).

Many of these flasks and bottles have a letter or symbol incised

on the clay before firing, usually at the base or on the handle.

376

r
377

f

378

A
379 38.

Some of these symbols are identical with characters of the Cypriote

syllabary of later times; others recur on pottery at Tell-el-Hesy
in South Palestine, and at Kahun, and other sites in Egypt where

foreign influence is perceptible; a few repeat characters which

occur in the Minoan script of Crete. Ill, cxl, 3, 4, 6, 8-1 1
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\Vall ^Sj. OVOID Jic,, wiih narrow heavy-rimmed neck; ot" similar

fabric, but of a form more akin to 1-abric viii below.

H. 2 in.

FABRIC VIII. BLACK PL NCI1 HI I) WARE

The clay is line and black, but it turns to dull red when over-fired.

I he ornament consists wholly of rows ot line dots impressed on

the clay, probably by means of the points of a tine comb. This

ware was first observed in Cyprus by Cesnola; then in i88(> at

Khetaanah in Egypt, in deposits of the Twelfth and Thirteenth

Dynasties; then at Kalopsida in Cyprus in 1894 in tombs of

the Middle Bron/.e Age, associated with beads of blue glaze like

1 562 in Wall-Case 73, which seemed to confirm the Twelfth Dynasty
date. The same fabric has, however, also been found at Idalion

in tombs containing Mycenaean vases of Fabric xii, which can

hardly be older than the Eighteenth Dynasty; and very abundantly
in other Mycenaean tombs at Fnkomi near Salamis. In 1906,

Professor Flinders Petrie found large quantities of the same

fabric, including numerous vases of the same fish-shape as 384, on

a site at Tell-Yahudiveh in the Egyptian Delta, which he ascribes

to Hyksos invaders, and identifies with the Hyksos fortress of

Avaris. The Philadelphia expedition found the same ware at Buhen

(Haifa) and Anibeh, in tombs of the XVIII to XXI Dynasties, as

well as in tombs of the XII Dynasty at Buhen. The fabric clearh

lasted long without material change. The existence of intermed-

iate varieties, such as 385, suggests that the Black Punctured

Ware, like the Whcelmade Red Ware of Fabric vii, is probably
not of Cypriote make, but may belong to some district on the

Syrian coast, which (it must always be remembered) has hitherto

been very imperfectly explored. The commonest forms are as

follows:

383. OVOID JIG, with narrow neck, flat strap-handle, a peculiar

heavy rim, and small button-shaped foot. I his is the common-
est and most typical form. H. (> f',, in.

384. FISH-SHAIM-.D V,\sh, with neck issuing from the mouth of

the fish. The polished surface of the vase is entirely scraped

away in some parts to indicate scales. E. 4^ in.

385. JCG, of more pearshaped form, without the punctured

ornament. It represents a distinct variety of Black Punctured
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Ware, more like the \Vheelmade Red bottles already described: \V;

C;
1 1

compare especially 382. H. 6i- in.

FABRIC IX. COARSE WHITE WARES

This term is used to include a number of ill-defined fabrics which

are often found in the tombs which contain Aegean vases of Fabric

xii. A few similar forms have been described from tombs of

rather earlier date at Kalopsida, but the whole group belongs

essentially to the Later Bronze Age, and some of the vases have a

base-ring and other features which suggest that they are local

imitations of other fabrics, and perhaps of originals in metal or

other material more precious and durable than clay.

386. JUG WITH PINCHED LIP AND POINTED BODY. This is one of

the commonest forms. It is made of coarse greenish-white

clay, without the use of the wheel, and the outside has been

cut to a point with a knife. Occasionally such jugs have one

or two bands or dashes of poor black paint. H. 6| in.

387-388. RATTLES, of the same form as 386, but with rather more

black paint. They look like small jugs at first sight, but

the neck is closed by a bird-like face, and there is no spout;

as they always contain a small loose pebble, it is probable

that they were intended as children's rattles. Hs. 3! in.,

3? in.

389. FISH-SHAPED VASE, made of almost exactly the same clay

as the pointed jug 386. L. lof in. Doell, xvi, 18, 4034;

Cyprus, PI. VIII. II, 812.

390. QVOID JUG, in another White Fabric, which imitates the
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Wheelmade Ware of Fabric \ ii. ll has a small characteristic

foot, and tin- sanu' narrow neck as the- ordinary bottles of

that fabric, but the body is divided into two lobes by a hori-

/ontal groove round its middle. 11. 7? in.

391-2. FIGURES OF BULLS in similar clay; a little modelled about

the head in a style which resembles the contemporary Late

Minoan art of Crete. 391 has bands of coarse black paint;

392 reddish paint, and crescent-shaped impressions to render

the hair on the forehead. Compare the bull-vases in Base-

Ring Ware 333-7 in Wall-Case 9, and the female figures 2009-13

in the Collections of Terracotta. Hs. Oj in.,

393. FfcMALE FIGURE (upper part only). This represents a

notable fabric characteristic of the latest phase of the Bronze

Age, in which vases also were made, though none are included

in this Collection. The clay is smooth and reddish, of a

peculiar sticky texture; and it is decorated with two kinds of

paint, black and red. The red paint has already made its

appearance in Fabric iv, and will become prominent in the

Graeco-Phoenician Period. H.4n ;
in.
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FABRIC X. CYPRIOTE HANDMADE BUCCHERO WARE

This name is conveniently applied to a class of vases made of black Wall

clay, in forms imitated from metal prototypes, like those of the Case

Bucchero Wares of Etruria and other parts of Europe. The clay

is intended to be black or dark grey throughout, though occasion-

ally it burns to a dull red when over-fired. This Bucchero Ware

appears first in Cyprus during the period of Aegean influence.

It is not found on the Syrian coast or in Egypt, and probably

represents one of the arts introduced by the Aegean colonists.

The earliest examples are built by hand, and the external decoration,

of rough vertical grooves, gores, or gadroons, is likewise effected

wholly by hand, or with very simple tools. Later varieties are

wheelmade, and pass on into the Earl}- Iron Age fabric of Wheel-

made Bucchero, which is shown in Wall-Case 13.

394-9. GLOBULAR JUGS are the commonest forms: they all have

the body ribbed or gadrooned to imitate metalwork, but

usually not quite vertically, through hast}' workmanship: this,

though probably unintentional, gives a pleasing twisted effect.

There is often a well-marked collar, representing a metallic

junction of neck and shoulder.

394-5 are of the standard fabric, in dark grey clay, and have

a characteristic cylindrical neck and narrow metallic-looking

rim like a smoke-stack. (See p. 61.)

396-7, in a different clay with dark burnished surface, which is

inclined to flake, have a shorter and wider neck, and wider

ribbing rendered by prominent ribs of applied clay.

398-9 are in a pasty clay of lighter colour, more akin to that

of the Coarse White Wares of Fabric ix: 398 repeats the form

of 394; and 399 that of 395. Ds. yA in. 2| in.

[400-416. NATIVE IMITATIONS OF CYPRO-MYCENAEAN WARE
(Fabric xii) are described on p. 51 with the larger vases, 453

ff., of the same style in Floor-Case III, and in succession to

the Cypro-Mycenaean vases of Fabric xi which they imitate.]

FABRIC XI. CYPRO-MYCENAEAN WARE
COMPARE FLOOR-CASE III, NORTH SIDE, NOS. 435-452 Wall

Down to the middle of the second millennium, Cyprus seems to I2

have experienced very little contact with the rest of the Mcditer- lower

ranean world; but during the period of enterprise and exploration
part
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Wall which followed the fall of the Minoan Hmpire of Knossos in Crete
'

(a^out '40() N- ^-.',"1-111.' Minoan" or
"
Mycenaean" colonies were

planted in (Cyprus, as on many other coast-regions of the Mediter-

ranean, from Palestine to Sicily. An approximate date is given

by the similarity between the earliest phases of style which are

common in Cyprus, and those which have been found as imported

objects in the Palace of Amenhotep IV at Tell-el-Amarna in Egypt,
which was built after his accession about 1380 B. C, and deserted

soon after his death, about 1365 B. C. These colonies attained

to great prosperity, introducing and propagating the arts and

industries with which they were familiar in their Aegean homes.

The pottery of these colonists is characterized by a very fine cream-

coloured clay, and by the use of highly glazed paint, which may be

black or dark brown, but more commonly has been burned to bright

tints of orange and red. The ornament of the commoner vases

is simple and characteristic. The lower part of the body has broad

bands interspersed with groups of narrow bands, applied mechanic-

ally while the vase was on the wheel. The narrow bands were

often executed with a multiple brush, such as was already familiar

in Cyprus: see 280 above. On the upper part or shoulder a broad

zone is left to be decorated with simple patterns drawn freehand.

The commonest are conventional flowers (423, 424, 426), which are

simplified survivals from the "Palace Style" of Late Minoan Crete,

and are further reduced to geometrical outlines, which in their

turn are compiled into rich schemes of basketry (418, 419, 420,

427, 431, 434), or filled in with solid colour (425). The vases are

all wheelmade, and their symmetrical forms consequently offer

strong contrast with the wayward modelling of the native handi-

craftsmen. The commonest forms are these:

417-420. PIRIFORM VASES, with pearshaped body, low wide neck,

and three small handles on the shoulder. Hs. 6| in. il in
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421-422. PYXIDES, with upright sides and neck and three handles

like the piriform vases. Hs. 3 in., 3! in.

423-425. "FALSE- NECKED" OR"STIRRUP-HANDLED" VASES, with

piriform body, tall (423) or short (424-5), and supplementary
"false-neck" at one side, while the proper neck of the vessel

is closed by the stirrup-shaped handle which crosses it. Note

the characteristic body-ornament of grouped broad and nar-

row bands. Hs. 6i
7

in. 4A in.

426-428. NARROW-NECKED VASES, with similar body and handles,

but with the true neck prolonged above, and left open.

Hs. 4\ in., 4\ in., 5 in.

429. PLAIN-LIPPED JUG, with one handle. H. 3!! in.

430-432. BEAK-SPOUTED JUGS, inheriting their form from the old

gourd types, but translated now into wheelmade symmetry.
Hs. 3^ in., 2f in., 2 in...

433-434. OPEN CUPS, with narrow base,

and one handle. Note that 434 has.

below the handle, an incised character

jj, which may belong to an early stage

of Cypriote writing. Ds. if in., 5 in.

The popularity of miniature vases in this style

is shown by 430-433, but the small size of the majority of the

"false-necked" vases, and similar types, is probably due to their

destination as toilet-furniture, to hold ointment or perfume. In

this respect they fulfil the same function as the aryballoi and leky-

thoi of the Later Iron Age, of which 1716-23 are examples in Floor

Case IX, B.

Much larger and more elaborate examples of Mycenaean fabric are,

however, found occasionally, and show by the peculiarities of their

form and decoration that they represent a local "Cypro-Mycenaean"
fabric with a well-marked style of its own. These are shown on the

north side of Floor-Case III.

435. DEEP BOWL, with low neck bearing on

each side a conventional scroll-design,

enclosing two fishes and several motives

characteristic of the transition from

Mycenaean to geometrical art; con-

centric semicircles, latticed lozenges,

groups of parallel lines, accompanied by lateral excrescences of
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Floor black paint. Some of the peculiarities of the draughtsmanship
arc repeated on native imitations from l.achish ami other sites

North <>n tnc> Palestine coast. I he body of the vase is wholly covered

Side with the customary reddish-brown paint. I he designs have

unfortunately been repainted in a dull pigment like that of

the next period; they are, however, certainly ancient, and all

the old lines can be traced beneath the restorations. H. S-J in.

436, 437. AMPHOKAI, with piriform body, wide neck, and two

vertical handles; the neck of each is completely covered

with black gla/.e paint, somewhat red-fired, especially 4^7;

while the body has plain bands below. The principal zone

or frieze, on the shoulder, is filled with chariots, horses, human

figures, and trees (4*7) or plant-ornaments <4}(>) in the back-

ground. The drawing is of the childish, unskilful kind, which

is characteristic of the "Third Late Minoan" period in Crete,

and of the later tombs at Mycenae. Manx similar vases, found

in the British Museum's excavations at Enkomi near Salamis,

show that these chariot scenes were very popular in Cyprus,
and that their style has many minor peculiarities which mark

it as a local Cypriote school, derived from that of Late Minoan

Crete, and probably to be dated about 1350 B. C. Hs. 14,"',,

in., 165 in. Cyprus, p. 247, 268 (437, 436); Perrot, fig.

525(437). 11,851-854.

438-43.
"
FALSE-NECKED" YASI.S. The fine example 438 is

unusually large, with characteristic ornament of grouped

bands as on 423-425 in Wall-Case 12. The shoulder zone,
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LATE BRONZE AGE. FABRIC XI

however, is plain. On the handle are incised

symbols probably of an early phase of the _5i^

Cypriote script. It is discussed with other

inscriptions in the Appendix. 439-443 are of more ordinary

sizes (like 423-425 in Wall-Case 12), with degenerate floral de-

signs. Hs. 15 in. 3! in.

442 445

448 449 450

444-446. GLOBULAR BOTTLES, with narrow neck issuing between

two vertical handles, like 426-428 in Wall-Case 12; 444 has

conventional flowers; 445, concentric circles, and 446, close

spirals, drawn vertically on each side of the vase, as if it were

a globular flask, a scheme of ornament which becomes very

popular on jugs and flasks of the Early Iron Age (seeWr

all-Cases

17-22, and particularly the note on 625 in Wall-Case 18).

Hs. 3 in., 5! in., 7! in.

447-448. PIRIFORM VASES, like 417-420. On the shoulder of

447 is a scale pattern, very common in this style, and probably
the prototype of that on the White Slip Ware bowl 310 in

Floor-Case 1 1 : on 448 is a row of detached spirals with recurved

ends, as on the cup 450. Hs. 7! in., 6\ \ in.
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"<T
44(). PYXIS, \\ ith ll.ittened bod\ and three handles on the shoulder

III
like .\2 1-422, aiul I he pmlorm vases 4 17-20. 1 he ornament of

waves and flamboyant leaves in solid black is rather earlier

than that of most ot the Cypriote examples of this style and

belongs to the
"
Palace St\ le" ot Knossos, in the Second Late

Minoan period, about 1100-1400 B. (".. 11. 2; in.

4^0-451. Oi'i-s Cri-s, with one handle, like 4 n-4 M : on 4so is

the same spiral ornament as on 44!^; on 4S i angular lines form-

ing a degenerate floral ornament (compare 434 in Wall-Case

12). 11s. 1 4 in., i
1 ,';

in. II, 773 (431).

452. I'n R i-; I-.- HAN DI. i.D AMI-MORA, with pirilorm body, but high

neck: between the three handles are panels of geometric orna-

ment, premonitory of the change of style which closes this

period. H. 8 in.

FABRIC XII. NATIVE IMITATIONS OF MYCENAEAN
WARES

\\'al| In the centuries which immediately followed the Aegean coloni/a

C;'se tion of Cyprus, grave disturbances in the Aegean itself, of which tlu

'g great Sea Raids against Fgypt from 1230 to 1105 are a symptom,

part caused the break-up of Late .Minoan civilization, and isolated

its outposts, both eastward and westward, from Sicily to Cyprus
and the Syrian coast. The Cypriote colonies, had, therefore, now

to carry on their arts and industries without support or inspiration

from the mother-land. One result of this is the replacement of

standard pot-fabrics by native imitations, more and more remote

from their originals. Typical are the tomb-groups from Kouklia

(old Paphos).
In these "Cypro-Mycenaean" fabrics the clay is less smooth and

glossy, the paint becomes dull, like that of the old native White

Painted Ware, and the forms awkward and heavy. The painted

ornament, like the forms of the vases, passes gradually away from

the free curvilinear art of the Aegean settlers into the geometri-

cal style of the Early Iron Age (Wall-Cases 14-17). For example,

the line "running spiral" which is characteristic of Aegean art is

reduced either to detached groups of concentric circles or to a

mere wavy line (400-404, 406), which has a very long subsequent

history in Cypriote pottery. Similarly the floral ornaments,

already degraded (425, 427, 431) pass over into elaborately inter-

sected triangles (411-415). Compare 453-456, 460, in Floor-Case

111.
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400-404. DEEP BOWLS, with rims flaring (400, 402), or upright Wall

(401, 403, 404), and small horizontal handles. The double
'

handle, modelled as the head and horns of an ibex (403), the

principal wild animal of the island, is characteristic and prob-

ably reminiscent of mctalwork: so also is the miniature bowl

perched on one handle of 400, a revival of the old native

playfulness, which is seen more clearly still in the next group.
Hs. 64 in. 4! in.

400 403 410

412 416

405-411. FANTASTIC AND COMPOSITE VASES, imitating vessels of

cow's horn (405, 406), or turned wood (407, 408), or composed,
like 409, of three lentoid flasks joined face to face; 410 is prob-

ably the body of a model chariot like that figured in Perrot,

fig. 524; compare British Museum Vases, No. C 1004.

411 represents a popular variety of animal-shaped vase.

In this period such vases almost always represent either

horses, wild goats, or water-birds: the cattle and deer of the

old White Painted Ware 209-225 are unusual now. Hs.

8f in. 4! in.

412-414. FALSE-NECKED VASES of heavier form than the

standard forms 423-425, but often elaborately painted,

with schemes of triangles and chevrons, the last descendants

of the lilies and iris-flowers of the Second Late Minoan style.

Hs. 6| in., 5! in., 4!! in. II, 778 (413.)
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4 i=i. Fi sioin 1 i ASK, like those which compose the fantastic vase

12 400, with a characteristic trumpet-shaped rim, restored in tin

example. Compare tin- large amphorai of the next period

5oi-not in Floor-Case IV. II. OiJ in.

4i(>. CiLoiu i AR BOTH I-, with two hori/ontal handles set low down,
and flaring lip. Note the characteristic ornament of concentric

semicircles, intersected triangles, and wavy lines. 11. 5,",, in.

With these examples, of average si/e and workmanship, should

he compared the larger and more elaborately decorated series

4^-460 on the south side of Moor-Case III, and also the fantastic

and zoomorphic vases of the Transitional Period or F.arliest Iron

Age, which are shown in Wall-Case 14. The transition indeed is

without break in this department.

Floor 453-455. "FALSE-NECKED" VASI-.S, all decorated on the shoulders

(like 412-414) with triangles, very elaborately filled with

different kinds of linear shading, and occasionally with sec-

tions of solid black also. Us. o,",; in., loj in., ^\ in.

4So. FANTASTIC VASE, with flattened body, on three feet, w'th a

horse-head spout at one side. The handle and roof of the

vase are decorated with small birds modelled in the round;

and the body is painted with wavy lines and concentric

triangles. H. u| in.

457. ONE-HANDLED Jrr., like 420; with the usual body-bands
below: on the shoulder is a common perversion of a Mycenaean

flower-design. H. O/o in.

458. KYLIX, or drinking-cup, on a high foot. It imitates a form

which is characteristic of the standard, but is heavier and

coarsely proportioned. It has the customary ornament of

broad bands, and groups of narrow lines, with a body zone

divided into three panels by vertical lines, with accessory

ornaments: the central panel contains a single latticed lozenge.

Compare the later and still more degenerate example 516 in

Wall-Case 14. H. (),
9

(i in.

459. OPI-.N BOWL, with a binding ornament on the rim, and

concentric triangles like those on 453-455, but provided

with a solid black centre. H. 4^ in.

460. AMPHORA, with ovoid body, clumsy funnel-shaped neck, and

two horizontal handles set rather low down. Elaborate
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triangles form the principal shoulder-ornament, with wavy Floor

lines like 400-404, on the body zone and on the neck. The ii
d

i

Se

almost complete blackening of the neck recalls that of vases

459

of standard style, 436-437, 452, and leads on to the black-

necked amphorai of the Early Iron Age 501-507, in Floor-Case

IV. H. i6,9
,;

in.
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POTTHKY OF THE KARLV IKON AGE
A BOLir 1200-500 B. C.

WALL-CASES 13-26 AND FLOOR-CASES IV-VIII

A
HAS been already noted (cf. pp. q and XXXI IT.) tin-

Early Iron Age opens with a period of gradual transition

from the Mycenaean or Later Bronze Age culture. The

phase in which iron gradually supersedes bron/e as the

customary metal for weapons corresponds approximately with

that in which the use of the potter's wheel became universal in

Cyprus, and finally displaced the old handmade fabrics.

The wheelmade pottery of the Early Iron Age falls easily into

three principal groups of fabrics.

In the first or Bucchero group (Fabrics xiii-xv) the clay is of a

strong colour all through, usually either black or red, and tin

decoration is effected by modelling: imitations of the true Bucchero

fabrics, and intermediates between these and the next group, are

conveniently considered in connection with the standard types

by which they were suggested. This Bucchero group gradually

disappears in the course of the Early Iron Age, and was entirely

superseded before the sixth century.

In the second or White Painted group (Eabric xvi) the clay is creamy-

white, like that of the Cypro-Mycenaean Eabric xii, and the orna-

ment is painted in black; often enhanced by the use of red, and

very rarely of other colours also.

In the third or Red Painted group (Fabric xvii), which runs through-

out the period side by side with the White Painted Ware of Fabric

xvi, the clay either is (or was intended to be) deep red, and the

decoration is in black, to which white details are added sometimes.

FABRICS XIII-XV. CYPRIOTE BUCCHERO WARES

\Vall This name is conveniently applied to a class of vases made of black
e

clay, in forms imitated from metal prototypes, like those of the
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EARLY IRON AGE. FABRICS XIII-XV

Bucchero wares of Etruria and other parts of Europe. The clay

is black or dark grey throughout, but occasionally burns red when
'

over-fired.

Bucchero Ware appears first in Cyprus in the Later Bronze Age

(p. 45), during the period of Aegean influence. It is not found on the

Syrian coast or in Egypt, and probably represents one of the arts

introduced by the Mycenaean colonists. The earliest examples are

built by hand, and the external decoration of rough vertical grooves,

gores, or gadroons, is likewise effected wholly by hand, or with very-

simple tools. Later varieties are wheelmade, and pass on into

the Early Iron Age fabrics of Bucchero, which are shown in \VaIl-

Case 13. In the early part of the Iron Age these fabrics become

common, and the principal varieties deserve to be classified

separately.

FABRIC XIII. BLACK BUCCHERO WARES

These wares agree in their intention to produce vases of forms

imitated from metal, with a black or purple-grey surface like that

of tarnished bronze or silver. But they produced this effect by-

different means; and as usual the practice of these different methods
distracted attention from their original aim, and introduced decora-

tive experiments which were really inconsistent with it. Sooner

or later, the vase-painter's instinct asserted itself in a "painted

style."

(a) TRUE BUCCHERO, WITH CLAY DARK-COLOURED

THROUGHOUT

The earliest fabric of Cypriote Bucchero, which belongs to the

Later Bronze Age, and is handmade, has been already described

as Fabric xi; it is represented by 394-9 in Wall-Case 11. In the

Transitional Period of the Earliest Iron Age, this passes over into

a wheelmade fabric, in which the clay is still of the same colour

all through, and there is no surface-covering or slip. Later fabrics

of self-coloured clay which probably preserve this Bucchero tradi-

tion are represented by 489-98 below.

(b) IMITATED BUCCHERO, OF LIGHT CLAY, UNDER A

DARK SLIP. 461-5:485-8

The primitive self-coloured fabric, above described, was, however,

superseded in the Transitional Period by" black-coated" imitations
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in which tin- clay is of tin- common i ream-colour, ami the black

surface.' is rendered by a dark slip. I he true character of the clay

appears in 4<S:;, 4S(>, 4<SS where it is exposed inside the neck. I he

vases of this fabric are all wheelmade, and are usually much larger

than those of the primitive group. Smaller vases are, ho\u-\ er, st ill

fairly common : for example, the spout-jug (4X5 ), the oinochoe (4<S(>j,

the amphora (4^7), and the kraler-amphora (4X8), shown with other

small vases in the lower part of Wall-Case i 5. The principal forms,

which are common to this and the following group (<) of "painted

Bucchero," are as follows:

461 4o4

461. OINOCHOE, with pinched lip, ovoid body, and usually a

distinct, well-modelled foot. H. n in.

462-3. AMPIIORAI, with narrow neck, body like that of the

oinochoe 461, and two handles, which are usually surmounted

by a small horn or knob. These "horned" handles are a

survival from the Late Bronze Age, and are highly developed
on the flat plates of the next group, 469-70, and on the con-

temporary plates of the White Painted Ware 560-3 in Wall-

Case 1 6. Hs. 1 1.' in., 94 in.

464-5.
"
KRATER-AMPHORAI," commonly called "kratcrs" in

Cyprus, with wide mouth, and vertical handles from rim to

shoulder. They stand sometimes on a low foot, 465; some-

times on a high one, 464. On one handle of 465 is a small

bowl, as in the Cypro-Mycenaean vase 400 in Wall-Case 12.

Hs. 9^ in., 8 in.
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(c) PAINTED BUCCHERO, OF LIGHT CLAY, PARTIALLY

BLACKENED, WITH PAINTED ORNAMENTS, 466-470

Developed out of this "black-coated" fabric is a peculiar variety \\-a |i

in which the black coating and grooved modelling are only applied Case

to part of the vase; while other parts, where the natural light-
' 3

coloured clay is exposed, are painted with panels or zones of geo-

metrical designs in dull black; occasionally also in the same dull

red as has already been noted in the Late Mycenaean variety 393

in Wall-Case 1 1. The principal stages by which this new treatment

gains ground are illustrated by studying these vases in the following

order; 466, 469-70, 467-8. In the last-named, the black surface

is reduced to a minimum; and the Black Bucchero style is

seen passing rapidly into a merely black-banded variety of

Painted White Ware (Fabric xvi), such as is represented by

501-7 in Floor-Case IV.

466. KRATER-AMPHORA, with grooved surface like 461-2. and black

slip on the lower part of the body, while the shoulder, neck,

and handles are left white, and painted geometrically. The

handles are modelled to represent the head of a wild goat,

like the handles on 403 in Wall-Case 12. H. 8A in.

467-8. OINOCHOAI, showing a further departure from the original

type, since they have no grooving at all. Parts of the vase

are simply covered with a black coating, but this coating is

of exactly the same composition as the paint employed to

decorate the parts which are left white. The ornaments are

all of the triangular forms characteristic of the Cypro-Mycen-
aean fabric 400-16 in Wall-Case 12. H. gig- in., 61 i in.

469-70. FLAT PLATES, with their sides grooved and covered like

their horned handles, with black slip. Within the flat bottom,

however, they have no slip, but geo-

metrical patterns are painted in black and

red on the white clay. This elaborate

decoration of the bottom is explained, if

we remember that such plates were doubt-

less intended to be hung on the wall

when not in use; their inside is usually 469

quite plain. Compare the plates of White Ware of the same

period, 559-564, in Wall-Case 16, and of Red Ware, 857, in

Wall-Case 25. Ds. 85 in., 9^ in.
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FABRIC XIV. Rl-.I) IH'CCin-.RO FABRICS

Side by side with the later stages of the Black Bucchero fabrics

there occurs in Cyprus a well-defined group of what may be con-

veniently described as Red Bucchero Wares. They range in time

from the beginning of the Iron Age where they succeed the

NVheelmade Red Ware of the Later Bron/e Age (Fabric vii in

\\'all-Case ll) down to the eighth or seventh century, by which

time they appear to have been as completely superseded by the

Painted Red Ware 801-027 (Fabric xvii in Wall-Cases 24, 25, 2(>

and Floor-Case VII) as the Black Bucchero by the Painted White

Ware, 501-800 (Fabric, xvi in Wall-Cases 14-23, and Floor-Cases

IV-VI, VIII).

(a] TRl'h BL'CCHKRO WITH RhI) CLAY

THROI'C.HOIT, 471-478

The Red Bucchero Ware, like the Black, includes several varieties.

The standard fabric has a bright red clay of thesame colour through-

out, capable of receiving a high polish. It is rendered into a very

characteristic series of forms, to which should be added the large

amphorai 9201 in Floor-Case V 1 1 .

471-3. OINOCHOAI with ovoid body, long trumpet-shaped neck,

and pinched lip. Occasionally, as in 473, this form has its

body pinched together into a flat ring shape about a horizontal

axis. H. 9-J in. II, 982 (473)
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474-475. OINOCHOAI, with the neck narrower insteadofwiderabovc, ^ a "

recalling a well-known bronze type (4919) in the Collection of
,

J

Bronzes: on 474 is an inscription \) < ^ (Tl apparently which

is discussed with other inscriptions in the Appendix.

Hs. 64 in., 9g in.

476-478. HANDLE-RIDGE JUGS, with characteristic body of an

angular pear shape; the neck has a slight ridge where the handle

joins it, and the rim is either very broad and flat (476, 477),

or else trumpet-shaped (478). This type with its "handle-

ridge" recalls one of the commonest forms in the Base-Ring

Fabric of the Later Bronze Age (338-345 in Wall-Case 10); and

itself persists until the later Graeco-Phoenician period. The

significance of this survival will be discussed more in detail

under 643 ff. in Wall-Case 19. Hs. 9! in. 6 in.

(6) RED BL'CCHERO FABRIC WITH PAINTED ORNAMENTS

ON A LIGHTER CLAY, 479-484

Side by side with the standard Red Bucchero, there are found a

few intermediates passing from this towards the Painted Red Wares

of Fabric xvii.

I i
Jui Wt

483

479-81. HANDLE-RIDGE JUGS, with the characteristic flat rim

already noted (476 ff.), but globular body. Its clay, which

is light-coloured, is exposed on the neck, and has the same

black and red paint as the flat plates, 469, 470. The rest

of the body, however, as well as the broad rim, is coated with

a bright red slip like that of the Red Bucchero, and has been

carefully polished in imitation of it. On the under side

of 480 and on the red surface of 481 are incised inscriptions

in the Cypriote syllabic writing /^v\ S> % V" and on

479 an inscription in Phoenician XjL^ characters
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These are discussed with other inscriptions of the same classes

in the Appendix. Us. 5 ,',; in., (>l in., 5) in.

482-3. KKATI KS, or wide-mouthed amphorai, with vertical

handles. On 482 we have an imitation in the Red Bucchero

of the grooved body and wide neck of the Black Bucchero

style: there is not yet, however, any paint even on the parts

of the vase which are not grooved. In 483, the grooving of the

body is careless and unmeaning, and the smooth parts

shoulder, neck, and handles are decorated with the ordinary
black paint of the Painted Red Ware (Fabric xvii in Wall-

Cases 24-20). lls. 5} in., 5JJ in.

484. OIMK.HOI-., showing complete intermixture of the Black and

Red styles. The clay is light-coloured; the lower part is

painted black and roughly grooved, while the upper part is

painted red, and decorated with black and white paint, like

the later varieties of the Painted Red Ware (compare 91 3-d

in Wall-Case 25). This \ase is probably not much earlier

than the fifth century B. C., and marks the last vanishing

stages of the Red Bucchero style.

485-8 are small vases of Fabric xiii (b) placed here for convenience,

but described on p. 55, under that heading. Hs. 5 in

4? in.

FABRIC XV. GRFY WARMS AKIN TO BUCCHERO

Other fabrics of unpainted grey or black clay, belonging to the Early

Iron Age, either imitate the forms of the Cypriote Bucchero, or of

the Red Painted Ware of Fabric xvii, or copy independently, like

the Bucchero itself, from originals in metal. H. 64 in.

489. OINOCHOE of graceful form, with distinct foot, ovoid body,

slender tapering neck, and voluminous trefoil lip; the handle

was flat, but is missing. The clay is dark and tough, and there

is a dense sooty-grey slip. On the shoulder are concentric

triangles, incised before the black slip was applied. At the

junction of shoulder and neck is a well-marked ridge, suggesting

a metallic original. This fabric is very rare, but seems to be

native, and to belong to the Transitional Period of the Early

Iron Age.

490. OINOCHOE of pale grey clay, slightly burnished, with the

grooving imitated by incised lines. H. 4 in.
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491-4. MINIATURE VASES of pale grey clay, not burnished, and

closely following the characteristic forms of the Red Painted
^

Ware 801 ff. in Wall-Cases 24-26; oinochoai 491-2, flat-rimmed

jug 493, and wide-mouthed krater-amphora 494.

485 496 394

495-6. BOWLS WITH LOTOS HANDLES boldly modelled in imitation

of those on bowls of bronze such as 4914-15 in the Collection

of Bronzes: 495 is in the same grey clay as 491-4; 496 is an

imitation in a reddish clay with a poor black slip. Ds. 2\

in., 4! in.

497. OINOCHOE of the long-necked form 471-3, characteristic of

Fabric xiv; but in a grey clay rather darker than 491-5. H.^fV
in.

498. OINOCHOE of a form resembling 497, in a rare and finely

polished fabric of quite black clay. The form occurs in the

sixth century, both in clay and bronze, but this example may
well be earlier, to judge from its fabric and handling.

H. 4! in.

499. DEEP BOWL with upright sides and moulded surfaces, in

a light clay with coarse black slip. Its date is uncertain.

H. 2f in.

500. PILGRIM-BOTTLE, of coarse and unusual fabric, with relief-

modelled surface and thick black slip on light-coloured clay,

of quite uncertain date. Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments,
PI. xxix, 29. H. 5! in.
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FABRIC XVI. WHIM. I'AIMl.P WAKI-.

This is by far the commonest and most characteristic fabric of

pottery in Cyprus throughout the Iron Age. In the course of

nearly eight centuries, from before 1000 B. C. till after }oo H. C.,

its main features of technique and form remain essentially the same,

and it is often difficult to assign more than an approximate date to

individual examples on the sole ground of style. Within this long

period, however, certain changes of fashion, both in the forms ol

the vases, and in their painted decoration, are easily recognized;

and their general sequence has been ascertained by the agreement
of observations on all the principal sites.

From 417-34,435-52 (in Wall-Case 12, and on the south side of

Floor-Case III) it is already clear how Fabric xi, the wheelmade

and glaze-painted potterv of the Mycenaean settlers, degenerated

into the Cypro-Mycenaean Fabric xii, when these colonies were

isolated at the close of the Late Minoan Age. With this Fabric

xii, the White Painted Wares of the Iron Age stand in intimate

relationship; and it is partly for this reason that the name "Trans-

itional" is applied to the early period of the Iron Age.

The name "Graeco-Phoenician," which has been frequently given

to the whole of the Iron Age culture of Cyprus, expresses the current

belief that throughout this long period Cyprus was an object of

constant rivalry and competition between Greek and Phoenician

adventurers. It does not, however, do justice to the fact that the

so-called "Graeco-Phoenician" style was developed and attained

all its characteristic features in circumstances of isolation; and

that both its Phoenician and its Greek elements are secondary and

late. The art of Cyprus in the Iron Age is, in fact, neither Greek

nor Phoenician essentially. It borrows something from both, but in

its earlier and formative stages its quality has been well described

as "Sub-Mycenaean"; that is to say, it combines copious survivals

of Cypro-Mycenaean tradition with an increasing inability to

practise curvilinear design, and frequent resort to purely geometri-

cal motives. These, though in part due to the new "geometric"

art which characterizes the Early Iron Age in most Greek lands,

between 1000 and 700 B. C., are yet in part also a native inheritance

from the stiff basketry-ornaments of the Middle Bronze Age, and

particularly from the Painted White Wares of Fabric iii (AVall-

Cases 5, 6, 7).

The general course of development, which is complicated and in
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parts still obscure, can behest illustrated by subdividing the culture,

which in other parts of the .Mediterranean and European world is

known as that of the Early Iron Age, into three principal periods:

Early, Middle, and Late. The Early period is Transitional from

Cypro-Mycenaean freehand and curvilinear art to purely mechani-

cal and, for the most part, rectilinear ornament. In the Middle

period, the decoration is purely Geometrical, and an approximate
date is suggested by its rare loans from the geometrical art of the

Northwest. The Late period is that in which foreign influences

reappear, at first predominantly Oriental, but later also Hellenic.

It is this later period which alone is accurately described as "Graeco-

Phoenician" in the present state of our knowledge. Strictly

speaking, this period, in which foreign influences predominate, is

prolonged into historic times; but since a fairly clear line can be

drawn between an earlier phase, in which the new suggestions are

assimilated by the Cypriote craftsmen, and a later one when im-

ported objects, mostly Greek, compete with and at last overwhelm

the native industries, it suits the locality, and is also in accord-

ance with usage in other regions, to close the "Early Iron Age,"
in an archaeological sense, at this crisis, and assign all the period

of competitive decadence to a "Hellenic," or fully historic Age.

The manifold development of forms and ornaments is best studied

by grouping typical vases in series, each illustrating a single aspect

or feature, and treating these in the order in which each mark of

progress appears. The series exhibited in Wall-Cases 14-22, and

Floor-Cases IY-YII, IX, may accordingly be subdivided as follows,

to supplement the more summary classification on p. 54, above.

EARLY OR TRANSITIONAL PERIOD

(a) Early Forms with Cypro-Mycenaean and Pre-Mycenaean
survivals. 501-594.

MIDDLE OR GEOMETRICAL PERIOD

fb) Yases with geometrical panel decoration. 595-7.

(c) Yases with "plain-bodied" schemes of decoration. 598-9.

(d) Yases with "concentric circle" ornament. 600-7.

(e) Yases with fully developed geometrical decoration. 608-16.

(f) Flasks and Barrel-Jugs. 617-42.

(g) Handle-Ridge Jugs, and other Miniature Yases. 643-64.
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LATE OR GRAI C()-I'H( )IM(.I AN PERIOD (>I MIXED

ORIENTAL INI I.IENCES

(h) Vases with panels and friezes enriched with lotos ornament.

665-702.

(i) Oinochoai with "vertical-circle" ornament, sometimes

similarly enriched. 703-20.

(j)
Oinochoai of "plain body" type, decorated with birds and

animals. 721-40.

(k) Other symptoms of Oriental influences; vases with blue

paint and polychrome. 741-50.

(1) Vases with fully-formed pictorial designs. 751-75-

HELLENIC AGE: EARLY OR HELLENIC PERIOD

(m) Coarse and degenerate varieties, sometimes influenced by
Hellenic ornament, 776-800.

It should be remembered, however, that in a mixed style such as

that of the White Painted Ware, most vases illustrate more than

one aspect, and are available to supplement other series than that

in which they are actually described; also, that the chronological

range of Red Painted Ware of Fabric xvii, in Wall-Cases 24-26, is

almost as great as that of Fabric xvi, and that on many points its

progress, though simpler, offers instructive commentary on that of

the richer and more varied White Ware.

As the course of development is complex, and the relative

date of the different groups often obscure, the subdivision of the

Early Iron Age to which each group chiefly belongs is only indicated

approximately in what follows. Each group, however, may be

regarded as coming into vogue approximately in the order given

here.

(a) EARLY FORMS, WITH MYCENAEAN AND PRE-MYCENAEAN

SURVIVALS, 501-594

The Transition from Mycenaean or Cypro-Mycenacan forms such

as 400 ff., 453 ff. in Wall-Case 12 and Floor-Case 1 1 1 to the next

subsequent phase of White Painted Ware is, as already noted,

gradual. The only turning-point of importance is furnished, not

by the pottery at all, but by the weapons, which rather suddenly

substitute iron for bronze as their principal material. The signifi-

cance of this is discussed in the Introduction (p. xxxi If) and in the
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account of the Collection of Bronzes; see in particular the swords

(4725-6) which may belong to this period of transition. The tombs

of this phase are best studied in the small cemetery of Kouklia close

to Paphos, and in a series of objects presented by Cesnola to the

Royal Museum of Turin which are described as obtained by excava-

tion at a place near Larnaca, called Dades. A few tombs of the

same phase have been excavated at Amathus, and the contents of a

very fine one, now in the Grassi Museum at Leipzig, are published

in Liverpool Annals of Archaeology, Vol. III. Tomb-groups from

Katydata-Linu near ancient Soli, now in the Berlin Museum, are

only slightly later. The principal forms which characterize this

earliest phase are as follows:

501-7. LARGE AMPHORAI, with purely geometrical ornament. Floor

The ovoid body and somewhat funnel-shaped neck of 501 are Case

derived from a Cypro-Mycenaean

type. The neck is almost entirely

covered with the broad and narrow

black bands, already noted on the pro-

totypes 423, 438, 458, and enriched

with a series of latticed lozenges, like

those of the Painted White Ware of

the Bronze Age, but so heavily drawn

that the ornament appears, at first

sight, to be in white on a black

ground. On the shoulder are latticed

triangles and rectangular panels, sepa- 5oi

rated by groups of parallel and wavy
lines. These panels are the beginning of a style of panel decora-

tion which becomes very popular later. They are filled with

lozenges, containing latticed chequers, as on the cup 458 in

Floor-Case III. The outlines of the lozenges sometimes cross

one another at the angles, so as to form small triangles of solid

black; a trick which is often repeated, with exaggerations, in

vases of slightly later date. The small projection at the base of

the neck on each side of the vase recalls the decorative "string-

holes" of the Bronze Age pottery; see, for example, 34 in

Wall-Case 2, and 155, 156, 160 ff., in Wall-Case 4; compare
also the horns which decorate many vases of this period; for

example, 504-506 in this Floor-Case, and 462 in Wall-Case 13.

502-503 are of almost exactly the same style as 501; in 502

there is only one panel on each side of the body, and the
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swastika Ft. appears as an accessor) ornament, ason 505-7 in

Wall-Case 17. II, <s<>}, SOi (502, 503).

504-505 show these largo vases in a slightly later phase ol

development. The body is heavier in form, the neck is shorter,

and the rim, instead of being thin and finelv-shaped, has the

appearance of being turned back upon the neck in a heavy
roll of clay, painted with a simple /ig/ag pattern. The neck

and body have the customary broad bands and groups of

vertical "panel-lines." The panels contain alternately: (a)

rude geometrical trees, with pairs of concentric circles (compare

600-7 below) in the field between them; (b) a latticed lozenge,

of which the angles are overshot as described above so as to

form large triangles: those at the sides are filled with solid

black, and those at top and bottom with lattice work. The

shoulder /.one has no ornament at all, and the body onlv the

characteristic "wavy line."

506 has the latticed lo/enges and triangles replaced by vertical

latticed bands, dividing each zone into a number of empty

panels. On the zone between the handles there are no panels,

but in their place the characteristic wavy lines already noted.

507, a smaller and very common variety of the same type,

reduces the neck ornament to the simple scheme of broad and

narrow bands. Hs.2 ft. 4^ in. 4 Jin. Cyprus, p. 65 (505).

II, S(><>, <S(>7 (504, 505).

\\all The same survival of Cypro-Mycenaean traditions is well seen in

Case the large series of early types shown in Wall-Cases 14-15. The
'"* most important innovation is the use of a dull red paint, either to

(ill interspaces in black designs, or independently for broad bands

on the body. This red paint is identical with that already noted

on a rare variety (}()}) of Fabric ix, which belongs to the Later

Bronze Age; red is also very occasionally introduced on provin-

cial fabrics of Aegean or Mycenaean ware like Fabric xii. But

it is only in the Iron Age of Cyprus that its use becomes at all

popular. The relation of the Cypriote red paint to that on the

geometrically decorated pottery of early Boeotia and of Apulia is

still obscure.

508-10. AMPHORAI, with alternate broad bands and groups of

fine lines; the characteristic wavy line is conspicuous on the

body. Compare 535-8 at the top of Wall-Case 15. The

subsequent history of this type of amphora is shown by 552-3,
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which may probably be dated to the eighth or seventh cen-

tury B. C. Hs. i6f in., i6!;l in., 15! in.

511. BOWL ON HIGH FOOT, with horizontal handles, and wavy-
line ornament on the body. The clumsy angular form and

degenerate ornament almost completely disguise its real

dependence on Cypro-Mycenaean tradition: compare, how-

ever, the vases of a less barbaric phase 400-404, in the upper

part of Wall-Case 12. H. g\ in.

512-515. CLAY TRIPODS, though not very common in Cyprus,

are characteristic of the geometrical art

of Greek lands during the Early Iron Age:

they are imitated from bronze tripods

like 4704. 4705. The tripod 513, paint-

ed with plants, animals, and human fig-

ures, illustrates the rude vigour, but also

the extreme childishness of the pictor-

ial art in Cyprus during this period.

It shows traces of re-painting, but the 5<3

main elements of the design are certainly ancient. Hs. 7 in.

3i
3
e in. Cyprus, PI. xliv (513). II, 983, 984 (512, 513).

516. KYLIX OR DRINKING CUP, with geometrical ornament. This

is again a clumsy copy of an old Aegean form. The Cypro-

Mycenaean intermediate is 458 in Floor-Case III. H. 4! in.

519

517-19. ANIMAL-HEADED VASES, with globular body on a high

foot like that of kylix 516 and the bowl 511. The handle

forms a loop across the upper side, as in 52 1 ff. below. Though
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^ a " the animal's head is modelled by ha ml, the body and foot

an- wheelmade, and have the characterist ic red ami black

bands. The la tor date of si<) (indicated by its "concentric-

circle" ornanirnt; compare (100-7 below) is evidence how

persistent is tins Cypriote love for fantastic and particularly

lor animal-shaped vases. I Is. Sj in., S in., S.J in.

II, *>5 (517).

520. FAI.SK-NI-CKED YASJ-. : an angular and blundered cop\
-

of the

old (lypro-.Myconaean form. The ornament is purely geo-

metrical, and includes red paint as well as black. II.
.}', in.

521-}. Ri\<;-Y.\si-.s, consisting of a hollow annular base, with a

strap-handle, and one or more mouths, formed by miniature

vases standing on the ring. These curious objects seem to

originate from the ring-bodied vases of the Middle Bron/e

Age 201-2 in Wall-Case 5, which, however, have still only one

spout. By multiplication of the neck, as in 521-3, ami by
the addition of other small models of vases perched upon the

main ring, though they do not always communicate with its

cavity, a special and elaborate variant is developed in the

Early Iron Age, probably to represent meat and drink offerings

which formed part of the fimerary ritual. To express this

meaning more clearly, 521 includes also a figure of the wor-

shipper who brings the offerings, and wears a ram's head mask.

Compare the Ring-Vases in Red Painted Ware (8()()-(>o2), in

Wall-Case 26; the funerary groups in stone (1020, 1142 ff.)

and terracotta (2110 IT.), and the masked dancers (1030 ff.).

Ls. Jo/,; in. 7 in.

524-34. ANIMAL-SHAPED YASI-.S, like those of the Middle Bronze

Age; a curious instance of the revival of an old native custom,

when foreign influences relaxed. The style varies from rude
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naturalism to an extreme convention in which the mouth of \VaII

the creature is trumpet-shaped and wheelmade like an ordi-

nary vase-neck. The commonest animals are the lion, 524,

and the horse, 525-6; the latter is laden with two amphorai,
and runs on four wheels. Probably some, and perhaps all, of

these objects were intended as children's toys. The birds 527-

526 532

33 are usually ducks; like most of the animals, they are gaily

painted with geometrical ornaments in black and red. The
small bird-vase 534 is wholly wheelmade, and belongs to the

rather later period in which concentric circle decoration pre-

vails: compare 600-7 'n Wall-Case 17. Ls. 12^ in. 3^ in.

Doell, xvi, 19, 4035 (529). II, 819 (524).

535-8. AMPHORAI of various early and clumsy forms, all decorated ^ a "

in the same mainly geometrical style as 508 ff. in Wall-Case ,

14. On 536 the triple handle is a characteristic experiment.

Compare the large Red Ware Vases 920-2 in Floor-Case VII.

Hs. 13!? in. 8| in. Cyprus, PI. ii, top right (536).

539. PLATE, painted on the under side, so as to show its ornament

when suspended on a wall. This example is placed in this

earliest series, because it appears to be of the local fabric

of Kouklia (p. 51), which is typical for the whole group.

The form, however, is that of the plates of Cypriote Bucchero

fabric 469-70 in Wall-Case 13, and the large series of rather

later plates 559 ff. in Wall-Case 16. D. 8i
9
c in.

540. Spour-JuG, with narrow neck and wheelmade trough-spout

in one side. These spout-jugs, which have a long ancestry

in the Earlier Bronze Age, are rare in the Mycenaean and

Cypro-Mycenaean fabrics, but become commoner in the

Early Iron Age. Later they give rise to many picturesque

varieties with decorative spouts, 929-955, in Wall-Cases 27, 28.

This example closely resembles the typical Kouklia fabric.
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It is also noteworthv for the early introduction of tin- swastika-

ornament pr^ as decorative motive: for other examples of tliis

design sco the Index s. v. swastika. II. 7', in.

541-2. RECTANGULAR Tu \vs, made in imitation of Hat baskets,

as is shown bv their characteristic horned handles, like those

of the Bucchero plates in Wall-Case i ], and the \\'hite Slip

\\'are of the .Middle Bron/e Age in Wall-Case 8. (Cyprus.

PI. xlvii. Ls. [)\ in., <;iJ in.

54}. HANGING BRACKET (?) of uncertain use, consisting of a long

slab of clay, with a bull's head at the top, and a trough-shaped

receptacle below. It has geometrical decoration in brilliant

black and red. Similar objects in other collections have been

described as lampstands. They were in any case intended

to be hung on a wall, and to support some other object in their

curved lower end. II. i ft. 3 in. II, 888

=144-6. PlLGRlM-BoTTLES OR FLASKS, developed from the Cypro-

Mycenaean lentoid type. The remarkable annular flask 545

shows rude but vigorous sketches of animals, birds, and plants,

which should be compared, on one hand, with the designs on the

tripod 5 1 3 already described, and on the other, with the painted

horses and birds of rather later date in Wall-Cases 21 and 23,

and in Floor-Case VIII. It should also be compared with the

more elaborate decorations on the silver bowls 4552 IT. in the

Museum's Gold Room. The other two flasks 546, 544, show

survivals of Cypro-Myccnacan ornamentation, combined in 544

with the .Maltese Cross, which originates here from four black

triangle-ornaments set point to point, and is characteristic

of the purely geometrical style. Compare numerous examples

in Wall-Case 16. Ms. 5^- in., ioU in., 6 in. Cyprus, p.

333 (545)-

547. OINOCHOH decorated on the shoulder with reversed triangles

filled in with black colour, a clear survival of Mycenaean orna-
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merit (compare 425 in Wall-Case 12); note also the character- ^ a "

istic wavy line on the neck. H. 8j in.

548-553. MINIATURE VASES are common in the tombs of the Early
Iron Age, as at all other periods. The examples shown here

serve to complete the series of typical forms. Note particu-

larly the amphora 548 of almost Cypro-Mycenaean profile,

with vertical handles; and the oinochoe 549, on the handle of

which is a serpentine ornament quite characteristic of the

Kouklia style. The commonest ornaments are still the

lattice-triangle 548-550, and the wavy line 550, 551. Hs. 5!

in. 3i
:i

in.

549 554

554- 555- MODELS OF SHIELDS. The outer surface of 554 shows

a central spiked boss modelled in relief and painted red, to

indicate metal. The shield has a scale pattern, probably

intended to represent leather-work or hairy hide, and a red

band representing a broad metal rim. It may also have been

strengthened with rods or bands of some material running

outside from boss to rim like the spikes of a wheel, if we may
judge from the small figures of mounted warriors and foot

soldiers in the Collection of Terracottas (2086-2102). The

shield 555 shows the construction of the inside, with a trans-

verse bar for the handle, like that of the Greek hoplite-shields,

and the Highland "targets" of mediaeval Scotland. This

type of shield is known to have been a customary shape in

the Nearer East from about 1000 to 600 or 500 B. C.

Ds. 6A in., 7! in. II, 774 (554)-

556. CHARIOT-WHEEL of the same form as the wheels of the clay

horse 526. D. 6 in.

557, 558. AMPHORAI of the same form as the miniature examples
*
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''" 5i2, 55^, and the same geometrical decoration. 558 has broad

and narrow bands in black and red; 557 bands and latticed

lo/enges in black. Us. i ft. }', in., 124 in.

3?9~57 lV( - l
)LAihs AND l)isiii-.s of llat shallow forms are very

abundant in Karly Iron Age tombs. I he majority have a

quite llat bottom, 550 and s'H. and two handles which are

often horned or pointed like those of the Bron/e Age bowls.

Others rather deeper, like 504, pass over into the series of

bowls 579 IT. in Wall-Case 17. The decoration consists mainly
of concentric bands in black and red paint, applied while the

vase was still on the potter's wheel. The principal design is

almost always on the under-surface of the bowl, which was

exposed when the plates were hung up on the wall. The inside

of the bowl has usually only one or two black bands, and is

often quite plain. The centre of the design is often Tilled with a

bold maltese cross in black (550, 560, 562, 565, 568, 574), or less

commonly with an eight-pointed star, 567. These designs re-

sult obviously from combinations of the common triangle-

motive which appears on the bottom of 570: compare the

triangle ornament of 548-50. Between the central group of

circles and the edge of the standing-base, a wide unpainted
band is often Tilled with elaborate latticed triangles and other

geometrical ornaments (560, 562, 563). Sometimes the same

ornaments recur on an outer /one beyond the standing-base

(564, 566, 570). Occasionally (561), the whole under side of the

plate is divided across its diameter by a band of geometrical

ornaments, representing, no doubt, the wooden framework of

56,

wicker plate; in such cases, the two semicircular spaces which

result are usually filled with latticed triangles and similar

designs. The characteristic ornament below each handle of

571 is derived, like so many of these geometrical ornaments,

from the lashings of a basket handle.
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Besides the plain two-handled howls and plates, there are Wall

many varieties with a single handle (,67, 568, 577). Sometimes
,_

ase

(567-8), these have simple spouts, trough-shaped or solid, for

pouring liquid. Miniature examples of all these types (573-5)

are very common in the early tombs. The perforated

plates 576-8, were intended for use as strainers. Ds. i ft.

2 in. 2, in.

579-81. LIDS AND COVERS, belonging to wide-mouthed vessels,

are often accidentally separated from them. They naturally

follow the forms of the shallow plates, and examples like 581

were no doubt used indifferently either as covers or as lids.

These three examples are all of a rather later date than the

majority of the bowls near them, but their decoration is essen-

tially similar, and consists mainly of concentric bands of red

and black. Compare also the lid 864, in Red Painted Ware,
in Wall-Case 25.

582-94. DEEP BOWLS AND CUPS begin in the same tombs as the

flat plates, and outlast them. Notice particularly the deep
bowl 588, with three short feet, modelled to represent bearded

heads in Orientalizing style; it may be of the seventh century
B. C. The two bowls 587, 586, have triangular openings cut

in their sides, to imitate openwork in wood or basketry.

Ds. 9 i'V, in. 3 f in.

(b) VASES WITH GEOMETRICAL DECORATION IN PANELS. 595~7

Very characteristic of the finest pottery of the Middle or Geometric Wall

Period of the Iron Age is the division of the surface of the vessel, or ^ase

. . 17
rather of its principal zones, into rectangular panels, by means of Above

groups of vertical lines. Within these panels there are sometimes

continuous "diaper"- fillings, chequers, or zigzag lines; sometimes

independent ornaments, of which the most characteristic are the

group of arrow-head lines, set upright within the panel; the rosette,

composed of concentric circles with an outer fringe of dots or

short lines; the swastika ^ which first appears in Cypriote art

in the Early Iron Age and rapidly becomes popular, but dis-

appears again before the fifth century; and the semicircular ex-

crescences painted in solid black on the frames of panels as in 595.
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\\.il! \\'jth the last-named should be compared the more leaf-shaped

,_
excrescences which form part of the principal design on the large

amphora 507, and on the oinochoe 508. 'I'hey are probably an

attempt to render the leaves or petals of flowers, which we shall see

introduced in more recognizable shape at a later stage (Wall-Cases

iq, 20). Compare the later and more degenerate forms of the

Cypro-Mycenaean lloral ornaments in Wall-Case 12 and Floor-

Case III.

505-6. KVLIKES OR DRINKING CUPS, with slender foot and wide

bowl of angular profile. These develop gradually from the

graceful Mycenaean form, through the Cypro-

Mycenaean intermediates 458 in Floor-Case

III, and 516 in Wall-Case 14; and become

broader, shallower, and of more angular

profile. They are decorated with one or

more zones of ornament, often elaborate,

but at first wholly geometrical. Later, this

type passes on into that of the ky likes with ornament of lotos

and birds, 678-80 in Wall-Case 20. The rudely drawn rosettes

on 506 are a foretaste of this floral ornament: compare those

of 666 in Wall-Case 19. Hs. 5^ in., 7 in. Ds. 7 in., ol in.

597. KRATER, with short vertical neck like the amphorai 608-16

in Floor-Case V, but with handles set vertically from rim to

shoulder. Geometrical panels occupy the neck. H. 1 1 1 ;! in.

(V) VASES WITH PLAIN-BODIED DECORATION. 50-0

The two oinochoai 598, 599, are early examples of an important

series which is more fully illustrated in Wan-

Cases 2 1 and 22, and in Floor-Case VIII. In this

series the body is left quite free from the ordinary

banded decoration, so that large geometrical

ornaments can be painted upon its whole surface.

598-9. OINOCHOAI with simple geometrical orna-

ments on the plain body. The bird-like

outline of the lip is accentuated by painted

eyes, a device which is very popular in all

periods of Cypriote pottery, and recalls the

old native love of animal-shaped vessels.

Hs. 6| in., 8J- in.

The same abstinence from ornament on the body of the vessel is
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shown by the simple bowls 582, 583, and by the small one-handled

bottles, 631, 634 in Wall-Case 18.

(J) VASES WITH CONCENTRIC-CIRCLE ORNAMENT. 600-7

In strong contrast with this economy of ornament is the third Wall

principal innovation at this stage in the development of design;
C
_f

se

namely, the copious use of the "concentric-circle" ornament. This Mid-
ornament was produced by means of a pair of compasses fitted with die

a row of small brushes, so that a whole system of circles was pro-
ar

duced by a single turn of the hand. This multiple brush is an

ancient device in Cyprus, as is seen in Fabric iv of the Middle

Bronze Age, and in the grouped lines which are so constant a feature

of the banded ornament on wheelmade vases from the Mycenaean

period onwards. By an optical illusion such concentric circles

appear to rotate if the object on which they are painted is moved

unexpectedly: they thus give a peculiar brilliance to the simple
schemes of plain red and black bands within which they are usually

employed. Historically, the concentric circle appears first as an

improvement on the purely rectilinear ornament of the earliest

incised decoration of the Bronze Age Fabric i (described already on

89-98 in Wall-Case 3); and then, in the Transitional Period of the

Earliest Iron Age, as a blundered attempt to produce by mechanical

means the decorative effect of the Mycenaean spiral ornament,
which has the same optical quality. In many parts of Greece

during the Early Iron Age, an intermediate stage is found, in which

the concentric circles are connected by oblique tangent lines,

as on the great geometrical vase 1701 in Floor-Case IX A. But in

Cyprus this is a clear mark of foreign influence; the native con-

centric circles always stand quite free, and perhaps betray, in this

respect, a real though distant affinity with the primitive circle

ornament of the Early Bronze Age.

600-7. KRATER (600), BOWLS (602-5), ar>d other vases with con-

centric-circle ornament. They are of various dates from the

eighth to the sixth century. Compare also the larger amphorai

640-3, and many vases in Wall-Cases 18-19. Hs. i6\
3
6
-
in.

2| in.

This concentric-circle ornament remains popular in all schools

of Cypriote pottery from the period immediately succeeding the

Cypro-Mycenaean, down to the fifth and fourth centuries; later
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examples of it have even been found in the same graves with im-

ported Attic vases of mature and decadent style.

(e) VAShS WIIH I I I.I.Y 1)1 \ I l.OI'hl) (.1 OMhlRIC DhCORAIION

,/*
[ By concurrent use of panel decoration and concentric-circle orna-

V ment, and by free employment of red paint, the fullv developed

style of the Geometric Period attains a wide range of rich and ela-

borate effects. These are best displayed on the necks and shoulders

of the very large amphorai which are characteristic of this period.

6iVS. AMPHORA, with ovoid body and short cylindrical neck, en-

riched with an elaborately moulded rim,

like a cornice, which is repeated with

some variation on <x>9-i2. The form is

altogether clumsier than the transitional

forms in Floor-Case IV, but has strong

character of its own, and some dignity.

The main divisions of neck, shoulder,

and body-zone are emphasized by black

and red bands. While the body-zone,

as usual in Cypriote pottery, is left quite

plain or at most has a wavy-line orna-

ment, the neck and shoulder are filled

with an elaborate scheme of panel-deco-
()()<s

ration. On the neck the central panel is filled by a character-

istic lozenge, the overshot ends of which form lateral tri-

angles resting on the frame of the panel: compare 504-5 in

Floor-Case IV. These lateral triangles are further enriched by
the "leaf-shaped excrescences" already mentioned (p. 73), in

black like those of the vases 195-7 ' n Wall-Case 19. 'The central

lozenge is filled with black and white chequers and the rest of

the panel with a latticed diaper in red. 'The lateral panels

contain lattice-work, and vertical rows of discs left white on

a black ground. This early anticipation of a "red-figure"

technique like that of fifth-century Greece, is rare; it recurs in

the white rosettes on fxj9 in Floor-Case VI. On the shoulder

the Cypro-Mycenaean wavy-line survives, between two rows

of concentric circles. H. 2 ft. 6 in.

11,874.

609. AMPHORA. The central neck-panel is of simplified form con-
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sistmg merely of diagonal lines. The lateral panels contain Floor

concentric circles, which also form the only decoration of the y
'

shoulder. H. 2 ft. i g in.

610. AMPHORA, with central neck-panel like 608. Each lateral

panel is subdivided by a vertical band of narrow lines, flanked

by the leaf-shaped excrescence in black, and escorted by
a semicircular ornament in red and black with leaf-shaped

appendages. Compare the vases in the same phase of style

in Wall-Cases 17 and 19. On the shoulder are alternate latticed

triangles and groups of narrow vertical lines, all adorned with

the leaf motive in black. H. 2 ft. 3-^ in. II, 878.

61 1-12. AMPHORAI with neck-ornament like the kylikes 595-6. The

panels of 61 1 are left empty; in 612 their ornament resembles

closely that of the geometrical kylikes in Wall-Case 17, com-

bining purely geometric elements with concentric circles, and

the leaf-shaped motive already described. Hs. i ft. lof in.,

i ft. i 1 1 in.

613. KRATER, with handles vertical, but the same decoration

as the amphorai. The "leaf-shaped
"
ornament is developed

to a rather more leaf-like form, and the outline of the elaborate

central triangle is curved instead of rectilinear. H. i ft. 5! in.

i&ftthl.

013

614-16. AMPHORAI of similar form, in which the concentric-

circle ornament supersedes the earlier geometrical decoration.

The brownish paint of 615 is due to careless firing.

Hs. i ft. 1 1| in. i ft. 3! in. Doell, xvi, 7, 3522 (614)

11,887 (614).
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(f) II. ASKS AM) It \KKII -Ji c.s. (uy-d^i)

\\'all One of the most peculiar classes of pottery in the (ieonietric Perioil

Case Consists of Masks aiul so-called barrel-jugs. I he whole group is

best described as consisting of jugs or bottles in which the body is

elongated or compressed along an axis at right angles to that of

the neck, and to the plane in which the handles lie. When the

body is compressed and lontuid, the vase is commonly described

as a "flask"; those with elongated and more or less cylindrical

bodies are conveniently named "barrel-jugs." In all cases the

painted decoration follows the structural outlines of the vessel.

The compressed "flask "is alreadyfamiliar in the pottery of the Early

and Middle Bronze Age: 160, \i)~, 23^-9, 3^8, 375-0 in Wall-Cases

4-11; and fresh varieties, introduced by the Mycenaean colonists,

characterize the earliest phase of the Iron Age: 544-6 in Wall-Case

1 5. Then the native love of fantastic forms made the experiment of

prolonging instead of shortening the axis about which the vase

is decorated, and created the "barrel-jug," which is almost peculiar

to Cyprus. It should be noted, however, that both "flasks" and

"barrel-jugs" repeat forms which are habitual to the wood-turner;

622 628 629 032 045

and that wooden vessels of both varieties are still in common use

among the peasantry all through the Balkan Peninsula and in

many parts of Asia Minor. The inside of such vessels has to be

excavated through a hole in one of the ends, which is afterwards

filled by a plug; and this feature survives in the prominent concentric-

circle ornament of the ends of the clay vases, which, moreover, had

to be fashioned on the wheel in an analogous way. In the middle

period of the Iron Age, this type of vase becomes very common and

of very varied forms.

617-624. BARREL-JUGS, of early types, with geometrical ornament
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concentrated on the central zone from which the neck and ^ a "

handle rise. The fine examples 617, 622, have the fully ,^ ,

developed scheme of chequers, triangles, leaf ornament, and

swastikas, which has been already discussed on 595 IT. : concen-

tric circles are introduced on 618-9, 621-623. Us. I ft. 3 /,> in.

5i\ in. Doell, xvi, 8, 2932 (617).

625. GLOBULAR JUG, the almost spherical body of which was

nevertheless regarded by the artist as consisting of two hemi-

spherical ends, joined by a narrow cylindrical zone below the

neck; and was decorated accordingly. It is from experiments
such as this, which began in the Mycenaean period (446 in Floor-

Case II I), that the Cypriote potters acquired their remarkable

scheme of decoration by "vertical circles" which becomes very

popular for oinochoai and small jugs, from the .Middle Iron

Age onwards: compare 637 here; 647-8, 655-7 m Wall-Case 19;

and 710-14 in Wall-Case 21. H. 45 in.

626-9. FLASKS (627, 629) AND BARREL-JUGS (626, 628) with one or

two handles and simple geometrical ornament of lattice-

lozenges (626), maltese cross (626, 627), lattice-triangles (629),

and swastikas (629). The forms belong to the early middle

of the Iron Age. Hs. 6U in. 6 in. Cyprus, p. 181 (629).

630. BARREL-JUG of later form and decoration. The pinched

lip and tree-ornament are borrowed from oinochoai of the

sixth and fifth centuries 710-1 1 in Wall-Case 21. H. 6 in.

631-9. GLOBULAR JUGS, of allied and derived forms: 631, 634 show

the unpainted body, already discussed on 598-9 in Wall-Case

17; and 632-3 show the concentric-circle ornament ingeniously

applied to such jugs so as to produce the impression that they

are made up of several end-sections of flasks or barrel-jugs.

The three-fold arrangement of 633 is very rare; a four-fold

scheme is common, as on 632; and a vase in the Cyprus Mu-
seum (C.M.C., 977) shows a fifth set of circles, painted on the

rounded bottom. Hs. 81 o in. 3 111 in.

With this barrel-jug series should be compared the much later experi-

ment of inserting the neck not in the middle zone, but at one end

of a barrel-shaped body, as in 715-9 in Wall-Case 2 1 .

640-2. AMPHORAI, of angular form with ornament of concen-

tric circles. They should be compared with 600-7 above.

Hs. I2| in. 7 in. II, 910 (643).
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(g) HANIH.I -KIIH.I. Jl'ciS, AM) l)| 111 K MIMAILKh
VASI-S. ()4H> (

'4

.

I-
In tin.- tombs of the Geometric Period miniature vases arc- often

Case found in large numbers. Some of these imitate the full-si/.e am-
l()

phorai, kraters, kylikes, and oinochoai; others are of peculiar

forms, usually flat-lipped, which seem to be the Cypriote equiv-

alent of the "Proto-Corinthian" aryballos of Greece. Originating

from the Hat-lipped type already described in Wall-Case iS, anil

shown also in Red Biicchero Ware in Wall-Case i }, they develop

rapidly in several directions. They are common in the White

Painted Ware, and even commoner in the Red Painted Ware of

the same period (<S2<> ff. in Wall-Case 24).

From the very marked ridge, which usually encircles the neck

at the point where the handle is set on, these little vases have

received the convenient name of "Handle-Ridge Jugs." Good

examples are (>5i-}. This "handle-ridge" first appears in the

Base-Ring fabric of the Later Bronxe Age (}3^-4 () in Wall-Case 10),

and has been noticed also in the Red Bucchero fabric (477-481) in

Wall-Case i 3. These earlier forms probably originated in a leather

type, but the "handle-ridge jugs" of the Iron Age were almost

certainly influenced also, like the Proto-Corinthian and other

Greek "aryballoi" and "alabastra," by acquaintance with the

Egyptian alabaster vases ( i(>oi fT. in Wall-Case 74), and with copies

of them in pottery, glass, and metal; for it frei|iiently happens in

all these that the broad flat rim characteristic of the original ala-

baster vases was made in a separate piece, fitted either into the real

neck of the vase like a stopper, or over it, like a collar, as in 1633.

In vases intended to hold precious oils and scents, this had its

obvious convenience and in either case tin-re was need for a

slight ridge on the neck, at the point of junction. In the clay

examples, however, which, of course, are made in one piece, the

"handle-ridge" is merely decorative.

The majority of these miniature vases are decorated with the famil-

iar broad bands and groups of narrow lines. The clear space left

on the shoulder is often quite plain. When it is painted, it is filled

most commonly with concentric circles, and sometimes with swas-

tikas. Later, these are replaced by lotos-flowers, and other Oriental

motives, as in 683-8.

643-5. MINIATURE VASHS, of various forms (krater 643, oinochoe

644, and handle-ridge jug 645) characterized by a rare variety
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of the concentric-circle ornament, in which the circles are

only drawn for about three parts of their circumference, and

then run tangentially upwards to meet the hand which frames

the whole series. The same conventional ornament is used

to represent curls of hair on modelled terracotta heads of the

seventh century, which gives an approximate date for these

vases. The same "concentric question-mark," as it has been

called, is found rarely on painted pottery of the Karly Iron

Age in Lycia and Phrygia, and at Troy; see Ormerod,
British School Annual XVI, p. 101, n.

647 649

646-664. HANDLE-RIDGE JUGS (647, 651 ff.), and MINIATURE

OINOCHOAI (646, 648-50), of typical forms decorated with

vertical-circles (see 625 above), either alone (648-9), or com-

bined with horizontal circles (647), or grouped (662) as on the

globular flasks 632-3. The shoulder-zone is often filled with

concentric circles or groups of lines (661). Occasionally, as

in 651, there are two handles, a reversion

to the common Mycenaean form 427, sug-

gested perhaps by the contemporary flasks 630,

635-6 in Wall-Case 18, and very common in

the Red Painted Ware 809 ff. in Wall-Case 24.

The flat lip is often replaced as in 659-60, 662,

by a very characteristic funnel. The tall

conical-bodied jugs (663-4) and the oinochoe

with elongated body (646) are contemporary with the standard

types. The form 662, on the other hand, outlives them, and

passes on into the sixth century. Hs. -]\ in. 3 in.
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(H) VAShS WITH 1'ANII.S AM) IRII-./IS INRH.HID WITH

I.OTOS ORNAMI-.NT. 665-702

The Oriental inlluence which chiefly a fleets the pottery of Cyprus
is that of Hgypt, where painted pottery was in use at all periods,

and had a peculiarly rich and graceful revival under the Twenty-
sixth Dynasty. Assyria and the Syrian coast inherited less taste

for this art, and had less to contribute to the mixed Oriental style

of Cyprus; but the guilloche, or "cable-ornament," the rosette, and

a few other ornaments, such as the "sacred-tree" composed oi

conventional palmettes, are to be referred to this source; and when
human figures are attempted (as in 751 in Floor-Case \ III), they
wear Assyrian costume as freely as Kgyptian.
The series which best illustrate the gradual intrusion of these

Oriental motives into the Cypriote geometrical style are (a) the

oinochoai, kylikes, or kraters of moderate size, 665-682, with panel

decoration on the neck and body; (b) the handle-ridge jugs and

miniature vases, 683-693, which are good evidence of the prevalence

of similar motives on the full-sized vessels from which the}' are

copied; and (c) the amphorai of great size, with rich friezes and

panels, 694-702.

666 669

In all these, the lotos and other Oriental ornaments are introduced

as accessories, to enrich the traditional schemes of geometric design;

and the limits of panel and frieze made further elaboration difficult.

It is only when we turn to the "plain-bodied" vases, 721 ff., which

are discussed separately below, that we find any attempt at a free

pictorial style. Elsewhere the introduction of Oriental elements

is very gradual, and can only be appreciated by following the whole

series in detail.
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665. OINOCHOE, with almost purely geometrical decoration; but

there are swastikas on the shoulder and painted birds' eyes

on the lip. Compare 598-9 in Wall-Case 17. Doell, xvi,

9, 3220.

666. DEEP BOWL, on a high foot. The panel decoration includes

roughly drawn rosettes, like those on the Kylix 596 in Wall-

Case 17.

667-670. KRATERS, with an elaborate triangle-ornament, which

has prominent curvilinear excrescences in solid black: in 667
it stands free, but on 668 it is enclosed within a panel with

swastikas in the field; and on 669 an Egyptian lotos-flower

with its buds is drawn very roughly in the field of the panel,

on each side of the central design. In 670 these lotos-sprays

are promoted to occupy lateral panels, while the central panel

is almost wholly filled by the elaborately chequered triangle.

II, 934, 894 (669, 670).

671. KRATER, with more elaborate panel ornament. Here the

lateral panels also are filled with a chequered lozenge pattern;

and lotos-buds are freely used as accessories to the central

design. The neck ornament also is affected now by the new

Orientalist influence. The old "wavy line" gives place to a

scheme of panels containing eight-leaved rosettes and a cable-

ornament: both commonly regarded as loans from the art of

Assyria, and as appearing on the Syrian coast and in Cyprus
in the latter half of the eighth century. The same combina-

tion of rosette and guilloche occurs also on 694, in Wall-Case

20. H. 8 in.

672-4. KRATERS, marking still further progress. In 672 a large

red and black lotos now occupies the central panel, and the

only remnant of the old lattice triangle is a lattice-work filling

in the heart of the flower: compare the lotos on 676 and on

the large amphorai 696-702 in Floor-Case VI. The more

copious use of red paint in broad masses is a further suggestion

borrowed from Egyptian vase-painting. In 674 the shoulder

ornament consists wholly of lotos buds, unrestrained by panelsor

frame; and in 673 a rosette formed of lotos petals is accompanied

by very clumsy attempts to draw an Egyptian hieroglyphic

inscription enclosed in the conventional frame or cartouche.

Hs. 10 in., 9 in., 7! in. II, 935, 895 (672, 673).
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\\.ill
07^-0. KYI.IKIS of tin- same angular form as s<s-0 in Wall-Case

17. I he central design is now entirelv composed of a lotos

flower and its huds, but is still enriched, in ojs, with the old

semicircular excrescences. In (17(1 the drawing is quite free,

and the use of red paint is conspicuous. Us. <> in., 7 in.

(176 677

677-0. KYUKI.S, in which figures of birds are introduced, either

in addition to the lotos or in place of it. In 677 the bird is

represented feeding on the buds of a lotos plant, which occupies

the other half of the panel, and betrays in the pose of its wings
and in the character of its head and beak strong traces of

the Fgyptian models above mentioned. Compare the master-

pieces of this style, 752, 754 ff. in Floor-Case VIII. The

other side of the vase shows a conventional lotos flower with

buds and excrescences, like that on 675, in a panel flanked

by imitations of hieroglyphic writing like those on (173, des-

cribed above. These birds are the first examples of a decora-

tive motive which becomes very popular in the seventh century
and is discussed below with reference to the "bird-jugs," 721

IT. in Wall-Cases 21-22, and 7,4 IT. in Floor-Case VIII. The

profile of these kylikes becomes open and less rigid, and prob-

ably rather later in date. Hs. (>l in., 4 ," in., 5 in. Cy-

prus, p. 405 (677-8).

680. KYI.IX, of heavy, somewhat convex

profile, and unusually ruddy clay, with

a fine continuous body-zone of close-

ranged lotos-flowers. H. 61 in.

On many small oinochoai and other miniature

vases the lotos ornament simply replaces con-

centric circles. This series, like the preced-
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ing, develops immediately from the handle-ridge jugs and other Wall

miniature vases, 646-664, of geometric style. 1 he forms are the ^asc

same; it is onlv the decoration which is orientalized.

68 1. OINOCHOE, showing the lotos flower applied to fill the front

panel between a pair of "vertical circle" schemes. H. 8 in.

682. SPOUT-JUG, with a design of lotos-petals, rosettes, '/~*\*

and birds in careless black and red paint. H. 6i
:

V in. *.vl,/.*

1 1
, 949.

683-9. MINIATURE VASES, of various forms; handle-ridge jugs

683-5, feeding bottle 686, wine-amphorai 687-8, oinochoe 689;

all showing fully developed decoration of lotos flowers 683-7,

689, or rosettes 688. Hs. 4* in. 3! in.

686 688

690. OINOCHOE, with lotos ornament between vertical circles, of

unusually fine fabric, resembling that of 751 ff., in Floor-Case

VIII. H. 6 in.

691. OINOCHOE, with an ornament of three converging lines alter-

nating with groups of arrow-shaped lines. H. 54 in.

692. 693. MINIATURE VASES; deep bowl (692), and amphora (693),

of fine fabric and geometrical decoration. Hs. 2YV in., 3 in.

At the top of Wall-Case 20 are larger vases which show the same

intrusion of the lotos, tree, and bird.

694, 695. LARGE TWO-HANDLED VASES of angular profile. 694

has a guilloche ornament and panel decoration of rosettes

and triangles; 695 has birds of early type separated by trees.

Hs. io| in., 8| in.

Another instructive series consists of large amphorai with richly pioor

decorated neck- and shoulder-zones. The forms differ but little Case

from those of the purely geometrical amphorai 608-616 in Floor- VI
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Case V; but linear ornament gi\vs pi.ice rapidlv to bold renderings

of the l-'.gyptian lotos, with large lateral petals which recall the

Mycenaean treatment of the iris-llower, and may be ilistantlv

inspired by it. The whole group belongs probably to the seventh

century B. C.

696. AMIMIORA, with shoulder-zone of lotos flowers with interlaced

stems. On the neck, the central panels of an elaborate scheme

are still purely geometrical, with lo/enges and triangles en-

riched with "lateral excrescences" as in 50.5-7 above; but the

lateral panels, above the handles of the vase, are filled by single

lotos flowers with large red outer petals, strongly recurved,

and black latticed centre. As so often happens in vase-

painting, the old geometrical panel-motives with lateral ex-

crescences survive on the subordinate zones. H. 2 ft. 8J

in. Cyprus, p. 181. 1 1. 883.

696 697 699

697. AMPHORA, with wavy-line and triangle ornament on the

shoulder; but a richly drawn lotos flower with buds and scrolled

leaves in red and black in the central panels on the neck.

A skilful combination of solid black with black outlines pro-

duces the effect of white petals among the black and red, a

thoroughly Egyptian mannerism. In subordinate positions

geometrical panel-motives are still admitted. H. 2 ft. 3 in.

II, 883.

698. AMPHORA, with a design on the shoulder- and neck-zones of

isolated lotos flowers, superimposed, as if by an after-thought,

on a scheme of concentric-circle ornament like that of 614-6
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in Floor-Case V. On the neck, the central lotos flowers are I"'00 ''

enriched with an eight-leaved rosette on a black ground, a v 'j

ist

hint of Assyrian influence. H. 2 ft. 5 in. II, 884.

699. AMPHORA, with elaborate panel decoration, enriched with two

whole zones of the eight-leaved rosettes, on a black ground.

Here, too, lotos flowers are a prominent element in the design,

but the central panels of the neck retain the old-fashioned

latticed work in lozenges and triangles, much enriched with red

paint. The lateral panels have a conventionalized lotos

flower, with latticed centre and swastikas in the field.

H. 2 ft. 2 in. Perrot, fig. 507. II, 882.

700. AMPHORA, with friezes of lotos flowers and buds on neck and

shoulder, unrestricted by any panel-scheme, but escorted by
a cable ornament in red and white on a black ground.

H. i ft. 8| in. II, 871.

701. AMPHORA, with the body-zone divided into four panels, each

containing a lotos flower in solid red with black outline, enriched

with the familiar "lateral excrescences." Note the basketry

ornament on the handles, a very common decoration all through
this period. H. io| in. 11,893.

702. AMPHORA of careless style, with a cable pattern on the body;
the shoulder-zone is divided into panels, each containing a

rosette of numerous leaves. On the neck are the familiar

wavy line and concentric circles. H. i2jin.

(i) OINOCHOAI WITH "VERTICAL-CIRCLE" ORNAMENT, SOMETIMES

ENRICHED WITH THE LOTOS. 703-720

While the lotos and its derivatives thus dominate the panels and Wall

friezes appropriate to the larger amphorai, they invade also the inter-

spaces between the "vertical-circle" ornaments of the oinochoai. Upper
This "vertical-circle" ornament, the origin of which has been des- Part

cribed on 625,631, has a long and popular career as the chief decora-

tion of the large oinochoai. These become very common in tombs

of the late sixth and of the fifth century. The two upper shelves

of Wall-Cases 21-22-23 show the later development of this series,

which is continued hereafter under 776 ff.

703-4. OINOCHOAI, nearly globular, but already anticipating by
their loose heavy outline the characteristic forms of the "bird-

jug" series, 721-40, in the lower shelves of Wall-Cases 21-22.
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They .ue probablv not Liter than the seventh centurv, and

in.iv well be earlier. I hev are decorated, like ihr bird-jugs

;iiiil tho earlier globular ju^s (>52-^, \\iih i-oniparati\-el\' small

groups of vertical iii\les. In 704 these ha\'i- a maltese cross

at their centre, another ck'ar sign of earl) ilate. IK. njin..
12? in.

710 7'4

PLAIN-LIIM'!:!) Jr<;, of similar earl\
-

type, with wavy lines on

the neck and large systems of "vertical-circle" ornament on

the body. The centra! part of these systems was not applied

while the vase was on the wheel, but was drawn freehand as

a single continuous spiral instead of concentric circles. This

variant is fairly common in the sixth and fifth centuries B. C.

Compare 716, of a filth century type very common at Amathus,
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in which the spiral was drawn mechanically by making the

2 1, 22
vase to rotate on its side, and moving the brush slowly from

"IS

the centre towards the circumference. H. 12] in.

706-8. OINOCHOAI, of large size but rather later form, with various

schemes of vertical circles enriched with groups of concentric

circles. They probably belong to the seventh and sixth cen-

turies. Hs. i ft. ij in., i ft. ii in., i ft. 3^ in.

II, 927, 930 (706, 708).

709. OINOCHOE, probably of the sixth or fifth century, to judge
from its form; its ornament, however, consists simply of many
horizontal bands, some broad, some composed of a group of

fine lines; a striking example of the persistence of a motive

inherited from Mycenaean vase-painting: compare, for example,

417 in Wall-Case 12. H. nf in.

710-13. OINOCHOAI, of a very well-defined fabric with vertical-

circle ornament, characteristic of the large fifth century tombs

at Amathus. The front space of 712, between the vertical

circles, has only small concentric circles. To this, 711 adds

a rudely-painted tree, and two spear-shaped objects which are

seen by comparison with 713 to be intended for lotos buds.

In 710 the buds have disappeared and the tree is more carefully

drawn: compare the trees on 629, 786-7. The lotos and buds,

together with the same tree, recur on the amphora, 784, which

also is characteristic of fifth century tombs at Amathus.

Hs. 10 in. 6] in.

714. OiNOCHOb of the same style as 710-3, but in place of the lotos

or tree is a human head, bearded, in profile, wearing a pointed

cap like the sculptured heads in Floor-Case XI. It is drawn

in black outline and filled in with dull red. H. g\ in.

715-719. OINOCHOAI, of the same late date (sixth and fifth cen-

turies) in which the body of the vase is more or less barrel-

shaped and has no standing-foot. The axis of the barrel is,

however, the same as that of the neck, not at right angles to

it as in the earlier "barrel-jugs" 617-23. The ornament con-

sists wholly of horizontal bands. Hs. 9} in. 6| in.

720. PLAIN-LIPPED JUG, with heavy rim, in a fabric of dark coarse

clay with horizontal bands and characteristic fleur-de-lys orna-

ment added in white. This type replaces the oinochoe with
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\\all vertical circles, 710-3, in tombs of the- fourth century at Ama-
Cuses . no-
2l 22

thus. II. cS in.

Other late and degenerate forms which preserve the tradition of

the earlier geometrical and mechanically applied decoration arc

described later on ("(> if. in Wall-Case 2}). \Vc return now to

trace the further influence of Oriental motives, already illustrated

by the lotos and rosette decoration of 096-70.2 and earlier groups.

(j) I'LAIN-BODM-D VAShS WITH Rhl'R hShNTATIONS ()[

BIRDS AND ANIMALS. 721-40

Wall Representations of birds and animals appear in the pottery of
's

Cyprus about the same time as the lotos ornament. It docs not

22 necessarily follow that the most clumsy of these representations

are the earliest, for at all periods the Cypriote potter was capable

of surprisingly unskilful work; and in fact some of the finest and

the most careless examples have been found in the same graves.

The commonest is a bird with rapacious beak and claws, which has

some resemblance (in its most ambitious examples) to the royal

vultures and hawks of Egyptian symbolism. Some of the ruder

examples of these designs have been already described. The birds

on the kylikes, 678, 679, in Wall-Case 20, belong to the most child-

ish and inexpert variety. Little better are those on the spout-jug

682, and the large vessel 695. That on the kylix 677, on the other

hand, is one of the finest examples of this school of drawing.

This new fashion of "representative" or pictorial art obviously could

not have free play so long as the surface of the vases was divided

up into narrow zones, and the zones into short panels, as was the

practice of the geometrical designers. It is therefore not surprising

to find that about the same period as the first pictorial decorations,

the banded and geometrical ornament of the vases is restricted to

the neck and handle, and the whole of the body is left free to receive

a single figure or pictorial composition. This is not indeed a new

practice, as has been seen already (598-9, in Wall-Case 17), but it

became very popular as soon as there was this fresh reason for it.

In this way originated a new series of oinochoai, probably in the

early part of the period of Egyptian influence. In these vases the

body is of a loose and rather clumsy form, as if the vase were of

elastic or tensile material, and distended with fluid. This, like the

loose forms of many early vases in Crete and the Greek Islands, may
be regarded as a symptom of awakened feeling for the intrinsic
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quality of the plastic clay, and as an attempt to express this dis-

covery in appropriate form. The neck is usually very short and

rather wide; the lip is slightly pinched; and there is often a

bird's eye, painted on each side of the spout. The body is devoid

of banded ornament, but is decorated with a very few free-standing

ornaments.

721-740. OINOCHOAI, of the "plain-bodied" type above described,

with various ornaments, the simplest

and earliest of which are familiar ele-

ments of the geometrical style; the

maltese cross 721, the primitive rosette

722, 734, the arrow ornament 722, 734,

elaborate triangle 724, and imitated

hieroglyphics 732. Concentric circles

occur on 727, and a vertical band with

"lateral excrescences" on 733. A peculiar

variety of swastika recurs on 739. Then

in due course come lotos ornaments, 726,

and with them animals of different

kinds: a flying bird 723, a horse 725, a

goat 726, and a stag 731. These lead on

directly to the masterpieces of this

school of vase-painting, 751 ff. in Floor

Case VIII. A rather later variety has a more flattened

body and a wider neck. Its ornaments consist princi-

pally of very hastily drawn birds, 736-8, together with trees,

735-6, crosses, 735, or rosettes, 737. Another late variety, 728-

9, has a neck of conical shape. The patterns are geometrical

and more carelessly drawn, and red paint is introduced.

Hs. io| in. 3! in. Perrot, p. 666 (726).

II, 942,947 (725., 728).

(k) VASES WITH BLUE PAINT AND OTHER SYMPTOMS OF

ORIENTAL INFLUENCE. 741-750

Two other small classes of objects, vases with blue paint, and bell-

Wall

vases, are conveniently noted here, as they illustrate other symptoms 22
of Oriental influence. Both belong to the end of the Middle Iron

Age, and do not persist for long, disappearing altogether before

the first distinct traces of fresh contact with the Greek West.

Many of the tombs of the Middle Iron Age contain playthings and
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\\all oiher modelled objects of terracotta; numerous examples of these

",!, arc exhibit i-J in 1 lie Collection of lerracottas. Besides figures of

men ami animals, bells are particularly Common, ami being almost

wholly wheelmade, are properly representeil as examples of the

potter's art.

74i-(>. BHLLS of wheclmadc clay, painted with black and red bands

like the white ware vases: the clapper, probably a pellet of

baked clay, was tied by a cord through a small hole at the

crown of the bell. The handle is formed by a small knob, 741,

which is sometimes replaced by a rude head of an animal,

742, or bird, 744; or a pomegranate, 74 }, or human head,

745; or the upper part of the bell is furnished in addition with

the arms and shield of a warrior, 740. The last-named has

blue paint as well as black and red. Compare the bell-shaped

figures, 2040-0,, in the Collection of Terracottas: they all belong

to the Middle and Later Iron Age, and are commonest in the

earlier part of the period of Oriental influence. Us. 4^ in.

-
2\ in. II, (>i, 2--,- (745, 74(1).

747-So. YASI-.S WITH Bi.ri-. PAINT AND OTUI-.R POLYCHRO.MH Di-.c-

OKATION. In these vases the red paint is the same as that

on the ordinary painted ware, but the black is replaced wholly

or in part by blue.

The blue pigment is of chalky texture, and has often decayed
to a pale green tint: it seems to be composed of the same

materials as the blue glaze of the Kgyptian amulets which

become common in the period of Oriental influences and of

the blue-painted pottery of Lgypt itself, though the latter

is not recorded from Cyprus. The occurrence of blue paint

in Cyprus may probably, therefore, be regarded as another

symptom of contact with Lgypt. The blue-painted vases are

almost always small plates and bowls. The forms are the

same as those on the ordinary White Painted Ware, and

belong for the most part to varieties of the sixth and fifth

century date. The bell-shaped warrior, 746, shows traces of

the same blue paint instead of black on his shield, and tin-

plain bell, 742, has blue and yellow bands, as well as red and

black.

Later vases, 778-81 in Wall-Case 23, also show a bright yellow,

in addition to black and red. They are commonest in tombs

at Amathus of the early fourth century, but may perhaps
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begin earlier. Other examples of polychrome ware, probably ^ a "

of Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman date, are 940-1, 943, 947, 22

951 in Wall-Case 28. The saucer, 749, has triangular open-

ings cut through it, like 586-7, to imitate openwork in wood or

basketry. Ds. 63 in. 4! in.

(1) VASES WITH PICTORIAL DESIGNS. 75I~775

In Floor-Case VIII are collected together the richest series of the Floor

pictorially-decorated vases of Cyprus which exists in any single
Case

museum, together with a few other vases, 773-5, of rare fabric or

peculiar interest. The pictorial vases 751, 752 are among the

finest known examples of Cypriote painted pottery. They con-

tinue the series of loosely shaped globular oinochoai 721-40, already

described, and seem to belong to the seventh or early sixth century

B. C. They are contemporary, that is, with the Twenty-sixth

Dynasty of Egypt; and this date is sustained by the character

of the representations.

751. OlNOCHOE WITH SACRED TREE AND Hl'MAN WORSHIPPERS.

On the neck of the vase are wavy
lines in red and black, and on

either side of the lip, which is

only slightly pinched, is a bird's

eye composed of concentric cir-

cles. Below the handle, which

has a binding-ornament, is a long

stripe of black paint tapering to

a point, from which issues a bird's

wing on either side, decorated in

red and black.

The whole of the body is given

up to the principal design, a pair

of human figures standing on

either side of an elaborately con-

ventional lotos plant which seems

here to take the place of the "sacred tree," so commonly repre-
sented in Assyrian sculpture. Both figures wear long garments
which show a double hem at the neck, and a seam round the

junction of arm and body: compare the seams on the sculptured
tunic of 1052 in Wall-Case 32. The extent of the sleeves is not

clear, as the hands are painted in the same red colour as the
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H<>or dross. ;uul it is possible that tin- artist's intention was to

Vl'n represent the arms as ban- and issuing from a garment without

sleeves. Each figure wears bracelets on both arms. The

girdle in each case is concealed by one arm, but its long ends,

black, with white cross-bands and fringe, hang down nearly

to the hem of the dress, which has likewise a decorative fringe.

Below this the feet are represented in black as if shod with

high boots. On the breast of each figure is an oval object

suspended from the neck, and decorated with transverse bands

of black: it seems to be one of the spindle-shaped charms which

are worn by the sculptured "temple-boys" in Wall-Case .j(>.

The profiles of the faces, and the eyes, eyebrows, and ears,

are represented by black outlines, like the faces of men and

animals in the archaic Greek styles of Miletus, Melos, and

Aegina. The profiles resemble those of the primitive terra-

cottas which preceded the regular Orientalizing style in Cyprus:

compare 1451 in Floor-Case X, and 2 138-9 in the Collection of

Terracottas. The eyes, on the other hand, are drawn full-face

in accordance with Egyptian convention.

The sacred tree which stands between the figures consists

of a conventional lotos flower, with large lateral petals in red

outlined with black, and a centre composed of a chequered

triangle, surmounted by another lotos flower with its buds.

On either side of the lower lotos are "lateral excrescences" of

the conventional type (505-7), from which spring other small

lotos buds. Below these excrescences another lotos flower

with its buds shoots out from the stem on either side. The

two figures turn their faces outwards, and away from the

lotos tree. One hand of each is raised towards the tree, while

the other, stretched across the body, grasps one of the larger

petals of the centre lotos flower.

Each figure is escorted by a flying bird, like the birds on 752.

That on the right hand carries its head erect and is crowned

with a plume. The head on the left is depressed, and wears

a lotos. On both sides of the principal group, lotos flowers and

foliage appear in the background. H. gl in. Perrot, fig.

521.

752. OlNOCHOE WITH SACRhD TREE, BlRDS, AND ANIMALS, of the

same form and fabric as 751. The neck of the vase has the

same ornamentation of bird's eyes and wavy lines as 751, and
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there is the same pointed ornament below the handle, onlv Floor

.
,

. Case
without wings. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ VIII

The principal design is an elabo-

rate lotos-tree similar to that on

751, attended by a pair of flying

birds drawn in the usual conven-

tional style. Beyond each bird is

another animal; on the right a

winged goat or chamois, running

away from the central group,

but looking back towards it. Its

face is drawn in outline, like the

faces of the men on 751, but the

rest of the body is in solid black

colour, within which a small geo-

metric panel and two rosettes are

left blank on the white clay of

the vase with internal details hi black: compare 608 in

Floor-Case V, 694 in Wall-Case 20, and 699 in Floor-Case

VI. The tail, like the head, is represented in outline, but was

perhaps filled originally with red paint.

On the left is a horned deer advancing towards the central

group, with head lowered as if grazing. This animal also is

winged, and has similar rosettes and panels of geometrical

ornament. Behind it rises a lotos flower with a long stalk

and four leaves. H. 9} in. 11,857.

753. OINOCHOE WITH HUMAN-HEADED MONSTER, of the same form

and style. Its only ornaments are the usual bird's eyes, and a

sort of swastika on the lip, and as the principal design, a

small winged quadruped with human head. The body of this

creature is in black outline filled with red; and the head in

black outline with the hair in solid black. The wings have

conventional feather-ornament; and patches of hair on the

throat, sides, and hind quarters are similarly "feathered" in

black outline. The creature is represented as if running in

the air, in a vigorous and lifelike manner. Its significance is

not known. H. 8 in. Perrot, fig. 519 Perrot'sfig. 517

is not in this Collection,

754-593. OINOCHOAI WITH BIRDS, of the same form and fabric as

751-3. Of the birds the most naturalistic is 754; the head is
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finelv represented in outline, ;uul tlu-tv is ;i lotos plant in the

ba;kground behind tin- neck. II. o^ in. II, <),S.

7Sv I lie bird is shown standing. Its head is in outline;

the nearer wing ami tail are tilled with feather ornaments, and

in the hinder wing, which is shown raised over the back, two

feathers of the wing-cover rise separatelv behind the head.

II. S in. II.ojc

753 734

756. The bird is running. The head is in solid black and

the tail very short; the nearer wing fills nearly the whole of

the body space; the hinder wing is very long and elaborate,

with two loose feathers on the upper margin, as on 755. In

front of the head is a third wing, as though the artist hail

attempted to represent the bird in front view and in profile

at the same time. Compare the Assyrian and Hittite device

of giving a fifth leg to a lion when sculptured on the angle-

block of a building. H. 12} in.

757. The hinder wing and tail are entirely conventionalized

into triangular forms. The third wing issues behind the head

in flamboyant outline and is filled with the same semicircles

and feather ornaments as are employed for the wing in front.

The bird is in the act of catching a fish, drawn in highly con-

ventional fashion, with very long fins and an arrow ornament

towards its tail; another arrow ornament in the background

points in the direction of its mouth, and in the mouth itself

is a swastika: compare the fish on 760 hereafter. In the back-
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ground, above the bird's head, is a square panel, outlined in Floor

red, and filled with zigzag lines in black. Similar panels have r;^
been noted already on 673 and 732; they are probably in-

tended to represent hieroglyphic writing. H.6jfin. Cy-

prus, PI. xlvi; Perrot, fig. 510. II, 960.

758. A flying bird, with head drawn in outline, is represented

as if about to feed upon a conventionalized lotos flower. In

the background are zigzag lines and a lotos flower in black.

H. 7} in. II, 959.

759. A panel of geometrical ornament with "lateral excre-

scences" stands between two flying birds, more simply drawn

than usual. In the field are four swastikas. H. 7 in. Cy-

prus, PI. xliv, fig. 34; Perrot, fig. 513. II, 950.

7593. A single large bird flies with only one raised wing, the

place of the other being taken by a lotos flower; in front is an

arrow ornament. H. lof in. Cyprus, PI. xlvi. 11,948.

760. OiNOCHori WITH A FISH, like that on 757; with the swastika

in front of the mouth as in 759, and patches of zigzag-ornament
in the field. H. 7! in. II, 965.

761. OINOCHOE WITH A SHIP; painted in black silhouette, with

considerable detail. The prow rises

abruptly, and carries a fighting-deck on

open supports. There is one mast with

single furled sail, two stays, and two

halliards on the yard to adjust the sail.

The stern-post rises in a bold curve, and

ends in a water-bird's head which looks

forward. There are two rudders, and

screens to protect the steersman. H. 9^

in. Cyprus, PI. xlv; Perrot, fig. 529-30.

II,964

762. OINOCHOE WITH A RUNNING MAN, in

black silhouette. He is dressed in a

short tunic, and holds two spears in his left hand. There

are no internal details. H. ~j\ in.

763. NARROW-NECKED JUG, with plain lip. The design on the

shoulder consists of a conventional lotos in front, supported
on each side by a ram-headed serpent in black. On the left,

near the handle, room has been found also for a human head,
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drawn in outline .is usu.il, with sharp-featured profile anil wide

open eye. The h.iir falls in a solid mass down the back of the

neck, which issues from a close-fitting garment. In the field

are two groups of /ig/ag lines, like those of 7,7, -(*>. The

lower part of the body is covered with broad ami narrow bands,

and here the paint is rather more laded than usual. The

paint on the shoulder, on the other hand, is unusually brilliant,

as though the vase had been painted in two distinct stages, or

with different materials. At first sight this gives the impres-

sion that this vase has been retouched, or overpainted recently.

but closer examination makes it certain that both the bright

and the dull paint are alike ancient. Probably the artist's

paint was running short, when he began work on the neck,

and he mixed a fresh supply before touching the principal

subject. H. 74 in.

764. OINOCHOE, of the same form and fabric as 731-0- I lie

decoration, however, is purely geometrical, and may be rather

earlier. In front is a broad-armed cross, filled with geometrical

ornament, with a lotos bud growing out of each angle. On
either side is a rectangular panel, filled with similar geometrical

ornament, and there is a dotted rosette in the field on each

side of the cross. The ornamental stroke at the base of the

handle is brought around in a wide curve like a whip-lash on

either side. A vase of this fabric, found by General Cesnola,

but now in the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, has this orna-

ment prolonged into a human hand, to enhance the effect

produced by the general form of the vase, and its bird's eyes.

H. \\\ in.

Though the plain-bodied oinochoai above described offered by far

the most ample field for these pictorial designs, it must not be

supposed that they were confined to this form. Really fine examples,

however, on other shapes of vases are not common.

765. BARREL-JUG, with a strainer inserted in the lip. On the

hood above the strainer is an ornament of concentric coils like

those on 64^-5 in Wall-Case IQ, drawn in white paint on a

black ground, as if to represent a fringe of hair. This is an

unusually early example of the use of white paint for details

Such enhancement never becomes common on the White Ware,

but is common on the Red Painted Ware and Dark-ground

Wares in Wall-Cases 24-6. The body of the vase is divided into
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zones by a series of vertical circles. The central /.one contains a

flying bird of the usual type, and a rectangular panel filled

with zigzag lines. Each lateral panel contains a rosette of

eight leaves, alternately black and shaded, on either side of

which is a conventional lotos flower in red and black. A
small outer zone at each end of the vase shows a panel of geo-

metrical ornament, flanked by "lateral excrescences" in solid

black. H. i ft. 2 in. Cyprus, p. 405; Perrot, fig. 496.

766-7. OINOCHOAI, with the customary "vertical-circle" ornament

on the body. The central panel of 766 shows a highly con-

ventionalized bird, like that on 757, together with a rosette

and geometrical ornaments. The two lateral zones have

geometrical panels like those on 765, flanked by the usual

excrescences. On 767 the central panel contains only elaborate

geometrical ornaments in red and black, and the lateral zones

only a single series of arrow-headed lines like those on 722.

Hs. 3! in., 1 1 in. II, 973.

Moor
Case

Conversely, other designs besides the conventional birds are fairly

common on the "bird-jug" type of oinochoe. Examples on a

smaller scale have already been noted, 725-6, 731, in Floor-Case 21.

768-9. OINOCHOAI WITH HORSE AND RIDER. In 768 there is a

lotos flower in front of the horse and two dotted rosettes and

an arrow ornament in the field. The body of the horse is

drawn in solid black, but the neck and head are in outline,

and are filled with crossed lines representing the mane. The
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inner spaces of tho head have also ml paint. There are

two large plumes on ihc top of tin- head, and tin- hairs of the

tail art- rendered b\ arrow-shaped lines. I In- rider is repre-

sented in Childish fashion as it standing astride on top of the

horse. His legs are in solid black; his body has crossed lines

representing drapery; his arms and head are in outline, and he

seems to be wearing a helmet with brim projecting in front

and behind. The inner spaces of his arms are filled with red.

769 has a similar representation. The horse is entirely drawn

in outline and filled with red. On the hind quarters is an

ornament of concentric semicircles, and the tail is elaborated

into a lotos bud. On the head of the horse is a highly decorated

crest, like the stilted crest of the helmets on the "Harly Attic"

group of Greek vases. It is intended here to represent a plume
of horsehair or leathers like that worn by Egyptian chariot-

horses in general. The bridle of the horse is grasped in the

left hand of the rider, who is drawn in outline, with red filling.

Both his legs are represented as passing on the further side of

the horse. He is bearded, and has long hair on the back of

the neck. In the field are swastikas, arrow ornaments, and a

triangular design with elaborate filling. On the neck of the

vase, which is longer than usual, there is a panel filled with

zigzag lines and flanked by arrow ornament on either side; and

on the rim are bird's eyes. Hs. 13 in., 84 in. Cyprus,

p. 333 (768). II, 9<><).

770-2. OINOCHOAI WITH HORNED ANIMALS. On 770 the body and

legs are drawn in solid black, but panels filled with geometrical

ornament are left on the hind quarters and neck. The head

is in outline and tail erect. In the field are four crosses in red

with dots between the arms. H. 10] in.

771 has a very similar quadruped with the same geometrical

panels and dotted crosses. It has, also, two long", wavy locks

of hair behind the horns. H. 7 in. II, 945.

772 has the animal more simply drawn, in solid black, with tin-

head in outline, and the neck filled with red. There are no

ornaments in the field. H. 7] in.

With the pictorial vases above described may be conveniently

grouped a few other masterpieces of Cypriote vase-painting.

773. KVLIX with tall foot and high handles: a very remarkable

vase, since one side of the bowl is modelled into the face of a
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monkey, with large ears perforated as if to hold earrings of

metal. The features are indicated partly by remodelling the

wheelmade bowl and partly by black paint, with which the

whole of the rest of the surface is covered. Similar animal-

headed and human-headed vases occur rarely in Attic work of

the early part of the fifth century, but the fabric of this vase,

and in particular the form of its foot, suggest the style of a

very much earlier period, not long after the end of the My-
cenaean Age. In the absence of any precise record of dis-

covery, the date must be left undecided. H. 5! in.

II, 1 1 10.

774. TWO-HANDLED CUP, of unusual form and fabric. The clay

is peculiarly white and hard, but quite lustreless, and distinct

from that of the Mycenaean vases. One thin line is drawn in

hard black paint on the outside, and the inside is covered

with the same paint, except a single band about one-third down
from the rim, which is left white. The pigment resembles

that of the Mycenaean vases, but has been so completely
absorbed by the clay that it has almost entirelv lost its lustre.

H. 3 f in.

775. INSCRIBED BOWL, of deep angular form like the early kylikes,

but rising to a narrower mouth. It has a low foot and two

handles, and is an unusually fine example of rich geometrical

design. The centre panel on either side contains the usual

latticed lozenge, with lateral triangles on a ground of red

chequers. The lateral frames of the panel are enriched with

a string of small lozenges. The handles on each side are

double and represent the head and horns of a goat, as on 466
in Case 13, and 403 in Case 12. Painted in the under side of

the body is a short Phoenician inscription J^ *C described, with

other inscriptions, in the Appendix. H. 7! in. Cyprus,

p. 68; Perrot, fig. 479. II, 1047.
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FABRIC XVI. WHITE PAINTED WARE (CONTINUED)

(m) COARSE AM) DEGENERATE VARIETIES, SOME

INFLUENCED BY HELLENIC ORNAMENT

AI1-.R
the middle of the fifth century the "Graeco-

Phoenician" pottery degenerates rapidly. The forms be-A come coarse and heavy, and the ornament carelesj and

infrequent. The series of oinochoai 710-710, in Wall-Cases

21-2, which are for the most part of the fifth century, have already

illustrated this. Other forms of late date are collected in Wan-
Case 23.

776. WINE-JAR with flat shoulder and rounded bottom. The

only ornament is a band of red, edged with black round the

middle of the body. This form supersedes the more conical

form which was in use in the seventh and eighth centuries.

It has been found forming part of a regular dinner-service in

a sixth century tomb at Kition, now in the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford. It was designed to be supported on a separate base

in the form of a clay ring, of which there arc examples in the

set above mentioned. H. 13! in.

777. AMPHORA of a type which is common at Amathus in tombs

of the late sixth century and of the fifth. It combines con-

centric circles on the neck with carelessly drawn trees on the

body. Compare the similar tree ornament on the same form

of amphora 786 and, later, on 953-7. H. \2\ in. II, 989.

778-81. KRATER-AMPHORAI of peculiar form and fabric. The

ornaments include rough latticed figures of oval shape (778,

779), together with the cable ornament (779), which does not
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usually occur later than the sixth century, and the fish (778),

which again is usually an early motive as on 757, 760 in Floor-

Case VIII. The ornament of 780 is similar; rough red lozenges

in a black frame on the shoulder, and a carelessly drawn bird on

the neck. Some of the spaces in the pattern are filled with

bright yellow paint: compare 742 in Wall Case 22. 781 has

roughly drawn trees on the shoulder and broad bands on the

neck. Though of similar clay and paint, it is probably later

than 778-80: similar vases have been found in fifth and fourth

century tombs at Amathus. Hs. 8| in. 5l',in.

II, 913, 924 (779, 780).

794

782-786. MINIATURE VASES reproducing characteristic forms of

the Hellenic period: compare 640-2 with 782, and 537 with 785.

The pointed wine-jars copied in 783, 786 belong to the sixth

and fifth centuries.

The miniature amphora 784 is of a fabric which is peculiar

to Amathus, and persists there through several varieties

from about 550 to 350 B. C.; its principal zone of ornament

lies at the greatest width of the body and consists of three

panels, of which the lateral ones are filled with lattice and the

central one with a lotos flower and buds, flanked by conven-

tional trees. The finest examples of this type (British Mus-

eum, C 832-845) have very elaborate geometrical ornament

on the neck and shoulder, and figures or scenes on the panel

zone, executed in a style borrowed from the "black-figured"

vases of Greece, with details freely rendered by incised lines.

Hs. 5^ in. 3! in. Doell, xvi, 13, 3569 (784).

787-91 . OINOCHOAI of late forms, decorated with broad and narrow

bands; 788-790 also have concentric circles, and 787 has a

tree painted on the shoulder. Hs. 9/V in. 6 in.
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Wall -

Case
792-795. VASES WITH TIIH T LAR SPOUTS. These probably served

as children's feeding bottles, and have been commonly found

in the graves of women at Amathus. I hey are of various

dates from the Marly Iron Age to the fifth century, but become

commonest in the later periods, and are therefore grouped

together here.

792 is of sub-Mycenaean form with the handle arched over

the mouth, and rudely drawn lotos flowers on the shoulder:

compare with 489, 686. Such forms persist long in Cyprus,
and probably this example is not earlier than the seventh or

sixth century. H. 8 in.

703 has the neck modelled as a woman's

face with long masses of hair falling on

the neck on either side; round the throat

is a necklace with pendant. The two

spouts project from the breast of the

figure. It may be of the early sixth cen-

tury. Compare 930, 93 1 in the Painted

Red Ware in Wall-Case 27. H. io;| in.

Doell, xvi, 23, 4061; Cyprus, p. 402.

11, 908.

794 has the spout and the whole front

of the vase fancifully treated as a gro-

tesque face with painted eyes. This type is common at

Amathus in tombs of the fifth and fourth century, and there

are still later examples in dark-coloured ware with white paint,

934-5 in Wall-Case 27. H. 5 in. Cyprus, p. 405.

795 is a degenerate example, with narrow neck and upright

handle; probably of the fourth century. H. 5^ in.

796-8. TORCH-HOLDERS: a rare form of vessel, shaped like a large

candlestick standing in a wide saucer. On the margin of

the saucer of 797 is a slight pinched

lip. Objects of this type form part of a

dinner-service in the rich tomb at Kition

already quoted on the wine-jar 776.

Similar vases of much earlier date are

known from Egypt and from Tell-el-

Hesy on the Syrian coast. It is believed

that they served to hold torches, but the purpose of the lip

in the saucer is not quite clear. Here there is no painted
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HELLENIC AGE. FABRICS XVI AND XVII

ornament, but one of the specimens from Kit ion has a broad ^/a"
C^*~ SP

band of red paint. Hs. 3^ in., i| in., 2| in.

799-800. DEEP BOWLS without ornament, except for a black band

along the rim. They are commonly used as drinking cups

from the sixth to the fourth century at Kition and elsewhere.

Hs. 2| in., 4! in.

Later developments of the White Painted Ware are grouped with

other vases of the Hellenic Period 929 ff. in Wall-Cases 27-28. But

it will have been observed that some of the types already described,

782 ff., 792 ff., last on into the Hellenic Period, though they are

grouped here because they begin before it.

FABRIC XVII. RED PAINTED WARES

Side by side with the White Painted Ware of Fabric xvi, already ^ya]]

described, there appears, at every stage in the Iron Age of Cyprus, Cases

a parallel series of Red Painted Wares, which soon supersedes the 24>2 5

earlier Red Wares of the Bronze Age and the Period of Transition.

In these fabrics the clay is brick-red, sometimes of dull surface

like the White Painted Ware, but often smooth, hard, and almost

lustrous. In the standard fabrics, the ornament is executed wholly

in dull black paint, but there is a distinct and coarser variety (Fabric

d below) which has occasional details in white. The designs are in

general similar to those of the White Painted Ware, but they show

less variety and are almost unaffected by either Oriental or natural-

istic influences. The principal fabrics are as follows:

(a) RED BUCCHERO WARES WITH PAINTED ORNAMENTS

The earliest examples of this have already been studied in connection

with the Red Bucchero fabric in Wall-Case 13.

(b) EARLY IRON AGE! TRANSITIONAL REDDISH WARE
WITH BLACK AND RED PAINT

This is confined to the earliest Transitional phases of the Iron Wall

Age, and is really an intermediate between the White Ware and Case

the standard Red Ware; for though the clay is reddish, the colour jop
seems to be more or less accidental; and the decoration is in the same

black as is customary in the case of the White Ware, and, like it,

is often enhanced with bands of a warm red, which looks almost

crimson against the reddish surface of the clay. The plate 857
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\\.ill in Wall-Case 2S. with red and bhu k bands, and lattice triangles

like 4<x)-jo in Wall-Case n and s<>o-< in Wall-Case i<>, is a line

lop example.

Soi-}. AMI-HORAI of forms like the White Painted Ware in \\all-

Cuses 14. IT. with simple haiuls ami geometrical ornament;

802-} have pale red Jay, ami black paint onl\ ; Sol , placed
here lor convenience, has bands of white, and belongs to tin-

same Tricolour Fabric as Syo-qoj: compare 024-8 in Floor-

Case VII. Us. i}' in., 124 in., 12!; in.

804. Si'oiT-Ji'r,, OK l
;
i.i.i)i\(,-Bom.i., of early

"
Kouklia" form

and ornament, like 140 in Wall-Case is. This is a typical

example of this Transitional Fabric. H. (> in.

(c) MI DDL h IRON AC.I-. : STANDARD I AURIC \\'ITH

BLACK I'AIM ONLY

\\ all The forms have a general resemblance to those of the White Ware,
Case hut the Red Ware treatment of them has always something pecu-

\liddle
''ar

'
ark ' a ^'W ^orms iirc ^ilniost confined to the Red Ware. Minia-

ture vases are far commoner in this ware than vessels of normal

and useful si/.e. The decoration consists of a few of the commonest

elements of White Ware ornament, namely, broad bands and

grouped narrow bands; concentric circles and combinations of

vertical and horizontal circles; occasional swastikas, as on 1^32-3;

and (very rarely) fantastic additions, such as the strainer in tin-

neck of Si.X, the cow's head on SIQ, and the bird's eye on the lip

of 820. The following examples are typical.

Si 2 S>4

805-808. OINOCHOAI of normal size and various torm; the conical

or pearshaped bodies are characteristic. All are decorated

with the same schemes of vertical, horizontal, and concentric

1 06



HELLENIC AGE. FABRIC XVII

Hs. 8| in. Wall

II, 915, 920 (805, 806).
'ls

circles, as the White Ware oinochoai, 706-713.

5 1 in.

809-817. MINIATURE BARREL-JUGS, and kindred types of flasks op

and flat-rimmed jugs, like the White Ware types, 617-639 in

Wall-Case 18. Hs. 6i
5
6 in. 3 Vo in.

818

818-824. FANTASTIC OINOCHOAI, of which the following are the

most noteworthy: 818, with a strainer on the spout; 819, with

the lip shaped as the head of a horned animal, an unusually

fine example, with lustrous surface and rich velvet}' paint;

821, with vertical and horizontal circles, and an elaborate

rosette in the front panel; 824, with annular body on high

foot, like the Red Bucchero 473 in Wall-Case 13. Hs. 6f
in. 5i in. Cyprus, p. 275 (818). 11,919,921(819,821).

SPOUT-JUG OR FEEDING-BOTTLE, of Cypro-Mycenaean form,825.

like 686, 792, with a loop handle across the neck. H. 5! in.

826-833. HANDLE-RIDGE JUGS, of the same varieties of form as

in the Painted White Ware 651 ff. in Wall-Case 19. Note the

swastika ornament on the shoulder of 832-3. Hs. 5! in.

2 in.
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Wall 834-859. MIMAIIKI. OINOCHOAI. of various forms, recalling the

Red Bucchero types, 471-5 in Wall-Case 13. Us. 3 in. -

I,, P
i Si in.

'in
840-843. MIMAIIKI. Jfc.s, with characteristic conical bodies;

841-5 have a peculiar swollen throat. Us. 5
'

J, in. 2,',, in.

844-850. AMPHOR/M AND KKATHKS, of the same miniature style,

with plain bands and schemes of concentric circles. Hs.

4J in. 1 4 in.

Wall 851-853 KRATER (851). AMPHORA (852) AND OINOCHOI. (853) of un-

Case usually large si/.e for this fabric; with simple ornament of bands and
2 ' concentric circles. These larger and coarser vessels link the finer

fabric with the imitations which are grouped under (d) below, and

853 has even a few dots added in white paint.

Hs. 12] in., 84 in., 1 3^ in.

Wall 854-808. Pi.A'H-.s, BOWLS, etc., of various forms and periods, with

concentric-circle ornament like the White Ware, 000-6, in

Middle Wall-Case 17. The early plate, 857, with geometrical orna-

ment on the under side, has been already noted under Fabric

(b) above. The kylix 863 on high foot, with low cover, 864, is

in a technique akin to Fabric (h) (1)13-6) below. The plate

867 has concentric circles, and characteristic binding pattern:

the presence of white details connects it (like 853) with Fabric

(d) below. Ds. ioj in. 3-2 in.

...
H 869. PLATH, elaborately decorated with maltesc cross, basketry

Case ornaments, and concentric circles. It is probably of early
2 5 date; for on the back are painted birds and trees in a childish

style like that of the early flask 544, in Wall-Case 15, and of

the plain-bodied jugs, 721-740, in Wall-Cases 21-2. It prob-

ably belongs to the eighth or seventh century. D. 1 1 \ in.
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870-876. MINIATURE PLATES AND BOWLS, some of peculiarly Wall

delicate fabric. Ds. 6 in. 3^ in. Case
26

877-878. MINIATURE VASES, accidentally discoloured by firing, Below

and superficially resembling the dark-coloured Fabric f (908-9).

Hs. 3i in., 2\ in.

(d) TRICOLOUR FABRIC, WITH RED SLIP, BLACK PAINT

AND DETAILS IN WHITE. 879-903

Numerous imitations of the standard Red Ware are found in most

parts of Cyprus. This "Tricolour Fabric" is by far the commonest

and is the only one in which vases of useful dimensions (such as

801 in Wall-Case 24 and 924-928 in Floor-Case VII) predominate
over miniatures. The ornament is still essentially in black paint,

but a chalky lustreless white is used also either for independent

designs, or more commonly in dots and other details added on the

black bands (885, 886, 887, 891). In the same way, dots or borders

in black are used to enrich the bands of white on 890 and 853 above.

The forms are numerous, and fairly well marked.

879. FLAT-RIMMED JUG, with tall body and moulded neck. H. \va |i

I0i in. Cases
26

880-883. OINOCHOAI with the usual vertical and horizontal circles. Middle

Compare 928 in Floor-Case VII. Hs. 13! in. 9! in.

884. OINOCHOE with vertical and horizontal circles. In front is

a charging bull painted in white, with black outlines. H. 1 1 \ in.

885-888. OINOCHOAI of various long-bodied forms. The body of

887 is contracted into a number of horizontal lobes. Hs.

6f in. 3iJ in. 11,995 (886).

889. DEEP BOWL on high foot. H. 3! in.

890. BOWL-COVER of beehive form, with handle formed by a

small deep bowl set on its summit. D. 7! in.

891-898. AMPHORAI and KRATERS. 892 is a miniature wine-

amphora of the conical form, swollen at the shoulder. Hs.

6| in. 3! in.

899-902. RING-VASES, consisting of an annular body which is

sometimes hollow as in 899-902, but in other cases has been

reduced to a mere flat ring or standing-base. The miniature

vases which stand upon the ring are of different shapes, all

familiar from full-sized examples. The majority are in Red
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\Varv, hut 8()<) >how> two vases of White Ware ;issm. iated
"

J()
with three red ones, ;uu1 also ;i small Ininuin figure plaving the

Hot- lyrv. Compare tin- King-Vases of White Ware, 121-525 in

Wall-Case 14. \\liere the purpose of these vases is discussed.

I)s. in. ( in.

93- BlRD-SHAIM-l) VAM . with pinched lip and main white details.

Compare the White Ware bird-vase 5^4 in Case 15. II. 4,' in.

Compare also the local fabric of Tricolour Ware which is common
at Amalhus in the fifth and early fourth century: its amphorai
92S, 95^-7 are of rather large si/e, and are placed for convenience

in Floor-Case VIII and in the upper part of Wall-Cases 27-28.

(e) OIH1R 10CAL IMITATIONS

Wall Less common than the Tricolour Ware are the other local fabrics
" ls

.

e now to be described. The forms and ornaments are essentiallv
20

Below the same as those of the preceding fabrics.

904-7. VASLS oi- RL-D-SLIP FABRIC. This is the commonest of

these local imitations. It has a comparatively coarse brick-

red clay, concealed by a finer slip. Compare 816-817, and the

large amphorai, 920-928, in Floor-Case VII. I Is. 5 in.

3 MI in.

908-9. VASL; S OF DULL-SLIP FABRIC. These small jugs have

characteristic forms and dull brown slip; they seem to belong

to the fifth or fourth century: similar small vases were among
the commonest offerings at the great altar of Aphrodite at

Idalion. Fls. 3 ,' in.. 4^ in.

910-912. VASLS OF BUM-SLIP FABRIC. The characteristic buff

slip is smooth and glossy and the paint is dull brown. I he

best-known examples, which were all found in tombs at Marion,

are decorated with Creek palmette, lotos, and egg-and-dart

ornaments, and are, apparently, of the fourth century. Hs.

4? in., 5 MI in., 4] in.

Wall 913-6. VASKS OF DI:LP Ri:n SLIP ON LIGHT CLAY. In this group
Case tnc c | ay j s q U jte light-coloured, but it is wholly concealed by

a deep crimson-red slip. Typical forms are the miniature

oinochoai 913-915, and wine-jar 916. The covered kylix

863, the plate 867, and the bowl 868, in Wall-Case 25, are

similar work. Occasional touches of white paint 867, 913,

I 10



HELLENIC AGE. FABRIC XVII

914, mark the affinity of this variety to Fabric d above. Hs.

6 in. 4A in.

917. MINIATURE JUG of pale clay wholly covered with a dark slip,
Wall

on which are traces of bands and concentric circles in dull
ast

white paint. Similar vases have been found in Early Iron Bottom

Age tombs at Amathus, together with miniature vases of the

Standard Red Ware. H. 3^ in.

918. MINIATURE JUG of characteristic Red Ware form, executed

in quite black clay like 498 in Wall-Case 13: highly polished

but without ornament. H. 2f in.

919 MINIATURE OINOCHOE, elegantly modelled in a fine salmon-

coloured clay, slightly glossy. The rings modelled on the neck

suggest a metal prototype. The date is quite uncertain.

H. 3 | in.

In Floor-Case VII are shown a few unusually large vases of various Floor

fabrics of the same Painted Red Wares as have been described Case
VII

already in \Vall-Cases 24, 25, 26.

920-921. AMPHORAI, with plain unpainted surface; they belong

to the class described as Red Bucchero Ware, 471-8 in Wall-

Case 13. Their multiple handles, with lateral spurs on the

surface of the vase, are suggestive of a metallic model, and

of early date. Hs. i ft. 2| in., i ft. 6\ in. II, 902-904.

922-4.. KRATER (922) and AMPHORAI (923-4) with ovoid body, cyl-

indrical neck, and horizontal (923-4) or vertical (922) handles.

These are the exact counterpart of the geometrically painted

White Ware in Floor-Cases IV and V. The neck and shoulder

of 922 have elaborate central panels, bounded by groups of ver-

tical lines, and filled with the customary latticed lozenges, tri-

angles, and other geometrical motives: it has the same multiple

handles as 920, 921. On the shoulder-zone of 923 is a scheme

of concentric circles, interrupted by groups of conventional

trees; on the neck a row of concentric circles painted in black

on a band of white, which brings this vase into the same

tricolour class as 879-903 in Wall-Case 26. On the neck of

924 are black concentric circles on white ground. Hs.

I if in., 15! in., 22 in. II, 906 (924).

925. AMPHORA, of a local fabric of tricolour ware, common at

Amathus in the fifth and early fourth century: compare 953-7

in



THE COLLECTION OF POTTERY

I loor
i n Wall-Cases 27-28. It has conventional trees painted in

Yll
white on the red ground of the body-zone. Above this comes

a white /one with the traditional wavy line in black. Above

this, broad and narrow bands in black and red, then dots

on white, then again white dots on black, and on the neck

and rim black lines and zigzag binding on a white ground.
U. u5 in.

9.26. AMPHORA of Fabric d like 879-903 above; with red slip and

elaborate schemes of concentric circles. H. i jjj in. 11,90$.

927. Dhfcp BOWL of Fabric d with red slip and concentric circles.

D. oj in.

928. OiNocHOh of the sixth or fifth century, with vertical-circle

ornament like that of the White Ware oinochoai 703-20, en-

riched with groups of concentric circles. H. iji in.

POTTERY OF THE HELLENIC AGE
VARIOUS FABRICS AND PURIODS

In the Hellenic Age, the native Cypriote styles of pottery a'l de-

Cases generate rapidly, and disappear. Farlier stages of this degenera-

27,28 tion have already been traced in dealing with the oinochoai of

White Ware, Group i (703-20), and the wine-jars and amphorai
of White Ware, Group m (776-800); compare the amphorai of

Red Ware, 953-7. The prevalence of vases with spouts in later

periods though the type itself begins early has already been

noted on 792 ff. in Wall-Case 23; and it remains to illustrate a

peculiar and very decorative variety of these, which remained popu-
lar locally almost into Roman times.

VASIS WITH MODELLED SPOUTS REPRESENTING WOMEN
WITH PITCHERS, OR BULLS, C)2()-()55

This peculiar group of vases occurs fairly commonly at Kurion on

the west coast, and at Marion in the northwest of the island, but

only rarely in other parts of Cyprus. It ranges in date from the

sixth century to Roman times; individual examples can usually

be dated approximately by means of their detail and ornaments.

The idea originates from the grotesque human look of those early

vases, like 793 above, which have a spout in front, and a woman's

head on the neck.
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HELLENIC AGE. VARIOUS FABRICS

929. SPOUT VASE with plain lip and simple spout. Here there is

as yet no attempt to emphasize the human likeness. H. ~\ in.

930-5. SPOUT VASES WITH MODELLED HEAD. In two examples,

930-931, of the tricolour fabric of Red Ware like 879-903, a

woman's head, with the hair and jewelry represented by

separate pellets of clay, blocks the apparent neck of the vase,

and the real opening, through which the vase is filled, is inside

the foot, which communicates with a long tube running up the

middle of the inside of the vessel after the manner of the neck

of a modern safety ink-pot. These trick vases are not common,

but are noted here as examples in which the woman's figure,

originally suggested by the contours of the vase itself, has

become a merely ornamental appendage. Both these examples

are certainly as early as the sixth century, and 931 may go

back to the seventh. The fine heads 2138-9 in the Terracotta

Collection are probably fragments of vases of this class.

The ornament of 930 consists of concentric circles only; but

931 has also trees on the shoulder,

eyes and horns added to the spout,

and many details in white paint.

Hs. lof in., 9^ in. Cyprus, PI.

xlii (930), p. 402 (931): Perrot, fig.

504 (930). II, 907 (931).

932-933, miniature examples of

woman-headed vases, are also of

early date; in these the head serves

as the spout of the vase. Hs. 3!

in., 3! in.

934-5 have the body of the vase painted

as a face with eyes, and the spout

represents the nose or mouth: this

type, like its White Ware counter-

part 794, is common at Amathus in

tombs of the fourth century and

perhaps later still. Hs.6f in., 5 in.

936-43. "WOMAN-AND-PITCHER" VASES. These show a further

stage of development, w-hich belongs to the later sixth or early

fifth century. Here the body and neck are those of an ordinary

jug of high narrow form, with a wide foot. On the front of

the shoulder of the vase sits a small female figure, which is

Cases
27,28



Wall
Cases

27,28

THF. ( Ol.l.HCTION OF POTTHRY

modelled at first in the archaic "snow-man" style, but later is

pressed wholly or in part in a mould, lor the processes of

modelling and moulding, see the Introduction to the Collection

of Terracottas, p. \2\. The right hand of the figure holds

an oinochoe, the base of which rests on the shoulder of the

main vase, and is perforated below so as to form its spout. The

general effect is that the woman, seated at the spout, presides

over ihe business of pouring. This type has a long history, and

passes through several distinct phases.

93:

936, the earliest example in the Collection, is in a fine variety

of Red Ware. The female figure is modelled in the round in an

archaic style, which, however, shows distinct Greek influence.

The decoration is in black, enhanced by a few lines of white.

On one side of the shoulder is a figure of a bull painted in black,

with the eyes, mane, and folds of the skin rendered by incised

lines, precisely in the style of the "black-figured" vases of

Greece in the sixth and early fifth centuries, and of the local

fabric of Amathus described under -7X4. On the other side is

a lion, advancing to attack the bull. It is painted in white,

with the eyes in black, and there are traces of incised lines

like those on the bull, to indicate the mane and principal

muscles. H. 132 in. II, 986.
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Wall
Cases

937 belongs also to the late sixth or early fifth century. The
female figure is less carefully modelled; the face, however, has .,_ ^

perhaps been originally pressed in a mould. The ornaments

on the neck and shoulder of the vase are in black and white,

and include stiff representations of flowering plants. This

kind of ornament is common on vases of this style from tombs

at Marion. H. 10 in.

938 shows the woman-and-pitcher vase executed in the ordinary
White Painted Ware. From the general character of the

decoration, which consists of a floral wreath around the neck

and roughly painted lotos flowers and buds on the shoulder,

it appears to belong to the fifth or early fourth century B. C.,

and very probably to a local fabric either of Amathus or of

Kurion. The woman's figure is entirely modelled, without

trace of moulding, and is roughly painted in black and dull red,

like the rest of the vase. H. 9! in. II, 988.

939 is of rather later date. The female figure, which wears

heavy necklaces and folded draper}', has been carefully pressed
in a mould, but has been remodelled by hand to adjust it to

its place on the vase, and to attach the oinochoe to it. The
ornament on the shoulder is a bold ivy spray in black paint,

on a red-ware ground, very much in the style of provincial

fabrics of Greek vase-painting of the late fifth and early fourth

centuries. H. 8 in.
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^ a " 040 shows a furtlu-r advance. I he woman's head is moulded

2
-

2(s in a later Greek style, not earlier than the fourth century,

and her face and dress are also white. On the dress are

crosses and borders in red and also in yellow. The ivy on the

shoulder, flowers on the neck, and olive spray lower down, are

also in white. H. is in. II, o><5-

0,41 has even more elaborate polychrome ornamentation.

The vase is of red clay, but its surface is covered wholly with

black slip. On this are painted bands of white and red, with

an ivy wreath on the shoulder, an olive wreath below, and a

four-petalled flower on the neck, all enriched by details in

yellow. The woman's figure is very carefully modelled, but

only the face has been moulded. She wears a high crown,

and is elaborately painted; the face, hands, and dress are in

red, with many details in black, white, and yellow. This

polychrome work can hardly be earlier than the fourth cen-

tury, and may be later. H. is in. Perrot, fig. 506.

942 shows the complete transformation of the female figure

into an ordinary fully moulded statuette of Hellenistic style.

It cannot be earlier than the third century. The woman wears

ample drapery, with a long fold over the hair, like a hood. The

left arm rests on the hip and holds a fold of the dress. The

whole figure has been pressed in a mould, except the right arm,

which the potter has added by hand-modelling in the old-

fashioned way in order to connect the figure with its oinochoe'.

The whole vessel is executed in a bright red clay which may
have had a polychrome decoration on its surface; it is now,

however, almost completely washed clean. This fate fre-

quently befalls these late vases, because the dense surface-

layer on which the painting is executed is loose, chalky, and

friable, and the painting itself is more like fresco than

ordinary potter's work. This is well shown in the next

example. H. 14 in.

943 is probably of the first or second century A. D. The

woman's figure has disappeared altogether, and the jug-spout

is left to explain itself. The clay of this vase is bright red,

but it was wholly covered with a dense white slip, on which

festoons of flowers and bands of radial lines are painted in a

polychrome style like that of the wall-painting of the period.

H. 95 in. II, 996.
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944-50. VASES \VITH ANIMAL-HEADED SPOUTS, forming a parallel \Vall

series with those with "Woman and Pitcher." The Red Ware

example 944 is of the later sixth century. The spout is replaced

by a horse's head, with eyes and mane painted in black;

but the head is not perforated, and is merely decorative.

945-9 have a bull's head in place of a horse. These, too, are

all unperforated: 945 "is probably of fifth or fourth century

date; 946, with white lines on the shoulder, is probably rather

later; 947, with painting in purple and orange on faded white

ground, seems to be Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman; and 948,

949, are certainly not earlier than the Graeco-Roman period.

950, a plain jug in the tricolour fabric of Red Ware, with concen-

tric circles, is of the same type, but has no bull's head.

H. I2| in. 4\ in. II, 980 (044).

Cases

27,28

931 952

951-2. VASES WITH POLYCHROME ORNAMENT, belonging to the

same late stages as the preceding. The jug 952 is in a yellow-

ish clay, with wreaths, palmettes, lotos flowers, and other

customary ornaments, left white on a red ground. There are

traces also of black paint for the internal details. The other,

951, is in a reddish clay, with bands of ornaments, and deep
blue on the neck and foot. Both these vases seem to belong

to a local fabric of late Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman date,

which is well represented by vases from Kurion in the British

Museum. Hs. 6f in., 6f in. 11,994,993(951,952)

953~7- AMPHORAI OF TRICOLOUR RED WARE, representing a local

fabric common at Amathus in the fifth and early fourth cen-

tury. Though placed here for convenience, they belong to
2
- 2g

the same fabric as 925 in Floor-Case VIII, and should be com- above
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.. pared also with tin- other "tricolour" t.ibrics Sy()-<)o^ in Wall-

27,28 Case J(>. I ho light-coloured clay is covered with a slip either

red, ()S-4, 9S S. 9S7- <>r black, 0.5}. The neck is always decorated

as it it were of \Yhito \\'are, with a white slip and black lines.

On the body is a broad /one tilled with white ornaments,

either lattices, (>=;?. 9=0, 957, or wavy lines, 9,4, or trees in

panels. 956, like the trees on the amphora of white ware, 777,

which is also of a fabric peculiar to Amathus. Hs. i^ in.

ioj in. Cyprus, p. 405 (950).

Wall 9S 8-60. PAINTHD JUGS of characteristic (iraeco-Roman form and
Case fabric, with flat angular bodies, long cylindrical neck, and

Below strap handle. The clay is fine, hard, and light-coloured, with

decoration in brown glaze paint. Such vases are very common
in Egypt, and in all parts of the Eastern Mediterranean.

They were probably made at more than one centre. On the

shoulder of 958 is a laurel-wreath and the personal name
Kitias in Greek. Cyprus, p. 40. On 959 is a similar wreath

and the name Eros; on 960 no inscription, but a wreath of

laurel and ivy. Other vases of this class have representations

of fish and birds. Hs. 8| in., -4 in., 9} in.

II, 1067, i oo i (958, 960).

VASES OF UN PAINTHD CLAY

VARIOUS PERIODS AND STYLES

Wall Unpainted Vases in the same fabric of White Ware as 501-800, are

Case occasionally found in tombs, and rather more commonly on in-

"^ habited sites and in sanctuaries. Most of the unpainted forms are

the same as the painted; a few, however, are only found unpainted,

and represent the common wares of everyday use. Both classes

become commoner in the fifth and fourth centuries, while the custom

of painting was dying out. Both then and earlier, their chronology

is obscure, since they attract little notice from collectors, and are

frequently overlooked in excavation. Tombs recently excavated

at Phylliri contained little else but Unpainted White Ware like

966-979 and belong to the fourth century. Their contents are in

the Cyprus Museum.

961. BOTTLE-JUG of long narrow form with short neck, common in

tombs of the sixth and fifth centuries, and probably made for

table-service. H.gii in.
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062. HANDLE-RIDGE JUG with contracted rim and globular body,

following a seventh century form. H. 81 i in.

963. PILGRIM BOTTLE of uncertain date, with angular body and

short wide neck. H. 10 in.

964. AMPHORA of uncertain date; the knobs on the neck seem to

imitate metal rivets. H. 8^ in.

965. HYDRIA probably of the fourth century; the body and neck

have much the same form as in the later woman-and-pitcher

vases, 941 ff. in Wall-Case 28. H. 9^ in.

966-7. OINOCHOAI of characteristic fifth century forms, already a

little influenced by Hellenic models. Hs. 10 in., 7A in.

968. AMPHORA with narrow neck and horizontal handles, influenced

by a Hellenic model, and probably not earlier than the fourth

century. H. 6 A in.

969. ASKOS, almost wholly copied from a Hellenic model of the

fourth century. H. 6\
r

o in.

970-2. OINOCHOAI (970, 972), and HYDRIA (971) of Hellenic forms,

not earlier than the fourth century. The shape of 972 is found

in a local fabric of painted ware, at iMarion-Arsinoe. Hs. 6f

in., 9! in., io| in.

973-9. MINIATURE VASES of various forms. The askos 976 is a

Hellenic form of the fourth century. Hs. 4' g in. 3! in.

980. JUG of unusual fabric with incised crescent-ornament on the

shoulder. The date is quite uncertain; not earlier than Ro-

man, and perhaps mediaeval or modern. At the modern

potteries of Famagusta many Hellenistic forms are still repro-

duced. H. 8| in.

GRAECO-ROMAN FABRICS

After a long period of poverty, during the Ptolemaic period, the

Graeco-Roman tombs contain once more a fair number of vases;

though clay is no longer so popular as glass at this time. The
commonest fabric is the red-glazed "terra sigillata" which pervades
all provinces of the Roman Empire, and seems to have been made
at many centres. It is not known whether there was a factory of

this ware in Cyprus.

981-7. RED GLAZED VASES of various forms: the jugs 981-2 are

common in the second and third centuries A. D.; the bowl
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98$ shows the original ot a very common glass-form ;
the pointed

70 amphora 084 is a miniature of the contemporary wine jars;

the jug 985 and the howl qS(> have the usual poor reliefs stamped
with a monk); the spout-jug 987 adapts a well-known Cypriote

type to a new style of workmanship. Us. 10,",, in. 2;j in.

Cyprus, p. 2 jo (<)S(>). II, (>()-, (jyq, <)()<S (984, 986, 987).

988-0. GREEN (ii.A/i i) BOWLS, of a clay like that of the "terra

sigillata," with floral sprays in relief, pressed in a mould and

covered with a salt-glaze. They are prohahly Graeco-Roman,
hut their limits of date are not known exactly. Us. 2

', ,'; in.

-at in.

990. BLACK SLIP BOWL in red clay, pressed in a mould, showing

triangle ornament in relief. H. 2','; in.

901. CUP of light red clay, with floral decorations in relief.

H. 2,
7

,, in.

092. MINIATURE Spour-JuG OR LAMP-FILLER, modelled in light

red clav to imitate a gourd enclosed in a meshwork of cords.

H. 2* in.

993. JUG of red clay with white painted ornament. 11. 9! in.

994. SPINDLE-SHAPED YASE of the form popularly known as a

"tear-bottle," in grey clay with dark red painted ornament.

This form is apparently of Syrian origin, but became popular all

over the Graeco-Roman world in the second and third centuries

A. D. H. <),'. in.

995. MINIATURE JUG of a characteristic late form, often found in

tombs which contain much glass. H. 4, in.

996-7. CHILD'S RATTLES in the shape of a pig (996) or a swan

(997), wheelmade with a pebble sealed up within. I.. 4!!,

in., H.4!;'; in. Cyprus, PI. viii.

998. RHYTON in the shape of an animal's head, in coarse late work.

H. 4* in. II, 814.

999-1000. AMPHORAI with narrow neck and very small handles

on the shoulder, common in the tombs which have much

glass: compare the late alabaster vases of similar form. 1650-2

in Wall Case 74. Us. 4? in., 64 in.

With these late fabrics compare 958-960 in Wall Case 28.
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THE COLLECTION OF SCULPTURE

I. THE PURPOSE AND USE OF SCULPTURED FIGURES

IN CYPRUS

THE
surprising number and variety of this collection of

sculpture (of which only about one third is exhibited, or

described here) raise at once the question "For what

object were so many statues produced in ancient Cyprus;
and why these particular kinds of figures?" For it needs but

little study of the collection to see that among so many examples
the appearance of variety is superficial; that the great majority of

the statues repeat well-marked types and poses ^ and that some

of these types persist through many successive styles of execution.

Whereas almost all the pottery found in Cyprus is the furniture

of ancient tombs, most of the sculpture comes from sanctuaries,

and there seems to be no doubt that by far the greater number of

the statues assembled here were found on the site of one single

sanctuary, at a place called Gorgi, near the modern village of

Athienu, about half-way between the sea at Larnaca and the

modern capital Nicosia. This place had been already supposed

by the French antiquary, de Vogue, to be the site of the ancient

Golgoi, and the higher ground had been partly excavated by him:

he missed, however, the sanctuary and its wealth of sculpture.

A smaller series, including most, if not all, of the "Temple-boys,"

1204-22, was obtained from a sanctuary dedicated to Apollo of

the Woodland (Hylates) near Kurion on the southwest coast; and

single pieces from other holy places, and from tombs.

The site at Golgoi, as it appears now, nearly forty years after

excavation, shows little of the extent and character of the sanctuary;

but the excavator's description of it is confirmed, in essentials, by
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I lu- ground pi. 111 of rich shrines, ex.a\aied In other hands, at

Idalion, and at Yoni, north (if Nicosia.

O I'KK i| I --ASCI r,\KII-s

"I" he holv places of Cyprus were as a rule enclosed by a wall and

entered by a gateway, which at Paphos had some ar>. luti\ tural

pretensions. Must of these enclosures contained no temple, and

may have been open to the sky, but they may also have contained

structures of mud brick. At Paphos, an open courtyard was sur-

rounded in Roman times by roofed colonnades, which otlered some

shelter to worshippers, but they are of various periods, all later than

the fourth century, and give no clue to the original arrangement.

At Ciolgoi, and also at Yoni, the good preservation of the shoulders

and other upward surfaces of the statues, even the earliest, suggests

that by some means they were protected from the weather; and

at Golgoi the excavator describes rows of rough stone bases, which

may have supported wooden columns and a timber roof, over

part at least of the area. At Paphos alone have we record of any
material object of veneration; a roughly conical bact\l or sacred

stone, which was regarded as the local abode of Divine Power,

like the "Mercy Seat" of the Tabernacle of Israel, and was con-

tained in an open-fronted shrine in the middle of the court or

against its back wall. The representations of it on Roman coins

of Paphos, and on late finger-rings like 4087-92 in the Collection of

Ornaments, justify more detailed description.

The shrine was a wooden tabernacle of four uprights, joined by

cross-beams, and decorated with garlands. The sides seem to be

tilled by some kind of light screen, but the front is quite open, and

if there was a roof, it must have been slight and flat. In some

representations, this shrine is flanked by smaller structures con-

taining other cones, and is surrounded by incense-burners, lamp-
stands, or pillars for offerings like I ^77 in the Collection of Sculp-

ture. Larger detached columns perhaps had the same symbolic

function as those in Minoan sanctuaries, or the pillars Jachin and

Boaz which stood before Solomon's Temple. Other representa-

tions seem to give an outside or back view of the shrine, with

walls or screens in place of the sacred cones: they usually show one

of the detached columns leaning obliquely against the building,

probably a real observation of some striking damage left long un-

repaired. Though the coin-types and gems are all subsequent

to the Paphian earthquake in is B.C. .it is probable that they show
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a shrine not very different from the old one; and this is confirmed

by its likeness to the Minoan shrine in the well-known fresco from

Knossos. In front of the shrine is usually shown a semicircular

court, paved with slabs; the sacred doves of the goddess are perched

on the shrine, or feed in the courtyard, like the doves of St. Mark's

at Venice. Sometimes they drink from a pond, which contains

fish, like the sacred pool of the goddess Derketo at Askalon.

GODS AND RELIGIOUS BELIEFS IN CYPRUS

It is less easy to describe clearly the deities which were wor-

shipped in these shrines, since Phoenicians and Greeks alike have

been before us in interpreting the old native worship into terms

intelligible to themselves. When a devout Phoenician swore,

like Hannibal, "by the gods of sun and moon and earth and

meadows and waters," he was using language which would have

been acceptable in Asia Minor, in Cyprus, in early Crete, and in

fact on almost all coasts of the Mediterranean, as a general descrip-

tion of the powers men ought to adore. But some powers were

local, like the "meadows and waters" which furnished Greece with

deities like Pan, the Graces, and all Nymphs and Dryads. Others

held almost universal sway; most of all, the Great Mother in Earth,

who loves all growing things and all things that breed, and is also

Lady of the Moon; her crescent ensign waves still over the Nearer

East. The Lord of Heaven, too, gives to all things light and

wrarmth, and moisture in due season, and health to man and beast.

But these kindly powers have their terrific aspect, as well. If the

Great Mother turn away her face, living things "die, and return to

their dust." If the Lord of Heaven be angry, the sun scorches, or

is darkened; rain comes not, but lightning and hail, to wreck the

crops; or in his absence, or neglect, bad gods, only less powerful

than the good, go loose in flood and storm.

In a civilization of small insulated communities, every society

of men worshipped after its own manner, and had a Lad}' or a

Lord of its own, with here one characteristic dominant, and there

another. Thus at Byblos in Phoenicia, at Askalon in the Philistine

country, and probably also at Idalion in Cyprus, the "Baalat"

or Mistress was, above all, Mistress of the Moon; at Paphos, she

is Our Lady of the Sea Foam, which wreathes all that coast knee-

deep and makes manifest her power. So, too, the "Baal" or City

Lord of Sidon, as of Carthage in the West, is "the City's King of

Health,
"
Eshmun-Melqart, while the Lord of Tyre and of Kition is
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"
King of Lightning I lame." Reshef-Melqart; though Kit ion wor-

shipped I-'.shnuin as well.

In the Greek world, religious belief began in much the same way;
but its course was profoundly changed by the Northern Invaders,

who seem to have brought with them gods purged of almost all

local association, and more purelv human-natured than anv deities

of the Mediterranean world. Yet these Olympian Clods, too, are

found to divide among them the care of nature and man. Zeus

hurled the thunderbolt; Apollo ruled the sun, and shot the arrow

that tlieth at noonday, to bring pestilence and sudden death;

Demeter gave the harvest; Artemis fostered or slew the wild things

on the mountains, and ruled the moon, like the Lady of Bvblos.

Hut to whatever place in Greece their worshippers brought these

deities, they recognized as their manifestation in that spot the

corresponding nature power which the natives more ignorantly

worshipped: Zeus the Thunderer, for example, in Crete and Caria

took over the double axe with which the old Lord of Heaven went

forth to kill. Apollo, Lord of Pestilence, is discovered in the

I road in a Mouse Clod, and so forth. With the best will

in the world, the strangest misfits occurred. Demeter, the golden

Corn Mother, became the Black Horse at Phigaleia; Artemis, the

virgin sister of Apollo, became incongruously Diana of the Lphes-

ians, the Mother Goddess herself, perhaps because both claimed

dominion in the moon.

In Cyprus the Greek colonists found old cults harder than usual

to classify. At Paphosand Idalion function prevailed over symbol:
Moon Goddess and Foam Goddess met Aphrodite, the Greek Lire

God's wife, on the common ground of Love and Birth, and in-

augurated a cult, half Greek, half from the mainland Last, but

in fact essentially Cypriote, which early rivalled that of Ephesian
Diana. Yet her favorite symbol at Idalion is Apollo's sphinx, and

at Paphos her doves drink from a fishpond like that of the Lady of

Askalon. At Kition, in the same way, a Baal who was Sun God

and Health God and Destroyer of Evil Things, could play almost

equally well the part of Apollo, of Asklepios, of Herakles the Lion-

slayer. At Carthage the Greeks called him Asklepios; at Kition

they figured him as Herakles; at Idalion he is Apollo. The artistic

problems, how to represent such a deity, are reserved for separate

discussion on 100,2 ff.

Thus the old cults show through their Greek dress and names,

and epithets helped to make things clear. At Kurion, Apollo
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was Hvlates "God of the Woodland;" he was also Amphidexios,

probably because his statue, like those of Herakles, brandished

weapons in both hands; in the village shrine at Amargetti he is

Opaon Melanthios, the "Companion" or "Good Shepherd."

So, too, old native words received popular etymologies in both

languages: at Idalion a local Sun God becomes Reshef-Mikal in

Phoenician, and Apollo Amyklos in Greek; and we cannot tell which

epithet is nearer the original name. So, too, Herakles at Amathus

was called Malika, probably from Melek, "king," or Melqart; and

Apollo, at Pyla is Magirios, a similar travesty.

These makeshifts satisfied the popular mind all through the great

period of Greek thought and art. It was only in Hellenistic times

that the fresh confusion which resulted from Alexander's conquests,

and the need to incorporate the strange and innumerable cults of

the Nearer East, made generalizations inevitable, and met Judaism

halfway in the search for one God. Characteristic experiments

in this Collection are the amulet 4299 with its concourse of symbols,

snakes, scorpions, Egyptian beetles, and solar discs, round a single

man-shaped deity; and, on purer lines, the engraved motto (4289)

c!q Zc'jg Hspaz'.c "There is One, Zeus Serapis," the Father one

with his Son, who is Health God, and saves by dying.

THE USES OF SCULPTURE IN SANCTUARIES

Ancient religious ritual expressed the aspiration of the wor-

shipper to enter into the closest attainable communion with the

deity. Recognized means of such communion were as follows:

personal attendance at the holy place; performance of sacred acts,

illustrating of the divine power or its effects; participation with

other votaries in ritual feasts, chants, or dances; and contributions,

according to the individual's means "a pair of turtle doves or

two young pigeons" to the material needs of a deity conceived

in human form. But these religious acts took time, which the

votary could ill spare from the daily round; and after all, their

efficacy was short-lived. To maintain continuous communion,
while "man goeth forth to his work and to his labour," continuous

attendance was essential; but primitive thought permitted the

substitution of an effigy. The material abodes of the divinity,

baetyls or cult-statues or sacred animals, like the doves of

Aphrodite, provided an obvious analogy. If these material forms

could ensure the divine presence, an image of the worshipper could
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surely serve to represent him too, ever present before the face of

his Lord, and engaged in acts of worship. Hence, alongside of the

cult-statues of the deity, which were common in (ireece and in

Lgypt. familiar in other parts of the old world, and not unknown
in Cyprus, arose the custom that the votary should furnish an

image of himself, to stand ever in the holy place, and secure the

divine blessing to the person who had set it there. And sculptured

representations of sacred animals or other attributes of the deity

were of no less efficacy than the image of the worshipper.
The Cesnola Collection illustrates abundantly all these kinds

of votive sculpture. Representations of the deity, indeed, only
become common in Cyprus after Creek influence has prevailed.

Representations of the votary were, however, always in use. Por-

traiture was seldom attempted, and at most periods it seems likely,

from the uniformity of style, that votive statues were prepared in

advance, and bought "ready-made" by all but the wealthiest or

most scrupulous. The most popular are those which simply

present themselves before the deity in their ordinary dress, with

hands hanging by the side, or slung in a fold of the cloak; others

raise the hands in adoration or prayer, or join in dance or banquet,

or play the flute, lyre, or tambourine, the common accompaniments
of worship. Women wear their richest ornaments, and carry a

flower. Either sex may come crowned with wreaths, or bringing

offerings of fruit or cakes; of wine (in pitchers, or libation bowls);

of incense, or holy water (symbolized by a lustral spray) ; of birds or

young animals for sacrifice, or children as thank-offerings, or to

invoke a blessing. The birds and animals, being themselves em-

blems of the deity and repositories of divinity, are often represented

separately; and in the same way other attributes or accessories:

Apollo, for example, is present in his sphinx, 1086-9, and Herakles

in the lion or hydra or triple giant which showed forth his power
(t 101-13, 1292-4).

Portraits of kings or priests, under these conditions, are hardly

distinguishable, except in external detail, from those of any other

worshipper. There are, however, a few classes of figures which

stand on a rather different footing. Very common in this Collection

are the so-called Temple-boys, 1204-22, which are frequent also

in sanctuaries at Yoni, Khytroi, Tamassos, and Idalion. Unlike

the adult votaries, which are usually male in the sanctuaries of

male deities, and female in those of goddesses, these temple-boys
seem to occur in the abodes both of Apollo and of the Lady of
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Paphos. If they had been confined to the latter, they might have

passed for Adonis, the youthful consort of the Mother Goddess

in Syria; but it seems most probable that they represent some class

of dedicated children, like the infant Samuel in Jewish story, who
"ministered continually before the Lord,

"
at the shrines where these

effigies are found. These figures do not appear before the fifth

century, but, once introduced, they persist till the very latest

phases of Graeco-Roman work.

A rarer type is a votary in Oriental dress, with loose trousers

and tunic, and Phrygian or Persian cap, with long lapels. These

figures (1231, 1350) resemble a late type known elsewhere as "Paris,"

but the occurrence of a dancing figure in this guise makes it probable
that some special kind of worshipper is intended, as with the

Temple-boys; perhaps a consecrated person like the Galli and other

temple servants of the Mother-Goddess in Asia Minor.

Rarer still are figures like 1359, which seem to wear a ceremonial

dress, with a peculiar belt, and a napkin tucked into it in front and

behind. This can hardly be anything else than a religious official

in his robe of service; but his duties and station are not known.

In Hellenistic times, commonplace Greek figures of deities

(1240-46) such as Artemis, and perhaps Demeter, begin to intrude

at some sanctuaries, among the votaries and temple-boys, and

herald the break-up of the simple native system of mythology and

ritual. Votaries are represented as orators, poets, or warriors

(1232-6) or have portrait-heads with varying poverty of expression.

Some of the small heads distantly resemble portraits of Roman

emperors; but in no case do these heads belong for certain to the

bodies with which they have become connected.

II. THE MATERIALS AND PROCESSES OF CYPRIOTE
SCULPTURE

The materials and processes employed by the Cypriote sculptor

deserve a word of explanation; for they illustrate the essential

dependence of form and style on the qualities of the rude matter,

and on the means which the artist had at hand for imposing his

conceptions upon it.

Cyprus yields neither marble, such as is the glory of Attica and

the Greek islands, nor compact crystalline rocks like the basalt

and granite of Egypt. Its sole materials, either for building or

for sculpture, are its alluvial clays, and the soft tertiary limestones
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of its foothills, and of those- rolling downs in the southeast, in th<

hollows of which lie the sanctuaries of Golgoi and Achna. I hexe

chalky limestones are soft as cheese when first quarried, but soon

become harder, though thev never stand exposure well. I he\

contain, moreover, so much gypsum that they are liable to dissolve

if they lie for long in wet soil. I hey have also in most places the

fatal defect that they are interbedded with thin partings of marl,

which causes the rock to split into slabs with dangerous ease. Kven

the thicker-bedded and most compact varieties are seldom free from

obscure flaws of this kind, which make the carving of outstretched

hands and feet impracticable, and imperil the nose and chin.

Something could be done to evade this trouble by carving an

outstretched hand in a separate block, and dowelling it into a

socket at the elbow; but for the most part the native sculptors

accepted this limitation, and carved their statues in much flatter

planes from front to back than they employed from side to side;

and by restricting themselves further to compact subjects, by
ruthless foreshortening, and by some distortion, they succeeded in

adapting a surprisingly large number of poses and gestures to their

precarious and untrustworthy material. It should be added that as

the limestones vary locally, and each sanctuary seems to have drawn

almost all its votive offerings from the quarries of its own neighbour-

hood, both local skill and natural limitations varied concurrently.

At Idalion, for example, where the rock is thin-bedded, the statu-

ettes are nearly all small, and the majority of them only a few inches

thick. At Golgoi, on the other hand, the limestone which was in

use is exceptionally thick and compact, and much of the sculpture

even the largest is but little distorted: for example, the

Priest with a Dove, 1351, the colossal Herakles, 1360, and the larger

statues in Centre-Case B. Even masterpieces such as these

are, however, usually flat at the back, and the projecting arms

of the Priest were dowelled at the elbow, in the manner already

described.

The tools of the Cypriote sculptor were primitive. The block

was rough hewn with a flat-bladed adze, the marks of which are

often to be seen on the hacks of the statues. Then a very few

chisels of various widths, and a broad-bladed knife were enough
to finish the work. The drill, which plays so important a part

in the sculpture of marble, does not seem to have been employed
until the fifth century, when Greek methods of work were intro-

duced, along with Greek models; and even then its use is but rare.
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III. THE USE OF COLOUR IN CYPRIOTE SCULPTURE

I n a material so soft, so uncertain of grain, and also so opaque as

these limestones, really delicate modelling and refinement of

surface were out of the question. There was all the more reason,

therefore, for copious use of colour. The same practice prevailed

in Greece during the early periods, when sculpture was still in

limestone. The usual pigments are the same red and black as

are commonly employed in the pottery, with rarer use of the

yellow and blue-green which appear on a few vases (741-50) and

terracottas (2120, 2150-4). The original tint of the blue-green

was probably sky blue. Red is commonly used for eyes and hair;

for borders and embroidered patterns on the clothing; and for

collars and necklaces, which are often on too small a scale to be

rendered in relief. Black is almost always used for hair and beard.

Yellow is reserved to represent gold or burnished bronze, and blue

for textiles, leather-work, and perhaps for silver, as on the great

sarcophagus 1365 in Floor-Case E. As a rule, these colours were

applied directly to the surface of the limestone, and have been

absorbed by it so as to leave a stain even where the paint itself

has gone to powder. On some of the coarser limestones, however,

the surface was first prepared by a hard coat of limewash or thin

plaster, very like that of the archaic ^ores-sculpture of Attica. On
this limewash, which covered the whole surface, the coloured details

could be painted with greater accuracy and distinction. A good

example of this limewash is the great sarcophagus 1365 already

mentioned: though it has been slightly retouched, by far the

greater part of its paint is ancient and in good condition. Other

important examples of colour, in the Collection, are the well-

known Priest with a Dove 1351, a small statue of Herakles 1093,

a life-size bearded head of a Priest or Votary 1291, the Triple

Geryon 1292, and two funerary stelae 1413-16 with knotted sashes

painted across their flat surface.

Not unnaturally, the consciousness that colour was available to

supplement the carver's efforts, encouraged him in slovenly work,

especially after the native style had lost its archaic vigour. In the

sixth century, too, and perhaps even earlier, the hair of eyebrows,

moustache, and beard was rendered by applying colour to a slightly

raised surface, which followed closely the contour of the skin, and

was left quite smooth. It is no longer clear whether the coloured

surface was shaded to show the texture; but the analogy of the
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archaic Greek sculpture already mentioned suggests that it was

uniform.

IV. THF. SUCCESSION OF STYLUS IN CYPRUS

A. THh h.\KUI-.ST I'HA.sl., NOT Y I-.T MICH AlII.CTl.l) BY

ORIENTAL INI LUhNCI.S

No sculpture in stone has as yet been fo-ind in Cyprus, of the

Bron/e Age or of the Earliest Iron Age. For these earlier periods,

all our knowledge of the art of figure modelling is derived from work

in clay, or in gla/.ed ware, from ivory-reliefs, and from engraved

seal-stones. Yet the art is not of wholly foreign origin. Though
the long and continuous series of votivestatues from the sanctuaries

first becomes copious at a period when Assyrian influence already

predominates, nevertheless there stands side by side with the

grim bearded and helmeted heads and
"
Babylonitish garments"

in which the intrusive style is most revealed, another series of

figures, beardless, yet not female, 1040-6, 1251-0, wearing fronllets

of native design, and clothed with a peculiar loin-cloth, shaped and

sewn like bathing-drawers, which has no counterpart in Assyria,

in Egypt, or even on the Syrian and Asia .Minor coast-lands, and

seems to be of a local fashion developed from the loin-cloths and

kilts of the Cypro-Mycenaean world. That such a costume should

have survived, at all events as
"

full dress" for ceremonial purposes,

should not surprise us. What is more noteworthy is the two-fold

likeness of the statues which wear it, to the sharp-nosed, long-

chinned terracottas of the Early Iron Age, 1451-2, in Floor-Case X,

in which ther.e is as yet no trace of Oriental style, and to the few

surviving examples of the larger modelling of the Late Bronze

Age: compare especially the well-known head in painted plaster,

from Mycenae, and the female-headed cups in coloured glaze from

the British Museum's excavations at Enkomi, in Cyprus itself.

The likeness of the rosetted frontlets which these heads wear to

the gold frontlets from late Minoan tombs at Enkomi is tempting,

but not conclusive; since other rosetted frontlets were worn by

the courtiers of Sennacherib. Even these, however, belong to the

years immediately around ycxj B. C. I f this comparison be justified,

the art of sculpture must have been practised not much later than

the middle of the eighth century, and perhaps even earlier than

that.
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In Greece, few would venture to date any extant sculpture

earlier than about 600 B. C., though figures of clay and bronze, in

more or less Oriental style, may well go back rather earlier, in

proportion as the originals of them were easily portable. In

Cyprus, however, Egypt is near at hand, with its long tradition of

figure-sculpture, and Assyria, though far less facile in the round, has

relief-sculpture of indisputable antiquity, and so like the earlier

Cypriote work as to make it improbable that they are either

independent in conception or very far apart in date. There is

therefore good reason for assigning dates to Cypriote sculpture in

accordance with the clear sequence of its styles. Costumes might

(and probably did) overlap, but the treatment of the face, and

particularly of eyes, mouth, and hair, offers a sure criterion of style,

and links the whole series at its upper end to Assyrian reliefs and

pre-Assyrian terracotta figures, and at the lower to Greek art of the

late sixth century .

B. THE ORIENTAL STYLE UNDER MAINLY ASSYRIAN

AND NORTH SYRIAN INFLUENCES

In general, however, our present knowledge has not enabled us

to push the common use of sculpture appreciably further back than

the period when Cyprus begins once more, after long isolation, to

respond to inspiration from outside; and then, as we have already

seen from the pottery, the stimulus is at first wholly eastern.

Obvious points of similarity between early Cypriote sculpture and

the Hittite monuments of Asia Minor and North Syria cannot be

interpreted with confidence till the dates and sequence of the

mainland art are better known than at present. They may be due

rather to collateral borrowing from the old Babylonian culture of

North Syria, than to direct influence of Hittite art on that of

Cyprus. Yet the latter possibility cannot be left out of account,

and the traffic in seal-stones and other amulets indicates that inter-

course with the mainland was never interrupted during the Early
Iron Age.

It is from Assyria, however, in its third great phase of aggression,

after the year 745, that Cypriote art seems to take its first new

inspiration. The effects were profound. The old framed helmet

with side-flaps stiffens into a rigid cone of metal, like the regulation

helmet of Assyrian infantry (1257-8); the round shield acquires a

sharp-pointed boss at its centre (554-5), and the sword becomes

once more short and dagger-like (i 154-5); it has a heavy spherical
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pommel, anil is worn almost hori/ontally in tin- bell. The native

belt and loin-cloth are generally discarded; the tunic lengthens to

the ankles; and over it is worn a heavy cloak, which hangs in straight

folds from the left shoulder, and is caught up from behind under

the right arm, and thrown over the left shoulder again, displaying

MI front its heavy tasselled fringe. The dress of the women is no

less accurately rendered, as may be seen from the description of

I 2(>2.

Other Oriental loans are the human-headed and lion-headed

monster 1021, recalling those which guard the palace doorways
of Nineveh (see the Museum Collection of (lasts, No. 1521; and the

heavy-maned, smooth-bodied lions, 1101, n<H-4. very different in

handling from the lithe natural lions of Mycenaean art, but no less

vigorous in their own way, and clearly dependent on the lion-

sculpture of Assyria (see the Museum Collection of Casts, Nos.

147, 149, and the note on lion-types on p. 231) below).

C. THl: .MIX I-.I) ORII-NTAL STYl.h I'NOhR MAINLY

HC.YI'I IAN INI LI I-.NCI:

Assyrian influence, however, did not dominate Cyprus for long.

It may have begun, as we have seen, a little in advance of the

Assyrian protectorate; and no doubt it persisted for a while after

that protectorate had lapsed; it may, therefore, have lasted from

about 750 to 650 B. C., and have overlapped the next style until

the close of the seventh century. But in 664, the sudden unfore-

seen rejuvenation of Egypt under the Twenty-sixth Dynasty not

only marked the turning point of Assyrian fortune, but also

impelled Egypt itself on a career of defensive conquest.

It is not certain how soon Egypt laid political hold on Cyprus:

among the Greeks, it was Amasis (570-526 B. C.) who had the

credit of annexation. The evidence of the pottery, however, is

conclusive, that Egyptian fashions were in vogue at an earlier

date; and probably we may assign their introduction into Cyprus
to the long reign of Psammetichus, which occupies the later half

of the seventh century (664-610 B. C.). This date is of course quite

independent of that at which Egyptian scarabs and amulets began
to be imported, since some of these ornaments go back to the ob-

scure period of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Dynasties

which precede the Assyrian conquest.

Conspicuous signs of Egyptian influence are the linen kilt and the

heavy artificial wig, which not only decorated the clean-shaven
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head, but protected it from the Egyptian sun. In the cooler

climate of Cyprus, this wig was of course as unsuitable as the

scant}' kilt and the bare breast and arms; but it is not necessary
to suppose that Egyptian full-dress costume superseded native

clothing for every-day wear. Indeed, with a very few exceptions,

such as 1362, the Cypriote statues which wear the Egyptian kilt

still wear also the same skin-tight vest as those with the old native

loin-belt. The Egyptian kilt itself, too, changes its fashion; only
a few examples are folded across, as was the custom in Egypt, so as

to veil the central panel; the majority have their two sides drawn

apart, in several pleats or side-folds, and the central panel, now

fully exposed, is enriched with embroidery of nraeus-snakcs and

other symbolic objects in well-marked relief. Sometimes the belt

is of leather, or metal, or both, and is richly embossed like the

panel of the kilt.

The fashion of the beard also changes now. The Assyrian full-

beard, with its ferocious curls, gives place to one so close-cut that

it shows the contour of the chin ; and the moustache is often shaved.

Curiously enough, the one figure of this style which wears a curly

beard (1363) is also the only one to show the peculiar double crown

of an Egyptian king; and as the execution is mature, and not earlier

than the middle of the sixth century, the guess ma}' be permitted
that this figure is intended to represent Amasis himself.

D. THE ARCHAIC CYPRIOTE STYLE

The art of Egypt, however, never exerted such unqualified in-

fluence on Cypriote sculpture as did that of Assyria; parti}' through
the very fact that Assyrian art had already operated so profoundly;

partly because the Egyptian renaissance itself was intimately-

connected with the spread of that Hellenism which was soon to

supersede it. In Cyprus, too, Hellenic spirit appears increasingly

in all departments, absorbing, selecting, and recombining, from

the medley of Oriental motives, the elements of a coherent and

harmonious style; and employing the technical skill which Cypriote

sculptors had won from their varied apprenticeship, to render old

forms with a new and vigorous naturalism.

The same process, of course, was going on in other parts of the

Greek world; but in Cyprus the native school of sculpture was

older, its materials easier to manage even than the poros-stone of

Attica, and its political and religious constitutions more favourable
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to the production of votive sculpture on a large scale, in proportion

as the\ were morearchaic (p. xxxvii). And since the Egyptian renais-

sance itself was distinguished by a very similar readjustment of

old artistic traditions to the higher canons of the new Hellenism,

the Egyptian models themselves, which most influenced the Cyp-
riote sculptor, were at the same time more congenial to him, and

more consistent with the Hellenic ideal, than they could have been

at any other period.

The Mixed Oriental styles, therefore, pass insensibly into the

KJTTP'.OC /apay.TTjp, that ".Archaic Cypriote style," by which

Aeschylus (Supplices 2X2) illustrates figuratively the guise of the

daughters of Danaos, western in origin, but transfigured by oriental

sojourn. The rendering of surfaces rapidly becomes more delicate;

the eye and mouth tender and vivacious, occasionally even grotesque

in their naive attempts to be expressive. The hair escapes from the

cap under which Assyrian incompetence had hidden it, and shakes

oil the massive smoothness of the Egyptian wig. On the forehead

it is drawn forward in one or more rows of small corkscrew curls,

borrowed from Assyrian tradition, but transformed altogether in

the borrowing. Behind, where it still falls to the shoulders in a

heavy mass, the same detailed treatment is attempted, and long

plaits or wavy locks are drawn forward in front of each shoulder.

A full pointed beard and small drooping moustache are worn once

more, but the beard has curling locks, at first small and numerous,

and then relaxing their set rows into a natural disorder.

A fresh costume comes in at the same time. The shaped and

embroidered loin-belt is discarded; the tunic becomes looser and

falls to the knee; and sometimes has what looks at first sight like

an overfold. If so, the tunic itself must have changed from a

shaped and sleeved vest like the "Ionic chiton" of Asia Minor, to

something more like the
"
Doric chiton

"
of Greece, which is nothing

but a simple sheet pinned into shape over the shoulders. Yet some

representations (ioq.6, 1358) show the sleeves of the tunic beneath

this overfold; and it is possible that the new feature is really

a separate garment shaped like the undertunic, but shorter in

front, wider at the neck, and sleeveless. A loose cloak is now

often worn over all, variously draped about the figure like the

Greek "himation."

This Archaic Cypriote style corresponds in date approximately
with the sixth century B. C. It departs by insensible degrees from

the previous Oriental phases, and passes by as gradual transi-
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tion into the Mature Cypriote style, under Hellenic influence,

which belongs to the century which follows.

E. THE MATURE CYPRIOTE STYLE

This transition might have been more gradual and the effects

of Greek intercourse more profound, had the political history of

Cyprus been less chequered. On the collapse of the Lydian Empire
in 545 B. C., the Greeks of Ionia fell under the suzerainty of Persia;

and in the next generation, the Persian conquest of Egypt involved

the cities of Cyprus, Greek and Phoenician alike, in the same fate.

Phoenicia itself had already surrendered before Egypt was at-

tacked in 526 B. C. For nearly another generation, Persian suprem-

acy was unquestioned. Then, in 500 B. C., the failure of the

Ionian Revolt (p. xxxviii), ill-timed, ill-led, and ill-fated, had theeffect

of precluding Cyprus from further share in the Persian Wars,
and cut off, also, the stream of Greek imports and ideas, which

had affected the island fruitfully so long as Cyprus and Ionia were

both under Persian rule.

This isolation lasted the longer, because the Greek naval victories

at Salamis and Mykale, which expelled the Persians from the

Aegean, did not directly touch their sea power beyond it. But in

466 B.C. Kimon's double victory at the Eurymedon River opened
the waters of the Levant once more to the enterprise of the Greek

League; and within the next few years Cyprus became the base of

a strong naval patrol. Then Persia rallied; the crushing defeat of

the expedition to Egypt, in 454 B. C., the political troubles of

Athens at home, and the death of Kimon during a siege of Kition

in 449 B. C. cut short these prospects, and Cyprus was abandoned

once more to Persian over-lordship, and to civil wars of Phoenician

against Greek.

In Cypriote sculpture, the effect of this sequence of events is

clear. Cut off from its Ionian models, the Archaic Cypriote style

belies its bright promise; and the brief contact with Athens in

460-449 B. C. gave only short-lived stimulus in a rather different

direction. The rare examples of Atticized work (1285, 1290, 1295-99,

1308) testify rather to the supreme charm of Athenian style

momentarily seen, and as suddenly appreciated- than to any real

apprenticeship in this potent school. Though a new and living

spirit animated them for a brief space, the forms and conven-

tions of the native style were not permanently altered; and then
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this opportumt\ once lust (APHIS retired into itself, to per-r I - I I

pctuatc in lonelv stagnation an archaism which it had .ill but out-

grown.

I. III! DICADIM C.YI'KIOII STY1.I-.

Onlv once, at a moment when Athenian fortunes seemed to be

failing most surely, did another prince of Salamis, Kvagoras.

attempt to rescue Cyprus from hybrid indolence ami apathy; and

there seems little doubt that craftsmen and other artists came

freely to his court, as they came to the courts of Macedon and

Syracuse, in the last troubled years of the Pcloponnesian \Var, and

still more during the brief nightmare of Spartan supremacy.
But in Cvpriote art long inertia ended in paralysis. In the middle

of the fifth century Cyprus and Athens had still been near enough
in thought to be mutually intelligible in art; but before its close,

Athens had moved forward, and carried all C recce with her, into

a new world of skill and feeling. The Cypriotes alone hail stayed

almost where they were; and to stagnate, amidst such progress,

was to die. So the maturcr schools of fourth century sculpture

displayed their message to blind eyes; thev astonished where

they should have inspired; and in bewilderment, the native sculptor

forgot or misused the skill that he had, in trying to learn an art that

was beyond him, and copied, not the spirit of Skopas and Praxiteles,

but the mannerisms of their pupils. Divorced, therefore, from a

policy of nationalism, in the next generation there was little left

for the native art of Cyprus but to sink gradually into a poor local

fashion. The pathetic faces of dead Hellenes on our two mummy-
like sarcophagi, i }(>(>-7, are eloquent of the current neo-Orientalism.

Their material and their workmanship are of Tyre or Sidon, not

of Athens.

G. THH HHLLI-.NISTIC AND (.R A I-CO-ROMAN STYLUS

Thus Alexander's conquest, and in particular his annihilation of

Tyre, came too late to save the native arts of Cyprus. Hencefor-

ward all is clumsy imitation of whatever Creek style happened to

be current in the new neighbouring capitals, Antioch and Alex-

andria. The vigorous realism of Pergamon, on the other hand,

finds little place here; and portraiture is attempted but rarely.

Most of the statues, even of human votaries, follow ideal models,

Apollo, Artemis, Demeter; only a few reflect well-known types of

figurines.
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The transference of Cyprus from nominal dependence upon

Ptolemaic Egypt, to form an annex of the Roman province of

Cilicia, is a convenient milestone politically, but counted for little

in the development of style. No precise dates can be assigned as

yet either in the Hellenistic or in the Graeco-Roman phase. It can

only be noted that, by the first century A. D., portraiture has

become commoner, though no more touched with inspiration; and

that, as time goes on, some ideal types are affected slightly by the

portraits of successive Roman Emperors. Some of the latest work

shows a remarkable affinity with the barbaric work of the Hellenized

East, in Persia and Northern India (1219-22).

V . GUIDE TO THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE
SCULPTURE CASES

Within these successive periods, different kinds of sculpture were

popular at different times. In addition, therefore, to the principal

series, which is intended to illustrate the general characters and

tendencies of each style, smaller groups have been constituted

to represent special cults like those of Hcrakles, Zeus Ammon, and

the Paphian Mother-Goddess; special votive-offerings, such as

chariot groups, banquet scenes, domestic animals, and parts of

the human body; and special types of votaries like the so-called

Temple-boys. A separate section in the Annex is reserved for

sculptured tombstones and sarcophagi.

The general arrangement of the sculpture, therefore, is as follows:

Wall-Cases 29-50 contain examples of the principal types of

votive statuettes, ranging up .to figures of about half life size;

each type is grouped in historical order, to show the treatment of

the same motive in successive styles.

Floor-Cases XI-XV1I contain a parallel series of heads from

large statues, together with a few smaller figures of exceptional

interest. The heads are arranged in order of style, with the special

object of illustrating the development of technical processes and

the growth and change of artistic conventions.

Centre-Cases ABC contain colossal and life-size statues of

each principal style; they should be studied in connection with the

series of heads in the Floor-Cases.

Centre-Cases D E F contain sarcophagi and other relief-sculpture;

and G a few architectural fragments.

Wall-Cases 51-72 in the Annex contain sculptured tombstones
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and other dedications, of various periods ami styles; they are

arranged to illustrate the handling <>l traditional motives, sikh as

tin- lion, the sphinx, and the family group, in successive phases of

art.

The Inscribed Stone ( )bjects iSoi fT. remain for the present in the

corridor leading to the .Museum Library.
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EARLY TYPES OF VOTIVE STATUETTES

ORIENTAL STYLE, MAINLY ASSYRIAN INFLUENCE
ABOUT 700-650 B. C.

A
has been explained already (p 133), the earliest phase of

\\- a n

stone sculpture in Cyprus seems to owe its inspiration Cases

mainly, though not wholly, to the art of Assyria in its third 29 ' 3<)

great period of ascendency, from 745 to 664 B. C. The

finer and larger examples of this style are collected in Floor-Case

XI and Centre-Case A; but the small scale of the great majority of

the votive figures makes it possible to bring together in Wall-Cases

29-30 a series of the principal types and poses sufficient to give a

fair idea of the ideas and methods of this school of sculpture. The

principal marks of Assyrian influence in the modelling are the

prominent nose, high cheekbones, wide open eyes with exaggerated

eyelids and arched eyebrows, broad heavy chin, and stern, almost

brutal expression. The hair, where it is exposed at all, and the

beard, which is worn long and full, are rendered by rows of con-

ventional curls without any indication of texture. The feet arc

very broad and square, with the toes of nearly equal length.

VOTARIES, MALE AND FEMALE, IOOI-I2

These are the commonest types of statuette in all Cypriote sanctu-

aries. The meaning of the types themselves, and the questions of

costume and ritual which they suggest, have already been treated

summarily on p. 127-9.

1001-5. MALE VOTARIES wear a long sleeveless tunic and heavy

cloak, like the large bearded statues 1385-6 in Centre-Case A.

The pointed cap or helmet is of the same type as on these large

statues and on the life-size heads in Floor-Cases XI-XII;
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^ a" its ear-llaps are turned up, anil are only slightly indicated.

The hair hangs in a heavy mass behind the neck, and is quite

concealed in front by the cap. There is no attempt to render

its texture. In each ear of 1005 is a spiral earring of the same

type as $078 IF. in the Collection of Ornaments. Only 1004 is

bearded; but the costume shows that the others also are intend-

ed for male votaries. The left arm hangs loosely by the side;

the right is slung in a fold of the cloak. 1 he feet are bare.

The tunic is rendered without folds, and only the edges of

the cloak are shown in low relief: but this simple modelling

was enhanced in 1002-^ by red paint, of which many traces

are seen on the seams of the tunic, and on the border of the

cloak; and the cloak of 1004 has a heavy fringe cut in relief.

H. i ft. 8J in. -i ft. (> in. Doell, i., 4, 6 (1004); Iv, 356

(1002); xlii, 267 (1003); Iv, 355 (1004); I. xlii, 268 (1001);

xxxiv, 2 17 ( 1005).

1006-7. FhMALh VoTARihs wear a long foldless tunic like that

of the men, but no helmet or cloak. On 1007, where the

seams and borders of the tunic are painted red, the sleeves are

seen to reach the wrists, whereas those of the men end close

below the shoulder. The hair frames the forehead in many
long rolls, and falls behind in a compact mass to the shoulders.

Both ioo() and 1007 wear a collar of beads with a pendant in

front, and 1007 has also long earrings. The pose of each

is characteristic of a large group of these votaries: 1006

plays a tambourine, like 2054-6 in the Collection of Terra-

cottas; 1007 holds a flower in her right hand, and lifts with her

left a fold of her skirt like 2164; compare also the larger and

better-worked Flower-Bearer 1263 in Floor-Case XI. The

head of 1006 has been broken, but certainly belongs to the body.

Us. i ft. 4 in., 1 5s in. Doell, ii, 2, 58 (1006).

I, xxvi, 66. (1007), xxxii, 208 (1006).

1008-10. VOTARIES of the same type as 1001-5, but less carefully

worked, and of uncertain sex. The close-fitting cap, however,

resembles that of the male votaries 1036 if. in Wall-Case

31; it may be intended to represent the heavy F'gyptian wig,

which comes into fashion in the seventh century, but the rest

of the costume here is still purely Assyrian. There is red

paint on 1010, and 1009 seems to have been burned, probably

in some accidental fire in the sanctuary. Hs. 114 in.-^i in.

I, xxxii, 2 1 1 (1008).
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ion. FEMALE VOTARY in a more vigorous style, which recalls

the finely-wrought figure 1262 in Floor-Case XI. Its details

go far to explain the stiff flat treatment of 1006-7. The left

foot is advanced, the right hand holds a flower like 1007, and

the left hand lifts a fold of the skirt, like 1006 and 1262.

Like 1262, this votary seems to wear a cloak over the tunic,

and a few simple folds of its drapery are shown. There are

Wall
Case

29

1004 1006

also traces of red paint. The hair is confined on the forehead

by a broad frontlet, and falls partly behind the head, partly

in four parallel locks in front of each shoulder: the artist's

intention is the same as in 1262, but more roughly expressed.

H. 3 fin.

1012. FEMALE VOTARY (upper part only) of the same type as

1006-7 but rather more advanced in style, with some attempt

to render the drapery by shallow lines falling from the shoulder.

The hair seems to be confined by a veil, and there are large
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double earrings, apparently of the spiral t\pe like v><s <s IT. in

tin- Collection of Ornaments. The position of tin- hands is re-

versed; I hr object held in the left hand is not easil\

recogni/ed. H. ^ in. l.xxxiv. 2 id.

HitKM-^. lloKM.MIN, AM) CHAKKlIs, lolJ-lS

Next in importance to tin- votaries themselves conn- the repre-

si/illations ot their horses and chariots. Chariots lor \var, hunting,

a '1(-l travel were introduced into Cyprus in the Mycenaean Age;

the art ol riding seems to have followed early in the Age of Iron.

A votive chariot of stone, on a much larger scale than these, with

four horses, now in the Cyprus Museum (CMC 6000), was found

in the sanctuary of Apollo at I amassos and was accompanied by

a number of smaller terracottas of the same type, but most of the

representations of horses and chariots come from the tombs, and

are small, even when they are in stone. The majority are wrought
in clay; for example, the horses 2078 11. and chariots 2ios tT. in the

Collection of Terracottas.

1015. HOKM., saddled and bridled, but riderless. The head is

rendered with great vigour, and the mane is shown in relief.

There are many traces of red paint on head, neck, and body.

The harness is of Assyrian type, with headstall and fringed

saddle-cloth secured by a broad collar and crupper-band. In

front hangs a large tassel or llv-whisk. The native saddle of

modern Cyprus is essentially of the same type. The small

scars on the right shoulder of the horse, on the back of tin-

neck, and on the bridle, suggest that the figure of a groom has

been broken away. Similar groups of horse and groom are

known, but are not common (CMC 3301-3). This example
is probably of the early seventh century, and may be com-

pared with the horse 2071) in the Collection of Terracottas.

H. 4 in. 1.. =is i"- I. Ixxx, 511.

1014. HOKM. \\IIH Rini.R. The rendering of mane and harness

resembles that of 101 j, with broad collar and tasselled head-

stall; but the saddle-cloth is not represented in relief, though
it seems to have been left uncoloured while the body of tin-

horse was coloured red. There are red traces also on tin-

rider, who is disproportionately small, and sits high on the back

of the horse. Such disproportion is common in early riders

like 2o()() in the Collection of Terracottas. The rider wears
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a low cap with deep brim and broad chin-strap, perhaps in- Wall

tended for a head-dress like that of 2271 ff., though these
2tj

terracotta riders are of much later work. He seems to have Midd

held the bridle in his left hand, and to have brandished a

spear in his right, which is broken away. A scar on the right

side probably shows where the spear-shaft touched the horse's

neck. H. -j\ in. L. i2j in. I, 512.

1015. HORSE WITH RIDER, on a rectangular base. The horse sets

both forefeet on a crouching lion, which the rider transfixes

with a spear held in his right hand. The rider's body and

arms, however, are broken away, together with almost all

the shaft of the spear. The horse wears the same harness

as 1013-14, but more elaborately decorated with rich fringe and

tassels. There is red paint on the saddle-cloth and bridle, on

parts of the horse and lion, on the border of the rider's tunic,

and on the base. The lion's head and mane are painted green,

and there are traces of the same green paint on the horse's bit.

Compare the green harness of the horses on the sarcophagus

1365 in Centre-Case E. H. 6ji in. I, Ixxx, 519.

1016. CHARIOT WITH FOUR HORSES, of clumsy but probably early

work. The horses are carved in a single mass, from which

only their heads and forelegs emerge. They are harnessed in

two pairs, with Assyrian trappings, to poles which project from

the forward angles of the car, which is only roughly outlined.

The wheels are omitted altogether. The yoke is represented

as if it spanned all four horses; and the two occupants of the

car rest their hands uselessly on its rim without an}' indication

of reins. They wear the long-sleeved tunic and are bare-

headed. H. 8| in. L. 8| in. W. 5^ in.

1017. CHARIOT WITH Two HORSES,

The horses stand on a broad flat

base, the height of which is ad-

justed by a support on the under

side, to accommodate the wheels

of the car, which are made

separately, and were attached

by a wooden axle, like the

wheels of the clay carts 2110-15
in the Collection of Terracottas. IOI 7

The wheels are solid, but have the rim and eight spokes
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paintrci in ml. I lion.- is red paint also on the yoke
ami horses, and on the dresses of the men in the car. I he

Mkklle horses are fully modelled, and their harness is rendered in

elaborate detail: it consists of a rich headstall and bridle, a

double neck-band, single girth, and broad breast-band with a

large tassel or fly-whisk in front, like that of 1013. The yoke
is very wide, with upturned ends; the pole over which it is

slung seems to consist of a pair of shafts or poles like those of

1016, but lashed together when used as here with only two

horses. In the car, which is open behind, are two men,

separated by a fore-and-aft partition. The driver, on the

right, wears a foldless tunic, and is posed as if he held the reins

in both hands. The other figure stands erect, resting his left

hand on the rim of the car, and his right in a fold of his cloak,

which is indicated with some care. Both are bearded, and

have their hair confined by a frontlet, with short curls below.

H. n^ in. L. ~\ in. \V. (Wheels) 6| in. I, Ixxx, 520.

1018. CHARIOT WHEEL, from a car like 1017, cut solid, but with

the rim and six spokes in low relief, enhanced by red paint, of

which few traces remain. D. 3] in. I, xxix, 10,8.

The varying number of the spokes in these early Mediterranean

chariot wheels is noteworthy. The chariots of Kgypt, which

are themselves of Asiatic origin, and some Assyrian chariots,

have six-spoked wheels, as would be expected in a region

which had long used a sexagesimal system for dividing the

circle as well as for other measurements. Mycenaean
chariots, on the other hand, have invariably four spoked

wheels, derived from the simple plank-built wheel which

survived in the country carts of classical Greece. The

eight-spoked wheel, which is a natural derivative of this four-

spoked type, ranged from Central Europe to Assyria, where

it was in use side by side with the six-spoked type; it was

known, by repute at least, in the Homeric Age of Greece, for

Homer gives eight-spoked wheels to the chariot of the Goddess

Hera. In Cyprus the four-spoked wheel was introduced by

the Mycenaean colonists, but in the Later Iron Age, both eight

and six are found, as well as painted representations of five and

seven due to inattention or careless drawing. In modern

Cyprus country carts are still seen in which the rim of the

wheel is in separate sections loosely bolted together, and each

supported by its own pair of spokes.
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MISCELLANEOUS FIGURES CM- HARLY STYLE, 1 1 <J
22

1019. WARRIOR, probably broken away from a chariot group like Wall

1016-17, for his large round shield is slung on his back, not <--ase

carried on his arm. He wears the foldless tunic, with a quiver
"

slung behind his left shoulder, and a pointed helmet with the

ear-flaps hanging low, for protection on his journey. 'I here is

red paint on the lips, helmet, and shield. H. 6 in.

1, Ivii, 393.

1 020. BANQUET SCENE, representing a circular group of figures,

reclining on couches which face inwards around an open space;

in the centre is a socket intended to hold an altar or table of

offerings. A large part of the circular base is broken away,
and only three of the couches are preserved. On the first couch

reclines a bearded man, in pointed cap and long tunic, like

the male votaries 1001-5; he rests his left arm on a pillow, and

embraces with his right a young girl who sits across his knees,

in a long woman's tunic like 1006-7. On tne second couch

is a similar man; but his dress is of rough texture, as if to

represent sheepskin or fur (as on 1031), and he has no com-

panion. The third couch has a group like the first, but the

man is younger, and has less beard. A sacrificial meal, such

as is represented here, formed part of many religious cere-

monies in the ancient world. For the general composition

of the groups, and for the pose of the figures, compare the

banquet-scene on the sarcophagus 1364 in Centre-Case D,

and the painted representations on Corinthian and other

Greek vases of the sixth century. The familiar grouping of

the banqueters is wholly in the Greek manner. In Assyrian

banquets the women sit more sedately and have separate

chairs by the side of the men's couches. Isolated groups of

figures, on single couches, like 1 142-5, in Wall-Case 39, are

sometimes found in tombs; they are probably to be interpreted

as abbreviations of a banquet-scene; but they are of rather

later style than this scene, which may be assigned, on grounds
of costume, to the seventh or sixth century, and probably
comes from a sanctuary. For other Banquet-Scenes, see Index.

H.6f in. L. 13 in. W. g\ in. Perrot, fig. 397. I, Ixvi, 432.

1021. HUMAN-HEADED BULL AND LION, represented side by side,

with their heads turned away from each other. The feet and

hinder parts, and one foreleg of the human-headed figure are
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Wall
C.iso

dest roved. I he purpose' of the figure is uncertain: it may have

been p.irt of the arm of a throne. With the lion compare the

lunerarv lions i *S$ IT. in Wall-Cases S--5S- The other figure

is winged, like the human-headed hulls in Assyrian palaces,

but the pointed helmet, with upturned flaps, and the treatment

of the beard and face are entirely Cypriote, and probably

of the seventh centurv. There are traces of red paint, and

also taint traces of black or green, on the wing and neck.

II. i ft. 4 in. I, xlii, 273.

:. SI ; RIM NT CHARMI R, holding in each hand a serpent, the

head of which rests against

his cheek, while the tail hangs
down in front of his body.

He wears the foldless tunic

with border painted red, and

a close-fitting cap on top of

which the heads of three

more serpents project for-

ward, while their tails hang
down behind. Probably this

figure represents some cere-

monial performance, of which

no literary record has been

preserved : compare the small

clay figure of a votary and

serpent 2047 in the Collec-

tion of Terracottas. It is

tempting to compare this ob-

servance of snakes with the

cult of the Snake Goddess

at Knossos and at Gournia in

Crete. 'The uraeus- snake

1022 which symbolizes Egyptian

royalty comes later into

the decorative art of Cyprus, and the clay uraeus 2132

was certainly intended to represent some Cypriote snake-cult.

In much later times, the power to "take up serpents" with

impunity was still regarded as proof of divine favour and

protection. (Mark xvi, 18; Acts xxviii, 3-6.) 'The serpent-

charmers of Cyprus were famous, and their art was in part

at least a family tradition (Pliny, A;
. //., xviii, 3, 30-1).
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Quite recently a British court in Cyprus gave substantial
}^

a "

damages to the owner of a lost "snake-stone" (Lukach and

jardine, Handbook of Cyprus, 1913, p. 246). H. i6{ in.

I, xxxii, 209.

Case

30

FLUTE-PLAYERS AND MASKED DANCERS, 1023-31

The ceremonies of all Cypriote sanctuaries were accompanied
with music, song, and dance. The commonest instruments were

the flute, the harp, and the tambourine or flat drum. Usually the

flute and harp are alternative, and not habitually found in the

same sanctuary. But exceptions occur; a figure of a harp-player

could be dedicated inadvertently at a flute-playing sanctuary, and

so forth; the fine harper and flute-player 1264-5 'n Floor-Case XII

seem to have been designed as a pair; and on the engraved bowls,

4557, 4561, in the Collection of Ornaments, flute, harp, and tambou-

rine are shown in use together.

The flute used by Cypriote votaries, like that of classical Greece,

consists of a pair of pipes, with reed mouthpieces, held in place by
a mouth-band which covers the player's lips, and is tied behind the

head: sometimes for further support a cross-band passes over the

top of the head. The pipes, thus adjusted, were played one with

each hand. Similar double pipes are still in use among the villagers

of Palestine, and in many parts of the Greek world, though not now

Cyprus itself.

1023-8. FLUTE-PLAYERS, wearing the same foldless tunic as the

Votaries 1001-7 in Wall-Case 29:

1023 wears the over-cloak also.

In 1023, 1027, the mouth-band

of the flute is not shown; in the

rest it is rendered in low relief,

and in 1024 red paint is used

(perhaps as an afterthought) to

indicate the cross-band; so prob-

ably the mouth-bands of 1023,

1027 were originally indicated by

painted lines. These flute-play-

ers wear no cap, and the hair is

variously rendered: 1023 has

transverse coils with a single

row of small curls on the forehead; 1024 has a parting
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\\.ill on the forehead; 1020 wears a wreath, from which three

pointed locks of li.nr kill in trout of each shoulder;

1027-S h.i\r similar plaits both before and behind, and 1027 a

single row <>f curls on tin- brow. The head of 1026 is unusually

long and narrow, and recalls the "insular" style of early

dreek sculpture; 1027 has more strongly Assyrian features

than usual, anil is of a peculiarly soft and white variety of

limestone, but is nevertheless probably of Cypriote work like

the rest, and wears characteristic spiral earrings; io2H already

shows Hgyptian influence, and should be compared with the

still more Egyptian-looking flute-players 1264, I27S in Moor-

Case XII, and the later votaries, 10^3 H. in Wall-Case 31.

Hs. I ft. i ', in. 2J| in. Doell, ii, 3, 14 (1024^.

I, xxi, 44, 42, 4(>, 4^, 46, 47.

The three figures which follow must be considered together. The

first of them has been described more than once as representing

an animal-headed monster, of religious or symbolic meaning; but

if it is compared with the other two it will be evident that all three

belong to the same type, and represent votaries wearing animal-

masks, probably as performers in some rel'igious ceremony of which

there are no literary records from Cyprus, but many parallels in

the rituals of classical Greece and other countries. Animal-headed

personages, running or dancing, are frequently represented on the

engraved seal-stones of the Mycenaean Age: compare Perrot III,

fig. 370; De Ridder, Catalogue de Clercq (Antiqiiites Cbypriotes),

p. 44, note.

1029. MASKED VOTARY, certainly bull-headed, though formerly

described more than once as a bear. The mask entirely covers

the head of the wearer, and is fitted with a loose neck-cloth,

which lies in heavy folds on his shoulders. This cloth he draws

downwards in front with both hands, as though to hold the

mask in place. Over the customary long tunic, he wears a

short over-garment like a cape, which seems to envelop the

arms; for this perplexing article of Cypriote dress, see n^S
below. On its border there are traces of red paint. H. SiJ

in. Doell, vii, 4, 221; Perrot, fig. 414. I, xxiv, 57.

1030. MASKED VOTARY, certainly stag-headed, though the horns

have been broken away. The mask shows no traces of a

neck-cloth, and the hair and right ear of the wearer are shown

beneath its rim. The votary is, in fact, on the point of removing
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his mask, and for this purpose holds it in both hands by the Wall

muzzle. In this figure the over-garment does not envelop
C
Q
ase

the arms, which are seen issuing from the short sleeves of the

tunic. H. i of in. Doell, vii, 5, 220. I, xxiv, 59.

1029 1030 1031

1031. MASKED VOTARY, in the same conventional costume as

1029-30; the rough tooling of its surface may perhaps be

intended to indicate sheepskin or fur, as in 1020. The mask,

which seems to represent a horned animal (but is very roughly

rendered), is held aloft in the left hand of the wearer, who has

just removed it from his head. H. 9! in.

ORIENTAL STYLE, MAINLY EGYPTIAN INFLUENCE,
ABOUT 650-600 B. C.

The causes of the rapid substitution of Egyptian for Assyrian ^:a ii

models in Cypriote art have already been discussed in the Intro- Case

duction (p. xxxvi) : their principal effects in sculpture may be briefly 3 '

noted here. The rugged features, prominent nose, high cheekbones,

and staring eyes give place to a rather narrow prominent nose

with straight bridge, long almond-shaped eyes under nearly straight
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\\all eyebrows, a rather short face with full lips, prominent jaw, and
''

small pointed chin. All the proportions ot the figure are slender

and graceful; arms and logs, hands and leet are long and thin;

and the waist markedly smaller than the shoulders. The hair is

entirely replaced by a dense wig which sits rather low on tin-

forehead and is rendered with a smooth swollen surface. The

face is usually clean-shaven; the stifT chin-beard worn by some

Egyptian kings is not represented in Cypriote art ; and the presence

of a beard, close clipped, and often without moustache, is a sign

of Greek influence and later date.

FIGURES OF GENUINE: EGYPTIAN WORKMANSHIP, 1032-34

Very rarely, sculptured figures are reported to be found in Cyprus
which seem to be of native material, but yet conform so closely to

Egyptian canons of style that it seems best to regard them as the

work of Egyptian artists resident in Cyprus during the period of

its close connection with Egypt under the XXVI Dynasty. In

default of exact records of discovery, however, it must remain

uncertain whether any such object was found in the island, not

brought over more recently from Egypt.

1032. WRESTLING DWARF, bending forward to clasp his opponent,

whose hands, broken away at the wrist, are seen gripping the

dwarf round the waist. The head is rendered with great

vigour and skill; the ears and eyes are rather prominent, and

the jaw square and firmly set. The disproportion of the body
is intentional, the artist's clear purpose being to represent

a dwarf. The hair, which is cut very close, in Egyptian

fashion, was painted black. The eyes also were black, bui.

the rest of the figure was painted deep red, like the male

figures in Egyptian paintings and reliefs. This flesh colouring

is quite foreign to Cypriote sculpture, but recurs in 1033 and

on some classes of votive terracottas (CMC. 5501 IT.) The

limestone of which the figure is made seems, however, to be

of the common native quality. H.6sin. I,lvii, 364.

1033. STANDING VOTARY IN EGYPTIAN COSTUME. The pose is

that of an ordinary Egyptian portrait statue, with one foot

slightly advanced, and the right hand held rather high across

the breast. The left hand fell loosely by the side, but is broken

away. The figure wears the ordinary Egyptian linen kilt

hanging from a waist belt; it has the usual deep fold in front.
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Above the belt the bod}' is nude, except for two heavy necklaces Wall

and a massive wig arranged in long coils hanging from the

crown of the head almost to the shoulders. The features are

of strongly Egyptian type. The whole figure is elaborately

painted, the wig, eyes, eyebrows, necklaces, belt, and kilt

border being coloured black; the kilt is left white; the flesh

parts are light red; and the lips, breasts, navel, and some

details in the kilt-border, of a darker tint of the same red.

The statement that this figure was found in a tomb at Amathus

may well be correct. It appears to belong to the late seventh,

or early sixth century. The limestone is of fine quality, but

may be native. H. 4$ in. I, xxxiv, 215.

1034. MINIATURE SHRINE in Egyptian style, with a cornice of

uraeus-snakes. An ibis-headed figure of the Egyptian deity

Thoth, crowned with a solar disc, stands between two con-

ventional trees, which form the door-posts of the shrine. The

material is a soft white limestone with hard concretions and

flaws of brown calcite; it is probably foreign to Cyprus, and

may well be from Egypt. The surface is much decayed, but

shows traces of black paint, and (more obscurely) of red or

dark brown. H. 4! in. I, Ivii, 377.

CYPRIOTE WORKMANSHIP, IMITATING EGYPTIAN STYLE, 1035-9

These figures are clearly distinguished from those of genuine

Egyptian workmanship by their heavier proportions and ruder

handling, but their pose and costume are unmistakable. They
stand very erect, with one leg, usually the left, slightly advanced;

whereas the figures of Assyrian style keep their feet together and

in line. The Egyptian figures were unclothed above the waist,

but these wear a skin-tight vest or close tunic with short sleeves,

which sometimes show a distinct border. The kilt is more elabo-

rately constructed than the plain linen loin-cloth of Egypt; its

central fold or apron is flat, stiff, and often richly embroidered,

and the belt from which it hangs has prominent edges, and some-

times a decorated surface between them. Some figures (1036 and

perhaps 1039) wear a heavy Egyptian wig; others (1037-8), the

same pointed helmet as the votaries 1001 ff. in Assyrian style.

1035-9. MALE VOTARIES, in several varieties of workmanship.
The embroidered apron-fold of 1035 shows the grotesque
bearded head of the Egyptian deity Bes; then two uraeus-
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snakes; then a horned animal in a rectangular panel; all in

\\ ell-marked C\ priote style. ( >n each arm is a double bracek-t

probablv intended to be of the same spiral t\pe as ^^2-5 in

the ( Collection of Ornaments. H. 14} in. I. liv. ^47.

KI<(). The kilt seems to be pleated or crinkled, like a modern

"crepon" material; but the artist has not clearly understood

what he was cop\ ing. I he shoulder-seams of the Jose-

fitting vest are shown in red paint, and another band of red

runs down the middle in front. II. 12 c',, in. I. x\\i, 70.

10^7-S. The pointed cap marks a further departure from

Egyptian models: it is the same as is worn by figures of Ass\-

rian stvle. In both the kilt is very obscurely rendered, and

in 10^7 it is perhaps even omitted, exposing the skirts < 1 the

vest below the belt. I he vest ol io}S is covered with a pattern

of obliquely crossed lines, which recalls the lo/enge-shaped

quilting of the vests worn by Cypriote statues of painted

terracotta from Salami's, in the British .Museum. H. 2 ft. 7^ in.

1, xl\ iii, 2S(> ( 10^7).

to}(). The belt has prominent rims, as in io}(>, and the apron-

fold of the kilt is plain; probably its original decoration \\as

painted. H. (>!;! in. I, xxxiv, 210.

MIXliD ORIENTAL STYLE-, ABOUT 650-550 B. C.

Under the combined influence of the Assyrian and Egyptian

traditions already described, a Mixed Oriental style was

rapidly developed in Cyprus. This seems to have maintained

itself side by side with its foreign models, and also to have out-

lived them; passing over gradually, as Hellenic influence became

stronger, into a Cypriote variety of the archaic Greek schools which

flourished in Ionia and the Creek islands in the sixth century.

The growth of Hellenic influence is most clearly shown in t In-

increased observance of the natural structure of the human body,

and its customary poses and movements. The rigid conventions

of the Oriental styles are gradually overcome, and the features

become at the same time softer and more animated.

MALI: VOTARII^ WI.AKINC, I HI- C.V I'K H >T 1. BI.L.I. 10411-47

These figures are almost the only record of a remarkable piece of

native dress, the close-fitting belt, or bathing-drawers, which re-
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places the Egyptian kilt, and fits closely to the body from the ^ a "

C^ ii s t*

waist to the upper part of the thigh. It is constructed of two or ,,

more pieces of cloth, variously shaped, and sewn together with

prominent seams like those of some of the vests which are worn

with it. It is sometimes richly ornamented with panels of embroid-

ery or applique work. This Cypriote garment resembles closely

that which is worn by modern acrobats, and (like it) has been

developed out of a folded loin-cloth such as is worn by many
Eastern peoples, and was the primitive costume of the inhabitants

of Crete and other Mediterranean lands in the Bronze Age. But it

was only in Cyprus, where the Bronze Age civilization lasted on

with less disturbance than elsewhere, that the folded loin-cloth

was fully transformed, by shaping and trimming its lower edges

where they pass from front to back between the thighs, into this

close-fitting hand-sewn garment, which may be regarded as a late

representative of a traditional costume far older in Cyprus, and

more characteristic of its culture, than either the foldless tunic of

the Assyrian figures, or the Egyptian kilt and apron.

Above the belt these figures always wear the same skin-tight vest

as the preceding group, shaped and sewn like the belt itself out of

two or more pieces of cloth, with seams and borders prominent or

decorated, and other ornament of stripes or embroidery.

1040-5. MALE VOTARIES WITH CYPRIOTE BELT. The style of \y-ju

these figures varies, but they all seem to belong to the seventh Cases

or early sixth century. With the exception of 1042, which has ^'
^'

a pointed helmet, they wear on the forehead a broad frontlet,

plain or coloured red (1040, cf. 1046 a, b, 1047) or embossed

with rosettes (1045, cf. 1046, a, b, 1047), which recalls the gold

frontlets from Late Mycenaean tombs at Salamis, now in the

British Museum, and the similar Mycenaean frontlet 3002 in the

Collection of Ornaments; compare also the life-size frontlets on

similar heads in Floor-Case XI. Usually, this frontlet con-

ceals the hair on the forehead; but in 1041, 1044 a single row

of small curls is shown. Behind the ears the hair falls in a

heavy mass on the neck. Earrings and bracelets are of the

spiral type. The close-fitting vest shows copious traces of

ornament: broad stripes of red paint on 1040, 1042 (cf. 1046 a;

and borders of the same on 1046 b.), and representations of

trees or branches, lightly incised, on 1045. The belts have

richly embroidered rosettes and other ornaments, and show
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Wall
Cases

many traces of red paint. 11s. 2 ft. 4; in. (>.', in. Doell.

iii, 2, 7$ ( 104 I ); iii, s, 71 (1044); iii, (>, 6<X (1041).

I, xxv, CM; xlii, 266, 271, 277; Ixvii, 4,0; xlviii, 28^.

1046 a, b. .MiM.vn'Ri-: VOTARII-.S in the same style and dress as

1040-1, but of unusually small scale and more delicate work.

The red paint is well preserved on frontlet, vest, and belt.

Hs. 5 in., Sin. Doell, iii, i, 76 (10463).

I, liv, 348; xxv, (14. Ivii, 385.

104- 1043

1047. BEARDED VOTARY, of the same series as 1040-6, but in a

rather later style. It is probably not earlier than the middle

of the sixth century, and should be compared with the large

bearded figure in Egyptian dress 1363 in Centre-Case C. The

beard is close cut, and the upper lip is shaved, in early Greek

fashion; two rows of curls appear now on the forehead, below

the frontlet, and the rest of the hair is drawn backward in

long tresses. All this marks the spread of Greek notions;

but the ancient frontlet, vest, and belt remain. The frontlet

has embossed rosettes and daisy-flowers, like the daisies

offered by votaries i 167-8 in Wall-Case 41; and there are four

rosettes on the belt. H. 2 ft. 34 in. Doell, iii, I, 77.

I, xxv, 62.
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WARRIORS OF MIXED ORIENTAL STYLE, 1048-53

These figures belong to the same period and phases of style as Wall

1040-7, and throw the same light on the armour and weapons of Case

the time as the preceding group did on everyday dress.

1048. WARRIOR, wearing Assyrian pointed helmet (like those on

the large heads in Floor-Case XIII), Egyptian kilt and belt,

rather loose tunic or vest, with its arm-holes level with the

elbow; its lower edge seems to fall over the belt, but not so

clearly as in 1052 below. On the left arm is a small circular

shield with a red border and traces of a central design which

seems to have been a lotos tree. There is also a broad band

of ornament down the front of the vest; and the borders and

seams are painted red, and enriched with transverse scratches.

One row of small curls of hair appears on the forehead below

the helmet. H. 6jV, in.

1049. WARRIOR, wearing a pointed helmet with nose-piece and

cheek-pieces, all clearly intended to rep-

resent solid bronze; a skin-tight vest

and Egyptian kilt, the apron fold of

which develops below into a pair of

uraeus-snakes. The right hand appears

to be drawing a sword from its scabbard,

which hangs under the left arm from a

double belt over the right shoulder. This

pose is the same as that of the rude clay 1049

warriors 2098 ff. in the Collection of

Terracottas. The proportions of this figure are unusually

stout and muscular. H. lo^ in. I, xlii, 265.

1050. HEAD OF A WARRIOR, who was apparently leaning or

rushing forward. The helmet is of the same early western

type which is shown on the engraved bowl 4556 from Idalion,

in theCollection of Ornaments: it fits the head closely, and has a

prominent rim; its crest runs from front to back, and falls

in a long tail behind, and it has a nose-guard and solid cheek-

pieces; but it is here worn far back on the head, in the common
Greek fashion, so as to expose the face. The lips of the

wearer, and alternate sections of the crest, are painted black,

and the helmet is yellow, to represent bronze. The work-

manship is careful and vigorous. H. 2| in. I, Ixxxi, 534.
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l. Hi \i> <>i \ \V\KKKIK, of coarser workmanship than 10,0.

1'lu- helmet, which tits closely to the- head, ;uul has tin- same

fore-and-aft crest as ir^o, is drawn down over the lace, into

the lighting position. It has no nose-guard, and the openings
lor eves and mouth are rectangular, as in 2 100-2, in the Col-

lection of Terracottas. H. 4JJ in. I, Ixxxi, 536

j. ARCHI-.R. wearing the conventional Egyptian wig, double

earrings, ami the usual skin-tight vest, with doubled seams,

and borders rendered in relief. This tunic is ungirt and falls

at each side to a long point as in nsS in Centre-Case B,but

in front it is cut away so as to show a belt and Egyptian kilt.

On a double belt over the left shoulder hangs a rectangular

quiver, with its cover in place, and a curved object which

probably represents a bow. The quiver seems to have been

of sewn leather, and is painted red. Other traces of red

appear on the seams and border of the vest. H. 4.^ in.

I, Ivii, 375.

AMAZON (':) of the same style as 10,2, but more finely

worked. As the head, left arm, and both legs are broken

away, the pose is not easy to interpret. The modelling suggests
that it is intended to be female, and it is provisionally described

as a fighting Ama/on. It appears to move actively towards

its left front, brandishing some object, perhaps the very small

Ama/on shield, in its uplifted left hand. In its right hand is

some weapon, most of which is broken away. The dress is

peculiar. A skin-tight vest, like that of 1050-7, extends to

the thighs, and is girt with a narrow belt. Then from between

the thighs a broad strap with thickened edges is drawn for-

wards and upwards till its free end is secured in the belt. It

is not clear whether this is a tailpiece of the vest, or a separate

garment adapted from the Cypriote loin-cloth. The whole

arrangement recalls the dress of the clay figures from the

Middle Minoan sanctuary of Pet sofa in Eastern Crete (B.S.A.

IX, i<)o}, PI. ix, x). These, however, are male. On each

shoulder the raised border of the arm-hole of the vest

forms a kind of epaulette, and from each shoulder hangs a

belt which crosses the breast, and disappears under the other

arm; but there is nothing to show what these belts supported.
H. 4\ in. I, Ivii, 376.
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MIXED ORIENTAL STYLE

MALE VOTARIES IN GREEK DRhSS, 1054-58

This group illustrates the gradual advance from the Mixed Oriental Wall

models towards the more uniformly Hellenized phase which is
' c

described as the Archaic Cypriote style. They also contribute

in detail to our knowledge of costume. Like the earlier figures

in Egyptian style, the}' are of very long and narrow proportions,

and put their left foot slightly forward. The vest or tunic is

no longer skin-tight; it has short sleeves and falls a little below the

knee. It is in fact a variety of the Ionic chiton of the Asiatic

Greeks, which has followed the western type of crested helmet

(1050-1), and seems to have reached Cyprus in the sixth century.

Over it is a short cloak, which is WTapped round the body below

the right arm, and over the left shoulder, whence it falls in a solid

mass in front of the bod}'. This is clearly intended for the Greek

bimation, the ordinary out-door cloak in all parts of the Hellenic

world. Compare the more expert treatment of this costume in

1059-60, which seem to be rather later.

1054-7. MALE VOTARIES. The head of 1054 has been broken but

certainly belongs to the bod}'. Though the hair follows other-

wise the Egyptian fashion, it falls in broad plaits in front of

each shoulder; this in male figures is a sure sign of Greek

influence. The feet are shod in soft pointed shoes, like those

of the fragmentary clay figures 1478-84 in Floor-Case X.

There is red paint on the shoes, chiton, and himation, and

the himation has a border of white bands, on the red ground.

The workmanship of 1055-6 is rougher, and the arrangement
of the cloak differs in detail. In 1057, which is very rudely

carved, the drapery is not modelled at all, but the hem and

lateral seams of the tunic, and also the shoes, are shown in

red paint. The head is separate, and does not belong to the

bod\- for certain; for it seems to wear the flat frontlet which

is characteristic of the figures with Cypriote vest and belt.

Hs. i ft. lof in. i ft. 3! in. I, xxvi, 68 (1054); xxxi, 202

(1056), 204 (1055).

1058. BEARDED VOTARY, with upper lip shaven, like 1047. The
head-dress is unusual, and seems to consist of a folded turban

encircling a round cap ornamented with rings. The himation,

drawn under the right arm, and thrown loosely over the left

shoulder, falls in heavy straight folds nearly to the knee.
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I here is no trace ol either tunic or belt, but il is possible that

tlu- tu nil \\as represented in paint. II. i 1 4

'

in.

ARCHAIC ( VI'KIOII SI VI I, \\TIII \\ISII.KN IN I l.l l.NCTS

A HOT 1 (WX)-5<X) H. C.

After the 1 lose ot' the seventh century, the development of C\ priote

sculpture is rapid and vigorous. I he fall of Nineveh, shortly

before <>oo, the part il ion of the Assyrian Empire between the

Modes and the Babylonians, and the decline of Egypt, which had

been forcibly excluded from this partition, gave opportunity to

the smaller states of Syria and Asia Minor to develop individually

and apart, just at the moment when the Cireek cities of Ionia, and

new centres of art and industry, like O>nnth, Aegma, and Chalcis
;

in Greece itself, were beginning to reali/e their own creative ability,

and to offer new models of style to the Nearer Hast

The dominant tendencies of Cypriote sculpture in the sixth century
are therefore Western and Cireek, and are best illustrated by the

Graeco-Egyptian work of the same period. There is indeed liu rary

evidence that Cypriote sculpture was being exported to the great

Cireek treaty-port of Naukralis in the Egyptian Delta and imitated

there; and in the early fifth century the Athenian Aeschylus could

still speak of the "style of Cyprus" as typical of the age which

preceded his own. This Archaic Cypriote style, like all vigor-

ous beginnings, includes many varieties of experimental work.

What is characteristic of them all is the free adapt at ion of traditional

motives and processes to express the new ideals of beauty which

more vivid observation inspired, and bolder and surer workmanship
began to reali/e even in a material so unpromising as the Cypriote
limestone.

'I he principal types remain the same as before; it is the treatment

of them which varies and develops. The dress is now uniformly

Greek; and the attempts to render the rich folds of its flowing

drapery are of some technical interest.

1050-60. MALH YOTAKII.S, wearing like 1054-7 the Greek chiton

and himation, which show many traces of red colour The

oblique folds of the himation, where it is draped across the

body, are carefully distinguished from the vertical folds of

the chiton which fall to the feet. 1 he chiton is now longer,

and fits rather more closely about the legs, and there is already

some attempt to express the contours of the limbs beneath
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it. The hands of 1059 are extended in an expectant attitude; Wall

and in 1060 the long shoulder-locks and free treatment of the

hair are thoroughly Greek. The pointed cap of 1059, on the

other hand, seems to be imitated from the old native head-

dress; it has now, however, no ear-flaps. H. i ft. 7 in.

1060. The prominent modelling of the breast gives at first

the impression that the figure was intended to be female;

but the dress is certainly that of a man, and this peculiar

modelling will be seen, on comparison with 1351 in Centre-

Case A, and many similar figures of this period in other collec-

tions, to be characteristic of the Cypriote style. H. i ft.

5 in. I, 1, 294; xx, 39.

1061 1092 1096 1093

1 06 1. MALE VOTARY, with a very high peaked cap (with ear-flaps

obscurely shown), Greek chiton descending only to the knee,

and a cloak worn not like a himation, but shawl-fashion over

both shoulders, so that both ends fall in formal folds to the

waist, The hair hangs low in front of the ears, and three

long tresses are brought forward on to each shoulder. The

modelling of the features and drapery is much in advance

of 1059-60, and may be ascribed to the latter part of the sixth

century. H. i ft. 5! in. Doell, iii, 3, 79. I, xlii, 274.

1062. MALE VOTARY, wearing chiton and himation, and the

customary triple locks of hair on each shoulder. The hands
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have been broken, but certainly belong to tin- figure. On
the forehead is a wreath <>t leaves. anil in tin- right haiul a

small branch with foliage. I his "lustral spray" is very com-

mon among votaries of tin- Greek period, from the sixth centurv

onwards: it is believed to have been used for sprinkling the

worshipper and his offerings with water; compare the "bunch
of hyssop" which is prescribed as a sprinkler in the Jewish
ritual. The leaves are often like those of the bay tree, which

was sacred, in (ireek lands, to Apollo. A large example of

this "lustral spray" (i 159) is exhibited in Wall-Case 40. II.

I ft. lo,
1

in. Doel, iii, 7, 78. I, Ixvii, 44<>.

As the Archaic Cypriote style develops, Greek influence predom-

inates, both in costume and attributes, and in the treatment of

features and drapery. The rendering of the hair is especially

varied and instructive, and should be compared with the series

of large heads 1270 IT. in Floor-Case XIII.

\Vall io(>}-v MALE VOTARIHS, wearing chiton and himation. In 1063,

as in 1061, the chiton falls onlv to the knee. Besides the
34

oblique folds of the himation, already well understood, a

second set of folds appears now, falling from the left shoulder

as far as the breast. The hair is variously treated; in 1063-4,

there are short curls all over the head, a later fashion than the

broad bands and triple plaits of 1065, which go out of vogue

some while before 500 B. C. The red band on the forehead

of 1065 probably represents a frontlet, and that on the neck

of 1064 a necklace: this free use of paint for solid ornaments,

as well as for textile borders and flat patterns, is not common

before the end of the sixth century.
1 The feminine proportions

of 1065 are noteworthy, but the dress and pose, as well as the

features, are certainly intended to be male: compare 1000

above. Really female votaries such as 1080-5 are easily

distinguished; and in sanctuaries of goddesses, such as those

at Idalion, are in the same overwhelming majority as the male

figures in this Collection, which consist, as already noted

(p. 123), mainly of the contents of two sanctuaries of a male

deity, Apollo. Hs. i ft. 3 in. 7} in.

I, liv, 350 (1063); Ixvii, 43<S (1064).

'Yet in a country shrine at Levkoniko excavated for the Cyprus Museum
in 191 }, red paint is copious on statuettes of the Oriental styles as well.
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MATURE CYPRIOTE STYLE UNDER GREEK INFLUENCE
ABOUT 500-450 B. C.

The figures which follow seem to belong to the early part of the Wall

fifth century. They show even more complete predominance of
se

Greek style than their predecessors, and should be compared with

the large heads of contemporary work 1295-9 in Floor-Case XIV.

'kit the workmanship becomes weaker and more inexact, almost

in proportion as it aspires to Hellenic freedom.

1066. MALE VOTARY HOLDING A KID. The dress is not very

clearly rendered, but seems to consist of (i) a short chiton and

(2) a cloak arranged shawl-fashion as in 1061, with its ends

confined by a belt. Below the waist the artist seems to have

been confused by memories of an Egyptian kilt. The head,

which is separate, and does not belong to the body, shows

the hair in many small curls, as in 1064.

The kid is one of the commonest of votive offerings, and is

frequently represented both in sculpture (1162, 1179) and in

terracotta (2037, 2041, 2063). H. io.V in. I, xvi, 23.

1067. MALE VOTARY, wearing chiton and himation. The hair

is drawn forward from the crown of the head in straight

locks which end, beneath a narrow fillet, in one row of small

curls. This is the Greek fashion in the years immediately

preceding the Persian Wars, 490-480 B. C. H. 2 ft. 2\ in.

I, Ixvii, 449.

1068-9. MALE VOTARIES HOLDING BIRDS. Both wear chiton and

himation; but the chiton (1069) is represented as made of the

crinkled material which became popular all over the Greek

world about 500 B. C. It was made by weaving the linen

fabric under varying tension, in the same'way as modern crepon
fabrics. Similar crinkled linens, often of fine muslin quality,

are still made by the peasant women in Cyprus and in most

parts of the Greek world, and are commonly worn by
both sexes. The frontlet of leaves which is worn by both

figures, is often seen in Greek vase-paintings of this period.

The votive birds, probably doves or pigeons, like the larger

birds 1 163-6 in Wall-Case 40, are held, as usual, by the

wings; which in 1068 are all that are left. The small covered

"incense box" or pyxis, which each figure holds in the left

hand, is of a kind which is common in Cypriote sculpture from
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^'" tru> beginning <>l tin- tilth centurv onwards. I hr right hand

of !<<><) holds .1 lustral spray, like io<>2. Larger examples
of tlu- p\'xis (MOO-I) and spray (MSO) arc' shown in Wall-

Case 40. II. 2 ft. sj in., 2 ft.
:,'

in. I, Ixvii, 4=11-2.

1070. Fi.r n-.-Pi. \YI-.R, in chiton and himation like t ho rest of this

group of figures. The mouth-hand and suspender of the

double (lute are clearly shown, and coloured red, and there is

red paint on the shoes and on the border of the chiton. This

figure probably belongs to the years about 500 B. C., and

should be compared with the earlier flute-players 1023-8

in Wall-Case 30. H. (),
7

in. 1, xxi, 48.

1071. MALI-. VOTARY IN TRAVELLING DRESS (?). If a chiton is

present at all. it must be conceived as very short and close-

fitting. The himation is worn shawl-fashion, over both

shoulders. I hough the figure is male, the proportions of the

bust are feminine. Over the left shoulder are slung a bow

and a flask or bag, which hang behind the elbow, and in the

left hand, which is slightly advanced, are several objects,

among them a sword and a quiver. The left leg is thrown well

forward as if the figure were on the march, and it is possible

that the figure was dedicated in connection with some journey.

For the pose and dress, compare the earlier figure io(>i in

Wall-Case 33, and for the equipment the large statue i^H in

Centre-Case B. IT i ft. 4 in. I, xlii, 272.

1072. MALE VOTARY HOLDING A BIRD, of which only traces

remain. The rendering of the chiton and himation is unus-

ually careful, and their different textures are well expressed.

The head, though separated, certainly belongs to the body;
it shows the hair drawn forward as in 1067 under a wreath

of leaves, but ends in two rows of curls. Behind the head

it is turned up and confined by the wreath, in a fashion which

is characteristic of the early fifth century in Greece. There

is red paint on the eves and lips. The feet, which wear buckled

shoes, stand on a rough square base, and are not separated like

those of the sixth century figures. H. i ft. 3, in.

I, cxiv, 8 i 3.

1073. MALI- VOTARY HOLDING A BIRD. He wears only the crinkled

chiton, which falls smoothly to the feet, with a few simple

folds below the waist. The right hand, which holds a lustral

spray, like 1069, is raised nearly to the shoulder instead of
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being extended; a mark of renewed timidity or incompetence

in the artist. There are many signs of red paint. H. i ft.

6| in. I, cxiv, 814.

1074-6. MALE VOTARIES in chiton and himation: 1075-6 hold ;,'
v liSCS

birds. The chiton shows a band of embroidery down the out-
3^,36

side of the sleeve: flat border (1074); zigzag (1075); key-fret

in red paint (1076). The seated bird of 1075 (of which only

the tail remains) should be compared with the Priest with

a Dove, 1351 in Centre-Case A. Hs. 2 ft.
-J-

in. i ft. 2fin.

Doell, iv, 7, 91 (1076). 1, Ixvii, 447; Ixvii, 444; Ixvii, 445.

1077-9. HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES, in the same style as the

preceding figures, but on a rather larger scale. The "feathered"

treatment of the eyebrows of 1077 recalls that of the archaic

terracottas 1453-4, 1457 in Floor-Case X, which are of much
earlier date, and the large stone head 1 280 in Floor-Case XIII,

which is more nearly contemporary. The pointed cap with

flexible brim and side flaps of 1078 seems to be a late variety

of the old native head-dress worn by 1001 ff. The prominent
nose and flat-fronted eyes of 1078 are very characteristic of

the first stages of decadence, in the fifth century. Hs. 6f

in. 5 in. 1, Ixxxi, 530 (1078).

By this time the native Cypriote school of sculpture had come
into contact, perhaps even into competition, with the great marble-

working sculptors of Athens, in the period of splendid activity

which follows the repulse of the Persian invasions. A very few

actual examples of this Greek marble sculpture have been found

in Cyprus; notably a fine nude figure of a young man, from Poli,

now in the British Museum, a charming piece of work, imported

probably in the first years of Panhellenic enthusiasm and com-

mercial enterprise, which followed the crowning victor}' of the Greek

fleet at the Eurvmedon River in 466 B. C. But this outburst

of activity was brief. The disastrous defeat of the Athenian

expedition to Egypt (460-454 B. C.) and the attacks of jealous

rivals at home, caused a general check to Greek enterprise in

the Levant, and from 449 to 410 Cyprus was left once more to itself.

But in the province of art the mischief was already done, Cyp-
riote sculptors turned from independent efforts to tasteless

and nerveless imitation, which the nationalist revival led by Eva-

goras of Salamis (410 B. C.) came too late to restrain.

The series of Male Votaries can be interrupted therefore at this
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^ a "
point, to admit discussion of other t vpes of archaic ( '.\-priote work.

k

",,

t

)

It is resumed at i 177 in Wall-Case }8 to illustrate the further de-

cline of the native style, and its replacement bv ordinary Hellen-

istic sculpture, in the centuries after Alexander's conquest.

MINOR TYPFS OF CYPRIOTE SCtFPTlRF

REPRESENTING ALL PERIODS FROM ABOUT JOO TO
ABOUT 450 B. C.

Wall Besides the male votaries, who occupy Wall-Cases 2<)-}}, several

Cases other types of sculpture were commonly dedicated in Cypriote

upper sanctuaries. Of these the most important are the female votaries

part 1080-5, sphinxes and harpies 1086-0,0, representations of Herakles
~~4' and his attributes io()2-i I i }, kriophoroi and other shepherd-deitieslower .

'

part
i i 14-20. satyrs i 12 1-3, seated deities and "nursing mothers" i 124-32,

recumbent votaries 1142-4, hounds and other votive animals

1145-5}. and fragments of large statues showing various kinds of

votive offerings and other attributes. Examples of these are ar-

ranged here in short series, so as to illustrate, by the variety of

the styles, the limits of time within which each kind of offering

can be shown to have been in use.

FEMALE VOTARIES OF ARCHAIC AND MATURE STYLE, 1080-5

Wall These female figures succeed the Oriental types, 1006-12, already
^ ase described in Wall-Case 29, and represent the same periods of time

g*
and phases of style as the male votaries 1058 fT. in Wall-Cases 32-33.

part They are distinguished from the male figures by their dress and head-

gear, and by the attributes which they carry, usually either a flower

or an offering of fruit. When they make music, it is with the lyre

(1085), or the tambourine, not with the flute, at all events in the

cults represented in this Collection.

1080. FLOWER-BEARER, of rather archaic style, wearing only a

single foldless garment which falls to the feet, like the dress

of the earlier Oriental figures 1006-12; it has sleeves to the

wrist and traces of red on the forehead, beneath a plain band;

large side-locks cover the ears. This treatment of the hair

is in accord with Greek fashion in the latter part of the sixth

century. The left hand hangs by the side; the right hand

holds a flower (much damaged) in front of the breast.

H. i ft. 4 in. I, xxvi, 67
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1081. FLOWER-BEARER, of rather later stylo, wearing the same ^'a 'l

sleeved undergarment as 1080, but caught up by a girdle so
ase

as to hang in a deep fold before the breast. The left hand upper

lifts a fold of the skirt, so as to expose the feet, which are shown Part

to wear pointed shoes. This pose recalls that of Greek votive

figures of about 500 B. C. The hair is dressed as in 1080,

but more tightly, so that the ears are exposed. H. jh in.

1082. FLOWER-BEARER (?), of maturer style, with well-modelled

features which are unusually sharply defined, and betray
the influence of contemporary work in clay. Over the long-

sleeved undergarment a cloak like that of the male votaries

hangs from the left shoulder; but the details of the drapery
are obscure. The head-dress is elaborate and characteristic.

A kerchief is tied round the head in three horizontal folds,

rising to a peak behind, and open above, so as to show the

mass of hair within. This is in accord with Greek fashion

in the early fifth century. In front, small curls escape, below

a narrow frontlet, from which a single leaf rises on each side.

Rich jewelry is usual on figures of this style: flat circular

earrings; a slender close-fitting collar with one pendant, and

below it a looser and much richer necklace, with eleven pen-
dants at intervals; compare 3387 ff. in the Collection of Orna-

ments. Only the upper part of this figure remains. H. 8 in.

I, Ixvii, 437.

1083. FRUIT-BEARER. The dress now consists of a voluminous

and closely folded undergarment held together in Greek

fashion by a series of clasps on the upper arm from the shoulder

to the elbow: it may be an open-sleeved variety of the old

Oriental undergarment, but is more probably meant for an

"Ionic" chiton. Over it is worn a heavy cloak like that of

the earlier men; it probably represents the ordinary Greek hi-

mation. A deep fold of this over-garment is supported on the

left forearm and filled with fruit. The right hand, which rests

on this offering, has a single bracelet on the wrist. The head

is detached, and does not belong to the body for certain:

the head-dress is of the same type as 1082, but the frontlet

is broader, and shows a row of rosettes in relief. In addition

to the flat circular earrings of 1082 there is a fourfold spiral

in the upper lobe of each ear. It is from figures of this type
that the use of these spiral ornaments has been learned, com-

pare 3336-80 in the Collection of Ornaments. H i ft., 3^ in.

I, Ixvii, 439.
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1084. FLOWHR-BHARHR, of rather later style. The details of the

drapery already begin to be neglected, and defective modelling

upper is supplemented by copious use of red paint. Note in particu-

Part lar the painted bands and concentric circles on the head-dress,

which is of the same fashion as 108.2-3. 1 ive necklaces are

shown, two in relief, with many pendants, like H ( )9, and three

in paint only. The left hand raises a fold of the undergarment,

as in loSi. The head is detached, but seems to belong to

the body. II. i ft. ~''\
in. Doell i, i, 27 1, Ixvii, 440.

1085. I.YRI -Pi.AYi R, wearing the same sleeved undergarment and

cloak as 10X2, with rich necklaces, partly rendered in red paint.

There is paint also on the drapery. The left arm supports

a lyre of Greek form, which is played with a large plectrum

in the right hand. The head is detached, and does not seem

to belong to the body, but is of conformable style, with ker-

chief head-dress and rich earrings. From the Hat circular

earring a long pendant hangs nearly to the shoulder: this

marks a rather later date, not earlier than the middle of the

fifth century. Actual earrings of this style and date are

exceedingly rare 3^81 is an example, in the Collection of

Ornaments but their form is well known from female heads on

the contemporary coins. This figure represents the latest

phase of the mature native style. It is multiplied in hundreds

in the great sanctuaries of the
"
Paphian Goddess" at Idalion

and elsewhere, and seems to have remained in vogue almost

without change till it was superseded, after 500 B.C., by Hellen-

istic models. These new types are exhibited in Wall-Cases

48-50, and described under 1238-49 below. H. i ft. 2l in.

I, Ixvii, 441.

SPHINX! S, HARPIHS, AND OTHtiR WINGl-.D I IGURhS, 1 086-9

\\- a |l
The Sphinx was a regular attribute of Apollo among the Greeks,

Case and is therefore commonly found among the votive offerings at

' his shrines: at Delphi, for example, a great sphinx on a column
upper
part dedicated by the people of N'axos stood in a central place below

the temple terrace. In Greece, the artistic form of the Sphinx.

a winged and woman-headed lioness, was easily confused with

that of the Harpy, a woman-headed bird which is figured on early

monuments carrying olT the souls of the dead: and it is probably

through some such association of thought that the Sphinx comes to
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be a frequent symbol on tombstones (as in Wall-Cases (>(>-(><S); ^all

and on objects of tomb equipment. The Siren is another woman-
^
IS(

headed bird, not easily distinguished from a Harpy, but she en- upper

chants men's bodies, as the Harpy steals their souls. Part

In Cyprus the Sphinx appears first on painted vases of the same

Mycenaean style as the chariot-vases 436-7 in Floor-Case III;

it is found rarely on engraved seal-stones of the barbaric Early Iron

Age; and then reappears in the sixth century as an early symptom
of the influence of Greek ideas. The examples now to be described

range from the Archaic Cypriote style to Hellenic work of the fourth

century or later.

1086. SPHINX, seated. The head, which is turned to the left,

resembles that of the female votaries of the later sixth century

(1080 ff.) with flat circular earrings, rich necklaces, and three

long locks of hair in front of each shoulder, a common Greek

fashion for both sexes at that time, but not usual for women
in Cyprus. There is some Greek influence also in the modelling.
Red paint is used copiously to supplement sculpture in the

necklaces and wings. The fore part of the Sphinx stands free,

but the legs and hind quarters are rendered in high relief

against a background. The figure probably formed part

of a funerary stele like 1410-13 in Wall-Cases 66-8. Its

date is about 500 B. C. H. i ft. f in.

I, cvi, 694.

1087-9. SPHINX SUPPORTING A BOWL. This type of votive

offering has been found on more than one sacred site in Cyprus,
and also occurs rarely in tombs of the early fifth or late sixth

century. The sphinx is seated, as usual, and looks straight

in front; on its head and on the tips of the wings is poised a

shallow bowl, perhaps intended to hold incense or drink offer-

ings. The wings are rendered in archaic Greek fashion, with

the feathers curled spirally upwards and forwards. On the

head is a high Greek polos or a mural crown, with short curls

below it on the brow, and rich spiral earrings. The three

examples differ slightly in detail: 1087 ' s f the common lime-

stone, and shows only slight traces of colour; 1088-9, on the

other hand, are of a softer chalky stone, which has suffered

much from damp. 1089 wears a necklace with one pendant,
and retains many traces of brilliant colouring in red, yellow,

and black. Hs. 9 in. 2^ in. I, cvi, 693, 692, 691.
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^'11
io()(>. HARPY, <>K SIRIN, standing full-face, with human body and

"

"^ legs, quite inuli.-. She raises both hands in a gesture of mourn-

uppcr ing. ami srems to tear lu r hair, which falls in heavy masses

t
urt round IHT head. Behind the arms rise large wings; ami below

those an almost shapeless mass, which seems intended for a

bird's body and tail, descends behind the feet. I here are

many traces of red paint. II. i ft. i in. I, Kii, }(>S.

io<)i. \Yi\(,].i) M.\i. i- I'u.iKi ., perhaps F.ros, in coarse plump

modelling later than the fourth century; with wings of the

late naturalistic type in which the feathers are arranged in

straight rows directed backwards. The head which was

attached does not belong to the body and has been removed.

The arms, which are missing, seem to have been thrown for-

ward in a gesture of greeting, but there is a scar on the front of

the body, as if one hand had rested there. Over the left

shoulder falls a loose band or sash which disappears beneath

the right arm; it probably supported a quiver behind the

left shoulder. The legs are missing, but the rest of the figure

suggests an attitude of flight. H. oij in. I, Ivii, 367.

REPRESENTATIONS OF HERAKLES AND HIS ATTRIBUTES

The position of Herakles among the objects of worship in Cyprus,
and the general characteristics of his cult, have already been dis-

cussed in the Introduction (p. i2(>). The series io()2-i 113 in \\ all-

Cases 37-8 shows the principal stages of development in the repre-

sentation of Herakles himself ( io()2-i 100) and of his principal

attribute, the lion ( i 101-71, and a f w other subjects connected with

his "labours." \Vith this type-series of statuettes should be com-

pared the colossal Herakles i }(>o in Centre-Case C, the representa-

tions of the monster (leryon 1202-4 in Floor-Case XIII, the sculp-

tured slab i }(>S in Centre-Case I", which also shows part of the

story of Geryon, and the lion-killing scenes i ws-6 in Wall-Case

57-

Herakles, in Cyprus, is rather a god than a hero. He represents

the beneficent aspect, as it appeared to the Greeks, of an old local

deity whom the Phoenicians at Kition identified with their own

Lightning God, Keshef-.Melqart (p. 126). The representations

of him in Cypriote art develop this idea in several directions, under

the influence of successive comparisons with similar powers and

their types in art elsewhere. Our first glimpse of the Greek Her-
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akles is in the Homeric poems, where he has neither club nor lion-

skin but is simply a great archer, who presumably though the

poet does not say so shoots foul and dangerous things with his

arrows. Among the smaller Greek sanctuaries this aspect of him

survived into historic times; in Mount Oeta he is a locust-god,

Kornopion; at Erythrae he is "slayer of caterpillars," Ipoktonos;

and the "Infant Herakles" killing serpents became a famous type

in art. In Cyprus this Herakles-of-the-Bow persisted into historic

times, in sculpture (1092-3) and on gems, combined rather clumsily

with Herakles-of-the-Club.

This second type appears first in post-Homeric Greece; and its

earliest expression in sculpture was a famous cult-statue at Erythrae

in Ionia. It seems to represent a conception of the hero closely

allied on one hand to the Minoan "God of the Double Axe," on

another, to northern Hammer-Gods like Thor, and to the Hittite

Mace-God in Asia Minor and North Syria; all equally obvious

renderings of a Power-who-smites, either by sun-stroke, or thunder-

bolts. To identify the Bow-man with the Club-man was easy; to

adjust the two renderings, in art, more difficult. In Cyprus alone

were the artists so reckless in incongruity as to let the hero keep

his bow extended in his left hand while he brandished his club

behind his head with his right, like the old cult-statue at Erythrae.

This is well seen in the small statues 1094-5, on tne ern 4224> a d

on fifth century coins of Kition (British Museum Coin Catalogue,

Cyprus PI. ii, iii, iv, xix, 8, 9); and less clearly, through damage, on

the Eurytion slab 1368. The deity referred to as "Amphidexios"
in 1843 in the Collection of Inscriptions seems to have represented

another such "two-handed god," probably a local Reshef like the

Herakles of Kition.

Thirdly, Herakles is the Lion-killer, and wears the lion's skin.

This again is a generalization from several local variants. In

Homer, Herakles wears a belt decorated with designs of lions and

bears, but it is not said that he killed them: his lion-killing, however,

was famous in later days in Greece (when the lion was still to be

feared in Europe), and was localized at Nemea. Meanwhile in

Cilicia and parts of Cappadocia there was a Hittite lion-tamer,

who sometimes stands upon the conquered beast, as on coins of

Tarsus, sometimes holds him up by the hind foot. The latter type
seems to have been influenced by the Babylonian Lion-killer: but

it is an old type in the West, for it is found on Minoan seal-

stones in Crete and the Aegean, which are free of direct Babylonian
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influence, in Hgypt likewise tin- grim dwarf lies not only lights

with lions but wears the lion-skin, just as Herakles does in

Cypriote sculpture and on coins and gems. I his is probably

what Herodotus means when he says that the (ireeks obtained

Herakles from Lgypt, and it is significant that in Cyprus this

Hera kles-in-t he-lion-skin tirst seems to become popular in the period

of Egyptian influence.

Then three things happen, first, Herakles assumes the lion-skin

along with his bow and his club, even when he is not killing lions;

as for example on the Kurvtion slab i $(>S. Secondly, though in

earlier representations he wrestles with the lion, or meets him with

a sword, or (like Samson, the lion-killing hero of Israel; with his

bare hands, from the fifth century onward he begins to use his club.

Thirdly, the lion shrinks, for the artist's convenience, from being

of monstrous size and a worthy foe, to be a small and merely
decorative symbol, climbing like a playful cat up the hero's leg, as

in io()7-<S and on the later coins of Kition. A late figure of strange

Oriental style (120$) holds a lion in front, but it has no other

attribute, and is catalogued provisionally with the Temple-boys of

similar style.

Two other aspects of Herakles need separate mention, because

they were especially prominent in Cyprus. His struggle with the

Old-.M a n-of-t he-Sea seems to be a Cireek rendering of a tamer of

sea-monsters, illustrated at I \ re by a Herakles who rides a dol-

phin, like those Western deities or heroes atTaenaron and I arentum

who have given artistic shape to the tale of Arion. The little

gem 42S3 shows the same type transferred, long after, to the

Love God.

The capture of the cattle of (Jeryon is more difficult to explain.

In the tirst place, in Asia Minor, Sandon, Lord of Lions, is not al-

ways clearly distinguished from another strong god, Teshup, Lord of

the Bull. Secondly, in unsettled country one of the chief functions

of a pastoral god is to recover lost cattle, and no less also to pre-

side over cattle-raiding, especially it he be also in some sense a

lion-god: the favourite group of lion and bull has here perhaps its

mythological allusion. Thirdly, the notion of a great raid into

the Far West, which is inherent in the tale of Geryon, is at the

same time a myth of the Sun's daily journey to the west, whither

the hero sails in a golden bowl, in the tale and we should note

that Apollo, too, has cattle to lose and to recover and of the

"cloud-compelling" function of the Lord of Heaven. It was
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also, like the wrestling with the sea-monster, a very natural ex-

tension of the functions of an original land-god, when his wor-

shippers went down to the sea in ships, and acknowledged his

power even there: "these men see the works of the Lord, and

his wonders in the deep;" and they saw also "his good hand upon

them," in the safe return of their argosies. It is noteworthy that

the tale of Geryon has its closest counterpart in the legends of the

west, and that the other legends, of Medusa and the Kerkopes,

which decorate the shields of the Triple Geryon, 1292, are likewise

localized there.

1092-1 100. HERAKLES, standing, wearing the lion-skin cloak and \ya |i

armed with bow (1092-3) or bow and club (1094). The style Case

and treatment vary, from the Assyrian and Egyptian styles,
^~

through archaic, mature, and decadent phases of the Cypriote

style, to late Hellenistic. This is one of the most complete
series for the comparison of a single type in these successive

styles.

ORIENTAL STYLES

The earliest is the detached head 1099, which alone goes

back into the period of Assyrian influence. About 700-650 B. C.

1092, with bow and arrows only, has quite conventional

features of Egyptian style, and wears an Egyptian wig and

foldless tunic beneath the lion-skin, which encloses the face,

and is girt closely about the waist by a belt like that of the

votaries in Cypriote dress, 1039 ff. Its forepaws grasp the

long ends of the wig, on the breast. The left hand holds

the bow, which is not easy to recognize because the space
between the bow itself and its string is left solid. The right

arm, which is missing, was thrust forward from the elbow,

and may have held arrows. About 650-600 B. C. H. i ft.

7! in. I, Ixxxvii, 580.

ARCHAIC CYPRIOTE STYLE

1092 a. shows the same motive rather further developed.
The bow, bow-case, and quiver are clearly represented, and

the right hand holds four arrows, as does the colossal Herakles

1360 in Centre-Case C. About 600 B. C. I, 574.

1093, with some Egyptian influence. The lion-skin covers

all the hair, and the forepaws are knotted on the breast.

Below it appears a tight tunic, and below the belt hangs an

Egyptian kilt with broad smooth centre fold. In each hand
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is a bundle of arrows (as in i <(><>) ami the left also supports
""

a quiver, \\hich lianas I'nmi behind the shoulder. 1 In: logs

arc broken awav at tin.' knee. 1 his figure has many traces

of bright colour. The lips were red; the lion-skin is yellow

with red ears; the tunic, blue with red bonier, and central

stripe from neck to belt
;
the loin-cloth yellow, and its centre fold

blue and red in horizontal bands; the quiver red, with blue

arrows. About Ooo-sso B. C. H. SJ in. Doell, vii, 2,

iS}. I, l.xxxviii, 57<).

io<)4-5 wear lion-skin, tunic, and belt as in 1093, but the kilt of

icx)4 has a pattern of crossed lines, within a broad plain border.

The left arm seems to have been thrust forward as if holding

the bow, while the right was raised as if brandishing a club

over the head; but both arms are missing, and both legs below

the border of the kilt. The face of 1094 has a long pointed

beard. About sso-ioo B. C. 11s. <S{ in, 10} in.

I, Ixxxvii, 572 (1095).

MATIKI- CVI'KIOTH STYI.P

1096 resembles 1094-7 in pose, but is far more vigorous

and lifelike. The lion-skin is omitted, and the hair is repre-

sented in many small curls all over the head, and a plaited

coil behind the neck, in the Greek fashion called krobylos.

From the waist to the knees falls a loose undertunic, with

lateral seams, and a /.ig/.ag border in red: part of its sleeve

appears on the right upper-arm. Over it is a red overfold,

which hangs down as far as the waist, and over this again

is a foldless tunic cut very short in front, but hanging in long

ends below the waist at each side: compare the costume of

1358 in Centre-Case B and theother references given there. Its

short sleeves and neck-opening have a broad meander pattern

in red. Both arms, and both legs, are broken away. About

500-4:50 B. C. H. i ft. I, Ixxxvii, 577.

DECADENT CYPRIOTE STYLE

1097 is in the same attitude as in 1096, but devoid of vigour.

The hair is in close locks over the head, and forms, with the

lion-scalp, a confused rectangular mass behind to support

the club which was held horizontally in the upraised right

hand. The eyes are large and flat, as is usual in this later

style, and were intended to be painted. A loose tunic falls

nearly to the knee, with sleeves to the elbow. Over it, all four
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feet of the lion-skin are knotted together, and over all is a Wall

broad flat belt. Both legs are missing from below the knee;
'

also the right arm which probably held the bow; the left hand

rests on the head of a small lion, which climbs up the hero's

left thigh. It is this lion which he is attacking with his club;

but the poses of man and beast have been distorted by unin-

telligent copying. There is red paint on the lips and lion-skin.

About 400-300 B. C. H. i ft. 4^ in. Perrot, fig. 390.

I, Ixxxvii, 575.

HELLENISTIC STYLE

1098 has the same attitude and treatment as 1096-7, but

the style has lost all affinity with the old native work. In

conformity with a late Greek tradition, the hero wears a

short beard, of nearly straight hair, cut away round the lips.

The right foot, which alone is preserved, is bare. There is

red paint on the head, the tunic, and the lion. After 300
B. C. H. i ft. 9! in. Cyprus, p. 250; Perrot, fig. 389.

I, Ixxxvii, 578.

1099. HEAD OF HERAKLES, from a figure like 1094, but in rather ^-a ||

more brutal and Assyrian style. The lion-skin encloses the Case

head closely, but shows several rows of small curls of the hair 39

on the forehead. The eyes are wide and prominent, cheek-

bones high, mouth large, and jaw square; as in the large heads

1251-2 in Floor-Case XI. About 700-650 B. C. H. 5! in.

1 100. HEAD OF HERAKLES, from a figure like 1096, in Archaic

Cypriote style under Greek influence. The eyes and mouth

are well modelled, and the lion-skin fits the head closely.

About 500 B. C. H. 6 in.

1101-5. LIONS FROM STATUES OF HERAKLES, represented, as in .,. ,,

1097-8, climbing up the hero's leg, and repelled by his left Case

hand. These fragments show the same sequence of styles 3

as the figures 1092-8, and should also be compared with the

series of lions from tombstones 1382-1396 in Wall-Cases

52-6 in the Annex.

1101 is in Oriental style, with simple rounded forms, short

massive legs with well-marked muscles, and large claws. The

ears are short, and project through the compact mass of the

mane. The mouth is wide open and the tongue protrudes.

There is red paint on the lips and tongue, and within the

ears. About 700-650 B. C. I, Ixxxiv, 545.
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i ioj-} show some advance of style, with eves more expressive,

teeth better iiit, and the hinder edge of the mane thrown out

into conventional curls of hair. I his is an improvement on

the convention of a single curl, which is common in Hittite

lions before 700 B. ('.., and is shown on i io(> below. On I loj

there is red paint, and the mane tapers to a point in the middle

of the back. About (too B. C.

1104 shows the head turned sharply round to the right, a

new sign of vitality. The mouth is half closed, and the mane

ill-defined, but the work though careless may nevertheless

be early. About (>oo-sso B. C. L. i I ', in.

i K>S closely resembles the lion in io<)<S. It is a coarse but

vigorous imitation of late Greek work, with prominent

eyes, full lips, and half-closed mouth, though the tongue

still protrudes. The ears are in front of the mane, which

has a fringe of heavy locks in front, and a roughly tooled

mass behind, tapering to a point as in i 10$. After 300 B. C.

L. i i ', in.

1106. Ri-.cr.MBJ-.vr LION, probably an independent figure; in

vigorous archaic style, with open mouth and protruded tongue.

The ears lie back upon the mane, which has the single

pointed lock behind, characteristic of Hittite lions before 700
B. C., and is covered with rough lines to indicate its texture.

The tail is brought round from below over the right hind-

quarter, as in the funerary lions I }S2-q6 in Wall-Cases S2-(>.

There is black paint on the mane, and black lines round the

eyes. About 510-500 B. C. H. 3^ in. L. (> in.

I, xxvii, 93.

1 107. RECUMBENT LION, apparently broken away from a corner

of the base of a statue of Herakles. The head is treated with

great spirit, in Hellenic style, with heavy mane and beard.

About 400-300 B. C.. H.
(>;,'

in. L. SJ in.

1 108. HI-.RAKLHS WHITTLING. Of this interesting group only the

base remains. It shows the coiled tail of the Old Man of the

Sea, by whose side kneels Herakles, wrestling with him as in

the popular representations on Greek vases of the sixth and

fifth centuries, and on gems of earlier date. Behind Herakles

stands another figure, perhaps Herakles' attendant lolaos,

one of whose feet treads on the upturned sole of his left foot,

while the right hand grasps a piece of drapery which comes
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from under the monster's tail. On the broken front edge of ^ a "

the whole group is the right foot of another figure, perhaps ^
the goddess Athena, the patron of Herakles, who so often

watches over his labours. About 550-500 B. C. L. 7 in.

I, xxvii, 92.

1 109. MINIATURE ALTAR, with relief on three sides. In front is

Herakles in combat with the lion, which he seizes with his

left hand by the mane, brandishing his club with his right,

as in 1096. On the right-hand side is a votary, conventionally

posed with hand across body, and on the left another votary

in an attitude of adoration. In a narrow panel above are

traces of another subject, much destroyed. The work is

rough, and the date uncertain, but probably archaic. Com-

pare the inscribed altars 1859-60 and reliefs 1869 (Zeus) and

1870-79 (Apollo) in the Collection of Inscriptions. H. 10 in.

I, xxvii, 85, 87, 89.

1110-13. HYDRAS OR SNAKES, probably to commemorate Herakles

as slayer of the Lernaean Hydra, as the lions 1 101-7 record the

Lion-killer. The sacred snake which is the attribute of

Asklepios the Healer is a more placid beast than these.

1 1 10-1 1 are coiled on the corner of a statue base. 1 1 12-3 are

the heads of similar snakes; they seem to be of early Hellenic

work, of poor style and uncertain date. Hs. 7 in. 4^ in.

I, xxvii, 91. (i no-i i); I, xxvii, 77,76.

REPRESENTATIONS OF RURAL DEITIES

Several of the smaller sanctuaries in Cyprus are dedicated to

Shepherds' Patrons and other rural deities, of the same character

as the god Pan among the Greeks. Some of these local powers were

identified with Greek gods, either absolutely, or with qualifications

like Apollo Hylates ("Apollo of the Woodland ") at Kurion. Others

bore a descriptive title, like Opaon Melanthios (" Melanthios the

Companion"), at Amargetti, northwest of Paphos.

Representations of these deities show well how easily Cypriote

sculptors adapted foreign models to local purposes, and also how
the native copies could degenerate through heedless repetition.

The late and blundered figures 1117-8, for example, would have

been almost unintelligible, if it had not been possible to connect

them with their Greek original through so full a set of intermediate

forms as is fortunately assembled here.
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^'11 1114-18. PAN UK OI'\ON Mi-t.ANTHios represented standing, with
"

knees slightlv bent. On his head are two short gnat's horns,

anil long pointed ears. On his brow the hair rises short and

stitT. and falls in a wide mass brhind liis shoulders. He wears

nothing but a short cloak drawn round his shoulders and tied

in front; it is the simplest shepherd's dress, in (Aprils as in

Greece. In his right hand, which falls by his side, is a long

shepherd's stall, slightly thickened and curved at tin- end;

in his left, which just appears beneath the cloak, is a rectangular

object which is probably intended to be the pan-pipes of

rustic melody. The type is familiar in Greek art from the

fourth century onward; the Cypriote copies of it are poor and

late, and at last almost unrecognizable.

I I 14 has all the principal details well defined: it is in decadent

style, under late Greek influence, but may be as early as tin-

fourth century. H. i ft. <)? in. I, cxix, <S(>2.

IMS has the horns less clearly represented, and the staff

becomes a massive club. There is red paint on the ears,

pipes, and cloak-border. H. i ft.
jj

in. I, cxix, 807.

i i 16 has the same pose and details as i i 1 5, but is more care-

lessly executed. The head is separate, and does not certainly

belong to the body. H. i ft. { in. I, cxix, S(>s.

i i 17 is a very rude and late copy. The ears, horns, and staff

have almost disappeared, and the pipes are only recognizable

by comparison with i i i4-(>: the cloak is only represented by
raised margins and by rough tooling to render its hairy texture.

H. i ft. 2\ in. I, cxix, S<>(>.

i i iS is still more rudelv cut, and the shepherd's staff has

vanished altogether. This figure and i i 17 are ithyphallic.

H. o in. I. cxix, Ss<).

1 1 u)-2o. KRIOPHOROS OR GOOD SIH-.PHI-:RD, carrying a ram on

his shoulders, and holding it by the feet in either hand; prob-

ably to represent some shepherds' deity. In Greek sculpture

the type appears in the sixth century; it is usually identified

with Hermes; and, after long popularity in the Graeco-Roman

world, was adopted and further developed in early Christian

art.

I 1 IQ is in Oriental style, with F.gvptian head-dress, foldless

tunic from neck to ankles, and bare feet. There is red paint

on lips and ears. The ram's head is separate, and does not
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belong to the body for certain, but the motive of the figure
Wall

is clear. About 650-600 B. C. H. 9! in. Doell, vii, 3, ,g

Se

202. I, xvi, 22.

1120, in Mixed Oriental style, rather later than 1119: with

heavy features, prominent eyes, strong eyebrows, and many
small locks of hair. The dress consists of tunic, belt, and

short over-tunic, cut away in front as in 1358. The ram's head

is carefully executed, and its fleece is rendered by rough tooling.

Below the waist the figure is broken away. About 600-550

B. C. H. i ft. | in. Perrot, fig. 402. I, xvi, 21.

With these Kriophoroi should be compared the small Kriophoros

supporting a bowl 1141; the ram-headed and ram-throned

figures of Zeus Ammon, the shepherds' deity of pastoral Libya,

1 1 36-40; and a clay figure from Ormidhia in the British Museum,

Catalogue of Terracottas A. 90.

1 121-3. SATYRS, nude and grotesquely modelled, with large round \Vall

beards and protruded tongues: compare the satyr 2069 in Case

the Collection of Terracottas. It is not certain whether these 3

satyrs come from sanctuaries or from tombs. If from sanctu-

aries, they may be attributes of Herakles, like the lions and

snakes; for the herdsman of Geryon is represented in satyric

form, on the slab 1 368 in Floor-Case F. They may, however,

have been simply regarded as woodland demons, like the

goat-footed Pan.

1 121 is in Mixed Oriental style, and aggressive pose. About

600 B.C. H. 5^ in. Doell, vii, i, 199. I, Ivii, 370.

1 122 is in Archaic Cypriote style, and aggressive pose; it seems

to have formed part of a larger group. About 550-500 B. C.

H. 5^ in. I, Ivii, 369.

1123 is in late Hellenistic style, with long beard: compare
the Hellenistic figure of Silenus 1225 in Wall-Case 47.

H. 4^ in. I, Ivii, 371.

SEATED AND RECUMBENT FIGURES OF DEITIES AND VOTARIES

At some Cypriote sanctuaries, small seated figures are very com-

mon, and figures of similar types are sometimes found also in

tombs. Most of them represent either the Mother Goddess with

her infant; or the "Lady of Cyprus" without an infant; or Zeus

Ammon; or male or female votaries; and they should be compared
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'" with the renderings of tin- same motives in the Collection of Terra-
so'.

.40
COttaS -

i 124-^2. Nt'RMN<; MOMII-K^ of various periods and stvles.

i 124 sits in a high-backed throne with arms, and has Oriental

features. Kgyptian head-dress, and heavy collar and pendant;

the child lies across her lap and is held clumsily with both

hands. About Ooo B. ('.. H.<>|;';in. I, xxxviii. 247.

112^ is of a tvpe closely allied to 1124. but the feet of the

child hang down bevond the Mother's knees, and there is

red paint on her robe. About (>oo B. (!. II. ^ in.

I, xxxviii. 251.

M2<> has heavy Oriental features, and wears a characteristic

veil which falls from the head before each shoulder, and is

then brought round over each knee. I here is red paint on

the robe-borders and on the throne. About 600 B. C.

H. ~\ in. I, Ivii, 394.

1127. in Mature Cypriote style, but careless workmanship,
shows the same veil, and also a characteristic pointed hood

for the child, which persists through all later phases. About

500-400 B. C. H. 7^ in. Doell, vii, i(>, 207.

ii2<S-(). in decadent style, show almost no details, but 112^

bears traces of red paint, and i 129 has the child seated upright.

About 4oo- $00 B. ('.. Us. 65 in. =;', in. I, Ivii, 39S d 129).

i i}o-}i are in a late conventional style, highly coloured, and

of uncertain date: these varieties are common in the sanctu-

aries at Idalion, Achna, and elsewhere, i i }o has the child

standing upright on the Mother's left knee. After 300 B. C.

Hs. 7;' in., 9 in. Perrot, fig. 377 (cf. 1124).

i 1^2-4. SEVTED DEITIES OR VOTARIES The veil and necklace,

and the flower in the hand of i i ]2 place this figure in the same

class as the standing votaries 10^0-4 in Wall-Case 35. 600-

500 B. C. Hs. 10 in, 4', in, 4', in. I, xxxviii, 249 ( i 1 12).

1 1 }} .MINIATURE SHRINI-. or TIM-. MOTHER GODDESS. The shrine

is four-sided, with a pointed roof. Two adjacent sides are

blank, and on the other two are five figures of the Goddess,

nude, with hands pressed to breasts, as on the sarcophagus
i 361 in Centre-Case K, and in the figures 2144-6 in the Collec-

tion of Terracottas. H. 4', in. 1, xxix, 200.

There seems to have been a cult of Zeus Ammon in Cyprus in the
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fifth century, for his horned head appears on coins of that period ^ a "

(British Museum's Coin Catalogue (Cyprus) PI. xiii, 9, 10). It ^
s<

may have been introduced from Cyrene, with which city King Evel-

thon of Salamis was in especially friendly relations in the middle

of the sixth century.

1 136-40. ZEUS AMMON, seated on a high-backed throne, of which \Vall

the arms are formed by rams. The deity has rams' horns Case

on his head. These details are best seen in i 136; in the other
'

examples (i 137-1 139) the carving is very rough, and is supple-
mented by black and red paint. The material of 1137 is

unusually soft and white. About 600-500 B. C. Doell, vii,

12,222(1138). Hs. 7! in. 3! in. I, 583,584; 248, 250.

i 140 shows the same type translated into Hellenistic style, and

the deity is bearded and wears a high polos head-dress. After

300 B. C. H. 6| in. I, Ixxxviii, 582.

1141. RAM-HEADED KRIOPHOROS, supporting a bowl like the

sphinx bowls 1087-9 'n Wall-Case 36. Here the ram-horned

deity, identified in 1136-40 with Zeus Ammon, is himself

carrying a ram, like the Shepherds' Patrons 1 1 19-20. The
fleece of the ram is shown by the same rough tooling as in

i 1 20. The lower part of the figure is missing. It is clearly

rough work of about 500 B. C. H. 35 in.

1142-5. RECUMBENT VOTARIES, probably engaged in the sacred

meal which forms part of many early rituals: compare the

complete banquet scene in Oriental style 1020 in Wall-Case

30, and the relief on the west face of the sarcophagus 1364 in

Centre-Case D. All are about 600-500 B. C.

1 142, in long tight-fitting tunic, rests on a couch with pillows,

and raises both hands as if drinking or playing the double

pipe. In front of him stands a small female figure with

broad frontlet and two heavy necklaces, and a flower in her

right hand. There is red paint on the clothes of both figures,

and black on the shoes of the larger. About 600 B. C.

H. 6i"6 in.

1 143 has the same long tunic as 1 142 but is a younger man and

wears a pointed cap. H. 5! in. Perrot, fig. 398.

1 144, also young, has a short-sleeved tunic, and only a narrow

band about his head. H. 4 A- in.

1 145 is bearded, and has close-cut hair. H. 3! in.
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^ill i i.)()-s?. VOTIVE ANIMALS AND BIRDS are found in many saiutu-

"l'

S

j,
aries, and similar statuettes were sometimes placed in tombs.

They are usually the offerings of poor folk, and are more com-

monly of clay than of stone: such figures are 2070-97 in the

Collection of Terracottas. Domestic animals are commonest;
those shown here are all of uncertain date.

I 146. Cow and calf. H. 7', in. Ooell, vii, 224 I, cviii, 660..

1 147. Two cows and a calf. H. (>', in. I, xcviii, 666.

1 148. Sheepfokl containing a drinking trough and six sheep.

L. 8J in. I, xcviii, 668.

i 140-50. Coursing hound seizing a hare. Compare with this

the large hound 1223 of similar breed, and rather late Cypriote

style; it is placed for convenience in Wall-Case 48. Hs. 2\

in., i { i! in. Ls. 6.J in., 6| in. I, Ixxx, 525, 523.

Wild animals are either attributes of deities, or thank-offer-

ings for relief from some pest or danger, such as snake-bite:

in the latter case, the offering may appropriately be dedicated

to the deity whose sacred animal caused the trouble, or an

animal becomes the attribute of that deity: for examples

see p. 127 above.

1151-2, Bird (1151) with red paint: two birds (1152) beak

to beak, with much red and black paint. These may well

be the sacred doves of the Goddess of Paphos, which are

shown in ancient representations of her temple (p. 125 ).

Hs. 3! in., 4 in. Perrot, fig. 405 (i 152). 1, Ixxx, 526, 527.

1153. Snake, coiled on a low pedestal or altar; much red

colour. H. 2j in.

With these offerings for protection from various dangers, compare
the votive limbs or organs liable to accident or disease, 1675-87

in Wall-Case 75; and the late thank-offerings for childbirth 1226,

and other bodily peril 1227 in Wall-Case 47.

Wall
H 54~72 - OFFERINGS AND ATTRIBUTES HELD BY VOTARIES, are

Case represented here by a series of fragments from statues of

4' various periods. These are often found broken away, in

spite of the ingenuity of the Cypriote sculptor in adapting

his design to the defects of his material. Most of them are

hands holding an object or resting on it.
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1154-5. Sword-hilts of Assyrian type, with ringed grip and

globular pommel, not later than the seventh century; they were

worn horizontally in the girdle, and supported the left hand

of the wearer. 1 1 54 is more than life-size, but hardly large

enough to have belonged to the colossal head 1257 in Floor-

Case XI. L. i2in., 6| in. I, xxviii, 125, 124.

1156-7. Libation-bowls, held in the right hand: a similar

bowl (4579) . in the Collection of Silver Plate upstairs is of

the fifth or late sixth century. D. 6f in., 5 in. I, xxviii, 105

("57)-

1158. Flowers, forming a votive nosegay; probably of the

sixth century. H. 5^ in. I, xxvii, 101.

1 159. Lustral spray, in a right hand, like that held by 1062,

1069. About 500 B. C. H. io| in. I, 118.

1 160-1. Incense-box (and ears of corn, 1160), held in the left

hand, as in 1068-9. Hs. 7! in., 7^ in. I, xxviii, 112(1 160).

1 162. Goat, held by the forelegs in the left hand, as in 1066;

there is red paint on the goat's beard. H. ~\ in.

1163-4. Dove, held by the wings (1163) as in 1068-9, 1072,

1076, or beneath the hand (1164), as in 1204-5. Hs. 5! in.,

5! in. I, xxviii, 138, 140.

1165. Swan, held beneath a hand, probably from a Temple-

boy like 1206 in Wall-Case 45. H. 5 in. I, xxviii, 139.

1 166. Bird, perhaps an eagle, from a statue like 1075 or 1351

in Centre-Case A. The wing feathers are clearly shown,

but the rest of the plumage only by rough tooling like that

on the rams 1120, 1141, and by red paint. L. i ft. 3 in.

1 167-8. Bunch of Daisies, in the same style as the crowns of

leaves, flowers, and berries on the large heads 1297 ff. in Floor-

Cases XIV, XV. Hs. 3 in., 3-| in. I, xxix, 166 (i 168).

1169-72. Fruit-offerings as follows: apples (1169, 1171);

pomegranate (1170); smaller fruit in a dish (1172); the right

hand 1169 holds also an incense-box like 1160-1. Hs. 3! in.-

3 in. I, xxix, 173, 171 (1169-70).

1173-6. OTHER FRAGMENTS OF STATUES, all of Hellenistic style

with red paint ; parts of a throne ( 1 1 73-4) with grotesque heads

of goat (i 173) or bird (i 174); a Medusa head (i 175), perhaps
from a statue of Athena: compare the Gorgoneion on Cypri-
ote coins (British Museum Coin Catalogue, Cyprus, PI. xiii,
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Wall *; xxv. 12) and tin- upper b;ir of a Creek Ivre (M7<>), from a

votive musician like 1085 in Wall-Case ^. Us. 8J in.
-
4^ in.

Doell, xiii. 2. 788. Cyprus, p. I 58.

1, xxix, 1X4 11127); lxxxi\', 347 (1173); xxvii, 98 (1174);

xx\'ii, 97 (i I7(>).

LAITR TYPKS OF VOTIYI-: STATU-TTKS
This group resumes the series of standing male votaries which

was interrupted at 1079, in Wall-Case 34, to deal with the female

votaries, 1080 IT., and other types, io8(> IT., which were contempor-

ary with the earlier groups. The later series, now to he described,

begins at the point where the Cypriote style, having attained

to maturity under early Creek influence, about 500 B- C., becomes

first stagnant, then decadent, and falls into more and more servile

imitation of the later styles of contemporary Creece.

DECADENT STYLE UNDHR LATER GREEK INFLUENCE
A BOLT 40O-300 B. C.

These later types all preserve a conventional uniformity of design,

but show many varieties of pose and attributes. Most of these

small-scale votaries represent young men, and so also do the con-

temporary heads of about half life size, 1^12-17, in Floor-Case XV.

Bearded figures of life size were, however, in use for persons of

greater age and importance: for example, 1407-8 in Wall-Case (>s,

and the head 1291, in Floor-Case XIII. All wear the hair in short

curls, beneath a crown of leaves.

Wall i ' 77-^7- MALL VOTARIHS, standing, fully draped, usually in

Cases tunic to the feet, often of crinkled material ( I 180, i 18}, i 185-6),
* "4 and sometimes also a cloak hanging from the left shoulder, and

wrapped round the waist (1177, 1181-3, 1187). More rarely

the tunic is short (i 178) in the fashion of everyday Creeks, or

is girt with a belt (i 183). Usually the pointed shoes of indoor

dress are worn; but i 187 wears sandals. The votary holds a

kid ( 1 179) or a dove (i 178, 1 180, i 183-5), or a spray of leaves

(i 181-2), or incense-box ( i 182), and perhaps other offerings now

disfigured (i 177, i 180). Occasionally the free hand is empty

(1186), or rests on a short column (1187). The treatment is

poor and flat, and is supplemented by red paint (i 180-85, i 187).

Hs. i ft. 7s in. 8 in. Doell, iii, (>, 103 (1180).

I, cxiv, 809, 808, 807, 806, 8 1 i
; Ixvii, 448; cxiv, 815(1 178-84).
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HELLENISTIC STYLE AFTER 3OO B. C.

After the reorganization of Alexander's conquests in vast terri-

torial kingdoms, the conception of a national ideal in art or thought

fell out of vogue, and with it the few remaining traces of traditional

or provincial styles. Yet while it accepted the cosmopolitan fashions

of the Hellenistic Age, Cyprus could not abolish the observances

in the ancient sanctuaries. Side by side, therefore, with common-

place copies of the later representations of Greek deities, and

the new schools of portraiture, we find several classes of sculpture

which are either peculiar to Cyprus, or better represented here than

elsewhere. Chief among these are the male votaries 1188-1203,

which thus form a continuous series from the beginning to Graeco-

Roman times, and the so-called Temple-boys, the earliest of whom
seem to belong to the fifth century B. C., and the latest to the

fourth centurv A. D.

1201 1203

1188-1202. MALE VOTARIES. The dress is the loose tunic and

cloak of everyday Greek life; but 1 193 and 1 197 have a peculiar Cases

flat cap, and 1191 wears a chain of beads and pendant amulets 42~44

slung over one shoulder like a sword belt. As both the cap
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^'" and the belt are worn also by Temple-boys 1204-22, in Wall-

Cases 4S-<>, it is possible that these standing figures mav
4* 44

themselves represent either Temple-boys or some similar

class of worshipper. Among the attributes carried by the

votaries are the dove (ii()4, i M>( >-<', 1202), spray of leaves

(1190), apple (IK)4, !!()(>, 1198), libation bowl or other vase

(i 188, 1199), and incense-box (i 189, i HH, i 195; compare 1202

unusually large), which are all common to this group and its

predecessors. The work is poor and even rough, and paint

is still used to supplement carving; there are traces of red on

i iS(), ii()i-2. H. 2 ft. V8 in- i ft. jl in. Doell, v,

q, i,} (ii<S<S); vi, (). ns (1190); iv, 8, \~-,2 (ii()i); iv, 7,

I4S (ii()s); vi, 2, i}(> (1202); Cyprus, p. 240.

I, cxxxiv. ()(>4 (ii<SS); cxxxvii, 1024-9 (\ \<.)}-y-\-2: 1202-1).

Wall 120}. MALI-; VOTARY, of unusual style, resembling the early Hellen

Case istic art of Northern India. It represents a very stout figure

with copious wavy hair in long ringlets to the shoulders. It

is nude above the waist, and clothed below in a loose robe

which falls to the ankles and is confined by a belt with long

fringed ends. In front of the body a struggling lion, borrowed

from Herakles, is held head downwards in the right arm, and

the left arm is slightly raised. Both lion and arm, however,

are much damaged. It may have been the artist's intention

to reproduce the ancient type of the Lion-slayer. The figure

is certainly very late and closely resembles the Temple-boys
1220-22. There are traces of red paint on the drapery, and

yellow-brown colour on the feet. H. 2 ft. I, Ixxxvii., 579.

Wall 1204-22. TEMPLE-BOYS, of various periods and styles. These
Cases are among the most characteristic votive

sculptures of Cypriote sanctuaries, and

have been found on a number of sites.

Most of them are in stone, but there are

also clay figures like 1463 in Floor-Case

X, and 2291-8 in the Collection of Terra-

cottas. A "Temple-boy" is an infant or

young lad, usually stout and fleshy, seated

in a characteristic attitude, with the

body resting on one thigh and on the
12tr

hand of the same side, while the other

leg is in a sitting posture, with the foot firmly on the ground.
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Occasionally, however, the Temple-boy crawls on hands and Wall

knees (1212), or stands erect like i 188, 1193 above. Some-
4f

S

?^

times a Temple-boy is nude, but the com-

monest dress is a short tunic, often sleeve-

less, and usually drawn up in front so as

to expose the groin; rarely the ordinary

full-dress of an adult is worn (1213).

The head is generally bare, with short

curls; but sometimes the same character-

istic flat cap is worn as on 1193, 1197

above, and occasionally a Phrygian

cap with a soft peak (1216). Some wear earrings (1210-

n, 1218-9) ar>d bracelets (1210, 1217) and nearly all

wear a chain of beads with many pendant amulets, including

numerous signet-rings. This chain is usually worn over one

shoulder and under the other arm, but sometimes as a neck-

lace (1218, 1220); and 1 22 1 has two such necklaces, with very

long central pendants. Similar pendant signets, and other

amulets are included in the Collection of Ornaments : the signets

may mean that the wearer was custodian of Temple-treasures
or archives. Similar chains of pendant signets are worn by

sculptured figures of Graeco-Indian style of which the Metro-

politan .Museum has examples (Ace. Nos. 13, 96, i 33).

Temple-boys often hold an attribute in one or both hands:

of these the commonest is a bird (1204, 1216, 1218, 1221-2)

usually swan (1204-6), dove (1208-9,) or cock (1211, 1220).

Others hold a hare (1215, 1219), or a tortoise (1212 [two],

1214), a Greek emblem of Aphrodite; others again have an

apple (1213, 1222), or an incense-box (1207), or a wreath (1210).

H. i ft. 3 in. 6 in.

I, cxxx-cxxxii, 973, 977, 963, 957, 960, 964, 943, 970, 978,

980, 966, 968, 955, 982, 961, 971, 975, 984, 976.

The chronology of these figures is not easy to determine; 1204 is

certainly not later than the fifth century, B. C., and 1205-6 may be

as early as the fourth; 1207 also shows traces of Cypriote style;

but the majority are late Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman. In some

of the latter, there is an evident attempt to give a portrait character

to the head (1207, 1213-5); but it is not certain that the head of

1213 belongs to the body. Probably the latest examples are

1219-22, which pass over into a heavy barbaric style, with a likeness

(which can hardly be accidental) to the Hellenizing art of Persia
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^'11 .nul Northern India: the standing figure 120^ is in tin- sanu- har-
( ..IM'S , ,

IS. 4
ba st > 10 -

No satisfactory explanation has been given <>l these lemple-boys.

Ihev are commonest in Cyprus, but the type recurs as far afield

as Carthage, on a votive or funerary relief ( IVrrot-Chipie/., III, p.

45X, tig. }27):thev are very fullv discussed by l)e Kidder, ('.atalo^He

de Clercq (.Intiquiti-s Cbypriolcs, No. i(, PI. VII.) They may
represent real children, dedicated to the service of the sanctuary,

like the infant Samuel; or the divine child tended by a Nursing

Mother, as Horus by Isis; or they may be a divine companion
of a goddess like the Syrian Adonis, or the (ireek Hros; or a more

independent personage like the Hgyptian Ptah-sekar, whose Greek

successor Harpokrates becomes blended eventually with Hros

in a very variable series of late clay figures, represented by 2}o2-iS

in the Collection of Terracottas.

\\all The remainder of this series illustrates the very miscellaneous
'' *"

offerins which were occasionally dedicated at the larger and more

popular sanctuaries in the Hellenistic Age. The seated hound 122^

belongs to the series of votive animals in \Vall-Case 40.

122}. Sh.vn-D HOUND, with long pointed muzzle, large eyes,

Case small erect ears, and smooth hair. Around the neck is a

plain collar painted red, and there is red paint also on the

eyes and lips, and within the ears. It is probably a votive

offering from some hunter. Like the hare-and-hound groups

1149-50, which show the same breed of hound, the date is

uncertain, but it cannot well be earlier than the fourth cen-

tury. H. i ft. (> in. Cyprus, p. 114. I, cxxii, (>oS.

1224. YOUNG MAN, erect and nude except for a small cloak flung

over the left shoulder and secured by a clasp. His right hand

rests on his side; the left carries a shepherd's staff, and another

object, which may be the skin or carcase of some animal.

Head, right arm, left hand, and both feet are missing. It

is perhaps a late rendering of the Shepherds' Patron 1114-^

in Wall-Case 37, in fair Hellenistic work. H. i ft. S] in.

I, cxvi, 830.

1225. SILKNUS, missing below the waist. He seems to have held

a wine-skin under his left arm. I.ate Hellenistic work, very

rough, with traces of black and red paint on the head, which

alone seems to have been finished. H.ii'in. I.Iiv, 346.

1226. CHILD-BIRTH GROUP, in careless Hellenistic style, perhaps
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not made in Cyprus. The mother reclines on a high couch, \Vall

and is supported behind by a standing attendant. By the ^ase

foot of the couch another attendant holds the infant. Similar
47

votive groups are found in all styles, both in stone and in

clay; the latter go back far into the Early Iron Age.
H. 6^ in. L. 9! in. Doell, vi, i, 174. I, Ixvi, 435.

1227. VOTIVE SLAB, for deliverance from organic disease. Carved

on the slab, in a late style of relief, are two breasts and another

object obscurely representing some internal organ. Compare
the smaller votive offerings of this class 1675-87 in Wall-Case 75.

H. i ft. 3 in. W. i ft. 5! in. Cyprus, p. i 58. I, cxxii, 9 10.

1228-30. PINE CONES (1228-9) AND PEDESTAL (1230) in late

Hellenistic style. The cones end in square dowels to fit a

socket like that in the top of the pedestal, which is of conical

shape with fluted surfaces between heavy cable-mouldings.

The pine-cone is a Greek symbol of Apollo and also of Dionysos,

and has, besides, wide popularity in decorative art. These

votive cones are common on late Greek sites and are in no

way peculiar to Cyprus. Hs. g{-in. 7 in. Colonna-Ceccaldi,

p. 84. I, cxxi, 889, 885, 886.

1231. YOUNG ORIENTAL VOTARY in a loose tunic with sleeves to ^Vall

the wrist; a double belt knotted in front with long ends; and Case

a heavy cloak of Oriental fashion. There are traces of red 4

paint on the dress. The head is separate, but certainly be-

longs to the body; it has heavy earrings, and a Persian cap

with long ear-flaps falling on the shoulder, and a single row

of long curls below its margin. The left arm rests easily on

the girdle; the right is missing. Similar figures from other

regions hol'd an apple in the right hand, and have therefore

been described as "Paris with the Apple;" but in Cyprus an

apple is a common offering or attribute of votaries. Compare
the figures in the same costume, 13 50 in Floor-Case XVI I

; and

the clay figures 2299-2301 in the Collection of Terracottas,

and 1846 in the Collection of Inscriptions; H. 8 in. I, cxx, 876.

1232. ORATOR, in short-sleeved tunic and full cloak, which is

thrown back to leave the right arm free. The head and legs

are missing. The hands are clenched together slightly to

the left, and the intention is evident to copy the well-known

statue of Demosthenes; but the workmanship is very rough,

and the style late. H.7|in. I, cxx, 874.
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. I2H- 5
). Pol r, in sleeved tunic ami cloak, seated in a chair which is

"'48 supported (in 12^) In horned animals, like 1

117^. On the lap

of the- figure is spread a toll of manuscript, on which the right

hand rests, holding a pen. The left arm is broken, but seems

to have held a bird, of which the tail remains. I hese details

are only seen clearly in UM; the figures 1254-1 are executed

in the same flat style as the late Nursing Mothers 1130-1;

and 1234 has red paint on the dress. All three heads are

separate, and do not seem to belong to the bodies. Us. I ft.

3,
3
6 in.

F 12} in., ii.'in. I, cxvi, 838 (1233); Ivii, 362 (1234).

\Vall 1236. WARRIOR, standing in a defiant attitude, with legs wide

Case apart. He wears a short-sleeved tunic, breast-plate with

armoured kilt, and a cloak fastened on the right shoulder.

At his left side hangs a short Roman sword. On his head

which is separate, but belongs to the body, is a pointed heJmet

with loose scrolled brim. He wears a square beard, in late

Hellenistic fashion. Both hands are missing, and both feet

above the ankle. The workmanship is rough but vigorous,

with many traces of red paint. The style is influenced by

the romantic naturalism of Pergamon. H. i ft. 3; in.

I, cxvi, 840.

Wall 1237. SEATED WOMAN WITH TWO (CHILDREN, one of whom she

holds in her lap, while the other stands by her right knee.

She wears a full Doric chiton, and a cloak which passes over

the head like a veil, and falls on both shoulders. The seated

child wears an infant's short tunic, the other the same long

tunic and cloak as are worn by young votaries. All three

heads are missing. H. i ft. 4', in. I, Ixvi, 436.

1238. FHMALE LYRE-PLAYER, standing, in Doric chiton and cloak.

She plays a lyre of Greek pattern, which is secured by a sling.

The workmanship is poor and late, and there are some traces

of red paint. H. 2 ft. loin. Doell, vi, 3, i(><). Cyprus,

p. 154. I, cii, OyO.

1239. YOUNG MAN in long tunic with sleeves, over which is a

long Doric chiton to the feet, with deep overfold, clasped

on both shoulders and secured by a rosette-patterned belt.

Another belt passes over the right shoulder and under the

left arm. The head is separate but belongs to the body, and

has large masses of wavy hair falling over the ears beneath

a crown of large leaves. The style is free and vigorous like
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that of 1319-21 in Floor-Case XV, and the workmanship is Wall
C^ use

above the average: there is red paint on the hair and on the ^

dress-borders. A peculiar feature is that the eyes are hollowed

out and filled with hard white stone, in which the pupils are

rendered with a circular drill. Both arms are missing, and

the meaning of the figure is not clear. It has, however, a

general resemblance to late Greek types of Apollo. H. i ft.

8f in. Doell, vi, 7, 172. Cyprus, p. 153.

The following deities, in late Greek pose and style, are said to have Wall

come from the ruins of a temple excavated by Mr. R. Hamilton Cases

Lang at Pyla, on the coast a few miles east of Larnaca. The

inscription 1854 is from the same locality.

1240-2. ARTEMIS, standing, in long Doric chiton to the feet with

girdle, and overfold to the knee. A quiver is slung behind

the right shoulder, and the right hand caresses a fawn. The
left hand of 1240 holds an apple. The three figures differ

slightly in detail, and 1241 has the fawn on the left side, whither,

however, the right hand follows it. The heads of 1240, 1241

are separate, but seem to belong to the bodies. The style is

late and the workmanship very poor. Hs. 2 ft. if in. i ft. 9 in.

1, cxvii, 849, 853, 854.

1243. ARTEMIS OR HECATE, in short tunic, girdle, and hunting
boots with falling tops. From the right shoulder hangs a

quiver, and in the left hand is a long staff which may be a

torch holder, but is broken above. The head is separate and

does not belong to the body for certain. The work is poor,

and there is red paint on eyes, ears, boots, girdle, and staff.

H. i ft. 8 in.

1244. HECATE, standing, in long Doric chiton with deep overfold.

She holds torches in both hands. The head is separate and

does not belong to the body for certain. There are traces

of red paint on eyes, hair, and chiton. H. i ft. 8| in.

Cyprus, p. 152. 1, cxvi, 841.

1245. ARTEMIS, standing, in long tunic with overfold; quiver
behind the left shoulder, and a fawn on the left arm. The
head is separate and does not belong to the body for certain.

There is red paint on the tunic. H. i ft. 7! in.

1246. GODDESS OR VOTARY, erect, in long tunic and mantle,

holding in the left hand a bird which she feeds with the right.
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1247-0. Ft.MALI VOTARY, standing, in long full tunic and cloak

drawn over the head like a veil ami held by the right hand

to the left of the face. Below, it is drawn across the right

arm and falls over the left arm. The left hand either holds

an apple (1248) or is concealed in the cloak (124(1, 1247).

The head of 1248 is separate, but seems to belong to the body.
The pose is that of Ciraeco-Roman portrait statues like the

well-known "Lady of Antioch," and recurs in the lifesi/e statue

1404 in Wall-Case 64 of the Annex. Us. i ft. n in. i ft. 4^ in.

Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. xvi. } (1248). I. cxxxiv, oqo (1248).

1250. FKMALK VOTARY, standing, in long full tunic and cloak,

and high sandals. The head and right arm seem to have been

made separately, and are missing. H. 2 ft. 2 in.

SPFCIAL SFRIF.S OF IIFADS AND FARGFR
FIGURES

FLOOR CASKS XI-XVI! AND CHNTRE CAStS A-G

The Type-Series of Sculpture 1001-1250, which occupies the Wall-

Cases 29-50, consists, for convenience, almost entirely of figures

small enough and of sufficiently uniform size to be easily grouped,
so as to give a general impression of each style. In Floor-Cases

XI-XVI I this introductory series is supplemented by a number
of heads from larger statues, many of which were of life size, or

even larger scale. With these heads it is possible to study in detail

the treatment of eyes, hair, and other features, which are important
marks of style and date, but were imperfectly represented on figures

of smaller scale. These heads are arranged, like the smaller

figures, in sequence of styles, beginning from the early Oriental

style in Floor-Case XI: and with them are grouped other pieces of

sculpture of exceptional size or interest, belonging to each successive

style.

In the Centre-Cases A, B, C, are placed a few life-size statues, selected

from the large series in the Students' Collection downstairs; and in

D, E, F, G, the large sarcophagi and other examples of relief-

work and monumental sculpture. These in turn form an intro-

duction to the series of sculptured tombstones which occupy the

Wall-Cases 51-72 in the Annex.
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ORIENTAL STYLE

EARLIEST PHASE, NOT YET MUCH AFFECTED BY
ORIENTAL INFLUENCES
ABOUT 750-700 B. C.

This rare and interesting group probably represents a phase of Floor

Cypriote sculpture earlier than that in which Assyrian influence ^
becomes predominant. The faces are heavy and square, with well-

marked eyebrows and eyelids, and small firm-set mouth, without

beard or moustache. In some respects, the technical skill recalls

that of the sculpture and modelled plaster-work of the Minoan

civilization, and it is possible that something of this ancient tradi-

tion may have persisted among Aegean colonists in Cyprus, long

after it had faded from their mother-lands. This comparison is

supported by the characteristic frontlets with rosettes or leaf-pat-

terns, like those of the Later Bronze Age, 3002 ft"., in the Collection of

Ornaments, and by the peculiar costume, derived from the Minoan

loin-cloth, on full-length figures of the same style, 1040-7 in Wall-

Cases 31-33. Nevertheless, the style of these heads passes, without

break, into the Mixed Oriental style with Assyrian and Egyptian

influence, and rosette frontlets are also worn by Assyrian courtiers

of the early seventh century. The date of these examples is

probably not much earlier than 700 B. C.; and as a number of the

male figures in Hittite sculpture, and on engraved stones of Hittite

style from Asia Minor and North Syria are beardless like these

heads (compare 4309 in the Collection of Engraved Cylinders),

it is certain that some allowance must be made for mainland in-

fluence. Nothing, however, can be ascertained at present as to

the relative age of the Cypriote and the Hittite work.

A third comparison must be made, with the earliest large heads

of modelled clay, like 1451-2 in Floor-Case X. The series from

sanctuaries at Tamassos, Idalion, and other Cypriote sites proves

these to belong to an earlier period than those with Assyrian feat-

ures; they pass, however, without break into the Assyrianizing

series, in the same way as the stone heads, and probably represent,

like them, the native art of the later eighth century.

1251-5. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES, wearing frontlets

with rosettes (1251-2-4-5) and leaf patterns (1253), within

raised borders (1252-4-5), within which the background is

coloured red (1255) or cross-hatched with fine lines (1254,

compare 1040). In the ears of 1251-4-5 are pairs of earrings

of early form, like 3115 in the Collection of Ornaments. The
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Floor hair falls behind the neck in a smooth mass (1254) as if worn
C "' S

|'

long with the ends caught up into the frontlet; in 1253 two

rows of small curls appear under the

frontlet on the forehead, as in the later

figures of similar type 1044 in Wall-Case

32. Closest similarity with the early

terracotta heads is shown by 1254, with

its prominent nose and pointed chin:

1253 shows Assyrian and 1255 slight

Egyptian influence. Hs. nj in. 6| in.

Doell, ix, 4, 330 (1251). I, xix, 32,29,

(1251-2); xix, 36,30 (1254-5).

1256. BEARDLESS MALE VOTARY, about half life-size, in the same

style as the heads 1251-5, and the smaller figures 1040-7 in

Wall-Cases 31-2. He stands with right leg slightly advanced,

and both hands hanging by the side; but both feet and the

right arm are broken away. The head is separate but seems

to belong to the body. It has the characteristic frontlet with

rosettes and raised borders; below it appears a single row of

small curls. The dress is unusual: the close-fitting tunic seems

to pass at the waist into a plain Cypriote loin-cloth, as in

1040-7; but instead of a waist-belt, a kind of kilt is tied around

the hips, falling low behind, but tapering to points which

are knotted loosely in front. The nearest parallel is offered

by the dress of Hittite figures; but the likeness is not exact.

This kilt is coloured red, and there are other traces of red

paint on the figure. H. 3 ft. 3 in. Doell, iii, 9, 67.

Perrot, fig. 371. 1, xi, 13.

ORIENTAL STYLE UNDER MAINLY ASSYRIAN

INFLUENCE, ABOUT 700-650 B. C.

The influence of Assyrian fashion is chiefly shown in the prevalence

of beards, worn long and square and artificially curled; though

something must be allowed for decorative and conventional ren-

derings. The eyes are large and prominent, and slightly upturned
outwards. The eyebrows are rather arched, the cheekbones high,

the lips vigorously rendered, and the whole expression is aggressive

and brutal. For the pose and costume of the figures to which

these heads belonged, compare the life-size statues 1352-3 in Centre-

Case A.
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ORIENTAL STYLE

The pointed helmet worn by these figures has been described as Floor

Assyrian, but is neither the conical cap of metal used by Assyrian v -'j

s

soldiery nor the elaborate tiara of kings and high officials: the ncar-

1257

est Assyrian type belongs to the reign of Tiglath-pileser (745-727

B. C.) and disappears later. Its shape more closely resembles the

helmets of figures in Hittite reliefs, and of an early class of bronze

statuettes from Syria and other parts of the Levant. A common
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type <>t late Mmoaii helmet has tin- same outline, ami occasionally

shows net. k-guard ami cheek-nieces. Inn is quite differently con-

structed, with rows of boar-tusks or other hard plates on a leather

backing. But there is no precise parallel outskle Cyprus, where

this cap conies into use in the Harlv Iron Age, and was not super-

seded by Creek solid helmets till the sixth century. It consists

of a cap of flexible leather reinforced by an external frame of

tlat metalwork, and running up to a peak, sometimes flexible,

sometimes replaced by an ornamental knob. The leather panels

were sometimes quilted or embroidered, or perhaps even replaced

by plaited strap-work like the helmet of Meriones in Homer (Iliad

X. 263). The metal rim fits closely round the temples, only oc-

casionally exposing a row of small curls over the forehead. On
either side are ear-flaps or cheek-pieces of the same construction,

designed to be tied under the chin, but generally raised and secured

by their chin-straps on top of the helmet, either in front of the

peak or behind it.

1237. COLOSSAL HLLMHTHD HL-AD OF A BEARDHD VOTARY, very

severely and simply modelled. The helmet is smooth, and

the beard consists of four massive locks,

each ending in a single curl. It is possible

that the colossal feet (i25j-a) may be

from the same figure. H. 2 ft. toj in.

Doell, viii, 6, 237. Colonna-Ceccaldi,

PI. hi. 2. Cyprus, p. 123. Perrot, fig. 354.

I, xxxix, 253 (head); Ixxxv, 554 (feet).

1258-60. HLLMLTL-D HL-ADS like 1257, but

not much over life-size. 1 he style of

1258 is still thoroughly Oriental, but the

terminal coils of the beard are gone; in

1250-00 the straight subdivisions van-

ish; and the beard of 1260 is wedge-shaped, in Creek fashion:

the features also are more western. The cap of 1258 is

low and frameless, and the chin-straps are knotted together

over the forehead; that of 1260 shows well the flat frame-

work and smooth panels. Hs. i ft. 6 in. i ft. 2-i in.

Doell, viii, to, 243 (1258). I, xxxv, 222 (1258); xlix,

280 (1250).

1261. BHAKDLD HL-AD of smaller scale, in a style which combines

the qualities of the beardless heads 1251-5 with the hair and
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ORIENTAL STYLE

beard appropriate to 1271-2 in Floor-Case XII; with close- Floor

fitting cap like that of some early clay figures, which have x^j

se

the same prominent nose, pointed chin, and "feathered"

eyebrows. The beard is rendered by a smooth surface painted

red, and there is red also on the lips, eyeballs, and tunic-

border. In the lobe of each ear is a double earring, as in

1251. H. 5j in.

1262. STATUETTE OF A LADY OF RANK. This remarkable little

figure represents a woman of mature age, in Assyrian dress,

standing on a square bracket, which is supported by the heads

of two human figures and another object now broken awav.

The bracket seems to have decorated

some larger object. The figure steps

forward briskly, with the left foot in

advance, as in the far poorer figure

101 1 in Wall-Case 29. The head is held

high and the right hand is raised in a

gesture of command; the left holds a

mirror and raises a fold of the skirt.

The hair is dressed in transverse rolls

and rows of curls, confined by a broad

frontlet; long plaits descend in front of

the shoulders, and a veil or dense mass

of hair falls behind them. The dress

consists of a long tunic falling to the

ankles, and gathered in transverse folds

or flounces. Over this is a heavy cloak

which falls in deep folds from the right

shoulder over the right arm, and it,

caught up below by the left hand. Its upper edge is folded

obliquely over the breast, and the lower has a deep border or

fringe, with zigzag ornament. A rectangular satchel is slung by
a belt from the left shoulder. Two rich necklaces are worn,

together with pendant earrings and lion-headed bracelets.

Though the scale is small, these details are carefully and vigor-

ously rendered, with rare freedom of pose and gesture; yet the

close observance of Oriental costume and the absence of Egypt-

ian influence seem to preclude a lower date than about 700-650

B.C. H.Sin. Doell, i, 2, 28. Colonna-Ccccaldi, Pl.xiii

(" AstartesurlePavois"). Cyprus, p. 157. Perrot, fig. 385.

I, Ivii, 365.
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Case
XI

THE COLLECTION OF SCULPTURE, SPECIAL SERIES

>5. 1 i M.M.L VOTARY, standing, in long foldlcss tunic and close

cap. The right hand holds a (lower in front of the breast.

The features are quite heavy and expressionless. Note the

double necklace, the spiral earrings, and the long pendants
in the lower lobes of the ears. This is typical of a very

large number of votive statuettes from the sanctuaries of the

Puphian Goddess at Idalion and elsewhere, from the seventh

century onward; though the actual examples of the spiral

earrings represented here are mostly of the following centuries.

H. 2 ft. in. Docll, i, 8, 21.

MIXED ORIENTAL STYLE, WITH MAINLY
EGYPTIAN INFLUENCE

ABOUT 650-5^0 B. C.

Floor Characteristic marks of Egyptian influence are (i) the kilt which,
Case

| n Cyprus, often has its centre panel and belt richly embroidered,

and is worn with a skin-tight tunic, short-sleeved and embroidered

1204 120s

at the seams; (2) the heavy smooth wig, enclosing the forehead,

and falling behind the ears, nearly to the shoulders; (3) the slender

proportions, square profiles, and stiff expectant pose of the stand-

ing figures; (4) the level eyes, straight narrow nose, and clean-

shaven face, with small delicate mouth and pointed jaw; and (5)
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MIXED ORIENTAL STYLE

the smooth broad surfaces natural to a school of sculpture which FIooi

had been disciplined for centuries by work on refractory basalts v'n
1

and granites, shaped not with knife and chisel, but by sawing,

hammering, and rubbing.

The pointed cap, however, is still sometimes worn, in new and

decorative varieties, instead of the wig, and as Greek influence

comes in, the mass of hair breaks up into small curls, and a close-

trimmed beard is indicated, first by a smooth surface following

the contours of the face, and later by many rows of small curls.

The "feathered" treatment of eyebrows and moustache is an in-

heritance from the Assyrian style, and from the incised detail on

large terracottas like 1453-7 'n Floor-Case X. There can be little

doubt that these simple devices for rendering the hair were originally

enhanced with colour; as on the smaller figures in the Wr

all-Cases.

1264. FLUTE-PLAYER, about half life-size: only the upper part is

preserved. He wears the tight

short-sleeved tunic, and plays

the double pipe with both hands, . ,

using a mouth-band like the

Flute-Players 1024-6 in Wall-

Case 30. H. i ft. 4 in. Doell,

ii, 5, 52. 1, xiii, i 5.

1265. HARP-PLAYER, in the same

scale and style as the Flute-

Player. The harp is of the tri-

angular Oriental form, with its

pillar rising from a scrolled base

to a floral capital, and the head

of a leonine griffin. H. i ft.

6 in. 1, xii, 14.

1266. PRINCELY VOTARY, standing,

in rich kilt and a pointed cap,

with raised side flaps, decorated

with lotos flower borders and a

rosette in front. He wears

double earrings (either spirals,

or pairs of the boat-shaped type

3166 ff.) and a triple pectoral

collar, consisting of lotos petals,

concentric semicircles and shaded triangles. The tunic is not
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shown, and is perhaps absent, as in tin- royal ligure n(>} in

Centre-Case C. I ho right arm hangs bv tin- side; the left

rest i\l on a quiver or sword hilt (now broken) which is suspend-

ed from the left shoulder bv a double sling. Each upper arm

has spiral bracelets. The belt of the kilt has a clasp ot

crossed volutes, supporting an Egyptian solar disc. The

lateral folds of this kilt are care-
_

fully rendered, and its central

panel is embroidered with an eve

above, then a .Medusa-head with

coiled snakes, then a pair of

Egyptian winged uracus-snakes.

The feet are broken away at

the knee, and the head shows

signs of exposure to fire. H.

I ft. II? in. Doell, ii, 7,30; Cv-

prus, p. 154; Perrot, fig. 350.

I, xlii, 270.

1267. MALI. VOTARY, standing,

in a rare style, with broad flat

treatment under strong Egyptian
influence. The forehead has rows

of small curls; the tunic is elabo-

rately decorated with seams and

strips of lotos ornament, like the

painted terracotta figures from

Salamis, in the British Museum;
Catalogue of Terracottas, A io(>-

122. The right arm is held

across the body; the left hangs
down. The belt and kilt are orna-

mented with uraeus-snakes, and

floral designs in the centre panel.

The legs are bare, with ornate

sandals on the feet, which rest 1207

on an irregular base. The left

leg has been restored. H. 2 ft. 4.1 in.

I, xxx, 201.

1268. HAWK-HBADHD IK-LKI. in kilt and belt : no tunic is shown.

The arms are held across the body. There is red colour on
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the belt and kilt. Compare the Masked Dancers in Assyrian
dress 1029-31 in Wall-Case 30. In Egypt the hawk is the

emblem of Horus who is often identified with Ra the Sun-God,
and consequently would be a natural attribute for an Egyptian

votary to dedicate to Apollo, who
is Sun-God among the Greeks.

H. i ft. 3 f in. Perrot, fig. 413.

I, xxiv, 58.

1269-70. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE
VOTARIES, wearing the close-fit-

ting wig with a border or frontlet

on the brow; the wig of 1269

seems to be parted in the middle,

and its texture is rendered by

rough tooling; the eyebrows of

1270 are rendered by zigzag tool-

ing, and the features show some

Hellenic influence. Hs. i ft.,

i ft. 3^ in. I, xxiii, 54, (1270).

1271-3. BEARDED HEADS with

smooth hair or wig, like 1269-70.

The beard and eyebrows are

rendered in low relief; quite

smooth in 1271-2, but the beard

of 1273 has irregular zigzag tool-

ing. Below the neck of 1272 is

a band of triangular lotos-petals,

perhaps the border of the tunic.

Hs. i ft. if in. i if in. Doell,

ix, 6, 310; 7, 31 1 ; (1272). Cyprus, p. 141.

I, xxiii, 52 (1272); 53 (1271).

1274-6. BEARDED HEADS IN CYPRIOTE HELMETS, of which the

cheek-pieces are usually raised, and show a wig-like mass be-

hind the head: in 1276, however, they hang down, and quite

conceal the hair. The eyebrows are in relief, and zigzag

tooling is used on 1275-6. Double earrings are worn by 1274.

There is red colour on the lips of 1276. With this group com-

pare the full-length statue 1354 in Centre-Case A, which

though beardless has this combination of helmet and smooth

hair. Hs. 10 in. 5^ in.

1277. BEARDLESS HEAD, in close-fitting cap or wig, but of the

Floor

1268
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Floor square Assyrian proportions. The eyes are large ami promi-

YJ? ncnt, like those of the smaller figures in this mixed style.

H. 4; in.

1278. Hi \n 01 A I LITE-PLAYER, like 1264, with double earrings,

and eyebrows in relief. I he mouth-band was rendered in

paint only. 11. (>;j in. I, Ixxi, 4',S.

ARCHAIC: CYPRIOTF STYLF
ABOIT (XX) 5(X) B. (..

Floor 1" tms Rrou P tnc> influence of Oriental conventions gradually
Case fades, as the natural forms are more clearly apprehended, and more

successful attempts are made to render them. The hair and beard

break up into many small curls, at first in rows but afterwards set

more freely. The eyebrows become wavy and upturned at tin-

ends (1270.), and are usually feathered; eyelids are shown (1281);

and the moustache is sometimes allowed to grow (1281), though
it remains close cut, and is feathered like the eyebrows. The plain

frontlet is replaced by a wreath of leaves.

1279-81. BEARDED HEADS WITH WREATHS OF LEAVES, beneath

which one or more rows of small curls frame the forehead.

1281 1284

There are now many traces of red colour on eyes, lips, and

hair. With the vigorous head 1281 should be compared the

colossal Herakles 1360 in Centre-Case C. Hs. i ft. 2\ in. <)

in. Doell, ix, 9, 344(1281). Cyprus, p. 141 (1280-1.)

I, Ixxxii, 540 (1281).

1282-3. BEARDED HEADS WITH CYPRIOTE HELMETS of tin-

usual framed and quilted type. The hair is more freely
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ARCHAIC CYPRIOTE STYLE

rendered, and 1283 has red colour on the lips. Hs. i ft. 2-J-
Hoor

in., 1 1 1 in. Doell, viii, i, 231 (1282). ^\\\

I, lix, 405; xlix, 292.

1284. BEARDED HEAD IN MODELLED HELMET, consisting of

a conical cap of metal, on the front of which a flying bird is

represented in relief, with head projecting in front, and wings

enfolding the helmet: like the flying bird on an early bronze

shield from the Idaean Cave in Crete, probably of the seventh

century. The treatment of the beard, in seven transverse

rows of small curls, is rather stiff and con-

ventional, but the features show some Hel-

lenic vigour. H. i ft. 5^ in. Doell, viii,

1 1, 235. I, lix, 404.

1285. BEARDED HEAD IN A GREEK HELMET, of

the smooth close-fitting "Corinthian" fash-

ion, of the later sixth century, with eye-

brows modelled on it in low relief, and solid

nose-guard and cheek-pieces. But the cheek-

pieces are here shown attached by hinges so

that they could be raised like those of the Cypriote helmets.

There is red colour on the beard. H. 12 in. I, cv, 688.

MATURE CYPRIOTE STYLE
ABOUT 500-450 B. C.

In this phase, the modelling comes very close to that of contem-

porary sculpture in Greece, when limestone was beginning to give

place to marble. The treatment of the hair changes rapidly;

the curls become large and irregular, and develop into twisted

coils. On the crown of the head, and on the beard, much use is

made of fine wavy grooves, with occasional zigzag tooling. At

the end of the period, the wreaths become heavy and elaborate,

with natural leaves, berries, and flowers.

1286-9. BEARDED HEADS WITH WREATHS, showing the varied

treatment of hair and beard. The beard of 1288 is unusually
full and loose. Hs. 13! in. lof in. Doell, ix, 13, 349

(1288); 14, 352(1286). Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. v. (1286), Cyprus,

p. 140; Perrot, fig. 404. I, Ixxxii, 541-2 (1287-8); Ixxii, 469

(1289).

1290. BEARDED HEAD, in a style unusually close to that of Athens

at the opening of the fifth century. The hair is almost wholly
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rendered by fine parallel lines, drawn forward from the crown,
and ending on the forehead in a single row of small curls,

below a narrow plain band. Kvebrows and moustache are

in \erv low relief; the moustache still has feather tooling.

1288 1290

The eyes and lips are modelled with great delicacy, and the

lips are coloured red. The whole work marks the culmination

of the Cypriote style. H. io| in. Doell, ix, 12, 355.

1, Ixxii, 4(><S.

1201. BHAKDI-.D lit AD WITH WREATH, of the beginning of the

decadence. The wreath is heavy and

elaborate, with bay leaves above, and

ivy leaves with their berries below.

The hair is treated in small locks all

over the head; the beard is curled,

and the moustache falls over it in fine

wavy lines. There is much red col-

our on the eyeballs and beard. In

spite of superior technical skill the

style is weak, and the effect hard and

unpleasing. H. i ft. 2\ in. Doell, ix,

8, 346; Cyprus, p. i , }. I, Ixxxii, ,39.

I he series of bearded heads in Cypriote style is resumed at 1309
in Floor-Case XV.

RHI'RhSENTATIONS OF THE TRIPLE GERYON

To the sixth century, and probably to its early part, belong three

representations of the three-bodied monster Geryon, one of the

adversaries of Herakles. They fall into the same class of votive

offerings as the lions 1101-7 and snakes 1110-3, which exhibit

the power of their slayer, and the fragmentary group i 108 in YVall-

Case 38, which shows Herakles wrestling with the Old Man of the
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Sea. Geryon, in Greek legend, was the three-bodied King of Floor

Erytheia, an island in the Western Ocean, and master of famous ^m
red cattle, which it was one of the "Labours" of Herakles to carry

off. Herakles, after other adventures, reached the Ocean, set

up his famous Pillars on its shore, sailed to Erytheia in a golden

bowl, drove off the cattle, and killed not only their giant herdsman

Eurytion, and Orthras his two-headed dog (whose fate is shown on

the sculptured slab 1368 in Floor-Case F), but also Geryon himself,

when he came in pursuit.

Geryon, whose name in Greek means the "Howler," has been

explained as a storm-demon, and his cattle as the rain-clouds,

red in the western sun-glow; Herakles being conceived as the Sun-

God who arises from the east to dispel storm and rain, in spring-

time. Other myths of cattle-stealing are those of Cacus, who
steals these same cattle from Herakles in the neighbourhood of

Rome; and the theft of Apollo's cows by the infant Hermes.

Whatever its origin, a myth located, like that of Geryon, in the

Far West, may well have won new popularity in the centuries

when worshippers of the Oriental Herakles-Melqart, who was the

patron deity of Tyre, were exploiting the Far West of the ancient

world, and discovering the "Pillars of Herakles" in the ocean

gateway of Gibraltar. The traditional dates for the foundation

of Carthage fell in the middle of the ninth century, and the rich

Phoenician tombs at Tharros in Sardinia begin in the seventh,

with jewelry and engraved stones of the same Mixed Oriental style

as these figures.

1292. STATUE OF THE TRIPLE GERYON, with single body, three

shields, and six barefooted legs, of which three are in advance.

The three heads and two of the right arms are missing. The

damaged head 12923 is said to have been found near the

triple body: it wears a pointed helmet with a peculiar double

neckguard.
The third arm also is damaged, but was certainly raised to

throw a spear. There are traces of heavy locks of hair on the

middle pair of shoulders. The body is clothed in a single

tight-fitting tunic, which ends above the knees, and is decorated

jn relief with two combats between a lion and a hero (probably

Herakles) who wears a similar tunic. The three shields are

held in a row before the breast, overlapping from right to

left, the right-hand shield being outermost: they are flat and

circular, with slightly raised arm, and each bears a mythological
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seem- m lo\\ rebel : on the right. IVrsriis belu'ading the Gorgon
Medus.i. in presence D|' Athena; in llir centre, llerakles carry-

ing .i\\.i\ mil- dt l lu 1

Ki-rkoju-s on his shoiiKIrr, ami attack.\l

b)' anothrr; on thr K'ti, IK'rakK-s kiuvlmg aiul >h<M)tinj; at

a (".I'litaiir. Athrna, I'ITM.'US. Ilrraklrs. ami llu- Kcrkojirs

\\oar crrstcJ lu'lnicts, aiul plain roinul shields; Athena wears

a long robe; both the heroes, ami the Gorgon, have short

tunics like that of Geryon.
The figure is vigorously executed in the Mixed Oriental style;

and though much of the surface is much damaged, the details

of the small reliefs can still be seen, rudely but vigorous!)

rendered. Red paint \vas freely used for the background,
and also on the figures. It is noteworthy that the subjects

of these reliefs are all Greek, selected from the achievements

of Herakles and his ancestor Perseus; and that the crested
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helmet and flat round shield are Greek armour of the seventh F'oo r

and sixth centuries. The figure may probably be dated O
a

,

s
,

L

j

about 600-550 B. C. H. i ft. 8J in. Doell, vii, 8, 187.

Cyprus, p. 156; Perrot, fig. 388. I, Ixxxiii, 544.

1293. STATUETTE OF THE TRIPLE GERYON, of smaller and rather

maturer work. The pose, dress, and armour are the same as

in 1292, save that the waist-belt is shown, and the outer

shields both overlap the middle one. On the right shield is a

Catharine-wheel pattern, and on the left a central boss or

rosette surrounded by radial lines. The feet are missing,

but the three right hands, raised for spear throwing, are pre-

served, and also the middle head, which wears a Greek helmet

of early "Corinthian" type, with high fore-and-aft crest,

fixed cheek-pieces, and projecting rim, such as was worn by

heavy-armed infantry in the time of Sennacherib (705-682

B. C.). The eyes are large, the nose prominent, and the beard

wedge-shaped and rendered with straight tooling. There

is red colour on the belt. H. 4! in. L. 6| in. Cyprus,

p. 156 (below).

1294. STATUETTE OF THE TRIPLE GERYON, very small and rudely

cut, in the same pose as 1292-3; but the shields are smaller

and do not overlap. They have a strong rim, and designs

in obscure relief; on the right, Herakles attacks a seated lion;

on the left, a horse's head, facing to the right. Two heads are

preserved, in helmets with the same raised crest and rim as in

1293; and two raised right hands. That on the left is drilled

partly through, as if to hold a metal spear. Though its style is

rude, this figure probably belongs, like 1292-3, to the early sixth

century. H. 2k in. L. 2} in. Cyprus, p. 156 (above).

FEMALE HEADS IN THE CYPRIOTE STYLE

Though most of the large beardless heads of earlv stvles in the r ,

. .
Moor

Collection certainly represent young men, two very fine examples Case

of the Cypriote style (1295-6) are clearly shown by their hair and ^'\

jewelry to be intended for female votaries, like the statuettes

1080-4 in Wall-Case 35. They belong to the same piquant transi-

tion from the archaic to the mature phase as the bearded head

1290 in Floor-Case XIII.

1295. HEAD OF A FEMALE VOTARY, rather less than life-size.

The hair is drawn forward from the crown of the head, and
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frames the forehead \\ith three rows of small curls under a

broad frontlet. A larger lock hangs before each ear, and

larger tresses fall behind. 1 he features are delicate!) modelled;

the eyebrows are in low relief with upturned ends, the eyes are

long and narro\\, and the mouth small and rather priml\

set 1 he jewelrv is elaborate, and instructive tor comparison
with the Collection of Ornaments upstairs. In the upper lobe

of each ear are fourfold spiral earrings trom which hang a

row of cubical pendants ; in the lower lobes, spirals and long

pendant earrings; also within each ear, a double oval spiral.

Round the neck is a multiple necklace of five rows of square

beads, with a single square control-plate in front. Below

this are traces of other necklaces, partly broken away.
H. 104 in. Doell, ix, 5, 308; Cyprus, p. 141. I, Ixxxii, 537.

I2Q(>. Hi-. At) 01 A Fh.MALi: VOTARY, of more advanced style than

1 2()=;. The hair is smooth and crowned by a double frontlet

of rosettes, under which rows of spiral curls frame the face,

and hang low in front of the ear. Behind each ear, three

plaits of hair are clasped together, and fall in front of the

shoulder. I he ears have fourfold spirals in the upper lobe,

and in the lower a large rosette-disc of a Creek type which

prevails from about ^50 to 450 B. C. There is one necklace

of small beads with a fan-shaped pendant. The features are

modelled in a shallower and harder style than in 1295, as if

the sculptor were accustomed to work in marble, which was

coming into use in Cireece about the time when this head was

carved. I he eyes are long and narrow, the eyebrows are

only slightly indicated, and in the upturned corners of the

mouth is a faint suggestion of the "archaic smile" of votaries

on the Athenian Akropolis. IT 12? in. !, Ixxxii, 538.

BhARDU-.SS .MALI: VOTARIhs IN THH CYPRIOTH STYLh

This group runs parallel with the bearded heads of archaic and

mature style, in Floor-Case XIII; with the decadent bearded

heads 1301-3 in Floor-Case XIV; and with the small later votaries

1177-87 in Wall-Cases 38-40. The wreaths begin to show berries

(1297-8, 1305), rosettes (1301), and four-petalled flowers (1200), as

well as leaves. I 304 has a frontlet of pendants like those of a neck-

lace, and that of 1303 is a mere ribbon tied in a bow. The use of

red colour is now more frequent and less judicious, and in the next

group its misuse becomes conspicuous.
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1297-9. BEARDLESS HEADS 01- MALI. VOTARIES, in the same gra- Floor

cious style as 1295-6. The hair is drawn forward from the top ^.^
of the head, in the same Greek fashion as 1290, and is worn

low on the forehead and before the ears; it ends, below the

wreath, in small curls, which become quite free and irregular

in 1299. The features of 1297 have the same flat treatment

as 1296, but 1298 shows considerable delicacy and advance

towards expression. The prominent eyes of 1298 are a first

sign of the decadent style which sets in with 1312-13 in Moor-

Case XV. Hs. i of in. gl in.

I, Ixxxvi, 570 (1299). I, !xxv, 484, 488 (1297-8).

1300-6. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES, of mature and

decadent style, and less careful workmanship. The eyes

begin to be prominent, and the nose narrow and pointed.

The eyebrows of 1300, 1302, 1306 are still in relief, and the

curls on the forehead retain archaic stiffness in 1300, 1304-6.

But in 1 301-2 the hair is simpler and more natural. The style of

1306 differs in detail from the rest, and may be archaistic and

later. Hs. lof in. 6f in. Doell, x, 7, 371 (1300); x,

i. 359 (1304). I, Ixxv, 483, 481 ; Ixxxi, 533; Ixxv, 480, 482,

(1300-1-2-4-5).

1307. BEARDLESS HEAD, PERHAPS FEMALE. The hair is dressed

in upstanding masses on the forehead, with transverse wavy
rolls behind, from ear to ear. It appears on coins of Lapathos,

early in the fifth century: British Museum Coin Catalogue

(Cyprus), PI. vi, 3. This seems to be in imitation of an early

Greek fashion; compare 1356-7 in Centre-Case B. H. 61V, in.

1308. STATUETTE OF A YOUNG MALE VOTARY, in the same style

as 1297-9. He stands, with left leg slightly in advance, and

the right hand extended, and broken away. In his left he

holds a tapering object like a straight trumpet. The treatment

of the dress is obscure. A tunic of crinkled material, drawn

rather tightly about the lower limbs, falls in stiff solid folds

between the feet, which are broken away. Over it, an over-

fold, or perhaps a separate over-tunic, falls from the neck to

the thigh, and shows a double border in red colour around

the neck opening, and less clearly at the armholes. It seems

to be the same over-tunic as on 1358, rendered by a sculptor

who was more familiar with the Doric chiton of Greece. The

same ambiguity is felt in the larger statue 1359 in Centre-Case
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I l<*>r B, a IK! in some of tin- smaller votaries of this period in \\all
Case
XIV Cases }S-4<>. 11.211.74111. Doell, v, 12, i 14; lYrrot, fig.

3<>4. I, ciii, 077.

nH<..\m:NT CYPRIOTE SIYI.I

ABOIT 450 -}<X) B. C.

The Cypriote style has now lost its vigour and independence, and

I l<M>r retains only archaic mannerisms. The best heads are in distant

'^
e

imitation of well-known Cireek masters or schools; the worst are

weak repetitions of the old local types. The heads grouped here

seem to he still intended for votaries, but a tasteless vanity as-

cribed to ordinary persons ideal types of feature, and the attributes

of Olympian deities.

I3(x>. BEARDED HHAD, influenced by the Pheidian presentation

of Olympian Xeus, and perhaps as early as the close of the

fifth century. The hair falls beneath a wreath of leaves, in

large locks. The eyebrows and eyelids hang heavily; the nose

is long and very narrow; the mouth firm-set, with thin mous-

tache and vaguely modelled wavv beard. H. 12', in.

I, cv, 689.

1310. BEARDED HEAD, showing the same influence as 1300, but

of later and more facile execution. There is much red colour

on beard, hair, and eyes. H. oj in. I, xcvii, (>(>s.

1311. BEARDED HEAD, from a tombstone of the same form and

style as 1382-3 in Wall-Case ,2. The hair, roughly but quite

naturally rendered, springs back from the forehead in wavy
locks below a wreath of open flowers. The beard is wrought
in long wavy lines. The features are stifl, the nose flat and

square, and the eyes downcast; probably because the figure

was meant to be seen from below. The background was

coloured red.

This funerary sculpture is very different in style and technique

from the votive figures, and cannot be exactly dated. Much
must be allowed, moreover, for the possibility that the funerary

and votive monuments may not come from the same localities.

H. ni in.

1312-17. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES, in successive phases

of the decadent style. 1312 retains the high crown of leaves

and berries, and the old "feathered" eyebrows, but has the

prominent eyes and nose, low forehead, rounded chin, and
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free use of red colour, which belong to the late fifth century Floor

and to the fourth. H. uf in. Doell, x, 2, 358; Cyprus, ^y
6

p. 14 i. I, Ixxv, 485 (1312).

1313 recalls the young male figures of the Peloponnesian
schools in the late fifth century. The hair is almost straight,

and overhangs the face and ears; the eyes are deep-set and

slightly turned down, with conspicuous eyelids; the mouth

firmly closed, with thin lips and rather severe expression.

H. 9! in. I, Ixxv, 486.

1314-15 attempt the manner of the school of Polykleitos; with

natural wavy hair, less copious than in 1313, eyes wide apart

with well-marked lids, short broad nose, full lips, and at least

some modelling of the neck. All previous necks have been

cylindrical. Hs. 9! in., ii| in. I, cv, 684 (1315).

1316, though damaged and weathered, seems to follow the

school of Skopas, especially in the fullness of the under part

of the face, and in the pose of the head. H. 12 in. I, cxxxix,

1035.

1317 likewise follows a fourth century model, but the face is

too square, as if the artist had miscalculated its proportions.
H. 8| in.

1318 COLOSSAL HEAD, PERHAPS INTENDED FOR ALEXANDER.
It follows unskilfully the traditional portraits, with character-

istic inclination to the left, but is chiefly influenced by the

popular coin types, which are as common in Cyprus as on the

mainland. The hair flows luxuriantly beneath a full wreath

of leaves; the large full eyes are set close beneath the brows;
the nose is slightly out-turned from the line of the forehead.

The mouth and chin are damaged. H. \2\ in.

1319-21. HEADS OF VOTARIES WITH ATTRIBUTES OF APOLLO.

These follow Hellenistic types, with long hair clinging heavily
round an oval effeminate face, with deep-set eyes, and slightly

pensive expression. The rendering of the hair is more con-

ventional and spiral in 1319, less so in 1321, which is nearer

to its model in expression and pose. Hs. n^in. io| in.

Doell, x, 6, 545 (1319). Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI v. (1319).

!, xcvii, 66 1, 659, 663.

1322. FEMALH HEAD, of matronly type, influenced by fourth

century models Over the head is a heavy veil, drawn for-

ward on the left side somewhat, as in the life-size statue 1404
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in Wall-Case (14. I he hair is parted under a narrow frontlet

into \vavv masses above the ears. The forehead is smooth,

the nose quite straight, the eyes prominent, ami chin small

and slightly dimpled. In the ear is a rosette earring with

pendant figure of Kros, like ^Goy-K in the Collection of Orna-

ments. H. i i

'

in. I, cv, (>Sj.

HELLENISTIC STYLE, PORTRAITS AND
CONVENTIONAL TYPES

AFTER }0(> H. (..

Floor All trace of Cypriote sl\le has now disappeared; only the weak

^'v
s
? provincial handling remains. Ideal types are often replaced by

the new art of portraiture, of which the first example in this Col-

lection is the traditional Alexander 1318 in Moor-Case XV.

1323-5. HI.DI-.KLV Mi.s, clean-shaven, with short wavy hair,

rather full face, and firm jaw. 132, is younger and softer

i $26

featured than the others; all are fair representatives of the

prosperous business men of the first century B. C. H. i ii

in. ioj in. I, cxxxix, 1034 (1323); xcvii, 664 (1324).

1326. Yofw. MAN, with short wavy hair, influenced by the type

of the younger portraits of Augustus; probably of the first

century A. I). 11.12 in.

1327. ELDERLY MAN, with thin careworn face, and thin beard:
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vigorous portraiture not wholly free from caricature. Moor

H. ii in. Doell, x, 16, 546; Cyprus, p. 153. 1, cv, 690. ^
a
\

s

f

1328. FEMALE HEAD, with hair parted under a triple band, tied

on the forehead. Above the ears, it is drawn back into a

prominent knot from which long ends fall behind the neck.

The narrow pointed nose, small mouth and chin recall the

portrait statues and clay figurines of the third and second

centuries B. C. H. 1 1 in. I, cv, 681.

1329. FEMALE HEAD, following late types of Aphrodite, but per-

haps intended as a portrait, for the lower part of the face is

rather full, and the lips are slightly parted. There is red

paint on hair and eyes. H. 9! in. 1, cv, 683.

1330. FEMALE HEAD, with heavy veil, loose wavy hair, and large

circular earrings; in a coarse flat style like 1404 in Wall-Case

64. H. 10 in. Doell, x, 5, 544. Cyprus, p. 141.

I, xcvii, 660.

1331-4. YOUNG MEN, roughly imitated from the portrait styles

of the first and second centuries A. D. They seem to have

been exposed to fire. Hs. 1 if in. 9 in.

I.cxlv, 1 148 (1331).

1335. FEMALE HEAD, in the same late portrait style as 1331-4,

with hair in broad bands from front to back, ending in a

circular mass behind. This also seems to have been exposed
to fire. H. 9f in.

For votaries who could not afford portrait statues, or replicas of
p|oor

a masterpiece, the local statuaries around each sanctuary went on Case

reproducing the traditional types, which vary as little in feature
^ X11

or expression as they do in their poses or attributes The wreath

of leaves (1338, 1341) or of leaves and berries (1337) is often omitted;

the hair is quite short, and short side whiskers are sometimes worn

(1341). Red paint seems only to be found on the earlier figures

(1336-8).

1336-40. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES, of earlier but

quite conventional style, with wreaths and red paint; the

mouth of 1338 even shows traces of archaism: probably not

later than the third century. Hs. ~l in. 4 in.

I, cxi, 751, 752, 750 (1336-7-8).

1341-47. BEARDLESS HEADS OF MALE VOTARIES of later type,

influenced by portrait sculpture; 1341, for example, has side
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Moor whiskers and i <4 (>'7 sharper features than the rest. Us 12!

y^il
in.- 8} in. Doell. x, i s, 4 i<> ( i }4<>) ; i,S. 4 17 ( i 547).

I, cxxxix, 1040-2 U342-s-<>); cxi, 1045.

1^48. HEAD 01- A (.MILD, with short wavy hair and late Hellenic

features, of the same type as a marble head from the Temple
of Paphos which is ascribed to the fourth or third century.

E. A. Gardner, Journal of Hellenic Studies, IX, PI. x.

H. si in.

1349. Yoi M. MALE VOTARY, about half life-size, standing, bare-

footed, in ample tunic and heavy cloak of Graeco-Roman

fashion. He offers an apple in his left hand; his right rests

in a fold of the cloak. The head is of the same conventional

type as M4'-7 arR l lnc whole figure illustrates well the class

to which it belongs. H. } ft. 4.^ in. I, cxxxv, 998.

1350. YOINC. ORIENTAL VOTARY, in the same Phrygian or Persian

cap, loose trousers, and long-sleeved tunic as 12^1 in \Vall-

Case 48. The left hand seems to have been extended in front,

but is broken; the right hangs loosely by the side. The right

knee is thrown forward, as if the figure were running or danc-

ing, but both feet are broken below. The head is separate,

but certainly belongs to the body. The limestone of which

this figure is made is of browner tint and different texture

from the material of most of the statues in the Collection.

H. 2 ft. 7 in. I, cii, 675.

LIFF-SIZF FIGURES, SARCOPHAGI
AND RELIEFS

CENTRE CASES A-G, AND ANNEX

In the Centre-Cases are the principal works of art of large-

Centre size or special interest in the Collection. Centre-Cases A, B,

^ C contain statues of life size or nearly so, selected from the

large series in the Students' Collection downstairs. Centre-Cases

D, E, in the Annex, contain sculptured sarcophagi from Golgoi

and Amathus; Case F contains other examples of relief sculpture;

and Case G, architectural fragments and other miscellaneous ob-

jects. On the open floor of the Annex are two anthropoid sarco-

phagi of marble.

1351. PRIEST WITH A DOVE, in Archaic Cypriote style, considerably

more than life-size. 1 his fine statue represents a bearded man
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in Cypriote helmet, long tunic, and cloak, standing with left Centre

foot slightly in advance, and both arms extended from the

shoulder. The prominent contours of the breast, and the

long locks of hair on the shoulders caused earlier critics to

suppose that the figure was intended to be female; and it

has been described more than once as a figure of that "bearded

Aphrodite" who is believed (from

ancient testimony) to have been

worshipped in Cyprus. But both

peculiarities are characteristic of

Cypriote sculpture, the feminine

bust, for example, in 1061, 1065,

1071, 1359 of this Collection, and

the long hair in 1060-1-2, 1065,

and the colossal Herakles 1360.

Moreover, the dress and orna-

ments of female figures are differ-

ent from these, and easily recog-

nizable, as in 1080-4 in Wall-Case

35-

The helmet is of the framed and

pointed kind, and of unusually
elaborate design. The frame is

coloured red, and the griffin's

head on the summit is coloured

yellow, to represent gold. On
the front plates are sacred-tree

ornaments in relief, and in the

panels are traces of black, red, and

yellow, probably to indicate em-

broidered leather; on the back of

the helmet, too, there is much
red colour, and also on the lips

of the figure, and on the borders

of tunic and cloak. The features

are in Archaic Cypriote style, like

the bearded and helmeted heads 1282-3 m Floor-Case XIII,

which have the same prominent nose and primly cut eyes
and lips. Conventional stiffness is already relaxed under

Hellenic influence, but the delicate freedom of the early

fifth century is not yet come. The hair and beard are
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Centre rendered by rows of small curls; and in front of ead)

*? shoulder three long wavv locks of hair fall nearly to the

breasts. The dress consists of a long tunic with sleeves.

and a heavily folded mantle. I he painted ornament of the

neck border crosses with dots between the arms is

common in early (ireek representations of textiles, and in

decorative designs borrowed from these. The lower hem
of the tunic has a border of carved lotos (lowers and buds,

from which falls a deep fringe The mantle, which has

a double border enriched with red colour, is rendered in far

greater detail than on am other figure in the Collection. It

is worn like a Doric chitoru pinned together on the right

shoulder, with a deep overfold; but from the left shoulder it

has been unpinned so that it falls in still" conventional folds

across the body, exposing the under-garment . and is caught

up over each forearm.

On the left shoulder an inscription in Cypriote characters was

formerly read: "Of the Paphian Goddess." But the traces

of it are very obscure; see Appendix. About 500 B. C. II.

7ft. i in. Doell. i, 12, i; Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. ii, in, i;

Cvprus, p. 132; Perrot, fig. 340.. I, lxv,4$i.

The head is separate, hut certainly belongs to the body, and was

seen with it in Cyprus in 1870 by Colonna-Ceccaldi (Monuments

antiques de Cypre, pp. 35, 39-40) two months after it was found.

The junction is well preserved, and no further damage has been

done in refitting. Both arms were carved originally in separate

pieces of stone, a common Cypriote and (ireek usage. I he original

arms have been broken off, and the broken surfaces have been

seriously defaced in refitting. It is, therefore, impossible to be

certain that the present arms are the original ones: probably they

are not; they are, however, genuine Cypriote work, of about the

same period as the body. The cup in the right hand has no parallel

in this Collection, though the hands, 1 1 56-7, holding libation bowls,

are probably of about the same date. It has a high foot, and

one small vertical handle; a form which does not occur among the

clay vessels of Cyprus, but is akin to the early kylikes with two such

handles. The cup is held by the stem and foot, with a gesture of

libation. The dove on the left hand has been broken away, but

the claws of the original bird are clearly seen between the fingers

of the hand, and there is a square socket cut on the Priest's body,

at the left elbow, which was designed to receive a hold-fast attached
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to some such object. The present dove is ancient, but has been

repeatedly repaired, and much disfigured by scraping; its head

and body are genuine Cypriote work, of about the same period

as the Priest's body; but it is impossible to be certain that it is

what he originally held. For similar votive doves, compare 1068-9,

1072-3, 1076, and especially 1075 in

Wall-Case 36, which holds the dove

in the same position as here: com-

pare also the hands holding birds

1163-4 in Wall-Case 41. The feet,

and the base on which they stand,

are modern, as far as the under side

of the tunic: they were cut from a

block of Cypriote limestone, and fit-

ted after the statue arrived in New
York. At the same time, the statue

was covered, like other large sculp-

tures, with a thin wash of powdered

Cypriote limestone, which concealed

the fractures and also the ancient

colouring. This wash was wholly
removed in 1909, together with the

plaster filling of the junctions.

1352. BEARDED VOTARY, in Oriental

style, rather more than life-size

He stands with both arms press-

ed to his sides, and left foot

very slightly in advance. The

feet, which are bare, stand on a

square base. The head is sepa-

rate, and does not belong to the

body for certain, but is of the

same period and style: compare
the large heads 1258-60 in Floor-

Case XI, and the votaries in the

same dress 1001-3, m Wall-Case 29. He wears framed soft-

pointed helmet and Assyrian dress. The hair and beard

are rendered by stiff rows of small curls, and the beard has

a narrow border towards the cheek. The eyebrows are not

represented at all, and the moustache only by very faint

traces at the corners of the mouth. The close-fitting tunic
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Centre falls to the ankles, and has sleeves to tin- elbow, and double
(:aso borders. Over it tin- cloak falls in stiff folds from the left

shoulder; its border is double, and has a zig/ag fringe.

About 700-050 B. ('.. H. (> ft. vl- in. Doell, i, i }, 29;

Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. iv, 2; (Cyprus, p. 14^; Perrot, fig. 350.

I, 407.

1353. BEARDED VOTARY, in Oriental style, life-size. He stands

with bare feet close together on a square base, wearing a

framed and pointed helmet, and Assyrian tunic and cloak.

His left hand falls by his side, and the right is slung in a fold

of the cloak. The beard and hair are rendered in parallel

or radial locks; the beard has a wavy border towards the cheek

and there is no moustache. The only details of the dress

which are shown are the edges of the left sleeve of the tunic,

and the sling-fold of the cloak, and its raised border which

falls from the left shoulder to the right side. About 700-650

B. C. H. 5 ft. 5g in. Doell, i, 11, 2; Cyprus, p. 131;

Perrot, fig. 353. i, xliv, 281.

1354. BEARDLESS MALE VOTARY in Oriental style', life-size. He

stands on a square base in the same pose as 1353, and wears

Assyrian dress, and a pointed helmet without frame, which

quite conceals the hair in front; behind the neck, the hair

falls in a heavy mass. The features are still thoroughly

Oriental, in the mixed style of 1274-7 in Floor-Case XII.

The tunic is not modelled at all, and the cloak only in outline,

where it supports the right arm. About 650-600 B. C.

H. 5 ft. 3! in. I, xlvi, 283.

Centre '355- BEARDED VOTARY, in Archaic Cypriote style, life-size. He
Case stands in long tunic and cloak, on a square base, with san-

dalled feet which, though detached, seem to belong to the

body. The head is in a shallow heavy style like 1288 in Floor-

Case XIII. The hair is drawn forward, beneath a wreath

of leaves and rosettes, into three rows of small curls which

are continued all round the head. The beard is in seven rows

of small curls, over which the moustache falls stiffly beyond
the large rigid mouth. The long tunic has sleeves to the

elbow, and the cloak, which falls from the left shoulder in

a few stiff folds, is supported by the left arm, which is slightly

advanced and holds an incense-box like 1 168 in Wall-Case

34. The right arm is cut clear of body, and holds a spray
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of leaves like 1062; it is separate, but in the same style as the Centre

figure. On the outer side of the right leg, however, are two Case

scars, as if something had been in contact with it; and if this

object was held in the right

hand, the present right hand

may have been assigned to it in

error. About 550-500 B. C.

H. 6 ft. \\ in. I, Ixii, 428.

1356. BEARDLESS MALE VOTARY

in Archaic Cypriote style, but

Egyptian costume; life-size.

The features show the Mixed

Oriental type transformed under

Hellenic influence. The hair

stands up stiffly on the forehead,

and is dressed in transverse

rolls over the head as in 1307,

falling also in three large tresses

behind each shoulder, as in the

archaic "Apollo" statues of the

Greek islands. Both hands hang

loosely by the sides, and are

slightly cut away from the body
at the elbows. The skin-tight

tunic has short sleeves, and

there is a spiral bracelet on

each upper arm. The belt is

decorated with three rows of

rectangular scale-pattern, with-

in a raised border. Below it

hangs the kilt, with lateral folds

and overfolds carefully shown,
and a central panel decorated

like the belt with scale pattern, within a border which ends

in outward-turned uraeus-snakes, crowned with solar discs.

The legs are broken away close below the kilt. There are

traces of red colour on the lips, belt, and kilt. This figure

should be compared with the life-size statues 1357 and 1361,

and with the heads of the same period, 1269-70, in Floor-

CaseXIl. About 600-5 50 B.C. H. 3 ft. 5! in. Doell, iii,io,62;

Cyprus, p. 145 (right); Perrot, fig. 355. 1, ix, n.
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Mij. Bi \KDI.IVS M u i VOIAKY, in Archaic Cvpriote style, life-

si/e. I he hair is dressed as in I ^O, except that the erect hair

on the forehead is replaced by small curls, and the hair behind

the head has rough tooling instead of distinct tresses. 'I he

ears are very large and are set high, as often happens in this

stage. The eyes are large and prominent ; the e\ ebrows arched

in low relief; the chin sharply pointed. The skin-tight short-

sleeved tunic is continued downwards without belt or kilt

to the thighs, and over it is a short cloak falling as usual from

the left shoulder in four still folds with zig/ag edges; but

these only descend to the middle of the thighs. The legs

are broken away above the knee. Both hands hang loosely

by the sides, and arc nearly cut away from the body. In

the right hand is a double spray of leaves: compare the small

figures 1062, 1064 in Wall-Cases 3^-34. About 550 B. C.

H. 3 ft. 1 1 2 in. Doell, iii, 8, 61; Cyprus, p. 145 (left);

Perrot, fig. 195. I, viii. 10.

1358. YOUNG MALE VOTARY, in Mature Cypriote style, half life-
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size. He stands with left leg slightly in advance, but has Centre

both legs broken away at the knee. The head is separate ^
ase

and does not belong to the body for certain. The hair is

drawn forward beneath a frontlet of rosettes, in many twisted

locks, set alternately to left and right; a rare experiment in

orderly variety. The eyes are prominent and nearly flat,

and the orbit is formed by a broad shallow groove, as in the

archaic sculpture of Athens; but both lids and brows are shown
in relief, the nostrils are deeply pierced, the mouth tight shut,

and the chin rather pointed, with a slight dimple. The whole

head stands in much closer relation to normal Greek work

than most of the Cypriote sculpture.

Both arms are cut away a little from the sides, and hang

loosely with the hands (which are broken) slightly in advance.

Under the left hand hung a dagger, from the sheath of which

hangs a small oil-bottle.

The costume of the body is unusual. It consists of an tinder-

tunic which falls in full folds to the knee, but is drawn back

between the thighs far enough to indicate the sex of the wearer.

Over this tunic, which is confined by a cord round the waist,

knotted a little to the left side, is a foldless over-tunic with

sleeves, which falls low on either side about the thighs, but is cut

away in front and behind, high enough to show the waist cord

beneath. Other representations of this garment are 1029-31,

1052, 1096, 1 120, 1308. Over this, again, hangs a rectangular

vestment folded like a napkin, and rough-tooled as if to repre-

sent the shaggy material which was used for towels then as

now. It falls from the left shoulder to the waist, and is

tucked into the belt of the under-tunic, both in front and

behind. The precision with which this peculiar costume is

represented, particularly when the figure's back is left otherwise

so rough as it is, suggests that it had some ceremonial meaning.

Compare the smaller figure 1845 in the Collection of Inscrip-

tions. For another example and for a different interpreta-

tion of it, see de Ridder, Catalogue de Clercq (Antiquites

Cbypriotes) v, PI. I. About 500-450 B. C. H. 3 ft. 7! in.

Doell, iv, 10, 113. I, Ixxiii, 475.

1359. YOUNG MALE VOTARY, in Mature Cypriote style, about

half life-size, stands with the left leg slightly in advance; both

legs, however, are broken away about the knee. The head is

separate but seems to belong to the body. The hair is drawn
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Centre forward under a \\reath of leaves and rosettes, to form a double

g row of curls over the forehead and In-hind the ears. The
c\ es arc proniiiu'iit but nearly flat, and the upturned corner

of the mouth begin to show some expression. The dim is

full and square. 1 ho long dose-lilting tunic is of crinkled

material, like ii^i-j-s-d. 1 he breasts are rather prominent,
but the true sex of the votary is indicated beneath the tight

tunic. The cloak hangs as usual from the left shoulder, and

is supported also by the left arm. The hands are advanced

from the elbow, but both are broken away. About 500-430

B. C. H. 3 ft. <j\ in. Doell, i\, 8, 97. 1, Ixix, 454.

Centre ' }<><> COLOSSAL SiATL'h 01 Hi-.RAKLHs, in the Mixed Oriental

Case style. He stands with left foot a little in advance. The

legs are broken at the knee, but are preserved to the ankle;

the feet, however, are modern, and were made in New York

from a block of Cypriote limestone; the lower part of the legs

has been slightly damaged in refitting. The hero wears the

usual tight-fitting tunic with short sleeves, girt with a belt

with raised borders, from which hangs a kilt or loin-cloth

with a ball-fringe, like that on i ^63. There is no centre p.mel,

and the right-hand side-folds are drawn across the left a little

beyond the middle line. This is an early fashion, which goes

back to the Late Bronze Age, and is characteristic of the

mainland of Syria and Asia Minor before the period of Assyrian

influence. Over the tunic the forepaws of the lion-skin are

drawn over the shoulders, and knotted on the breast. The

lion's scalp encloses the hero's head, so that the jaws frame the

forehead with their teeth showing only one row of hair curls,

and the three short tresses which fall in front of each shoulder.

The eyebrows are "feathered," and there is no moustache.

The beard is broken, but seems to have been rendered with

wavy outline against the face, and radial locks, as on 1333. The

features are in the broad shallow style which marks the first

dawn of Greek influence, and should be compared with the

life-size head i2Si in Floor-Case XIII, though that is rather

later in style. The right arm was cut clear of the side, and

is broken away from the shoulder to the wrist, but the position

of the right hand is clear, where it grasped a bundle of four

arrows in front of the right thigh; compare the attitude of

the smaller Herakles 1093 in Wall-Case 37. The left hand,

which has also been broken away and replaced, now holds erect
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a very short knotted club, which is separate and does not Centre

belong to the figure for certain, though it is shown in Doell's

drawing, made within four or live months of the discovery.

Another interpretation is suggested by the long curved object

which runs vertically in front of

the left shoulder, and is broken

above and below. This ^ooks like

part (probably the string) of a

bow held in the left hand in the

same position as in the smaller

Herakles 1092 in Wall-Case 37.

Though Doell described the fig-

ure as holding both club and bow

or sceptre) it is yet possible that

the indications which suggested

the replacement of this club may
really have represented the part

of the bow which passed through

the left hand; but this point can-

not now be determined, for when

the statue came to New York it

was so heavily encrusted with

lime that even the patterned

border of the kilt was invisible;

and in removing this incrusta-

tion, parts of the ancient surface

have been damaged. In particu-

lar, it is no longer easy to decide

whether the club is of ancient

work or not. It is in any case

disproportionately small for this

statue. The lower leg, though not

recorded by Doell, seems to be-

long to the figure. About 600

B. C. H. 7 ft.
i-J- in. Doell, vii, 9, 178; Cyprus, PI. XII.

I, Ixxxviii, 585.

1361. INSCRIBED STATUE OF A BEARDED VOTARY, in Oriental

style and Egyptian dress; life-size. The head, though separate,

seems certainly to belong to it, though it has been reset a

little in advance of its true position. The smooth heavy

Egyptian wig fits tightly over the forehead, but reveals the
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ears; llu- beard is also smooth, aiul <>nl\ slightly raised from

tin- cheeks aiul chin: il was probably intended to be enhanced

by colour, like tin- large heads in the same sl\le, 1271-127.2,

in Moor-( lasi- XII. I In- moustachi- and o\rbro\vs aro tValh-

iTt\l in lou rrlicf, but tin- nmustav. lu- is ail short above tlu'

lip, and does not reach the sinuous outline of the beard. The

eyes are in almost purely Egyptian style, and the nose promi-

nent and pointed. On the surface of the skin-tight tunic is

outlined a panelled pattern, much weathered. The belt has

the Egyptian winged disc for its clasp in front; and the central

panel of the kilt has a panelled design like that on the tunic,

and also traces of uraeus-snakes, and another ornament, which

may be a bird; but is much weathered except on the right-hand

side. The side-folds of the kilt also show traces of surface

decoration. The right arm hangs by the side and is completely

cut clear of it. The left is held across the body, but is cut

clear of it above the elbow; this part has been broken away
and correctly replaced. On the outside of the forearm is an
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inscription in Cypriote characters:
"

I am (the statue) of Tami- Centre

goras." It has been suggested that the writer intended ^
ase

I imagoras, which is a common Greek and Cypriote name;
but see Appendix. Both legs are broken away at the knee,

which shows the same lozenge-shaped rendering of the knee-cap
as the small figure 1041 in Wall-Case 31. About 600-550
B. C. H. 4 ft. 6-0 in. Doell, ii, 6, 49; Perrot, fig. 356.

I, iii, 5-

1362. BEARDED VOTARY, in Oriental style and Egyptian dress,

life-size, in the usual standing pose. The head is separate

but certainly belongs to the body. The Egyptian wig and

beard are quite plain, as on 1361, and there is no moustache;
the eyebrows are in low relief. There is no trace of a tunic;

in its place is a three-fold pectoral collar of Egyptian style,

with (i) heart-shaped leaves; (2) triangular lotos petals; (3)

oval petal-pendants. The right arm, which falls loosely and

is cut clear of the side, has a spiral bracelet
; the left arm crossed

the breast but is broken away. The belt and side-folds of

the kilt are plain, but the central panel contains a design of

four uraeus-snakes. The legs are broken away below the knee,

which shows rather more advanced modelling than in 1361.

About 600-550 B. C. H. 4 ft. 5! in. I, iv. 6.

1363. BEARDED PRINCELY VOTARY, in Archaic Cypriote style but

Egyptian costume, nearly life-size, in the usual standing pose.

On the head is the double crown of Egypt with uraeus-snake

in front, somewhat damaged. Below the crown two rows of

small curls frame the forehead, and a single larger row lies

behind the ears. The beard, though trimmed so close as to

show the contour of the chin, is rendered with rows of small

curls in low relief; its margin is clear of the mouth, and there

is no moustache. The eyebrows have very shallow ridges,

upturned at the end, and the eyes have the flat prominent

look which marks the transition to mature style. The mouth

and nose are more finely modelled than usual. There is no

sign of a tunic, and the unusually delicate modelling of the

body, and the indication of the navel, suggest that none was

worn. Instead, there is a triple pectoral collar of heart-shaped,

triangular, and petal-shaped pattern, like that on 1362. The

belt has a scale pattern in small panels, not unlike that on

1356. The right side-fold of the kilt is folded well across the

left, as in 1360, and has the same ball-fringe; and the central
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t-i-ntre
panel descends I n>m within with ;i design of uraeus-snakes

"
/ lotos flowers, aiul birds, broken auav below the knees. I his

kill, unlike most o| the kilts in the Collection, is in strut

|-g\ ptian lashion. I lie left ami lianas loosely, and is separate,

but certainlv belongs to the bodv; the right arm is held across

the breast . Both legs are broken away above the knee. I here

is red colour on the lips, collar, and bell. About sio B. C.

H.
.(

It. >,\ in. Doell, i, <>, .) >, ; Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. vi. i.

Cyprus, p. i}i; IVrrot, tig. ^S. I, xliii, 2So.

A figure so carefully modelled in I'.gvpt KIII fashion, so richly adorned,

and distinguished h\ the Ko\al Crown of hgxpt, can hardlv have

been meant for anyone but an Egyptian king; and the onh l

;

.g\ pt ian

king who reigned within the period to which this statue belongs is

the king most likelv to have been commemorated at a Cypriote

shrine. nanielv Amasis i Ahmes), the last king of the X XVI I )\ nast\
,

who reigned from sjo to =>^s B. (... and is recorded to have invaded

and conquered Cvprus. It is noteworthy that, though otherwise

in Kgvpl ian fash. H >n. t his figure wears a beard like a Creek; and that

Amasis. a man of the people, who rose to be commander of the

royal army, caused some otl'ence according to Herodotus (II, 17.21

bv refusing to conform to the court manners when he came to

the throne. The beard worn by this figure is, therefore, no ob-

stacle to this identification.

SCI I.I'It KI-D S-AKCOI'IIAC.I

In all the earlier tombs of Cyprus, the bodies were simply laid out

along the sides of the floor of the chamber without coffin. But

from the sixth century onward, stone coffins come rarely into use.

1 he earliest, such as i 5(1^. are clearly imitated from wooden chests;

rather later, in M<q. the influence of the painted clay coffins of

Cla/omenae in Ionia becomes evident; and by the end of the fifth

century, Helleni/ed imitations of Hgyptian mummy cases are

introduced from the Syrian coast. In Hellenistic times, the

presence of locks, hinges, corner plates, and large nails shows that

wooden coffins were again in use; the woodwork has usuallv per-

ished, but the fittings are represented by 4085 fT. in the Collection

of Bron/es.

1-504. SARCOPHAGI'S WITH COVI-.K, said to have been found at
C^cnt re , -

, , i

f-~^, liolgoi. I lie sarcophagus and its cover are cut each from

D a single block of a fine-grained limestone, whiter and more
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shelly than usual. The cover is perfect and has a gable roof, and Cent

a recumbent lion at each corner. The sarcophagus was found ^
with its east side broken into many pieces by treasure-seekers,

and was put together afresh in New York about 1880. The

original surface, which is everywhere roughened by long

exposure to moist tomb air, but is nowhere seriously corroded,

has been impaired in some places in the attempt to smooth

the joints. A dressing of powdered Cypriote limestone and

gum arabic, applied in 1880 to cover the repairs, was removed

in 1909.

All four sides of the sarcophagus are decorated with scenes

in low relief as follows:

A. West Side. Hunting Scene, in which two youths in

Corinthian helmets and breast-plates, attack a boar with

spears, and two others a bull with spear and bow. In

the background are three trees, a hound, a cock, and a

grazing horse. By a change of design during execution

an unfinished spear-shaft is shown between the archer and

the bull.

B. North End. Perseus carries off the head of the Gorgon

.Medusa, followed by his dog. As the Gorgon dies, the

hero Chrysaor and the winged horse Pegasos are created

from the blood which pours from her neck.

C. East Side. Banquet-scene of four couches, on which

recline one elder and three younger men, attended by a

cup-bearer, a flute-player, and three girls, one of whom

plays a lyre. All the figures but the cup-bearer, who is

unclothed, are in ordinary Greek dress. In the back-

ground under a tree is the mixing bowl for the wine.

D. South End. A four-horse chariot, with a beardless driver,

conveys an elderly man, who probably represents the

occupant of the sarcophagus. Both men are in sleeved

tunic, heavy cloak, and pointed cap.

The workmanship of these reliefs is in the finest archaic Greek

style, with only the slightest hint of provincialism in the

rendering of the faces and drapery; the armour, dress, and

other accessories, such as chariot, couches, and drinking vessels

are purely Greek, and the sarcophagus, if made in Cyprus
at all, must have been carved by an artist trained in one

of the great schools of the Aegean. About 500-450 B. C.
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I.. (> ft. -\ in. II. with cover. \ ft. J in. II. of legs, , in.

I)
II. of cover. I It. \\ in. I , o ft. o' in. C\ prus, PI. X;

Perrot.tig. 410-21; Colonna-Ceccaldi, Rev. Arch., tSys, IM. ii;

Monuments antiques de Cypre. PI. vi; My res, Antike

Denkmaler, IOCXHI. i-vi. I, Ixxiv, 47<>-o.

,._ _
M<>S. S AKc.oi-ii \(,t s \\ini O>\i-.R. said to have been found at

Case Amathus: the reputed place ol discovery, a four-chambered

tomb of line masonry, was still shown in 1^)4, close below the

surface, in level ground northeast of the acropolis: the dimen-

sions given bv the discoverer ((Cyprus, p. 214-270) are approxi-

mately correct; but the depth below ground is overstated.

Sarcophagus and cover are each cut from a single block ol

coarse limestone. They were found broken into many pieces

by treasure-seekers, and were put together with hard white

plaster in Cyprus. Part of the North F.nd (D) and most of

the cover are lost, and the surfaces, never very good, have

suffered much from damp. They were loaded originally

with a hard limewash richly coloured with black, red,

yellow, and blue. The last has mostly turned to green; but

this green is so thick and loose that it may in part result from

the decay of gilded copper-foil. Most of the colour which still

remains is ancient, except about the plastered fractures, and

was thoroughly cleaned in 1909.

The sarcophagus is designed like a wooden chest, with up-

rights at the corners, decorated in low relief with Oriental

sacred trees and bands of palmettes and ivy leaves, joined

by horizontal framing, which encloses a deeply recessed panel

on each of the four sides, containing sculptured figures in high

relief, in Archaic Cypriote style. Above is a richly moulded

cornice; ami similar mouldings are repeated on the panel

frames. The reliefs in the panels are as follows:

A. East Side. Shows a procession, consisting of an advanced

guard of two horsemen riding abreast, followed by two

chariots with horses richly harnessed and plumed. The

driver of the first chariot is the principal personage-
and probably the occupant of the sarcophagus for

over him an attendant holds an umbrella. The second

chariot has two occupants besides the driver.

B. West Side. Continues the same procession, with two more

chariots, followed by a rear-guard of three foot-soldiers

carrying spears and round shields. All the soldiers wear
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SCULPTURED SARCOPHAGI

short tunics, and the horsemen have pointed caps: the Centre

occupants of the chariots seem to wear full dress of tunic ^
and cloak, and all but one are bearded.

C. South End. Contains four nude figures of the Mother

Goddess, standing erect and full face, and support-

ing their breasts with their hands. Each wears a close-

fitting collar of beads, and two looser necklaces with

pendant. Their hair is in many close curls, and two long

tresses fall in front of each shoulder.

D. North End. Contains four grotesque bearded male

figures of the Oriental Bes, an Egyptian dwarf deity

who slays monsters and seems to have been in some degree

confused with the Greek Herakles. They are shown

running to the right, in short kilts with ball fringe. Their

legs alone are in profile, and their upper part is full face.

The only head which is fully preserved seems to have

horns, as well as a beard.

The Cover is of gable form, with a rich design of scrolls

and palmettes on the end, and a palmette on the ridge

between two seated sphinxes on the slopes of the pediment,

rendered in Archaic Cypriote style, like 1086-9, w ' tn

scrolled wings and long tresses of hair behind^ the neck.

Probably about 550-500 B. C. Dimensions, 7 ft. 9! in.

x 5 ft. 2 in. x 3 ft. 2\ in. Cyprus, Pis. XIV, XV, and

p. 267 (cover); Perrot, fig. 415-8. Myres, Antike Denk-

maler, 1909-1 1, v-vi. I, cxlix, 1 184-5; cl, 1186-7.

1366-7. SARCOPHAGI OF WHITE MARBLE of a form imitated from Floor

Egyptian mummy-shaped sarcophagi, which were occasionally
'

exported, and imitated in Phoenicia, and also at Carthage.

A native copy in Cypriote limestone of the end of the fifth

century, from a rich tomb at Amathus, is in the British Museum.
These examples, however, are in white marble (of different

qualities, but both probably Syrian) smoothly dressed, but

not polished, except the face on 1366. Their lids fit onto the

under part with a slight internal rebate, and have small pro-

jections at head and foot and at each shoulder, by which

they could be lifted. Only the face and the feet are indicated;

the latter by a mere transverse ridge. These sarcophagi differ

slightly in style and date.

1366 has no moulding at all on the body. The face copies
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Floor Greek work of the l.ilr tilth centurv , with the hair drawn apart
on i he bn>\v, beneath a hood or shroud, in loose wavy masses

which cover the ears. I he eyes are wide and prominent,
with narrow lids; the nose long, narrow, and slightly concave;

the lower part ol the lace rather fuller than its style requires.

On the loot end ol cover ami under part is cut the Phoenician

letter V\. The marble is coarse grained, and of good white

qualitv. About 400 B. C. L. 7 ft. 4^ in. Cyprus, p. 2SS.

I, xci, 5(>o.

I }(>7 is slightly modelled to the profile of a shrouded body.
The lace is broader and heavier than i }<>0, and follows a

Greek model not earlier than the fourth century. The hair

frames the face in large rudely worked curls, displacing the

ears almost to the shoulders, over which a threefold tress of

hair comes forward on each side. The eyes are deeper set than

in i }dO; the nose is broad and square, and the lower lip rather

over-full. The marble is less crystalline, and of creamy tint.

About 400-350 B. C. Oft. n{ in. Doell, xii, 0, 834;

Cyprus, p. 2iS<S, ^^. I, xci, 589.

MISCELLANEOUS RELIEES AND ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS

|-|oor In Floor-Cases F and G are placed a few reliefs and other sculp-

Case tured fragments of various dates and styles.

Fast ' ^>>s - SCL LITL RI-.D SLAB: HERAKLES AND THE CATTLE OF GERYON,
Side On a rectangular block, damaged at the edges, is a very shallow-

panel, containing low relief. Herakles advances from its

left-hand end, on rising ground. He seems to wear nothing

but his lion-skin, the tail and hind claws of which hang about

his knees. His upper part is damaged, but he seems to have

held his bow outstretched before him in his left hand, while

his right is raised behind his head, either drawing the bow,

or wielding his club, in the pose of iot>0 in Wall-Case 37, and

the well-known coins of Kition in the fifth century. The rest

of the scene is divided horizontally into two stages, a primitive

method of representing nearer and more distant objects. At

the far right-hand end of the upper stage, Geryon's three-

headed dog, Orthros, of the same smooth-coated breed as 1223

in Wall-Case 47, springs furiously towards Herakles, but is

transfixed by an arrow in the neck. Gervon himself does not

appear: he may, however, have stood further to the right,

where the slab is now broken away. In the lower register the
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RELIEFS AND ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENTS

monstrous herdsman Eurytion drives away the cattle. He
is a thick-set satyr-like figure with rough hair and beard, and

a long cloak hangs from his shoulders. As he strides away,

screening the cattle with an uprooted tree, he turns back to

threaten Herakles with raised right hand, which seems to

hold a stone. The cattle are vigorously rendered, in strongly

Egyptian fashion, and a fine effect of number is gained by

multiplying the legs which are shown beneath the nearer

animals. The whole background was originally coloured red,

to enhance the effect of the very low relief.

F'oor

j/

5

East

The whole composition is in the finest Archaic Cypriote style.

About 5 50-500 B.C. H. i ft. 8| in. W. 2ft. lofin. Doell,

xi, 6, 763; Cyprus, p. 136; Perrot, fig. 387; Colonna-Ceccaldi,

Rev. Arch., 1872, PI. XXIV, 21; Monuments antiques de

Cypre, PI. v. I, cxxii, 912.

1369-71. FRAGMENTARY RELIEFS in Mixed Oriental style: all

about 650-550 B. C.

1369 shows part of a tree with leaves and fruit, between two

eagles in elaborate conventional plumage. The style re-

sembles that of 1368, but the work is coarser and on a larger

scale. H. 10^ in. W. 14 in. Doell, xiii, 15, 830.

I, xxvii, 86.

1370 seems to be part of the belt and kilt panel of a large

statue; between broad margins runs a procession of fantastic

animals from left to right; a human-headed sphinx, bearded
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Case
I

Last

Side

Moor
Case

\

West
Side

.nul helmeted ;
another winged ligure (damaged), and a lion.

H. 7! in. I, xxvii, Ho.

1*71, also part of a bell or frontlet, shows a light between a

lion and a bearded Herakles in lion-skin and short tunic, armed

with a short sword. Behind the lion is the how of an archer,

attacking from behind. Behind the man is a conventional

lotos tree. H. <>'. in. I, cxxii, 90.

1372. SARCOPHAGI'S FRONT, of compact limestone, rebated behind

to fit the end pieces of the sarcophagus, which seems to have

been complete when discovered. In low relief, within a

moulded border, are two wreaths, between two bulls, which

face inwards on rectangular bases. Note that their horns are

set full-lace, though the rest of the head is in profile. I hey
are rendered in a stitl archaic style, reminiscent of bronze-

work, and beyond these are ring handles like those of a bronze

chest, carved in relief. The breed is the same as the cattle

of Cieryon on 1368. The style of this relief is unusual, and

its date quite uncertain. L. 5 ft. () in. Doell, xii, 10,

835; Cyprus, p. 14.

. CARVhn Sn-.p FROM A IfiKoNh, on the riser of which is a

panel with arched upper margin, in which is carved in low-

relief and barbarous style a lion pulling down a bull. Both

are drawn full-face, though otherwise in profile. On either

side is a rosette, with a spray of lotos flowers. There is red

paint on the background, and the bases on which the ar'mals

stand. The inscribed step, 1858 (I, Ixxxv, 560), in the Collec-

tion of Inscriptions, with a chimaera in similar style, probabh

belonged to the same structure as this one. Probably of the

earl\ sixth century. L. i ft. 1 1 in. H. 7? in. Cyprus, p. 159.

I, cxxii, 906.
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1374. FRAGMENTARY RHLIEF, apparently part of a pedimented Floor

gravestone, with damaged surface stained by fire. In the
j.

West
Side

'373

pediment is a rosette between seated lions, with a palmette

above, and a cable border. About 400-300 B. C. H. gf

in. I, xxvii, 84.

1375. FRAGMENTARY RELIEF, part of the high head-dress (polos)

of a large female statue, with spiral foliage and flowers in

relief, and an upper border like a mural crown, with towers in

relief. A similar head-dress appears on heads of Aphrodite

on coins of Salamis in the fourth century: see 3670-1 in the

Collection of Ornaments, and the British Museum's Coin Cata-

logue, (Cyprus), PI. XXIV, 10, n, 21, 22; also coins of

Paphos (B. M. Cat. VIII, 8) and the Cypriote terracotta

figures (B. M. Cat. Terracottas, A 278-9, PI. IV). After 350

B. C. H. -\ in. I, xxvii, 102.

1376. TRIANGULAR CAPITAL, with Cypriote volutes, below which Floor

is an egg-and-dart ornament; small palmettes issue from Case

within the volutes. About 450-400 B. C. H. SvV in.

D. 13 in. I, i, i.

1377. CORINTHIAN CAPITAL of debased design, much damaged.
The heavy abacus is of three tiers, with zigzag ornament on

the edges, and the upper surface is adorned with leaves and

flowers around a small circular cavity. This capital was, there-

fore, designed to stand free, and probably served as a table

of offerings or receptacle for holy water. Lustration was

usual in ancient sanctuaries, and the sprays of leaves com-

monly held by votaries are thought to have been used to

sprinkle the water, as in Israelite ritual. H. ioVe in. Top,

13! x i2 in. I, i, 2.
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Moor nyS. S<ji AKI (.AI-IIAI. \\ith cushion-shaped body, and degen-

erate volutes, rendered bv concentric circles; between them,u .

'

.

on each face of the capital, is a rosette, and similar rosettes

adorn t hi- collar In-low. Uncertain date. H. n', in. Top,
|S\ x iSj in. |, j, }.

l ^70. YOTIVI. I MKOM , with high back and arms, designed in

imitation of wooden frame and panelling. The central panel

of the back is tilled with a volute capital, very roughly exe-

cuted. an<.l there are rough scratches on the arms, indicating

hands and a tree. Uncertain date. II. 2 ft. (>J in.

I, Ix.xxv, S5S.

1380. SIONL BOWL, nearly spherical, with two roughly hewn

handles, from each of which hangs a palmette in low relief.

Round the body is an ivy wreath, also in low relief. This

bowl was probably designed as a laver tor holy water, like

the gigantic bowl from the acropolis of Amathus, now in the

Louvre, and the fragments 1X54, i8(>}-4, in the Collection of

Inscriptions. About 5^0-500 B. C. H. about 17 in.

Doell, xiii, 11, (Soy; Cyprus, p. 14=;.

With these objects is placed an alabaster vase with lid, of unusual

sixe (looo), which is described with the other alabaster vases in

Wall-Case 74.

TOMBSTONES AND STKLAK, WITH RF.UHFS
VARIOUS P1.R10DS AND STYLKS

The Wall-Cases of the Annex contain examples of the late tomb-

stones with sculptured reliefs; earlier tombstones surmounted by
lions or sphinxes; votive stelae with rich capitals carved in relief

with volutes and lotos-palmettes; and a few other pieces of votive

sculpture.

1381. STATI h OF A LADY AND HKR MAID. The lady sits full-face

^:

a " on a folding chair, in a loose sleeved tunic, with a knotted belt,

^i
and a cloak which is drawn over the back of the head for a

veil, and falls over both shoulders and both knees. Her right

hand lies in her lap; her left rests on a toilet box offered by
the maid, who stands to the left of her mistress, and holds an

oinochoe in her left hand. The lady's face is much damaged,
and the head and left arm of the maid are broken away. On
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the pedestal below the maid's feet is the inscription "Zoilos

i

of Golgoi was the maker." See Appendix.

The style is Graeco-Roman, probably of the first or second

century A. D. The composition of this group follows that of

the funerary reliefs of Attica; but there is here no frame or

background, and the treatment is as nearly in the round as

the quality of the limestone permitted. It is not clear, there-

fore, whether it was intended to be votive or funerary; but

it is not usual for funerary sculpture to be signed by the artist.

H. 3 ft. 8| in. \V. 2 ft. 10 in.

I, cxxxviii, 1032; III, cl, Suppl. 4.

In Wall Cases 52-57 are a number of representations of lions of

various periods and styles. The lion is not only a frequent attri-

bute of Herakles (i 101-7), but was also popular in antiquity on its

own account, as a symbol of majesty and power, and also in purely

decorative art. In criticizing ancient representations of lions

we have to remember, on the one hand, that the beast was not

extinct in Europe in the fifth century, and survived later still

in Western Asia; consequently, a naturalistic treatment in art was

not impracticable, as may be seen in Mycenaean gems and gold

work of the centuries before the twelfth, and in Assyrian sculpture

of the eighth century. On the other hand, conventional render-

ings of the lion were popular in all the great centres of art and

industry, and were widely distributed and copied. In Cyprus the

principal types are as follows:

I. A Cypro-Mycenaean type, introduced about 1300 B. C., and

perpetuated until the latest days of the settlement at Enkomi;
almost purely naturalistic, e. g., British Museum Excavations

in Cyprus, PI. II, 402,872 B.

II. An Oriental and mainly Anatolian type, introduced before

700 B. C.; highly conventional, with human eyes, simple

massive forms, and few details. The mane encloses the face

and the ears project through the mane. This type predo-

minates in Cypriote art until about 550 B. C.

III. A Western type, developed in Greece from Oriental models

akin to Type II, but betraying also independent study of

living detail. The hair and eyes in particular are ren-

dered with truth, variety, and vigour. This Western type
reaches Cyprus about 500 B. C. and eventually replaces the

older types altogether.
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\\.ill Most of tlu' monuments on \\huh these lions arc placed seem to

I..IM-
|v tombstones. Soiiu 1

, howexcr. .in- saut to have been found

within a sanctuan, ami such \oti\e or commemorative lions arc

well known in tin- holv places of Cin.-t.Yt.'. Two examples (i jKy-K)

arc from the cornices ot small buildings, probably shrines or built

tombs, and show the lion's scalp applied to decorate rainwater

spouts, or merelv as a recurrent ornament, Compare the lion-

headed water-spouts =;<>is-<> in the Collection of Bron/es.

\\all nS^-s. TOMB-- i <>M - wim HANOI 11 Scisix sometimes sur-

mounted by lions, developed under late Hellenic influence

from the earlier lion-stelae in \\all-Cases s (-<>, and imitated

roughly, in Decadent Cypriote style, from the framed funerary

reliefs of the fourth and third centurv in (ireece. That the

rudeness of the work does not necessarily imply a later date

for these copies is clear from the lions in very similar style

on the fourth century coins of Amathus and other cities of

Cyprus. Compare the similar banquet scones 10.20 and iS^q.

i }S2, which is much damaged and has no lion, seems 10 have

had two such reliefs, set one above another. The principal

scene shows a familv banquet. A woman and a bearded man
recline on a couch, facing another woman, who holds fruit

and other objects in her lap. The man holds a drinking bowl.

In front of the couch stands a child in long tunic with sleeves;

its right hand rests in the left hand of the man on the couch,

probably the father, in a gesture of farewell. The mother,

behind him, lays her left hand on the child's shoulder. There

are traces of red paint on the figures, couch, and on a Cypriote

capital, of which part remains below the panel. It probably

framed a second panel as on i -5^3. H. i ft. 10 in. \V. i ft.

io\ in. I, cxxi, 002.

i }S} shows a lion recumbent with forepaws crossed, and two

panels of relief. The upper is a banquet scene of two recum-

bent bearded men, one of whom holds a drinking cup, the

other a flask. Behind them stand two children. The lower

relief is almost entirely broken away. H. i ft. to in. \V.

i ft. 1 1 J in.

\V a |i 1^4 shows only a seated lion from the top of the slab. 'I he

Case head is turned to face the spectator, and the mane is rendered

by very rough radial locks. This type appears on coins of

Amathus in the middle of the fourth century: British Museum,
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Coin Catalogue (Cyprus), PI. II, 3-6; XVIII, 2-4. H. i ft. 5*
Wall

in. Perrot, fig. 407. I, Ixxxiv, 349.
ase

1385 has the same recumbent lion as 1383, and in the panel

a banquet scene, reduced here to a single recumbent man,
with full beard and wreath. He supports his head with his

left hand, and holds fruit, or a flask, in his right. The upper
border of the panel has an egg-and-dart moulding. There

is red colour on the back of the panel, and on the lion's mouth
and mane. H. i ft. 6$ in. I, cxxi, 898.

In Wall-Cases 54-7 are grouped other representations of lions, from

tombs and architectural fragments, selected to illustrate the se-

quence of types. For convenience of exhibition, this series is

arranged in reverse order, from latest to earliest.

1386. TOMBSTONE WITH RECUMBENT LION, in Mature Cypriote Wall

stvle, under Hellenic influence. The head is well modelled,
54

with smooth face, square mouth fully opened, and tongue

protruded between large fangs. The mane falls back from

the face and covers neck and breast in irregular locks. This

shows Greek influence; but the ears are still enclosed within

the mane. About 500-400 B. C. H. i ft. 6| in. L. 2 ft.

8^ in. I, xcv, 635.

1387-8. CORNICES WITH LION HEADS, in almost purely Hellenic

style. The muzzle is short and broad, and the mouth half

closed, though the tongue protrudes (1388). The ears stand

clear of the mane. After 400 B. C. L. i ft. 3 in., 2 ft.

i in. I, 83 (1387), xcv, 638 (1388).

1389-90. TOMBSTONES WITH LIONS, in Mixed Oriental style. Wall

About 600-530 B. C.
Case

In 1389 the lions sit back to back, turning their heads full-face.

The eyes are very large, muzzle depressed, mouth half open,

with protruded tongue. The ears are large and erect, and

stand within the mane, which is only lightly indicated. On
the face of the stele is a crescent-and-disc. L. 2 ft. 1 1 in.

I, xcv, 642.

In 1390 the lions are set back to back, but the artist's intention

wavers; the forepaws are crossed as if recumbent, but the

hind quarters are raised as if they were crouching to spring.

The eyes are small, the muzzle narrow; the ears are erect

and within the mane, which is a smooth mass tapering on

the back, and falling to the forepaws. On the face of the stele
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is a winged disc. I . 2 It.

p. I io.

Doell, xiii. i(, SjO; (Cyprus,

I, cxxii, ()(X).

Wall noi-2. I. ION HHADS in Oriental style, from tombstones or from

statues of Herakles the I. ion-Killer, like MOI-V The eyes

are prominent ; mu//le short and square, with traces of whiskers

in n<)2. The ears of MO2 stand within the mane, which is

a single mass with abrupt margin; in i vi the ears are erect,

but damaged so that their relation to the mane is not clear.

About OSO-(XM> B. (".. lls. N in., v', in Perrot, fig. 40^

( i }<)i). I, Ixxxiv, 54<S, 550.

M<B. TOMBSTONI-. WITH LION in Oriental style; seated with head

turned full-face. The style is vigorous, though thoroughly

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ conventional, and shows

strongly marked Hitlite

influence. The eyes are

modelled like those of

the early human figures.

1 he nose is broad and

Hat; the upper lip swol-

len, with traces of whisk-

ers; the mouth wide open
with straight upper jaw,

rounded chin, and four

concentric folds at the

angles. The tongue is

broad, flat, and only

very slightly out of the

middle, a first hint of

naturalism. The ears

are round, and slope

backwards within the mane, which is smooth and flat, encircling

the face and prolonged backward to an irregularly scrolled

margin on the shoulder. The foreleg has a prominent fold

along its profile, reminiscent of Assyrian convention. Fore-

feet and hind quarters are missing. About 700-050 B. ('..

H. i ft. 2\ in. I, xcv, 641.

1394. SI-.ATI-.D LION, probably from a tombstone like 1383, in a

barbaric style, with wide mouth and mane rendered in rough

locks, but falling to a point on the breast, and sharply defined

on the shoulders and back: compare 13X5-6. The free use
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of red colour indicates a late date. Probably about 400 B. C.

H. \2l in. I, xcv, 637.

1395. RELIEF \VITH LIONS in .Mixed Oriental style. On a nearly \v a l|

rectangular slab, much damaged, is a combat between a man ( -ase

and two lions which attack him from either side. It is the ^~

motive of the "Lion Killer," made symmetrical by adding

another lion, as on Oriental and Minoan gems. The work

is heavy and coarse. About 600-550 B. C. H. i ft.

4! in. L. i ft. -\ in. Doell, xi, 9, 773. Cyprus, PI.

xlviii (top;. I, xciv, 627.

1396. RELIEF WITH LION AND BILL, in Mixed Oriental style.

The slab resembles 1395 in shape and treatment. A lion

pulls down a bull from in front. Behind the lion stands a

kilted figure holding some object in his hand. Behind the

bull is another human figure robed to the ankles. About

600-550 B. C. H. i ft. 54 in. L. 2 ft. 2 in. Doell, xi,

8, 772. Cyprus, PI. xlviii (bottom). 1, xciv, 626.

In Wall-Cases 58-62 on the North Wall of the Annex are examples
of the late tombstones, with portrait reliefs in Hellenistic and

Graeco-Roman style. This type of monument begins with the

banquet scenes 1382-5, and persists into Graeco-Roman times,

with varied scenes of daily life. Portraiture becomes commoner in

the later centuries; but it is not easy to assign dates to work so

coarse as this.

1397. TOMBSTONE OF A YOUNG MAN, in short sleeved tunic and Wall

cloak: he holds a whip in his left hand, and over his left Case
fQ

shoulder appear the head and neck of his horse. H. 4 ft.
'

3! in. I, cxxxviii, 1031.

1398. TOMBSTONE OF A BOY, in sleeved tunic; he feeds a bird which Wall

he holds in his left hand. H. 2 ft. 10 in. Doell, xii, 8,
Case

781. I, cxxvi, 919.
'

1399. TOMBSTONE OF A WOMAN, seated with folded hands; she

wears a Doric tunic, with overfold and belt, and a cloak

drawn over head and knees, as in 1381, 1403. There is red

colour on the dress. H. 3 ft. 5! in. I, cxxvi, 918.

1400. TOMBSTONE OF A WOMAN, seated in a carved chair; she Wall

wears tunic and mantle, and holds three apples in her lap,
Case

like a votary: compare 1194, 1196, 1198. H. 4 ft. 8j in.

1. cxxviii, 922.
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Wall 1401. IOMBMONI with two panels, below ;i palmette: in tin-

Case upper is a banquet vene of two bearded nu'ii; in tlu- lower a
(>i

bearded man leans on a stall' and grasps the hand of a woman
on his left. I'hr slab is broken away at tin- waist ot tlu-se

figures. H. 4 It. i in. I, cxli. 10=, >,.

\\.,H 1402. TOMB^IOM 01 A Voi M. .M \s. wearing tunic and wreath,

Case who lies on a couch, holding the hand o I" another youth who sits

lull-lace on its lower end. In front is a tripod table, with

bread and some fruit. II. ^ ft. 4

'

in. I, cxli, 10^4.

Wall '-J''^- TO.MB^IOM- wim \ KAMILY (iRoi'i*. lour figures are seated

Case full-face. On the spectator's right is an elderly man. holding

a drinking bowl, and grasping the hand of a woman in folded

tunic with belt, and cloak drawn over the head and knees as

in i }()<>: beyond her is their son, who lays his left hand on her

shoulder, and grasps with his right the hand of a fourth figure,

apparently in male costume, though of feminine features:

probably a younger son. H. 4 It. \\\ in I, cxxxviii, lojo.

LIJ-h-SI/1: MAIL I. s 01 HhLU-.MMIC ^IVI.h

In Wall-Cases (>4-s are lite-si/e statues of Hellenistic style, prob-

ably from a sanctuary: 1404, 1400-8 repeat familiar types of vota-

ries; 1405, unfortunately much damaged, is the only large represen-

tation of Aphrodite in the Collection.

Wall 1404. Ki-.MALh VOTARY, life-si/e, standing in finely folded tunic

and a cloak which is drawn over the head and held by the

left hand in front of the right shoulder. The pose is the same

as in 1247-0 in Wall-Case 50. H. 6 ft ?', in. Cyprus,

p. 285. I . cxviii, Sss-

1405. ApHRODiTt-:, life-si/e, standing with right knee slightly in

advance. She wears a high polos with palmetto ornament,

interspersed with nude figures of the old Astarte type, like

those on the sarcophagus n()5. A veil falls behind to the

shoulder, and over it the hair hangs in loose tresses ending

in a single wavy lock before each shoulder. The features

follow a fine Creek type, of the third century, and should

be compared with the young male heads 1 3 K>-2 1 in Moor-

Case XV. Around the neck is a collar of oval pendants.

The dress is a Doric chiton, with overfold raised in the centre

to show the belt; on each upper arm it is fastened with four

round brooches, and has an elaborate border, painted red. A
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heavy fold of the veil passes forward under the right arm, \v a |l

across the body, and over the left forearm, where it is en- Case

twined with the other end of the veil falling from the left
4

shoulder. The right arm was extended at the elbow, but is

broken away. The left, also broken, wears a heavy spiral

bracelet. On the left wrist stands the left foot of a winged
Eros, who hovers against the left shoulder of the Goddess.

His wings are raised as if he were flying, but his left leg is

bent to kneel. His left arm seems to have been extended in

front of the Goddess, but is broken away, together with his

head and left wing. The Goddess, too. is broken away at

the knees. About 300-200 B. C. H 4 ft. i
-|

in. Cy-

prus, p. 1 06. I, cvii, 695.

1406. YOUNG MALE VOTARY, life-size, standing with right knee

in advance. The head is separate, but certainly belongs to

the body. On the forehead is a single row of large curls,

beneath a wreath of leaves and berries. The close-cut beard

and moustache are rendered by rough mechanical tooling.

The features are in a late style, broad and simple. Over the

usual loose tunic, with sleeve-holes at the elbow, is a heavy
cloak worn in Greek fashion in thick folds round the waist.

The right hand hangs loosely and holds a spray of leaves; in

the left is an incense-box. The feet are broken away. About

100 B. C. 100 A. D. H. 5 ft. 4! in. Doell, vi, 4,

123. Cyprus, p. 160. I, cxxvii, 921.

1407-8. BEARDED VOTARIES, life-size, standing in the usual tunic \ya |)

and cloak, in stiff folds. On the heads are wreaths of leaves, Case

flowers, and berries. The hair and beard are quite conven- '

tionally rendered, and the features are heavy and expressionless,

with prominent cheeks and flat eyes. The head of 1408 is

separate, but certainly belongs to the body. On the feet are

loose shoes clasped on the instep. The feet of 1407 are modern.

The attributes of 1407 are a bird and incense-box; of 1408 a

libation bowl like 1156-7, an incense-box, and a spray of

leaves. Both figures show well the Decadent Cypriote style

passing on into a lifeless convention for sanctuary sculpture

only About 350-300 B. C. Hs. 5 ft.
4-4- in., 5 ft. io| in.

Doell, iv, 9, 80; Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. iv, 3; Cyprus, p. 149

(1407): Doell, v, ii, 81; Cyprus, p. 151 (1408).

I, Ixviii, 453; Ixiv, 430.
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\\.ill
' n \Vall-( iasrs (1(1-72 on I In- \\Yst Wall <>\ tin- Annex, .ire funerar\

<-.tso anJ vntiw ^ti-lao, <>l ihr rarlirr stvlrs, and a tra^i)H'iitar\ li^uri'
'

ol IK-rakli's tin- .\i\hiT, \\liiih ^li<iuKI bi- lonipari'il \\ith otlu-r

liguros nt HiTakli-s in \\ al!-( iasrs \~-H.

I4(K). Si \n i oi AN AKI HI K, iH'arlv lilV-M/o, in Arihaic (Aprioti
1

Ntvlr, probabl\' inti-iulrJ tn rrpri'srnt Hi-rakK-x lie is rt-pri
1 -

'

v

sented kneeling, as was usual in early times throughout
Mediterranean lands: compare the clay figure 2102 in the

Collection of Terracottas: it was only in Oriental lands, where

the weak long-bow was used, that bowmen shot standing.

He wears a short close-fitting tunic, which falls round his
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TOMBSTONES AND STELAE, WITH RELIEFS

thigh in stiff folds and broad shallow surfaces. A bow case Wall

and a broad flat quiver containing nine arrows, hang from a ^ St

triple belt on his left shoulder. The left arm was extended

to hold the bow, but is broken away. Beneath the quiver

appears a short leaf-shaped sword, in a sheath which ends in

a knob. Head, arms, and feet are broken away, and the

whole right side of the figure has been split off: it is, therefore,

uncertain whether it was carved in relief, or in the round, as

seems more probable. About 550-500 B. C. H. 2 ft. ^\ in.

Doell, vii, 10, 190. Cyprus, p. 155. I, cxxviii, 923.

1410-13. TOMBSTONES WITH SPHINXES of various periods and Wall

styles. Like the Tombstones with Lions 1 383-93 in Wall-Cases ^(f
52-6, they consist of an upright rectangular shaft or slab (stele) 68'

surmounted by a moulded cornice; above this, one or more

sphinxes are carved in the same block of stone. Sometimes

there is fresco painting, or a recessed panel, or a device in

relief on the front of the stele. As a funerary symbol, the

significance of the Sphinx is uncertain. Not improbably it

was confused with the Harpy (1086-9) which carries away the

souls of the dead, as on the well-known Harp}
1 Tomb in Lycia.

As a symbol of the Goddess of Idalion, it placed the deceased

in her keeping, like the crescent-and-disc, which is associated

in 1410. These sphinxes differ in style and date, and serve to

illustrate the development of the type.

1410, in Mixed Oriental style, has two sphinxes back to back:

their bodies and paws resemble those of the earliest recumbent

lions (1389-90 in Wall-Case 55); their wings are leaf-shaped
and quite smooth, and were probably painted, though no

trace of colour remains. Both heads, and the lower part of

the stele, are broken away. On the front is a square recessed

panel, and above it the crescent-and-disc symbol, in low relief.

About 600-550 B. C. H. i ft. 4 in. L. i ft. 9! in. Doell,

xiii, 22, 825. I, xvii, 24.

1411, in Archaic Cypriote style, has two sphinxes posed as in

1410; but the wings are of the western scrolled type. The
heads turn full-face, and show well-modelled features, with

heavy hair on the brow under a narrow frontlet: compare the

sphinxes on the cover of the sarcophagus 1365 in Centre-Case

E. H. i ft. if in. W. i ft. 10 in. Doell, xiii, 22, 824;

Cyprus, p. 1 10. 1, civ, 680.
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^'' 141.1. in Mature Cypriote Mvle. has the t\\o sphinxes seated
'

((
_ lacing m\\ard>. on thr basal scrolls of .1 palmctte which they

support with a forefoot. I In- wings arc of (In- dreek natural-

istic type with tin- leathers directed backwards. About

500-450 B. C. II. i ft. <>J in. YV. 2 ft. 2\ in. I, civ, <>7<).

\\ull 1415 has the sphinx.-s seated back to back as on 1410-11, on

a cornice with egg-and-dart moulding, from which rise three

palmette acroteria. They wear a wreath of leaves, and collar

of long pendants; and the hair falls round the face and neck in

heavy waxes. I he wings are of the later articulated tvpe
and spring directly from the shoulders. On the front of the

stele is sculptured a sash in low relief, knotted in long ends,

and painted red; and there is much red colour on the cornice

and sphinxes. About 450-400 B. (.'.. \\. 2 ft. loj in.

\V. 2 ft. ^ in. Perrot, tig. 151 1, cxxvi, <)2o.

\\all 1414 STI-.LI-. WITH Hi-. AD <>i IHI. H<,YI>MA\ GODDI-.SS, HATHOR,
Case deepl\ sunk within her conventional scrolled head-dress, which

is rendered in low relief. The customary pectoral collar is

merely incised on the surface of the block. About 600-550

B. (.'.. H. 2 ft. 10.' in. 1, xviii, 2~.

1415. STI-.I.I- WITH You TI-.S, of rude and blundered design. 'I in-

lower part is broken away. Above a winged disc, much

defaced, rise two pairs of volutes, with lotos (lowers between.

The outer member of each volute is cut to represent leaves,

and other foliage appears beyond them. Between the upper

pair is a human head, derived from the Hathor-type, but

influenced by the tireek Medusa. Above is a cornice of three

plain members. This is probably a blundered copy of the

earlier stelae with Cypriote volutes 1418-20. About 400-350
B.C. H. i ft. 1 1.

1

,
in. YV. i ft. Dodl, xiii, 21, $2$.

I, xviii., 26

Wall-Cases 70-72 show a peculiarly Cypriote type of monument, well

represented in the great sanctuary at Idalion, and also employed
for tombstones. The stele consists of a broad flat slab, narrowing

upwards a little, and surmounted by a wide Hat capital, carved in

low relief with a design based upon the conventional lotos or iris

(lower with large lateral scrolls or volutes, and upright standards

between them. The latter are often transformed into smaller

lotos flowers or sacred trees, and enriched with sphinxes or

Hathor-heads like 1414. At Idalion the lotos flower, from which
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this design is developed, constantly appears on the coins (British ^ ;l "

Museum Coin Catalogue, C\ prus, PI. \'l, and in the hands of
(

the doddess and of her votaries. Similar designs, based on this

Cypriote flower with volutes and standards, are popular also on

the painted pottery of iheCiraeco-Phoenician Age(>(>s-7o2 in \\ .ill-

Cases 10-20, and Moor-Case VI. I he top of the stele is usually

flat, with a simple moulded cornice in the same low relief as the

design; but il does nol seem to have been adapted to carry any
other object. The sides are cut in a simple profile, without orna-

ment, and the back is unworked. These stelae, therefore, were

designed to be set against a wall, or to form an avenue, where only

their fronts would be seen.

14 i(>-2o Yon vi, Sn-.i. AI-. WITH LOTOS CAPITALS of various dales and

styles. The original type is best shown by 1418-20; the rest

are later or imperfect.

141(1 shows only part of the shaft, with crescent-and-disc in \\ a ||

high relief, and a painted red sash, with long knotted ends. Case

as on 1413. H. i ft. 8
4

'

in. \V. i ft. 4 in. I, xvii, 25.

"

1417 has the volutes broken away; the space between them

is filled by a sacred tree design with lotos flowers, above an

Ionic column, with Cypriote volutes. Among the lotos stems

stand two sphinxes, facing inwards, and supporting the sacred

tree. They wear a high crown of leaves, and have archaic

scrolled wings, as on 1410-11. 'The cornice has three plain

members; the bad- ground of the design is coloured red.

About 5(K)-45o B. C. H. 2 ft. 1 4 in. \V. 2 ft. i i in. I,c, 072.

1418 has the volutes very prominent; the triangular space \\.ill

formed by their intersection contains an arrow-shaped orna- Case

ment. Above them pairs of converging scrolls enclose a '

sacred tree, supported by a pair of sphinxes with archaic

wings. The cornice has three plain members, with a small

palmette under each end. The lower part of the shaft is

missing and has been restored. About 550-500 B. C. IT 4

ft. Og in. \V. 2 ft. 8 in. Perrot, fig. 152; Cyprus, p. 117.

I, xcix, 671 .

1410 has the central triangle replaced by a palmette, behind \\ ^\\

which rises the sacred tree, with lotos flowers: in the centre Case

of the tree appears a Hathor-head with heavy head-dress, above ~'
2

a flat cylindrical object which may represent a heavy necklace.
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The cornice has three plain members. The volutes are broken Wall

away. About 550-500 B. C. I, xxii, 51.
Case

72

1420 has the volutes large, flat, and irregularly carved; be-

neath each issues a lotos flower, and between them a crescent-

and-disc, below a lotos bud, fills the triangular space formed

by their intersection. Above this central triangle the stan-

dards are replaced by a sacred tree with lotos flowers, among
which appears a pair of sphinxes with archaic wings. The

cornice has four plain members. About 550-500 B. C.

H. i ft. in. \V. 2 ft. 6f in. Perrot, fig. 361; Cyprus, p.

117. 1.0,673.
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THE COLLECTION OF TERRACOTTA HEADS
AND OTHER PARTS OF LARGE

CLAY FIGURES

IN

Cyprus, as in Sicily and in Southern Italy, which are likewise Floor

devoid of marble, clay had an importance which it never attained y
as<

in Greece as an alternative to stone. At some sanctuaries, as at

Tamassos and Salami's, it seems even to have been preferred, and

was used for statues of life-size and more, which were both carefully

modelled and richly painted in black and red and occasionally

in other colours, like the contemporary vases.

In Floor-Case X are collected a number of these large heads from

figures modelled in clay, which illustrate points of style and work-

manship in the series of sculptured heads in Floor-Cases XI-XVII.

With these are grouped for convenience a few other clay figures

of larger size or greater artistic importance than those in the

Collection of Terracottas.

1451

EARLY IRON AGE WITHOUT ORIENTAL INFLUENCE

1451. BEARDED HEAD of a barbaric style which is represented in

several sanctuaries. It is modelled wholly by hand, without

trace of any mould. The features are grotesquely exaggerated,
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likr those nl I lu- MIL ill "siiott-man" figures 2020 ll. in the

Collection of lerracottas, aiul are emphasized with heavy
strokes of black p.iinl. I he heavy ring of clay about t lu- head

probabh represents a tronlK-l Mich ;is is worn by the stone

heads 12^1-s in I lnor-( iasc XI. 11.4!,; in. II, 255.

14^2. Hi i MI 1 1 i) 1 1 1 \i), beardless Inn probably m air; it is modelled

whollv In hand. I hr lu-lnu-t is of llu- sanu- soft-pi-akcJ t\pr
with side-flaps as is worn by \2^~

/^aJB^r^ ll". in I loor-Casr XI. Ilu- re an-

- double earrings in each car, prob-

ably intended to represent the

spiral t\'pe; and the hair falls low

:>n the neck behind. The eyes

are prominent and vivacious, and

the nose and chin very pointed.

There is red paint on the helmet

to represent the bronze rim; red

also on the lips; and black on the

eyes, eyelids, and eyebrows. This

head probably belongs to the end

of the eighth century and repre-

sents the higher level of clay

modelling in Cyprus about the

time of the first introduction of Oriental motives. H. ~l in.

i-jiV Hi.LMhThD HUAD, very roughly modelled, with eyes set

rather obliquely beneath heavily feathered eyebrows. The

helmet has the usual soft peak and the side-flaps are tied to-

gether below it, with long tasseled ends which fall behind.

In the left ear is a large spiral earring; the right is missing.

Though Oriental influence is clearly perceptible in the modell-

ing, the style is essentially the same as in 1451-2. II, 256.

iM.RIon 01 OKIl-.NTAl. INFLULNCES

1454. BEARDLESS HEAD with the same rosette frontlet as 1251-5.

and hair rendered in short locks by means of an engraved

itamp. The eyebrows are in relief and feathered, and the

eyelids are shown by incised lines; in the left ear is a double

spiral earring, missing in the right. The prominent nose,

small mouth, short broad face, and heavy mass of hair behind

the neck are characteristic marks of an Assyrian model.

Doe! I, xv, i<S, 1070. H. 7.1 in. II, 299.
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PERIOD OF ORIENTAL INFLUENCHS

1455. BEARDLESS HEAD in rather more developed style than 1454. Floor

The hair is rendered by a stamp with the same concentric- v
aS

tangent ornament as is painted on the vases 643-5 In Wall-

Ca:j 19. Behind the ears, however, large coils of hair are

rendered in free modelling. The clay is red, but there are

traces of a chalky white slip, and of coloured details now
almost wholly defaced. H. j\ in. II, 127.

1456. HELMETED HEAD, beardless, but probably male. The
helmet and other details are of customary ty^e, but the eyes

are of Egyptian form, and the nose though prominent is

rounded at the tip. There is red paint on the lips, and a

lighter tint of red all over the face. Eyes, eyebrows, and

helmet-band are in black. This is an exceptionally fine ex-

ample of the Mixed Oriental style and closely resembles the

heads from the Toumba site at Salamis. H. 811 in. 11,115.

1456 '457

1457. BEARDED HEAD in the usual helmet, nearly life-size, in

Oriental style, like 1456. The eyebrows and beard are feathered

and the moustache is rendered by rows of small impressed
dots. The face has the same colouring as 1456, but the

helmet has black and red bands on the side-flaps, and other

traces of colour. H. ii^ in. II, 116.

ARCHAIC CYPRIOTE STYLE

1458-9. BEARDLESS HEADS with hair curling below a wreath of
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Case
X

leavev In i.j^S black colour is preserved in the hair, eyebrows,

eyelids, and eves, and red on the lips; tin- modelling is delicate

though rather shallow. The back of i.|S<) is co\ ered by a

hea\ v \eil. aiul it m.iv be intended to br iVniali-; tlu- tVatun-s

an- \igoroush niodfllcd. Both recall (in-i-k work of tin-

late sixth n.'ntur\ Us. 7-J in., S^ in. I, 470 d4S<)).

1460. VOTIVI-. MASK for suspension, like 21^3-7 in the Collection

of Terracottas. It represents a female head with heavy veil,

inspired by a common Greek type of the late sixth centurv.

and perhaps made in a mould. There is black paint on the

eyes and hair, and red on the frontlet or the edge of the veil.

H. 5 i in.

Mhl.LhMC AND HIiLLLMSTIC STVLhS

1461. BhARDi.hss Hi-. A i) in good Greek work of the early fourth

century. As it is executed in the same light clay as the earlier

figures, it may be regarded as Cypriote work, in spite of its

fine Greek style. It may belong to the fabric of Kit ion (pp. ^^i .

354). H. 6 1

,,; in. Cyprus, p. 60.

1462. YOUNG MALI. HI-.AD in a late Greek style, with loose waving
hair. It is remarkable for the good preservation of its chalky

surface-covering, which shows the light red tint of the face,

with darker red on lips and ears, black on eyes and eyebrows,

and hair painted with a mixture of black and the light red

paint of the face. H. 5 in. 11.494 (1462).
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HELLENIC AND HELLENISTIC STYLES

1463. TEMPLE-BOY in the same posture, tunic, and heavy necklace Floor

of pendants, as the stone temple-boys 1204-22 in Wall-Cases ^
as

45-6 and the smaller ones in clay 2291-5 in the Collection of

Terracottas. The head is in the same style as 1464. The

clay is brown, with chalky slip, left white for the tunic, with

red paint for the flesh parts, white eyeballs, and iris in brown.

H. 13! in. II, 297.

1463 1464

1464. BEARDLESS HEAD with close-cut hair indicated only by
incised lines, and strongly marked features. The chalky slip

shows pink face-colour ;
and black on eyes and lips. The

style is late Greek, but shows the influence of Egyptian tech-

nique, and probably is Ptolemaic work of the third century.

It may be intended as a portrait, and may belong to a temple-

boy like 1463. H. 61 in.

1465-7. BEARDLESS HEADS like 1464, but poor-

er and perhaps later work. They probably

belong to temple-boys like 1463. Hs. 5^

in., -]\ in., 7! in II, 549 (1465).

1468. FEMALE HEAD, nearly life-size, wear-

ing a pointed frontlet, circular earrings

with pendants, and triple necklace. The
features are of a fine late Hellenic

type, but the hair is still rendered with

spiral stamps, like those of the early terracottas. The

clay is dark red, with traces of a chalky white slip. Simi-
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Floor |ar heads ha\e been found at l.imnili, on the north coast.
Case

X between Soli ami Marion-Arsinoe. H. \ >,* in. Doell,

xv. i 7. losj. 1 1, 4S<>.

I4<x). BI-AKDI D Hi- AH. nearly life-si/e, in very late (ireek style.

A wreath of leaves is modelled on the head, but the hair, mous-

tache, ami heard are remlereJ in spiral stamps, as in !4<>N.

The clay is light-coloured, with traces of a white slip.

H. 12
J

in.

!4<>S

1470. BEARDED HEAD of a young man, in the same style ami

clay as I46<), but the hair and beard are freely rendered in

incised lines. H. 13', in. 11,484.

1471. HEAD OF A BOY in good Greek style, in the same red clay

as 1468, with white slip, and black on eyes and hair.

H. s' in.

1472. HEAD OF AN INFANT, probably intended for Eros, in tin-

same red clay as 1471. H. 5 in.

1473. BEARDLESS MALE HEAD in late Hellenistic style, coarsely

rendered in a light clay like 1460. with pink face-colour, white

eyeballs, black eyes and hair, and red lips. H. 5
'

,'-,
in.

1474. BEARPED HEAD in a rude imitation of the Mixed Oriental

style. It may be contemporary or may be inexpert work of

late date. The hair and beard are rendered with rough

spiral stamps, and the ears perforated to hold metallic earrings.

The clay is reddish, with chalky slip, greenish through under-

firing, and black colour on eyes and hair. H. (>', ,! in. Doell.

xv, 12, 994. II, 2SS.
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1475. HEAD OF AN ORIENTAL VOTARY in Phrygian cap like the Floor

stone figures 1231 in Wall-Case 48 and 1350 in Floor-Case
^'

ls

XVI I, and 2299-2301 in the Collection of Terracottas. H. 5! in.

OTHER FRAGMENTS OF LARGE STATUES

1476. HEAD OF A Bi LL in Archaic Cypriote style, with eyes model-

led in relief, and hair rendered by incised lines. It may be

votive, or perhaps an attribute of a large human votary.

H. 7i in. 11,678.

1477. FRAGMENT OF A FEMALE FIGURE IN ORIENTAL STYLE,

with hair rendered in concentric stamps, and rich necklaces

in relief. H. 4 in.

1478-84. FEET OF STATUES IN ORIENTAL STYLE, wearing either

sandals or loose Oriental shoes fastened with clasps, ties, or

buttons. Hs. 5 1 in. if in.

II, 711, 715, 708, 719, 712 (1478-79-80-82-83).

1485. RIGHT HAND of a life-size statue, wearing many heavy

rings. L. 4! in. II, 724.

1486. LEFT HAND of a smaller statj'j, with traces of white slip

L. 5A in. II, 730.

1487. FRAGMENT OF A STATUE IN ORIENTAL STYLE, part of a richly

embroidered garment, rendered in high relief; showing part of

a lion and part of a warrior with pointed cap, tight-fitting

tunic, and sword with round pommel. H. 6 in.
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THE COLLECTION OF SMALL OBJECTS
IN STONE, ALABASTER, AND

EGYPTIAN GLAZE

T
HOUGH there appears to be no true Stone Age in ^ a"

Cyprus, several kinds of stone were used at all periods for

a number of purposes, chiefly for small ornamental toilet

vessels and for personal ornament. From the small amulets

in hard stone of Egyptian fashion and probably of Egyptian
manufacture it is not possible to separate those, whether of stone

or paste, which are decorated with the Egyptian blue glaze. Their

forms, uses, and age are identical, and they are accordingly described

and exhibited together in the Collection of Ornaments. But the

rare vases of blue-glazed paste are included in this section, whether

actually of Egyptian make, or of a native fabric imitated from this.

In the Later Bronze Age, and also from the period of Oriental Wall

influences to the end of the Graeco-Roman age, Egypt furnished ^
ase

also the beautifully banded alabaster or massive gypsum. Inferior
'

gypsum occurs in some parts of lowland Cyprus as well, and is

quarried now for plaster. It should be noted, however, that at

all periods the Greek word for gypsum was used quite vaguely in

common speech to denote ordinary whitewash and limewash, as

well as plaster-of-Paris.

Similarly, the common white limestone, such as was used for Wall

sculpture, occasionally replaced gypsum and steatite as the material Case

for toilet-boxes, lamps, and rough vases, either domestic, or votive
"
5

and funerary.

I. OBJECTS OF STEATITE AND OTHER COLOURED
STONE

The soft steatite, often described as serpentine, which is most Wall

commonly employed in the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, is Case

r 73
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Wall probably native, bul dors not dilTcr appreciably in quality from

the common steatites of Circle aiul of Asia Minor of \\hich the

celebrated "meerschaum" of (iappaclocia is simplv a pure white

variet v. The ordinar> steal ite is dark grey-green, passing to brown

and black; it is soft enough to be worked with bronze tools, or with

wet sand and a wooden drill or rubber. .More rarely, selected

pebbles of the grev limestone which forms the North Range of

Cyprus (p. xx\ i ) were used instead of steatite, for mace-heads or other

purposes where rather greater hardness was required. I or mor-

tars, paint-palettes, and other objects intended for hard wear-

and-tear, tough crystalline rocks such as diorite and basalt were

preferred. Suitable rocks occur locally in the Central Range
of Cyprus; and other varieties may have been traded from Asia

Minor, or Syria, or, above all, from Egypt, where the art of working
hard stones was brought to high perfection under the Old Empire.

A. SMALL OBJI-.CTS OF F-ARLY IM-.RIODS

Wall With the exception of the mace-heads isoi-S, which are confined

Lase
to t ne Bronze Age, and probably to its middle period, these small

'*
steatite objects persist with very little alteration of stylo through

the transitional period from the Bronze Age to that of Iron. They
are therefore exhibited and described as a single group, and differ-

ence of date is noted only on the comparatively rare occasions where

it has been definitely ascertained by excavation.

iSoi-H. MACE-HbADs. These are perforated balls of various

hard stones or of steatite, two or three inches in diameter,

spherical or pearshaped with surface smooth or polished.

The perforation is sometimes effected from both ends with a

solid wooden borer, aided by sand, but in the best examples
it is made from one end only, with an efficient tubular drill

probably of reed. These balls occur in Bronze Age tombs

of the Middle and perhaps of the Early period, 3000-1 500 B. C.,

but disappear before the Later period of Mycenaean influences.

Their purpose is uncertain. They have been described as

spindle-whorls and also as mace-heads; but they are too

large for spinning anything but the coarsest threads; and

in form they resemble closely the much larger mace-heads

borne by the earliest Egyptian Kings. lll.cxv, i (1505).

1509-14. WHHTSTONF.S OR POLISHERS; narrow slips of gritty stone,

often quite soft; usually perforated at one end. They are
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STEATITE AND OTHER COLOURED STONE

found occasionally in Bronze Age tombs of the Middle and ^
("il

Later periods, 2000-1200 B. C., and also in the transitional

tombs of the Early Iron Age, 1200-1000 B. C. Ls. 3 in.

B. BOWLS, PLATES, AND GRINDERS OF HARD STONE

These are made of diorite, greenstone, basalt, and other hard rocks, Wall

and seem to have been used for grinding paint, probably for toilet ^
ase

use. Many of them belong to the Early Iron Age, for in tombs '

of this period such objects are common. But similar plates are
per

found in Late Bronze Age tombs also; and one, which still bears part

traces of red paint, was found on the site of the potter's settle-

ment at Kalopsida, which belongs to the Middle Bronze Age.

1515-20. GRINDERS OR PESTLES of conical form, sometimes much
worn at the broader end. They are often found associated

with plates like 1521 ff. Ms. 3 /,; in. 2\ in.

Ill, cxiv, 4 (1517).

1521-30. FLAT PLATES OR PALETTES, of hard stone, with more or

less distinct rim. Some have also a well-marked foot or base-

ring on the under side. Ds. 8[ in. 5! in.

Ill, cxiv, 7, 6 (1522, 1523).

1531-7. TRIPOD-PLATES or shallow bowls on three feet, of the

same use and style as 1521 ff. Hs. 5! in. i| in.

Ill, cxiv, 9, 8 (1532, 1533).

C. MINIATURE VASES OF STEATITE

The miniature vases of steatite and other soft stones, which are

fairly common in tombs of the Late Bronze Age and Early and

Middle Iron Age, are very difficult to date precisely by their form

alone; for the nature of the material gives preference to simple

outlines, and discourages experiment outside limits of safety

which were determined at an early phase in the history of the in-

dustry.

1538. VASE of quite black steatite, of a characteristic late My-
cenaean form, with conical foot and shallow, cylindrical bowl,

with flat bottom. Compare the example in alabaster 1637
in Wall-Case 74. H. 2-J- in.

1539. BOWL of nearly hemispherical form, finely engraved outside

with a basket pattern. Probably of very late Mycenaean
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form, though this basket pattern goes on into tin- I ransitional

Iron Age, both on stone objects and rarely on potterv.

I), i i/, in.

1=540. YAM-, of ilark green steatite, with two vertical handles,

ovoid body, and cylindrical neck ami base. It is decorated

with bands of geometrical ornaments, and seems to be modelled

from a bronze prototype. Under the loot is a group of three

linear symbols f~\ (see Appendix), which perhaps belong to

an earlier stage V^^ of the syllabic script of Cyprus. The

vase probably belongs to the close of the Late Bronze Age.
H. sj in. Cyprus, p. 247.

1541. YASI Cm i R decorated with the concentric circles char-

acteristic of the Early Iron Age. This cover was formerly
associated with the steatite amphora 154}, but the material

is different, and the decoration of the cover later than the

style of the vase. I). I

'

;! in.

1542. YASH of steatite, of conical form, with wide neck and

small, perforated string-holes. The outside is decorated with

many parallel grooves which run somewhat obliquely down
the vase. The form resembles Cretan stone-vases of the

Middle Minoan Age, but this example may well be Mycenaean
or even of the Transitional period of the Early Iron Age.
H. 4 ,''

in. Ill, cxv, 3.

1543. KRATER-AMPHORA, with wide mouth and vertical handles,

in grey-green steatite. The form resembles that of the painted

vases with chariot scenes, 436-7 in Floor-Case 111, and the

handles, with their large riveted attachments, should be

compared with the Mycenaean bronze rim with lion-headed

demons on the handles (4703 in the Bronze Collection). The

form of this krater-amphora survives, however, into the Middle

period of the Iron Age. H. 2JJ in. Ill, cxv, 5.

i 544. LARNAX or oval trough of Mycenaean type, in green steatite,

with four small handles which are not perforated. The flexible

outlines recall a basket original. It is probably of the latest

Mycenaean, or the Earliest Iron Age. H i-i,
1

; in.

Ill, cxv, 2.

1545. Bowi. with two flat handles. The under side is channelled

to imitate a bronze bowl. The rim has a border of olive

leaves. Within the bowl is carved, in high relief, a figure of
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NN.tll IMS. i row ned \vilh disc .uul horns, ruling upon .1 rough-io.ited

animal, perhaps ;i goat. I his is an attempt to identify the

L iv Lg\ptian goddess with tin 1 late dreek conception of Aphrodite

|u r Pandemos. I he howl is quite late work. probably ol Roman
^' rt date and Lgvptian workmanship. I). 2 4

'

in.

III. cxiv, i.

I). BEADS PENDANTS, AN!) < ) I H I K . OBJ I-.CI I S Ol SII.AII11.

AND AI.AI.MA TOLI I I

Steatite heads and other personal ornaments begin to be common
in the Later Bron/e Age. The taste lor them seems to have been

introduced, or at all events greatly encouraged, by the Mycenaean
colonists who had long been familiar in their own homes with the

decorative value of the mineral, and in particular of its harder

and lighter-coloured variety agalmatolite, which takes a high polish,

though it is rather more difficult to work than ordinary steatite.

1546-7. PENDANT^ OK \VI.H, HI >- of polished agalmatolite, of oval

or conical form; i ^46 is not perforated like ordinary pendants,

but furnished with a knob at the upper end, round which

a thread could be tied. I he same peculiar little knob recurs

on some Hat ring-shaped objects of the same material, ir. the

Cyprus Museum. (C. M. (".., 636-7). Ms. I ,',. in., i rV, in.

1548. NI-.CKLACI-. (>i DouBLE-CoNK Hi AD 1- characteristic of

the Late Bron/e .Age and Larliest Iron Age tombs. They

disappear altogether, with other Mycenaean survivals, at

the close of the Transitional period. Their form is very

uniform, and their only ornament consists of small concentric

circles, engraved with a drill. They have sometimes been

mistaken for spindle-whorls, from their shape, which resembles

the double-cone spindle-whorls of clay in the Larly Bronze

Age (120-2 in \Vall-Case 3); and as already noted on 124,

these miniature whorl-shaped beads were themselves occa-

sionally copied in clav. But they are too small to be of use

in spinning; and the real spindle-whorls found in the Mycen-
aean and Harlv Iron Age tombs are of a quite different form

(l552-so>. L. 27 in. (36 beads, the conical seal 'ormerly with

them is 4 ^7 1 in the collection of engraved stones.) 1 1 1, cxiv, 3.

I54Q. Fir. i Rh 01 A LION in steatite or serpentine, of very rude

work, with the mane rendered by cross-hatching. The date

is quite uncertain, but steatite went so completely out of use
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after the seventh centurv that the figure is probably early,
C 3SC

and therefore of some importance, in spite of its damaged state.
'

L. 3 in. Up-

1550-1. HUMAN-HEADED PhNUANTS of steatite, representing a ^ {

negro's head (1550) and a bearded man of Assyrian type (1551).

Similar heads, negroid or bearded, are characteristic of the

later part of the Middle Iron Age: compare the human-headed

scarab (4392) in the Collection of Engraved Stones. Hs.
i-g-

in., iii in. Ill, cxv, 2 (1550).

1552-59. SIMNDLE-\VHORLS of the characteristic Early Iron Age

form, flat beneath with slightly convex upper side, and in-

cised decoration of semicircles (1552-3), circles (1555-6-8), and

basketry patterns (1554). The background of the circles on

1555-8 is enriched with punctured dots. Ds. i 1 in. i in.

1560. Box-Lio of steatite, or perhaps the flanged base of a cylin-

drical jar: it has been perforated and used again as a spindle-

whorl, but its original purpose is betrayed by its flanged edge.

D. 2,'ii in. Part of III, cxv, 5.

The engraved seal-stones and scarabs of steatite, which are common
in tombs of the Geometrical period, and the period of Oriental

Influences, are in the Collection of Engraved Stones.

II. OBJECTS OF BLUE GLAZED PASTE, IMITATING

THE EGYPTIAN GLAZE

The objects of genuine Egyptian glaze and glass, 4461 ff. which are

included in the Collection are catalogued below with other small
C 3.S

Egyptian objects. All those now to be described are of fabrics _,

which are known from other excavations to occur on Cypriote sites,

and from their fabric to be probably of Cypriote manufacture.

A. MIDDLE BRONZE AGE: BEADS AND SPINDLE-WHORLS

2OOO-I 500 B. C.

Native imitations of the valued Egyptian glazed ware were first

made in Cyprus in the Middle Bronze Age, and continued to be

produced at all periods until the Hellenistic, with perhaps a brief

interval in the Middle Iron Age, when Cyprus was restricted to

its own resources for a while.
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1561. SIMII KICAI. BEAD of light blue gla/e, with very small

perforation. This type of bead is characteristic of the XII

Dynasty in Egypt (about 2<xx>-i8(x> B. C.) and was imitated

in Cyprus during the Middle Period of the Bronze Age, which

is accordingly to be regarded as approximately contemporary.
I). \ in.

1562 a, b, c. SPHERICAL BEADS of light blue glaze like the pre-

ceding, but adorned with wide longitudinal grooves, and fur-

nished with a very large perforation. I he external form is

that of a characteristic kind of XII Dynasty bead; but the

large perforation, which is un-Egyptian, must be regarded as

a local innovation. The type must have persisted in Cyprus
after it was superseded in Egypt, for similar beads have been

found in Mycenaean tombs which are contemporary with

the XVI II Dynasty, about 1600-1380 B. C. Ds. \ in.,

i in., I in.

1563-5. SPINDLE-WHORLS of pale blue glaze, repeating the conical

(1565) and double-conical forms (1563-4) already described

in the Red Polished Ware (io(>-i22 in Wall-Cases 2 and 3).

They probably belong to the same period as these clay whorls,

that is, to the Middle Bronze Age. The fabric resembles that

of 1561-2. Hs. \\ in., 1 ii in., i A in.

1566. LION modelled roughly in the same pale blue glaze as the

preceding, but probably so ambitious a design belongs to the

Late Bronze Age: 1500-1200 B. C. L. i U in.

1567. COUNTER OR DRAUGHT-PIECE, a thick circular disc of pale

blue-glazed clay or paste, with the Cypriote sign for ya incised

on the upper face before glazing, and the sign for lo (or per-

haps a mere cross) on the edge. W. \l in. Ill, cxl, 12.

1 568-9 a, b. FRAGMENTS OF VASES of thick white paste with a fine

pale blue glaze: probably of the Later Bronze Age, and more

like Egyptian than Cypriote work. Ls. \\ in., \\ in., \\ in.

B. LATE BRONZE AGE: MYCENAEAN VASES IMITATING

EGYPTIAN GLAZE

This rare and interesting fabric belongs to the Late or Mycenaean
Period of the Bronze Age, 1 500-1200 B. C. The only series worth)'

to be compared with that now described was obtained for the

British Museum from rich Mycenaean tombs at Enkomi near
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Salami's. Pale blue-green glaze, simple geometrical ornaments,

outlined in black paint, and careless copies of Egyptian scenes and

figures more rarely of Mycenaean motives are characteristic

of the whole group. The "false-necked" vase 1572, and the other

narrow-necked vessels, 1570-1, are well-known Mycenaean forms,

of which examples in painted pottery, 423-8, are in Wall-Case

12. With 1572 compare also 520 in Wall-Case 14.

1570. NARROW-NECKED VASE, with flattened globular body, and

two vertical handles from the rim to the shoulder. The shape

closely resembles that of Mycenaean vases in the wall paintings

of Rameses III, about 1200 B. C. The decorations are all

in a black paint which has very slight lustre. Around the

greatest diameter is a border in black paint enclosing a wavy
line, and on the neck and handles are other wavy lines. On
the shoulder is a band of floral background of the common

Mycenaean type, in which are represented on one side a charg-

ing bull, and on the other a running deer or wild goat.

H. 4-f in.

1571. NARROW-NECKED VASE of similar form, but the neck and

handles are broken. On the shoulder is drawn a series of

Case

73

1574 1575

panels enclosing semicircular floral designs peculiar to the

latest Mycenaean style: compare 457 in Floor-Case III.

H. 2j in. Cyprus, p. 102. Ill, cix, I.

1572. FALSE-NECKED VASE of degenerate type without handles:

the false neck is placed on one side so as to balance the true

neck of the vase. Around the greatest diameter is a band of

late Mycenaean basketry ornament; above are careless semi-

circles filled with dots, and two dotted crosses in the back-

ground. The glaze is greenish, and very poor. H. 2\\ in.

1573-8. BOWLS of pale blue-green glaze with various designs in

the same dense black paint. 1573 has a bull charging through
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I < I
^

^ a " a pap\ rus ten. iniuh in tin- st\|e nl similar I gvptian bo\\l>

of the XVIII I )\ nasi \ . Round l his i ent i al design is .1 border
i i

ol lotos petals, iij-4 has .in Egyptian dancing-girl in llu

usual conical cap, playing .1 long-necked guitar, with lot<>^

(lowers in the background. IS7S isomeuhal broken) has a

medallion ol papyrus and lotos plants, \\ithin a lotos border

((Cyprus, p. 102 )
;

i S77, wit h brighter him- gla/c than t he rc^\, has

a central lotos flower; 1^77 has a ci-ntral rosette; i nyS is plain.

l)s. i ,' in. -<i
7

,, in. Cyprus, p. 10.2 (1^7} 41; l\-rrot, lig.

4S^(is7^). Ill, cix, 2, (1573), cviii, 5. 4, 2, i (1574 1^77).

I57(). Pi A 1 1- of characteristic Mycenaean lorni, with ribbed

c\lindrkal outside, like the steatite vase i s Vs . and the ala-

baster K>37; in the centre is a lour- fold lotos rosette

I). 7 i' (i in. Ill, cviii, >,.

l vso. BOWL of deeper green gla/e, with low rim and string-hole

handles. H. i

'

in.

C. Hhl.LhMC A(.h: LATI-. (.RI-.I.K IMITATIONS Ol-

hC.VI'TlAN (,l.A/.h

I his rare fabric has been found at Amathus in tombs which may
be as early as the late fifth and fourth centuries; but from their

forms these vases may well be as late as the third.

isSi-2. OVOID \\-\shs in pale blue gla/e, with narrow neck and

standing-base. The surface of i^Si is very poorly preserved.

Hs. (>g in., io'
(

in. Ill, cix, 3, 4.

III. OBJECTS OF AL.\B.\STHR

... .. The alabaster objects found in Cyprus are for the most part small

Case vases, intended as toilet articles. Though alabaster of fair quality

74 is found in the lowland parts of Cyprus, as in most Mediterranean

coast-lands, the great majority of the alabaster vases are imports
from Egypt. For Egypt is the first home of the alabaster industry.

The mineral is found there in beds of great thickness and beauti-

fully banded structure; it was worked copiously from the earliest

to the latest times; and at all periods when Egypt was in free enjoy-

ment of its own ports, or chose to throw them open to foreign

trade, its alabaster vases became known and pn/ed abroad and

were freely exported. Their use spread all the more widely because

they were the standard vessel for the distribution of the rarer oils

and perfumes. Their commonest and most characteristic form,
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with rounded bottom, almost cylindrical body, and broad tlat ^ a "

rim, was named by Greek antiquaries from the mineral itself
'

"alabastron": it is the Biblical "alabaster box of very precious

ointment."

The elaborate vases of Cyprus belong essentially to three such

periods of Egyptian accessibility, as have been noted above: the

Mycenaean period, 1500-1200 B. C., corresponds with the "New

Empire" of the XVI 11 and XIX Egyptian Dynasties; the Hellenic,

5,0-350 B. C., with the XXVI Dynasty and successive Greek enter-

prises in the Delta during Persian rule; and the Hellenistic and

Graeco-Roman, with the Ptolemaic Dynasty after 300 B. C.,

when Egypt itself was in Greek hands, and permanently revealed

and exploited through its new port of Alexandria.

Though the age of these alabaster vases varies so widely, the com-

monest forms remain Egyptian throughout, and are almost impos-

sible to distinguish; particularly as the craftsmen of the XXVI
Dynasty purposely copied the work of the XVIII, in this as in

other departments. It is only when vessels of characteristic and

datable forms in metal or clay are imitated in alabaster that it is

possible to determine approximately the age of the copies, unless

the record of excavation shows precisely with what other objects

of known date a given "alabastron" was found.

It is also impossible to distinguish with certainty Egyptian imports

from Cypriote imitations. The latter are probably confined to

vessels imitating characteristic Cypriote forms of pottery, steatite,

and the like, and in Hellenic times to a few plain white opaque
varieties of "alabastron", of undistinguished form and coarser

workmanship.

1601-1620. ALABASTRA of conventional Egyptian forms and quite

uncertain date; the profile of the body and neck varies slightly,

and also the position, size, and utility of the handles. Very

commonly, the handles are not perforated at all.

Hs. i if in. -4! in. Cyprus, PI. xviii (1628, 1629); 1 1 1, ex, 3,

4, 6 (1607, 1602, 1603), cxiii, 9, 8, 10 (1622, 1628, 1629).

1621-30. COPIES OF BRONZE AGE POTTERY, usually in apaleun-

variegated alabaster which may perhaps be native to Cyprus.

Similar copies of some of these fabrics are, however, found

fairly commonly in Egypt; and these (some if not all) are

cut in Egyptian material. The fabrics which are imitated all

belong to the Later or Mycenaean period of the Bronze Age;
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\\ .,11 thev are as follows: Fabric vi (321-2 in Wall-Case ()) imi-

tated bv K)jS-(); Fabric * (3^6 in Wall-Case 11) bv 1(122;

the characteristic piriform vase of Fabric xii (417-11) in

Wall-Case 12) bv the fragmentary I<MO. The original of idji

is perhaps a C\ pro-M\ cenaean vase of l
; abric xiii like 407-*

in Wall-Case 12: compare also the better worked example

i(>S<). which is thus approximately dated. The llask-

like forms i<>24-(> are nearer to Egyptian than to Cypriote

flasks, but clearly have prototvpes in clay; and the flat base

of i(>27 points in the same direction. Us. 7';! in. }|j{ in.

Cyprus, PI. xviii ( K>2(>-2<S-2<)-}o).

1631-43. Co I'll-..- or Si i -.A Tin-. VASI-.S chiefly of I.ate Bronze Age
and Early Iron Age forms such as are shown in Wall-Case

73. The three-footed bowls 1531 tT. for grinding paint are

imitated by 1631; a characteristic four-handled bowl of the

Late Bronze Age by 1632; a geometrically ornamented vase

like 1 140, by 1(134, and more remotely by 1643, though both

these have rude lotos-petal designs which cannot be much
earlier than 650 B. C. The form of 1636-7 is already familiar

in steatite i^S and in blue glaze 1771); and that of 1041 in

bowls of steatite. The models of I(>H. '^MS. 1038-40 are

Egyptian vases of limestone, steatite, and harder stones, which

are common at almost all periods: i(>}} has already been quoted
on page Ho, in illustration of the "handle-ridge" on clay vases

of the Middle Iron Age: its rim, which is missing, was cut in

a separate disc of alabaster, which fitted over the neck as far

as the projecting Mange. The material of i(>42-} is not the

ordinary alabaster, but a compact white stone of about the

same hardness, and worked in the same style. The use of

the spindle-shaped object 1642 is uncertain: its date, however,

is fixed by its Early Iron Age ornament of drilled "concentric

circles." Us. 9,',, in. i ,"',; in. Cyprus, PI. xviii (1634-5

36-43). lll.cxii, 4, 7, (1631, 1632); cxi, i (1635);

ex, 5 (1638); cxi, 2 (1643).

1644. SCULPTURHD L.ADLH of quite uncertain date, but probablv

made in Egypt. The handle is formed by a swimming girl,

who embraces the lotos-patterned bowl with her arms. The

design was popular in Egypt under the XVIII Dynasty, and

was copied under the XXVI. It is found also in ivory, ebony,
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and other valuable materials. L. 5] in. Cyprus, PI. xviii \Vall

III, cxii, i. ?
ase

1628 1643

1645-7. COPIES OF CLAY VASES of the Early Iron Age. The saucer

1645 follows a common form like those in Wall-Cases 16-17;

1646 has the heavy profile and disproportionate neck of the

large amphorai in Floor-Cases V-YII; and 1647 shows the

body of a conical wine-jar of the sixth century fitted to a neck

and rim more adapted to be cut in stone. Hs. 4^ in. i ^
in. Ill, cxii, 6; cxi, 3 (1645, 1646).

1648-58. COPIES OF HELLENIC VASES, and other late forms.

The commonest of these forms is a graceful narrow-necked

amphora with ovoid body, distinct foot, and very small handles

on the shoulder. 1650-2, 1654-5, 1648-9 are miniature wine-

jars, 1649 with pointed base, 1648 with moulded foot and

cover; they have a long neck and two vertical handles (broken

in 1648); 1649 is not earlier than 300 B. C., and may be Graeco-

Roman. The degenerate and clumsy form of 1657 may be

suggested by a similar wine-jar. The deep bowl 1653 seems to

imitate the peculiar Greek cruet-vessel called echinos from its

resemblance to a sea-urchin; and 1658 copies closely the

round-bodied lekythos or oil-flask, of the late fifth and early

fourth centuries.

The alabastron 1656 shows the ancient Egyptian form re-

modelled by Greek taste, and influenced by the thin-lipped

copies in clay, which were popular in Greece in the fifth century.

This type is fairly common at Amathus in the richer tombs

from the end of the sixth century to the beginning of the

fourth. Hs. -{% in. 2 in.

Ill, cxii, 2 (16153); cxiii, i (1650), 2 (1649), 5 (1648).

1659. INSCRIBED VASE of characteristic Transitional Iron Age
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^ '" form like the clav vases 406-7 in Wall-Case 12: with incised

panel decoration, and Cvpnote characters at the top ami

bottom of each panel, discussed with other inscriptions in the

Appendix. H. oj in. Cyprus, Ml. xviii.

Ill, cxli. 7 a, h.

(.entrc |()6O Ai-ABAMKos \viin Co\i,R, of uiiusuallv large si/.e, short

'\-t broad form, and uncertain date. It is probably of Egyptian
make. H. 12^ in. 1). 14] in. Cvprus, p. ,4. III, cxi, '-,.

IV. OHJHCIS OF COMMON WHIIh UMLSTON I:

VARiors 1'iiRions AND SIYLI.S

Wall The compact limestone of the lowland parts of Cyprus is but little

*e harder than chalk, and can be cut with a strong knife. It is, there-

fore, well adapted, not only for sculpture, but to form small boxes,

altars, lamps, and other simple pieces of furniture, in place of wood,

clay, or metal; particularly it protection from lire was needed,

and weight was no objection. Such stone objects were made in

Cyprus at all periods, but are commonest in the Karly Iron Age
in tombs, and in the Hellenistic period among the cheaper offerings

in sanctuaries.

i()()i. PoRiABLb SuRisi-., OR I.AMI-.RN, in the shape of a rectangu-

lar chamber, open to its full width in front, between rudely

carved pilasters with volute capitals. On the floor is carved

a stone lamp of the pinched saucer shape, like i(x)i-2 below

and 2soi tT. in the Collection of Lamps. From the shape of

the lamp, and the volute capitals, this object may be assigned

provisionally to the sixth century. H. 10', in. Doell,

xiii, if), 805.

1662-6. RECTANGULAR CHKSTS, on four feet, imitated from the

wooden chests such as are still among the commonest pieces

of furniture in peasant homes in Cyprus and other Greek

lands: compare the clay chests 2125-6 in the Terracotta Col-

lection; and also the construction of the great stone sarcoph-

agus n6s in Centre-Case H. Similar stone chests have been

found in tombs of the Earliest Iron Age, associated with

objects of steatite. Others found at Tell-er-Retabeh in Egypt
are assigned to the XXII Dynasty (Petrie, Hyksos and />-

raelite Cities, 1906, Plate xxxvi, c). Of these examples, 1604

is quite plain, but shows well the wooden underframe of its

original; 1662-3, 1665, have roughly incised geometrical
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designs, composed of triangles either latticed and arranged to Wall

set off a band of chevrons (1662), or tilled with dots (1665), _,
ast

and grouped cross-fashion in panels (1663). 1666 has the

side panels brought nearly to the ground, and perforated with

triangular openings, copied from open woodwork. On the

long front side is carved in low relief a dog or wolf pursuing
a long-horned goat, in a style akin to that of the rude steatite

seal-stones of the Early Iron Age: compare Wall-Case 73 and

4332-57 in the Collection of Engraved Stones. On each end,

also in relief, is a female figure, nude, with upraised arm; and

on the back, panels of geometrical ornament, incised. Hs. 6f

in. 4i
1
6 in. I, 504 (1666); 505-507 (1662-64).

1667-8. CYLINDRICAL TOILET-BOXLS, on a high foot, supported
on lions' claws. They should have close-fitting cylindrical

covers, to rest on the flange at the lower angle of the body.
The style suggests a metal-pattern; but similar boxes cut in

marble, are found in Crete and other parts of Greece. From

their profile, these examples seem to be of Hellenistic Age.
Hs. 4} in., 3! in. I, 608, 606.

1669. SHALLOW BOWL, with trough-spout and two handles, of the

same type as the alabaster bowl 1632 in Wall-Case 74, and

its hard stone models. It probably belongs like them to the

Early Iron Age. D. ~\ in.

1670. MINIATURE ALTAR, standing on four feet, with an eight-

horned top developed from the Mycenaean four-horned type,

and akin to the horned "altar of incense" in the Jewish Taber-

nacle. These miniature altars are fairly common in tombs

of the Early Iron Age; and were intended for use, as the smoke-

stains on this one show. Examples in bronze are found in

North Syria. H. 3i| in.

1671. LAMP, roughly turned in a lathe to a wide foot and top,

connected by a narrower support. The top is concave, with

a shallow lateral groove to hold a wick. This lamp has been

in use like 1670 and shows smoke-stains. The form seems

to be derived from that of the columnar lamps of the Minoan

Age in Crete; but probably this example is not older than the

Transitional Period of the Early Iron Age; compare the

columnar bowls 1532 in steatite, and 1637 in alabaster, which

may be Mycenaean. H. \h in.
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\\.ill it>7J-4. Copii-s in ('.LAV \'.\si-^, \ (.TV rudelv carved: 1672 copies
a domestic jug of the fourth or thinl century; 1673 a vase

ot tin- same tyj-e as i S4<> in steatite and i(>js in alabaster,

but verv likely later in date than these; 167} (a) of the same

type but ruder still; H>74 an ordinary alabastron like those

in Wall-Case 74. Probably these clumsy objects are poor

men's substitutes for more valuable' offerings at some sanct-

uary: compare a stone saucer in the Cyprus Museum (C. M. C.

47<>> from the principal sanctuary at Idalion. Hs. 5'.

in., 5 J in., 8.J in. Doell, xiii, 14, Si c, ( 1670) ; 18, 8i(> ( 167 1 ).

1. 507. 599, 605, (XH.

'^75-87. VOTIVE OFFERINGS K>R Khcovi-.Rv I-KOM AcciDi.srs OK

DiSHASh. Those are roughly carved in relief or in the round,

and represent the damaged part (1675-6), foot (1(>77-<S), hand

(1670), finger or toe (1680-1), ear with earring (1682), eye

(1683), pair of eves (1685-7), or eyes and mouth (1684);

compare the childbirth offering 1226 and the large slab 1227

in Wall-Case 47, which represents a pair of breasts (like the

single breast 1676 above), and probably some internal organ.

The custom of dedicating such votive models is still common

among th? peasantry in most countries of Europe and UK
Christian East. Doell, xiii, 9, 798(1680); 3, 796 (1682); 8,

797 (1684); 7, 789 (1687). I, cxxix, 925 (1676); xxviii, 157-8

(1677-8); cxxix, 927, 931, 934, 936, 926 ( 1 680-2-4- 5-<>-7).

1688. VOTIVK Disc, perhaps a copy of a mirror or an athlete's

quoit. It has a small handle perforated for suspension and

incised ornament of dotted triangles round a central rosette

inscribed with compasses. From the ornament, it would

seem to be of the Early Iron Age: compare the dotted triangles

on the stone chest 1665. D. 6J in.

1689-90. HANDLHS OK FiRE-SHovbLS, for carrying lighted coals

for an altar of incense. They end in animals' heads, and

1689 shows much red colour on the rim. The style suggests

a date in the fourth century Compare the inscribed handle

(1861) in the Collection of Inscriptions. I.s. 8';| in., 5! in.

1691-4. SAUCER-LAMPS copied from the common-clay "pinched-

saucer" lamps of the fourth and earlier centuries: compare
also 4978-81 in the Collection of Bronzes. Ls. 4^ in. 3^

in. Doell, xiii, 13, 808 (1692).
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1695-6. LAMPS, in the shape of an animal's head, copied from a

very late type. Ls. 3! in., 3! in. I, 194, 193. _.
ase

1697-1700. SAUCERS, 1697-8, and STRAINERS, 1699-1700, copied

from common clay forms. Ds. 4! in. 3! in. .
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THE COLLECTION OF IMPORTED VASES
OF GREEK FABRICS

A
T all periods when Cyprus has been in communication with Floor

the Greek world to the westward, the current fabrics of Cases

Greek pottery have been traded to the island, and occa-

sionally have been in great demand.

I.ATE BRONZE AGE: MYCENAEAN STYLE (FABRIC Xl)

The Mycenaean vases of the Later Bronze Age, corresponding
with the Cretan style known as "Late Minoan III," which had

so profound an influence on the native fabrics of the Transitional

Period and Early Iron Age (Fabrics xii, xvi), have already been

described in their place in the Collection of Pottery; see 417-452,

in Wall-Case 12 and Floor-Case III.

EARLY AND MIDDLE IRON AGE! GREEK GEOMETRICAL STYLE

In the Early Iron Age, the geometrical style of the Greek main-

land, and the Aegean islands as far as Crete and Rhodes, develops
on different lines from that of Cyprus. Intercommunication was

difficult during this troubled period, and western imports into

Cyprus are therefore rare. They are, however, not wholly absent,

and 1701 is in fact among the finest examples of its class. It is

indeed so fine, and was for a long while so unparalleled among
vases found in Cyprus, that the question has been often raised

whether it was really found there at all. It is clear, however, that

occasional imports must in any case be assumed, in order to account

for the school of native imitations illustrated by 1707-10; and a frag-

ment painted with the same grazing animals as 1701, which was

found at Amathus during the British Museum's excavations in 1894,

removes all doubt as to the fact of traffic in large vases of this style

and date. Other vases, both imitated and probably imported,
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were found in the same exca\ ations at Amathus, in tombs which

can be securelv dated to the Middle Period of the ( A priote Iron Age.

I 01 K-HASDI i i) \ AM WITH COVHR, of charac tenst ic
" Dun -

..

l\ \ Ion" form, so called from the celebrated Early Iron Age ceme-

tery at Athens. I he oval body stands on a high foot, with

moulded base. On the shoulder are four high loop-handles.

The cover is surmounted by a miniature hydna, in place of

a knob. Both the vase and its cover are decorated in the

richest geometrical style, with close affinity to the Attic
"
Dir\ lon"work. The broad bands and groups of lines on the

lower part of the body, and the friezes of tangent-circles are

already familiar (p. 75) as survivals of Mycenaean decora-

tion: one of the tangent-circle frie/es has "concentric circles"

like that of the Cypriote geometrical style (6006 in Wall-

Case 17). The dotted rosettes in the background of the

panels are also borrowed rarely by the Cypriote style (596,

722). Other Mycenaean reminiscences are the scheme of

the doe suckling its kid, the heraldic grouping of deer about

a "sacred tree," and the double axe --well known as a sacred

symbol in early Crete which is suspended over the tethered

horses in the shoulder panels. On the other hand, the .:on-

ventional groups of grazing horses, long-legged water-birds,

and deer, are as characteristic of the new art of the Iron Age,

as are the panel-decoration, key-fret ornament, eight-pointed

stars, and chequered and latticed backgrounds.
The vase has been broken into many pieces, and has been

fully and very carefully restored. Restorations are easily

distinguished from original fragments by their texture.

H. 3 ft. 10^ in. Perrot, fig. 514; Cyprus, PI. xxix. II, 855.

Floor '7 2 - OINOCHOE, with long cylindrical neck of a characteristic

Case "Dipylon" form. The body is decorated with many narrow

bands, a natural development of the Mycenaean broad-

and-narrow grouping, in a style which abhors broad zones

and silhouettes, and habitually uses the brush as if it were

a pencil or a graver. The shoulder has tangent-circles, and a

wavy line fringed with dots, another heritage from the latest

Mycenaean style. On the neck is a scheme of panels, framed

with tangent-circles, and filled with (a) a cross of four conven-

tional leaves; (b) two horses, tethered at their mangers, with

water-birds, double-axes, swastikas, and arrow-lines in the
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F'lix>r

Case
IX B

1702

t'u-ld: for the last two motives, which a; pear sparinglv

Cypriote geomel rical work, see p. 71. I he general elT

is very closely akin to tliat of 1701: tin

clay is softer and more porous than is usu-

al in the Dipvlon fabric, and is nearer to

some of the clays of Argolis. II. 14,',, in.

1703-=;. OPEN BOWLS, with low neck and

two small handles. The form, hard clav.

and lustrous pigment are quite foreign to

Cyprus, anil akin to the Dipvlon fabric.

The ornament is in each case a scheme of

panels containing bird* (1705-4); dotted

rosettes (1703-4); chequers, lattice lozenge,

and cross of four leaves (1703); and key

fret (1700. On the neck of 1703 are

tangent-circles as on 1701-2. Us. }.\ in.

2^ in., 2? in. II, 1087 ( 1703).

The vases hitherto described may be confidently accepted as

foreign imports: they belong to that phase of the Karly Iron

Age in the Aegean which is represented in the earliest Dipvlon

tombs at Athens, and in the cremation tombs at Halos in Achaea

Phthiotis. Rarely, however, copies are found in native Cypriote

clay and inferior workmanship, an additional proof of the esteem

in which these geometrical vases were held.

1706. OPEN BOWL, of the same form as 1703-7 but in more porous

clay, probably Cypriote. On the neck is a zig/ag line, such

as is common on native bowls, and in the body-panel a blun-

dered imitation of a key-fret outlined and filled with oblique

lines in imitation of foreign bowls like 1705. This example
of native copying stands very close to its models, and is prob-

ably of the same date, about 1000-800 B. C. Similar native

copies have been found at Amathus in tombs of the Middle

Iron Age. H. 3', in. II. 1081.

1707. OPEN BOWL, of similar form, hut rather later workmanship,
and further removed from the imported model. The clay,

which is reddish and seems to be native, is covered both inside

and out with a brighter red slip; on this are painted black

bands and patterns, and also three zones of creamy white.

Compare the "tricolour" fabric of Red Painted Ware in Wall-

Cases 25 and 2(>. On these white bands are painted (i) a
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key-fret in black outline and (2) a cable-ornament left white Floo

on a black ground, a device already discussed on 608, 699
[

in Floor-Cases V and VI. The use of the cable-ornament

betrays Oriental influence, as on 671, 700, and on some of

the geometrical pottery of Crete, and may be regarded as dat-

ing this vase about 800-700 B. C. H. 3 in. II, 1080.

1703 1704 1706

1708-9. OPEN BOWLS, of similar native make, but simpler form

and ornament. The clay of 1708 is light-coloured, with a

panel scheme in black, between broad bands of a dull red

paint which is also used on the inside; 1709 is painted in

red only. This red paint is habitual in the pottery of Cy-

prus, but unknown to the geometrical schools of Greece and

the islands. It is curious, and at present unexplained, that

red paint is popular again in the geometrically painted wares

of Southern Italy which likewise belong to the "dark age"
between the Minoan culture and the Hellenic. Hs. 2 in.,

3/6 in. II, 1084 (1708).

Another imported fabric, with large systems of concentric circles,

applied mechanically by means of compasses, belongs, like 1701-5,

to some Greek land to the westward; and is of importance as

suggesting foreign origin (in part at least) for the "concentric circle"

ornament which becomes so popular in the native Cypriote style:

see especially 600-6 in Wall-Case 17.

1710-11. OPEN BOWLS, of the same form as 1 703-5 and of a hard light-

coloured clay with lustrous black glaze which covers the whole

of the inside, and also the outside of the neck and foot. The

sole ornament consists of large systems of concentric semicircles,

crowded so as to overlap. The clay and paint of 1711 are red

through overfiring. Hs. 2-f in., 3 in. II, 1085 (1710).
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Flm.r

Case
IX It

l.AIIK IKo\ \(,i: VVRIol's r.RI I K I\BRU> o| Illl PIRIOI)

0| nKIINIM. ISIIIINCI. ABOT I 7SO-SVI B. ( .

The great variety and rich decoration of the tullv developed "(irae-

co-Phoenician" stvle in (Aprus itself are enough to account for the

rarity of foreign vases durum the Later Iron Age. lor variety

and splendour (Aprils could hold its own against them all. "I In-

few that ha\e been tomul in tombs ,>\ this
(
eriod testify, however,

by the variety of their fabrics, to the wide range of westward

intercourse which (Aprils began to enjoy, when once the sea-ways
were freed again for peaceful traffic. I he traditional "Seapower
of Cyprus," which mav be assigned \.i the latter part of the eighth

century i p. xxxiv. marks an important step in the reopening of

the Levant to (ireek enterprise.

1712. AMPHORA of an imported (.ireek fabric resembling that of

Samos. The clav was naturally cream-coloured, but is slightly

over-fired. The only ornament consists

of a few bands of lustrous paint, with two

wavy lines on the neck, a Mycenaean sur-

vival. Compare the earliest vases from

the cemetery of Samos itself: Boehlau. .-ins

loniscben mid Ae^litiben Nekropolen, Plate

ii. S. 1 1 1, i. I his example cannot be much
later than Soo B. ('.., and may well be

earlier. H. i v'. in.

1713. AMPHORA, of imported fabric, prob- ,_ 12

ably early Ionian, but distinct from that

of 1712. The clav is light-coloured. The decoration consists

of a few bands of brown paint and a roughly

drawn group of leaves on the neck. It is prob-

ably not later than 700 B. C., and may be a

good deal earlier. II. (){ in.

1714. PROIO-COKIM HIAN PYXIS-LID, not quite

of the earliest fabric, for it has bands of dull red

as well as the customary black star-ornament,

but probably not later than 700 B. C. Other

ProtoCorinthian vases are recorded from Ama-
thus (in the British Museum) and Limassol 1715

(C.M.C. 1501); they are ovoid "lekvthoi" of

the earliest fabric, with the "running dog" ornament on the

shoulder. D. 3^ in.
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1715. PROTO-CORINTHJAN PYXIS, with plain hands of red and Floor

Mack. The workmanship of these miniature vases is not ^-ase

often as defective as this: and it may perhaps be a native

imitation, like the poor specimens in the earliest tombs of the

Hellenic colonies in Sicily. It may be about 700 B.C. H. i
,

:i

(i in.

The little vases which follow illustrate well the influence of Egyp-
tian and other Oriental motives in other parts of the Greek world,
and are therefore particularly instructive in comparison with the

"plain-bodied" style in Cyprus; but there is at present no clear

evidence that either style directly influenced the other. For the

"plain-bodied" style, see 598-9 in Wall-Case 17; 631, 634 in Wall-

Case 18; and the whole series of "bird-jugs" in Wall-Cases 21-22

and Floor-Case VIII.

1716-7. ARYBALLOI of globular form and early fabric, like that

which is commonest in the tombs of Kamiros in Rhodes. They
are "plain-bodied," and their sole decoration is a conventional

lotos-rosette in black, without any incised lines. About 650
B. C. Hs. 2 in., if in.

1718. ARYBALLOS of the same globular form, but decorated with

a procession of four warriors who are almost hidden behind

large circular shields; a common motive in this early, perhaps

Corinthian, style. Black paint is used, in solid silhouette,

with details painted over it in red and white, and very sparing

use of incised lines. The tongue-ornament round the shoulder

is of Oriental origin, akin to the rosette. About 600 B. C.

H. 2-iV in.

1719. ARYBALLOS of pearshaped form and Orientalizing fabric,

probably Corinthian. It is decorated, on a plain body, with

a bird standing between two horse heads. On the rounded

bottom is a rosette, and behind the handle a long-legged water

bird. This bird, and the horses, are notable survivals of the

animal forms most popular in the old Geometrical style, 1701-3.

The design is in black, with copious red details, and free use

of incised lines. About 650-600 B. C. H. 4! in.

1720-1. PEARSHAPED ARYBALLOI, of regular Corinthian fabric

with black and red bands. Both have characteristic "tongue-
ornament" like 1718; on 1721 are a few incised lines in imita-

tion of gadrooned metal-work. About 650-600 B.C. Hs. 3irVin. t

3 MT in.
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Hour
Case
IX H

1722-}. 1 AN i AMU: AKYHAI.I.OI in the- form of a ram (1722) and a

siren or human-headed bird (172^). Both arc decorated in

dull black and red. The clay of 1722 is softer than usual

in this stvle. and may be Cypriote; that of 17.2} is full of

shining Makes of mica, like the clays of Miletus and other parts

of Ionia. About (>5<>-(x>o B. C. I.s. } in., 4? in.

1724. CORINTHIAN' VASI-. of characteristic Mat-based form, with

low neck and three handles modelled with female heads.

Its decoration is in the rich but careless Corinthian style

based on the patterns of Oriental textiles, with a crowded

frieze of animals, sphinxes, sirens, and

Moral background, in lustrous black

silhouette with dull red details, and

"tongue-ornament" round the neck.

About 650-600 B. C. H. 5^ in.

1725. RHODIAN OR MILESIAN OINO-

CHOE, very fragmentary, and damaged
by overfiring. It shows two friezes of

animals, birds, and grillins, with very

sparing use of dotted rosettes and

malt esc crosses in the field. Red paint

is used rarely, and the internal details

are not incised, but skilfully reserved

in the light colour of the clay, as in

the finest "plain-bodied" vases of Cy-

prus, 731 IT. in Floor-Case VIII.

Between the friezes is a rich zone of

meanders alternating with square ros-

ette-panels. About 600 B. C. H. 5! in.

1726. SAMIAN AMPHORA of the beauti-

ful fabric known as "Fikellura ware" from the site in Rhodes

where it was first discovered. It is of slender graceful form,

with characteristic design in lustrous black on the creamy

clay, showing on each side a long-legged water-bird between

large palmettes with scrolled stems: below is a zone of the

"crescent ornament" peculiar to this style, and on the shoulder

is a leaf-pattern. About 6<x>-55o B. C. H. c),
:

in. Doell,

xvii, 2, 3671; Cyprus, PI. xlvii, fig. 41.

1727. TWO-HANDLED VASE WITH SPOUT AND COVER, of a well-

marked fabric which has been described as Rhodian, and is
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usually found in the southeastern region of the Aegean. The
elaborate key-fret, tangent-circles in brown paint on the pale

clay, and the cover-knob shaped as a miniature vase like 1701,

indicate descent from a geometrical fabric; but the form of

the vase and the freely drawn olive-wreath on the shoulder,

are marks of later date. About 600-500 B. C. H. i2f in.

II, 992.

1728. FANTASTIC VASE, with the body modelled as a female head,

in an archaic Greek style, probably Ionian or Insular. It is

of red clay, with lustrous red slip. About 550-500 B. C.

H. 5! in. Cyprus, fig. 13, p. 402.

Floor

1729 1724

1729. CORINTHIAN BLACK-FIGURED HYDRIA of mature fabric and

style. The reddish clay is covered with black glaze, except

en a single panel in front, which is divided into two compart-

ments. In the upper, two lions stand confronted; in the

lower, Herakles wrestles with the Nemean Lion, while an eagle

hovers in the background. Details are rendered by copious

use of red paint and incised lines. The numerous inscriptions,

very carelessly written, are in the Corinthian alphabet; but only

the word H?a(/.)Xcg (Herakles) is recognizable. About 550-500

B.C. H. 13^ in. Cyprus, p. 41 1, fig. 32. II, 1096.

HELLENIC AGE: "BLACK-FIGURED "AND "RED-FIGURED" FABRICS

AND VASES WHOLLY COVERED WITH BLACK GLAZE

From the close of the sixth century onwards, all other fabrics of

imported vases give place to those of Athenian manufacture, or
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Moor at least produced under predominantly A thai km influence. I he

\\ n "black-figured" group, described below, marks tin- period of

close intercourse which preceded the Persian \Vars p. xxx\i). The

absence ot the lati-st
"
black-finured

"
group, and tin- earliest

or "severe" phases of tin- red-figured stvle is explained in the

same \vav bv the failure ot the Cvpriote revolt and the seclusion

of the island until about 4<>o. I he one "line red-figured" vase

in the collection ( 1741)) belongs verv closelv to the period of Athen-

ian activitv in the Levant, from 400 to 441), and should be com-

pared with the "red-figured" vases Iroin recent excavations at

Naucratis in the Hgvptian Delta, which are closely dated by the

same political events. The late and inferior vases of small si/e,

lamp-tillers, askoi, and small lekvthoi, which are very abundant

in the cemetery of Marion-Arsinoe near Poli, and are found in

smaller numbers on most of the more important sites, represent

in their turn the prosperous phil-Hellenism of Hvagoras. After

the collapse of his dynasty, and the restoration of Persian rule,

Attic imports become rare once more; and before the island was

freed by Alexander's victories, the Attic workshops had lost both

skill and fame.

These vases are at present exhibited in the first three Wall-Cases

of the Greek Vase Room, IX C, D, H.

BLACK-HC.URL-D \.\StS: IONIC AND ATTIC

Wall '7VM- IOMC KVLIKKS AND BOWLS in reddish clay with black

Cases glaze bands oxer-fired to red; the forms are heavier than the

r rJ later kylikes which follow, and there is no figured decoration.

Hs. 3
*

I; in. ij in. II, 100.0, loSq, 1088(1730, 1731-2, 1733-4).

1735-7.
"
KthiNMEisThK" KYLIKES with slender stem and graceful

profile: on the rim are minute figures in black on the red ground,

as follows: 1735, on one side a doe, on the other a man hurling

a spear; 1736, on each side two boxers; 1737 (fragmentary),

two runners. Hs. ^\ in., 3', in., i in. Cyprus, p. 41 1,

fig. 31 (173)- II- 1094-5 (i73 )-

1738. ATTIC BLACK-HGURhD Kvt.ix, painted with a pair of eyes

on each side, between which are Dionvsiac scenes; within the

kylix is a satyr: fair work with white and red details.

H. 3/0 in. II, 1097.

1739-40. KYLIKES of common fifth century fabrics: 1739 a, b,
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two examples each with a band of black-figured palmettes; ^ a"

1740 entirely covered with black glaze. Hs. 3^ in. 2\ in.
| y

II, 1093 ('739)- QD.E

1741-2. SKYPHOI with black-figured paintings: 1741 has a Diony-
siac scene on each side, between pairs of sphinxes: on 1742,

on each side between a pair of palmettes, a youth stands op-

posite to a seated girl who plays the lyre. Hs. 5 ',

in., 3 12 in. II, 1099 (1741).

1743-6. LEKYTHOI of common ovoid form and very careless

draughtsmanship: the representations are as follows:

1743, a female image, holding branches, stands between two

kneeling warriors who hold torches. H. 6vV in. II, 1105.

1744, nymph (?) between two satyrs. H. 5! in.
"

II, 1102.

1745, three seated figures. H. 6^ in.

1746, lekythos; a sphinx stands between a woman who holds

a distaff, and a man holding a long torch; on the neck is a

cock. Hs. 6| in. 4! in. I!, HOC.

1747-8. BLACK-FIGURED VASES with white ground on the body.

1747, alabastron: a satyr pursuing two nymphs; 1748, tall

lekythos, with palmette band. Hs. 6i\ in, 5 vs in.

II, 1103-4 (1747).

ATTIC RED-FIGURED VASES

1749. FRAGMENT OF A LARGE VASE showing the upper part of a

man leaning on a stick, and the arm and hand of two other

figures: fine style, about 450 B. C. H. 4 1

3
6
-

in.

1750-6. OTHER VASES OF POOR STYLE: 1750, kylix: three youths

conversing; 1751, amphora: a girl running, between foliage

sprays; 1752, pelike: female head between palmettes; 1753-5,

lekythoi: with female head (1753), palmette (1754), plain

band (1755); 1756, lampfiller: rough scrolls on the shoulder.

Hs. 65 in. 2 1' 6 in.

1757. FANTASTIC VASE, with black glazed neck and handle like

a lekythos, but the body is modelled like an almond in its

shell, and left red. H. 4 in. II, 1101.

DECADENT STYLES OF THE FOURTH AND THIRD CENTURIES

1758-62. VASES WITH BLACK GLAZE AND DECORATION IN WHITE
AND RED: two-handled cups with wreath of vine clusters
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Wall (17$N-<)1 lekvthos (l7(x>), and handleless bottle (17(11) with
C.asi-s white network; lekythos (1762) with black network and red

(JD'J. dots. Us. SJ iii. 2} in. 1 1, 1092 ( i;vs ).

I7<)^-,S. \',\si s WITH BLACK C.I.A/I AND SIAMPID OKNAMLST.

I7()3, two-handled bowl; 17(14 one-handled bowl; 1765-6,

paterae; 1767, one-handled cup with heavy rim; 176*, lamp-

filler. Only i~6v(> have the stamped ornaments; the rest are

plain. H. 3} in. i in.

\-(K)-~O. YA^I-.S WITH BLACK (ii.AZi-: AND RIBBL-D BODII-.S: I76<>,

tall oinochoe with high handle anil slender body; 1770, am-

phora with red and white painted wreath on the shoulder.

Us. lo,
1

,, in., S.\ in. II, 1107 (1769).

1771. BOWL AND (ioviiR in late light ware, with olive wreath

and stripes in black gla/.e. After 300 B. C. H. 3 ,'r, in.

1772. CLAY BLLL WITH CLAPPER in coarse late fabric: not Cypriote

but comparable with the bells of Painted White Ware 741-2

in Wall-Case 21. H. 2 in.
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FIVE

systems of writing met in the cities of Cyprus: a linear

script derived from the Minoan picture-writing; the cunei-

form script of Babylonia, represented by Sargon's monu-

ment at Kition, and by a few inscribed cylinders; the Phoe-

nician alphabet; the Greek alphabet and its later Roman derivative;

and a syllabic script peculiar to Cyprus itself

The Cypriote examples of Minoan script are very rare, and are

unrepresented in this Collection. In spite ot general conformity

with the better known varieties in Crete, thev show a rather

marked difference of style, the strokes being neither traced with

a point as in Cretan script, nor yet simply impressed, as in cuneiform

writing, but rather gashed or incised as if with a knife or other

sharp-edged instrument. The same incisive handling is seen in

the single characters inscribed on vases of Wheelmade Red Ware,

375-379, in Wall-Case 11. Some of these signs are identical in

form with characters in the Cypriote syllabary, but the vases

themselves are not certainly of Cypriote make. The signs on

these vases were cut in the soft clay before firing; but the Cypriote-

looking characters on the Cypro-Mycenaean vases, 434 in Wall-Case

12, and 438 in Floor-Case III, are incised afterwards in the hard

surface of the finished vase. For these incised signs in detail, see

the Appendix, Nos. 375 ff., 434, 438.

The Phoenician inscriptions in the Collection are for the most

part of the lapidary forms, mature and completely simplified, which

are characteristic of the fourth century; but some of the short ones

painted on vases of earlier styles show more primitive forms which

connect these letters with characters in the Minoan system. These

support the view, now widely held, that the Phoenician alphabet
has been selected and specialized from a more copious system of

characters, to suit Semitic speech, with its great range of conso-
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nants. aiul its peculiar s\ stem of vocalic inflection, which made it

almost necessary to omit the vowels in writing, if the general drift

of a sentence was to he apprehended at sight.

The Greek inscriptions in the Collection are also all of late date,

and show few local peculiarities. The Greek alphahet indeed

clearly took shape quite to the west of Cyprus, and without assis-

tance from the Cypriote Greeks. It is probahly another descen-

dant of the Minoan, closely allied to the Phoenician, but speciali/ed

to suit Indo-Kuropean speech, with its simpler consonantal scheme

and vowels all-important both in stem and in inflection.

The Cypriote syllabarv needs fuller description. It consists of

nearly sixty characters, each representing not simply a consonant,

but a syllable, like ka. te, pi, lo, and so forth: in addition, there are

separate signs for the five principal vowels, for va and ye, and for

the doubly-consonantal xc. But as a complete syllabary represent-

ing all vocalic values of all consonants (ba. pa, fa; be, pe, fe; and

so on) would have been inconveniently large, a perilous economy
made shift with the same sign for ta, da, and tha. for pa, ba, and

pha, and for ka, pa, and kha, and similarly for other vocalic values

of these groups of consonants: Aphrodite, for example, was written

a. po. ro. ti. te, and Paphia pa. pi. a. Double consonants, and final

consonants, which are numerous in Greek, had to be represented

by two or more syllables; the name Stasikrates, for example, by

sa. ta. si. ka. ra. te. se and the Greek basileus,
"
king," by pa. si. le.

ve. o. se. When it is added that several of the commoner signs closely

resemble one another; that the forms varied from city to city;

that the Cypriote dialect had its own marked peculiarities of

structure and pronunciation; that the inscriptions, though usually

written from right to left, are sometimes from left to right, and

sometimes alternately; and that the stone cutters were often careless

and sometimes almost illiterate, the difficulties of decipherment are

seen to be great, and the large proportion of uncertain readings

is explained, if not excused.

But not all inscriptions in the Cypriote characters are capable

of being read in Greek; and this is not solely due to careless cutting

or spelling. Yet in no case do the non-Greek inscriptions seem to

contain Semitic words. A very few, on the other hand, have

already been shown, with much probability, to contain forms and

phrases which suggest that a third language was in use in Cyprus
in historic times. If this is so, it would be natural to suppose that

it would be the pre-Hellenic and pre-Phocnician speech of the
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aborigines, and that it might be related to the ancient languages
of the Asiatic mainland north and west of Semitic-speaking Syria.

All the Cypriote characters are linear, composed of from two

to six or more strokes, straight or slightly curved. They are

clearly simplified from pictorial symbols; though it is seldom ob-

vious what they represented originally. A few resemble Greek or

Phoenician letters in form, and some in sound also. A few others

recall Minoan signs, and some have been compared with cuneiform

groups and with Hittite hieroglyphs. Some of these signs are found

on objects of early date, like the Late Bronze Age vases 375 ff.

434, 438 already noted; one short inscription, on the engraved

cylinder 4311, shows unusual and clearly immature varieties; and

a few more, on vases of the seventh and six centuries, like 481
in Wall-Case 13 and the alabaster vase 1659 in Wall-Case 74, show

the syllabary already fully developed. But most cf the inscrip-

tions, in this Collection as elsewhere, belong to the fifth and fourth

centuries: a few may be even later than this, to judge from the style

of the objects on which they are cut. But the use of the Greek

alphabet spread rapidly after the annexation of Cyprus to Egypt,
and seems to have superseded the syllabary except perhaps for

sacred uses at a few great sanctuaries.

The rarity of inscriptions in the Cypriote syllabary in the earlier

periods, and their sudden frequency later, is not easy to explain.

The nearest analogy is offered by the Lydian script, which becomes

common in the same way about the end of the fifth century. Two
circumstances, however, may be noted. Our evidence, apart from

a few vases, coins, and gems, is confined to inscriptions on stone;

but the forms of both the Cypriote and the Lydian characters

suggest that they were developed among carvers on wood; and

the date at which both scripts were first commonly transferred to

stone coincides with a marked reaction against Greek aggression

in many Persian provinces. It is therefore not unlikely that local

ambition may have adopted now, for public monuments, a symbol
of nationalism hitherto mainly used for private and ephemeral
records.

PHOENICIAN INSCRIPTIONS

Most of these seem to be derived from a single site, a small sanc-

tuary of the Phoenician deity Eshmun-Melqarth which occupies
the low hill called Batsalos among the salt lagoons southeast of

ancient Kition. Subsequent excavation on this site in 1894 re-

vealed the foundations of a small building, probably the shrine
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of the god. standing in a walled courtyard, and yielded another

fragment of an inscribed howl like iS^y-<)(), now in the .\shmolean

Museum at Oxford, a terracotta horse in snowman-technique, a

fragmentary moulded figure in Hellenistic style, and some pieces

of Attic red -figured pottery, now in the Cyprus Museum (C.M.C.

iS<)o-<K). But the earlier excavations, and subsequent search for

building stone, had removed or disturbed everything else.

The inscriptions are all dedicatory: most of them are cut on the

rim of bowls of white or bluish marble, probably Syrian: 1844, 18(17

are on squared blocks of similar marble, probably the pedestals

of the votive offerings to which they refer.

\\all iNoi. DimcAiioN OF Two OFFERINGS, on a block of white

Case marble. "In the year . . . of King Pumi-yathon, King of

Kition and Idalion, son of Melek-yathon, king of Kition and

Idalion, these two offerings, which Abd-elim, son of Ebed-

melqarth, son of Hbed-reshef, gave and dedicated to his lord

Eshmun-melqarth." Melek-yathon was king from 30.2 to

}(>2 B. C.; Pumi-yathon from 362 to ^12 B. C. H. 5 in.

\\'. c) in. Cyprus, ix, 2. Corpus Inscriptionum Semiti-

carum, I, pp. 44-6. No. 14. Ill, cxxii, i.

1802. DEDICATION OF AN OFFERING: on a block of white marble,

nearly cubical:
"
Hanan-baal gave . . . which he vowed on

behalf of his son." H. 3 in. W. 3 in. Cyprus, ix, 4.

C. I. S., 15. Ill, cxxii, 2

1803-24. DEDICATIONS ON MARBLE BOWLS, very fragmentary,

but sufficient to restore the whole formula, which was as

follows: "On the nineteenth day of the month ... in

the year IV of the King Melek-yathon (1806-8), King of

Kition and Idalion (1805), Kbed-melqarth (1810) son of Ebed-

adoni (1804) vowed an image (1815) or this gift (1822) which

he gave to his Lord (1816) Eshmun-melqarth. May he bless

(.8.3-14)."

Not all the bowls bore the full formula: 1804, for example,
reads. . . . "son of Ebed-adoni to his Lord Eshmun-mel-

qarth . . ." Others added a description of the donor

(.809). . . .

"
Reshef-yathon, interpreter of thrones

tf>. . . ." Cyprus, ix, x, xi, xii. C. I. S., 10-36.

Il.cxli, 1051, 1 1 1, cxxii, 3-10; cxxiii, 11-20.

Other inscriptions, on vases of alabaster and clay, are owner's

marks or memoranda, or very brief formulae of dedication.
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1825. ALABASTER VASE of unusually large size. The neck seems ^ al1

to have been cut away, and the lid which is preserved with it
j

'

does not belong to the body for certain. It is inscribed with

the numeral "100," and a word of uncertain meaning, which

recurs on 1829. H. 104 in. Cyprus, xii, 25.

1 1, 1048; Ill, cxxiii, 22.

1826-30. AMPHORAI of unpainted pottery, such as were commonly
used for storing wine and oil, and are often found in tombs.

The forms vary, and may be dated approximately.

1826, of the seventh or sixth century, is inscribed ".My Lord."

The bell-cover preserved with it probably does not belong to

it. H. i ft. io| in. Cyprus, ix, 7. Ill, cxxiii, 26.

1827, of the sixth or fifth century, inscribed "The Lord of

Weight gave : he heard me." H. i ft. rof in. Cyprus,

x, 8. II, 1049; 1 1 1, cxxiii, 25.

1828, of the fourth century, inscribed "My Lord; my olive." ^ .^
H. 2 ft. 3 in. Cyprus, xii, 29. Ill, cxxiii, 27. Case

The two inscribed jars which follow are no longer recognizable

with certainty 1829, of the fourth century, inscribed
"
100"

as on 1825. Ill, cxxiii, 28.

1830, fragmentary with a long inscription, text quite illegible.

Ill, cxxiii (text).

For other objects with Phoenician inscriptions, see 479, 480 (Wall-

Case 13), 775 (Centre-Case VIII), and the comments thereon in the

Appendix.

CYPRIOTE INSCRIPTIONS

For convenience of reference, these inscriptions are here arranged

in the geographical order in which they stand in Deecke's account

of them in Collitz, Sammlung der Griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften

I (Gottingen, 1884). The large series, ascribed to the site at

Golgoi, however, has been reserved till last, and rearranged so as

to bring objects of similar purpose or style into relation with one

another. It must be remembered, however, that the evidence for

the place of discovery is of the same quality for inscriptions as for

all other classes of objects in the Collection, except where the

locality is clearly indicated in the inscription itself.

The full text of every inscription, so far as it can be deciphered, is

given in the Appendix; but only those are described in detail here

which are either translatable with certainty, or otherwise note-
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worthv bv reason cit their material or stvle. In the absence of

other indication .ill mav be assumed to be of limestone; and unless

otherwise described, to be on pl.un rectangular blocks devoid of

ornament, probably the bases of statues, or other votive offerings.

ISSCKIIM IONS I-KO.M KiniKoi

i8$i~42. SIONI Boxi.s DI Dit.A 1 1 i) i<) 'i i it-. LADY 01- PAPIIOS,

of the same form as i(>(>2 in the Collection of Stone Objects.

These are fragmentary: some of them have been exposed to fire;

they may have been used as incense-burners.

18} i is nearly perfect, and has a complete inscription in three

lines, as follows: "I am (the gift) of Prototimos, the priest of

the Paphian; and he otTered me to the Paphian Aphrodite."
H. 3 in. L. (i\ in III, cxxiv, i.

1832 is fragmentary and the inscription is broken, but the

sense can be restored, as follows: "I belong to the Paphian;
and Onasithemis dedicated me." H. } in. Ill, cxxiv, 4.

1833, also fragmentary, is clearly the gift of the same person

as 1832; though only two syllables of his name are preserved.

I.. 3} in. Ill, cxxiv, 8.

1834-42 preserve only fragments of the same formula: "I

belong to the Paphian." 1837, 1842 are not on stone, but on

broken vessels of clay. Ill, cxxiv, 2-3, 5-7, 9-11; cxxv, i.

INSCRII'I IONS KKOM KOLKLIA (ol.l) I'APHOS)

1843. STATfhTTh DEDICAIKU TO THH GoD WITH Two KlGMT

HANDS. The inscription on the upper side of the limestone

base (on which only the feet of the figure remain) is in three

lines: "Hekotos set (me) up to the God of the Two Right Hands,

in good fortune."

The title of the deity is unusual. Probably it is suggested

by some well-known statue of the type discussed in relation

to 1092-1100 in which the two common ways of representing

a Sun- or Thunder-God, as archer or as club-man, were

combined in the same figure, and gave the impression of a

deity who fought for his worshippers with both hands and

both weapons at once. The name of the dedicator also is

unusual; it may be intended for Hekatos. L. 8J in. \V. 7

in. Cyprus, p. 207. 1 1 1, cxxv, 4.

1844. STATUI-.-BASI-: with a large socket in the middle. The

inscription is on the upper side in three lines, "Gillikas the
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son of Timodoros consecrated. . . ." The formula is \Vall

incomplete, and the end uncertain. The names Gillikas and
as

Timodoros are found in other Cypriote inscriptions. L. 8|

in. W. 10 in. 1 1 1, cxxv, 6.

INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF KURION

1845. STATUETTE DEDICATED TO THE GOD OF THE WINE-PRESS, in

the same style and dress as 1358 in Centre-Case B. The inscrip-

tion is on the front of the base and is incomplete. Said to be from

the sanctuary of Apollo Hylates; but the epithet "Lenaios"

is given elsewhere (at Athens, for example) to the wine-god

Dionysos, and its occurrence here, on a figure said to be from

a sanctuary of Apollo, raises doubt as to the accuracy of the

record. H. i ft. 4! in. I, Ixxxv, 564; III, cxxvii, 5.

1846. MALE VOTARY in the same Oriental dress as 1231, 1350
in the Collection of Sculpture, and 2299-2301 in that of Terra-

cottas; but on the smaller scale of this figure, the details are

not so clear. The inscription is cut on the front of the base,

below the feet of the figure, and seems to have lost the first

and last of its characters. It is therefore not to be read with

certainty; but it appears to contain two personal names:

Meister suggests "Philippa, wife (or daughter) of Diandros";
the votary, however, is certainly male. Said to be from the

sanctuary of Apollo Hylates. H. 13! in.

I, Ixxxv, 562; III, cxxvii, 6.

1847-9. TEMFLE-BOYS like 1204-22 in the Collection of Sculpture.
The inscription runs round the shallow base on which the crouch-

ing figure is placed, and is much worn in every case; but on

1847 the formula "dedicated this to Apollo" is legible, and

on 1 848 the phrase
"
this to Apollo the God,

"
in a long sentence,

the rest of which is not intelligible: on 1849 on ly a single

character remains.

The style of the three figures varies in detail. The drapery
of 1847 has fine cross-tooling, to render the "crinkled" texture

which is found on many statuettes of the fifth and fourth

centuries B. C. The head of 1848 is separate and does not

belong to the body for certain. The draper}' of 1848 is rendered

in shallow wavy folds, cut with a knife; while 1849 has only
a few stiff parallel grooves. Both are certainly later than

1847, and may be Hellenistic or even later so far as their style
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is concerned; Init tin- head of iS.jS m.i\ be as earlv as llu

fmirlh centurv.

All three figures are said to have been found at the sanctuary

of Apollo IMales. like others of the same tvpe in the Collec-

tion. But the same tvpe occurs also at Yoni, Khytroi, I amas-

sos, and in other sanctuaries; so that the attribution is not

conclusive. II. i', in. -4} in. III. cxxvii, 8, 2-4, 7.

Wall 1850. Si \n i-BAsi , with dedication on the front, in four lines,

Cases of which the first ami last are much damaged,
"
Aristo(gonos),

son of Onasias, having made a vo\v on behalf of his child,

dedicated (me) to Persetites, in good fortune.' The name of

the dedicator is not clear; it max be Aristokhon or Ariston.

The name Perseutes seems to be the name of a deity, as in

two (ireek inscriptions from Kurion (Cyprus, p. 425. Noj.

30, 31). I., i ft. 2', in. \Y. 8] in. Ill, cxxvi, 4.

18^1. DhDiCATiox TO APOLLO!?) in three incomplete lines, on a

fragment of limestone. \\ . 14' in. Ill, cxxvi, 2.

1852. STATTK-BASK, with a very rudely cut inscription containing

the personal name I isandros. Said to have been found in

the "treasure-chambers" at Kurion. I., n in. Ill, cxxvi, 3.

INSCRIPTIONS I ROM t.ARNACA, I'VLA, AND OTHI-.R I.OCALITIhS

The inscribed objects "from Golgoi" fwhich follow next in Deecke's

list) are described below (18,7). The tile 18^ is assigned to

Kurion by Cesnola (C\-prus, \ i, 33) but to Kition (I.arnaca) by the

Atlas and the Handbook. The fragmentary bowl 18^4 from

Pyla may perhaps be from Lang's excavation, like 1240 in the

Collection of Sculpture.

i8s}. CLAY FILE, rectangular and slightlv concave, inscribed

with a finger, while the clay was soft, with two characters

which probably represented the maker's or owner's name.

L. i ft. 5 J in. W. 12? in. II, cxlii, 1058; III, cxli, 5.

1854. PART OF A I.ARC.I-. STONI- BOWL, like 1380 in Floor-Case G
and 1863-4 m l 'u> Collection of Inscriptions; said to be from

Pyla, like 1240 ff. The inscription, "Timokretes dedicated to

(Apollo) Magirios" runs in a single line round the vessel a

little below the rim; but there are other signs written obliquely

to the right and lower down, which may be the far end of

the same line returning round the bowl. The name Magirios is

known as a title of Apollo from a dedicated altar found by
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Lang at Pyla (Schmidt, Idalion, p. 66; Deccke, 120); it is Wall

probably one of the numerous attempts to explain to Greek

ears the Phoenician title Melqarth; see p. 127 above. H. 8

in. 1 1 1, cxxxix, i.

1855. CLAY LAMP in the form of one of the votive bowls which

are common in Cypriote sanctuaries (1380 in Floor-Case G
and 1854 above). Behind the bowl rises a high vertical handle

perforated at the top and modelled in the grotesque figure of the

Egyptian deity Bes, who stands as if to receive drink-offer-

ings placed in the bowl. The bowl has been adapted to serve

as a lamp by the addition of a nozzle for two wicks, of the same

fourth-century type as 2696-2705 in the Collection of Lamps.
There is, however, no reason to suppose that the lamp is neces-

sarily as late as this; the figure of Bes looks like Orientalizing

work of the sixth century. The clay is reddish, and details

are added in black and red paint. On the rim of the bowl

is the name of the owner or dedicator, "Philotimos," impressed

in the soft clay, before firing. Said to have been found in the

Karpass promontory. H.g}in. II, 1058; III, cxl, 14.

1856. PALETTE OR WHETSTONE, a rectangular plaque of fine hard

reddish sandstone, bevelled on one side, and with two polished

grooves on the other. The inscription runs in several lines

along the bevelled side, but only a few signs are now legible at

one corner; they yield no sense as yet. L. 4! in. W. 2f in.

Ill, cxxxix, 3.

INSCRIPTIONS FROM GOLGOI NEAR ATHIENOU

Though most of these inscriptions repeat formulae appropriate

to one and the same sanctuary of Apollo, others make mention of

other deities; and others do not seem at first sight to belong to

a sanctuary at all; for instance, 1857 is certainly a tombstone, and

1897 seems to be the boundary stone of a burial place or other plot

of land.

1857. TOMBSTONE OF ARISTOKRETES, of which only the long Yv'all

pediment is preserved. In the middle stand two mourning Cast-

women with upraised hands. On either side a lion faces 3

inward, crouching on its fore feet. Then in the outer angles

at each end stands a young man, on a slightly lower level.

The inscription runs in one line along the cornice below the

lions: the characters are roughly cut, but clear except where
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they ha vi- suffered from exposure.
"

I am Aristokretes, ami

my brothers sot me up in memory of the good deeds which

I ever well did anywhere." Probably the pediment crowned

a niche or portal of the usual form containing a figure of the

deceased, who spoke thus in his proper person. I.. 4 ft.

H. M', in. I, Ixxxv, S(M ; III. cxxxvii, 1-5.

i8s8. YOTIVI: FOOTSTOOL OR STI-.I- OF A THKONF., probably part

of the same monument as \\~>>. On the vertical face is a

chimaera carved in low relief within a panel between two

rosettes, with details in red paint. The style is too rough

to permit a precise dating; but the treatment of the chimaera

suggests the latter part of the sixth century. On the smooth

upper surface of the step is the inscription, cut in eleven lines,

the first of which is nearest to the edge of the step. Hach

character occupies a separate compartment of a rectangular

framework of crossed lines, roughly scratched on the stone;

and there are traces of another such diagram adjoining it to

the left; probably the remains of an older inscription of the

same kind. The only translation hitherto is that of the late

Dr. Meister, as follows: "I, Gilozama, wife of Philles, and

his wedded spouse, bare" the name of the child is illegible-

"my father and my mother are alive and well; I card wool;

I make therewith quickly cloth with all skill; I decorate and

embroider sewn leatherwork." If this interpretation, which

is not without difficulties, be accepted, the embroideress is

placing herself and her art under the protection of the deity.

L. 2 ft. 42 in. B. ii-J- in. Cyprus, p. 159.

I, Ixxxv, 560; III, cxxxiv, 2.

1859. MINIATURE ALTAR with a much damaged cornice above,

and two panels carved in low relief. Only the right-hand

half of the stone is preserved. In the upper panel is a banquet-

scene like those on the tombstones 1382-5 in the Collection

of Sculpture; a bearded man in pointed cap reclines on a couch,

and seems to grasp the hand of another person with his left.

Above his head is the inscription in two lines, of which the

upper is almost wholly broken away: all that can be read is

the name of the dedicator "Antiphamon, son of Daophas" or

Daophantos. In the lower panel a young man stands in the

middle, turning towards a large dog, which sits tethered to a

post. The style of the man in the upper panel resembles that
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of the figures in the Banquet-scene 1020 and may be of the

sixth or late seventh century. H. 9g in. Cyprus, pi. xlviii;

I, xxvii, 89; III, cxxviii, 2.

1860. MINIATURE ALTAR, with the usual hollowed top, and reliefs

on the front and on one side. In front two worshippers advance

to the right; both are bearded. The first wears a short tunic,

and leads a ram by its horn; the second, who wears a longer

tunic with over-cloak, and a pointed cap, holds an upright

object which may be a bough of a tree. Below, on the smooth

plinth, is the inscription, in one line of quite clear characters,

which have been read from left to right as follows: "I,

Pantilos, bring this into the sanctuary." In the side-panel

is a banquet scene like that on 1859: a bearded man reclines

on a couch and holds a smaller figure seated on his knee.

Below are a dog and a lamb, very roughly cut. H. 9 in.

1 1 1, cxxxi, 3.

1861. HANDLE OF A LADLE OR FIRE-SHOVEL of limestone, like

1689-90 in Wall-Case 75, ending in a ram's head which looks

like fourth-century work. On the side is the dedicatory inscrip-

tion in worn and faint characters, "Heros (Eros?) dedicated

it to Apollo." L. 9 in. Ill, cxxvii, i.

1862

1862. FOOT OF A STONE CHEST OR TROUGH, like 1662-5 in Wall-

Case 75, but larger, and intended (to judge from the in-

scription) to receive drink-offerings at a sanctuary. The

inscription is on the front of the foot, deeply cut in three

irregular lines, as follows: "Zeus' portion of wine is three

measures." H. 5 in. Ill, cxxxix, 5.

1863-4. PARTS OF STONE BOWLS of the same type as 1380 in Floor-

Case G, compare also 1854, and the colossal bowl from the

acropolis of Amathus, now in the Louvre. Such bowls were
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used tor ritual washings, like I lu- "laver" in thr court of

Solomon's I (.'tuple.

|S<M onlv shows I hr louer part of the side, and a kind of foot

on which is carved in relief .1 dolphin, and a bow it a coiled

snake. In front ol tin- snake's head is the inscription, in

five lines, which seem to run from left to right, though the

characters face the other way. I he surface is damaged in

parts, but most of the characters are clear; the sense, however,

has not been made out. H. I }J in. \V. 12 in. Cyprus,

p. 144. Doell xi, 7, 775 ( iX(>}). I, Ixxxv, ,(>i ; 1 1 1, cxxxn, 2.

iX(>4 is a smaller fragment of a similar bowl: the inscription is

fragmentary, roughly cut, and unintelligible. I.. -\ in.

Ill, cxxxviii, $.

\\;ill iN(>s. IOOT 01- A YAM, with a narrow stem broken away in the

Case middle of its upper side. The inscription runs round the

upper surface; a mere graffito, imperfect ami unintelligible.

D. (il in. III. cxxxix, (>.

iSo6. Cm-.sr OR TROIT.M, like 1002-5 in Wall-Case 75, hut without

ornament, and incompletely hollowed out between the feet.

The inscription is on the smooth upper member of the frorft.

It records a dedication by I mios or Timo, son or daughter

of Antiphatos, to the Paphian Goddess, and seems intended to

be metrical, but presents some difficulties in detail. Though
said to have been found at Golgoi, it resembles the incense-

boxes iX}i-42, which are characteristic of the sanctuary of

the Paphian Goddess at Khytroi. IT iij in. W. i i ', in.

I, xxvii, XT ; III, cxxix, i .

1X67. I-RAGMKNT OF A CHF.ST OR TROCGH, like iX6(>; in similar

characters and workmanship, but said to be from Golgoi.

The inscription is fragmentary, and only the word "to the

goddess" can be read with any certainty. W. 2] in.

Ill, cxxv, 2.

iS6X. ThMiM.h-K i CORE) apparently of payments or contributions

by a number of persons; written in finely incised characters

on both sides of a thin slab of limestone, in such a way that

the top line on one side continues after the last line of the

other when the slab is turned over. This shows that the slab

was not meant to be set up like a votive tablet or a tombstone,

but to be stored for reference in the same way as inscribed

clay tablets of Babylonian or Minoan fashion. It is also note-
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\\orthv lh.it tin- numerals in this inscription are tin- same as

those on the i lav tablets in the I'alace Archives of Knossos;

namelv, .1 vertical line tor each unit, a horizontal lino for each

ten. ami a circle tor a hundred. The unit of reckoning seems

to have been the stater, the (ireek equivalent of the Phoeni-

cian ami Jewish shekel, representing rather less than half an

ounce of silver. If the interpretation of the last words of the

formula is correct, the pavments were for some kind of per-

sonal enfranchisement, perhaps of Temple-Boys or other

servants of the shrine, or slaves of private persons. H. 4'.

in. \V. 7' in. Ill, cxxxvi, 2,}.

The votive reliefs which follow are all in similar style and work-

manship, and all but iSfx) are in the same fine-grained variety of

limestone. The subjects represented, various as they are, supple-

ment each other, and illustrate all essential aspects of Cypriote

ritual and worship.

iS(x). YOTIVH RELIHF, showing a seated deity holding sceptre and

thunderbolt. Though the relief is said to be from Golgoi,

the intention is clearly to represent the Olympian Zeus. Be-

fore him to the right stands a male votary, playing the lyre,

and behind the high-backed throne a smaller votary, probably

the son of the dedicator. Over the small figure, in the back-

ground, hovers a chariot drawn by winged horses; the car is

hollowed out as if to form a socket for a separate figure to

represent the driver. The style, though rough, is not without

dignity, and the free use of red paint suggests that the work

is not much later than the fourth century. On the broad

convex base below the group is the inscription in four lines,

each containing a hexameter verse. The reading and inter-

pretation present many difficulties, but the general sense is

as follows:

"All hail!

"Eat, Lord, and drink. It is a great saying; never

covet, apart from the immortal gods, all things de-

sirable unrestrainedly. For in nowise couldst thou

withstand God, O man, but the mighty hand is God's,

to direct all things that men have in mind.

"All hail!"

The phrases of salutation stand outside the verses, and are

addressed to the reader; so also is the greater part of the text.
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Such admonitions are often substituted for prayer in Greek

religious formulae, and illustrate the profound Greek sense of

the personal responsibility of man for the consequences ot his

own conduct. The gods are guardians of a principle of right

which they cannot alter, though it is theirs to vindicate it in

any way they please. H. 12^. L. i ft. 4 in. Cyprus, pi.

xlviii. Doell xi, 3, 764. 1, Ixxxv, 559; 111, cxxx, 3.

'870. VOTIVE RELIEF, on a rectangular slab with two holes for sus-

pension at the upper edge. The whole surface is occupied by Case

an elaborate scene of worship, carved in very low relief. In 5

the upper right-hand corner the deity sits with an altar before

him, resting his left hand on a lyre by his side, and holding

out a libation-bowl in his right to receive a drink-offering from

his worshippers. Towards him a file of worshippers advance

from the left; first a man and his wife with an infant in arms;
then a boy carrying a wine-jug, and a smaller child; then

at a little distance and lower down the hill, two full-grown

men. Then following them on a lower level still, and occupy-

ing the left-hand bottom corner of the slab, comes a dancing
chorus of three young men in short tunics, and two women.

They dance towards the left, but one of the women looks back

to return the salute of one of the five banqueters, who fill

the right-hand corner below the deity. They sit in a semi-

circle face to face with a flute-player; and on the ground before

them is a large jar of wine, within which an amphora is painted

in red, with no relief at all. There are other red details on

the clothing and elsewhere, as is usual in this style of work.

Rough as it is in execution, the vigour and freedom of the work

assign it to a period not much later than the fourth century.

In the midst of the banquet-scene is the inscription, of only
two characters; its meaning is not clear. H. 12^ in. \V. i ft.

6f in. Cyprus, p. 149. Doell xi, 5, 766. I, Ixxxv, 553;

III, cxxxiii, 2.

1871. VOTIVE RELIEF, showing a group of four persons, both men
and women with one or more children in front, standing in

adoration before a deity, of larger size, who sits on a throne

and holds a sceptre. In front of him is an altar, on which is

a round object, representing fruit or a cake. In the back-

ground is a spreading tree. The work is poor and much

decayed, and the style is Hellenistic. The inscription runs

in two lines along the lower edge of the slab as follows: "Onasi-
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\\.H timos dedicated tins pleasant thing lor the saiutuary to the

god Apollo lor a vow, in the hol\ plan-, in good fortune."

II. 7,1 in. \V. i i in. Doell xi, i , 7(>,.

I. Ix.X.XV, SScS; HI, CXXX, I .

1872. \On\i Kii.ni, showing two votaries advancing to the

right, with offerings in their hands, towards a seated figure,

probably a deity, on a throne; in Iron! is a low altar, and

below the foremost votary two lines ol inscription, broken

at both ends, and illegible. The st\le seems to be of the

fourth or third centurv. II. 7^ in.

I Ixx.xv ss7; Ml cxxviii, 4

(-.'! ,
l(^7i- YOIIVI-. KM. n i, showing in the upper part a deity seated

o facing to the left; before him is an altar. Below is a scene

of rescue from peril in quarrying or mining. A bearded

man in short tunic advances to sei/.e by both hands another

man similarly clothed, who stands in front of the vertical

face of a large mass of rock or earth. Between the two men

a pickaxe lies on the ground. In the background above the

rock is the inscription, in three lines, as follows: - "Diithemis

dedicated to the god Apollo, in good fortune." H. ~\ in.

I.. 12 in. Cyprus, pi. XLYII1. Doell xi, 2, 707.

I, l.xxxv, 556; III, cxxxiii, i

Case '^74- VOTIVH KI-.LIM-, of which only

4 the top right-hand corner is pre-

served. It shows a seated deity

facing to the left, as on 187$, and

in front of him the inscription, in

three lines, nearly complete, as

follows: "Onasioros dedicated

to the god Apollo in (good for-

tune)!" L. (>i in. lll.cxxxiv, i.

1875. YOIIVI KM. IM, fragmentary, showing the upper part of

three men who move in procession to the left, in fairly good
work of the fourth or third century. Over their heads is the

inscription, in two lines broken at each end and now outlined

with paint; though fairly clear, it has not been translated.

H. 7! in. \\ . 4:] in. Ill, cxxviii, i.

i87(>. Yonvi KI-I.II-.I-, fragmentary, showing part of a boat with

two sailors in rough Hellenistic work. Above, in the back-
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ground, are parts of two lint's of characters, too ill-arranged

and incomplete for translation. II. 4.', in. \V. 2] in.

III. cxxx, 2-

|lS77- I RAC.MI NT OF A Rii.iiF, showing only the hind legs of

two running horses. In the background is the inscription

in two lines, of which only the ends are preserved. H. (>J in.

\V. S in. Ill, cxviii, 3.

1878. VOTIVE RELIEF, on a rough block of limestone, showing
two altars very rudely outlined, almost without relief, and

above them the inscription, "Eudamodotes dedicated to the

god, in good fortune" in rude and damaged characters. Below

is another line, quite unintelligible. L. 12', in. 1 1 1, cxxxv, 4.

iSyt). VOTIVH RHLIF.F, showing a woman standing, and by her

side a nude child. The work is coarse, probably of the fourth

century, with details in red paint. The inscription is cut on

the background of the relief and is too much damaged to be

read with certainty. H. H in. \V. 4 in. Doell xi, 4, 768.

1 1 1, cxxv, 3.

1880. HELMETED HEAD OF A MALE VOTARY, like 1001-3 in the

Collection of Sculpture, and probably of the sixth or seventh

century. On the pointed cap is the inscription "the vow of

Naos," in large characters, carelessly cut, and evidently no part

of the original design. H. 45 in. 1 1 1, cxxxi, i, 2.

1881-2. VOTIVE EARS, of limestone, like 1682 in Wall-Case

75, but coloured red; probably of the fourth or third century.

The inscriptions are cut on the lobe of the car. 1881 is not easy

to read, but perhaps gives the name of the dedicator. H. 2} in.

1 1 , cxlii, 1056, 1 1 1, cxl, 13.

1882 is inscribed with four characters, which have been read,

"I am from the earless man." H. 2| in. I, cxxix, 933;

II, cxlii, 1055 (wrongly described as being of clay); III, cxl, 15.

1883. PART OF A VOTIVE STELE WITH VOLUTES like 1415-20,

with a fragmentary inscription on the broad surface of one

of the volutes. Said to be from Golgoi. H. 4! in. W. 2 in.

Ill, cxxvi, i.

Wall 1884. Disc OF RED POLISHED WARE like that of the Early Bronze

shap

;ht,

3.6

Age, roughlv trimmed to shape and grooved at the edge; it

may have been a loom-weight, or a net-sinker, or other extern-
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porized implement ; or perhaps a counter from a game. On the

red surface is the inscription "Of Phantasios" in unusually

archaic characters with the numeral ||||. D. \l in.

II, cxlii, 1057, III, cxl, 5.

1885. Disc OF LIMESTONE of uncertain use, engraved on one of

the flat faces with three circles set in a triangle, perhaps a

numeral, and on the edge with one uncertain sign. W. 2 in.

Ill, cxxxix, 2.

1886. MARBLE BASE FOR A STATUETTE, with an inscription run-

ning round three sides, in small characters, partly defaced; Case

only the last words are legible: "(they) dedicated me to 4

Apollo." H.
i-2-

in. W. 2\ in. Ill, cxxvii, 9-11.

1887. BASE OF A STATUE, life-size, with the first two toes of the

left foot preserved. On the front is the inscription, in two lines,

broken away at both ends; the parts which remain record the

dedication of "this statue", "in the third year", and perhaps

part of the name of the deity (Apollo or Aphrodite); the name

of the dedicator is quite gone. L. 8^ in. Ill.cxxxii, i.

1888. BASE OF A STATUETTE, with a deep rectangular socket. The

inscription, which runs round the upper margin, seems to be

complete, but is not fully intelligible. Someone's maternal

grandfather dedicates to a deity who seems to have the title

"Mykhoia:" compare Aphrodite
"
Mykerodis," in 1907 below.

H. 4j in. 1 1 1, cxxv, 5.

1889-96. STATUE-BASES AND WALL-BLOCKS, all roughly hewn,
more or less damaged, and inscribed as follows: Cases

1889, in two lines "Stasidamos am I"; the statue speaks for 4.5- 6

itself. L. 10^ in. Ill, cxxxv, i.

1890 contains the name Diaithemis. L. 10 in. Ill, cxxxv, 2.

1891 contains the name Menodoros. L. 8 in. Ill, cxxxv, 3.

1892, perhaps a proper name. L. 9^ in. Ill, cxxxvi, i.

1893 dedicated "to the god, Apollo." L- 5 in. 1 1 1, cxxxviii, i.

1894, a mere graffito, unintelligible. L. iifin. 1 1 1, cxxxviii, 2.

1895, too roughly worn to be read. L. "]\ in. Ill, cxxxviii, 4.

1896, unintelligible, though apparently complete. L. n in.

1 1 1, cxxxix, 4.
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^'" INSCKII'I IONS IN HOIH CVI'RIOIt ANDi.KMK (.HAK AC I I- Rs
Cases

4.>- (> Occasionally inscriptions arc duplicated in Cypriote and in Greek

characters, or arc written partlv in the one. partis in the other.

|8<>7. I \NDMAKK OK Koi NDARY-SloNh, a rectangular block of

limestone inscribed with (i) I he names of I imodoros and

Driniokia, who are commemorated also on 1919; together with

(2) what seems to be a record of a purchase by Drimokia. and ( 3)

some obscure symbols, which may perhaps record the price paid.

Four Cypriote signs to the left of the Greek inscription seem

to be independent of it. I.. 2 ft. 4', in. Cyprus, No. 19.

Ill, cxxix. 2.

1898. BIUM.I AL INSCRITIION on a plain block of limestone; in

Greek the one word "of I hernias"; and near it three lines

of Cypriote characters which have not been read with cer-

tainty. H. 7 2 in. L. i ft. 8 in. Ill, cxxix, 5

One object must be added here, because it has been formerly

described as bearing an "inscription"; there is, however, little doubt

that only an ornament is intended.

1899. CLAY FIGURE or A FI-.MAU-: VOTARY, in the moulded

Oriental style, oft he seventh or early sixth century, with high

head-dress and long tresses of hair on the shoulders. At the

throat are three incised lines, probably intended as the pen-

dant of a necklace, but forming also the Cypriote character

for //. It is said to be from Soloi, and resembles clay figures

from a sanctuary in that district, now in the Cyprus Museum.

H. 2\ in. Ill, cxli, Suppl. 2.

(.REEK INSCRIPTIONS

The Greek Inscriptions in the Collection include three principal

classes: (i) public documents, (2) dedications in sanctuaries,

(3) epitaphs.

The first class, which is also commonly found in sanctuaries, may
conveniently include all those dedications which record the career

or titles of an official, or a public benefactor.

1900. BASI-. OH A STATUE OF ARSINOE PHILADBLPHOS; in grey

marble, well worked and neatly cut. It is dedicated by

6 "Aristokles, son of Aristokles, of Alexandria, to Arsinoe

Philadelphos Naias," sister and consort of Ptolemy II of

Egypt, who received divine honours both separately and with

3.8
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her brother. The city of Marion in Cyprus was refounded and

renamed in her honour. She died in 271 B. C. H. 8 in.

L. 2 ft. 2', in. Cyprus, No. 9. Ill, cxlvi, 5.

1901. BASE OF A STATUE OF PTOLEMY PHILOPATOR; in soft Wall

Egyptian limestone; dedicated by I eos, son of Horns, warder

of the district of Ammonieion in Egypt, on behalf of Ptolemy
IV Philopator, and his consort Arsinoe III. This kind of

vicarious dedication was a common form of compliment in

Hellenistic times. Ptolemy IV reigned from 221 to 204 B. C.

This inscription does not belong to Cyprus, but was bought in

Thebes in Upper Egypt before 1886. H. 5! in. W. 8 in.

It is not published in the Atlas.

1902. STATUE-BASE OF LIMESTONE, hollowed above for a socket:

dedicated by the people of Meloucha, "in good fortune";

probably on the realization of some wish or vow. The block

is said to have been found at the modern village of Melousha,

which may therefore have retained its ancient name. L. i ft.

iii in. Cyprus, No. 22. Ill, cxiii, 2.

1903. DECREE REGULATING SACRIFICES AND OFFERINGS; on a

slab of blue marble, complete to the right edge, but broken to

the left, and above and below. It records rules for admission

to certain sacrifices (apparently in consideration of some gift

from a guild of young men, epbeboi), and provides for the

purchase of silver cups for the use of the Goddess. Though
the latter is not named, she may be the Paphian Lady of

Khytroi, since the stone is said to have been found at Kythrea.
The date is given approximately by the Roman Imperial

formula at the end, and is in the first or second century A. D.

The name of the Roman Proconsul is partly broken away,
but seems to have been Quintus Sergius; not therefore the

Sergius Paulus who was Proconsul at the time of St. Paul's

visit whose first name seems to have been Lucius. L. 8\ in.

H. 4 in. Cyprus, No. i i. Ill, cxliv, i.

1904. STATUE-BASE, of grey marble, dedicated by the
"
Senate and

People of Kurion in honour of Quintus Caelius Honoratus,

Prefect for the distribution of corn, Praetorian Legate first in

Sicily, then in Pontus and Bithynia, and now Proconsul

of Cyprus; through their Curator, Dionysios, son of Tryphon;
on the archonship of Krates." The list of offices held by the

governor is a good example of a "senatorial" career under the
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earlier emperors. I lie record of the local magistrates who

were charged with the execution of I he de*. ree gives a glimpse
of the dailv administration of a Cypriote city under these

late conditions, and would serve to date the monument,
if we had the full list of them. I.. 2 ft. 3^ in. II. i] in.

Cyprus, No. \\. Ill, cxliii, 5.

K)OS. SIATI i-B\si of white marble, in honour of an athlete,

who won distinction for himself and his city in the ordinary

"five-fold" competitions (leaping, running, wrestling, throw-

ing the spear and the disc), and also in races for chariots, and

for men in full armour. The names of the athlete and of his

city are unfortunately missing. The lettering is unusually

late and of almost By/antine style. 11. i ft. 2', in \V. 12 in.;

broken at top and at left side. Cyprus, No. 44. Ill, cxlviii, 2.

iQo6. BLOCK OF BLUE MARBLE, broken, with part of an inscrip-

tion commemorating the services of a citi/en, whose name
is broken away. H. 8', in. \V. 7 in. Cyprus, No. 40.

Ill, cxlix, i.

Dedicatory inscriptions are usually placed either on the votive

object itself or on its pedestal, as in the preceding group. The

formula varies but little, and generally consists only of the names

of the deity and the dedicator, and sometimes of the person or

occasion for which the dedication was made.

1907. DEDICATION TO APHRODITE MYKERODIS on a block of

white marble, probably from a statue-base. Onasagoras
dedicates on behalf of the wife of Nikias and his daughter;

they are "of the village Helikousa," the position of which is

unknown. The epithet
"
Mykerodis," which should mean the

"
Lady of the Almond-tree" is not very clear on the stone, and

is not otherwise known, but compare the Aphrodite "Mukhoia"

on 1888. The lettering is very careless, and not early. L. 2 ft.

2 in. Cyprus, No. 23. Ill, cxlii, 3.

\Vall 1908. DEDICATION TO APOLLO HYLATES on a large store-vase

Case of coarse red pottery of late Graeco-Roman fabric; incised

in large letters on the shoulder while the clay was still wet.

Timon dedicates "in fulfilment of a vow, to Apollo of the Wood-

land and of \Vealth(?).
"

This Apollo of the Woodland (Hylates)

had a sanctuary near Kurion, and the vase (like 1845-9) is

said to have been found there.

II, cxliii, 1065; III, cl, Suppl. i.
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1909. DEDICATION TO APOLLO LAKELTHS on a block of lime- ^ a "

stone, probably the base of an offering. Aristous, the chief 8

'IS

soothsayer, gives thanks to the god on behalf of Kleon his

son "in good fortune." The epithet is not otherwise known,

and its meaning is not clear; it may be derived from some

locality. The stone (like 1240 ff., 1854) is said to come from

Pyla, where a sanctuary of Apollo was excavated by Mr. Lang.

L. n^ in. Cyprus, No. 12. Ill, cxlii, 4.

1910-11. DEDICATIONS TO ARTHMIS PARALIA. 1910, on a bracket

of red-and-white marble, which retains the leaden fastening

for a statuette, was offered by Olympianos to "Artemis by the

Sea" on behalf of his daughter's child, Beriane; on 1911,

a small pedestal of limestone, the dedicator's name has perish-

ed. Both stones are said to be from Larnaca, where there

is a famous sanctuary of Artemis Paralia, close outside ancient

Kition. Modern Larnaca still observes a midsummer festival

of the "Virgin-by-the-Sea," at which worshippers from far and

near, and especially the women and girls, bathe themselves in the

sea before the town. H. 2f in. (i9io);4| in. (191 1). Cyprus,
No. 37 (1910). Ill, cxlvi, 4 (1910); cl, Suppl. 1 1 (1911).

1912. DEDICATION TO OPAON MELANTHIOS on a small pedestal
Wa"

of red marble with the leaden fastening for a statuette still

in place; dedicated "to Opaon Melanthios by Katagraphos,
in performance of his vow on behalf of his son Katagraphos,"
and dated "in the sixth year." Opaon Melanthios is the name
of a rustic deity whose only known sanctuary is near the vil-

lage of Amargetti in the district of Paphos: and as this in-

scription is said to have been acquired at Old Paphos, it

probably belongs to this site. The small figure 1913 is typical

of the sculpture in this sanctuary. Other inscriptions from

Amargetti are published in J. H. S. xi, p. 171. ff. and C. M. C.

5921-24. H. 3! in. W. 5! in. Cyprus, No. 3. Ill, cxlvi, 2.

1913. STATUETTE OF A MALE VOTARY, in rough limestone, wearing Wall

a short tunic, and holding an obscure object, perhaps a bird,
Cases

in his two hands. The head is missing. The style is quite

barbaric, the body and limbs being merely squared out in

low relief. On the front of the tunic is the votive inscription

"Nikandros, on behalf of his son Timagoras." Figures of

similar rude style are characteristic of the sanctuary of Opaon
Melanthios at Amargetti: compare C. M. C. 5901-8; and as
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this i tin- is said to have been acquired at New Paphos, it

probably belongs to t hi1 same scries. H.H.Jin. Cyprus. No. N.

Ill, cxlvi, }.

1014 is. DEDICATIONS TO Zi-rs LABRANIOS, on small statue-bases

of limestone which show the feet of the figure and also another

object partly broken away, on the tront right-hand corner.

They are dedicated in fulfilment of a vow, 1914 by Oliasos,

UHS by Demetns. I hey are said to be from the ruins of a

temple near 1 asuli. I., i ft. 9', in., I ft. M '. in.

Ill, cxliii, 2 (K)i4); i (i()i 5).

This Zeus Labranios is commonly compared with the /eus who was

worshipped at l.abranda in Caria under the title of
"

tratios"

or Lord of Hosts; his attribute was the double-axe, of which the

Carian name was "labrys." This double-axe as a religious symbol
is found very widely distributed in the Minoan world and its

colonies from Sicily to Cyprus; and the legend of the Cretan

"Labyrinth"' probably preserves the memory of the "place of

the double-axe" in the Palace of Knossos. If, as seems likely,

Zeus Labranios in Cyprus is the same deity, his worship may be

regarded as a relic of the Minoan colonization of the island. It

is noteworthy, however, that the name of Oliasos, the dedicator of

K)i4, seems to be of Carian form.

K)I(>. MONOTHI isnc PRAYI-.R TO THE SUN, on a block of limestone,

in illiterate Greek, and late dotted letters. It runs as follows:

"One God, the Greatest, the Most Glorious Name, help us all,

we beseech I hee." Below are rudely carved two palm-

branches, and between them two wreaths, within one of which

the word "Helios" the Sun is inscribed; the other wreath is

defaced. Lor another monotheistic invocation compare the

engraved stone 4298. H. 10] in. \V. 12 in. Cyprus, No. 20.

Ill, cxliv, 2-

1917. FRAGMENTARY INSCRIPTION on a slab of limestone, con-

taining parts of three proper names, but no clear sense.

H. 7 in. 1 II, cl, Suppl. 5.

Before the fifth century, sepulchral inscriptions are very rare in

Cyprus. Kven of the fifth century only a few arc known, and of

these some are the memorials of strangers from other parts of the

Greek world, like the epitaphs of a Naxian and a Halicarnassian,

from Amathus, now in the British Museum. From the fourth

century onward, on the other hand, inscribed tombstones become
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common, of the common Greek form, with a gable-shaped pediment v a"

above. The earlier ones bear onlv the name of the deceased, in .

I 11^.
the nominative, with the name of the father, and sometimes also

that of the fatherland (as in 1920) if the person is buried away from

home.

1918. TOMBSTONE OF POSHIDONIOS, son of Heliodoros; of white

marble, with pediment and akroteria. The names are cut

close below the cornice and the rest of the surface of the stone

is carefully dressed as if it were intended to be painted, like

the contemporary tombstones from Amathus (now in the

British Museum), from Thessaly, and from other parts of the

Greek world. But no trace of paint is now to be seen here

The form of some of the letters is surprisingly early, but the

earliest record of the name Heliodoros is in the fourth centurv.

H. i ft. 8| in. W. i2f in. Cyprus, No. 38. Ill, cxlvii, 4.

1919. BLOCK OF LIMESTONE, perhaps from a tomb, inscribed with

the name of Drimokia, wife or daughter of Timodoros. The

lettering, though very rudely cut, does not seem to be later

than that of 1897 which contains the same combination of

names, and may well refer to the same persons. L. 9 in.

W. 4! in. Cyprus, No. 18. HI, cxlii, i.

1920. TOMBSTONE OF SOGENES, son of Sokrates; of limestone,

with pediment and akroteria; after the names followed that

of the city, but it is defaced. H. 9.7 in. \Y. ii| in.

Cvprus, No. 21. Ill, cl, Suppl. 18.

Sometimes the name of the deceased is given in the genitive with-

out further description, but it is not certain that the stone 1921

is from a tomb at all.

1921. BLOCK OF LIMESTONE shaped like a statue-base, and in-

scribed with the name of Sosianax. H. i i in. \Y. i ft.

4 in. 1 1 1, cl, Suppl. 6.

The commonest formula, however, is the brief address to the

deceased "Good Apollonia, farewell"; with or without the name
of the father or husband. This form begins in late Hellenistic

time, and persists till the adoption of Christianity. Sometimes

other words are added, of affection or encouragement, such as

"Courage, Euchianos, no one is immortal"; or a personal touch

is added by an interjection or the description of Artemidoros ....

as "the hunter." The pedimented stele is still commonly used.
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\\.ill K)22. FOMBSTONI-. OF Di MI i KM s, son of Barenis
;
of white marble,

with pediment above, a IK! the figures of a man and a child,
11,12

in low relief, within a round-topped recess. The lettering is

of rather more careful work and earlier st\le than is usual

in tombstones with this late formula. 11. } ft. J in.

\V. i ft. i, in. I, cxxvi, 917; III, cl, Suppl. K.

i<)2$. FOMBSTONK OF AIIIINOS, son of Archiereos, of limestone,

with plain gable top, and the customary formula. Both

names are unusually corrupted. II. i (1.7111. \V. 12! in.

I . cxlviii. i K>7; III, cxlvii, }.

Other inscriptions are placed on a stone pedestal intended to hold

a statue or other sculptured monument; or on a small tablet

of harder stone, to be set in a panel of such a monument,

^'all 1924. MOM .NH NT OF DIDYMA. wife (or daughter) of Athenaios

with the usual formula; a limestone pedestal hollowed above
'4- i 5

to receive a statue or stele. H. 5 in. \V. 132 in.

1925. TABU-.T OF BACCMIS, A COOK, on a small slab of white

marble, intended to be inlaid in a larger slab or stele; the

upper part has been cut away, and the first of the extant

lines is damaged, but the sense is clear; "To . . . dear,

in arts of cookery ever found efficient, the honoured Bacchis

this plot of ground now holds in death." The letters are late

and rough, and the metre festive and unusual. H. 4] in.

\V. 4! in. Cyprus, No. 45. Ill, cxlv, i.

1926. TABU-.T OF SALAMINIA, wife or daughter of Kotho Euios.

on a slab of white marble, with the usual formula. H. 6 in.

\V. 8 in. Cyprus, No. 14. Ill, cxlvii, i.

1927. BILINC.I.'AL TABU-.T OF JI/UA DONATA, a block of limestone,

inscribed both in Greek and in Latin to the memory of a

freed-woman of Olympos. 11. i ft. J in. L. i ft. 3 in.

Cyprus, No. 41. Ill, cxlix, 2.

1928. FRAGMFM OF THF TABLHT OF LAODAMF.IA, of limestone,

inscribed with four elegiac couplets, much damaged, in which

the deceased is addressed by her husband Herodes in terms of

affection. 11. 9 in. \V. <.), in. Cyprus, No. 34. I II, cxlv, 2.

1929. TABU-.T OF SOPATROS, white marble, with an elegiac couplet

like the preceding, "Lven if thy fated end has brought thee

beneath the lap of earth, honoured Sopatros, farewell in death

even among the dead." 11. j\ in. \V. 15 in. Cyprus, No. 99.

III. cxlviii, i.
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But by far the commonest monument is a short columnar "cippus"

of limestone, with turned capital and base, and sometimes fash-

ioned on a lathe, and occasionally decorated with a wreath of

rosettes and pine-cones round the shaft, or a portrait-head in an

oval panel worked on its front. The inscription is cut on the side

of the shaft: usually it is of the briefest form; but occasionally it

is longer, and metrical.

1930. CIPPUS OF A WOMAN of whose name only the termination

is preserved, in a metrical inscription of five elegiac couplets,

too ill-preserved to restore in full; but the deceased seems to

address her parents and surviving relatives. H. 14? in.

W. 15! in. Cyprus, No. 40. Ill, cxlv, }.

1931. CIPPUS OF ARTEMIDOROS, with an elegiac couplet "Blessed Wall

Artemidoros, who has ever lived an honoured life, farewell Cases

even among the dead by reason of thy goodness." H. 24^ I2 ,,

in. W. 14^ in. Cyprus, No. 39. Ill, cl, Suppl. 16.

1932-67. SEPULCHRAL CIPPI, of limestone, inscribed with the

name of the deceased, and the customary formula of farewell.

The full list of names is given in the Appendix. Cyprus, No.

100 (1939). Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments de Cypre, PI. xi

(1946, 1951). I, 1 149-1 183.

1968. FRAGMENT OF A CIPPUS, with the customary formula of \\'a il

farewell. II I, cl, Suppl. 38. Cases

14 IS

1969. SEPULCHRAL TABLET OF WHITE MARBLE, with the same

formula as the cippi 1932 ff. Ill, cl, Suppl. 17.

1970. SLAB OF WHITE MARBLE which has been re-cut, for use in a

pavement, and is much worn; but still shows a few letters

of an inscription running diagonally across its present face.

W. 4! in. 5 in. Ill, cl. Suppl. 3.

1971. BLOCK OF LIMESTONE, inscribed with large letters, of which

the meaning is not clear. H. 2 ft. 3 in. W. 11 in.

Ill, cl, Suppl. 7.

1972-83. R.HODIAN AMPHORAI AND OTHER STORE-JARS, im-

pressed with stamps so that the letters and devices are in

relief; except 1978-80, which are depressed. III.cl, 1-7,9.

1984. BASE OF A STATUETTE OF TERRACOTTA, incised, before

firing, with the name FlXou^ ^, probably that of the maker.

Said to be from Kition, and certainly in the characteristic

terracotta-fabric of that city. Ill, cl, 8.
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ioSi. AMPHORA ot late Ciraeco-Roman torm, with ribbed body
and swollen neck, inscribed in red paint with vague scrawls,

perhaps monograms, and the word icpovota
"
forethought."

H. 2 ft. i J in. Ill, cxlv, 1078-9.
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THE COLLECTION OF TERRACOTTA
FIGURES

PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE

FROM

the earliest stages of the potter's art, clay has been

used for terracotta figures, as well as for vases. In primitive

times, and in the unskilled work at all periods, the clay

is modelled with the fingers or with only the simplest tools;

but in the period of Oriental influences hollow moulds came into

use, into which the soft clay was pressed till it took the precise

shape of the cavity. These moulds were themselves made of baked

clay, and received the impress of an original pattern figure carefully

modelled by hand. With such a mould it is possible to produce a

whole edition of identical copies, with very little labour: and this

explains the great popularity, and evident cheapness, of moulded

terracottas in all subsequent periods. In Cyprus, however, the old

modelled technique survived locally until the Hellenistic Age.

Another time-saving device was to use the potter's wheel to fashion

a firm core, tubular or trumpet-shaped, on which the figure could

be built up by adding head, limbs, and clothing, either hand-

modelled or pressed in moulds. Sometimes all three processes

are illustrated in the same figure: 2031-7, 2174, for example,

have a wheelmade body, modelled arms, and a moulded head;

in 2173-9 modelled details are superimposed on a moulded surface;

and, in the same way, male figures are sometimes made by adding
beards and helmets to moulded female heads. Occasionally, incised

lines, or stamps with engraved patterns are used, to render the

texture of hair and other rough surfaces (1455, 1468, 1469, 1473,

2070, 2136, 2137).

Like the vases, terracotta figures are commonly enriched with

painted details, executed in the same colours and styles as are

used for the vases (pp. 25, 66.). Usually these colours are applied

directly to the clay; but from the fourth century onwards a richer
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effect is obtained by covering the whole surface of the figure with

a thick coat of hard limewash, which sets with a smooth surface,

and is a far better recipient for fine painting.

USES OF TERRACOTTA FIGURES

As TOMB EQUIPMENT, it was customary in Cyprus at all periods

not only to provide objects of daily use which the deceased might

expect to find at hand in the "other world," but also repre-

sentations of them in other materials. It is, therefore, common to

find in tombs, from the Bronze Age onward, models of furniture,

domestic animals, chariots, and carts; of human attendants engaged
in various occupations, such as corn-grinding and baking, military

exercises and religious ceremonies; and of guardian deities or their

shrines and sacred objects. For this purpose, terracotta copies

offered a cheap and ready substitute, on a small scale, for objects

which were of intrinsic value, and such copies, in spite of the difference

of material and their actual uselessness, were held to guarantee the

form and utility of the objects they represented. They correspond,

on a humble scale, with the stately tomb-paintings of Egypt, and

the lifelike models of boats, granaries, and households, in painted

wood, which are found in Egyptian tombs of the XII Dynasty.

Though there is no precise record of their discovery, the terracottas

in the CesTiola Collection are with few exceptions of types which

are known to occur in Cypriote tombs.

As VOTIVE OFFERINGS terracotta figures offered the same advan-

tages of cheapness, permanence, and miniature scale; and in

addition, the ease with which elaborate groups could be modelled

and built up in a plastic material, gave clay a clear advantage over

stone. The purpose of votive offerings and the principal forms

which they assume have been sufficiently described in dealing with

votive sculpture (p. 128). Good examples of votive terracottas in

this Collection are the ring-dances 21 18-9, which consist of several

human figures dancing with hands joined around a musician or

a sacred tree; the masks 2133-7 perforated for suspension on the

sacred tree itself; and the cheap figures 2025 ff. with uniformly
wheelmade bodies, but with moulded head, and arms modelled to

hold various offerings, or engaged in characteristic acts fighting,

nursing, making music. The latter class is found in thousands on

some of the smaller sanctuaries; notably on the Kamelarga site

in ancient Kition, from which come probably 2031-7.

As A SUBSTITUTE FOR STONE in architecture, for cornices and end-
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tiles (akroteria), clay never found the extensive use in Cyprus
that it did in Sicily and other parts of the West; less on account

of the fragility and grittiness of the clays, than because formal

architecture of any kind was uncommon in Cypriote sanctuaries.

Clay was, however, employed occasionally, in place of stone, for

figures of very large size, as well as for the smaller votive figures.

The colossal male figure from Tamassos, in the Cyprus Museum,
is still unique in point of size; but the "Toumba" site at Salamis

has yielded a number of heads and other parts of statues, of life

size and less, vigorously and carefully modelled in the Oriental and

Archaic Cypriote styles, and enriched with elaborate painting. The

best of these are in the British Museum, and in the Museums of

Oxford and Cambridge: in style and fabric they are difficult to

distinguish from the fine heads 1452-7. These large figures were

made hollow and built up by hand, with occasional use of a few

simple tools and engraved punches to render eyebrows and hair.

They appear to be of the seventh century B. C. Another local

fashion, prevalent in Hellenistic times at Marion and Kurion, in

the west of the island, gave rise to a real school of funerary portrait-

modelling. The deceased person was represented seated or recum-

bent, on a fairly large scale, with great elaboration of hair, wreath,

and drapery, and with some approach to individual likeness. The

largest of these figures are quite half-life-size. In Floor-Case X
this type is most nearly represented by 1465-7.

THE SEQUENCE OF STYLES

In general, as we should expect, the style of terracotta figures

conforms to that of the contemporary sculpture. This has been

already discussed on p. 1 32 ff . for all periods when stone figures were

made; that is to say, from the beginning of the seventh century
onwards. Before this date, there is only the evidence of other

"representative" arts, such as vase-painting, jewelry, and gem-

engraving, to confirm the conclusions drawn from the date of the

terracottas themselves, where this can be ascertained. Here, as

usual, the evidence of tomb groups is all-important; and fortunately,

as has been noted already, terracotta figures are to be found in

tombs of all periods. The childish clumsiness of the early hand-

made figures, in all periods of the Bronze Age, confesses the diffi-

culty of clay modelling in untrained hands, but seldom wholly
conceals the artist's meaning. Still less does the "snow-man"

technique which follows in the Early Iron Age disguise the keen
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observation and quaint humour of these village craftsmen: tin-

closest parallel is offered by the vigorous linear symbolism of the

more riulely engraved cylinders anil other early seal-stones: com-

pare 4VH-S7 in the Collection of Engraved Stones. Ami it must

be remembered that almost every grade of technical skill can be

illustrated, from the rude miniature figures of the snow-man groups
to the grand life-si/e heads (1451-11.) which are exhibited in Fl<x)r-

Case X and described on p. 2=;(> above.

BRONZE AGE: BEFORE I2(X)B.C.

In the Early and Middle Bronze Age, all the principal fabrics in

the Collection of Pottery are represented by modelled figures.

These first attempts are clumsy and barbaric, but rather for lack

of skill and experience than through poverty or vagueness of idea.

In the Later Bron/.e Age, along with foreign fabrics of pottery,

foreign styles of modelling appear, peculiarly gross and unpleasing,

as is all the religious art of the Syrian coast, from which they seem

to originate. Intercourse with Egypt seems not to have begun until

the great artistic school of the XVIII Dynasty had been succeeded

by the dull conventions of the XIX; it had, therefore, less effect on

design than on technical processes. The Mycenaean colonists,

too, contributed little. They had already lost, before their arrival in

Cyprus, much of the naturalistic skill which inspired the plaster-

reliefs and the glazed figurines of Knossos in its "Palace-Period."

The figures are arranged here in the order in which their respective

fabrics first appear in the early tombs. As no sanctuaries of any
but the very latest phases of the Bronze Age have been recorded

in Cyprus, it is probable that all these figures formed part of the

furniture of tombs; and figures of each kind have actually been

found in tombs of the Bronze Age.

FABRIC I. RED POLISHED WARE

The workmanship and approximate date of this fabric have been

fully discussed in dealing with the Red Polished Vases 1-144 m
Wall-Cases 1-3, and Floor-Case I. These figurines are all hand-

modelled, in the same primitive technique as the vases. Thev

should be compared with the playful rendering of human and

animal forms on the necks or handles of the pottery.

lerra- 2ooi. HUMAN FIGURE, very roughly modelled as a flat rectangular

Case s ' a b f c ' a >'>
w 'th a smaller rectangle at one end for the head.
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Incised lines and dots (filled with white, as is usual in this Terra

fabric) serve to indicate eyes, mouth, hair, and a collar and cotta

v 3SC
triple necklace. The breast is bare, and the arms are folded

t

across it. Below are a few oblique lines for a skirt, from

which it may be inferred that the figure is intended for a

woman. These details of costume are here very much con-

200 i 2002 2004

ventionalized, but comparison with other examples of this

type makes their meaning clear. H. nA in. II, 4.

2002. HUMAN FIGURE, similarly modelled as a straight-sided slab

with rounded ends; but the details are given by lines in low

relief, not by incisions. H. 6f in. Doell, xiv, 2, 837;

Cyprus, PI. vi. II, 5.

2003. HUMAN FIGURE, similarly but very roughly modelled, in

a later manner transitional towards Fabric ii. Details are

now given both by incised and by relief ornament; the ears

are exaggerated, and pierced several times. The use of

numerous earrings at this early period is proved by the occur-

rence of heavy spiral rings of silver-lead in the tombs: see

3000 a-d in the Collection of Ornaments. H. 8-rV in. Doell,

xiv, 3, 838; Cyprus, PI. vi. II, 6.

FABRIC II. DARK SLIP WARE
For detailed discussion of this fabric, which appears first in the

Middle Bronze Age, see Vases 151-172 in Wall-Case 4
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U-rr.i-

JIM).}. | IMAM. I K,i KI, nude, .iiu) of tin* gross proportions char-

\- ls

'

t
.

acteristic of figures in this fabric. I In- details are partlv

i modelled in reliel. parllv incised with a sharp point; but there

is now no \\hite tilling. II. io,
7
,, in. Doell, xiv, S, Sjq;

Cyprus, PI. vi. II, 12.

IAHKIC III. \\HITi: PAINTI-D WARM

|-"or detailed discussion of this fabric, which appears first in the

Middle Bron/e Age, and runs on to the close of the period, see

Vases 175-271) in \\ all-Cases 5, (>, 7. Compare especially the

animal-shaped vases 2(K)-22^. II, 7.

2005. SI-ATI. i) I K.rKi-., in a high-backed chair. The features and

details of dress and chair are given quite conventionally in

slightly lustrous paint which is red through overfiring. H.

2003 2007

2006. FHMALE FiouRii, standing, with the right hand held across

the body. H. 2 r'(1 in.

2007. NUKSINC, MoiHhR, with a child on her knees, and her hands

raised in adoration. This is a very early example of a maternal

type which has a long and famous history in art. But as the

woman makes a gesture of worship, she is here not the Mother

Goddess, but an earthly votary. Yet the figure seems to be

funerary like the rest of this group, and illustrates therefore

the continuity of the whole range of types, both funerary and

votive. H. 4 in. II, 3.
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FABRIC VI. BASE-RING WARE

This fabric begins in the Later Bronze Age; it has been fully dis- _.
1 erni-

cussed under Vases 318-365 in Wall-Cases 9-10. cot t a

2008. BULL, modelled hollow in the same fashion as the Vases
jase

333-337 in Wall-Case 9, but without opening or handle; it has

simple ornaments in dull white paint; but the eye is in relief

like that of the female figures 2009-2013, which are of different

clay, and unpainted. L. 5! in. Doell, xiv, 25, 950.

2009-2013. FEMALE FIGURES, nude and of characteristic gross

proportions, with bird-like face and enormous ears, perforated

to hold large clay earrings which hang loose. The eyes are

2013 2009 2014

given by prominent pellets of clay, as in 2008; the mouth and

other details, by incised and punctured lines, careless but

vigorous. The clay and handling are not exactly like those

of the ordinary Base-Ring Ware of Cyprus, but resemble

rather the closely related fabrics of the Syrian coast.

Hs. 8 in. *,\ in. Doell, xiv, 7, 840 (201 1); Cyprus, p. 164

(2012); cf.Perrot, fig. 374-5. II, 10, 13,8, n (2009-12).

This remarkable type has been found not only in tombs in Cyprus,
but also all through the Syrian coast, both in tombs and on in-

habited sites; rarely in Egypt during the XVI II Dynasty, when

Syrian fashions were in vogue; and more commonly on many sites

in Babylonia, and at Susa in the Persian highland beyond. In

Egypt, as in Cyprus, the type is clearly intrusive; and the similar
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I erra- representations on Babylonian cylinder-seals make it clear that

Vlas*

1

' l represents the great Babylonian (joddess Ishtar, whose worship,

i under kindred names (Ashtorrth, Astarte), is recorded to have been

widespread in all the regions where such figures are found. The

monstrous earrings of the Cypriote figures have been thought to

allude to the mvth of Ishtar's descent into the Lower World and the

successive surrender of her ornaments at its barriers. A goddess

who had thus "overcome death," was the sure protectress of her

worshippers when they came to make the same journey. Then,

by a familiar transference of function and attributes from deity to

votary, which it is interesting to find as earlv as this, these pecu-

liarities of the goddess are repeated in figures whose actions show

that they are human. Thus, whereas the hands of 2010, 2011

support the breasts with a gesture symbolic of the Mother Goddess

herself, the attitudes of 2012, holding a fluttering bird (probably

the dove, which in later times was symbolic of this deity), and 201 },

offering a child which raises its hands in adoration, are clearly

meant to be human votaries, only partly "made one with" their

patroness. For a recent discussion of this type see Fritze, Jahr-

bncb J. Instituts XII, 199 IT.

FABRIC IX. COARSE PAINTED WARE

The fabric of pottery to which these figures belong is not represented

in this Collection except by the fragmentary duplicate 393 in

Wall Case n. There are, however, in other collections a very
few vases of the same make. The only ones found in recorded

excavations are from late Mycenaean tombs at Lnkomi near

Salami's (Brit. Mus. Cat. leases I, ii, 1912, Nos. C. 752-7^5, and figur-

ines like 2014-10 were found on the same site (Brit. Mus. Cat.

Terracottas, 1903 Nos. A 16-21: Excavations in Cyprus, 1899, fig.

67 [1085]. Their relative date is therefore certain. In the

slimy quality of the clay, and the handling appropriate thereto,

this fabric resembles most nearly the painted variety of "Base-

Ring Ware" (Fabric vi. a, in Wall-Case 9), to which the modelled

bull-vase 2008 belongs; but the use of black paint instead of white

separates it decisively from the Painted Base-Ring Ware, and the

introduction of red paint anticipates the wheelmade White

Painted Ware of the Early Iron Age (Fabric xiv, in Wall-Cases

14-15). "This red paint is often of very bright tone and dusty

texture; the black is dense and sooty.
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2014-16. FEMALE FIGURES, nude, except for a broad collar of lee-

red paint, edged with black; erect, or perhaps recumbent, to Qise

judge from the pose of the feet. The face is bird-like, with i

large eyes formed of separate pellets of clay, like those of

2008. The hands of 2014, 2016 are pressed to the breasts, as

in 2010-11; those of 2015 fall by the sides. Hs. 8i
7

(i in.,

8f in., 6 in. Doell, xiv, 9, 841 (2014); 10, 850 (2015);

Cyprus, PI. vi. II, 15, 14, 17, (2014, 15, 16).

2017. OWL-SHAPED RATTLE of the same Late Bronze Age Fabric of

Coarse White Ware as 387-8, with a few bands of dull paint.

FABRIC XII. GENUINE MYCENAEAN WARE WITH
LUSTROUS PAINT

This fabric is characteristic of the Later Bronze Age: see the

description of the Vases 417-452 in Wall-Case 12 and Floor-Case III.

2018. FEMALE FIGURE ENTHRONED, in a three-legged chair with

rounded back and arms: the figure raises

its hands in adoration, and therefore is a

worshipper, not a deity. Rather coarse

work, not much in advance of the White

Painted Ware, Fabric iii. H. 3A in. II, 2.

2019. FEMALE FIGURE, erect, on a conical

base, with uplifted arms, small pinched

face, and circular head-dress. Dashes of

lustrous paint, normally black or brown,

but red when over-fired, are used vaguely to render details of

costume. The type, which is highly conventionalized, origin-

ated on Mycenaean sites in the Aegean, such as Mycenae
itself, and was repeated unintelligently by native potters after

the Mycenaean colonization of Cyprus. II, i.

The throne which is figured in Atlas II, Ixxviii, 703-4-5 is not now
in the Collection.

EARLY IRON AGE: TRANSITIONAL AND GEOMET-
RICAL PERIODS; ABOUT 1200-750 B. C.

WITH LATER SURVIVALS
SMALL FIGURES IN "SNOW-MAN" TECHNIQUE MODELLED BY HAND

WITHOUT USE OF A MOULD

In the Early Iron Age, though in most other departments artistic

expression is reduced to a geometric and mainly rectilinear style,
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lorra- the terracottas show surprising vigour anil freedom of conception.

\. ! I he artist's efforts, however, are hampered by methods of execu-

i tion so crude and infantile as to deserve the name "snow-man"

technique which is commonly applied to them. Many of these

figures are only modelled at their upper end, and are supported

on conical or trumpet-shaped bodies, the wheelmade construction

of which has been already described (p. 32(>). The commonest

subjects are animals and men, the latter engaged in horse-riding,

chariot-fighting, and various other occupations. The figures are

all very small, and modelled entirely by hand, without the aid of

any mould. As a rule, the faces show in relief only the nose, chin,

and ears, the eyes being marked in black paint, and the mouth in

black or red. Head-dress, jewelry, and other details are added in

separate bands and pellets of clay, which inevitably exaggerate

their si/e, as in the monstrous earrings of 2000-13. Sometimes, like

the eyes and mouth, they are indicated roughly by paint, and more

rarely by incised lines. But the vigour and spirit of these little

studies of daily life is remarkable, hardly approached by any school

of modelling between the XVIII Dynasty and the dawn of the

great age of Greece.

This "snow man" style began apparently quite early in the Iron

Age, probably not later than 1000 B. C; and continued in use until

the sixth century, side by side with the "moulded" fabrics of the

period of Oriental influence. It is found both on sanctuary-sites

and in tombs. In default of evidence as to the exact date of each

object, all the examples of this technique have been grouped

together here provisionally on the sole ground of style.

2020-24. MALE VOTARIES of coarse primitive work. The body is

cylindrical, solid, and wholly made by hand, not on the wheel.

The head-dress of 2020-21 and the collar of 2022 are added in

separate strips of clay. There are no painted details. The

gestures express adoration (2021) or homage (2024). The

high conical cap of 2023 is characteristic of the votaries of a

small rural sanctuary near ancient Soloi (C.M.C. 5402-28).

Hs. g| in. 5s in. Perrot, fig. 396.

II, 224 (2020), 150 (2021), 225 (2023), 00 (2024).

2025-29. VOTARIES of more elaborate work, with columnar bodies,

trumpet-shaped below, and formed hollow with the aid of the

potter's wheel. Into the upper end of this body a hand-

modelled head is thrust, and secured with soft clay; arms and
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other details are added separately, and there is copious use ' erra

of black and red paint, especially on 2027. The high square r^s
f

head-dress of 2025-6-7 is characteristic of the earliest stage i

of this style. The beard of 2025, and the pointed cap of 2029,

show them to be males. This cap represents the Cypriote

helmet worn by 1001 ff. in the Collection of Sculpture. The

rest are probably females, and the painted garments of 2027
seem to preserve the characteristic jacket and skirt of the

Minoan women; a remarkable survival of costume from the

Bronze Age. The same dress is shown more obscurely on 2026.

Hs. 9! in. 7x in.

II, QO (2025), 87 (2026), 91 (2027), 89 (2028), 59 (2029).

2023 2028 2030 2039

2030-39. FEMALE VOTARIES of similar but later fabric. The
bodies are wheelmade as before, but the faces of 2030-37 bear

the impress of a shallow mould, and mark, therefore, a transi-

tion to the Period of Oriental Influence. The way in which

these heads are inserted in the bodies is well seen in 2034.

The faces are always painted red, and the hair and eyes black;

occasionally white also is used for the eyes. The clothing is

rendered obscurely by touches of black with some red (2038);

and yellow occurs in other examples.
These votaries play the tambourine (2030-4) or a lyre (2035),

or offer a cup or flower (2036) or a kid (2037), or carry

on their heads amphorai of Early Iron Age form and

"wavy-line" ornament (2038-9). From the clay and handling,

2031-7 may be recognized as coming from the Kamelarga
site at Kition (C.M.C. 5501 ff.), which was further excavated

in 1894. Hs. 8-i
3
6 in. 3 in. Doell, xv, 7, 884 (2037);
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( A prus. p. so (21MS i. II. 4 < (21 MO), jo ( }<>2 i ), 4s (2032), 175

(2<M4), }2 (2(MSK 177 (20}(>), iSS (20^7), I 54 (203.S), i :;X (2()V)).

2040-41). MALI YOTAKIIS ol" similar fabrics, hut of types which

are commoiilv foil ml not in sanctuaries but in tombs. 'I hey
have copious black ami ml paint in the same

emphatic styk- as tin- earliest geometrical

vases in Wall-Case 14. Their base is usually

very \vule, to serve as a bell; the clapper

was secured through a small hole near the

apex: compare the clay bells 741-'! in Wall-

Case 21. Some, however, have no clapper

hole (2040, 2047-41)), or even have solid

bases, which are not wheelmade. These fig-

ures, like the previous groups, all perform
ritual acts: 2040 presents a child, 2041 a

kid, 2042 a large bowl for a drink offering;

2043 plays the double llute, 2044 the lyre,

lett-handedly, 2041) the tambourine; 2045, who wears

the cross-belts of a warrior, raises his hands in adoration;

so, too, does 2048, who is bareheaded: the rest all wear the

same pointed cap. The masked dancer 2046 should be com-

pared with the stone figures 1029-31 in Wall-Case 30- he wears

3. bull's head mask, and is lifting it off by the muzzle. The

long flexible object wound about the shoulders of 2047

may be a serpent: as he holds a flute to his mouth he

may be a serpent charmer like the stone figure 1022 in Wall-

Case 30. Hs. 6,7, in. 3,',; in. Doell, xv, 6, 876 (2040);

4, 8^5 (2042); Cyprus, p. 51 (2046), p. 203 (2041); Perrot,

fig. 403 (2041).

2050-62. VOTARIES, all beardless, but not necessarily female.

They are entirely modelled by hand, and 2050-54, 2057-8,

2060 wear heavy head-dresses, applied separately; 2051 has

rich collars also, and 2055 a wreath of flowers, or perhaps a

rosetted frontlet like the stone figures 1251-3 in Floor-Case

XI. The face of 2062 may have been pressed in a mould,

like 2030-37; the rest are entirely modelled by hand. They

carry birds (2050), or meat and drink offerings (2060), or offer

children (2061-2), or play tambourine (2054-6), lyre (2057-8),

or flute (2050). Hs. 8,,'; in. 2/V in. Compare Perrot,

fig. 376. II, 151 (2050), 48 (2053), 40 (2055), 44 (2056),

31 (2057), 34 (2058), 33 (2059), 85 (2060), 181 (2061).
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2063-69

MISCELLANEOUS FIGURES IN
" SNOW-MAN" TECHNIQUE

cotlu

These figures are often found in tombs of the Period of Oriental

Influences: they represent a prolongation of the "snow-man" tech-

nique into a phase in which it is touched already by Oriental and

even by Hellenic influences. They are of importance as evidence

that this primitive style lingered on, side by side with the new

technique, at least until the sixth century.

2063. MALE VOTARY, carrying a kid and a dish of sacred cake.

He is represented in Greek fashion as nude, except for shoes

and a scarf, whereas the early male figures in the native style

are either trumpet-based or fully clothed. H. 4$ in.

2064. HERAKLES, standing, in tunic, belt, lion-skin, and club;

he raises his left hand. A miniature study of one of the most

popular types of stone sculpture, in unusually careful work-

manship, with many touches of black and red paint; probably
about 600 B. C. Compare the scries of stone figures of

Herakles in Wall-Case 37. H. 3,,' in.

2064 A. HERAKLES, in a rather later style, showing some Oriental

influence but still wholly modelled by hand. He is bearded

and wears a helmet with cheek-pieces let down, a tight vest and

fringed belt, and a quiver on his back. He turns to the right

and draws his bow (broken away) with his right hand, which

is preserved in front of his neck.

2065. CENTAUR, of archaic Greek type, with human forelegs; he

is bearded and wears a soft-pointed helmet, of native form,

and a red-painted shield; probably about 600 B. C.

H. 4! in. Perrot, fig. 41 1. II, 218.
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lt.Tr.i- 2<><><>-<M). MONKMS seated, eating (2007, 2o(><)), or offering some

object (2<><>X); 2<><>() may be meant tor .1 Satyr. 1'hese gro-

2 tesque figures should be compared with tin- monkey-shaped

aryballoi of Corinthian fabric, which are found occasionally in

Greek tombs of the seventh century, lor tin- peculiar surface

and paint of 2o<><> compare 2o<H, 2152. Us.
4',,',

in.- 2^

in. II. 2:0. S2, 221. Xj (2<>N>, (17, (>X, ()()).

FK.l Kl.S Oh' ANIMALS, 2070-20X7

These figures are executed in various styles akin to the "snow-man"

technique, and range in time from the F.arliest Iron Age to the

period when the native stylo began to give place to (ireek fashions,

in the fifth century. Later figures of animals belonging to the

Hellenistic Age are described separately below, 2271 IT.

2070. BULL, modelled in white clay in a very early style, remin-

iscent of the Mvc.enaean. It probably belongs to the Period

of Transition ( i2oo-io<x> B. ('..). The

smooth modelling of the body, the deep
wrinkles round the prominent eyes, and

the use of an annular punch to render the

curly hair, are unusual, and without close

parallel in Cyprus. H.
7:,'

in. II, 674.

2071-5. Bri.i.'s-Hi-AD MASKS, perforated

20_, for suspension, like the human masks

2133-6 below. The rosette between tin-

horns of 2073-4 shows that the animals which it represents were

sacrificial. Hs. 4! in. i';!in. II, io() (2071 ), (>Xi (2075)

2076 a, b, c. BULL, RAM, AND GOAT, modelled in the normal

"snow-man" technique with painted details. Hs. 3, in., 3^ in.,

4\ in -

2077. HL-AD OF A BAT OR Fox, vigorously and naturally modelled

on a medallion for suspension. We may compare the votive

figures of weasels and other vermin found in the Middle Minoai

sanctuary of Pet so fa in Crete: they illustrate the practice of

"devoting" an enemy to divine punishment, in the same wax-

as the worshipper offers himself for divine blessing. H. 3 in.

;* 2078-81. HORSES, with characteristic long neck and stiff mane

^ rising to a crest above the ears. The copious black and red
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2081

ornament is partly geometrical and arbitrary, but partly Terra-

represents the horse-trappings, which are given also in relief Q
a

on 2079. Compare the stone horse 101-? $

in Wall-Case 29. The pointed cap, painted

yellow, which is worn by 2080, is probably
a jest of the artist: for other examples of

yellow paint, see Index. The two-headed

horse 2081 is probably intended to represent

a pair of horses like 2096-7 below. Hs. 1 1

in. 5f in.

II, 645 (2078), 646 (2079), 643 (2081).

2082-85. ASSES, similarly modelled, but easily

distinguished from the horses. They are

laden with a pair of large panniers of rush-

basketry, 2082-4, such as are still used in

Cyprus: in the panniers of 2084 are large wine-amphorai of

a form characteristic of the seventh and sixth centuries. On

2084-5 r'de bearded men: the rider of 2085 sits sideways, and

holds on by the neck of the ass. Hs. 5

in. 3j in. Doell, xiv, 12, 937 (2082),

xiv, 17, 942 (2084); Colonna-Ceccaldi

Monuments, p. 132, figs. 1-3 (2082-3-4).

Cyprus, p. 140 (2082), p. 164 (2085);

Perrot, fig. 394 (2082), fig. 395 (2084).

II, 1 06 (2082), 104 (2083), 105 (2084).

652 (*).

MILITARY FIGURES: CAVALRY, WARRIORS, CHARIOTS

These fall within the same limits of style and probable date as the

previous groups, as is seen from the identical treatment of horses

with and without riders. Probably most of these figures are from

tombs; but warrior-votaries are often found in sanctuaries; for

example, at the Kamelarga site in the style of 2031-7. Compare
the stone figures of warriors, horses, and chariots 1013-1018.

2086-2095. HORSES WITH RIDERS; all with bright black and

red colour: compare the stone horsemen 1014-15. The pose
of the rider varies in detail. 2086 sits sideways, like 2085,
on a fringed saddle-cloth; 2087 seems to sit with his feet on

the horse's shoulders; 2088-92 show no legs at all, and

hold on by the mane; in 2093-4, on the other hand, the

legs are fully modelled. Some of the riders are warriors:
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2o8<), 2<M)i-.j. wear pointed helmets, but JO<H has a helmet

\vith a long fore-and-aft crest, like that of the dreek hel-

mets ol the I-iarly Iron Age; he also carries a sword ami round

shield, and his horse has a breast-band in relief, like that of

the modern Cvpriote saddle {strnlottri), with central orna-

ment and tassel or tlx -\\hisk. On 201)4 the whole bridle,

with its tassels, is rendered in relief. Instead of the custom-

ary black paint, 209,, which is in a rather different clay and
of ruder handling, has greenish blue, like the vases 747-7,0; and
the red is of more crimson tint. On 20(>4-s is the same

chalky xvhite slip as on 2o<>(>, 2132. The green tint of the

clay of 2090 is due to undcrfiring. Us. i) {

J
n in. 5 ,V in. Cyp-

rus, p. 150 (2o<S(S-()2) ; Perrot, PI. ii (p.vSi).

II, 636 (2086), 640 (2oS7 ), 6 S i (2o<S,S) > 648 (2084), 6s4

(2<X)0), 633 (2092), 655 (209J), ()}() (2(K)4), f>$4 (20()S).

2096-7. PAIRS or HORSES wirn RIDI-.RS. The horses are modelled

with a single body, like 2081. These pairs of horses recall

a phase of warfare in which the horse was still used mainly
as transport, to convex 1

a heavy-armed warrior to the scene

of action. When the xvarrior alighted, the horse was held

in reserve b\ a groom (hippostrophos), whoxvas himself mounted

soas to keep pace with his master. The rider of 2096 is perch-

ed like a vase handle between the horse's back and neck: he

may perhaps be intended to represent a trick-rider like the

keles described by Homer: but compare the attitude of

2087. Us. 5J} in., (rl in. Doell, xiv, 21,9^4 (2097).

1 1, 644, 642.

2098-2101. WARRIORS, represented standing on foot, with cylin-

drical wheelmade bodies like 2050-9. They all carry a round
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shield on the left arm, and raise the right as if to throw a Terra-

spear, except 2100, who grasps the edge of his shield. Their ?
*

helmets vary in form: 2o<)S wears the native cap with nose- 3

guard, and soft peak hanging forward; 2099 has a high fore-

and-aft crest like the heavy-armed infantry of Assyria in the

eighth and seventh centuries; 2100 has a stitf-peaked helmet

with cheek-pieces: its nose-guard is rendered in paint only;

2101, on the other hand, seems to wear the high-pointed
Persian kurbasia, with long side-lapels. Compare the hel-

mets of the large terracotta heads 1451 ff. in Floor-Case X,
and the life-size stone heads 1251 if. in Floor-Cases XI, XIII.

The shields of 2098-2100 are of the circular form which is

common to Greece and the Levant in the Early Iron Age.
On the other hand, its pointed boss is not Greek, but common
to Cyprus and Assyria: compare the bronze shield-boss 4754
in the Bronze Room. The ray-ornament of 2098 and 2100

recurs on the clay shields 554-555 in Wall-Case 15, which

may very probably be votive. The concentric red and black

rings of 2099 recall the kykloi of the Homeric shields, which

are of bronze-bound ox-hide. The shield of 2101 is of the

Boeotian type, oval, with concave side margins, and emphatic
rim: this shape is often represented in Greek art of the sixth

and fifth century, but it has a long history, and can be traced

in the Aegean as far back as the close of the Mycenaean Age.

Hs. 6[
fl

(j-
in. 4V(i in. Doell, xv, 5, 874 (2100); Cyprus, p. 203

(2098, 2100). Perrot, PI. ii (p. 582).

II, 259 (2098), 263 (2099), 67 (2100), 258 (2101).

2102. GROUP OF WARRIORS, in pointed helmets, of whom the one

strides forward brandishing a spear and bossed shield like 2099.

Under cover of this shield the other warrior shoots with his bow:

his quiver and arrows are clearly shown behind his left shoulder.

Compare the Homeric description of the hero Teucer shooting

from beneath the shield of his brother Ajax. H. 5 in. II, 74.

2103-4. HEADS OF WARRIORS, in the Cypriote helmet, with details

in black and red. Hs. 2 in., 5! in. II, 1 19 (2104).

2105-9. FOUR-HORSE CHARIOTS, with one or two occupants wear- Terra-

ing helmets or peaked caps. Compare the stone chariots cotta
^

1016-17 m Wall-Case 29. The wheels of 2106 were separate,

and are missing; the other chariots have their wheels adhering

to the car. Details of the pole and yoke are well shown in
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U-rr.i- 2io(). In the back of the car, 2100, lies a round shield with

bull's head boss: compare the hnm/e shields with lion and eagle

4 bosses from the Idaean Cave in Crete, which belong to the

same period of Oriental Influences as these figures; and the

eagle-fronted helmet of the large stone head 12X4 in Floor-

Case XIII. Us. (,' in. -
<1 in. II. (MO, (>}2, (>2S, 62(1, 627.

SCENES AND OBJECTS ()!" DAILY 1.11 I.

These, like the military figures, are rendered in the "snow-man"

technique with characteristic vigour and freedom, and probably

all belong to the later part of the Karly Iron Age.

21 lo-i,. TWO-WHEELED ("ARTS, of a type which is represented in

Assyrian sculptures, and still used in Cyprus. It has low

sides and open ends, and the clay models have a socket in

front, to hold a wooden pole; the wheels were made separately,

and ran on wooden axles, like those of the clay horse-shaped

vase 526 in Wall-Case 14. 2 \ \
'-,

is empty; the rest carry

one or more human figures.

2110 2116 2120

In 21 to the family party reclines on a pillow, gaily painted blue.

It consists of a bearded man, a woman with long black tresses

and yellow frontlet, and a boy who plays a double flute with

mouth-strap, like the stone flute-players 1024-6 in Wall-Case

}o. The man throws his arm round the boy's waist.

In 211 1-14 the single figures seem to be men; but 2113 has a

woman's frontlet and long tresses. The occupant of 2114

holds a flat rectangular object, which is painted blue, and there

is blue paint on the sides of the cart. Hs. 5 in. 2] in.

Doell, xiv, 15,940(2110); 14, 030 (21 12); 16,041 (2113); 13,

038(2114). Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments de Cypre, p. 133,

fig. 4 (2110); p. 1 54, fig. 6 (2113); p. 134, fig. 5 (21 14).

II, IOiS (2IK)), 113 (2I!2), 112 (2113), 110 (2114).

2116. SCENE AT COURT. A group of six figures, all wearing high

caps and gaily painted. The central figure is seated, and
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leans like a Homeric king on his staff of office (skeptroti).
lerra-

At his right a bearded attendant holds a kid, for a meal or Qase

sacrifice, and in front of him are two wine-bowls on the 4

ground. Behind the king stands his cup-bearer; and on the

left, his armour-bearer, with round shield. In front of the

armour-bearer a seated figure inflicts corporal punishment
with a lath or sword on a prostrate man with outstretched

arms. For naive vigour and direct narrative, this little com-

position is not easily surpassed in this style. H. 3! in. II, 76.

2117. A BEARDED MAN holds another person in close embrace.

H. 2f in. II, 1 80.

2118. RING-DANCE of three figures in pointed caps who face

inwards, and encircle a flute-player. These ring-dances,

performed around a musician or a sacred tree, were a regular

part of the worship of Cypriote deities. The best representa-

tions of them have come from rustic shrines at Soloi and Khy-
troi. Compare the later ring-dances 2241-50 with moulded

figures of Hellenic style. H. 3 A in. II, 279.

2119. RING-DANCE of three figures in high caps and long cloaks,

standing back to back about the trunk of a tree. The com-

position resembles the well-known Hellenic type of the "Three

Graces", which itself very likely originated in some such

representation of a ring-dance. The worship of sacred trees

(replaced when they decayed by a pillar of wood or stone)

was widespread in the ancient east, and habitual all through
the Syrian coast. "He brake also the pillars, and cut down
the groves" is the commonplace of religious reform in Israel.

H. 61% in. II, 223.

2120. Two WOMEN WINNOWING AND GRINDING CORN: the one

holds a sieve and a winnowing-fan (pannus) of the shovel-

shaped fashion still used in Cyprus. The other grinds with

the primitive saddle-quern, which in Cyprus comes down
from the Bronze Age into early historic times. These mill-

stones are oval, and the upper one is pushed back and forth

along the lower, between a pair of side-boards which prevent

the meal from scattering. The grains of corn are shown by
dots of black paint. H. 2 in. II, 75.

2 12 1. WOMAN KNEADING DOUGH, which she holds in a dish on

her feet. The meaning of the high elbow-support below

this figure is not clear. H. 7 in. Doell, xv, i, 877. II, 222.
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letr.i- ji_>j. \\'o.M\\ B\KI\(, C\Ki^. I hr iivi'ii is .1 large clay vessel

V.'.
,

huilt up bv h.niil out dt doors in .1 comenient place, and

4 tired where it stood. Its regular luel in modern (Aprils.

;is in New testament times, is tin 1

"grass <>!

the field." \\hich "lo-dav is, and to-mor-

row is cast into tin.' oven" (Matt. vi, }<>),

where it leaves but little ash. When the

oven is thoroughlv hot, the dough cakes are

plastered upon its inner surface, and are

afterwards detached, as in modern Cyprus,
with the wooden scraper which the woman holds in her hand.

H. 3l in. 11,73.

2i2j. WOMAN GRINDING CORN. A working model made in

several pieces; the arms and saddle-quern are missing.

H. 4iil in. II, 220.

2124. TABLE, with underframe and three legs: compare the chairs

2007, 2018 and the clay tripods 312-1^. H. 2l in. II, in.

2125-26. RhCTANGi I.AR C^HKSTS ON Foi'R Fi:i-. i
,
wit h st ring-holes

to secure the cover. Like the stone chests i(><>2-(><> they are

imitated from wooden chests, such as still are the chief furniture

of peasant homes in Cyprus and other Greek lands. Hs. 2j

in., 3 in.

2127-20. SHIPS, such as have been found in tombs of the sixth

century at Amathus. The largest, 2127, shows many details

of construction: note particularly the longitudinal strakes

along the water-line to receive the "under-girding" in stormy
weather (Acts xxvii, 17); the prominent catheads at the bows,

to receive the anchor; the open railing and stern gallery (2I27-N);

and the helmsman with his two steering oars, for which 2I2S

provides large portholes: 2129 is a mere row-boat with high

bows and stern post.

Clay ships such as these probably suggested the localization

of the ancient story, how Kinyras, King of Amathus, promised
a hundred ships to his ally Agamemnon, as his contingent for

the Trojan War but sent in their stead a squadron of boats

like these, with "clay crews." Pliny, A/d/. Hist, vii, 37, 4.

Eustathius on Homer, Iliad xi, 20. Ls. io[ in., toj in.,

2.[ in. Cyprus, p. 2,9 (2127-8). Perrot, tig. 352 (2127).

II, 702 (2127), 701 (2128).

2130-1. SHRINIS, consisting of a rectangular niche, w: ith a Hat
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facade in Egyptian style. Within is a figure of the deity, lerra-

with features very roughly indicated by pellets of clay. Over ^
Jt

,

the lintel of 2 1 jo is the crescent-and-disc of the Cypriote 4

Mother-Goddess, as on the stone slabs 1410, 1416, 1420.

Similar shrines have been found at Amathus in tombs of the

seventh and sixth centuries. They show strong foreign

influence, but the modelling is still in the old "snow-man"

technique. Hs. 34 in., 3
'

;] in. II, 101 (2130), 103 (2131).

2132. SACRED SNAKE (uraeus), advancing in Egyptian fashion

towards a table of offerings. The fabric, with white slip and

red and black paint on red clay, is peculiar, but certainly

Cypriote: compare 2066, 2093. For other illustrations of

snake-worship see the stone figure 1022, the clay figure 2047,

and the engraved gems 4145, 4150, 4152, 4164, 4167, etc.

H. 5i
7
G in.

HUMAN MASKS AND HEADS

Small masks of clay, or of more perishable materials such as wood
or wax, were commonly dedicated in antiquity at sacred trees

and other rural sanctuaries. They probably represented the

votaries who dedicated them, and served to place them under the

protection of the local deity. They were usually hung by a string

so as to sway with the wind, and face in every direction. Probably
this movement to-and-fro (which takes its name "oscillation"

from these oscilla or "little faces") had the same magical effect in

attracting the deity's attention as the Tibetan prayer-flags and

prayer-mills. Clay masks of this kind are also sometimes found

in tombs of the seventh and sixth centuries: in the "other world,"

also, there were powers to be propitiated, and to give protection.

2133-6. BEARDED MASKS in "snow-man" technique, perforated

for suspension, like the bulls' heads 2071-5; 2136 shows some

Oriental influence and uses incised lines to render the hair,

but is still wholly modelled by hand. Hs. 5^ in. 3! in.

II, 216, 214, 212, 215.

2137. FEMALE MASK, modelled by hand in the Archaic Cypriote

style, like the large heads 1459-60, but in dark red clay, with

details in dull black paint, like the Painted Red Ware 801 ff.

The hair is rendered by engraved stamps, as on the large clay

head 1468. Compare the fine votive mask 1460. H. ^\l

in. II, 21 1.
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' erra "
2 I ?S-(). I IMAM HI\I>, AND Hi I.Minn HI-AD, with raised ear-

Case H-ips, in the same fabric as 21 ^7; they serin to have been broken

4 from human-headed ffed ing-bottles like (> 30-911. (Compare

the large modelled heads 1454 tT- Hs. }J in., 4 in.

PERIOD 01 OKIFNIA1. INI I.UENCES
ABol 1 7S<> 10 S3<) B. C.

MOl l.DI.D 1 K,l Kl S IN ORILNTAL STYLE

In the Period of Oriental Influences, a quite new direction is given

cotta to Cypriote terracotta work by the introduction of the mould,
Case

probably from the Syrian coast, where it had long been in use for

flat-backed figures of the Mother Goddess, and for a few other con-

ventional types both funerary and votive. These Syrian figures

go back at least to the Egyptian protectorate of 1500-1350 B. C.;

and both in Egypt and in Mesopotamia the mould was in use for clay

figures earlier still. This invention, as we have seen, facilitates

mechanical output, at the cost of craftsmanship and original variety.

In Cyprus, the figure-makers tried to redeem its defects by supple-

mentary hand-modelling; and often reverted to modelling for

everything except the face, which was moulded on a separate piece,

and built into the figure with a junction of soft clay. But before iong

the machine, as usual, overpowered the craftsman; the moulded

figure rapidly superseded the handmade, except in a few village

sanctuaries and for the smallest figures in the tombs; and the

types became few, conventional, and debased. Only under ex-

ceptional circumstances does hand-modelling persist, as at Tamas-

sos, and at the Toumba site, near Salamis, for large statues; and

at Marion for recumbent effigies in tombs.

The majority of the moulded figures in this Collection are of clays

which closeh' resemble those used at the numerous small sanctua-

ries round Kition, and are well represented in European Museums,

especially in the Louvre. The moulds are very shallow and repre-

sent the figure in relief against a background formed by the overflow

of clay round the edges of the mould. In the better figures this

superfluous clay is trimmed away to the outline of the figure.

2140-49. NUDE FEMALE FIGURES, probably representing the same

Mother Goddess as the gross figures of Bronze Age fabrics

(2009-13). They stand erect, with the hands either hanging

by the sides (2140-42), or raised (2143), or supporting both

breasts (2144-6), or clasped in front (2149), or one hand is
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held across the body (2147-8). They wear rich collars with Terra

pendants (2140-1-3-4) and heavy Oriental head-dresses cp
tta

(2143-4). Some have details in black paint (2144-5), and
5

2146 is perhaps a handmade copy; it is, at all events, freely

retouched by hand. Hs. I3i
9
6 in. 4 in. Doell, xiv, n,

844 (2146); 6, 865 (2148). Cyprus, PI. vi (2144-6, 2149).

II, 187, 231, 230, 229, 193, 1 8, 19, 199, 21, 194.

2150-58. FEMALE FIGURES, very like the preceding group, but

clothed either in a diaphanous tunic, which falls in Egyptian

fashion to the ankles (2152-6-8), or in full Cypriote costume

2140 2166 2168

with long tunic, short over-tunic or over-fold (2153-4), girdle

(2154), and veil (2155). The collar worn by 2154 is elab-

orate and characteristic; among its rich pendants are a signet

ring like 4164-71 in the Collection of Finger Rings, and

large openwork amulets, of a form which is commonest

among the votaries of Aphrodite at Idalion. The smooth finish

of 2150-1 is characteristic of a fabric of Kition. To 2150 arms

raised in adoration have been added later by hand. Note the

use of red paint, as well as black, on 2152-6-7. These

clothed figures probably represent human votaries; they are

usually found in sanctuaries, but occasionally also in tombs.

Hs. 9-1% in. 4-i
J
6" in. Doell, xiv, 5, 866 (2151). Cyprus,

PI. vi (2150).

II, 22(2150), 26 (2151), 232 (2152), 227 (2153), 197

(2154), 195 (2155), 192 (2156), 107 (2157), 191 (2158).
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I i-rra- 2is<). .M.M.I-. \'ot.\KV. I'lus figure, though obviously from a

female mould, like 2iv>-8. has been adapted to serve for a
C.asc

5
male votary. hv the addition ol a beard. Sikh improvised

offerings arc not uncommon at Cvpriote sanctuaries: at the

Kamelarga site, for example, all the warrior-figures have

heads from the same moulds as the female figures, and beards

modelled upon them by hand, sometimes so careless!) that

part of the beard has broken away, exposing all or part of the

moulded chin (C..M.C. I^ST). The history of this figure

cannot be traced; but it may well be an instance (like C..M.C.

55SS) of a male figure dedicated irregularly at a women's

sanctuary. In the same way feminine offerings are dedicated

occasionally at the shrines of male deities; or flute-players at

temples where harp-music was the rule. 11. (> in. Perrol,

fig. 3<
S
3- 11,2^8.

2i6o-c). FEMALE VOTARIES of the same general style and type
as the preceding groups, but holding various objects: bird

(2161), flower (2164), lyre (2i(>5-6), or tambourine (2167);

the lyre and plectrum of 2i(>5 are added to the moulded

figure in small strips of clay modelled by hand. The larger

figures 2168-9 are modelled hollow, like the larger handmade

figures 1452 fT. in Floor-Case X. This was done to prevent

distortion in the kiln, and marks the complete development
of Oriental moulded technique. Hs. ioj in. 4^ in.

II, 204 (2160), 64 (2161), 206 (2162),

287, (2166), 202 (2167), 203 (2168).

2170-74. MALE VOTARIES of the same style, standing erect, with

one hand slung across the body in a fold of the over-garment,

as in the stone statues 1002, 1004, in Wall-Case 20,, and 13=52-}

in Centre-Case A. The bearded man 2170 wears pointed

cap with long lapels and richly fringed cloak. The bearded

head 2171 is in similar style. On the other hand, 2172-5

have the heavy Egyptian wig, large earrings, short tunic with

overfold, and short cloak (2172). In 2173, though the body
is moulded, the head has been much retouched by hand; and the

warrior-votary 2174 has a wheelmade body, and only his head

is moulded. His helmet, which is hand-modelled, is of early

Hellenic type, and the painting on his body seems intended

to represent the shoulder-plates of a Hellenic breast-plate.

Hs. jo, in. 2^ in. IX, 70.
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2175. HEAD OF A MALE VOTARY, on a rather larger scale, probably jerra .

made in a mould but almost wholly retouched. This marks cotta

the transition from the hollow mould-pressed figures of ^ase

moderate size, to the very large and mainly hand-modelled

statues of the seventh century, 1452 ff. H. 3! in.

2176-80. SEATED FEMALE FIGURES, of the same general style as

2160-9, with hand to breast (2176-7), or tambourine (2178-80),

or bird (2179), much broken. These seated figures have been

extemporized, by first moulding a standing figure, and then

bending it to the proper angle, and adding a clay support,

2177-9, or a chair, 2180, at the back. The heads of 2176-79
are moulded, but 2180 has been retouched in the "snow-man"

technique: probably it was damaged in the bending, and had

to be repaired. H. 5Am. --
3! in.

II, 81 (2176), 78 (2.77), 77 (2179), 53 (2.80).

PERIOD OF HELLENIC INFLUENCE
ABOUT 550-300 B. C.

MOULDED FIGURES IN THE HELLENIC STYLES

The spread of Hellenic influences affected the style of the terra-

cottas as profoundly as that of the sculpture. But it did not alter the cotta

technique. Greece had already borrowed the mould from the same Case

Oriental source, and had adapted it to the purposes of a far higher

craftsmanship than that of Cyprus. The moulded terracottas of

the East and of Cyprus are seldom fashioned in the round; almost

all are flat-backed, and the majority would be more truly described

as executed in rather high relief. There were strong local reasons

why the Cypriote figure-makers were slow to evade this restriction.

The art of clay modelling always tends to follow the lead of con-

temporary sculpture. The flat proportions habitually observed

in Cypriote sculpture, which have already been shown (p. 130)

to result from the tabular structure of the native limestones,

offered no challenge to more ambitious work in clay; and the

clays of Cyprus, also, are naturally calcareous and gritty, and

need careful preparation and more than ordinary skill if they are

to satisfy the requirements of very high relief. In Greece, on

the other hand, where the thick-bedded limestones and frequent

marbles made it easier to execute sculpture of full proportionate

thickness, the clays are for the most part better, and in some lo-

calities exceptionally good; and artists in clay followed easily the lead
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I'crr.i- O f the stone-carvers. Before the (.-nil of the sixth century, seated

V-*' '! figures, and even some standing types, were being struck from Greek

(> moulds, in their true natural proportions; and by the fourth century

the use of a mould in two or more sections, fitting tightly together,

permitted the production <>! statuettes which had practically no

"back" at all, but were tit to be seen from almost every point of

view. This mechanical improvement of the moulds, moreover,

made it safe to attempt under-cutting, and so permitted far greater

depth of relief, and complete freedom of pose. With the use of

hollow moulds, too, came the employment of far finer and more

fluid clays. The result was a fabric at the same time thinner,

lighter, stronger, and of more delicate surface texture, worthy
now of all enhancement by paint and gilding.

Some of the figurines of the Hellenic period which are found in

Cyprus, may well be foreign imports from the workshops of Eph-
esus, Myrina, and other Greek cities of Asia Minor; but there

seems no doubt, from the quality of the clays, as well as from a

provincial note in the style even of fine examples, that good work

was being done in Cyprus itself, by men of Greek training, from

the end of the sixth century until the Hellenistic Age. This in its

turn throws some light on the peculiar history of Cypriote sculpture.

The conditions of access and of demand were presumably the same,

but those of production different. Under the new technical

conditions, with hollow moulds and fluid-filling, the Cypriote

clays were now far less unworthy of a good craftsman than the

soft flaw-flaked limestone. \Ve find, therefore, a refined local

school of Hellenic clay-modelling, but in sculpture little but clumsy
and Tasteless imitation.

Of Hellenic origin, also, are new and less orgiastic types of votary.

These lay aside their tambourines, infants, and offerings of animals

or bakemeats, and usually even the lyre, and stand simply posed
with something of the quiet dignity of the votive figures on the

Athenian Akropolis. Fresh renderings of the Mother Goddess

are more akin to the beneficent Greek Demeter than to Syrian

Astarte, or even Phrygian Cybele. And from the fourth century
onward we have (at all events from the tombs round Kition and

Kurion, and perhaps also from suburban sanctuaries) many purely

secular studies of girls and young matrons. These culminate in

a local school which at its best has a general affinity with those of

Tanagra and .Myrina, though it easily degenerates into shallow and

tasteless posing.
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2181-90. FEMALE VOTARIES, fully draped in Doric chiton and
cotta

himation; erect (2181-2, 2186-8), seated (2183-4), or recum- Case

bent (2185); some let their hands hang loosely by their sides; 6

others hold a libation bowl (2186), or a flower (2187-8), or

simply draw forward the edge of the veil which falls from their

head (2189). 2190 wears over one shoulder a belt of pen-

dants like that won by the temple-boy 2292: compare also

2181 2186

the collar with amulets and signet ring worn by 2154. A few-

details have been added by hand to 2187, and the surface

of 2188 has been carefully revised. The free vigorous modell-

ing of 2189 appears also to result from retouching a moulded

figure. Hs. 8i
3
o in. 2 Vo in.

II, 271 (2181), 267 (2183), 339 (2186), 266 (2187).

2191 2198 2241

2191-2. FEMALE VOTARIES, partly or wholly nude. Here the

mature Greek appreciation of the human form permits the
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I crr.i- r :\ i\ al of t he nude type of goddess or votary, without re

either thi- grossness til primitive' modelling or the still sym-
bolism of the Oriental moulds. Us. 2!;! in., 3 ,',. in.

2KH-07- MI-.ADS of similar figures, of the same good period.

All are female except 2\()~, which represents a youth and be-

longs to the fourth century. Us. } in. i* in.

II, 514 (2K):;i.

Large terracotta figures of Hellenic style are uncommon everywhere,

when once full mastery of stonework has been achieved. There are,

however, a few fine examples in which the tradition which is repre-

sented by the large heads in Oriental style passes on into an Archaic

Cypriote and even a Hellenic phase. See especially 14158-67

in Moor-Case X.

PERIOD OF HELLENISTIC AND GRA ECO-ROMAN ART
AFTER 300 B. c.

From Hellenic to Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman work the transi-

tion is gradual, but the decadence persistent. The old native

types disappear almost wholly, and the old methods completely.

Their place is taken, as everywhere else in the Graeco-Roman

East, by poor copies of favourite subjects like Eros, either attended

by Psyche, or engaged in childish sports; Phrygian votaries and

temple-boys like those of the sculpture series; figures of Silenos

or Pan; and the long series of grotesque and stage-characters.

Cyprus, in short, has now been received fully into the "civilized

world"; it has no longer the power, or the will, to have art or cul-

ture of its own.

GODDESSES AND VOTARIES IN HELLENISTIC STYLES

These are all pressed in a shallow mould, and are hollow; but are

unworked behind. The clay is fine and dusty, and the best-pre-

served examples have a ruddy burnished surface. The style is

more and more that of a commonplace Hellenism, with loose

inexpressive forms, ill-concealed by over-elaborate drapery.

2198. GODDESS enthroned, fully robed and wearing on her head a

high cylindrical polos. She raises her left hand in front of

her, a faint survival of the old gesture of maternity. This

seems to be still the Great Goddess of Cyprus, but she has

now lost all cruder signs of barbaric or Oriental origin, and has

become assimilated, on one hand, to Cybele, the Great Mother
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of Asia Minor; on another, to Demeter, the beneficent goddess Terra-

of corn and fertility, who presides over the Eleusinian Mysteries. ("
tt

i

On either side of the throne stands a female votary, fully robed, 6

carrying a rectangular box, probably to hold some mystic

objects, such as were used in the worship of Demeter. Other

terracotta figures of similar style show two goddesses seated

side by side, exactly as Demeter and her daughter Persephone

sit, in similar compositions from Greece. H. io| in. Doell,

xv, 27, 989. Cyprus, p. 50. II, 376.

2199-2210. GODDESSES of the same type, seated, but unattended

(2199-2202); and heads of similar figures with high polos

(2203-2209); the head 2210 also represents a Goddess, wearing
a stephane like Aphrodite, instead of a polos. Hs. ~\ in.

2 in. Doell, xv, 29, 991. Cyprus, p. 51 (2199).

II, 379 (2199), 386 (2200), 380 (2201), 382 (2202),

413 (2203), 416 (2205), 420 (2207), 123 (2208).

221 1-2215. FEMALE VOTARIES, like those who attend the Goddess

2198; they carry similar boxes, except 2215, who bears on her

head a vessel for holy water, and is of rather different fabric.

Hs. lOj in. 5 A in.

II, 315 (2211), 377 (2212), 378 (2213), 312 (2214).

STUDIES OF DAILY LIFE, IN THE MANNER OF MYRINA

AND TANAGRA

These figures are in fine dusty clay, probably pressed or cast origi-

nally in a multiple mould, but thoroughly retouched by hand. They
are probably of native work, but are wholly inspired by the better

class of early Hellenistic genre-modelling.

2216-2229. FEMALE FIGURES, in the full flowing dress Ionic

chiton and himation which is universal in the fourth and co tta

third centuries in Greece. The types represented here happen Cases

to include some which repeat actions or poses which we have 6>
"

seen to have had a religious or magical significance at an earlier

stage: 2216, for example, plays a tambourine; and 2217 carries

an infant. But this is perhaps accidental, or at most a mean-

ingless survival; the majority are mere genre-figures, standing

or seated (2220-2223); often closely wrapped in a large cloak

(2222-23). The figures 2224-2229 are of poorer and later work-

manship. Hs. 8f in. 2 i t, in. Compare Cyprus, p. 51.

II, 329 (2217), 344 (2218), 327 (2219), 318 (2220),

357 (2223), 320 (2225), 319 (2226), 283 (2229).
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2216

-;>24o. HHADS of figures like 2210-23: note especially the

veiled head 2230 and the fine modelling of hair and features in

2235. Hs. 3} in. i{ in. 11, 453 (2230).

HELLENISTIC VERSIONS OF SNOW-MAN COMPOSITIONS

These figures probably come from small rural sanctuaries \vherc

old types of offerings remained long in vogue, and the new fashions

of moulding came in late and gradually.

I err,_ 2241-56. FIGURES FROM RING-DANCES, pressed solid in very shal-

cotta low moulds of late Hellenistic style, and then attached to

a hand-modelled ring of clay. All these are female figures,
D, 7

2241) "57

with the doubtful exception of 2250; and they are so nearly

alike in technique that they probably belong to one and the

same shrine. The artist was not always careful to employ
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a suitable mould for his figures; for example, the female Terra-

votary 2247 has her real (mould-pressed) hands hanging freely
c
p
tl a

by her sides, like 2181 IT., and keeps touch with her neighbours

in the dance by means of supplementary arms, modelled very

crudely in soft clay; 2248 has been turned into a flute-player

by disguising her original arms with clumsy additions of the

same kind; and 2249 has the mouth-strap of the flute added

separately. On the other hand, 2249-50 have only the face

moulded, and the bodies columnar and modelled by hand.

Similar figures (2251-6) stand free; their bases, however, are

irregular, and they seem to have been broken away from

ring-dances like the preceding group: 2253-6 are playing a

lyre, like the early figures 2035, 2044, 2057-8, but the lyre

is now not the Oriental three-cornered cithara (compare the

stone figure 1265) but of regular Greek pattern, as in the stone

figure 1085. Doell, xv, 24, 971 (2251).

II, 309 (2243), 269 (2244), 306 (2245), 270 (2246),

280 (2247), 36 (2248), 735 (2249), 353 (2250), 272

(2251), 184 (2252), 282 (2254), 37 (2255), 38 (2256).

One remarkable fabric, well represented here, appears to be un-

known to other collectors of Cypriote antiquities. The nearest

parallels are from a small sanctuary in Southern Italy, and are so

closely alike as to prompt the suggestion that this series may not

be from Cyprus at all; since General di Cesnola is known to have

acquired a considerable collection of antiquities from this part

of Italy. It combines the freehand modelling of the "snow-man"

technique with effeminate faces, shield-medallions, and other de-

tails, which are quite incongruous, and are impressed in Hellenistic

moulds.

2257-61. WARRIORS of "snow-man" technique but provided with

moulded faces of Hellenistic style. They are usually bearded,

and wear high caps or helmets, the deep brim and broad chin-

strap of which are modelled freehand in soft clay. Like the

early warriors (2098-2102) they carry round shields, and bran-

dish an imaginary spear; the shield of 2257 has a Gorgon device

impressed from a shallow medallion-mould of the same late

style as the warrior's head. Hs. 5! in. 4 in.

II, 260, 265, 262, 352, 354.

2262. MALE VOTARY, represented nude in Greek fashion, in a

late and debased "snow-man" technique, which betrays traces
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Terra-

cotta

Case

of Hellenistic influence. Compare 2oOj which, though earlier,

is already contaminated in the same way. 11. jjj in.

2261-70. MALI VOIAKII s in the same mixed style as the warriors

2257-61, with snow-man bodies, late moulded heads, and

childishly modelled accessories: 2205-0 carry kills, like some

of the early votaries, 2041. Among the detached heads,

2207-70, the broken surfaces of 2270 show well the construction

of these figures. Ms. 3^ in. ijj in.

II, 189 (2265), 1 80 (2266).

2271 2299

2271-8. HORSEMEN, of the same style as the unmounted warriors

2257-61. The shield 2271 has a Gorgon medallion like 2257;
and the horse 2272 has the bridle added in relief. The much

larger horseman 2276, and the two detached horse-heads

2277-78, have other horse-trappings rendered also in relief.

Hs. 14] ii in. 4 in.

II, 20 1 (2271), 60 1 (2272), 657(2273), 659

(2274), 637 (2276), 672 (2277), 670 (2278).

2279-80. HORSES. Unlike the "snow-man" animals of the pre-

ceding group, the two detached horses 2270-80 are modelled

quite freely in a vigorous Hellenistic style, with considerable

observance of nature. The pose, and the indications of reins

and harness, separately modelled, show that they have formed

part of one or more chariot groups. Hs. 5 in., 5JJ in.,

II, 066, 667.

2281. CHARIOT AND HORSES, mould-pressed, and represented from
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in front in absurdly shallow relief: all, in fact, that is recogniz- Terra-

able is the fore-part of the four horses, and the heads and ")tta

Case
shoulders of the two occupants of the car. Similarly abbre-

j
viated groups arc recorded from the Phoenician coast; but

it is not clear whether Cyprus or the mainland is guilty of

inventing them. The chariot has a dense white slip. Doell,

xiv, 24, 935; Cyprus, p. 164. II, 658.

2282-2290. HEADS OF DEITIES AND VOTARIES in various Hellen-
O

e

t

r

t

r

a

a '

istic styles. The red clay of 2282 seems to belong to a fabric Case

of large funerary terracottas characteristic of the later tombs 8

at Marion in the northwest of the island. 2284 follows a

late Zeus-type; 2285 a Hellenic Herakles; 2286 is beardless,

but has the horns of Zeus Ammon, and should be compared
with the earlier stone statuettes of that deity (1136-1140).

The peculiar fabric of 2290, with chalky pink slip, whitened

eyeballs, and black paint on eyes and hair, relates it with the

well-worked head 1462 and with the chariot 2281. With

these late types compare the large heads 1469-70 in the

funerary fabric above mentioned, and in other styles, exhibited

in Floor-Case X. Hs. 3rV in. if in.

II, 539 (2283), 607 (2286), 531 (2287), 525 (2289).

MISCELLANEOUS MOULDED FIGURINES OF LATE STYLES

These are all of poor quality, and, with the exception of the Temple-

boys, Phrygians, and Lions, are devoid of local interest or associa-

tions. They are only of value to show how completely the native

traditions of clay-modelling died out after the age of Alexander.

2291-98. TEMPLE-BOYS represented in the conventional dress and

poses. With the crouching temple-boys 2291-95, compare
the stone figures 1204-1222: compare also the larger clay

example 1463, and the clay heads 1465-7. Note the rich

belt of pendants worn by 2292. With the standing temple-

boys 2296-7, compare the stone figures 1191, 1193; and note

their conventional flat cap. Of 2298 only the head is pre-

served. Hs. 7! in. if in.

II, 349 (2291), 345 (2292), 346 (2293), 348

(2294), 347 (2295), 342 (2296), 314 (2297).

2299-2301. PHRYGIAN VOTARY, perhaps intended for Attis, the

Phrygian counterpart of the Syrian Adonis in the cult of the

Great Mother. He wears the same soft cap, loose tunic and
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frr.i- trousers, aiul (lowing cloak as the stone statuettes 1231 and

1350. In --<><), he is represented dancing wildly; in 2300-1

S In- rides a horse. Ms. 7^ in. ig in. II, 507, (^5, 663.

2 102-2 j i S. I
;
.KOS, represented in various postures: holding a

swan 2302-5; an apple 2305-7; playing with a dog 2308; riding

a goat 2jo<); wrapped in a cloak 2510; drinking 2311; or

recumbent 2312. The heads 2513-14 show a peculiar hair-

plait on the head (cf. 2318 below): and the head 2314 is itself

winged, an anticipation of the "cherubs" of the Renaissance.

In the relief 2315-6, Lros is shown in converse with Psyche,

and 2317 probably represents Psyche separately; 2318 repeats

a very popular blending of Eros with the Graeco-Kgyptian

deity Harpokrates; and the characteristic hair-plait of 2311,

2313 is reallv an attribute of Harpokrates. Us. 5* in. 2.} in.

II, 351 (2302), 363 (2303), 365 (2304), 333 (2305),

361 (2jo6), 370 (2307), 350 (2308), 336(2309),

369 (2310), 331 (2311), 366 (2312), 332 (2315).

2319-44. GROTESQUE FicuRhs AND HEADS, including a recumbent

dwarf (2319); a negro (2320) with unusual deep pink surface

colour; an interesting series of Silenos types 2321-30 (archaic

2323-4, Socratic 2325-6, Hellenistic 2327-30); miscellaneous

types 2331-8, and a few Tragic and Comic Masks, 2339-44.

Hs. 3 in. 1 1 in. II, 372 (2319), 360 (2323),

358 (2324), 208(2342), 210 (2343).

2345. BEARDF.D MASK for suspension. Like 2071-5 and 2133-6,

this is a Hellenistic oscillum, showing the late persistence

of this early type of votive offering. H. 4!;; in. II, 491.

2346-8. RELIEFS, probably votive, all in poor late Greek work-

manship 2346 representing a youthful male head, in medal-

lion border;2347 a di-'ity seated full-face; 2348 a nude warrior

charging to the right. Hs. 6 in. 2 in.

II, 371 (2347), 340 (2348).

2349-50. LIONS in the same late Cypriote style, under Hellenistic

influences, as the stone lions 1383-5. Hs. 4 2 in., 4? in.

II, 669 (2349).
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NO
lamps are known from Cyprus earlier than the Period of

Oriental Influences, with the doubtful exception of one

rude saucer with slightly pinched lip from the Bronze Age
site at Kalopsida, now at Oxford; and this may after all be

a crucible. Probably, in a forest-country like Cyprus, torches were

commoner at first than lamps; and probably also, as in Egypt, and

all through the modern Levant, a floating wick, set in any saucer,

supplied the minimum of night light which custom demanded.

A. CYPRIOTE SAUCER-LAMPS

About the seventh century, however, the device of pinching to-

gether part of the rim of a saucer, so as to make a wick-holder,

was introduced from the mainland, where it had been in use, in

Palestine at least, since the close of the Bronze Age.

2501-18. SAUCER-LAMPS WITH PINCHED RIM, of various .dates

from the sixth to the fourth century B. C. The earliest types

(2501-7) show a rather deep bowl and no rim. A rim ap-

pears first in the fifth century (2508-9), and becomes broad

and flat in the fourth (2510-16). Occasionally these lamps
have the rim compressed in two places (2517), so as to hold

two wicks. The solid lamp 2518 with a trough-spout inter-

rupting the rim, as in the bronze lamp 4982, may be later

still, but cannot be dated with certainty.

II, 1006 (2506); 1005 (2513); 1008 (2517); 1013

(2518); 1007(2520); 1002 -3(2521-2); 1004 (2524).

In the fifth and fourth centuries, Greek lamps of black glazed ware

and different construction were introduced. The bowl of these

is shallow, but has an incurved rim to prevent the oil from spilling,

and the burner is formed of a short trough-spout which projects

from under the rim, and rises level with its upper surface. The
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inscribed lamp (iSss in the Collection of Inscribed Objects), which

mav be even earlier than the tilth century, has a body of this

tvpe. When a handle is present, it is usually ;i nearly hori/onlal

IcHip around the part <>t the body opposite to the no//le.

'I'o secure Mich lamps from overthrow on the high bron/e lamp-
stands of the period (4001-77 in the Collection of Bronzes), thev

were often made with an annular body, so as to tit onto a spike on

the top of the lampstand; and this improvement was borrowed,

very rarely, by native lamp-makers.

25io--o. S.uc.iK-l.AMPS WITH CENTRAL COLLAR. These are of

the ordinary fourth-century make, with wide rim, but rather

more solid than usual; the central collar is high, narrow, and

clearly experimental.

On the other hand, the device of the pinched lip is itself borrowed

and applied to other purposes, as in the following group:

2521-4. SAICER-LIKE I, ADI. is WITH PINCHED RIM. These are

placed with the saucer-lamps for comparison and are probably
of the same period, but are probably shovels for carrying hot

coals, like the stone fire-shovels i(>8c)-o,o, and i8(>i in the Col-

lection of Inscriptions.

Here the pinching of the rim serves to deepen the bowl and

strengthen it near its junction with the handle.

B. HELLENISTIC AND GRAECO-ROMAN LAMPS

For the centuries next after the fourth, we have again no clear

evidence as to lamps in Cyprus. But later still, from the first

century B. C., ordinary late Greek lamps become very common in

tombs. The fashions are now set by the great Greek cities of the

Nearer Hast, such as Alexandria and Antioch, but the chronology
is very obscure, and it is certain that many types were long in

use together. A selection from these lamps is published in Atlas

II, cxxxviii-cxl; compare Cyprus, p. 76.

2525-88. LAMPS WITH CONCAVE TOP AND SCROLLED NOZZLE seem

on the whole to be the earliest, and certainly give place wholly

to other types after the second century A. D. They have a

round saucer-like body, covered by a concave upper side, with

a small hole in the middle, through which to pour the oil.

This upper side was made separately in a mould, and added

to the saucer when half dry. The burner or nozzle projects

in front for the whole depth of the body, and is roofed above
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by a prolongation of the body cover. The development of

this type from the primitive saucer-lamp is betrayed, however,

by the scroll ornament on either side of the neck, which still

suggests decoratively how a closed nozzle was first formed by

folding the edges of the saucer together. The larger examples
have handles opposite to the nozzle, either triangular and

ornamented with a palmette or even a pictorial design, or

crescent-shaped, or a vertical loop like that of many bronze

lamps, degenerating in 2773, 2775, 2781 into a small excrescence

which is often unperforated. But many of these lamps have

no handle at all. The concave top is often decorated with

a shell-ornament or rosette or wreath or other simple design,

impressed from a mould.

The examples above described have been selected to illustrate the

growth of the forms, and are for the most part quite simply deco-

rated with a rosette, wreath, and other simple design. Many
lamps, however, have more ambitious ornament, and the repre-

sentations on them illustrate well the popular renderings of mytho-

logical incidents and well-known art-types. All are impressed from

moulds, of every degree of artistic merit.

2589-2629. LAMPS WITH ANIMALS AND BIRDS are very common,

especially such as were attributes of some deity, like the cotta

Eagle of Zeus, 2594, 2598-9, the Dolphin of Poseidon, 2600-2, Case

or the Cock of Asklepios, 2603. Hunting scenes are common '

(2607, 2609, 2620); and occasionally a fable is suggested, as

by the bear and squirrel (or ape?) on 2612.

2630-54. LAMPS WITH SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC GAMES, such as

chariot races (2631-4) or gladiators and their weapons (2635-54).

2655-61. LAMPS WITH DIONYSIAC SUBJECTS, such as Satyrs,

Maenads, and Silenos-masks.

2662-95. LAMPS WITH FIGURES OF DEITIES and other mythological

figures and scenes are common, and occasionally reproduce

recognizable works of art. Eros is especially common (2673-

85). Note the representation of Europa and the Bull on 267 1 .

Another common type shows some affinity with the open-topped

lamps of the fourth century, in its plain body and nozzle, and in

its comparatively large opening, which is usually surrounded by
a wheelmade moulding. It leads on to many later types which

combine the peculiarities of the previous classes.
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lorn- 2696-2705. 1.AMPS WITH DEI i> BODY AND PLAIN TOP AND NOZZLI-..

Some of these have a lcx>p handle set nearly horizontally round

the back of the body (2(x>()). Many are provided with a

prominence on one side of the body (2(x)(>-7, 2701-}), per-

forated to hold the small metal pin with which the wick was

trimmed. But this projection is often unperforated and

merely decorative (2698. 2702, 4, 5). Transition to the next

group is shown in 2702-5.

2706-14. LAMPS WITH LOST, NOZZLE AND RING HANDLE. Many
of the later examples are in a sooty black ware, prepared by

mixing oil with the clay before firing.

27'5-39- LAMPS WITH CONVEX FOP AND LONG NOZZLH. These

are late derivatives of 2706-14, and seem to begin about the

third century A. D. The ornament generally consists of

radial ribbing: the pin-holder is often present, and the handle

usually absent.

2740-94. LAMPS WITH Low BODY AND SHORT NOZZLE succeed to

the lamps with volutes, and often show remains of the scrolls

on the nozzle. They begin about the second century A. D.,

and go on till the fourth. Many of these (2772-95) have

representations of animals, personages, and scenes like the

earlier types, but in a poorer style and less durable clay.

2795-2838. LAMPS WITH OVAL OR PEAR-SHAPED TOP show another

interpretation of the structure in the design; the more or less

concave top of the body being connected with the nozzle by
a more or less horseshoe-shaped moulding. In 2806-29

features have been borrowed from 2706 ff. and 2839 ff. These

are all late, probably not before the third century A.D., and

run on into the Byzantine period. Christian symbols, cross

and XP monogram, first appear on this type of lamp (2830-8).

2839-44. LAMPS WITHOUT NOZZLE complete the decadence of this

series; the body is flat and slightly convex, and the burner

is a mere hole in the upper edge. The ornament usually

consists of a poor rosette design, within a border.

Many lamps bear the names or trade marks of their makers, stamped
or incised before firing, usually on their under side, but occasionally

on the upper.

2845-2949. LAMPS WITH INSCRIPTIONS AND MAKERS' MARKS, for

the most part of the earlier and better made types 2525 ff. The
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names are usually in the genitive case. Most of those in this Terra-

collection are Greek: 'Ep[A'.avo[u] 2880-3; 'Ejpesoj 2877;

0so8(ip[o]u 2893-6; nXateovos 2878; S^upiSwvo? 2871-4; 13

Xap(8tovo<; 2875-6; Za)iX[o]u 2879. Others are Latin: FAVSTI,

2857-70; ROMAN E and ROMANE sis, 2845-2852; p.c.F. (f for

FECIT), 2853-56. Many names are abbreviated: IloXu 2897;

EVA 2898; and EY 2913, perhaps for the famous Cypriote name

Evagoras; MA, 2900-11; AT, 2914; SR, 2912; CE with branch,

2900; IT, 2919; i, 2884-92; 0eo8top[o]u 2893-96; and many
lamps bear only single letters (2904-8) or monograms.

Others have a maker's mark, such as a human foot (2915-19),

(2923), or a sole (2922, 2924) or a circle (2928-29) in place of

a name; or in addition to it, like the branch on 2927. Some
of the latest inscriptions, on lamps like 2930-49, are too illiter-

ate or blurred to be legible; but they all seem to be Greek.
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THE
Collection of Gold and Silver Ornaments is exhibited

in the Gold Room of the Museum. It consists almost

entirely of personal ornaments, and illustrates every period

of Cypriote art. Though it includes nearly all the prin-

cipal types, it suffers, like the rest of the Collection, from lack

of precise information as to the circumstances under which the

objects were found. In particular, though the site of Curium is

famous for rich tombs of all periods, no subsequent explorer has

been able to identify the "Treasure Chambers" to which the

greater part of this jewelry is attributed by Cesnola himself

(Cyprus, Chapter XI; Perrot, p. 283 ff. : for enquiry on the spot,

see S. Reinach, Cbroniques d'Orient I, p. 267).

The Collection is therefore arranged simply to show the principal

stages of the jeweller's art in Cyprus, and falls into the same main

divisions and periods presenting the Bronze Age, the Early Age
of Iron, and so forth, as have been already explained in the Intro-

duction, p. xxvi ff. A few objects which have been reshaped

(like 3 136), or regrouped unskilfully since their discovery (like 3125,

3252, 3263) are noted as they occur: and the necklaces of miscel-

laneous beads and pendants (3388, 3393) now have been redistri-

buted according to styles.

I. ORNAMENTS OF THE BRONZE AGE

i, ii. EARLY AND MIDDLE PERIODS, WITH INDIGENOUS CULTURE

To the Early Bronze Age, which has few metallic objects of any

kind, no personal ornaments can be assigned with certainty. To Case

the Middle period belong the dress-pins of copper and bronze '

(4674-91) in the Collection of Bronzes, and also the very rude spiral

objects now to be described.
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I

-|Ho join) a-J. SI-IKAI ORNAMENTS, of silver, or rather of a primitive

alloy of silver ami load. I hese objects are fairly common
in tombs. \\'hi % n tin- burial is undisturbed, they arc usualh

found about the head, like the more artistic spirals of gold

and silver in later periods (j}j(>-Xo). They are therefore

commonly regarded either as ornaments for the hair, or ;is

earrings. Such ornaments are shown in position on heads

of stone and terracotta of later periods (1274, 145.2-}); and

the use of similar jewelry in the Bronze Age is suggested by
the rude terracotta figures 2(xx)-i3, which show several ear-

rings in each ear, passed through holes both in the upper and

in the lower lobe. Ill, cxvii, i, 4.

iii. LATER BRONZE ACE, UNDER MINOAN INFLUENCE

The Late Minoan colonization of Cyprus introduced many fresh

forms of personal ornament which had a long history elsewhere.

Some of these are native to the Aegean homes of the settlers; others

are derived from Egypt, which lay near at hand and became more

easily accessible in this period. Side by side with these, however,

the old spiral earrings, somewhat elaborated, persist into historic

times. Much use is made of thin gold plate, embossed from

behind with spirals, rosettes, lotos flowers or palm, and Mycenaean

"eight-shaped" shields, and occasionally with sphinxes and other

living creatures. Earrings are either spiral, or "boat-" or "leech"-

shaped, or consist of a pendant of gold foil or a mere loop of wire.

Necklaces are often multiple, and consist of several threads, with

control-beads at intervals to keep the chains parallel. Eyelet-

pins are popular, and often richly decorated with plaited wire.

3001. SCEPTRE-HEAD OF AGATE, richly banded in brown and

yellow, designed as a six-lobed knob, with tubular socket

above and below. The form is probably developed from that

of the native distaff-head, which appears also on pins of the

Bronze Age: compare 3 149 of silver, and 4<x)i in the Collection

of Bronzes. The socket contains the remains of a shaft of

iron, which was coming into use as a "precious metal" in the

Late Bronze Age (p. xxxi). Cyprus, p. 309; Pcrrot, fig.

563. Ill, vi, i.

3002. FRONTLET, of thin gold leaf, rectangular, and impressed

with concentric circles, by beating over an embossed stamp,
or a coiled wire. This embossed technique is character-
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istic of .Mvcenaean gold work both in Cyprus ;nul in the

Aegean. Cyprus, p. ^12; IVrrot, lig. (>o2. Ill.xi, 4.

3003-4. MOUTM-! J
LATHS, in! ended to be tied over the mouth of

the deceased, to seal the lips. This custom prevailed also in

the Graeco-Phoenician period ($2()4-6). The plate 3005 is of

thin gold, embossed with rosettes; 3004, of gilt silver, thicker,

and modelled to (it the lips. Ill, xi, 3; xxxix, 10.

3005. NL-CKLACI. of spherical gold beads, and palmetto pendants
of gold leaf, alternately. The later necklaces 3301-2 have lotos

pendants of a type which goes back to this period. Ill, x, 2.

3006-56. ROINUI-I.S of thin gold plate, intended to be applied

to a background of cloth, leather, or woodwork. Many similar

roundels were found in the royal "shaft-graves" at Mycenae.

3006-8 arc flat, with embossed rosette ornament. Ill, iv, i, 6.

30(x>-26, flat with a pattern of four lotos-flowers. Ill.iii, 6-7.

3027-56, highly convex, without ornament. Ill, v, 2.

3057-01. PI-.NDANT BHADS from a necklace, shaped like flies

(3057-9), and lotos petals (3060-1).

Ill, iv, 14-16 (flies); 18, 22 (petals).

3062-300.2. SPIRAL EARRINGS, of plain gold wire of two turns

(3062-70) or one (3071-86; 3094-3119): rather thicker wire

is used for 30718-81. They are derived from the primitive

spiral 3000, and were intended to hang in the lower lobe of

the ear; 3062-86 are elongated so as to fall below it. 3087-92
are in silver of fine quality, not the primitive silver-lead; they

are greatly elongated, and usually of two turns. That they

were worn in clusters is shown by 3087, which consists of

two such earrings rusted together.

Ill.xvii, 1-4, 19, 20, 23, 24, xlii, 13, 14.

3093-3114. SPIRALS OF GoLoWiRt like the earrings 3062-92, but

not elongated for suspension: they may, however, have been

worn in the ears. Ill, xvii, 24.

3115. BoAT-sHAPhD EARRING of gold, derived from the primi-

tive spiral of one turn by thickening the middle part and

shortening the ends, so that they only overlap slightly at the

point of suspension. They are not, however, furnished with

loops like the earrings (3159-60) of the Early Iron Age, nor

do they interlace with hook-and-eye fastening, like the later

"loop-earrings" (3701 ff.). Ill, xix, 32.
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I able 5ii(>-}ij5. PENDANT EARRINGS, consisting of a thin gold wire

occasionally swollen slightly towards tin- middle: the ends

usually overlap like ^115. but sometimes are simply twisted

together for security: }I2>. }I2(>, Jijo, however, seem to he

late "loop- earrings" wrongly added to early pendants.

On the wire is threaded a pendant of thin gold plate embossed

in the shape of a bull's head (}M(>-JHO); but in }i}i-s the

original design is forgotten, and its features are transformed

into palmettes (3131-4), or xig/ag lines (5135); a striking

example of decorative degeneration. This type is common
in the Mycenaean tombs at Enkomi. lll.xvi, I-H. 15-19.

31 16 is rather larger and has lost its back-plate and suspension-

ring: but it seems to be of the same class as the rest, though
of more barbaric and angular style and probably of later

date.

3136. EARRING composed of a narrow gold ring, of which tin-

ends should overlap, but are now distorted: an exactly similar

example from Enkomi, in the British Museum, makes the

original shape certain. At the middle point of the ring pro-

jects a granulated ornament, which may have been imitated

from the bull's-head pendants, 31 1(> ff., and perhaps gives rise

in turn to the "mulberry" earrings }i(x>-74 of the next

period. Ill, xvi, 14.

3137. PIN HEAD of gold foil, forming a bull's head in the same

style as the earrings 3 i i(M5. III. iv, 33, or 35.

3138-42. LKNTOID BEADS of gold, made of thin plate; of character-

istic Late Minoan form, circular with a deep longitudinal

groove; (3138-40,) or oval(3i4i-2)the type is derived from the

lentoid seal-stones and stone beads of this period like 3143.

Ill, iv, 21.

3143 a, b. LENTOID BEADS OF SARD from a necklace; these are the

prototypes of gold beads like 3138-42.

3 144. CYLINDER-MOUNTING OF GOLD, one of a pair, for an Oriental

cylinder of rather more than average size. Smaller mountings
of this kind have been found enclosing a Babylonian cylinder

in a Bronze Age tomb at Agia Paraskevi, now in the Cyprus

Museum, C.M.C. 4301: compare 4345,4351, which have these

mountings imitated in steatite.

3145-8. FUNNEL-SHAPED MOUNTINGS OF GOLD, with recurved

rim, formerly described as the mountings of large cylindrical
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seals. Similar mountings have been found in a Bronze Age Table

tomb at Agia Paraskevi, now in the Cyprus Museum, C.M.C.
j

4502. These may, however, be the separable necks of scent-

bottles, like 3598; in which connection compare the silver ob-

jects described as "loom-rings," C.M.C. 4801-3. Ill, iv, 3-4.

3149. PIN OF SILVER, modelled like a distaff-head of man}' lobes;

compare the lobed sceptre-head 3001, and the early bronze

pin469i. Cyprus, PI. xxi; Perrot, fig. 569 1 1 1, xxxix, 13.

II. ORNAMENTS OF THE EARLY IRON AGE

i. ii. TRANSITIONAL AND GEOMETRICAL PERIODS

In contrast with the showy but unsubstantial gold leaf from the

Mycenaean tombs, much of which must have been made expressly

for funerary use, the rarer ornaments of the Early Iron Age give

the impression of everv-day solidity, and not infrequently show

signs of wear. In this period gold, though far from copious, is

much commoner than silver, and is often of a warmer colour than

the Mycenaean gold. Most of the types are derived from those

of the Mycenaean tombs, but there are a number of fresh experi-

ments. The series of earrings, with their various fastenings, is

particularly instructive. In the Geometrical Period, "granu-
lated" surface decoration as on 3186-8 begins to be characteristic.

It is produced by soldering upon a smooth surface many minute

balls of gold either in solid masses or in decorative triangles,

zigzags, and other devices. It occurs but rarely in Minoan gold-

work (3136), and in Greek ornaments it is replaced by filigree

work of soldered wire: 3313, 3321 are early examples of this. All

these objects are of gold unless otherwise described.

Earrings, in this period, consist either of a plain circlet, with ends

overlapping or looped; or are of "boat" or "leech" shape, derived

from the Mycenaean (3115), but sometimes adorned with "cage-

and-ball" pendants (3178-85).

3150-65. EARLY EARRINGS of simple form, developing experi-

mentally in the direction of the "boat-shaped" earrings 3166 ff.

3150-8 consist of a plain circlet, the ends of which overlap

at the point of suspension, but do not interlock. The circlet

is symmetrical, slightly swollen in the middle, and even flat-

tened or hollowed on the inner surface, for economy of metal.

This is the first approximation to the "boat-shaped" type

3115, 3166 ff. Ill, xix, 21, 22.
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1 able }| H()-(H) resemble ?i so-S, but have each end twisted back upon
itself to form a loop, through which tin- earring must have

been tied to the ear by a thread.

}i(>i has the two ends twisted together in a slipping knot;

the circlet is slender, and has a negro's head in steatite threaded

on it like a bead: compare the steatite heads 1550-1 which

are in the same style. Ill, xviii, 3.

3162-} have the body of the circlet thickened till it forms a

transverse keel. The twisted ends are now merely decorative,

and the suspension loop is replaced by two arms, hinged to

the boat-shaped body, with their free ends meeting, so that

the earring was held to the ear by its own elasticity.

Ill, xxiii, 35, 36.

3164-5 are of the same form as 3162-3, but their ends are

twisted together in a slipping knot like 3161. Ill, xxiii, 29, 30.

3166-77. BOAT-SHAPHD OR LELCH-SHAPhD EARRINGS of the fully

developed boat-shaped type. The loop of 3166 is now very

long, and the body somewhat flattened to a pyramidal form.

Outside, a cluster of four small gold balls is added below:

this ornament seems to originate in late Mycenaean earrings

like 3136, and goes on into the period of Oriental influences.

3167-8 are of similar "boat-shaped" type, with four gold balls

and a decorative binding of wire. But the upper part of the

circlet is now unsymmetrical and opens with a hinge. Hinges
of this kind are usually Graeco-Roman at earliest, as in 3600.,

but the workmanship of these examples seems to refer them

to the Early Iron Age. Ill, xiii, 18.

3160-75 probably represent the "three-balled, mulberry-like"

ornaments of the Homeric Age. The circlet is slender, and at

the lowest point is a cluster of hollow gold balls, rendered as

if attached to the circlet by a lashing of gold wire. The ends

are plain and do not overlap. Later "mulberry earrings"

occasionally reappear in Hellenistic tombs (3612-4) and are

distinguished by their poorer workmanship and hook-and-eye

fastening. Ill, xiii, 15, 16.

3176, a pair of these "boat-shaped
"
or "leech-shaped" earrings

in silver, shows how they were worn in a cluster in the ear.

3177, in gold, shows the "boat-shaped" earring fully developed

with a prominent keel and unsymmetrical loop. One e*nd

of the original circle of wire is now obsolete, and the other
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has become a long hook which passes through the ear and Table

returns to meet the front end of the body. Ill, xix, 18.
j

a '

3178-85. BOAT-SHAPED EARRINGS WITH "CAGE-AND-BALL" PEN-

DANT hanging by a loop below the boat-shaped body. This

very popular ornament consists of a gold cube surmounted

3177 3178 3188 31893171

by a pyramid of balls enclosed in an arched frame. The

meaning of this pendant is unknown, though some have taken

it for a measure-full of corn. It is sometimes found associated

with a second pendant representing a hawk of Egyptian

style, but it seems to have appeared in the seventh century
before Egyptian influence is strong. It went out of use in

the sixth. Cyprus, p. 297, and PI. xxvii. III,xxiii, 31, 32.

3186-8. CONTROL-BEADS, perforated transversely, to be worn in

a collar of two rows: they have a flat rectangular surface

covered with granulation within a narrow border.

3189-93. PENDANT-DISCS OF GOLD, made of solid plate, with a

tubular collar on the edge, by which the pendant was threaded

on a necklace. These discs are characteristic of the Early
Iron Age. They are ornamented with concentric rings in

relief, and other ornaments in granulated work. 3189 is orna-

mented wholly with triangles, like those on the Early Iron

Age pottery (501 ff.), outlined and filled with "granulation."

Ill, xix, 28.

3190 has an ornament of small balls and rings of twisted wire,

soldered to its surface, an early experiment in the filigree

work which eventually superseded granulation: it may be as

late as the sixth century.

3191-3 are smaller and of simpler design; 3193 has now no

loop.

3194-7. PLAQUES of thin gold leaf, rectangular, and perforated

at the edges for attachment to cloth or leather. Like other

examples of this rare class of ornament, they bore embossed

representations, now quite disfigured.
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Table jiqS-^joq. FIBULAH <>f- (ioi.n AND SM.VI-.R. following the types

classified and described in detail in the Collection of Bron/es.

jit)S of gold (Type iii) with slender bow, stilted and rather

strongly arched: compare 4734-40, in the Collection of Bronzes.

Gold fibulae are at present only known from the earliest

tombs of the Transitional Iron Age: the other recorded examples
have a higher stilt and flatter bow than this one, which is the

only one of its kind in gold. Per rot, fig. 595. Ill, xli, i.

3190-3203 of silver (Tvpe ii): 3199-3200 have a plain well-

curved bow, unstilted, III, xli, 7, 8; 3201 has a heavy bead

worked at each end of the bow, 111, xli, 2; 3203 has similar

beads, added separatelv. III. xli, 3. In 3201-2 the pin is

attached not by a spiral spring, but by an eyelet, perhaps
after breakage; but the device may be something more than

a makeshift, since similar springless fibulae are recorded from

early tombs at Amathus and Kurion.

3204-7 of silver (Type iii) with high stilt and bow swollen,

for strength. Ill, xli, 4, 6, 8.

3208, of hard clay (Type iii) with a socket in one end of the bow
for a metal wire, seems to be an original model for casting

fibulae. It represents a variety with very swollen bow, and

a prominent moulding upon it.

3209 of silver (Type iv) with central knob and collar, and

axe-head ornaments on the bow. It shows copious traces of

gilding. Cyprus, PI. xxi (inaccurate). Ill, xli, 5.

III. ORNAMENTS OF THE PERIOD OF ORIENTAL
INFLUENCES

(able The types of this period are for the most part developed from

Case those of the Early Iron Age; but their variety is greater, and their
" ornament is dominated by Oriental motives, palmette, lotos,
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guilloche. Silver becomes very abundant towards the end of this Table

period. The gold loses the warm colour characteristic of the -

Early Iron Age, yet as a rule is not greatly alloyed with silver; but

it is seldom solid, and is often economized by plating it on a bronze

foundation. Granulation is now combined with filigree work

in gold wire.

The earrings elaborate the "boat-shaped "type inherited from My-
cenaean times: the body is symmetrical, and often clearly marked

off from the loop, which has its opening low down on one side;

pendants and other ornaments are added below the body; or

the body itself is made hollow to hold a coloured stone, but prob-

ably not much before the fourth century.

3210-31. EARRINGS WITH "NAIL-HEAD" PENDANT either cast solid

on the body of the earring (3210-24), or suspended from it

by a ring (3225-27). These earrings were commonly worn in

clusters, for they are sometimes found rusted together (3226).

They are commoner in silver (3222-7) than in gold (3210-21),

but some of the silver ones show traces of gilding. 3228-31

are detached nail-head pendants from similar earrings. Cyp-

rus, Pl.xxvii; (3210-21).

Ill, xxiii, 33, 34 (3210-21); xlii, 16-18 (3222-7).

3232-4. EARRINGS WITH HATHOR-HEAD PENDANTS; of silver, gild-

ed and fitted with rings below for other pendants.

3235-47. EARRINGS WITH PENDANTS of various design: 3235-7,

in gold, have a lotos flower with two discs, from which again

hang three bud-shaped pendants (some now missing), one in

carnelian, two in thin gold embossed to imitate granulation;

probably of the sixth century. These pendants show the

prototype of the "spear-point" ornament (3394-6) which plays

so large a part in Hellenic jewelry of the fifth and fourth cen-

turies. Cyprus, PI. xxvii. Ill, xix, 35, 36.

3238 has a lotos design in the earliest style of filigree work

of the sixth century, in which the wire is still notched trans-

versely to simulate granulation. From a small lotos pen-

dant, three beads, now missing, were hung on gold wires.

Ill, xix, 36.

3239 has later filigree work, and no pendants. Ill, xix, 24.

3240-3 are of the same boat-shaped form, but smaller and

plain. Ill, xix, 17, 23.
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I able
3244-7. BoAl-MiM'in 1- ARKIM, s with the body i ut awa\ below

to form tin- setting lor carnelian I }244-(>) or lapis-lazuli ( 5.47).

These earrings have been regarded as much later in date than

the plain ones, on the ground that they contain coloured

stones; but, as already noted, it does not seem sale to assume

that the use of coloured stones begins so late in Cyprus as it

does in Greece and the West, and the granulated decoration

of these earrings suggests an earlier date. Ill.xix, 19,20.

3210 3244 3248 3252 32^3

3248-51. LOBED EARRINGS, of electrum, have the body divided

transversely into five lobes, on which are filigree rosettes.

This lobed type, which is closely related to the boat-shaped,

begins early in the Troad (Hadac/ek, ()brscbmnck, fig. 4) and

in Ionia, where it is characteristic of the votive ornaments, of

the eighth century, from the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus.
In Egypt, another variety has been found in deposits of about

the same date. In Greece, and also in Etruria, it gives rise

later to a rich series of lobed and barrel-shaped forms. In

Cyprus this type is exceedingly rare, and the pale "electrum"

alloy of which these examples are made suggests Ionian origin.

Their workmanship cannot be much earlier than the sixth

century. Cyprus, p. 310; Perrot, fig. 585. Ill, xiii, 4, 5.

3252. CLOISONNE EARRING WITH PENDANT. This has the body

replaced by a cloison ornament, representing an Egyptian
conventional plume of feathers: it is set with a carbuncle

(perhaps not original), and formerly contained other stones

or inlay. Below is a pendant hawk in thin gold. The strongly

Egyptian style suggests a date in the sixth century, but if,

as is likely, the earring is of Egyptian workmanship, it may
be later. It should be compared with the cloisonne finger-

rings 4071-2. Ill, xx, 15.

3253-8. EARRINGS WITH LATE ".MULBERRY" ORNAMENTS in which

the large pyramid of balls is enriched by other smaller pyramids
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like those of the "cage-and-ball" earrings 3178-85. Cyprus, 'able

p. 310; Perrot, fig. 584. Ill, xiii, i, 3.
-

3259-60. HATHOR-HEADS embossed in thin gold and suspended
from a twisted wire. They may be pendants from earrings,

or perhaps were used separately. Ill, iv, 28, 29.

3261-7. SPIRAL EARRINGS OF SILVER, small, plain, and closely

coiled. They cannot have been inserted in the ear, but may
have been tied to it like some of the earlier earrings.

3268. CONTROL-PLAQUE OF SILVER, from a necklace of three

rows, designed with a setting for a flat stone: the gold palmette
which now occupies this is not original.

3269-70. PENDANTS OF SILVER: 3269 with geometrical ornament,

fragmentary; 3270 with two figures in Egyptian style, beneath

a winged disc.

3271-6. BRACELETS of SILVER PLATE, richly engraved and gilded:

3274 has lotos and cable pattern; 3275-6 have panels of winged

figures, lions, and men, in Archaic Cypriote style.

Ill, xxxix, 1 1.

3277-9. CONTROL-PLAQUE AND BEADS FROM A SILVER NECKLACE.

The plaque 3277 has an embossed design of lotos-tree and

sphinxes, like that of the funerary stelae 1412, 1420, in the

Collection of Sculpture.

The beads 3278 a, b, 3279 a-i, are rectangular plates em-

bossed with female heads, like those on 3259-60, but of

rather later style. These beads are of two sizes, but all

of about the same date, in the sixth century. Ill, xxxix, 21.

3280-1. BRACELETS OF GOLD CLOISONNE WORK. On a smooth

gold base of thick gold, which closes with a hinge and clasp,

3280 3283

a frame of deep gold cloisons, once filled with enamel, encloses

panels each containing a six-pointed rosette of similar cloisonne

work, except the end panels, which contained embossed plaques,

one of which is preserved and shows a lion's head in fine Egyp-
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lian style. Tin- rosette pain-Is recall a favourite ornament ol

tlu- sixth-century pott ITS in Cvprus: compare (K)<) in tin- Col-

lection of Pottery. But the gold work is probably Egyptian.

Cyprus, p. 311; Perrot, fig. =;<)<). Ill, ii. s.

3282. CiRA^snoi'1'i K 01 GOLD perhaps intended for a pin-head:

possibly in imitation of the famous tettix or cicada-ornament

worn by Athenian citi/ens in their hair. Ill, iv, 2(>.

3283-7. Fic.fKi s 01 THL- MOTHER- GODDESS IN GOLD designed

for suspension by two loops at the back. The pose and

working of the back and sides suggest that these are developed

from a grasshopper ornament like 32X2. Ill, iv, 8.

3288. PLNDANT BF.AD OF AoATi- in Egyptian setting of gold fea-

thers.

3289. PLAQUF: OF GOLD with engraved representation of Atlas

in Egyptian style supporting the sky, as on the scarab 4407:

from a necklace. Cyprus, PI. xxxiv, 6. Ill, v, 4.

3290-6. FRONTLL-TS OF GOLD FOIL; ornamented with archaic

Greek palmettes 3290-3, or birds 3294: the shorter and

broader examples may have been used as mouth-plates.

Ill, xi, i, 2, 5.

3297-3302. N'hCKLACi-s now begin to be frequent and elaborate;

they often consist of several rows of beads and pendants with

numerous control-beads, or of wide beads strung on parallel

threads. Chalcedony, carnelian, sard, and banded agates

come into use for beads, as for seal-stones, probably in the

later sixth century. Amulets of Egyptian glaze are popular

also.

3297, gold spindle-beads, with spherical controls. Ill, ix, 5.

3298-3302, gold pendant-beads, representing lotos-flowers

(3299, 3301-2) and their buds (3298, 3300), alternate with

spherical beads: 3300 was designed for cloisonne enamel.

3301 has pendants of a very early type and may be ofCypro-

Mycenaean work. Cyprus, PI. xxiii; Perrot, fig. ^7(1 A (3298).

Ill, x, i (3302), '-, (3300), 6 (3301), 7 (3299).

3303 (a) 1 he beads represent tortoises and frogs and are of

agate and carnelian, alternating with gold, solid or in relief:

they probably represent more than one necklace. Ill, iv, 7.

3303 (b) The larger frog-bead in black-banded agate looks like

Egyptian work.
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3304-35. PENDANTS AND BEADS from necklaces of similar style;
Table
C^ase

3304-10 arc simple tubes with collared ends. 331 1-12 are con- ji

trol-beads perforated for a triple or double necklace.

3313-21, tubular pendants, to be hung vertically (3313-15)

or horizontally (3316-21); these peculiar objects had some

ritual meaning, for the}' are commonly represented in the

strings of charms on statues of votaries like 1 191 and temple-

boys 1204-22. They may have contained relics or written

charms, like the Jewish phylacteries. 3313, club-shaped, with

filigree loops or eyes on the surface.

3316-21, tubular pendants to be hung horizontally: 3316-18

seem to represent a string of five beads, or perhaps a pea-pod,

as in a Phoenician gold earring from Tharros; 3319-21 are

cylindrical, like 3314-15, with one, two, or three suspension

rings; 3321 has granulated filigree ornament, of the late ninth

century.

3322, eye-shaped pendant; a plain box-setting for enamel

or stone now missing; below it hang three fine chains with

clusters of bell-shaped flowers. Cyprus, PI. xxviii. Ill,iii, 3.

3323-5, crescent pendants, with clusters of bell-shaped flowers

hanging from their downward points (3323-4). Cyprus, PI.

xxvii. 3332 is smaller and has its points joined lightly.

Ill, xxiv, 23.

3326-35, control-beads and pendants of various forms: 3326
has a plain sard scaraboid in a setting like the swivel mount

of a signet ring; 3327-30 gold lion-head pendants, probably
of the earl\

r

fifth century; 3331 another lion-head, perhaps

from an early bracelet like 3558-61; 3332 is a bull's-head pen-

dant of the same style as 3327-30; 3333-5 six-petalled flowers

of gold, from a necklace. Cyprus, PI. xxi.

IV. ORNAMENTS OF HELLENIC STYLES, FIFTH AND
FOURTH CENTURIES B. C.

From the middle of the fifth century onwards, Hellenic types

Casecompete with the traditional Graeco-Phoenician forms, and rapidly

supersede them. Though in Cyprus the variety of form is not

so exuberant as in Greece and Italy, several types were developed
here which have some artistic interest. Most remarkable are the

great spiral-earrings, in silver or gold-plated bronze, which begin

near the close of the fifth century, and are out of fashion again by
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Table the middle of the fourth: these arc a distant inheritance from the

Bron/e Age, ami dilier less ln>m thnr prototype ami Inun OIK- an-

other, than ilo the spirals of Greece ami tin- West. Animal-headed

earrings, wnich art.- common to the \\hole Greek world, aiul appear
in the West in the sixth century, begin in Cyprus rather suddenly
at the end of the fifth cenlur\ . and soon supersede the boat-shaped

type, of which the latest varieties in (Aprils do not seem to

go far into the fourth century. Animal-headed bracelets appear
in Cyprus about the same time. Among the necklaces, pendants

shaped like vases, acorns, or spear-points are common: these are

modifications of the older lotos bud. I igures of animals, monsters,

and human beings begin to be common, and show some approach
to naturalism. Filigree work superseded granulation almost

wholly in the fourth century; and experiments in colour are made
with enamels, and with beads of sard and carnelian. The garnet, of

which the chief sources were in Syria, probably reached Cyprus
earlier than the rest of the Greek world, where it is not common
till the third century.

3336-337=;. SPIRAL F.ARRINT.S OF GOLD-PI. ATF.D BRONZL with finely

wrought gold terminals. The smaller examples have plain

ends; but the majority end in ornaments of embossed gold

plate and filigree work, missing in some cases: either rosettes

(3344-66), or the heads of lions (3367-?-!), or griffins (3369-73),

or two griffins side by side with filigree rosette below (3374-5).

They were worn in the upper lobe of the ear, and are found

so in tombs of the late fifth and early fourth centuries, and

represented on statues like 10X5 in the Collection of Sculpture.

Cyprus, p. 310 (3367-8); PI. xxviii (33<>7-8, 3 360 IT., 3374-5);

Perrot, fig. 573 and p. XX2 (3367-X), S7<> (3360-73), 571-2

(3374-5). Ill, xvii, 6-iX; xlii, 6, 0-

3376-80. SPIRAL FARRINT.S OF SILVLR, of the same type as 3
:

no-7=;-

The spiral is of one turn only (3376-80), or two turns (3370).

The terminal lion-heads of the pairs (rusted together) 3370-7

are of gold; but others are known with heads of silver, perhaps

gilded originally. The flower-shaped pendant from an ear-

ring, entangled in 33X0, is direct proof of the position in

which it was worn. Ill, xlii, 1-5, 7-X.

3381 a, b. Disc KARRIM, OF (/OLD ('33X1 a), of slightly convex

form, covered with granulation; on the back is a low collar or

socket. This is a very rare example of the most characteristic
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type of Greek earring in the fifth century, which, though repre-
I able

sented in sculpture, in vase-paintings, and on coins, is seldom ^
found in tombs. Worn in front of the lower lobe of the ear, it

was probably secured through a hole in the ear by a stud which

fitted into the socket behind the front piece. In a silver

earring of this type from Amathus (Brit. Mus. 1605-6) this

stud is preserved. Cyprus, p. 326. Ill, v, i.

3381 b is the stud from a similar silver earring. In Italian

earrings of the same date and form, however, the front piece

33^7

3374 33^ 3383

has a short rod instead of a socket, to penetrate the ear, and bo

secured by a wire or chain passed through an eyelet in its end.

3382. SPHINX PENDANT from a necklace, showing a sphinx seated

full-face, embossed on a thin gold plate; the wings are of the

curled archaic form, and the details show a combination of

actual granulation with a punctuated surface intended to

imitate it. Cyprus, PI. xxv; Perrot, fig. 593. Ill, v, 3.

3383-5. PENDANT Discs OF GOLD, like those of the Early Iron

Age (3189-93), but of later style: 3383-4 have convention-

alized lotos flowers and buds in filigree work. Cyprus, PI.

xxvi; Perrot, fig. 576 F.

3385 is granulated, and has three clusters of small bells hung
on chains from its lower edge: the agate which occupies its

centre seems not to be original. Perrot, fig. 590.

Ill, iii, i, 2 (3383-4); viii, 3 (3385).

3386-3400. NECKLACES AND PENDANTS now show filigree work

replacing granulation, and more frequent use of coloured

stones alternating with gold; the earliest and commonest

are sard, carnelian, and agate; chalcedony and rock crystal
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I able a re | css common: compart.' the stones used for engravec

signets of the same period 4H<> 11. (Coloured enamel is usee

to till the interspaces of filigree and cloisonne work; and to-

wards the close of the fifth century, opaque coloured paste:

were already in use at Amathus as a substitute for stones

Pendants are common, but are treated not as imiependen

amulets, but as decorative elements in a larger design. Tin

old lotos bud is differentiated into spear-heads, acorns, am
small amphorae; and these in turn, into other vases ($(>;>$-}$)

The necklaces here described are for the most part retainer

as they were published in the Atlas, but two of them <339s-(>

III, vi, 2, 3), which consisted only of miscellaneous beads

have been redistributed, and part of their contents addet

to the other chains. It should be noted that even thosi

necklaces which have the most coherent look contain a largi

proportion of miscellaneous beads: these serve, however, u

display the probable arrangement of those elements whicl

really belong together.

3386, long, slightly spindle-shaped beads of banded agate am

chalcedony, with granulated gold mounts. This type of beat

is at least as early as thexxv Dynasty, for it is characteristii

of Nubian necklaces of Tirhakah's time; but in Cyprus it ma}
have persisted later. Part of 1 1 1, vi, 2

3387, spherical beads of crystal and ribbed gold with crysta

vase-pendant. III.lxxv, 7

3388 (a), beads, terminals, and pendants of granulatec

gold, (b) gold beads showing the transition from granulatioi

to filigree, (c) other pendants and beads of sard and carnelian

Part of III, vi, 3

3389 ribbed gold beads, sard beads, and pendant. Ill, vii, 2

3390, double chain of sard and ribbed gold, with severa

control-beads of gold, and a bull's head pendant of gold

mounted carnelian. Ill, vii, 3

3391, gold beads for two threads, forming a rich design o

alternate double-lotos flowers and pairs of circular bosses ii

high relief. Cyprus, p. 312; Perrot, fig. 601. Ill, ix, 3

3392, gold beads, for two threads, of square cushion form witl

filigree rosette, characteristic of late fifth-century tombs a

Amathus, where they were worn alternating with simila

beads of coloured pastes. Ill, ix, 4
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3393, small gold beads; the palmette pendants in gold plate,

two engraved, two filigree, are from the necklace. Ill, vi, 3.

3394-5, gold "spear-points" developing into vase-forms, a fav-

ourite design in the late fifth and fourth centuries. Ill, x, 3, 4.

3396, ribbed gold beads, with vases, spear-points, and pomegran-
ate pendants. Cyprus, PI. xxiv. III,v, 7.

3397, spherical gold beads, with acorn-pendants and Medusa
head. Cyprus, PI. xxii; Perrot, fig. 576 B. Ill, iii, 8.

3398, ribbed gold beads in three rows, controlled by an oblong

plaque with beaded border and four palmette pendants: the

agate now set in the centre is probably not original. Cyprus,

p. 312; Perrot, fig. 600. Ill, viii, 2.

3399-3400, miscellaneous gold beads, plain, ribbed, and double-

cone. Ill, viii, i.

3401-3521. ANIMAL-HEADED EARRINGS, consisting of a circlet of

gold wire, plain or twisted, which tapers from an animal's

3401 3405

head at the front end (often enriched with a broad filigree

collar) to a hooked point which passes through a loop below

the animal's throat. The heads most commonly represent

lions, bulls, or goats: 3477-8 have a pair of bulls' heads side

by side; but there are also dolphins (3401-4), human heads

(3515-18), or complete human figures (3500-3514): the last

two types face outwards, with the loop of the catch at the back,

not at the creature's throat.

These graceful earrings make their first appearance in Italy

in the late sixth century, in a heavier trumpet-shaped form,

which was refined in Greece in the latter part of the fifth century,

and reached Cyprus early in the fourth. Here they continued in

common use until Roman times with but little change: for

convenience, therefore, the whole series is described together,

irrespective of date, at the point where it first comes into use.
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I ho earliest examples an- those in which the circlet is of twisted

gold, gradually reduced in thickness from head to point, and

joined to the head by a filigree collar, \vhich often encloses a

spherical bead of gold: they are usually lion-headed. (Boats'

heads appear next: the human figures seem to belong to the

late fourth century and to the third. Karringswith a red car-

nelian bead immediately behind the head may be as early as

the fourth century, and small garnets are set in the eyes of the

animal in the third; but those in which the circlet is of plain

wire strung with one, two or three beads of carnelian (3407-8),

beryl, and garnet (3401-2; 3SIS-6), or glass paste, blue or

green (3403-4, 3477-8), are usually late; yet 3405-6, which

have such beads imitated in gold, are in other respects of good
and early style. The blundered copies in soft gold-foil (35 io.-2 i

)

are certainly late, and probably funerary: the rest are, no

doubt, real earrings worn in daily life. Cyprus, p. 310

(goat). Ill, xiii, xiv, xv (throughout), xx, 11, 12.

3522-3. GOLD PINS with plain pomegranate head: the plain solid

workmanship suggests a date within the fifth century at

latest. III. iii, 4-5.

5522

Table 35 24'5'- FRONTLETS of gold leaf, either broad and rectangular

(3524-32) or widened in the centre to a peak on one side

(3533-7), or on both (3540); or long and narrow. Some are

embossed with outlined leaves (3533) or palmettes (3535,

3537-^. 3543- 334". 3549)- "I. xii, 1-8.

3552-3. GOLD BRACELETS OF KING ETEANDROS, of solid gold,

quite plain, circular in section, with plain overlapping ends.

On the inner surface is the name of the owner in Cypriote

script:

E-te-a-do-ro: to: pa-po:
'

RrtavSpov rov \\d$ov

Of Eteandros, the king of Paphos.
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The date of this Eteandros is uncertain, hut similar bracelets I able

are worn by life-size statues like 1356 in the Archaic Cypriote iv

as

style, of the sixth and early fifth centuries. The objects

actually exhibited are electrotype copies. Cyprus, p. 306;

Perrot, fig. 217; Dcecke, 46, 47. Ill, i, i.

3554-5. GOLD BRACELETS, like 3552-3, but smaller: solid and

quite plain. Ill, ii, 4.

3556-63. BRACELETS OF GOLD-PLATED BRONZE: the ends do not

overlap and lie in the same plane. The ends of 3562-3 have

a simple beaded ornament : those

of 3558-61 are inserted, by a

filigree collar, into lion-heads of

embossed gold. This lion-headed

type is introduced from Assyria

early in the period of Oriental

influences: compare thedetached

early lion-head 3331; but these

examples are apparently of late

fifth-century style, for they
show the same imitation of 3559

granulated work as the sphinx-pendant 3382, and have fili-

gree collars. The heads of 3556-7 are missing, but were

probably similar. Cyprus, p. 3 1 1 ; Perrot, fig. 596 (3558-9).

Ill, i, 2, 3, ii, i, 2.

3564-87. SILVER BRACELETS of massive design are common in the

richer tombs of the sixth, fifth, and fourth centuries, parti-

cularly at Amathus and Curium. Their design varies but

slightly. The ends usually overlap, and are sometimes pro-

longed spirally for two or more whole turns (3565). Others,

usually of the end of the fifth century, have the ends open
and facing each other in the same plane (like 3556-63), with

animal-heads of embossed silver plate: 3568-9 have the heads

of lions; 3570-1 goats or bulls. Occasionally these terminals

are of gold (3564-5) or gold-plated bronze. On the other

hand, the snakes' heads of 3572-82 are wrought in the solid

ends of the bracelet, with engraved details: they belong to

the late fifth century. Some of these (3579-81) are made to

open with a hinge. Other bracelets have their circuit ribbed

transversely (3585) or lengthways (3585-6). The cluster of

silver bracelets rusted together (3582) shows in what pro-

fusion they were worn. Ill, xl, 1-13.
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{Vs*. SH \ i K I 'IN. will) spheric a I head ;
ih is and the other objects

{5,X<)-i)7 belong to tin- same period as the bracelets ) 504-87,

and illustrate the profuse use of silver in the late sixth and

fifth centuries. I I I, xxxix, 14.

35S<)-()o. SIIAT K DiM.-I-.AKKisr.s, shaped like a spool or pullev-

wheel. and apparently intended to fill a very large hole in the

ear: thev s.how traces of gilding. I hey probablv are a variety

of the same rare fifth-century type as the gold earring 3381.

35(>i-7. SIIAT K Hi ADS of double-cone

form The design is an earh

one, but these examples are prob-

ably not earlier than the fifth

century. Ill, xxxix, 7-0.

3508-3600. CRYSTAL SciM-Bon-
Lhs. The forms of the bottles are

developed from that of the Kgyp-
tian alabaster vases, 1001 11'.,

but have been simplified to suit

their refractory material. 3598

is nearest to the alabaster shapes;

it retains its gold-mounted neck

and a gold cover attached by a

chain: the combination of granu-
lation with coarse filigree work

suggests a date in the sixth or very

early fifth century. Cyprus, p.

325; Perrot, fig. 5(>2.

III. Ixxv, 4.

350C) has an angular outline, and nearly cylindrical body and

neck; 3600 is pearshaped. Ill, Ixxv, i, 2.

35<>s

V. ORNAM1-NTS OF HELLFNISTIC STYLE FROM THE
FOURTH CENTURY ONWARDS

Before the end of the fifth century, all traces of Orientalism dis-

appear. The Hellenic policy of the kings of Salamis prolonged

the pure style far into the fourth century; and as long as the island

remained independent and prosperous, there was clearly an active

market for fine work. It is not necessary, indeed, to suppose that

all the best work was made in the island itself, and the identity
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of the stvle with other Greek work of the time suggests that much ' able

, Case
was imported. j v

During the fourth century the old types of earrings, beads, and

pendants rapidly give place to new ones, which persist with very

little change throughout the Hellenistic centuries. The earring

either

(a) loses finally its primitive form, and becomes a simple pen-

dant, suspended from the ear by a long hook or wire, the

successor of the plug-and-socket of the fifth-century discs

(3381, 3589-90); or

(b) becomes a simple hoop of wire with hook-and-eye fastening

imperfectly concealed behind a ball, disc, or rosette which re-

places the animal's head of the earliest examples (3401 ff. above)

and forms the principal design, though pendants are often

strung on the lower part of the loop. This "loop"-type is

common in the fourth and third centuries, and never wholly

disappears.

Granulation disappears or at best is imitated rarely by notched

wire (3615-6); and filigree work, after a brief and brilliant climax

in the late fourth century, when floral and spiral designs are ren-

dered with success, becomes rare and degenerate. Ropelike
chains composed of minute links and secured by ornate hook-and-

eye clasps replace the old necklaces of beads; and the few pendants
which remain in use slide loosely upon these chains, instead of

forming an integral part of the design. Bracelets are rare and are

sometimes of bronze, and the finger-rings lose their grace and

variety, in proportion as the use of large engraved or merely "pre-
cious" stones transforms the ring from a work of art to a mere
mount or setting.

3601-2. EARRINGS of the old boat-shaped type, reduced now to

a flat hemispherical disc, ornamented with small knobs round

the edge, and filigree work on the flat surface, but still sus-

pended by an open loop like the earlier earrings of this type.
This pair may be as early as the end of the fifth century.

Cyprus, PI. xxvi;Perrot, fig. 576 c. Ill, xx, 20, 21.

3603-6. EARRINGS OF THE "HOOK"-TYPE, with elaborate designs
which show little change from the fourth century to the first.

3603-4 have a granulated rosette-shaped body, and long drop-

pendant. Perrot, fig. 576 e.

3605-6, concave disc, richly decorated with rosette and foliage-

spiral in filigree; below this, a female head is hung by fine
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chains, and below this again hangs a conical pendant of modi-

fied vase-form, covered with rich filigree scrolls. Other chains

suspend rosettes and smaller vase-shaped pendants. I his

fine pair probably belongs to the fourth century. (Cyprus,

PI. xxv
; Perrot. =176 d: Madac/.ek. Der Ohrschmuck der

(iriechen uiul F.trusker, fig. 5S- Ml. xx. id. 17.

$607. KARRIM. 01
" Mi LHI.RRY" PAIIIRN, consisting of a cluster

of prominent bosses with filigree margins, in imitation of the

early "mulberry" pendants. The fastening is unusual, the

loop being hinged, and fastened to a catch-loop in front by a

transverse sliding-bolt. Compare the earlier earrings 3166-7.

Ill, xiii, iH.

36o<S-22. HARRINC.^ <>i inh
"
Loop"- 1 YIM-. with hook-and-eye

fastening, usually concealed by various ornaments. 3608-9,

figure of Eros, and a vase pendant. On the suspension wire

are strung beads of rough beryl, a sign of late date. Ill, xx,

ii.ii. 3610-14 have the ancient device of a pyramid of

balls like 3253-8, more elaborate (3610-1 i) or plain (3612-14).

3615-16 have a richly beaded loop, and a fixed pendant like

a ball in a noose of cord. 3617 has a pendant acorn; 3618
a vase; 3610-20 a crystal bead simply strung on the loop;

3621-2 are amethyst beads, perhaps from similar earrings.

Ml. xiii, M. 14 (3610-11); xviii, 16, 17 (3619-20); xx, 13, 14

(3615-16).

The numerous later developments of this "loop"-tvpe are all des-

cribed together in the Graeco-Roman section 3701 IT.

3623-59. BEADS AND PENDANTS of various dates and forms:

3623-50 are of gold: 3623-33 vases; 3623 exactly like the

pendant of the necklace 5676; the rest, of fourth-century pat-

tern; 3634-40 minute pomegranates; 3641 a rose bud, but the

carnelian bead within it is not original; 3642 a goat's head from

an earring, set with a carnelian cut to imitate a sprig of coral,

perhaps not original ; 3643-4, a gorgoneion and another evil-

eye charm; 3645-50 flower-shaped mounts for stone beads.

Ill, iv, lo, 12, 13, 23, 24; vi, 3 (3643-4).

3651-9 are of silver: 3651-4 oinochoaiof a sixth-century form;

3655 a, b, amphorae; 3656 a toggle, of quite uncertain date;

3657 a spear-point pendant, gilded; 3658 a female head; 3659

a rosette beat! with gold centre. Ill, xxxix, 16-20.

3(>6o. Cioi.i) NicKi.ACJ of fourfold plaited gold wire, with hook-
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l.iNi- and-eve fastening between solid terminals ornamented with

lions' heads and filigree work. 'I'hr hook and eye are screened

by a reel-knot in gold wire with coiled ends. Fine work of

the early fourth century. C.yprus, PI. xx\.; Perrot, fig. 587.

III. v, 5.

}(><>l-7. (iol.t) Pl.AlJl I S, Roi NI)I l.S, AM) TOMB-MOM Y with

representations in relief: }<><>i two goddesses; 3662 the Graces;

3(H>3 magical symbols; }<><>4 defaced; 3<><>s-7 blurred impres-

sions of coins in gold foil, such as are common in late Greek

tombs. 1 1 1, iv, 2, 5.

3<>68-7i. GOLD COINS 01 SALA.MIS, of the fourth century: perhaps

used as tomb money, but more probably acquired as surface

finds.

3668-0). Obv: bearded head of Herakles in lion-skin, to right.

Rev: goat's head. Weight 5.0 5.4 grains. British Mu-
seum Coin Catalogue (Cyprus) PI. xi, i(>.

3670. Obv: head of Aphrodite or Astarte to left, in high

Oriental head-dress. Rev: head of Athene in crested helmet,

to left. Weight 11 grs. B. M. Cat. PI. xi, 24.

3671. Obv: head of Aphrodite as on 3670 with the letter M
behind. Rev: helmeted head of Athene. Weight 14 grs. B.

M. Cat. PI. xxiv. 24, p. cxiv. This is the rare gold piece issued

by King Menelaos after 312 B. C.

VI. ORNAMENTS OF THH GRAHCO-ROMAN PERIOD

Table Transition is gradual from the purely Hellenic work of the fourth

(.ase
century to the inferior styles of the centuries after the Roman

occupation. Bracelets of gold and silver become very rare, and

bronze becomes common for these and also for finger-rings. It

must be remembered, however, that after the fourth century

Cyprus lost much of its importance and wealth, and also that the

tomb-equipment of all but the richest families became very much

simpler everywhere.

3672-82. CHAIN NKCKLACHS altogether supersede the old strings

of beads and pendants; and there is one class of very small

chains with hook-and-eye fastening, which seems to have been

used as earrings, to judge from the position in which they
are found in the tombs. The eve-terminal of 3672 was set

with a small sard, engraved with a fly, like the earring 3817,

and there is a plain pendant disc. Ill, viii, 6.
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3673 has long, narrow bar-links with paste beads. Ill, ix, 2. Table
Case

3674 hasopenwork rosettes alternate with paste beads. III,ix, i. v

3675 has flat links cut out of gold plate and a plain gold orna-

ment. 1 1 1, viii, 7.

3676 is of multiple curb-pattern, with degenerate vase-shaped

pendant. Ill, v, 6.

3677 has polyhedral beads of carnelian alternate with short

lengths of chain : pendant of another workmanship, with central

onyx. 1 1 1, vii, i.

3678-82 are chain-earrings, with convex disc fastener: 3678-80
are of open links; 3681-2 of curb pattern. Ill, viii, 4, 5.

3683. GOLD BRACELET of twisted wire with hook-and-eye fasten-

ing. Ill, ii, 3.

3684. SILVER BRACELET, with overlapping ends sliding in guide-

rings for adjustment. These sliding bracelets are common
in bronze in late tombs; but the type does not seem to go back

beyond the Graeco-Roman period.

3685. SILVER HAIR PIN with large bead of glass paste, imitating

onyx, and a smaller one imitating rock-crystal.

3686. SILVER HAIR PIN with flat swordlike blade, and Corinthian

capital, supporting human heads, dolphins, and a rich finial.

3687-3700. PENDANTS FROM LATE EARRINGS like 3701 ff. 3687 has

a design of four palmettes embossed in thin gold plate,

with a filigree flower in the centre. 3688 is a flower in thin

gold; 3689, a glass paste scaraboid in oval mount like that

of the rings 4172-7; 3690, fourlobed paste bead in gold mount;

3691-5, small lentoid pendants in gold; 3696-3700, pendants on

gold wires, of beryl, (3696) sard, (3697) paste, (3698) and

rough late imitations of the Egyptian eye charm, in rough

beryl (3699-3700).

The common earrings of the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman periods
cannot as yet be distinguished with certainty; and it seems prob-
able that all the principal types had a long range in time. In

default of precise record, they are, therefore, all classified here by
form alone. The "hook" type (a), already noted, becomes rare;

but the "loop" type (b) persists both in its unsymmetrical form

with hook-and-eye fastening at one side, and also in a symmetrical

form, which has the fastening at the top, so that the loop hangs
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I.iMf bi'low tlu- ear like tin- earlv boat-shaped earrings. Il also gives

^
rise to a "delta-shaped" type ic) by prolonging the free UK! of the

hook-and-eve fastening to form a large secondary hook which alone

passes through the ear. Mventuallv the original loop ol" the ear-

ring disappears altogether, and the secondary hook (d) is attached

directly to the hack of the jewel. The elTect is to revive the long

free hook of the fourth-century earring, but this secondary hook

can easily be distinguished by its x-shape, which is almost in-

variable. That these new types existed side by side is shown by
the occasional occurrence of all three modes of construction behind

the same decorative facade. I he commonest ornament of these

late earrings is still the plain ball or convex disc in front of the hook-

and-eye; but the ball is often very small, and attention is con-

centrated on a pendant, either hung below the ball or loosely strung

on the loop. The commonest pendants consist of one or more

beads of pearl, amethyst, garnet, beryl, or glass paste, threaded on

a fine wire: carnelian and agate become rare. Other pendants
consist of slight gold mounts, containing flat glass pastes, or cheap
stones, with secondary pendants of pearls or coloured beads.

3701-3825. l.ooi' MARKINGS of the unsynmietrical type already

noted. All consist of a plain loop with disc or minute ball

(3701-21) sometimes omitted ^73.2-39), or disc and ball

pendant (3740-(>5>, or there may be various pendants without

disc (3766-86); or disc or pendant may be replaced by other

ornaments of gold (3787-91); or settings for pearls (3792-5)

or stones, or paste (3702-3817). The setting of 3817 contains

a sard rudely engraved with a fly, like that of 3672. One

striking series (3818-25, III, xxii, 30-42) has a large flat flower

cut out of thin gold plate. These decorative variations are

common to this and the earrings of other construction which

follow. Their endless varieties offer little artistic or archaeo-

logical interest: they pass over, on the one hand, insensibly

into the symmetrical type which follows; on the other hand,

into the delta-shaped type; and the chronology of the whole-

series is still quite obscure. The limiting dates appear to be

from the second century H. C., to the third century A. O.

Ill, xviii, 18, 2i-2s; xix, 33, 34; xxi, 4, 12, 21-2, 24-5; xxii.

1-3. ^>-7. O-M. '7'20 . 25-0, 30-42; xxiii, 1-3, 8, 2}.

3826-58. Loop MARKINGS of symmetrical type, very common in

tombs of Roman Imperial period, in which the hook-and-eye

fastening is at the uppermost point of the loop, and the lower
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part more or less swollen like the Early Iron Age earrings,
'able

or else hammered out Hat (3853-6). Some of these earrings v

are of large diameter (3849-52: III, xvii, 21, 22): a few are in

silver (3857-8). This type eventually gives rise to the Hat

crescent-shaped earrings 3859 ff.

3859-3909. CRESCENT EARRINGS are developed from the sym-
metrical hoop-type (3826 ff) by expanding the body into a

flat crescent-shaped plate. This is usually plain (3859-79),

but sometimes decorated with borders of plain or twisted wire

(3880-92), or minute balls like the early "granular" work

(3893-97), or with filigree designs, or cloisons for enamel or

paste gems (3898-3905), or with a fringe of beads attached by
wire loops 3906-9.

III,xix, 1-12, 14-16; xxi, 1-16 (not i3);xxii, 8, 15, 16,21,22.

3910-11. CRESCENT-SHAPED EARRINGS of Byzantine style, in

which the crescent plate is nearly semicircular in outline;

it is distinct from the rest of the suspension loop, and is thick

enough to be decorated with foliage in low relief, or even in

some examples cut right through the plate. Ill, xix, 13.

3912-3945. DELTA-SHAPED EARRINGS have the free end of the

hook-and-eye fastening prolonged beyond the eye into a long

free hook like a Greek delta (8) or a slip-knot. They show the

same variety of ornament as the preceding types: common-
est is the convex disc or ball, in front of the fastening (3912-7).

This type is found rarely in silver (3918-9) as well as in gold.

Another characteristic ornament consists of three silver beads

strung in a triangle close below the fastening (3927-34). Often

one or more beads, of various materials and colours, are strung
in the loop (3935-45). Many of the earrings have lost their

beads. The fine agate beads of 3935-8 were very likely an-

cient already when they were reset on their present wires,

since agate had almost passed out of use for beads in the later

Roman times, and these beads are of a form which is common
in Graeco-Phoenician necklaces. Ill, xxii, 23, 24; xxiii, 9-21.

3946-4022. HOOK EARRINGS result when the original conception
of an earring as a ring for the ear is wholly forgotten, and

decorative jewels, of the same kinds as in the 'loop' earrings,

are simply suspended in the ear by an S-shaped hook of thin

wire, soldered behind them. Ill, xviii, 19, 20; xix, 25-7,

29-31; xx, 18; xxi, 1-3, 13-20, 23; xxii, 4, 5, 33, 39; xxiii, 5-7.
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1-iNe Characteristic of I ho latest Konian tombs (fourth ami fiflli

centuries) aro largo convex discs of plain thin foil, circular

or oval (4(x>o-22). Ill, xx, 1-10, K>, 22, xxiii, 24-<>

4023-37. GLASS-PENDANT MARKINGS consist of a single wire loop,

of varving form, carrying a perforated pendant of glass, mod-

elled or impressed in various designs: hint (4023), dolphin

(4024-5), bottle (4020), club (4027), human heads (4028-30,

or flat discs of amber glass impressed with lions (4034-6).

Note the stone cross of 4037. The grotesquely modelled heads

in many-coloured glass (4028-9) may he ancient, since similar

objects aro found in necklaces of the Karly Iron Ago. This

type of earring, however, does not appear before theGraeco-

Roman Age. lll.xviii, 1-15.

4038-49. PENDANTS AND BEADS OF GLASS from similar earrings:

probably all of late date, though 4046 may be of earlier work-

manship: 4038 is a large grotesque head in opaque yellow on

dark ground, like 4028-0; 4030-41 represent small jugs in dark

glass with white spiral lino like the late glass vases 5737-44;

4042-3 are ball pendants of dark glass with spots of several

opaque colours to imitate "millefiori" glass; 4044-5 are similar

rough glass pendants; 4046 repeats nearly the same form in

a harder glass paste, or crystalline rock; 4047-0 are rough
beads from earrings or necklaces.

4050 a-t. PENDANTS OF GILDED CLAY from late earrings or neck-

laces. This is probably tomb-jewelry, not intended for

actual wear.
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THE COLLECTION OF FINGER-RINGS

ALL
the finger-rings and engraved stones in the Collection

are separated from the other ornaments, and grouped

together for convenience of comparison. The rings fall

into two main classes: (a) those of which the goldsmith's

design is a complete and independent work of art, or is enhanced

only by enamels or by unengraved stones, employed solely as

coloured accessories to the goldwork; and (b) those which serve

primarily as settings for stones, either engraved or merely

"precious". Here the design of the ring is subordinate, and seldom

of artistic value. Both classes begin in the Late Bronze Age, and

go on side by side into modern times. But rings with engraved
seal-stones are very rare in Cyprus before the period of Oriental

influences, the seals of earlier date (4300 ff.) having been worn not

in rings, but as beads or pendants.

As the development of style in each of these classes usually pro-

ceeds on different lines, it can be best illustrated by describing the

whole of each class consecutively, without more than occasional

reference to the contemporary forms in the other. The arrange-

ment of the Collection, therefore, is as follows. First (4051 ff.)

all the rings of gold or silver which are without seal-stones are

classified in the order of their styles, and with them a few rings

(4070-5) which contain enamel or unengraved stones as coloured

accessories. This class includes, however, all those (4055-62)

which have a seal-design engraved in the gold or silver of the

ring itself, because their main interest is as examples of metal-

work; but it is instructive to compare these designs with those on

engraved stones of the same period and style. Silver and bronze

rings follow the gold rings of similar style. Then come all the

signet-rings with engraved stones (4136 ff.) and rings of signet-

fashion even when the stone is unengraved, classified likewise in
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the order of tlu-ir st\ If; and with them all engraved stones (except

cylinders anil steatite scarabs) which have become separated from

their rings. The mounted and dismounted stones of the same period
can thus be readily compared.

A. FINGF.R-RINGS OF GOLDSMITHS' WORK

Rings of Egyptian or other foreign workmanship are very rare in

Cvprus, and the only example in this Collection is of quite un-

certain date.

4011. EGYPTIAN GOLD RING, heavy and thickened in front to

form a solid he/.el, the flat surface of which is sunk, and con-

tains in relief an Egyptian solar disc in its sacred boat with

high prow and stern. The form is one which begins during
the Eighteenth Dynasty, but never goes wholly out of use

afterwards. Ill, xxv, i.

Mycenaean rings are rare in Cyprus, and repeat forms character-

istic of Mycenaean Greece, with slender hoop and large oval bezel

often set transversely on it. On the bezel, which is generally

a little convex, there is usually engraved an elaborate pictorial

design, in the same style as the Mycenaean lentoid seal-stones;

or its face is filled with enamel,which is sometimes continued round

the hoop.

The lentoid seal-stones of the Late Minoan Age were usually

carried on a thread; when they are set in a ring, it is a light hoop
with open ends secured by a wire like 4141, 4146-7 fT. below.

4052. GOLD RING, FORMERLY ENAMELLL-D, of thin gold, concave

externally, with oval bezel slightly hollowed to hold the enamel,

which filled also the outer surface of the hoop, but is now: al-

most all decayed.

4053. GOLD RING with hoop slightly swollen in front, and not flat-

tened at all. This type begins early, but is found also later.

In the Early Iron Age, jewelry of all kinds is rare; but the next

ring may belong to the Geometrical Period.

4054. GOLD RING in rather red gold, like the early earrings

3150-74, of rough workmanship, flattened and expanded in

front, and engraved with fine zigzag lines.

In the Period of Oriental Influences, gold rings are still uncommon;

most of the rings of this period being signet-rings with swivel-

mounted stones. There is, however, one fine series of rings both

of gold and of silver, with engraving in the metal. It begins in
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the sixth century and is continued into the fifth; but then gives

place to rings of elaborate goldsmiths' work, designed to harmonize

with the rich earrings and necklaces of that time.

4055-62. GOLD RINGS WITH ENGRAVED DEVICES. The narrow

hoop is of uniform thickness and is either furnished with

a separate plate, usually oblong with rounded angles; or else

is hammered out for about one third of the circumference to

a flat lozenge-shaped surface. Both types are closely copied

from Egyptian rings of the XXVI Dynasty. The flat bezel

is repeated in the rings from Phoenician tombs at Tharros

in Sardinia, which are assigned to the seventh and sixth cen-

turies, and the hammered type in contemporary rings from

Italy and Sicily. The bezel is either engraved, or carved in

low relief. The earliest engraving is in the Mixed Oriental

style, representing the early sixth century, and perhaps going
back into the seventh, and the latest in the Archaic Cypriote,
or the beginning of the Mature style. The designs consist

usually of a single figure, or at most a pair of figures facing

each other. The bezel of 4056 is duplicated.

The majority are in intaglio and are intended to be used

for sealing, but 4061-2 are in relief, and would be almost

useless as seals.

DESIGN IN INTAGLIO

4055, engraved with two winged figures, meeting and holding
a wreath; in the background an Egyptian ankh-symbol.
Oriental style. Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, 5. Ill, xxx, 7.

4056 has a double bezel, engraved in the upper half with a

pair of lions, and in the lower with a pair of sphinxes. Archaic

Cypriote style. Cyprus, PI. xxxiv, 2. Ill, xxx, i.

4057, engraved with Herakles in combat with a lion, within

a cable border. Archaic Cypriote style. Cyprus, PI.

xxxiv, 3. Ill, xxx, 10.

4058, engraved with a man and a woman conversing: fine

Archaic Cypriote style of the early fifth century. Cyprus,
PI. xxxiv, 4.

4059 has the bezel oblong and deeply notched; engraved with

a palmette between a pair of flying Harpies which hold wreaths.

The hoop ends in volutes. Mature style, of the later fifth

or early fourth century. Cyprus, PI. xxiv, i.
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4o<M>, engraved will] a palmette design: poor work of decadent

( A priote style, probably of the fourth century. Ill, xxx, 20.

1)1 SK.N IN KM II I

4061 bears a seated sphinx in relief. Archaic Cypriote style.

Cyprus, PI. xxxiv, 5.

4<><>.2, palmette design in relief: probably of the fifth or late

sixth century. Ill, xxx, 21.

4063. SILVI-.K RING with distinct bezel of the same type as 4055;

the engraving is corroded. Ill, xlii, 21.

The engraved gold rings of the fifth century, which are among the

finest products of Greek miniature art, are not represented here,

and do not seem to have been recorded as yet from Cyprus. L'n-

engraved rings of this type are recorded, however, though they

need not be all as early as the fifth century.

4064-5-6. PLAIN GOLD RINGS with a slender hoop, four- or five-

sided in section, thickening in front to a circular or oval bezel

which is sol id, wide, and usually slightly con vex. I II, xxiv, 25,27

4067-9. PLAIN SILVHR RINGS of similar types: t<xj much corroded

to show whether they were engraved or not. Ill, xlii, 22, 23.

In the late fifth and fourth centuries, the most popular rings are

adorned with one or more brightly coloured stones in band- or box-

settings, decorated with filigree work. Though of swivel design,

these settings are often fixed in the hoop, which has mouldings
or filigree work all round, and may end in volutes (4071), lotos

flowers (4072), palmettes, or animals' heads, or whole figures

(4074) like those of the contemporary earrings (3500-14). The

whole hoop is often of rope pattern or richly moulded (4073, 4076).

This group seems to develop out of an earlier type of Egyptian

origin in which the colours were supplied by enamel or glass-inlay:

but no direct connection can be traced with the enamelled rings of

Mycenaean style

4070. GOLD RING with plain sard in a fixed box-setting with

filigree and granulated ornament; on the under side of the

setting a standing figure is embossed as if to imitate an engraved
stone: fragmentary.

4071. GOLD CLOISONNE RING with three box-settings abreast be-

tween Cypriote volute capitals which terminate the hoop: the

filling has perished. Probably of the early sixth century.
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4072. GOLD CLOISONNE RING with three box-settings abreast

between angular lotos flowers; at the back of the hoop is a

winged disc; the filling has perished. The workmanship
resembles Egyptian; the box-settings, though fixed, have

swivel-sockets like those of the signet-rings; they contain a

blue paste, and a sard; the third stone is missing. Probably

of the sixth century.

4073. GOLD FILIGREE RING with three box-settings in series,

containing a beryl between two garnets: the hoop is enriched

with filigree work, and makes a reef-knot behind. Late fourth

century.

4074. GOLD FIGURE RING, with a large oval amethyst in rich

filigree box-setting supported by a pair of small human figures

like those of the earrings 3500-14. Not earlier than the third

century. Cyprus, p. 310.

4075. GOLD RING of thin foil, probably for tomb-use only; it has

a round garnet in a filigree box-setting.

4076. GOLD FILIGREE RING with hoop of plaited pattern, and

round bezel filled with a rich rosette of filigree work.

4077. GOLD PLAITED RING of heavy fourfold pattern. Ill.xxiv, n.

4078-83. GOLD SPIRAL RINGS of the fourth and subsequent
centuries: the most elaborate, 4078, has prominent snake's

head ends (III, xxiv, 12); 4079 is of many coils, with small

heads; 4080 has open ends with snakes' heads, like the fifth

and fourth century bracelets; 4081-2 have simply overlapping

ends; 4083, which seems to be of early make, has conventional-

ized snakes' heads, joined by a short bar.

In the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman centuries most of the more

elaborate Hellenic forms are repeated with little change, except
that Alexander's conquests permitted a wider choice of coloured

stones. The commonest rings are those of thin gold, filled with

base metal or cement, and set with a single stone, plain or engraved.

4229 ff. below. Other popular types, without stones, are as

follows:

4084-6. GOLD ENGRAVED RINGS, thickened a little in front, but

without distinct bezel: on 4084-5 is engraved a bird in a coarse

deep-cut style: Cyprus, PI. xli. 10; on 4086 a hippocamp.

Ill, xxx, 6, 11, 17.
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4(KS7-()s. (ioi.n KM.KAVID Ri\<.s of Graeco-Roman date, with

representations of tin- Paphian I emple and the sacred stone

within it (4087-8); or what seems to he an outside view, showing
a column or mast half-fallen <40<S<)-<)o), Cyprus, PI. xli, 20; or

both views together, on a double be/el (4001); or the temple
and a tree (4(K)2^; two trees <4(K)^), Cyprus, PI. xli, 22; tree

and wreath (4004); or a wreath alone (4(^5). Ill, xxx, 25,

i(), (4<>S<)-<)o not figured), s. 2, >,. 4, ^2.

4oo(>-4i<K). Cioi.n Mono RINC.S. inscribed in rough late letters,

clotted or incised either i~' ;r,';zO(o "for good luck" (4006-

4102); or in the plural i-.'ztiv.^ (4105-7). Ill, xxx, S,

t), 13, 23, K; or Y//>a~ (for ^JAX-JS) "keep guard" (4108)

or other words illegible through wear (4 lot)). Many of these

rings are so small that they must have been made either for

children, or for the upper joints of the smaller fingers; a custom

which is attested by satirical references in Roman writers.

4110-3:;. PLAIN GOLD RINC.S: some (4110-11) of the same form

as 4100, but not inscribed; others (4112-20) with a low keel

on the hoop, which is hammered out in front into a lozenge-

shaped facet.

4121 has a solid hoop like a wedding ring. Ill, xxiv, 4.

4122-4130 are more pretentious but hollow within; 4131

shows two and 4132-3 three such rings together.

4134-5 have more or less elaborate mouldings on the outside.

B. SIGNET-RINGS WITH ENGRAVHD STONHS

While the cylinder-seals of Babylonia and all Western Asia (4300

ff.) were worn at all periods on a cord about the wrist of the owner,

the Egyptian beetle-shaped "scarab" seals were commonly worn

on the finger, and from the XII Dynasty onwards were often

strung for this purpose upon a slender hoop of gold, on which the

scarab could be revolved with its flat face either outwards for

sealing, or inwards towards the finger for protection and conceal-

ment when not in use.

Very rarely the lentoid Mycenaean seal-stones (though usually

worn on a cord, like Babylonian cylinders) are found mounted on

a wire, stretched between the open ends of a narrow gold ring, and

secured by being twisted round them. This and even simpler

types of signet-ring, made of a length of wire twisted onto itself,
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persist in Cyprus, and (less commonly) in other parts of the Med-

iterranean, until the Period of Oriental Influences, when they are

superseded by the swivel-ring, in which the stone itself, or its metal

setting, revolves between pivots on the open ends of the hoop.

The hoop is now made massive in the middle, to prevent it from

straining apart and letting fall the signet.

4136-4147. EARLY SIGNET-RINGS OF GOLD WIRE, showing various

experimental fastenings: 4136 has the ends simply twisted

on each other; 4138 is a spiral coil of stout wire with over-

lapping ends and no fastening at all; 4140 seems to be made of

an early earring like 3 1 50-8. Next come the rings of Egyptian

model, with open ends perforated to receive the suspension-

wire, which is either coiled round them 4141, 4146-7, or ham-

mered into a minute knob like a pin's head 4143-5. The

earliest stones, some of which are of steatite and other soft

stones, are perforated and simply threaded on the wire. Then,

to protect the edges of the engraved face, a band-setting of

Egyptian fashion came into use; and it was not long before the

holes in its ends were fortified with swivel-sockets, which

turned on the ends of the hoop as on pivots. There was now

nothing but the strength of the hoop to prevent the ends

straining apart, and the hoop was therefore thickened behind,

less, however, in these gold rings than in the silver rings. The

earliest setting is a narrow band, with the swivel-loops set

up like ears on its upper margin; and as the stone was liable

to fall out backwards, these loops were thickened and extended

into a long claw which 'held it in place. Later settings are

deep enough to grip the beetle-feet of a scarab, or the upper

edge of the later scaraboid, and the swivel-sockets are then

reduced in size and applied to the outside of the band. Many
of the later stones are designed for such mounting and are

perforated only partly, or not at all.

The stones in these early rings are as follows:

NATURAL AND EARLY ORIENTAL STONES

4136 has a natural crystal of beryl, perforated lengthways;

4137, a large flat bead of pale steatite, like a very rough Hittite

seal-stone.

4138, an Assyrian conical seal of milky chalcedony, rudely

engraved in the same style as 4361-3 ff. with a horned animal

and another object behind it. The perforation is lined with
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gold foil. and formerly when it was described in Cyprus, p. 369,

"about a quarter of the lower part was encased infold"
likewise III, xxxii, 12.

SUVKAH^ VNI) MAKABOins ()| M I X I I) OK 1 1 N I A I S I V I i:

41 <<), green plasma scarab: two seated sphinxes adore a "sacred

tree," rough early work: the wire hoop is of elect rum. Cy-

prus, PI. xxxvii, i}. Ill, xxv, 12.

4140, milky chalcedony scarab: Isis and Horus, between Ra
and another deity, all in a sacred boat with birds on prow
and stern. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii, 12.

4141, bright green paste, much decayed. Cable border, in

rough Oriental style. Ill, xxv, 7.

4142, sard scaraboid, plain. Ill, xxv, 3.

414}, gold scarab, engraved with ram-headed sphinx, and

ankh-sign. Cyprus, PI. xxx\ iii, 20.

4144, pale paste, decayed. Note the high swivel-socket.

4145, green jasper: winged uraeus snake, and obscure sign:

in a claw-mounting. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, 25. Ill, xxv, 5.

4146, sard: two warriors fighting, with pointed caps, round

shields, and two spears each; of the early seventh century.

Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, 8; Perrot, fig. 448. Ill, xxviii, (>.

4147, sphinx-shaped scarab of dark blue glass; engraved
with a standing figure, much decayed.

4148-63. GOLD SwivHL-RiNos of fully developed form, with

slightly thickened hoop and pivot ends; the stone is some-

times mounted, sometimes not: the settings are often of

electrum, which is rather more durable than gold. The

stones are now usually of hard stone, but Egyptian scarabs

of glazed paste are in fairly common use. This type begins

in the seventh century and goes on into the fifth; in Egypt
it remains in use even longer.

The stones (scarabs unless otherwise described) are as follows:

MIXED ORIENTAL STYLE

4148, Egyptian paste: vase with two spouts, pouring water.

Cyprus, PI. xxxv, 23 III, xxv, 13.

4149, chalcedony: a hawk-headed deity and a worshipper
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support a blank cartouche, beneath a winged disc. Cyprus,
PI xxx\i. 7. Ill, xxv. o.

4150, chalcedony: two hawk-headed deities support a "sacred

tree" about which are uraeus-snakes and the Egyptian double

crown; above all is the winged disc. Cyprus. PI. xxxvii,

i<>. Ill, xxv, S.

4151, carnelian: an ape-headed deity sits writing with tablet

and pen in front of a single character HI. probably an early
form of the Cypriote sign for f. Cyprus, PI. xxvii,

xxxvi, 2. Ill, xxv, (>.

4152, green plasma: two men in ribbed kilts wrestle between

winged snakes. On the ground between them is an animal's

head. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii, 9. Ill, xxv, 10.

STONES LATH, PLAIN OR ULC.AVI-O

4153, sard: bird and branch; poor late work. Cyprus, PI.

xl. 1 6. Ill, xxv, 4.

4154-5, sard or 4156 agate, scaraboids, plain.

4157, garnet, refixed and probably not original; the hoop is

of gold-plated silver and the setting has a cable border; prob-

ably of the fourth century.

4158, malachite scaraboid, decayed: the hoop is of gold-plated

silver.

4159-61, blue-green paste, decayed: 4162, very small agate
scaraboid: 4163, bezel only: sard scaraboid, plain.

4164-71. PENDANT-RINGS are characteristic of the same period

as the heavy gold swivel-rings. Some of these rings are

very bulky and unsuited for finger-wear, and probably served

not so much as a ring as for a handle for the seal-stone. The

representations of them on statues, like 1204-12, show that

they were often worn on a cord, or as part of a necklace; and

some of them are, in fact, fitted with a tubular suspension-

bead or collar along the back of the hoop, so as to be more

conveniently strung among beads and other amulets. It was,

then, an easy improvement to compress the hoop to an oval

shape, more united to protect the stone. As ritual orna-

ments, these pendant-signets were worn until Graeco-Roman

times, in the Greek world, in Egypt, and as far afield as North-

ern India; but apart from this, the custom of wearing rings
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on necklaces seems to be confined to the period of Oriental

influences.

4164, gold: sard scarab, finely modelled; Horus hawk with

symbols of Osiris; uraeus-snake in front. Egyptian style.

Cyprus, p. 310, PI. xxxvi, i; Perrot, fig. 440. Ill, xxv, 14.

4165, gold: the plain flat scaraboid is of lapis-Iazuli, broken

into three pieces, and rejoined with gold bands. Cyprus,

PI. xxvii; Perrot, fig. 439.

4166, silver: carnelian scarab: two men in pointed caps and

long robes adore a "sacred tree"; fine work in Oriental style.

Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, a. Ill, xxvii, 4.

4167, silver: agate scarab: between uraeus-snakes, the name

Men-kheper-ra, in cartouche, carelessly copied. This is the

throne-name of the great Egyptian conqueror Thothmes III,

who reigned about 1501-1447 B. C, and is very common on

scarabs of all later periods. It is also the name of an ob-

scurer King of the XXI Dynasty who reigned about 1043-995

B. C. This scarab, however, cannot in any case be much

earlier than the XXVI Dynasty, which began in 664 B. C.

Cyprus, PI. xl, 19. Ill, xxvi, 3.

4168, silver: agate scaraboid; griffin and ankh sign; rough

Oriental style. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, c. Ill, xxvii, 3.

4169-71, silver: without suspension ring, and of slighter make.

4169, blue glass-paste scarab, decayed: the gold mount has a

poor cable border.

4170, Egyptian paste scarab; lotos design about a sacred beetle.

Cyprus, PI. xxxv, 2. Ill, xxvii, 6.

4171, silver mount, Egyptian glazed steatite scarab: two

uraeus-snakes, facing'.

4172-76. OTHER PENDANT SETTINGS FOR SIGNET AND PLAIN

STONES: all belonging to the period when stones were coming
into use for their colour alone. Similar swivel-mounts are

used also in ordinary necklaces for terminals (3672) and control-

beads (3326).

4172, gold band-setting with cable ornament, and a suspen-
sion-bead at one end; brown agate, flat: two wild goats pranc-

ing back to back: Archaic Cypriote style. Cyprus, PI.

xxvii; xxxviii, 23. Ill, xxix, 2.
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417*. gold band-setting without swivels, but with traces of

a lost suspension-ring at one side; blue chalcedony scaraboid;

a in.in runs between two prancing horses, which he controls

with either hand; an instructive variant of the old motive

ol the "beast-tamer." Archaic Cypriote style. Cyprus, PI.

xxxix, '-,. Ill, xxix, 14.

4174, gold band-setting with filigree ornament and blind

swivels, suspended by a ring at one side from a plain gold-

plated ring; sard scaraboid; winged Victory holding a wreath

and standing nearly full-face, with head turned in profile.

Mature style, of the late fifth century. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, 4.

Ill, xxix, i i .

4171. two band-settings like 4107, suspended one from the

other on a ring like 4174: the stones are missing.

4176, lozenge-shaped band-setting with late granulated orna-

ment, on a similar ring: the stone is missing. Ill, iv, 27.

4177, oval band-setting on a similar ring: flat green paste.

Ill, iv, 30.

The silver rings of this period are of the same type as the gold

rings 4148 tT. above; between the pivot-ends is an engraved scarab

or scaraboid, set in a swivel-mount usually of gold or electrum

but occasionally (4178-9) of silver like the hoop. The signets,

as in the contemporary gold rings, arc commonly of hard stone,

but sometimes of Egyptian glazed paste. The hoop of these rings

is sometimes as slender as in the gold rings, but more commonly
is very thick and heavy at the back; and often too large to be worn

conveniently on a finger. Most of these signets are of the sixth

and early fifth centuries. After the early fifth century these massive

rings go out of fashion.

4178-9. SILVER SwiVEL-RlNGS, with silver mount. It is perhaps
not mere accident that both these rings have their signet

engraved in an unusually rough Asiatic style. They are of

light make and have the early type of mount with high loop-

sockets: compare the silver-mounted scarab 4 192, which though
rather later shows strong Hittite influence in its engraving.

4178, bright blue chalky paste scarab engraved with a flying

bird like that of the painted vases in angular barbaric style.

This bright blue paste is fairly common for scarabs and round

flat-sided seal-beads (4549), in tombs of the geometrical
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period; it seems to he certainly earlier than the XX\'l Dynasty
aiul was popular in Nubia under the X.\\'. Cyprus, PI.

xxxviii. b. Ill, xxvii, S.

4171), green plasma scarab, of the early keeled form: plain.

4180-4.208. SII.VI.R S\\ i\ i -.i.-Ki\(,s of the fully developed form,

with hoop greatly swollen behind. They cover the same

period as the gold rings of similar construction, ami the swivel-

settings and engraved stones are of exactly the same forms

and styles. The stone scarabs are generally of the same

high-backed form, with a strong keel down the middle line.

l.C, VI' I I \N S[ YU-

41 So. Egyptian gla/ed steatite scarab, with double-footed

ankh-sign between crowned uraeus-snakes; in early setting

with enlarged swivel-ends. Ill, xxvi, 6.

4iSi. Kgyptian ivory scarab: cartouche of Men-kheper-ra
between a winged uraeus and a crowned king who kneels and

makes offering; the setting resembles that of 4180. Cyprus,
PI. xxvi; xxxv, i; Perrot, fig. (x>s. Ill, xxvi, 4.

4182, Egyptian greystone scarab: Osirian hawk and winged
uraeus: much decayed. The hoop is missing; the setting

resembles that of 4181.

4iS3, chalcedony scarab in the same early setting as 4181:

ankh-sign rudely engraved; this scarab was already chipped
when it was set.

4184, steatite scarab in electrum band; kneeling sphinx and

bird, in barbaric style. Cyprus, PI. xxxv, 22. Ill, xxvi, o.

4185, blue-glazed stone: engraving much decayed. 1 1 1, xxvii, 10.

4186, agate scarab: engraving decayed.

OKII NI u. STYI.K: rst_'.\u.v WITHOUT MOUNI

4187-9, sard scarabs: hawk-headed sphinx and ankh-sign:

the ankh-sign in 4187 is replaced by a lotos plant, and a

nub-sign is added to fill the exergue. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii,

15 (4187), 17 (4180), 10 (4188).

Ill, xxvi, 2 f4i8()), 5 (4'<S7); xxxi, 7 (4> ŝ
)-

4190, agate scarab: solar disc between uraeus snakes, in solar

boat: winged disc and disc-and-crescent above; papyrus foliage

below; fine work of Oriental style. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii, n.

Ill, xxvi, i.
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4191, plasma scarab, gold claw mount; hawk-headed sphinx,

in royal crown, recumbent; in front is ^ , the Cypriote char-

acter for a. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii, 19.

4192, sard scarab: worshipper standing before a seated deity,

both in high Hittite caps; a table is between them, and winged

disc above; unusually rugged style, perhaps from Asia Minor;

and the mount is of silver like those of 4178-9. Cyprus, PI.

xxxv, 4. Ill, xxvi, 10.

ARCHAIC CYPRIOTE STYLE

4193, agate scarab: cow and suckling calf in a very archaic

Cypriote style, with some reminiscence of the Mycenaean
treatment of this motive: in the background is a conventional

tree, and the Cypriote inscription zo.wo.te.la.se, perhaps

a Greek personal name like Zoteles: Meister reads: zo-vo-

te-mi-se (Zoothemis). See Appendix. Ill, xxxii, 2.

4194, agate: hippocamp. Cyprus, PI. xl, 18.

4195, sard: two lions struggle foot to foot and head to tail,

forming a symmetrical group; cable border. Cyprus, PI.

xxxviii, 21. Ill, xxvii, i.

4196, sard: Herakles with lion-skin and sword, attacks a ram-

pant lion; uraeus behind; a winged disc above; poor unfinished

work. Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, 3. Ill, xxvi, 8.

4197, agate: winged figure kneeling with extended hands; poor
unfinished work. Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, 6. Ill, xxvii, 12.

MATURE STYLE, SCARABOIDS REPLACE SCARABS

4198, chalcedony scaraboid: a horse in the act of rolling or

lying down: above is the name I^r, j'.y.paTr, ; in Greek letters

of the fifth century. Cyprus, PI. xl, 14. Ill, xxvii, 2.

4199, chalcedony scaraboid: Hades carries off Persephone,
who lets fall a torch: very fine work of the fifth century.

Cyprus, PI. xxxix, 2. Ill, xxvii, 9.

4200, smoky plasma scaraboid; a young man, nude, leans on a

staff, and plays with his dog: fine work of the early fifth cen-

tury; the hoop is missing. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, 6. Ill.xxxi, 8.

4201, green plasma scaraboid: a young man, nude, sits crouch-

ing, and plays with a bird in his hand. The style is not

quite so advanced. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, 7. Ill, xxxi, 5.
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4202-08. Plain scarabs anil scaraboids in more or loss ornate

mount ing: 4202 agate; 4203-4 plasma; 4205-7 sard; 4208 green

paste. The hoops of 4207-8 are of bron/e, but the type of

ring is the same: ami these appear to be fairly early examples.

42(K)-io. KINGS WITH BEAD-SH.M'ED SIGNET, replacing the more

usual scarab: the bead is spindle-shaped as if to imitate a cylin-

der-seal, and the engraving is on a flat facet on one side.

42(K), gold ring: brown agate: two lions facing: very rough
Oriental work. Cyprus, PI. xxxvii, 14. Ill, xxv, 15.

4210, silver ring: red agate: crane, in rough work of nearly

mature style. Cyprus, PI. xl, 17. Ill, xx\ ii, 7.

In the fifth century these heavy swivel-rings of gold or silver give

place to slighter rings of gold or gold-plated silver and bronze with

gold settings which, though still provided with sockets at the ends,

are soldered usually to the hoop. This being no longer exposed to

any strain, becomes slender, and is sometimes made of plaited wire.

The setting is enriched with spirals, usually ivy-leaves (4211), or

spirals (4214, 4220-2, 4225) or loop-ornament (4212-13, 4218,

4224, 4226) in filigree work, occasionally filled with coloured

enamel (4211): it is sometimes not a mere band, but a

box-setting with gold bottom, to set off a translucent stone (4214-

16). Many of the stones are plain: those that are engraved are

either set face outwards in a fixed mount, or retain the swivel-

mount to protect the engraving.

4211-16. GOLD FILIGREE RINGS WITH PLAIN STONKS: 4211-12

carnelian, 4213 plasma, 4214-1 sard, 4216 rose-quartz with

plaited hoop ending in volutes.

4217-26. GOLD RINGS WITH ENGRAVED STONES in plain band-

settings or filigree mounts: the settings of 4220, 4222 are

closed behind like 4214-16 and the hoop of 4222 is plaited like

4216, the hoops of 4217-8 are of gold-plated bronze like the

contemporary bracelets 3556-63.

4217, agate scarab: uraeus and flower: poor work imitating

the Oriental style, but probably not earlier than the fifth

century. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, 24.

4218-9, Egyptian paste scarabs: 4218 uraeus and feather,

III, xxv, 11; 4219 green glazed: Osirian hawk, nub-sign

above.
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4220. Mat sard: a young winged figure holds a flower: a snake

rises behind: archaic style, nearly mature, of tin- early fifth

century. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, }. Ill, xxviii, 15.

4221. carnelian scarab: a nude youth leans on his staff, and

seems to touch his raised heel with out.' hand: cable border:

archaic style. Cyprus, PI. xl, 11. Ill, xxix, i }.

42 22. Mat carnelian; a nude youth holding a knife or a cord,

sei/es a crouching girl by the hair: cable border: mature style.

Cyprus, PI. xl, (>. Ill, xxviii, i }.

422?, sard scaraboid in plain band-setting: Boreas, nude, young
and winged, carries off the nymph Oreithvia, who lies in his

arms and lets fall a tortoise-bodied lyre: exceptionally fine

work in nearly maturestyle. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, i. Ill, xxviii, 8.

4224, carnelian scaraboid: Herakles stands nude with his lion-

skin on his outstretched left arm, which holds a half-drawn

bow: his right hand brandishes his club behind his head. A
fine Hellenic version of the old cult-figure as it appears on the

coins of Kition, and on the Eurytion-slab 1368 in the Collection

of Sculpture. Cyprus, PI. xli, 29. 1 1 1, xxviii, 14.

4.2.25. white steatite scaraboid: a nude girl washing her hair at

a basin; not very good work. Cyprus, PI. xl, 12.

4226, dark opaque stone, convex: a sleeping hound, tethered to

a tree trunk. Cyprus, PI. xl, 15.

4227-8. 4227, SILVHR RING of the same style as the preceding

group: crystal scaraboid, plain ; 4228 is a similar scaraboid dis-

mounted. III.lxxv, 5 (4228).

In the fourth century, the new interest which was taken in "pre-

cious" stones led to neglect of the settings; and rings became little

more than a means for securing and exhibiting a "gem," which was

itself more prized for rarity and brilliance than for engraver's work-

manship. And as the chief centre of the traffic in gems was in

Alexandria, it is not surprising that the commonest types of rings

should follow conventional Egyptian models, with the loop thick-

ening forward to a massive bezel. Perforated stones and swivel

settings went quite out of use, and all stones were mounted in fixed

band or box settings. There was, however, still fine engraved

work, both in flat or slightly convex stones and in gold and silver:

the unengraved rings 4064-9 show the characteristic forms of the

latter.
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4229. SILVER RING with round box-setting of pale gold, apparently

fixed; engraved sard; a girl sits crouching, nude as if at the

bath: mature style, of the fourth century. Cyprus, PI. xl,

13. Ill, xxvii, 5.

4230-32. GOLD RINGS with large shallow box-settings for a flat

stone: probably of the fourth or third century, though these

types go on later also.

In the Hellenistic centuries, silver rings soon pass out of common
use and are almost obsolete in Graeco-Roman time; while bronze

becomes commoner. Gold rings, which are frequent, are for the

most part slight and of poor workmanship, and their form changes
but little further in the Graeco-Roman Age. Those which carry

stones, whether Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman, are of massive

appearance, but usually hollow. The hoop is slender behind, and

swollen in front to receive the stone, which is deeply inset, so

that its surface, if flat, is level with the gold. Sometimes, however,

there is a distinct bezel with one or more mouldings round it,

and this bezel may be very deep and prominent (4241-4). In

one rare variety the stone is set within an opening like the orbit

of an eye, either plain (4261) or edged with scrolled wire (4262).

4233-43. GOLD RINGS with flat engraved stones, of the forms

above described: the stones are sard, carnelian, onyx (4240),

and carbuncle (4235, 4238). The stones are engraved as follows:

4233, sard: Eros leaning on an inverted torch. Ill, xxviii, 7.

4234, sard: Victory plaiting a wreath: on the back of the bezel

are engraved the letters TA. Cyprus, p. 392. 1 1 1, xxix, 12.

4235, carbuncle: a nude youth, probably Dionysos as in 4241,

leaning on a column and holding a wreath. 1 1 1, xxviii, n.

4236, sard: a female portrait head, of good late work, with

hair coiled above and behind. Ill, xxviii, 6.

4237, sard: the long-eared animal, seated, which symbol-
izes the Egyptian deity Set. Ill, xxv, 2.

4238, carbuncle: a female figure standing. Ill, xxix, 4.

4239, sard: a running hound. Ill, xxix, 5.

4240, onyx: a fly: as on the sard in the clasp of 3672.

4241, sard: young Dionysos, leaning on a column, holding

thyrsos and kantharos: in front of him is a panther. 4235,

4243, and probably 4244 are poor copies of the same motive.

Cyprus, PI. xli, 2. Ill, xxviii, 10.
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4242. sard: figure of Plenty with cornucopia. Ill, xxviii, 12.

424}, sard: an erect figure loaning on a column and holding

a fillet: probablv Dionysos as in 4241. Ill, xxix, 51.

4244. G<>i D RING WITH CAMI-.O in white glass on blue: an erect

figure raising the right arm: probably another Dionysus like

4241. Ill, xxix, (>, (where the ring is wrongly given as

bronze).

4245-^2. GOLD RINGS WITH CONVEX Hsx.KAVi.D STONES; mostly

carbuncles, but also sard, carnelian, and green glass paste.

4245, green glass paste: a large vase without handles.

Ill, xxix, (>.

4246, carbuncle: winged Victory. Ill, xxviii, 3.

4247, carbuncle: Athena advancing. Ill, xxviii, i.

4248-50, carbuncle: 4248, figure of Plenty with cornucopia

and wand; 4249, female head; 4250, hippocamp with goat's

head.

4251, carbuncle: figure of Plenty with cornucopia.

Ill, xxviii, 4.

4252, sardonyx: Athena: very poor work.

4253-77. GOLD RINGS WITH PLAIN STONES, mostly convex. The

rings are of the forms already described: the stones, besides

those already named, include flat garnet as well as carbuncle

(which is the same stone cut convex), amethyst (4254-55),

and beryl (4272). The last two were valued for the magical

properties ascribed to them, as well as for their colour; beryl

as a charm to protect eyesight, amethyst against the effects

of wine. Glass pastes also are common (4276), especially

in imitation of beryl (4263, 4274-5). The pale blue stone

in 4259 may be turquoise or an imitation of it. The sardonyx

4264 is cut to a prominent cone, so as to show its layers.

With these stones and pastes should be compared those in the

contemporary earrings 3792 fT.

4278-9. SILVER RINGS WITH ENGRAVED STONI-.S, rare in this period,

and closely following the fashions of the gold rings.

4278, carnelian: Ares standing with spear and shield: the

stone is in a box-setting on the front of a flat hoop, partly

destroyed. Ill, xxvii, n.

4279, onyx paste: decayed.

4280-83. BRONZE RINGS WITH ENGRAVED STONES, of the same

types, except that 4283 has a strongly moulded hoop. 4281
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is in the bright coloured alloy known anciently as oreichalkos.

4280, chalcedony, circular: a young centaur, carrying branches;

better work than usual. Ill, xxix, 7.

4281, sard: Victory holding wreath. Ill, xxix, 10.

4282, yellow jasper: a scorpion. Ill, xxix, i.

4283, onyx: Eros on a dolphin. Ill, xxix, 3.

4284-91. ENGRAVED STONES FROM RINGS like the preceding groups.

The materials and subjects repeat for the most part those

already noted:

4284, agate: helmet ed head conjoined with a Seilenos mask,

so-called gryllos. Ill, xxxii, 4.

4285, carnelian: Victory offering a sucking-pig at an altar

decorated with a bull's head. Ill, xxxi, 7.

4286, sard: Victory with wreath and palm. Ill, xxxi, 9.

4287, sard: standing female figure very obscurely cut.

4288, sard: Plenty with cornucopia and wand. Ill, xxxi, 6.

4289, sard: female figure crouching and pouring from a vase;

better work than usual. Cyprus, PI. xxxix, 8. Ill, xxxi, 10.

4290, sard: helmeted head, probably Athena. Ill, xxxii, 5.

4291, sard: a bearded head, suspended like a bunch of grapes

from a twig, probably Dionysiac: around it are Cypriote

characters, for which see the Appendix. On the back is an

Arabic inscription "Ishmael," and the setting is modern.

Cyprus, PI. xli, a; Deecke, 51. Ill, xxviii, 5.

4292-3. RINGS OF ROCK CRYSTAL: of these 4292 is a plain circlet

lined with gold foil, perhaps of the same workmanship and

date as the crystal scent-bottles 3598-3600 and beads 3387.

4293, however, has the exaggerated flat bezel characteristic

of Graeco-Roman rings. Ill, Ixxv, 6, 3.

4294-7. RINGS AND ENGRAVED GEMS OF GLASS, all of the Graeco-

Roman Age. The ring 4294 has the same large bezel as 4293,

but is hollow and contains a convex "gem" of thin blown glass,

like a watch-glass.

4295 is of amber glass, with an amber "gem" like the gold

rings 4253-77-

4296 is a flat oval onyx-paste, engraved with a female figure

who seems to hold a small animal by the leg: perhaps a maenad
or votary.

4297 is a cameo, of dark glass on milky ground; a young male

head, wreathed; of fine though late work.
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Of separate interest arv tin- two objects in tin- Collection which

contain allusions to the new cults which became popular in

I In- eastern provinces of the Roman Hmpire, and did much to

prepare the way for tin- spread of Christianity.

42(>S. KNC.KAVID Si \i.-Siosi OK AMI 1.1 i <>i KID JASIM-.R, in

square fjold cable-boriler: inscribed Iv.c /.;!/; H:paz:c "there

is One liod. /eus Serapis" in Graeco-Roman lettering.

42<)(). MITHRAK: AMI I.I.T 01 HAI.MAIHI-, Hat and oval, engraved

on one side with a human figure with raised hand, and rays

round his head, surrounded by a winged disc, pairs of birds,

scorpions, crabs or scarabs, snakes, and a crocodile, all in coarse

(iraeco- Roman style. On the back is a magical formula in late

Greek letters, much worn, and mostly illegible. Ill, xxxi, iS.

A bronze three-cornered seal with barbaric Oriental engraving,

of doubtful authenticity, and two modern rings of base gold,

containing respectively a sard with modern Arabic inscription

"Allah is the Self-sufficient One, and I am his Servant,"

dated AH 1212 (=1707 A. I).), and a modern pressed glass

counter (III, xxix, 8) are not exhibited.
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THE COLLECTION OF CYLINDERS AND
OTHER ORIENTAL SEAL-STONES

THE
engraved seal-stones found in Cyprus fall into five

principal groups: (i) Babylonian cylinders and native

imitations of them; (2) Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders, of

Mediterranean affinities, and barbaric copies of them,

probably of the Early Iron Age; (3) conical and domed seals, like

those of North Syria and Asia Minor; (4) scarabs and scaraboids

of Oriental and Archaic Cypriote styles; and (5) the flat or con-

vex gems of the Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman Ages. Each of

these groups reflects a distinct set of foreign influences, and may
be assigned to the same phases of civilization as the pottery,

sculpture, and metalwork. Classes (4) and (5), being almost all

designed for use in rings, are included in that Collection, 4136-4291

above. The earlier groups are reserved for separate treatment

here.

BABYLONIAN CYLINDERS, VARIOUS PERIODS AND STYLES

Cylinders of this kind have been found more than once in Cypriote
tombs of the Middle Bronze Age, and some of those of which

there is no precise excavation-record are assigned by their style to

a date within the probable limits of this period in Cyprus. These

are genuine works of Babylonian art, with representations of

Babylonian myths and deities, and occasional cuneiform inscrip-

tions. The}' are engraved on haematite, jasper, and other hard

stones. The revolving drill comes into use on cylinders of about

1500 B. C; all before that date are engraved with the point.

4300. BABYLONIAN CYLINDER of haematite, engraved as follows:

a god in horned cap brandishes a mace and the forked light-

ning of Iva-Yul, the Thunder-God, and sets one foot on a
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recumbent bull; behind him is a leaping ilvx; in front a man

(perhaps thi- king), in a short coat, stands nearly lull-fan.',

and beyond him a smaller man (probably tin- owner of the

cylinder) kneels to him on one knee; above the small figure

is a recumbent deer, inverted. I hen comes another figure

in long garment with many fringes; and then three rows ot

cuneiform writing. "Arba Istar: son of Ibu Beled: servant of

the god \aram-Sin." I he king Naram-Sin. to whom a divine

title is here given, reigned in Babylonia not later than 2(>oo

B. ('.., and the cylinder may very well be of his time. 'I he

engraving is firm and deep, and of fair style. Cyprus, Pl.xxxi, i .

Ill, cxviii, ;.

4301. BABYLONIAN CVI.INDI K of milky chalcedony, unusually

large, engraved with a bearded man in a long robe: in one

hand he holds a short stafT; the other is raised in adoration.

In a compartment above his head are two sphinxes in conical

caps, seated face to face. The rest of the cylinder is covered

with eight rows of cuneiform writing, an invocation to Sin,

the Babylonian Moon-God, "Sin, Benefactor of Multitudes:

Judge of the World. Perfect Purifier of heaven and earth:

Giver of the life of the Gods: The Law which supplies the

servant of Thyself: my Prince: Turan Agiu: the son of Puri.

the Reader." The work is very clear and unusually simple.

The sphinxes, which do not occur in the earlier Babylonian

art, suggest a date not earlier than 1000 B. C. Cyprus,
PI. xxxi, 3; Perrot, fig. 427; Menant, Glyptiqnc Orienfale,

1 1, p. 241 If. Ill, cxviii, i.

4302. BABYLONIAN CYLINDI-R of haematite. A worshipper, in

a long robe, holding a curved staff, stands before a bearded

god, who wears a short tunic but has no attributes. Two
rows of cuneiform script:

"
Kverbaga : servant of Nergal," an

important Babylonian deity. The work is of fair quality.

Cyprus, PI. xxxi, 2. Ill, cxviii, j.

4303. BABYLONIAN CYI.INDL-R of haematite, engraved with a god

stabbing a lion whom he holds by the tail, head downwards.

This scene is given twice, and between stands a goat-headed

demon with birds' feet. The work, though vigorous and

well preserved, is very rough, and not easy to interpret;

Babylonian stvle is, however, well marked. Ill, cxix, 6.
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Side bv side with genuinely Babylonian cxlinders, imitations are

found, in several rude local styles, which may belong either to

Cyprus itself, or to the neighbouring mainlands of North Syria

and Asia Minor, where such cylinders are not uncommon. Some
of the best of these barbaric copies are in hard stone, but the

majority are in steatite.

A small but definite class of these non-Babylonian cylinders shows

l-'gvptian influence. On these seals, as on Egyptian scarabs,

which are occasionally found in Cyprus in tombs attributed to

the Later Bron/e Age, the engraving is wholly hand-cut, without

any drill. All the lines ami spaces are sunk to one plane, and in

the best work their sides are nearly vertical, as in full-si/ed hiero-

glvphs: V-shaped cutting and concavities of variable depth mark

non-Egyptian imitations. Cylinders thus engraved in Egyp-
tian style, or in imitation of it, are rare in Cyprus. In Egypt
itself the common use of cylinder-seals ceased very early, about

the IV Dynasty, but they are found more rarely at all periods

down to the xxvi. It is probable, however, that these

cylinders are not of Egyptian work, but represent a local fabric,

either in Cyprus, or on the Syrian coast, where Egyptian influence

was strong from 1500 to 1200 B. C.

4304. CYLINDER OF WHITE STEATITE engraved with a hawk-

headed deity in Egyptian kilt, holding a lotos-crowned staff.

Before him are four Egyptian-looking symbols perhaps upside

down. In a separate compartment is an inscription (see Ap-

pendix) and above and below are ladder-borders. The work,

though rough and wholly linear, is deep and clear, and of mark-

edly Egyptian style. Cyprus, PI. xxxii, 12. Ill, cxviii, 7.

4}os. CYLINDHR of- BLACK STIIATITK, engraved with a man in

Egyptian kilt, standing between three leaf-shaped objects

and a crescent-and-disc. This principal scene is bounded

by a narrow panel filled with a lotos-spray. The work, though

rough, is firm and betrays habitual simplification in a truly

linear style. Cyprus, PI. xxxi, n. Ill, cxx. S.

4306-7. CYLINDERS OF BLACK STLATITL- engraved very carelessly

with outlined and dotted patterns which seem intended to

represent lotos-ornament. The subject, and the shallow
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linear treatment, assign these barbaric imitations to the

Egyptian school. Cyprus, PI. xxxii, 16 (4306).

Ill, cxx, 7 (4307), 9 (4306).

A second non-Babylonian group is akin to the Hittite or Syro-

Cappadocian art of the Asiatic mainland nearest to Cyprus. These

"Hittite" cylinders usually bear representations of deities, and

mythological scenes, which are sometimes elaborate. The design

is generally divided into a "principal scene," occupying rather

more than half the surface, and a "back-scene," of less importance,

sometimes arranged in several tiers, or short zones, and occasionally

including symbols or linear characters. The back-scene, in fact,

replaces the inscribed portion of the Babylonian cylinder.

The style of these Hittite cylinders shows a distant affinity with

that of Babylonia, but the modelling is rounder, the figures show

much more life and vigour, and the details of pose and costume

resemble those of Hittite sculpture.

4308. CYLINDER OF HAEMATITE. The principal scene shows a

god and a goddess, armed with pennoned spears and thunder-

bolts, confronted, with their foes between them: a lion, below,

is speared by the god and looks back at him; above, a griffin

with human arms and legs (perhaps a masked votary like

1029-31 in the Collection of Sculpture) flees from the thunder-

stroke of the goddess. The god is bearded, and wears tunic,

short kilt, sword-belt, and pointed helmet with horns and

winged knob. The goddess has wings, long vest and cloak,

heavily fringed, and smooth pointed helmet. The back

space is in three tiers: an ox-head above a rope-border, then

two birds, and a lion seated so as to balance the lion in front:

a half-unconscious advance towards the more subtle composi-
tion which is characteristic of the Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders

4312-24 below. Very precise vigorous work, of Hittite style;

but the goddess recalls the figures on one of the finest of the

Idaean shields, from Crete, and the griffin has a peacock's

crest like the Minoan griffins. Ill, cxviii, 11.

4309. CYLINDER OF HAEMATITE. In the principal scene, a

winged deity in horned cap standing on a serpent, holds a

wreath in one hand, and offers in the other a hare to a goddess
in cloak and pointed helmet (like 4308) who holds a flower.

In the back-scene, the Hittite deity Sandon in pointed cap
stands on a bull, and brandishes mace and sceptre. Before

him stands a votary, below whom are three human heads.
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Between god and votary is an ;illar. This ( jod-on-the-BuIl

is well known in Ilittite sculpture. His worshipper is no

doubt a victorious chief, whose- victims lie- below. Softer and

loss vigorous work than -}}oK, hut of definitely Hi, lite style.

Cyprus, PI. xxxi, 7. Ill, cxviii, 9.

4310. CYI INIM R 01 HAIMATITI-. In the principal scene, the

Oriental Herakles, in lion-skin and hell-shaped cap, contends

with a human-limbed griffin for a column with floral capital.

The goddess Ishtar, in bowl-shaped cap, looks on. The

hack-scene is in three tiers: a lion and hull fighting, a large

coil-pattern, and a sacred tree guarded by recumbent ibexes.

Fair work but without vigour or movement. Cyprus, PI.

xxxi, (> (inaccurate). Ill, cxx, 10.

4311. CYI.INDI R 01 HAIMATIM:. In the principal scene, a hero,

bare-headed and bearded, in short tunic, confronts an erect

lion behind which is another personage, perhaps Ishtar, looking

on. In the back-scene, a spread eagle hovers between a lion

and an ibex, which run down vertically; the latter is held by
the hind-leg in the right hand of the hero. Above are five

linear characters it^'p/n which seem to be in an early form

of Cypriote script. The nearest characters of later date would

read ti-ro-e-na-si or in the reverse order si-na-e-ro-ti. As the

signs happen to be all symmetrical, there is no clue as to the

right direction. The work is rough but vigorous, and approx-

imates to the Cypro-Mycenaean. Ill, cxviii, 4.

CYPRO-MYCENAFAN CYLINDERS, LATER BRONZE AGE

It might have been expected that the western people who colon-

ized Cyprus in the Later Bronze Age would have introduced the

lentoid and spindle-shaped "island-stones" which are character-

istic both of Late Minoan Crete, and of the Mycenaean mainland.

These seal-stones, however, have not been found in Cyprus, and

even unengraved beads of lentoid shape, like 3143, are very rare

there. In their place stands a distinct class of cylinder-seals,

engraved in a rich mixed style, compounded of Mycenaean and

Oriental elements, with many traces of Egyptian influence, and

some affinity also, in the later phases, with the earliest art of Assyria.

These "Cypro-Mycenaean" cylinders are exceptionally well repre-

sented in this Collection.

The designs on these seal-stones are often very ingeniously com-
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pluated; tlu- .lini. as in all good seal-engraving, being to treat a

popular aiul intelligible motive in so indmdual a way that identi-

fication shall be eas\ , but forgery difficult. I sually the design

is continuous so as to repeat itself harmoniously; but as on the

Syro-Cappadocian cylinders (to which this group stands nearest

in its methods of composition) a principal scene may be distin-

guished. This, however, is not isolated, but most ingeniously

connected with the back-scene; and sometimes then- are three or

four motives in the composition, each with itsown axisof symmetry.
lor example, in -4514 l 'u ' non \vhich is held by the woman in tin-

principal scene is himself one of the principals of a confronted

pair, and the recumbent ibex over which these two lions rage is

balanced by another ibex, on which again the griffin which balances

the first lion, in the woman's other hand, stands to attack this

second lion, which thus becomes the central figure in a convergent

group of five. In the same way 4331 shows a man struggling between

a griffin and a lion, but by inverting the lion it is brought, in the

back-scene, into a foot-to-foot group with the griffin, and in 4310
the lion in one hand of the woman attacks, round the back of the

cylinder, a bull which lies under the other.

The execution varies from a "vigorous" style closely relate) to

Late Minoan engraving, through a "roughened" technique in

which detail and textures are exaggerated, to a thin "angular"

treatment, which in turn passes over into the purely "linear"

style of the Geometric Period.

4312-15. CYPRO-MYCENAEAN CYLINDERS OF\'H,OROLS STYLE, with

the bodies of the animals roundly and smoothly modelled, with

plenty of detail: the eye is small, and its orbit of irregular

and almost natural shape: 4312-13 are of steatite; 4314-15 of

haematite.

4312, a seated woman in .Minoan skirt and jacket, and cur-

iously coiled hair rather like the Hittite fashion, holds by the

tail a seated griffin with plumed head. Behind her is a small

lion running vertically downwards, with its hind legs extended

in the regular .Mycenaean style. The linear object in front

of the woman's head is probably part of her high chair-back.

Precise detailed work, with great variety of handling. Cy-

prus, PI. xxxi, 9. Ill, cxix, 7.

4313, a lion and a sphinx confronted, erect; an ibex lies down
between them; behind are a bull's head, crescent-and-disc,

and three dots, instead of a back-scene. Ill, cxix, 8.
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4314, a woman in Mycenaean belt and skirt holds a lion and

a griffin by the tail. The lion is confronted with another lion;

the griffin mounts on a recumbent goat, and attacks this second

lion from behind; between the two lions is another recumbent

goat. 1 II, cxx, 12.

4315, a woman in Mycenaean dress and peculiarly coiled hair

as on 4312 holds an inverted ibex in each hand; between them,

at the back, is a large rayed rosette above, and a recumbent

ibex (damaged) below. The texture of the animals is ren-

dered by a rather exaggerated roughening, which marks the

transition to the next phase of style. Ill, cxx, 5.

In the "roughened" style exaggerated emphasis is given to the hair

or fur of the beasts. Their limbs, too, are thin and ill-modelled;

their eyes large, and surrounded by a circular area, drilled quite

smooth, and often covering the whole head.

4316-19. CYPRO-MYCENAEAN CYLINDERS OF ROUGHENED STYLE,

all in haematite, which may in part account for their peculiar

technique.

4316, a woman in the same dress and coiled hair as on 4315,

holds an inverted ibex in one hand. On her other side are an

ibex above, a lion below, and a rosette and crescent-and-disc:

in the field are also signs which resemble the Cypriote char-

acters pa and e. Ill, cxviii, 10.

4317, a fine "rayed-column" of characteristic form, which in

this style seems to play the part of the Oriental "sacred tree";

then a goat's head, close to the column; in the field are a wavy
line, three S-spirals, and perhaps the Cypriote characters

pa and ta; but the latter may be simply "filling-ornaments,"

such as become very common on the later and more barbaric

cylinders. Coarse work, marred by excessive use of a large

drill. Ill, cxviii, 6.

4318, a lion, full-face, pursues a goat; above the lion is an

ox-head, with disc between its horns, and above this a four-

winged disc: above the goat a doe partly inverted is attacked

by another lion, wholly inverted. Note the Egyptian motives

of solar disc, and disc within horns, a well-known Hathor-

symbol; the bold experiment of the full-faced lion; and the

crowded incoherence of the whole composition. Ribbed

work, clumsy and coarse. Ill, cxx, 4.
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.}<!<. -i woman holds by tin- tail a rampant lion, winch seems

to have pulled down .1 horned animal: this animal lies under

the other haiui of the woman; an ingenious combination of

two familiar designs. Ribbed work, very slight but vigorous.

Ill, cxix, 5.

In the "angular" style the bodies become thin and angular, the

crow-ribbing broader and less uniformly spaced, and the drilled eye
has no longer any Hat area around it. I his degenerate phase passes

over into the barbaric linear or geometrical style of 4329 fT.

4320-4. CYPRO-.MYCENAEAN CYLINDERS OF ANGI/LAR STYLE, all of

steatite.

4320, spread eagle, ibex, fish, open hand, and six dots. Smooth

work but coarser than the best examples. In spite of the

incoherence of its elements, wherein it is the counterpart of

4318, the whole scheme has some decorative value. Cyprus,

xxxiii, 24; Menant, (ilyptique, II, fig. 243. Ill, cxix, 14.

4321, rayed column with two pairs of volutes, adored by a

woman, behind whom is a seated lion, adoring also, with raised

paw. In the field above are a flower and a rayed disc.

Slightly ribbed work, rather rough. Ill, cxx, 13.

4322, rayed column, with basal volutes, adored by a woman and

a seated lion; behind is an ox-head above a smaller column;

corrugated work, very roughly executed. Cyprus, PI.

xxxiii. 2j. Ill, cxx, 1 1.

4323, a bearded man, in short tunic and pointed helmet, seizes

a goat and a lion, both erect. Beyond the lion is a rayed

column with two pairs of volutes, and a bull's head in the

field; beyond the column is a bull's head above, then a flying

bird; a standing bird below. Smooth work, with rather

excessive use of the drill. Ill, cxx, 2.

4324, a man extends one hand; two open-mouthed lions spring

upon a large bull, of which only the head and hind quarters

are clearly seen. In the field is a double axe, perhaps the

prototype of the ingot-symbol on the geometrical cylinders.

Cyprus, PI. xxxiii, 27. Ill, cxx, 15.

4325-8. CYPRO-.MYCHNAKAN CYLINDERS of various degenerate

styles: all of steatite, like the preceding group.

4325, a man in belt and kilt, up-turned shoes, and coiled hair

like 4312, between a seated goat and an ox-head with disc,
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above an ingot: the latter is very well characterized, with

four corners, and a central hole. Between man and goat is

an S-spiral. Sparsely ribbed work, with simplified detail.

Cyprus, PI. xxxiii, 30. Ill, cxix, 4.

4326, a man, full-face, in belt and high cap, holding a spear,

between a seated griffin and an ibex; above a crescent-and-

disc, and an ox-head. Disjointed work, in transition to

linear. Ill, cxix, 13.

4327, a rayed column, half transformed into a rudely natural-

istic palm with six fronds, adored by an ibex and a goat. Be-

hind is a second goat also adoring, with a crescent-and-disc,

an ibex-head, and a cross, and two other symbols in the field.

Vigorous work, but much more linear than the preceding.

Cyprus, PI. xxxii, 13. Ill, cxviii, 8.

4328, a column with two pairs of volutes but no rays, between

an ibex and a bird, above which is another bird or a fish;

behind is a spread eagle, towards which the bird and ibex

look. The form of the column seems to be transitional from

the rayed type to the ordinary "sacred tree." Cyprus, PI.

xxxii, 28. Ill, cxix, 12.

CYLINDERS OF BARBARIC AND GEOMETRICAL STYLES

The cylinders which follow show Cypro-Mycenaean art rapidly

degenerating into an almost purely linear style; at the same time

the symbolic meaning of the designs is fading, and the figures and

scenes are re-interpreted in a purely naturalistic sense. Lions and

griffins become rarer; trees, birds, and goats more common; the

stag appears alongside of the ibex; snakes, scorpions, and an oc-

casional crab appear. The crescent-and-disc, rayed orb, star,

and ox-head are still popular; and the ingot-symbol becomes

common. One whole school of engraving is characterized by its

fondness for numerous orbs, simplified to a single circle with centre-

point. Sard and haematite are still in rare use, but the large

majority of the cylinders are now of steatite.

4329. CYLINDER OF SARD, engraved with a man in Egyptian kilt

standing between a recumbent goat and a seated sphinx.

Behind is a smaller man holding a mace; in the field are two

flying-fish and a papyrus flower. The Egyptian touches are

noteworthy, but though the bodies of the animals are still
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rounded, i hi- rest of tin- work is angular ;nul still, with exces-

sive use of tin- ilrill. (Aprils. I'l. xxxi, S. Ill, cxix. <>.

( .\ i i MM K 01 1 1 \i \i \ 1 1 1 1
, engraved with two robed figures,

who advance with raised arms towards a sat. red tnv which

springs troin an ox-head Between them i^ a leaping goat;

and by llii- trrr two obscure symbols. I In- surface is much

damaged but the \\ork itself is careless ami vague. I In- man-

aiul-tree scheme, which has here replaced the raved column,

bi'tonies very popular later. III. c.\x, (>.

4^U-^. (]>l.isi)iKs 01 Sri AMI i with some Oriental touches,

though the engraving is mainly geometrical.

4HL -' human figure in Oriental robe pursues a griliin, which

forms a foot-to-loot group with a lion placed on the other side

of the man. Over the lion are a rayed orb and three dots.

Though the figures are clearly posed, the work is starved

and angular. Cyprus, PI. xxxi. 10. III. cxix, 1=,.

4332. two robed men approach each other; between them is

a lion erect but inverted; in the back-scene are two goats,

set transversely, an ox-head, and a snake below it. Ouite

vague work, mainlv linear, transitional to the geometrical

style. III. cxx, 3.

This "linear" or geometric style, barbaric as it is, has yet a dis-

tinctive character. Rounded outlines and broad surfaces are almost

wholly displaced by Y-shaped grooves, wider and deeper for the more

emphatic strokes; and all curves are summed up in angles of 0,0

and 45. Some engravers still employ a revolving drill, and

a tubular drill for the circles, which are conspicuous in some of

the designs; others cut these circles by hand, and quite irregularly.

This was easy enough, for steatite is the only material in this class,

and often of very soft quality. The dearth of metal caps

like 3144 to protect the ends from damage is betrayed by 4345,

4351, which have their caps imitated in the steatite itself.

4333-57- CYLINDI-.RS 01- STI-.ATITI-:, engraved in quite geometrical

style, with groups of objects which occasionally form scenes,

of hunting 4335, 4350, or worship 4341-5, or groups of human

beings round sacred trees 4337-41, or tending animals 4347,

or otherwise engaged 433^; or groups of animals, heraldic

4346, or in combat 4344. Only on 4^2 are single animals

set in separate framed panels. But more often the connection

between the figures is not obvious, and many of the smaller
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objects arc themselves not easily recognizable. The com-

monest figures in this, as in the preceding group of transitional

designs, are man, goat, ibex, lion, and tree: rarer are griffin

4326, 4320, 433'. 433; bull 43=50; stag 4334, 4349; spread

eagle 4328, 4333, 4335; bird 4328; snake 4332-4334; fish 4329,

4335; scorpion 4334, 4336, 4330; crab 4333; flower 4320. Other

common objects are the rayed disc 4331, 4333, 4^(>; crescent

and disc 4326-7; disc alone 4325, 4347-50, star 4335 or cross

4327, 4333; S-spiral 4325; "ingot" or double axe, four-square

with concave sides 4325, 4340, 4342-4, 4348-9; dagger 4344,

4350; and a line with two cross-bars, 4347, 4352, which has

been taken for the Cypriote character pa, but more probably

represents foliage, horns, or other details of the design. De-

tailed description of such designs is of little use; especially

as they are all figured in Atlas III, and many of them in Cyprus,
as follows:

Cyprus

xxxiii,

xxxii,

xxxii,

xxxn, 14

Atlas III
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Finallv one very curious example seems to indicate that in some

quarters (perhaps in Cilicia) the use of engraved cylinders persisted

to much later times. Another c\ liiuler in the Museum also of hae-

matite is even of Hellenistic style. Inventory No. !<)=,, <,; I urt-

wangler. .-Intike Gcmmfn, II, Ivi, 7.

4}(>o. Cvi ism R 01- 1 1 \i M \ i n i engraved \vitli two robed figures,

apparentlv a man and a woman, but the upper part of the

latter is damaged. I hey stand confronted, the man carrying

a crooked staff and some other object, and wearing what

seems to be (ireek dress of short tunic and cloak. Between

these two figures are two goats' heads and a star; but perhaps
this is the back-scene, for the other half of the c\linder is

occupied by a tree from which the two figures look away,

though in a sense they attend it. The tree has a lotos top

and natural foliage very gracefully drawn; on its lateral scrolls

hover four birds, and a rosette and several dots are in the

field. The only near parallel to the style, in this Collection,

is offered by the foliage on the crystal bead-seal 43^0. Cy-

prus, PI. xxxi, 5. Ill, cxx, 14.

CONICAL, DO.MED, AND OTHER ORIENTAL

SEAL-STONES

Side by side with the cylinders, seals with a single Hat or convex

surface for stamping, not for rolling, were commonly used through-

out the Nearer Hast. Babylonian and Assyrian seals of this

class are usually of the same hard stones as the cylinders, and for

the most part uniformly conical in shape; but on the Syrian coast

and in Asia Minor steatite is customary, and the forms vary greatly,

from conical, domed, or pyramidal, to flat gable-shaped beads, per-

forated lengthways. Characteristic of Hittite seals but not con-

fined to them is the thick circular cushion-shape, engraved on one

or both of its convex surfaces. There can be little doubt that

these seals and the cylinders were in fashion together for a long

time, as the style of engraving is often identical; but the domed

seals seem to begin in the Geometrical Period, and goon long enough
to influence the earliest scarabs, and be influenced by them.

Nearly all the objects in this and the following sections (as far as

4443) which have no Atlas references were formerly kept apart

from the rest of the Cesnola Collection, and probably represent

purchases made in Cyprus, but without indication of Cypriote

origin.
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4361-3. CONICAL SEALS OF HARD STONE perforated for suspension,

and engraved on them convex base: compare the seal on finger-

ring 4138.

4361, chalcedony: two prancing goats, set heraldically across

each other: coarse but smooth work.

4362, agate: a bearded figure in long fringed robe, holds a stag

by the horns: above is a flying bird: careful, vigorous work in

Assyrian style.

4363, haematite: a bearded sphinx, walking; a lotos in front:

the work seems to be later than 4362 and belongs rather to

the Mixed Oriental style.

4364. BUTTON-SEAL OF CHALCEDONY, with oval face, fourfold

moulded edge, and a bird's head (much damaged) at each end;

a worshipper stands before a seated deity who wears a high

cap; above is a crescent; poor work in the smooth shallow

style which persists till Graeco-Roman times.

4365-8. BUTTON-SEALS OF STEATITE, with distinct prominence

perforated for suspension.

4365, square, with square moulded prominence, which has

been broken and re-perforated: seated deity, with a scorpion

in front and two upturned crescents above: imitated from

Babylonian style, and not far from the workmanship of 4384-5.

4366, square: within a square border a bull's head with up-

turned crescent between the horns: angular barbaric work.

4367, circular: within a border, a double-star ornament which

may be intended for two human beings. Ill, xxxii, 10.

4368, circular: sacred tree (?) with upturned crescent at the

top: rayed disc and cluster of dots (perhaps sun and stars)

in the background.

4369-72. CONICAL AND DOMED SEALS OF STEATITE with various

styles of engraving. 4370 is domed and has a triple moulded

edge. 4369, a horned animal, tree, crescent and disc, etc.;

much rubbed. Ill, xxxii, 13.

4370, running animal; bird above, scorpion below: rude angular

work like the cylinders 4325 ff. Ill, xxxii, 14.

4371, running ibex and foliage over: in a style like the Cypro-

Mycenaean: formerly part of the necklace 1548.

Part of III, cxiv, 3.

4372, a lion faces a small kneeling or running man: per-

haps a variant of the common Herakles motive. Oval: heavy
work in Mixed Oriental style. Ill, xxxii, 15.
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4<7J-8. CJABLJ -SMAl'l I) ShALS 01 STKATITE, passing OVer into the

oval lontoiJ or "plum-stone" form.

4J7J. \ery largo; with a homed animal and foliage, obscurely

rendered within a rough cable border. On the back has been

scratched a gaming board of squares with what seem to be

Arabic numerals.

4^74. two ibexes, walking: unusually Mat and broad.

4?7i, running stag, in purely linear style.

4J7(>, circular: fine green steatite: two bulls back to back

and head to tail, in a heavy rounded style, mostly wrought
with the drill.

4377, lion, running; in angular, but not purely linear style:

the stone is oval, and the back is cut away in two lo/.enge-

shaped panels.

4378, stag, looking backward, so as to (ill the broad oval sur-

face; pale steatite.

4379-84. Foi'R-siDbD ShALs oi ST i-.AT I'M-.
, usually engraved on all

four faces, and perforated like a bead.

4370, engraved on one face only: recumbent bearded sphinx

in horned head-dress: a rough imitation of Assyrian style;

but there is a tree in the background.

4380, broad sides, man holding snakes; narrow sides, lotos

tree between buds; linear style; the lateral borders arranged

to give the effect of a built-up bead.

4381, broad sides, sacred tree, and scrawl of lines: narrow side

plain.

4382, pale steatite; one angle is damaged. The complete
broad side has a quadruped and other symbols, perhaps the

Cypriote characters /o. ti: on the narrow side is a worshipper
before a cone-topped incense burner: the damaged sides show

parts of animals.

4383, engraved on two sides only, in rude imitation of Egyptian

style; man and feather-symbol; man between winged uraeus-

snakes.

4384, very soft steatite, or grey clay burnished, nearly

equilateral: ibex and upturned crescent; fish; bearded sphinx

and lotos flower; cock. The cock casts suspicion on an object

of such carl) style.

4385. 1-ouR-smtD BLTTON-SLAL: the perforated knob is at one

end, and terminates in a scarab; on the other end is a recumbent

ibex with two trees behind; on the broad sides are (i) a seated
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bearded man with curled hair behind, holding a lotos sceptre,

and (2) a lion with tree and cresccnt-and-disc; on the narrow

sides (3) a scorpion and a small tree, and (4) a bearded man in

tunic and Hittite cap. hurling a spear, between two trees.

Ouite black steatite, and deep clear angular style. Similar

seals are recorded from North Syria.

Foi K-HIM n SiAi.-SioM with lateral prominence for sus-

pension set like the toe of a boot. On the four sides are human

figures, with a rayed disc below on the back. Linear style in

quite black steatite, much worn. Cyprus, PI. xxxiv, 7

(all four sides). Ill, xxxii, i i.

4387. SII.MITH PENDANT (?), celt-shaped, and unusually large,

perforated at one end and engraved on two sides with pairs

of concentric circles, and on the lower end with a lattice.

4388-9. CUSHION-SHAPED SEAL-STONES of lentoid form with thick

cylindrical edge.

4388, black steatite: bull, flower, and rayed disc, in heavy

style like that of Hittite seals; on the back, a large rosette:

the perforation is horizontal to the design.

4389, crystal: a bird sits between two trees quite naturally

rendered, like the foliage on the cylinder 4360. The back

is plain; the perforation is vertical to the design, as in My-
cenaean seal-stones. Ill, xxxii, 8.

4390-1. SCARABOID SEAL-STONES of steatite with rounded back

and flat surface.

4390, winged horse, with the wings spread like those of a beetle

above and below the body; crescent-and-disc, and rayed discs,

in the background. The stone has been re-perforated from

back to front.

4391, a stag, with dappled skin rendered by dots, is attacked

from above by an eagle. The scaraboid is of sixth-century

shape, and the engraving is a late phase of Mixed Oriental

style, clear and vigorous. Ill, xxxii, 9.

4392. HUMAN-HEADED BEAD in black steatite, apparently intended

for the bearded head of Egyptian Bes.

4393. HUMAN-HEADED SCARABOID in plain gold band-setting: run-

ning animal in linear style apparently horned, with foliage back-

ground and plain border. The head on the back is in Mixed

Oriental style with hair rendered by lattice work. In style
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and probable date this head resembles the steatite pendants
in the shape of a negro head 1550, 3161, and the bearded head

of Assyrian style 1551. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, 22. Ill, xxxii, 7.

SCARABS AND SCARABOIDS OF ORIENTAL
AND CYPRIOTE STYLES

With the introduction of the Mixed Oriental style, these conical,

domed, and round-faced types are gradually replaced by oval

scarabs of Egyptian fashion. The "scaraboids" 4391-3, in which

the sides rise almost vertically from the oval sealing face, to a

low smooth rounded back forming a parallel series, were not all

intended to be mounted in a ring, but were often simply strung on

a necklace. As the engraver's skill increased, the softer steatite,

ivory, and glazed paste, imitated from Egyptian scarabs, were

discarded for agate, carnelian, jasper, and other hard stones.

The style and design of these Orientalizing seals vary greatly;

sometimes Egyptian elements predominate, sometimes Assyrian.

The best examples, like the best Cypriote sculpture, hold an even

balance between these elements, and realize that Archaic Cypriote

style, examples of which are described above in the Collection of

Finger-Rings.

4394-8. SCARABS OF STEATITE ENGRAVED IN LINEAR STYLE often

purely geometrical. The scarab of 4394-5 is smaller than the

base on which it stands and approximates to the button-seal

type; compare also the design of 4385.

4394, two human figures: compare the design of the barbaric

cylinder 4336. Ill, xxxi, 14.

4395, two human figures. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, a.

Ill, xxxi, 1 6

4396, lines and dots, intended for a sacred tree. Ill, xxxi, 2.

4397, rude design of radial lines. Ill, xxxi, 4.

4398, bull with tree behind; the back covered with incised

lattice. Cyprus, PI. xxxviii, d. Ill, xxxi, I.

4399-4403. SCARABS OF STEATITE, IN ORIENTAL STYLE: these

are usually in a very black fine-grained stone, and are rubbed

in a way which suggests that they have been worn like beads,

not set in a ring.

4399, procession of three warriors in the high crested helmet,

single spear, and round shield with central boss, which are
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worn by auxiliary troops of Sennacherib in the early seventh

century: for the shields compare the sard 4i4<>. Cvprus,
PI. xl, 10. IN, xxxi, 17.

4400, goose, with spread wings, and solar disc above: it seems

to be the Egyptian royal bird, and its style suggests an origin

for the tine birds on painted vases 754 IF. of the seventh cen-

tury.

4401, sacred tree between griffins: Mixed Oriental style.

Ill, xxxi, 3.

4402, seated sphinx in round cap, in a heavy deep-cut style:

the scarab has the same prominent keel as 4178 fF. in hard stone

in the Collection of Finger-Kings. Ill, xxxii, 3.

440}, a bearded man in long robe stabs a griffin with a pommel-
hilted sword. Ill, xxxii, i.

4404-8. SCARABS OK HARD STONE AND EC.YPTIAN GLAZE.

4404, blue-grey stone or glaze, engraved with a horned altar or

table of offerings. Ill, xxxi, 15.

4405, dark blue glass: bull and foliage, and perhaps some

characters (damaged) above: early smooth style with some

Egyptian influence. Cyprus, Pi. xxxvii, 16. Ill, xxxi, 13.

4400, brown Egyptian steatite: a pair of uraeus-snakes guard
a sacred tree in the midst of which is a Hathor-head.

Cyprus, PI. xxxv, 5. HI, xxxi, 19.

4407, red plasma: hawk-headed Egyptian figure supporting
a solar disc : compare the gold plaque 3289: fine work in Archaic

Cypriote style. Cyprus, PI. xxxvi, 4. Ill, xxxi, 12.

4408, carnelian: plain.

The seals which follow, like the domed and pyramidal seals, areof

classes which belong to the mainland, and are only rarely found

in Cyprus. One example like 4421-4, in the Ashmolean .Museum at

Oxford, is from a late Koman tomb at Kition.

4400)- 1 9. SASSANIAN SEALS of characteristic globular or domed

form, with a flat surface for the engraving, and a transverse per-

foration, which is sometimes very wide, so that the seal looks

like a clumsy ring. They are of chalcedony and other hard

stones. They illustrate the art of the Sassanian Dynasty in

Persia, which was founded in 226 A. D., and represents a new

movement of Persian nationalism in politics and style. These

seals are intended, like the old cylinders and cones, to be carried

on a cord, but the string-hole is often so large as to give the
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signet some resemblance to a ring; and some of these stones

were certainly worn on a suspension-ring of metal. Many
of these seals bear inscriptions in Pehlevi characters. The

chronology of them is obscure in detail. Their style is a

mixture of Graeco-Roman and Oriental tradition portrait

heads, on the one hand, and sacred trees, fire-symbols, and

winged animals, on the other and passes over into the art

of mediaeval Persia.

4409, brown chalcedony: bearded head with inscription,

"Confidence in God": see Appendix.

4410, mottled red and white jasper: conventionalized "fire-

altar" device with inscription, "Confidence in God the Lord":

see Appendix.

4411, haematite: "fire altar" with border simulating an

inscription.

4412, grey chalcedony: angular device, perhaps a "fire-altar";

very rough work.

4413, grey agate: a stag with heavy antlers. 4414, haematite:

lion (?) much worn. 4415, chalcedony: bird. 4416, green

plasma: bird. 4417, carnelian: standing female figure. 4418,

carnelian: fish. 4419, chalcedony: bearded head with winged
shoulders. In the perforation of 4417-18 still lies part of the

large iron rings on which they were worn.

4420. BRONZE RING-SEAL of the same style as 4308-18 , too small

to wear as a finger-ring: the engraving is defaced.

4421-43. PYRAMIDAL SEALS, eight-sided, with engraving on ttie

oval base, which is slightly convex. All these examples bear

variants of the same design, a man in high cap adoring a shrine

or altar on which stand one or more columns which are

sometimes surrounded by rays: 4421-23 are of milky chalce-

dony; 4424 of hard white felspar. The pendant 44243, also

of chalcedony, seems to be a fragment of a seal of this kind,

which has been re-perforated and engraved with a bird.

4425. CLEAR CARBUNCLE: a bearded head with curled hair and

beard, in Sassanian style like 4409, but earlier and better cut;

inscribed in Pehlevi characters, "Sarmazdi," probably a per-

sonal name: see Appendix. Ill, xxxii, 6.
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(hose, like I In- previous groups, probably came from tin- muinland

in recent times; .il .ill events, they have not \ et been recorded in

tombs or on sites in ( iyprus.

442<>-^. SnsDi i -MI MM i) \\ i K.H i
s of green-stone 442(1. porphyry

4427, and haematite 442X-^; sonic with a flat surface on one

side; 44^(> has a Linn-iform inscription added in modern times:

see Appendix.

Their weights as follows:

442(> weighs 2^,^.4 grains 44^0 weighs 540.1 grains.

4427 1240.7 44} i 500.3

4428 1^74-5 44^ 274.0 (bored).

4420 1218.4 44)} 385.6 (chipped).

4434-7. DoME-SHAPtD \\hK.HTsof haematite: 44^4 is accurately

shaped, slightly smaller at the base than above, with a small

circle engraved on the flat under side; 44^-7 are little

more than natural nodules of haematite partly rubbed smooth,

like 4442-4.

4434 weighs 182.2 grains 4436 weighs 98.8 grains.

4435 oW>-<> 44^7 180.7

4438-40. Dt cK-sHAi'HD WEIGHTS, of characteristic Babylonian

form, with the head turned down on the back: 4437 is of

haematite; 4430-40 of chalcedony, roughly engraved with a

rayed column on the under side.

4438 weighs i i i.i grains 444<J weighs 51.5 grains

4439 43.9

4441. FROG-SHAPED WEIGHT of haematite; its weight is 158.1

grains.

4442-4. FRAGMENTS OK HAEMATITE, partly worked into weights

or other objects.

HGYPTIAN AMULETS

The amulets in glazed paste are common in Cyprus in tombs of

the seventh and sixth centuries: those in hard stone are of more

various periods. Most of these latter have not been recorded in

Cyprus, whereas such objects, of all periods, are commonly brought

from Egypt and ofTered for sale in most parts of the Levant.
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4445-60. AMULETS OF HARD S'io\t. The forms and purpose of

these objects follow those of the glazed amulets 4461 ff. below.

4445-7, heart pendants in lapis-lazuli (4445) and jasper (4446-7).

4448, frog, in jasper, of the XXVI Dynasty. Compare the

frog in black onyx, 33Q3b, probably rather later: and the

tortoise beads in agate in the necklace 33033 in the Col-

lection of Ornaments. 4449, Sun-on-horizon, in red jasper.

4450-51, girdle-tie in jasper. 4452-4, ded-sign in lapis-lazuli.

4455, spindle-shaped bead, in lapis-lazuli. 4456, perforated

disc, of lapis-lazuli, perhaps an unfinished ring. 4457, thun-

derbolt-sign, in chalcedony. 4458, pillow-charm in jasper.

4459-60, slit earrings of carnelian: the purpose of these rings

has been determined by finding them in position on the ears

of mummied bodies.

Egyptian amulets in glazed paste are found in tombs of many
periods, and are particularly common in those of the Graeco-

Phoenician or Orientalizing Period of the Earl}' Iron Age, when

Cyprus was in most frequent intercourse with Egypt. A few are

cut in chalcedony, agate, and other hard materials, but most of

them are moulded in a soft white paste which is covered with a

coloured glaze, usually blue, though this is sometimes discoloured

to various tints of green, violet, or grey, or reduced almost to

white. Occasionally also red, yellow, and brown glazes are used,

and very varied colours prevail for a brief period in the XVIII

and XXVI Dynasties, and again in Roman times. Details are

sometimes added in a dense black paint. Some objects here des-

cribed (like 4550) seem to have no paste core, but to consist of glass

only. Such glass work is rarer at all periods than the paste. Some
of the larger figures were intended to stand by themselves; but

nearly all are provided also with a suspension-loop, so that they
could be worn as pendants in a necklace of beads. Many are

perforated like beads, and some have two or more perforations, to

serve as control-beads, in a multiple collar.

The larger amulets represent Egyptian deities, usually animal-

headed, or identified by the symbols or attributes which they
hold. Then come figures of animals, hieroglyphic symbols, and

other magical objects.

Though larger and finer specimens of glaze can usually be dated

by quality and colour, as well as by their style, the date of these

small common pieces is often quite uncertain, and as such objects
are commonly offered for sale in most parts of the Levant, it is
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not unlikely (in the absence of all record of disco\ er\ ) that some

(it the larger amulets, aiui most of I In- purely decorative objects,

mav have been brought from Egypt in recent times. Objects of the

finer qualities an- hardly ever recorded from tombs in Cyprus; they

have probably been acquired bv purchase.

4461-0^. EIC.I-RI-S oi Din us as follows: 4461-8 Ptah-seker;

44(K)-yo Khepera; 4471-1 lies; 447(1-8 Isis with the infant

Horns; 447') Mut wearing the double crown; 44^0-^ Khnum,
ram-headed; 44X4 Hathor, cow-horned; 44<S:;-() Ihueris, either

crocodile-shaped (4485-7) or human, holding crocodiles (4488-9);

4400-1 Anubis, dog-headed; 4492-3 Bast, cat-headed.

The examples figured in Cyprus, p. 2~(t, seem to be (from left

to right) 44(>2, 4485, 4471, 4480.

4494. HANUI.I-. 01 A SISTRI M or ceremonial rattle, in miniature,

decorated with the horned head of Hathor.

440,5-6. MiM.viTRh USHABTIS, or representations of a mummied

corpse in its wrappings: such ushabtis were buried in large

numbers in Egyptian graves, and were believed to ensure the

resurrection of the body with which they were placed. These

miniature figures, worn as charms, may have been intended

to give the same assurance.

440.7-4509. FIGURES OK ANIMALS, usually such as were the attri-

bute of some deity: for example, 4497-9, hawks, representing

Ka the Sun (iod; 4500, a lion, for Sakhmi the War Goddess;

4501 a ram, and 4509 a rani's head, for Khnum; 4502-3 cats, for

Bast. The sow 4504, hare 4505, and frog 4506 are also com-

mon amulets: the snakes 4507-8 are symbols of royalty, and in-

voke royal protection. Cyprus, p. 276 (4502).

45 if)-25. SYMBOLICOBJHCTS, representing 45 10-1 1 a menat-pendant ;

4512-18 the ded-sign; 4519-20 a papyrus capital, common in

Egyptian architecture; 4521 a pectoral pendant, such as is used

on mummies; 4522-4 bunches of grapes, or other clusters of

fruit; 4525 a bead, inscribed sa-Ra.

4526-31. EVE CHARMS, perforated to serve as beads in a necklace.

The majority are modelled free, but 4530 is in relief on a

plaque like those which follow; 4531 has four eyes conjoined.

4532-8. PLAJJUES AND I-'LAT BKADS, sometimes with more than

one perforation to serve as controls in a multiple necklace:

4532 is inscribed Men-kheper-ra, the throne name of the
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great conqueror Thothmes III, of the XVIII Dynasty, and

also of an obscurer king of the XXI ; 4533 shows Isis nourish-

ing a king, and 4534-5 groups of deities; 4536-7 represent a

series of grooved beads fashioned in one piece; perhaps of

the XX-XXI Dynasties; 4538 is inscribed Ws-'ir Osiris.

4539-48. MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS. 4539, signet-ring, represent-

ing the God Thoth: XXV Dynasty. 4540, ring of openwork,

representing the crocodile-God Thueris among lotos plants:

probably of the XXI Dynasty. 4541, button seal, represent-

ing a uraeus snake. 4542-3, beads of the XXVI Dynasty;

4542, pale blue glaze with orange line; 4543, a conical pendant
bead. 4544, plaque of grey clay, not yet glazed, representing

the God Osiris. 4545, five roundels (a, b, c, d, e) for inlaying

in woodwork or wall decoration; with daisy pattern in white

on coloured grounds. 4546, fragment of inlay, many-coloured,

to be used like 4545. 45473, b, fragments of a blue-glaze

vase, of the genuine Egyptian fabric which is imitated by i 573-8

in Wall-Case 73. 4548, mirror handle of blue glaze with lotos

petals in white.

4549. FLAT CIRCULAR BEAD of the same bright blue chalky paste

as the scarab 4178 in the Collection of Finger Rings.

It is probably not Egyptian, but represents a local fabric

either in Cyprus or on the Syrian coast. This blue paste

seems to be rather earlier than the ordinary blue glazed

objects of the XXVI Dynasty.

4550. MOULDED FIGURE IN DARK BLUE GLAZE, representing a

bearded man in a late un-Egyptian style, not unlike that of

the Sassanian seal-stones. It has been broken, and re-per-

forated as a pendant.
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THE COLLECTION OF VESSELS OF GOLD,
SILVER, AND GILDED BRONZE

IN

dealing with the Collection of Pottery, mention has been

made already (p. 4) of the influence of metallic originals on the

forms and decoration, and a few jugs and bowls of bronze

are described below in the Collection of Bronzes. But the

vessels of gold and silver, of which we have literary record, have

always been in danger of destruction for the sake of the precious

metal, and are only to be found in sanctuaries which have been

suddenly and accidentally destroyed, or in tombs which have es-

caped the notice of treasure-seekers.

Of such vessels, and particularly of engraved bowls of silver, the

Cesnola Collection has a number of examples; and another silver

bowl, found by General di Cesnola, and acquired from him by the

Berlin Museum, is one of their most important datemarks.

The series to which these engraved bowls belong begins with

genuine Egyptian workmanship of the XVIII and XIX Dynasties,

sometimes almost purely naturalistic. The Berlin bowl, above

mentioned, is the earliest that has been found in Cyprus: it seems

to be genuine Egyptian work of the XIX or XX Dynasty (about

1200 B. C.), in which the earlier naturalism of the XVIII Dynasty

begins to give place to conventional renderings of Egyptian scenes.

These have been greatly simplified in transcription, and not always

clearly understood by the copyist. Not much later than these,

probably, is the delicate line-engraving of the bowls 4551, 4552,

4553, where the cattle, waterbirds, and foliage, though rather more

stiffly treated, are still drawn partly from nature, and only partly

from Egyptian designs. With these Cypriote examples, which

may very well be, like their predecessors, of Egyptian work-

manship, we should compare the more naturalistic and Egyp-
tian phases of the great series of bronze shields from the Idaean

Cave in Crete.
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Next come main howls in the .Mixed Oriental style, of which

4SS4 is a fine example. Hen.', naturalistic treatment ceases, and

designs are borrowed impartially from the conventional art ol

Egypt and from that of Assyria. The chronology of this large

group is very obscure, and the place of manufacture uncertain.

The workmanship is certainly not Egyptian, and as it \aries great l\

in stylo, there may have been several local schools, in ( '.\ prus,

Phoenicia, and perhaps elsewhere also. Crete, at all events, had

a similar school of its own. represented by the Idaean Bronzes

already mentioned. These engraved bowls travelled far and wide,

to Nineveh on the east; to Athens and Olympia; and in the west

to Caere and Praeneste in the neighbourhood of Rome. The

fragmentary bowl 4550 is an almost exact duplicate of one of the

finest from Praeneste. Further still to the northwest, these original

masterpieces were extensively imitated, especially near Bologna
and Verona, by native craftsmen, whose works are found

on both sides of the Alps, and throughout the middle basin of the

Danube. The limits of date are fixed, upwards, by the purely

Egyptian bowls already mentioned, which certainly come down
to 1200 B.C. or later, and therefore to the beginning of the Transi-

tional Iron Age; downwards, by the occurrence of figures in western

armour on some of the bowls, and by a simplicity and freedom of

treatment, which seems to betray Creek influence, and cannot be

much earlier than the middle of the seventh century.

One of the finest of these, commonly known as the "Amathus Bowl,"

(figured in Cyprus, PI. xix; Colonna-Ceccaldi, PI. viii; Perrot, fig.

547; Helbig, Homeriscbes Epos, PI. i, and repeated!y elsewhere,) is

not in the Collection, and does not seem to have ever reached New
York. It was at one time in the Ruskin Collection.

4551. GOLD BOWL, in purely Egyptian style, engraved with a

central rosette (i); then, after a plain interval (ii), a zone of

quite conventional papyrus heads (iii) among which swim

birds on equally conventional water. Then after another

plain interval (iv), which is not marked of! from the papyrus

heads, comes another zone of papyrus (v) with three deer and

three bulls similarly shown half-concealed by conventional

water. The principal features of the design are slightly em-

bossed. Cyprus, p. 316.

4552. SILVER BOWL, richly engraved, but quite without embossed

relief. In the centre is a large rosette (i). Then, separated
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by a broad interval (ii), comes an inner zone (iii), of conven-

tional lotos flowers and buds, on long stalks. Then, after

another interval (iv), comes an outer zone (v), only lightly

and irregularly subdivided by lotos plants and trees, both

natural and conventional: about five of these, pairs of single

snakes, hawks, griffins, face each other heraldically, the re-

maining spaces being filled by other winged creatures set

4553

singly. Engraved in this zone is a Cypriote inscription of

eleven characters, which may be read
"

I am K- ^ >? l_V H-

the bowl of Epioroes." The proper name is H-vsx^X

unusual, and perhaps not yet rightly read: see Appendix.
Another broad interval (vi) separates this outer zone from the

rim of the bowl. The style is close to that of Egyptian en-

graved work of the dynasties between the XIX and the XXVI,
but cannot be precisely dated. Ill, xxxiii, i.

4553. GOLD-PLATED SILVER BOWL, with central medallion and
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two zones of ornament finely engraved in outline, with some

use of low relief. These /ones are not separated by plain

intervals, like those of 4552, but cover the whole inner surface

of the bowl and are defined by narrow bands of a necklace

design, composed of minute punch-marked circles. In t In-

central medallion (i), a bull moves to the right, in a vigorous

almost natural stvle, with reminiscences of Mvcenaean and

4554

also of Egyptian convention. The inner zone (ii) shows a

procession of seven horses grazing to the right in the same

vigorous and graceful style. The outer zone (iii) is sub-

divided by a background of papyrus stems into five spaces,

in each of which stands an animal-group: cow with calf

(twice), horse with foal (twice), and a standing horse - all

much damaged by rust. The style is rather less careful than

in 4552. Ill, xxxiii, 4.
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4554. SILVER BOWL, engraved and embossed, with a central

medallion, which is surrounded by two zones of figures em-

bossed and gilded on the silver ground. Between the zones

run borders of cable ornament. In the medallion (i), a four-

winged human figure in Assyrian cap and robe attacks a lion,

while above and behind hover two Egyptian sacred hawks
to protect him. The inner zone (ii) is composed of a number
of independent animal groups, separated by trees very con-

ventionally drawn; among these are confronted bulls, grazing

horses, cow and calf, lion standing over a prostrate man,
a lion-hunt, and seated sphinxes with cartouches of illegible

writing in the background. The outer zone (iii) is subdivided,

unevenly, by conventional "sacred trees," and in the com-

partments thus formed are sphinxes, goats, and other figures

in irregular attendance on the trees, and also independent

groups of men fighting with lions, or griffins, and an Egyptian

conqueror slaying captives. The whole is executed in a Mixed

Oriental style, and probably belongs to the seventh century
B. C. Cyprus, p. 329; Perrot, fig. 552; Colonna-Ceccaldi,

PI. x. Ill, xxxiii, 3.

4555. SILVER BOWL, much damaged, engraved in a delicate

and advanced style which, though influenced by earlier work

of Mixed Oriental style, is essentially naturalistic, and cor-

responds in feeling and technique with the earlier phases of

the Archaic Cypriote style in gem-engraving and sculpture.

As usual in these bowls, the more ambitious and advanced

work occupies the place of honour in the principal zone nearest

the rim; the narrower zones and the central medallion being

executed still in more subdued and conventional mood.

The predominant influence now is once more that of Egypt, but

it is the rejuvenated art of the XXVI Dynasty, not the deca-

dent grandeur of the XX.
The central medallion (i) shows the purely conventional

design of Isis nourishing Horus. This group is set against

a sparse background of papyrus stems, the heads of which

droop gracefully outwards, and frame the picture. Around

this comes (ii) a narrow zone of animal scenes; above the top

of the central medallion, a shepherd leaning on his staff, and

raising one foot to rest it, looks to the right at a horse or bull

which moves away from him: the rest of this side is corroded.

Behind him is a clump of foliage, and then a succession of
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horses and bulls, in varied pose, much corroded. Opposite

I lie shepherd, and at the bottom of the central medallion, is

a grove of papyrus, which divides the scene, the last animals,

on either side, moving away from this grove, and towards the

shepherd. This attempt at symmetrical composition is a

mark of late date, and of affinity with the western spirit which

inspires the Idaean Bronzes. Around this, and separated

bv a lotos Mower border, comes (iii) a banquet-zone, six

couches of which are recognizable, ami between them a

seated figure holding a large vase or a tambourine, a boy

carrying a basket and otTering food to one of the feast ers, and

another standing figure. Here not much balance or com-

position is perceptible; but the long horizontal lines of tin-

couches draw the whole design of the bowl together, amid

the diverse agitation of the zones on either side. Then comes

(iv) a long continuous scene of court and tribute, interrupted

by a break in the metal, which has destroyed the junction of

the frieze not far from opposite the bottom of the central

medallion. To the left come five persons from the open

country (rendered by a few flowers and trees) bringing a kid,

a calf, and a reluctant cow. Then a man leans forward to

the left, over another who is prostrate before a table loaded

with fruit. All these are bringers of tribute. Beyond the table,

facing to the right, is the recipient, seated in state and shaded

by a great fan; then two attendants; then two men who

struggle with an obscure figure between them, probably sen-

tenced to punishment: we may suppose that his offering has

not found favour. Then, after a corroded space, a banquet

couch, and traces of another, with two standing attendants

between them: this is the interior of the King's household,

and the destination of the offerings. Thus, artistically, as well

as politically, revenue is balanced by expenditure. Finally,

nearest the rim, and separated by a cable border with lotos-

petal pendants at each twist, comes (\ ) a long zone with

a chariot and a cart carrying people (like those of the "snow-

man" terracottas) and passing to the right from a city to a palm

grove. Then two more carts return towards the city, round

the third quarter of the rim. The fourth quarter, to the left

of the city, is filled with a group of at least three figures in

fringed robes, the second of whom carries a lyre. The city,

which lies exactly opposite the bottom of the central medallion,
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has a high wall with towers, and several heads look out over

the battlements. At the entry to the grove there are traces

of some kind of gateway. The wheels of the cart which is

leaving the grove are of the primitive solid-plank construc-

tion familiar from early Greek vase-paintings: the chariot-

wheel has six spokes. Unpublished.

4556. FRAGMENTS OF A SILVER BOWL, including practically all

the rim and outermost zone, and parts of an inner zone and

of the central medallion. The central medallion (i), which

is much defaced, shows an Egyptian King with Osirian crown,

striding to the right, and brandishing a mace, while with his

left hand he seizes by the hair a group of captives, who im-

plore mercy with upraised hands. Behind him an attendant

holds a large round fan. This medallion, like that of 4554, is

in quite conventional style, though vigorously executed and

composed. The fragments of the inner zone (ii) show (a) a

votary, harpist, and double flute-player, from right to left,

immediately belowthe retreating giant in (iii); (b) part of a char-

iot, and then three soldiers, in kilt, low pointed cap, sword, and

noteworthy shield of flexible leather with riveted metal rim,

transverse band of metal with rivets, and central boss or spike:

this form is familiar from Assyrian reliefs of the early seventh

century, and probably supplies a datemark for this and similar

bowls.

The outer zone (iii) repeats in very slightly simplified detail the

famous "Hunting-Adventure" on one of the silver bowls

from Praeneste. Clermont Ganneau, L'ltnagerie Pbenicienne,

I (Paris, 1880); Perrot, fig. 543. From a walled city a chief

rides out to the left in his chariot. Then the chariot is seen

standing behind a tree, while the chief, behind another tree,

kneels to shoot with his bow at a great ape which squats

looking away from him; then come deer, and a groom leading a

horse through a wood, represented by two trees behind it.

Then, after another tree the chief is seen again; behind him is

an altar or low wall of masonry, and above it a winged disc

representing his god: this section is much damaged, but

clearly represents the picnic sacrifice on the Praenestine bowl.

Then comes a tree-covered mountain from which issues a giant

hurling a stone at the chariot, which is saved, however, by the

god, who carries it up into the air in his hands: after which

the chariot is seen restored to earth again, still facing to the
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K-fl. and awaiting the dm- 1', who shoots at the- giant as he

retreats to his rock. Beyond this rock In- is repeated, with

arms bound, awaiting his death-stroke from the chiefs battle

axe. I hen the chariot bears the chief back again to the city

from which he started. The style and workmanship of this

zone follow the Praenestine bowl so closely that there can be

little doubt that this duplicate is from the same workshop.
A. Marquand. A. J.A.. iii, iSSj. pp. -522-^7. PI. xxx.

4557. KRAI;ML NTS OF A SILVLR BOWL, including much of the outer

zone, and parts of an inner one. A detached fragment 4551)

with part of the central medallion, may belong to this bowl.

The outer /one is in a highly embossed and coarsely engraved

style, full of vigour, but very different from the miniature

scenes on 4^14-=;, and more akin to the bronze bowl 4561.

It depicts a royal feast. In front of a square screen stands

a table with curved legs bearing a dish of fruit; to right and

left the King (in Egyptian crown) and the Queen recline

facing inwards on high couches with step-ladders; each holds

a fruit in outstretched hand. Over the Queen is an inscrip-

tion in Cypriote characters, which is discussed in the Ap-

pendix. Towards the Queen's couch come women in Minoan

jacket and skirt playing double-flute, oriental harp, and

tambourine, and a cup-bearer with a pile of bowls in one hand

and an oinochoe in the other. Behind them standsa great wide-

necked amphora with vertical handles; and then a table on

which is a small wine-amphora between two oinochoai: two

wine-ladles like 4925 in the Collection of Bronzes, hang

by their hooked handles on the edges of the table. Then three

more women advance in Minoan jacket and skirt, very

precisely drawn; the first holding two bunches of flowers;

the second, two legs of sheep or goat for the banquet ;
the third,

two trussed geese. This end of the scene is closed by a stand-

ing bird which gazes after the procession. Behind the king, a

man in a similar head-dress plays the double-flute; then the

metal is broken.

The inner zone shows fa) a pair of griffins about a sacred

tree; (b) to the left of this group an archer, kneeling, shoots

with a composite bow at a stag which moves away from him

to the left. In front of this walks another stag: then the

metal is broken. Unpublished.

455^- KRAGMENT OF A SILVLR BOWL, showing part of an inner
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zone of alternate running ibex and lion, each animal separated
from the next by a leaf-shaped tree. Unpublished.

4559. FRAGMENT OF A SILVER BOWL showing part of a central

medallion: a four-winged human figure, in long robe, places

one foot on the head of a small lion which moves to the right,

while he holds another lion before him by the tail. This is an

adaptation of the "Lord of Lions" who was worshipped in

Cilicia under the name of Sandon, and is often represented in

Hittite sculpture. His relations to the Greek Herakles have

been discussed on pp. 171-2. Unpublished.

4560. BRONZE BOWL, engraved and embossed with a design of

four deer, who feed, moving to the right, before a background
of papyrus-stems. The work is in strongly Egyptian style.

Cyprus, p. 337. Ill, xlvii, 3.

4561. BRONZE BOWL, engraved and embossed. In the centre,

which is deeply depressed, is a rosette, surrounded by a cable

border. Around this is a single broad zone, filled with a re-

markably complete representation of Cypriote religious ritual.

To the right of a tripod-table, on which stands a bowl full of

fruit or cakes, sits a Goddess on a high-backed throne, holding

a flower in her right hand, and, in her left, one of the offerings

from the bowl. Behind her stand three musicians, playing

double-pipe, lyre (of Greek type, but held sideways), and

tambourine. On the left of the table stands a priestess, holding

in each hand an object which is not clearly shown, perhaps
a fan and a wine-ladle. Behind her, on a four-legged table,

are a large amphora and an oinochoe, for drink-offering.

Then follows a dance of six women, each holding the wrist of

the one before her, as is the rule in Greek choral-dancing
ancient and modern. The sixth, who holds a flower in her

free hand, stands back to back with the tambourine-player

already described, and so closes the scene. In the intervals

between the women, lotos-capped columns perhaps stelae

like 1415-20 in the Collection of Sculpture occupy the back-

ground. All the women wear the Minoan jacket and skirt,

and have their hair piled high on the head, with a single long

plait hanging down in front of the shoulder. The work is

coarse and heavy, but full of instructive detail, and should be

compared with the fine painted vase 751 in the Collection

of Pottery in Floor-Case VIII. It probably belongs to the
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seventh century. Colonna-Ccccaldi, PI. vii. Cyprus, p. 77;

Perrot, fig. 482. Ill, xxxiii, 2.

.}=,<>.:. Sn.vi K DRINKING CAT OR DI;I;P Bo\vi,, with ^adnxiiu-d

body and a>ncu\v lip, i-ngravc-d on the outer surface of the

4586 4592

lip with a row of birds lightly outlined in Egyptian style:

probably of the seventh century. Cyprus, p. -4<>(>, fig. 22 (in-

accurate). Ill, xxxv, i.

4563-71. SILVER BOWLS OR DRINKING CUPS of various forms:

4563 is deep and conical (Cyprus, PI. xxi. Ill, xxxv, 2);

4564-5 hemispherical (III, xxxv, 3); 4566-7 bell-shaped (III,

xxxv, 4, 5); 4568-9 shallower; 4570 shallow with nearly up-
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right sides, a characteristic form in clay in the sixth and fifth

centuries (III, xxxvi, i); 4571 with slightly expanded rim.

Ill, xxxvi, 2.

4572-3. SILVER PATERAE with central boss, surrounded by a

rich band of gold embossed with lotos flowers and palmettes,

in a very advanced stage of the Oriental style; probably not

earlier than the end of the sixth century. Ill, xxxvii, 4.

4574. SILVER PATERA, with hemispherical boss in the centre,

surrounded by a narrow band of gadrooncd ornament, en-

graved. Ill, xxxvii, i.

4574-8. PATERAE OF SILVER, quite plain, with hemispherical boss

in the centre, probably of the fifth century. Cyprus, PI.

xxi. Ill, xxxvii, 2; xxxvi, 3, 4, 5.

4579. SILVER PATERA, with deeply embossed ornaments of lotos

.petals on the body; probably of the sixth or early fifth century:

compare the paterae held by the stone hands 1156-7 in the

Collection of Sculpture. Cyprus, PI. xxi. Ill, xxxvii, 3.

4580. SILVER PATERA with wide flat rim, and lotos petal orna-

ment over the whole interior. Ill, xxxvii, 5.

4581. TWO-HANDLED BOWL OF SILVER, with distinct foot and rim;

probably of the fourth century B. C. Ill, xxxiv, i.

4582-3. FRAGMENTS OF SILVER PATERAE, piled together and

much corroded. Ill, xxxviii, 4-5.

4584. FRAGMENT OF THE RIM OF A LARGE BOWL, with a band

of rosettes embossed on a thin plate which is fastened with

wire to the actual rim of the vessel. It is probably the vessel

with more than hemispherical body, slightly depressed, and

deeply gadrooned, which is figured entire in Cyprus, PI. xxi;

Perrot, fig. 561.

4585. PATERA OF SILVER, very shallow, with broad flaring rim,

quite plain. Ill, xxxviii, 3.

4586. SILVER HANDLE-RIDGE JUG, with globular body, flat

rim, and small handle attached to a ridge at the middle point

of the neck. Compare 479-81, in Red Bucchero Ware, in the

Collection of Pottery, Wall-Case 13. Perhaps of the seventh

century. Cyprus, PI. xxi; Perrot, fig. 560 (inaccurate).

II I, xxxiv, 3.

4587. NECK OF A HANDLE-RIDGE JUG, but taller and slenderer than

4586.
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45<S,K-t>o. SILVI-.R OINOCHOAI, of the "bird-jug" type; compare

721-40 in the (Collection of Pottery, probably of the seventh

century; 45<S() only preserves the upper part, 4500 only a frag-

ment of the base. Cyprus, PI. xxi; Perrot, tig. 559 (inac-

curate). Ill, xxxiv, :. ;

4591. SiLVhR OINOCHOE, fragment ary : only the handle and part

of the neck are preserved. The handle is of the double-rod

pattern, ending below in an Oriental lotos-palmcttc. Com-

pare the handles of the clay oinochoai 703-10 in Wall-Cases

20, 21. Ill, xxxix, 12.

4592. OINOCHOE, silver, with pear-shaped body, and tapering

neck. The same form is found, in bronze, in rich tombs of the

fifth century at Amathus. Ill, xxxiv, 4.

450.3-5. CONICAL HORN-LIKK OBJHCTS OF SILVER PLATE, with

traces of gilding, ornamented with rosettes; perhaps the feet of

a large casket, of more perishable material. Cyprus, PI.

xxi. Ill, xxxviii, 1-2.

4596-9. SILVER SPOONS for toilet use. Similar spoons are found

in rich tombs of the fifth century at Amathus. Cyprus,
PI. xxi. Ill, xxxix, 2, 4, 5.
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THE COLLECTION OF BRONZES AND OBJECTS
OF IRON

CYPRUS

has great natural wealth both of copper and of

iron ore. Iron working only began at the close of the

Bronze Age, about 1000 B.C., but the art of working

copper was introduced much earlier about the same time

as that of making pottery. Both arts probably came from the

nearest mainland, for the early types of copper implements are

selected from those of the earliest phase of metal working in Syria,

Egypt, and Asia Minor. The iron-work of North Syria also prob-

ably goes back some centuries before the Iron Age began in

Cyprus.

EARLY BRONZE AGE

The earliest metal implements from Cypriote tombs are made not

of bronze but of copper, with only such slight admixture of tin

as might result from the use of a mixed ore. On the other hand,

they usually contain a high proportion of copper oxide, intention-

ally left unreduced in the last stage of the smelting, because this

impurity gives greater hardness to the copper and permits it to

take a better cutting-edge. The implements were apparently
first cast in an open mould and then hardened and finished by

hammering. The forms of these first implements are few and

simple; daggers and axes, chisels and awls, tweezers, needles, and

several kinds of pins.

The dagger blades are of two main types, of which the one was

fastened into its haft by transverse rivets, the other by means of a

tang which prolongs the midrib of the blade itself.

4601-15. LEAF-SHAPED DAGGERS. The simplest of these have Bronze

only a slight midrib along the centre line of the blade; the Case

most carefully wrought, however, have a sharp keel, separating
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Bronze i |K- concave surfaces of the two halves of the dagger, the base
'IM

. of which is rounded lor only slightly pointed) for insertion in

a cleft stick or between two flat handle-plates of wix>d or

bone. Many of these blades were further secured by two

or three bronze rivets, through holes punched or drilled through
this base. Sometimes the blade runs out behind into a short

rudimentary tang, as in 4(M>S-is. giving greater strength for

cutting as well as thrusting; some of these tangs also are

perforated for a rivet. Though commonly described as

"daggers," some of these blades may have been mounted on

longer shafts as spears; in no case have the hafts been pre-

served. I.s. (>:j in. )\% in. 111. Ixxiv. i-(>.

4(u(>-}4. DAC.GI.RN WITH HOOKI.D TANG. The other type of

dagger has a strongly marked midrib, which is prolonged be-

yond the heel into a tang, long enough to traverse the whole

length of the handle and be bent back, or hammered flat

(4630) to prevent it from working loose in its socket. The

cutting edges are of more concave section than in 4001-1 s,

and in some examples (4633-4) the midrib is so wide, and the

lateral wings of the blade so narrow, that the weapon assumes

a four-winged bayonet-form, admirable for stabbing, but

useless for a cutting stroke. In others (4620-7), the midrib.

though sharply defined lower down, is intentionally hammered

flat for a short distance from the point. The base of the

cutting edges is sometimes rounded off and separated from

the tang by distinct backward grooves. Note that 4630-32

have been intentionally bent and made useless before they

were buried. This practice, which is found among primitive

peoples, is intended to "kill" the objects and set free their

"souls" to accompany the spirit of the dead owner. Ls. 20

in. 81 in. Cyprus, PI. v. Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments
de Cypre. p. i 29. Ill, Ixxii, 2-0.

46^5-47. I-'LAT CKLT^ FOR A\hs OR An/. The blade is thin

and flat like a very broad chisel, and is only very slightly

expanded at the cutting edge, or hammered to a convex

outline. These blades were intended to be fixed in the cleft

head of a wooden club, or lashed to an elbowed handle, like

the axes and ad/es of the Later Stone Age. Some, like 4647,

were evidently used also as a wedge without any handle at all.

L.s. 3? in. 3! in. Cyprus, PI. v. Ill, Ixx, 1-5.
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ri'ii/i-
4<>4X-(). CHILLS, shaped like long narrow cells, are found but

"IM
. rarely. They are either square-headed, like masons' chisels

(4<>4S); or else end in a spiked tang for insertion in a wooden

haft (4040). l.s. 4! in.. 5 in. Ill, Ixix, <>.

46^0-7. A\vi> of this period are of the simplest forms, and this

primitive type probably remained in use for long. One

specimen (46=^) preserves its primitive handle of deer's horn,

but it is not certainly of the earliest period. Ls. 5', in.

}J in. Ill, Ixix, 3; cxvi, 3 (4655).

46,8-6;:. T\VKi-ZKR5, which are common, were probably used to re-

move superfluous hairs. Cyprus has neither fine flint, like Hgypt,
nor obsidian, the keen-edged volcanic glass of the Cireek Islands,

to supply the place of razors. Ls. 3] in. 2;j in. Ill, Ixiv, 7.

466^-75. Nhi-.DLLS were commonly placed in the early tombs, to

provide for the dead man's clothing in the "other world."

The most primitive (4663-4) have no "eye," but a loop or hook

at the hinder end; drilled eyes, however, were invented before

the Later Bronze Age (4665-8), and needles with oval or slit-

shaped eye (4660-73) were in use for coarse threads, or to hold

braid or flat sinew. Ls. 5 2 in. 2\ in. Ill, Ixii, 13-17.

4674-6. PINS are of simple form, with the head hardly distin-

guished from the shank; rarely the butt-end is hammered out

into nail-head form. Ls. 13', in., i i
J in., 3* in.

4677-01 . Evi-LfcT PINS, with a perforation half-way down the shaft,

were used as dress-pins; a thread, passed through the hole in

the shaft and tied round the head or point, served to keep
them in place. They are characteristic of the Middle and

Late Bronze Age in Cyprus and are found in Egypt, Syria, and

at Hissarlik in northwest Asia Minor, but are quite foreign

to Crete and the whole area of the Minoan culture. There

are several varieties:

4677-83, with small indistinct head, like that of the unper-
forated pins. Cyprus, PI. v. Ill, Ixviii, 8-9; Ixix, 9.

4684-90, with large conical or mushroom-shaped head.

III. Ixviii, 7.

4690 has its shaft elaborately turned as if groups of small

beads had been strung upon it. Ill, Ixix, 7.

Similarly decorated pins of gold, the Late Bronze Age, have

the eyelet replaced by a separate wire loop lashed to the middle

point of the shaft.
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4691 has a spherical head composed of many intersecting discs. Bronze

This design imitates the head of a wooden distalT such as is still
j

cl5

commonly used in Cyprus: compare the fine silver pin 3148 in

the Gold Room. Ls. 6\ in. 2f in.

For early arrow-heads, of a Bronze Age type common on the

Syrian coast, see 4776-8 of the series of arrowheads below.

4648 4650 4658 4663 4665 4676 4680 4688

LATE BRONZE AGE

The Mycenaean colonization of Cyprus (p. xxx) brought with

it the skill to make bronze containing the full proportion of tin

(9-11 per cent), and this new alloy admitted more efficient forms.

4692-3. DAGGERS are now made with a broad flat tang, to which

the handle-plates are riveted, and kept in place by a flange

along each edge of the tang. The hilt of 4693 is unsymmetrical,
like that of the one-edged blades which begin to appear at this

stage. These later daggers are often made large enough to

serve as swords, and are eventually copied in iron (4722

below). Ls. jjin., 8| in. Ill, Ixiv, 3 (4692).

4694-7. SPEAR-HEADS are now clearly distinguished from dagger-

blades; for they have a tubular socket to enclose and protect

the tip of the shaft, instead of a flat tang to be inserted in a

cleft. The socket is formed originally by bending the base
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Bronze
( (|u . H.ide itself anmiiil the head of the shaft ;nul SLY u ring

" S

|

it bv a transverse rivet (4(x).}); but the later examples arc

cast. Nearly all. however, retain a slit along one side, prob-

ably in order to give enough elasticitv tor a firm grip on the

shaft. I hi1

proportions of the midrib vary. In 4<>o:;-(> it is not

more prominent than in the earlv dagger-blades 4(11(1 If.

4<>O7. on the other hand, shows the four-winged blade already

noted under 4(>}j-M- I hese types all go on into the Transi-

tional Period of the Earlv Iron Age, and are imitated in iron:

compare 4708 ff. below. l.s. 14 in 4! in.

111. Ixxii. i (4(><7); l.xxiii. 5 (4^94 ).

4698. Axi.-Hi AI> with long, narrow blade, slightly curved, with

a tubular shaft hole strengthened by external ribs. This

remarkable type is foreign to Cyprus, but has been found in

several parts of the Syrian coast. Its precise date is not

certain, but it probably belongs to the Late Bronze Age.

L. S inches. Cyprus, PI. v. Ill, 1, I.

4690. SICKLI-., with curved and notched blade, bent at the base so

as to enfold the handle, like a modern scythe. I his type also

is foreign to Cyprus, but occurs commonly in I.ate Minoan

Crete. L. 5;) in. Cyprus, PI. v (inaccurate).

4700. FIKI-: SHOVI-L, with twisted handle ami square blade bent

up at the sides; the type is characteristic of the late Mycenaean

Age. I.., with handle, 19 in. \V. 4 in. Ill, Ixvii, s.

To this period of intimate contact with the Aegean, and with the

foreshores of Egypt and Syria belong also a fine lotos-handle from

an Egyptian vase, and some masterpieces of Cypro-Mycenaean

design.

4701. HANDLH OK A Ju<.. The upright part is formed by a lotos-

stem, while the petals of the (lower spread horizontally to

touch the rim of the neck with their tips. The form and style

suggest an Egyptian model of the XVIII or XIX Dynasty, but

similar bronze work of strongly Egyptian style has been found

in rich Mycenaean tombs at Enkomi; probably about 1500-

1200 B. C. L. 3! in. Ill, lix, 3.

Bronze 47<'2. ONE-HANDU-.D Jiv. with ovoid body, wide neck, and solid

^ase smooth rim. The form and workmanship are not very dis-

tinctive, but do not seem to be of any later type. H. o in

Cyprus, PI. xxx. Ill, xlvi, i.
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Centre ,-,
}. KIM AND 1 1 ANDI.I s oi A Cu i.DKoN of fine, Cypro-Mycenaean
workmanship. ( )n the rim, in relief, and in the same style as

4704 is a row of bulls in full Might, pursued by lions. On
each handle are three bulls' heads in relief, with long incurved

horns and above them three pairs of demons, standing face to

face, with lion's head and feet, fish-like back ami broad tail;

they oiler long-spouted oinochoai with their forepaws. Prob-

ably about noo-i2oo B. C. A rim of closely similar work,

found at Kurion. is now in the Cyprus Museum: Markides.

lirilish School Annual, 1913, 94, pi. vii. Colonna-CeccaKl;

Monuments de Cypre, PI. xix (wrongly described as a mirror)

Perrot, fig. 555-6. D. 15* in. Ill, liv. i-J

Centre
Case

4704

4704. TRIPOD of late Cypro-Mycenaean workmanship. The ver-

tical rim is decorated with lions pursuing stags, in the same
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style as 47<M but loss carefully retouched after casting. On the

legs, both within and without, is the palm-frond design familiar

to the Cretan "Palace Style" (Late Minoan II), but ingen-

iously rendered in thick twisted wire. The volutes at the top
of each leg have a real structural use, to stiffen the junction

with the rim. The feet end below in cloven hoofs. Perhaps
as early as 1200 B. C.; though the form reappears in tombs of

the
"
Dipvlon" period in Greece. II. 14', in. Cyprus, p. 335.

III,xliv,4.

;*; 47015. TRIPOD, with upright ring and bowed legs, of a character-

, istic late Mycenaean form which persists in Cyprus all through
the Early Iron Age, and is represented on the engraved bowls

4557,4501. H.3!!s in. Perrot, fig. 631. 1 1 1, Ixiii, 2.

EARLY IRON AGH

It is not certain from what quarter the knowledge of iron was

brought to Cyprus. Iron was known in Egypt as a great rarity

from the earliest dynasties, but did not supersede bronze for

common use until the XXVI, after 664 B. C. Tribute of iron was,

however, brought to Egypt from North Syria under the XIX
Dynasty (1350-1200 B. C.) and the Biblical description of Jabin,

King of Hazor, with his "four hundred chariots of iron" probably

represents the state of things there in the Early Iron Age. The
famous iron-work of Damascus very likely had its origin in this

period. On the other hand, the Greeks ascribed an early iron-

working industry to a people whom they caPed Chalybes in North-

eastern Asia Minor; and after the eighth century both they and

the Phoenicians of Tyre obtained iron from this district. Thirdly,

in the Homeric Age, which represents a period of transition, iron was

being exported oversea from the Taphian country in the northwest

of Greece; other Greek traditions point to Chalcis in Euboea, and

to the West of Crete, as early centres of iron trade; so that

there is some reason to believe that very early Mediterranean iron

workings lay in this direction. Probably when once the dis-

covery was made, how to produce iron on a commercial scale,

iron-works sprang up almost simultaneously in many separate

regions.

In Cyprus itself, iron was worked on a considerable scale round

Tamassos and also round Soloi on the northwest coast, from an

early period of the Iron Age. Iron was indeed known in the island,

as in most parts of the Minoan world, for a short period before
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this, but was regarded as a precious metal, and used only for rings,

sceptres, and fine inlaid work. Its magnetic properties, and the

rapidity with which it decays, probably caused it to be regarded

in Cyprus, as elsewhere, as something uncanny, and potent for

good or harm; a belief which survived in modern superstitions

about blacksmiths, and the "luck" of old horseshoes.

Even after iron had come into common use, and into exclusive

use for a few specialized types of implements and weapons, bronze

was not wholly displaced in Cyprus, even for weapons; spears, in

particular, are found in bronze associated with swords and knives

of iron. For defensive armour and the arrow, bronze was still

preferred all through the Hellenic and Graeco-Roman ages. The

objects which belong to this period or represent types which origi-

nate in it may therefore be conveniently grouped as follows.

A. OBJECTS WHICH ARE FOUND BOTH IN BRONZE AND IN IRON

The forms of the weapons develop, for the most part, those of the

Later Bronze Age. The transitional spear-heads are rather

shorter and wider than the Late Minoan types, and not so finely

executed. But they soon break out into experimental types,

soon superseded, like so many of the early iron forms on the

Syrian coast, and in southeastern and central Europe. The cir-

cumstance that the new metal had to be hammered into shape
at a forge, instead of being cast in moulds, permitted and en-

couraged that individuality of workmanship which is the excellence

of all iron-work.

4706-12. SPEAR-HEADS resemble the socketed spear-heads of the Bronze

preceding period, with leaf-shaped blade, and more or less Case

distinct midrib: 4706-7 are in bronze; 4708-12 in iron.

Ls. ii in., 5! in. Cyprus, PI. v. II LI, 4; Ixiv, 5 (bronze).

Ill, Ixxiv, 3 (iron).

4713. JAVELIN-HEAD of iron for a small throwing-spear, with

tubular socket and unusually broad wings. L. 3 in.

4714-18. "SIGYNNA"-SPEARS of peculiarly Cypriote shape, in

which the wings (which in some Late Minoan spear-heads are

hardly wider than the midrib) disappear altogether, leaving

only a very long four-sided spike, with a tapering socket below.

The form varies a little: 4717 is of bronze, and round in sec-

tion; 4718 of iron, and four-sided; the rest, of bronze and

four-sided. For the identification of this peculiar weapon
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U 1 - 477' w "h the ancient "sigynna", sec Myrvs (i<)<>7, 10.10)

in the Bibliography; also Colonna-Ceccaldi, Monuments de

(A pro. I s. 2~\ in. i i in. Ill, Ixvii, 2,4.

4710-47.20. BiTT-Si'iKK.s OK BRON/K. representing the ancient

(ireek saitroter, from spears of the same style as the spear-

heads 4700-1.!. They have the same tubular socket as tin-

heads. Around 4720 are the remains of a ring of some other

material. It may have been of iron. A decorative ring of

bron/.e is sometimes found thus on a sauroter of iron. And
the whole butt-spike was sometimes of bron/e with an iron

spear-head. Ls. (>', in.. 7', in. III. Ixxiii. i-j.

4721-2. SOCKK.TK.D I.Mi'U-.Mi-.NTs of bron/e; of early fashion, but

uncertain use. They may have been used as chisels. Ls. ~\

in., (>i in.

B. AXHS, SWORDS. AND KNIVhS OK IRON ONLY

As the use of iron became established, types of implements were

developed which were less suited for reproduction in bron/e, and

are only found in iron.

4723-4. AxK.-Hi-.ADS of iron, with Hat narrow blade, like the early

copper axes 40 53-46 but thicker: 4725 seems to have a pro-

jecting "stop" on each side like the early axe-head of the

Italian Bron/e Age, to prevent the blade from being forced

backwards into the haft : it is much corroded, and so thick that

it may have been part of an axe with shaft hole, which is the

normal type in the Farlv Iron Age. Ls. 6| in.. 5 in.

47 2 3

4723. SWORD, with straight-edged blade, strong midrib, and

deeply flanged tang. This form, which is "Type II" in

Naue's Vorromische Scbu'crter, is a northern development
from Late Minoan swords and daggers like 4692-3, which arc

the first to have the flanged tang; and is best represented in

bron/e swords of the Transitional Period on both sides of the

Adriatic, and in the earlier straight-edged type in iron from

Halos in Achaea Phthiotis. The iron swords of the Dipylon

cemetery in Athens are of slightly later and heavier type.

The handle-plates, which are quite decayed, can yet be traced
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running forward to a blunt point on the front edge of the Bronze

blade. L. 2 7 ] in. III. Ixxiv, 2.
lse

4726

4726. SWORD of later and more broadly leaf-shaped blade, with

very wide hilt-tang without flanges and protected at the

edges by a bronze fillet: only the front part of the belt is

preserved. On it are preserved two

bronze rivets and traces of wooden

handle-plates, which ended in a

straight margin across the blade.

This type resembles the maturer type
of sword at Halos, but is of more

curved outline. Similar swords are

represented on the engraved bowl

4554, which was probably made about

700-650 B.C. L. 23^ in. I II, Ixxiv, i.

4727. HILT OF A SWORD LIKE 4726, much

damaged, but retaining silver-headed

bronze rivets, and handle-plates of

turned ivory. L. 5 in.

4728-9. KNIVES, with one-edged blade, convex (4728) or concave

(4729); and flat broad tang, riveted for handle-plates. Ls.

8j in., 6| in. Cyprus, PI. v. Ill, Ivi, 5.

4727

C. FIBULAE

Fibulae, or safety-pins, were introduced into Cyprus, probably
from the West, in the latest period of the Bronze Age. The earliest

types, made of slender wire, like a modern safety-pin, are found in

the Late Minoan tombs of the third or Mycenaean phase in Greece

and Crete, and also, without variation, in lake-dwellings at Pes-

chiera in Lake Garda, and on a number of other sites around the

head of the Adriatic; their centre of origin is therefore probably
somewhere in the northwestern part of the Balkan Peninsula.
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Bron/o
| hose were introduced into Cyprus in the later da\s of tin- Mvcen-

(

ae.m colonies, aiul soon superseded the native eyelet pus .)'>77-oi-

In i A prus this earliest t\pe only occurs in lair M\ cenaean tombs;

but fibulae of later varieties are common in tombs of the hark Iron

Age 11000-700 B. ('..). I he subsequent course of development ol

l he fibulae in Italy and in Creece is now accurately known, and con-

sequently all fibulae are of the greatest archaeological importance as

date-marks. lo\\ anls the close of the Karly Iron Age, and apparent!)'

earlier than in most parts of (ireece, fibulae pass out of use in ( Cyprus,

probably not much later than 700 H. ('..; and are superseded partly

by buttons, partly by the use of sleeved and shaped garments of

Oriental fashion, which did not require such fastenings.

With the examples describee! below should be compared the fine

series of gold and silver fibulae, }H)S-}20(), in the Collection of

( )rnaments.

FIBILAI. <>i I VIM 1 are not represented in this Collection. This

type is of long and narrow proportions, like the modern

safety-pin, or a fiddle-bow, and was introduced into Cypro-

Mycenaean colonies at the end of the 1 ate Bron/e Age (about

1200 B.C.).

4730-5. FiBi'LAh ol- Ivi'i. II begin in the Transitional Period

of the Marly Iron .Age, and remain in use in the Middle or

Geometrical Period. In this type the bow is curved almost

to a semicircle, and is slightly swollen in the middle. Its ends

remain symmetrical with each other, and there is no stilted

fore-end between the bow and the catch, as in Type III.

Sometimes the bow is thickened, or ornamented at either end,

or throughout its length, with collars and beads, imitating

the actual beads of amber and glass paste, which are found

strung on the bows of some western fibulae. Compare the

silver fibulae 3H)o-32o} in the Collection of Ornament:.

Ls. 5 in. 2 in. Ill, Ixiii, 4 (4730) and 1 1 (4733^.

4734-40. I-'iBfi.AK 01 TVIM. Ill also begin in the Transitional

Period (1200-1000 B. ('..). Type 111 differs from Type II

in the stilted fore-end which intervenes between the symmetri-
cal bow and the catch, and sometimes between the bow and

the spring; it is designed to permit the inclusion of a larger

fold of drapery. The bow itself is usually shorter, and more

swollen than in Type II, but (like it) carries various collars

and beads cast in one piece. Compare the gold fibula of this
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type, 3198 in the Collection of Ornaments. The stilt of 4737,

4740, is single; in 4735, 4738, 4739, it is double; in 4734, double

in front, and single behind, above the spring. On the bow

of 4740 are three globular beads, and then a plain rectangu-

lar block occupying nearly a quadrant of the whole curve.

,"

4734

4732

474 i 4744

Compare the silver fibulae 3204-7 in the Collection of Orna-

ments. Ls. i\ in. i in.

Ill, Ixiii, 6, 8 (double-stilt), 10 (4734), 12 (4740).

4741-9. FIBULAE OF TYPE IV are found in tombs of the Geo-

metrical Period and may perhaps begin as early as the Trans-

ition. In this type the pin is curved, and the catch prolonged

to a sharp point in front, as in many of the later Greek and

Italian fibulae. The bow is in two incurved halves, united
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Mr<>n/i- midway bv a knob and collar. whicn seem to represent an

>bM>lete I'-shaped spring like that of the "serpentine" fibulae

of tlu- Adriatic region, and of the Latest Minoan phase in

Crete, with both of which this type may perhaps be connected.

There is some variation of form, as follows:

4741 marks an experimental approach to the "serpentine"

type, with long pointed catch. At the l(x>p the bow is flat-

tened, and its two lateral parts are leaf-shaped. II I, Ixiii, q.

474.2 has the central knob and collar cast in one piece, but the

knob is cut away at each side in such a way as to betray its

derivation from a loop like that of the "serpentine" fibulae of

Italy. The collar was, no doubt, added unintelligently, to pre-

vent such a loop from being strained open. In a fine example
of this type, in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, this decora-

tion of the knob has been simplified to a mere round hole in

each side. The rest of the bow is cast solid with a pair of

wide angular collars on each limb, between which are "double

axes," a well-known symbol of the chief deity of Minoan

Oete. In Sicily, fibulae of the Late Bronze Age are found, in

which such "double axes" are strung as separate amulets

on the thin wire of the bow. Compare with this fine example
the silver fibula 3209 in the Collection of Ornaments.

474}-() have a central knob which has lost its side decoration,

and is slightly flattened laterally. In 474V7 it is four-sided,

and in 474^ smaller and olive-shaped, with a narrow neck

above the collar. By this time its meaning has been quite

forgotten. Ls. 2JJ in. 5 in. 1 1 1, l.xiii, Q (4741 ); 5, (4744).

Three late fibulae are grouped for convenience with these early

forms. It is very unusual to find such fibulae in Cyprus; though

4752 is of a central European type which spread widely through
the Roman Empire.

4750-1. FIBULAE OF LATE "LA TENE" TYPE, with double spring-

coil, probably of the fourth or third century B. C. Its home
is on the north side of the Alps, but examples are known from

Italy, the Balkan Peninsula, and even from Carthaginian

Africa, probably spread by Gaulish mercenaries, and later in

the third century B. C. by the Gaulish invaders of Greece and

Asia Minor. Ls. !<, 2 in. Ill, Ixiii, 7.

4752. I IBL LA OF
" CRoss-Bow" TYPE, in which the double coil

is reduced to a solid and useless ornament, and the pin moves
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EARLY IRON AGE

on a hinge as in modern brooches which are directly descended

from this type. L. 2 in.

D. OTHER OBJECTS IN BRONZE, OF THE EARLY IRON AGE

Here are grouped a number of bronze objects which are assignable

on grounds of style to the Early Iron Age, down to and including

the Period of Oriental Influences.

4753. KNIFE-HANDLE of bronze, perforated at the butt end to
\^ Ton7e,

carry a suspension-ring, and decorated with geometrical Case

patterns; the blade was one-edged and of iron, secured by a
'

long spiked tang. This kind of handle is unfamiliar in the

Levant, and resembles rather the knife-handles of early Italy.

L. 3f in.

4754. SHIELD Boss of the pointed form which was introduced from

Assyria in the eighth century and is represented frequently

on early figures of warriors, such as the bell-shaped vase 746,

and 2098 ff. in the Collection of Terracottas. A fine example
of this type from Amathus (Cyprus, PI. xx, Perrot, fig. 639;

not in this Collection) is embossed with a zone of lions and bulls

in Oriental style. About 700-650 B. C. L. -,\ in.

4755. ARMOUR-BELT of bronze plate, with long hook-and-eye

clasp; the small holes in the edge show that it was intended

to be lined with leather. The great length of the hook is

designed to permit ample adjustment. L. 14! in.

4756-63. FRAGMENTS OF A TRIPOD, consisting of two goat 's-hoof Bronze

feet (4756-7) and six bull's-head joints (4758-63) all of bronze,

and socketed to connect the bars of an iron frame, corroded

fragments of which still adhere. They recall the difficulties

of primitive smiths' work in the days before Glaukos the

Samian "invented the welding of iron." They may be of the

eighth or ninth century, for they show survivals of Mycenaean

handling, and only very little trace of Oriental influence.

Cyprus, PI. xxx (bull's head). Perrot, fig. 632 (foot with

iron filling). Hs. 2| in. 8| in. lll.lii, 3.

4764. OINOCHOE of thin hammered bronze, with clumsy body, wide

neck, and solid handle modelled as the terminal snake-head

of a bracelet like 3572 ff.; but of earlier work. It seems to be

of the Early Iron Age. H. 9! in. Ill, 1, 3.

4765. EAGLE, of very rugged Oriental modelling, with outspread
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wings, great i laws, aiul eves of glass paste (<nir is missing); il

seems to have been the ornament of a tripod or a vase haiulk-;

aiul is probably ol the eighth century. II. 4 in. ( .y-

prus. VI. \\\. Ill, Ixv. 4.

47 (l(>~7- VtMivi S i A 1 1 i MIS of a stag 4700 anil a goat 4707

roughly vast in a rude but vigorous st\le ami much corroded;

probably of the eighth or ninth century. II, -, ,' in.,4i in.

Cyprus. PI. xxx. Ill, Ixv, '-,.

4700-70. MAC i Hi AD AND ITniN<,v | he head 470S has a wide

shaft hole and l\vo hemispherical lobes, radially grooved. It

is cast in a heavy Oriental style, and is probably not later

than the seventh century. The smaller object 470<) has a

head of the same fashion, supported on a long tubular socket,

grooved in sections longitudinally; it may be from the shaft of

the same tripod or a similar mace, or perhaps part of a large

piece of furniture. The third fit ting 4770 is a tubular shaft in a

rather different style, from a mace, tripod, or large lampstand.
Us. 2',;! in. ji in. 7^ in. Ill, li, 2 (470^); lv, i (4700).

4771. Sci.i'iKi. OK MACI:-! II.AD, with a plain tubular socket end-

ing above in a group of three bulls' heads, vigorous!}' modelled,

with eyes and forehead hollow to receive inlay or enamel.

The coloured paste beads now in the eyes do not seem to be-

long to the mace-head, but the crescent of red enamel is

original. This fine object is in archaic Orientalizing style, and

may be of the seventh or sixth century. II. 5 1 i! in. Cyprus,
PI. xxviii. Perrot, fig. 5(14. Ill, lii, 2.

Bronze 477.2-}. I l<>KM.-l>ri s, both probably of Orientalizing or Harly

Hellenic date: the type, with two linked bars in the mouth,

between cheek-pieces of Hat openwork (4772), is common to

Greece and the Nearer Kast : a fine example ol it in the Cyprus
Museum (C.M.C. 3(^41 ) has the cheek-pieces ornamented with

Oriental palmettos. l.s. 124 in., 5:,'
in. Ill, xlv. 2 (4760,).

Bronze 4774'v SHEPHERD'S CROOKS, of quite uncertain date. III.lv, 2.

Case

I-.. ARROW-HLADS Ol- VAKIOfS I'i-.RIODS AM) IVPI S

Bronze Arrow-heads are not very often found in tombs or under circum-

( -ase stances which permit them to be accurately dated. The majority

are found on the surface, where they were originally lost in the

war or the chase, yet several types may be distinguished, and
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placed in an approximate order of date, mainly with the aid of

l-.gvptian and Palestinian date-marks.

477(>-8. PRIMITIVE ORIENTAL TYPE, with llat leaf-shaped blade,
Bronze ...
Case slight midrib, and long tang intended to be thrust into a

i shaft of reed or light wood. Such arrow-heads are common
on the Syrian coast, and have been found in Bron/e Age
strata on sites in South Palestine and at Phylakopi in Melos

(Excavations at Phylakopi, PI. xxxviii, 6). The type may.
however, have persisted there and elsewhere into later times.

I.s. 5-\ in., 2? in., i; in. Cyprus, PI. v.

4779-85. LATHR ORIENTAL TYPE with solid four-sided head, of

either straight-edged tapering outline (4770-81) or leaf-shaped

profile (4782-5). In either case the tang is long and much
thinner than the head, just as in the llat type (4676-8). Arrow-

heads of this type, from the battlefield of Marathon, are in

the British Museum (Handbook of Greek and Roman Life, p.

100, fig. 86). Ls. 4i in. 2] in.

4786-8. HELLENISTIC (ORIENTAL) TYPE, in which the head is

solid, triangular, and sometimes barbed (4786), with a distinct

midrib, and a stout four-sided tang. It is common in all the

Nearer East; but does not seem to be early, but to replace

the older Oriental type of 4776-78. Ls. 2\ in., 2] in., i \ in.

Cvprus, PI. v. Ill, Ixxiii, 6.

478()-o.}. HELLENIC OR WESTERN TYPE, with tubular socket, to

fit over the end of the shaft, and three ridges or wings, with-

out barbs: this is the Greek triglot-bin or
"
three-tongued

"

arrow-head, and seems to go back to the Early Iron Age. It

is not known how long it persisted in competition with the

Oriental type. Ls. r? in. \\ in. Ill, Ixxiii, 4.

BRONZES OF LATER PERIODS AND STYLES

The rest of the Collection of Bronzes is grouped so as to show the

development of style within each principal class of bronze objects,

from the close of the Early Iron Age. Most of the objects belong

to the Hellenic Age, and fall more or less into line with similar

objects from other parts of the Greek world. Some, however,

show Egyptian or other Oriental influence, and a few may even

be of Oriental origin. The principal classes are mirrors and

other small articles for the toilet, dress, or other daily use; vases

and their parts; furniture and its fittings, including locks, hinges,
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LATER PHRIODS AND STYLES

and other parts of boxes; statuettes and other decorative objects.

On the other hand, the few fibulae and arrow-heads of late dates

are grouped above with the similar objects of the Early Iron Age.

MIRRORS AND SMALL ARTICLES OF THE TOILET OR DAILY USE

The fine Mycenaean mirrors of circular form with carved ivory

handles are unrepresented in the Collection. Nor are there here

examples of the oblate Egyptian type, which was imported occa- 2

sionally in the seventh and sixth centuries. Under Greek influence

there follows in the sixth and fifth centuries another circular type,

developed in the West from the Egyptian form, or perhaps even

inherited from the Mycenaean, though examples of Early Iron Age
are exceedingly rare and doubtful. Some of these circular mirrors

had .elaborately modelled stands, like the early statuette (5013)

below; but most of them are for hand use.

4794-4801. HELLENIC MIRRORS of the sixth and fifth centuries.

These have a nearly circular disc supported by a volute capital:

below the volutes projects a tang for insertion into a handle

of wood or ivory. The fine detached volute-capital and tang

4801 belonged to a mirror of the same series; the plain tangs

4822-3 are later. Ds. 6\ ->\ in. Cyprus, PI. iv (plain).

HI, Ixi, 3,

4802-15. HELLENISTIC AND GRAECO-ROMAN MIRRORS. This type,
which was in vogue from the third century B. C. to the third

or fourth century A.D., is quite different. It has a heavy
circular disc of cast and turned bronze, and has usually

no tang, but was held in the hand: 4811, however, has a

swinging handle added, with bull's head sockets of bronze.

These discs were made in pairs, which, by means of a flanged

edge and low cylindrical rim, were fitted into one another like

dinner plates, and were polished respectively on the recessed

(4809-1 5) and the prominent (4802-8) surface. Each mirror of

a pair was thus protected from damage by the other, and made

easily portable. The exposed surface of each was decorated

with concentric mouldings and sometimes enriched with con-

centric circle ornaments (4802,4806,4807) Ds. 5! in. 2j
in. Cyprus, PI. iv (481 1 ). 1 1 1, Ix, 2, 4; Ixi, i, 2 (481 1).

4816-21. GRAECO-ROMAN MIRRORS, consisting simply of a plain

circular disc without flange, rim, or handle, but perforated
with small holes round the edge: 4820-21 are similar, but

unperforated. The unperforated square plate 4998 may per-
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Bn>n/e haps bo a mirror, not a box plate as described below. Such

square mirrors, though uncommon, were certainly used in

Graeco-Roman times. I)s. 4 in. j in. Ill, lx, i, 3

(perforated).

48.:.!-}. Two PLAIN TANC.S of late date may have belonged t<,

mounted mirrors of this late type. l)s. ^l in, 3] in.

4824-8. SIKH.ILS, with which to scrape the limbs after bathing
a common substitute, in all Greek lands for soap and for

massage are found m the richer Cypriote tombs from tin

end of the sixth century onwards. The form varies slightly;

4X24 may be of the fifth century; the rest are later; 4825 has a

Roman maker's stamp. L.MYC.I . "Lucius Mucius was the

maker." Iron is sometimes used for strigils (4827-8) instead of

the more usual bron/e. I.s. <>J in. 5 in.

Ill, Ivi, 4 (iron); 1, ^ (4825).

4820.-14. TOILI-.T .AKTICLI s AND SI'RC.ICAI. I NVI KL MI-MS. These

are often difficult to distinguish; since small pointed objects

of this kind were of course familiarly used for many purposes,

like our needles, pins, and scissors. The sword-hiltcd pin

4829 may be as early as the tilth century; the rest seem to

be all of Hellenistic or Graeco-Roman date. The tweezers

4830 (Cyprus, PI. v) were used for removing hairs or extract-

ing thorns: this example is late, and is easily distinguished from

the Bron/e Age forms. Dipping-rods like 483 1-3 (Cyprus, PI. v)

were for dispensing single drops of perfume or precious oint-

ment: 4834 has a ring at one end, likewise. To the same class

belong the miniature spoons 4835-7, and ladle 4838 for perfume
or drugs, the spat01304839-4 3 ,

bistouries 4844-, (Cyprus, PI. v)

and medical probes 4846-0., ear-picks 4850, and pins 485 1-2. The

miniature fork, 4853, may be surgical, but the double-forked ob-

ject 4854 is more probably a netting needle. Ls. 8 in. -

3^ in.

ULlxiv, i (4838),2(4854);lxviii, 3 (4836); 4 (4833); 5 (483'):

Ixix, i (4837), 5, 4 (4851-2); 8 (483=5); M (4840); iN (439)-

48^-(>. STVLHS for writing on wax-tablets, the commonest ap-

pliance for ancient note taking and correspondence. A Greek

or Roman recognized a man's writing by his "style" as we

recognize his "hand" or his "pen," and the metaphor has

passed into common speech. The flat back-end of the style

was used to "erase" or scrape away mistakes from the wax

Ls. 4l in., 4^ in. Ill, Ixix, 12.
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LATER PERIODS AND STYLES

Among the poorer classes, as in all ancient countries, bronze was Bronze

commonly employed, either plain or gilded, instead of gold or
2

'

silver, for personal ornaments. Its use becomes commoner in

Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman times.

4857. NECKLACE OF BEADS, each shaped as a pair of human

breasts, a symbolic charm to ensure the protection of the

Mother Goddess (p. 125). This is an unusually fine and early

example of bronze jewelry; it may be of the seventh or sixth

century B. C. L. of necklace 3 ft; L. of each bead | in.

4858-61. SMALL FIGURES AND PENDANTS. The cock 4858 may
be early, and is perhaps votive; the Oriental head 4859 is also

early, but the fish 4860, and the medallion 4861 with a repre-

sentation of the huntress Artemis, are probably Graeco-

Roman. Ls. 2\ in. f in.

4862-7. SMALL BELLS were used at many periods as personal

ornaments and as charms; for example, in the fringes of the

garments of the Israelite High Priest, where they seem to

develop out of a lotos-pattern, "a knob and a flower." Hs.

2 in. fin. Cyprus, PI. iv. III,lxviii, 1,2.

4868-9. BUTTONS of large convex disc-shape, perhaps from harness.

Ds. i| in., 2 in.

4870-80. BRACELETS, of various periods and styles: 4870-2 are of

the fifth century B. C.; the rest are of uncertain but later date.

The commonest type has the ends more or less overlapping;
sometimes they are ornamented with the heads of snakes or

animals; in 4877 the overlapping ends are flattened and held

together by a rivet. All these bronze bracelets are poor copies

of the types which are usual in gold or silver: compare the

large series of such bracelets in the Collection of Ornaments.

Ds. 4! in. i \ in.

4881-4. CYMBALS, with hole in centre for the attachment of the

handle. Ds. 2f in. 2 in.

4885-6. RING AND CHAIN, perhaps from harness. D. of ring,

\\ in.; L. of chain 5 in.

4887-9. BUCKLES of late and wholly western origin. They only

appear rarely, even in the Graeco-Roman tombs. Ls. 2 in.

i^ in. Cyprus, PI. iv. I II, Ixiii, i, 2,3.

Two late fibulae 4750-2, which are as rare in Cyprus as the buckles,

have been already described above with the rest of the fibulae.
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HrollA- IIKiiN/l \'\s|.s AND III! IK PARIS, VAKIOl's PIKIODS
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2

The majority of the bronze vessels which an- found in ancient

tombs and satu tuaries are made of hammered plate so thin that

they have often suffered irreparable damage. Their handles, how-

ever, which wen- cast solid in a separate piece, are more durable,

and as it is on them that much of the ornament is placed, the)

are valuable records of decorative art. The examples which

follow are grouped first according to the shape of the vase which

thev adorned, and in order of date within each group.

4<S()o. HANDI.I-. OF A BOWL, surmounted by a bird; the handle is

of a type familiar in the mixed Oriental style of the seventh

century. Compare the complete bowls 4910-18. I.. 4 in.

4801-6. HANDLI s <>i OINOCHOAI. Of these 4891, in the form of a

bird, and 4892, with projecting leaf ornament, are work of

the seventh or sixth century, under Egyptian influence.

Ill, lix, i (4891).

4893 with volutes and twisted stem is of the sixth or early

fifth century. Ill, Iviii, s.

480.4-5 are probably a little later; the double stem is frequent

in the handles of clay vases of this period. Ill, Iviii, 2, lix, 5.

4806 with plaited stems and vine-leaf attachment is not earlier

than the third century and may be Graeco-Roman. Ls. loj in.

4] in. Cyprus, PI. iv (4806). 111. lix, 2

4897-4912. HANDLES OF BOWLS, KYLIKHS, AND HYDRIAK. All

Hellenic or Hellenistic, except the bowl-handle 4897, with

archaic lotos-bud, which belongs to the same early seventh

century series as the great bowls 491 5-6, below. Ls.oin.

is in. Ill, Ivii, (all) Iviii. 3, 4!, lix, 4.

Bronze ^ ' tn tnc ' whole vases, (which are arranged in approximate order

Cases of date) and particularly with the bowls, should be compared the

4> ' fine series of vases of gold, silver, and engraved bronze (4551 ff.)

in the Gold Room of the Museum; and also the early vases and

vase-handle 4701-2, 4764, above.

4913. NF.CK OF A I.ARGH VASE OR TRIPOD, low and cylindrical,

with ring handles; probably of the Early Iron Age. D. i6J in.

4914-5. BOWLS, with massive lotos-bud handles which rise above

the rim: 4915 is fragmentary, and preserves only the lotos

handles and part of the rim. The work is of the seventh
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century, and should be compared with the smaller bronze Bronze

bowl-handle (4897) and with the lotos-handled bowls of grey
Cases

clay 4956. Ds. 13! in., iG^in. Cyprus, PI. xxx, and p. 442.

Perrot, fig. 557. Ill, xliv, i (4915); liii, 1-2 (4916).

4916-18. BOWLS WITH ORIENTAL HANDLES, the attachments of

which on 4916 embrace a large part of the rim; similar bronze

bowls from Assyrian palaces serve to date these examples to

the seventh century. Note the prominent knobs on the rim

of 4917. Cyprus, PI. xxx. Ill, xlvii, 2, 4.

4918 is the rim of a similar bowl of the sixth century, with a

swinging handle, of a type which occurs in tombs of this period

at Amathus. Ds. io|in. nfin. 12-g-in.

4919. Oinochoe with conical neck and strongly pinched lip. The
|} ronze

shape recalls that of the Red Bucchero vases 474-5, and this Case

example may be of the seventh or sixth century B.C. H. 9 in. 3

III, xlvi, 2.

4920. VASE with ovoid body, funnel-shaped foot and neck, and

a handle cut out of flat plate and decorated with Oriental

lotos-palmettes and a flying bird. From the middle of one

side of the vase issues a four-sided bar like a balance beam,
which ends in a lion's head and is hollow, forming a very

long spout. The use of this unique vessel is not known.

From the workmanship of the handle and spout it seems to

be of the later sixth century. H. 10 in. Ill, xliii.

4921. VASE WITH SPOUT, of thin bronze plate, with globular

body, distinct foot, and narrow neck with beaded rim. The

handle is of the double type like 4894; it holds the rim of the

neck with a snake's head above, and ends below in a lion-

mask: probably of the sixth century, and closely related

in type to the vases with spouts 934-5 in the Collection

of Pottery. H. 8f in. Ill, Iviii, i (handle).

4922-4. TORCH-HOLDERS of the same cup-and-saucer shape as

the clay torch-holders 796-8 in the Collection of Potter}'.

The clay copies belong to the sixth century in Cyprus, and

these bronze examples seem to be of about the same period.

They may, however, be earlier, since clay holders like those

of Cyprus go back in Palestine to the period of Mycenaean
influence. Hs. 5! in. 4!! in. 3 in. Ill, Iv, 3-5.

4925. WINE LADLE, probably of the sixth or fifth century: the long

hooked handle is broken. H.3fin. Ill, Iviii, i (handle)
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Bron/<;
.I<)J(H,X. Bm\is, phalli \\ \\ilh slight mil (402(1) or of more- or less

hemispherical outline 14027-^): probably o| tin- early filth

centur). Ds. 5 U in., 4} j{ in., 4g in. 1 1 1 , xlix, i-s.

4020-52. Bmvi>, <>f the later fifth century \\ith prominent central

boss (4020-^0) or central depression (40^1 ) or merely moulded

rings in the middle of the inside (40^21. Ds. 4i',i in., S] m.

III. xlix, ( (4<Hi).

403V I IANDI.I -.i.i-.s^ B<>nu, with graceful ovoid body and

narrow neck. The form is repeated in gla/ed ware isSi-j

in the fourth or third century. II. } A, in. (!\-prus, PI. x.x.x.

Ill, li, I.

( .VLINDKH; At. Box, of uncertain use, anil probably late date:

perhaps a dice-box. H. 2\ in.

Rron/e
^^^-(i. SiR.MM-.RS formed of perforated plates, and intended to

be fitted into the neck of a large mixing bowl (kraler), at a

feast, before pouring in the wine. Ds. 14? in., 12 in.

Bmvi.s (4()^7-4^), PATI-.RAI-. (4044-5), BASINS, CAULDRONS

(404- ( )>' ;!I1 d DISH-COVI-.R (4050), of poor workmanship anil

quite uncertain date. Bowls like 4040, of very thin bror/e,

embossed with a single large palmette, have been found at

Pompeii, but in the Kastern Mediterranean the type may go

back earlier. Ds. 7,',; in., i/,
9

,;
in. Cyprus, p. 412 (cauldrons).

Ill, xlviii, 2, 3 (4030-1); xlvii, i (4032); xlvi, i (49.35), 3 (4937)-

H RNITl RH AM) PARTS

Mron/e Very commonly the joints and angles of furniture, for domestic

Cast-
USO) were reinforced and protected by bron/.e fittings, which were

*

often of some artistic value, and have outlasted the more perishable

materials which they adorned.

4051-2. BRON/.K FI-.I.T of seats or chests, modelled as lion's feet,

l.s. }J in., 2\ i";
in. Ill, Ivi, 2.

4953-S. RHCTANCH I.AK SOCKHTS, two with Egyptian-looking

moulding round the edge (III, li, 5); one 4055 of another form

tapering upwards; with a transverse hole for a rivet or bolt.

L. 3-\ in. (4055-4), H. 5 1;| in. Ill, Ixiv, 4.

40So-6o. ROUND BOSSKS for the ends of staves or chair-arms,

Ds. 1 4 in., 2 As in.
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4961-77. LAMP-STANDS arc fairly common in richer tombs from the Bronze

sixth century to the fourth. They are of two successive
'

types, Oriental and Hellenic.

4961-9 are of characteristic Oriental pattern, consisting of an up-

right shaft on a tripod base, probably of wood (for it is almost

always missing) which supported a foliage-capital composed
of rows of lotos petals curled downwards: the pair 4963, 4967
have only one such row. Out of this capital rises a light tripod

support for a lamp like 4978-82 below. This type belongs to

the sixth century. Hs. 4 in. 13 in. Cyprus, p. 336 (496 iff.)

Perrot, fis 630(4967). III,li,3.

4970 is of Hellenic pattern, with a graceful tripod base, resting

on horse's feet with an ivy leaf at their junction. The shaft,

which is of bronze, carries a small volute capital of the Cypriote-

Ionic form. It is probably of the later sixth century. H. 3 ft.

2 in. Ill, Ixvii, i.

4971-6, on theother hand, have had a small bronze plate (pre-

served in 4972, 4974-5) to receive the lamp, and also some-

times one or more hooks (4972, 4974) to suspend the small

bronze implements for trimming the wick. This type seems

to begin in the fifth century, but these examples are of less

careful workmanship, and probabiv later date. Hs. 2 ft. 2

in. 3 ft. 4! in. Cyprus, p. 336.

4977 is the foot of a lampstand, of the same form as 4971-6,

not of bronze but of iron. Its date is given approximately by
the plain-clay jug, of the fifth or fourth century, which is

rusted onto it. H. g| in.

4978-82. LAMPS of saucer shape, usually with two nozzles (4978

81) formed by pinching the rim together, as in the common

clay lamps 2501-18. The clay prototypes with distinct flat

rim belong to the fourth and third centuries. The lamp 4982
has only one nozzle, which is trough-shaped, and interrupts

the rim, like that of 2518. \Vs. 31% in. 6|
7

(; in.

4983-4. LAMP-HOOK AND CHAINS, Graeco-Roman, for suspending Bronze

a lamp or other vessel. Ls. i \\ in., 3! in. Ill, Ixiv, 6.

4985-501 1 . KEYS, HASPS, HINGES, AND OTHER FITTINGS OF BOXES.

In Graeco-Roman tombs the remains of wooden boxes and

chests are fairly common. The wood, however, is almost

always decayed, except where it has been saturated with
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Hrnti/c copper-salts around the bron/e fittings. It is, therefore, im-

possible to judge ot the si/e and use of the boxes except

from the appearance of these fittings. Thus the large chests,

held together by the heavy bron/e nails 4<)*i-<)7, holdfasts

40<)(), and plates like 4()()N. had no hinges or locks, and were

probably coffins. I he plate 4<)<)<
v;

, however, has no nail-holes,

and may perhaps be one of the rare square mirrors. Smaller

boxes, with locks and keys, probably represent jewel-cases or

toilet boxes, and are of various shapes, oblong or cylindrical,

with hinged covers. The keys of the locks have their wards at

right angles to the handle (instead of in the same plane, as in

modern keys): 5000-^ were used not to turn the bolt, but to

draw it, after disengaging it from lock-pins which fall back into

its wards when the key is withdrawn. The key 5000 and the

bolt 1003 come from the same lock, which has been recon-

structed to show how it works: this ancient make of lock was

to be seen recently in peasants' houses in Cyprus, and is in daily

use in Egypt. The key 5004 turned in the lock like a modern

key and 5005 was of yet another pattern. The hasps 5006-8
and the hinges 5<>o<)-ii are of simple and modern-looking

pattern. Ls. 9 in. I in. Cyprus, PI. iv (5004).

Ill, Ixviii, 6 (nail).

STATUETTES AND OTHER MODELLED BRONZES
OF THE HELLENIC PERIOD

These are but rarely found in Cyprus, and were probably not of

native workmanship, but imported from the great bronze-working
centres of Ionia and Central Greece. The statuettes of Egyptian

style are all of Ptolemaic or Graeco-Roman date, and (like other

Egyptian objects in this Collection) may have been acquired in

Cyprus without having been found there.

Centre 5012. HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE, formed by a female figure bending
Cases backward to hold the neck-support of the handle with both

hands and resting its feet on the archaic head of a Medusa
which adhered to the side of the vessel. The ends of the

neck-support run out into heads of animals. Probably about

550-500 B. C. H. 4s in. Cyprus, PI. iv. Ill, Ixvi, 3.

5013. MIRROR-STAND, formed by a figure of a woman, standing

and playing cymbals; around the neck is a collar with a large,

round pendant, and over the right shoulder a band on which
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are strung a crescent, double axe, and other amulets. The figure
Center

stands on the back of a large frog which sits on a folding

chair, the legs of which end in feet of an animal, and form the

base of the whole stand. On each shoulder of the woman rest

the hind feet of a lion, now broken: these lions faced each

other and, no doubt, supported the mirror with their forefeet.

On the head of the human figure is a palmette with volutes,

perforated and grooved to support the mirror. Fine archaic

Greek work, about 550-500 B. C. Total height 8| in.; height

of figure j-f6 in. Perrot, fig. 629. Ill, Ixvi, 4.

5014. ATHLETE, nude, of the finest Greek work of the late fifth

century B.C., certainly imported from one of the great centres

of Greek skill. The right foot is missing and right leg slightly

bent as if about to advance. Note the very fine details of

hair and hands. H. 6| in. Cyprus, p. 345. Ill, Ixvi, 5.

5015-16. LION-HEADED WATER-SPOUTS. They probably formed

part of the external decoration of a shrine or large chest of

architectural design. Fine but late Hellenistic work. Ws. 5!

in. each. Ill, Ixii, i.

5017-18 are rather smaller than 5015-6 but in a similar style. Ws.

3! in. each.

5019-24. EGYPTIAN STATUETTES, for the most part of Ptolemaic Bronze

or Graeco-Roman date. 5019 shows the infant Horus seated,
Case

with Osirian crown and side-lock of hair. Ill, Ixv, 3. 5020,

Isis and Horus. Ill, Ixv, 2. 502 1-2. Osiris, very coarse work,

perhaps foreign, and not certainly ancient. Ill, Ixv, i .

5023, a royal head. Cyprus, PI. iv. 5024, a ram.

5025-6. BARBARIC STATUETTES OF NUDE MEN, perhaps imitations

of Oriental (probably Egyptian) work, of small size and of a

style which apparently has its home on the Syrian coast.

In spite of their rough workmanship, they are not necessarily

of early date. Note the horned cap of 5026, and the long

locks of hair on his shoulders.

5027-30. HELLENIC AND GRAECO-ROMAN STATUETTES, of poor style

and workmanship; some may be of Cypriote make.

5027. Nude male figure, much corroded : perhaps of the fourth

century. H. 4 in. Ill, Ixvi, i.

5028. Athena, in late heavy-brimmed helmet, with right

hand raised. Graeco-Roman. H. 4-?-$ in.
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iojo. I'M's. standing with Irii loot ,ul\ aiuvJ, holding a bov\

in Ins K'll h.uul aiul >.lr.i\vinn an arrow from ln\ ijiiivi-r wiih

Ins rijjht . ( irai'co-Koman. II. < 1 ,! in. ( A pi us. I

J
I. i\ . Ill, lx\ i, 2.

^o<o. ()ralor, in an o\ rr-^arnu'nt lUvoraU'd with punc-
turoil dots: his missing left hand was in a srparati- pirn-

( iratvo-Roman. 11. <il in.
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THE COLLECTION OF GLASS

GLASS,

like the art of glazing, seems to be an Egyptian
invention. Though ancient tradition asserted a Phoeni-

cian origin, and though Phoenician glass was famous in

Hellenistic times, there is at present no evidence of any
Phoenician glass-working which can compare in antiquity with

that of Egypt, where the art of glazing objects of stone and

artificial paste goes back to pre-dynastic times. It is not, how-

ever, until the XVI II Dynasty that we have actual glass objects,

and the equipment of a glass-worker, from the Palace of Tell-el-

Amarna. This Egyptian glass was for the most part cast in open

moulds, and used for surface decoration and inlaying; but there

were also small thick vessels of striped and variegated glass made

by welding many coloured rods together. It is not certain whether

these vessels were made by blowing, or by modelling and rolling the

glass about a core. The sand grains which often adhere to the

inner surface have been supposed to prove a casting process, but

at all periods glass vessels are commonly annealed in sand, at a

temperature which may cause it to adhere.

FABRIC I. MOULDED AND VARIEGATED GLASS

In Cyprus, glass of this XVIII Dynasty fabric has been found in Glass

rich tombs of the Late Bronze Age at Enkomi, but is only repre- Case

sented by one example in this collection.

5051. HIGH-NECKED VASE of an XVIII Dynasty form, imitated

from vases of alabaster: the glass is much decayed, but seems

to have had a dark blue ground, with white lines drawn

frequently upwards. H. 310 in. Ill, Ixxvii, 3.

Glass of a native fabric, nearly transparent, has been found, very
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rarely, in other Bron/e Age tombs: its relation to the Egyptian
fabric is obscure, and it may \\ell be a by-product of copper-

smelting, in which the production of fused slag is inevitable. On
the other hand, the cast ornaments of dark blue glass and glass-

paste, which are characteristic of the later tombs at Mycenae- and

other Late Minoan centres in the Aegean, do not seem to have

been introduced into Cyprus.

During the Early Iron Age, beads of variegated glass found their

way into Cyprus, as into most other Mediterranean lands. The

general uniformity of their fabric suggests that these are trade-

beads distributed from a few commercial centres, and the popular

belief that they are Phoenician, may be substantially true.

They form the only link at present between the variegated

glass of the XVIII Dynasty and that of historic times. A
few doubtful examples are included among the miscellaneous

beads below.

Then, in the richest tombs of the sixth and fifth century, in Cyprus
as in Greek lands and widely also in Italy, small but very beautiful

vessels occur rarely in a fabric of variegated glass far superior, both

in colour and modelling, to all but the finest of the old Egyptian
work. Three shapes are characteristic, a cylindrical alabastron,

closely copied from the Egyptian alabaster vessels, and an oinochoe

and a narrow-necked amphora, which are of purely Hellenic shape.

The principal colour-schemes are two: a milky white ground with

bands of maroon brown, shading into violet and carmine, and

often diffused into the white; and a deep translucent blue, banded

with opaque white, yellow, and a turquoise blue which easily shades

into apple-green and olive. These bands were made by winding

glass threads spirally upon the vase at a viscous heat; then the

whole vessel was fused again, and rolled upon a hard surface till

the threads were thoroughly imbedded. The favourite patterns,

wavy and zigzag, were produced by dragging a sharp instrument

down the vase or up it, or up and down alternately, after the threads

were put on and before they were imbedded. The lip, foot, and

handles were often added in one of the auxiliary colours. The

range of colour and of form is so limited that it has been thought
that these vases may be the product of a single centre of manu-

facture. Phoenicia, Rhodes, and Naukratis in the Egyptian

Delta, have been suggested. The purity of the Greek shapes
favours a western source. There is no evidence that they were

ever made in Cyprus, where they are not at all common.
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lilacs
5052. AMPHORA with small base, ;uul handles on 1 1n- shoulder:

'

g <>t' greenish blue with orange-\ ellow rim, handles, loot, and

three plain lines round the body. II. 2.1 in.

5o<n. AMPHORA without handles, with high neck and standing-

toot : deep bluo glass with white and yellow bands on neck and

bodv. and yellow /ig/ags on tin- shoulder. II. jjj in.

After the fifth century this variegated glass disappears altogether for

a while; but in the (iraeco- Roman Age, or perhaps rather earlier,

it is revived, with inferior workmanship, ami in a new series of

late forms; pointed amphorae with long neck and handles, copied

from contemporary wine-jars; and alabastra, also pointed and pear-

shaped, for the most part, instead of cylindrical. The colours too

are changed: the white ground disappears altogether, the dark blue

becomes muddy and gives place to sad brown, the white and yellow

bands remain, but the blues and greens are replaced by brick-red.

The most pleasing examples are in a strong clear blue with fine bands

of white only.

5054-7. AMPHORAI imitated from late wine-jars, with pointed

body, and long neck and handles: dark blue or brown, with

lines of white (5054-5) or white, yellow, and greenish blue

(5056-7), plain on the neck, drawn frequently upwards on the

bodv. Hs. 5 in. 6f in. Cyprus, PI. iii.

Ill, Ixxvi, 3, 4, 5 (5054-56).

5058-9. ALABASTRA of the late pear-shaped form with unper-
forated handles; dark blue with lines of white (5058), or yellow

(5059) drawn alternately upwards and downwards. Hs. 5

in., 5{ in. Cyprus, PI. iii.

5060. DIPPING ROD for toilet use; with a ring handle, knob-end,

and a spindle-whorl on the stem to serve as a stopper to the

bottle in which it was used: dark blue with white spiral line.

H.6{;|in. Ill, Ixxvi, 2.

5061-2. SPINDLE-WHORLS; dark blue with white lines, spiral

(5062) or drawn downwards (5061). Similar spindle-whorls in

plain glass, of the same shape and date, are described below

(5790-6). Ill, Ixxvi, 9, 6.

FABRIC II. MILLEFIORI GLASS

Side by side with this revived fabric of variegated glass stands

the rich series of Graeco-Roman bowls and cups, cut from slabs
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of mosaic glass or moulded, and even blown in such glass and often Glass

finished by wheel cutting, so as to display fantastic distortion of its

structure. This "millefiori" fabric also is of Egyptian ancestry,

and probably had always one of its chief centres in Egypt itself.

Syrian glass, however, was famous too, but our evidence is not

precise as to its qualities.

5063-4. RECTANGULAR PLAQUES OF
" MILLFHORI" GLASS. Both

have a dark green ground, filled in 5063 with small yellow

flowers, in 5064 with streaks of opaque yellow-green, probably
intended to resemble the green porphyry of Laconia, which

was valued for architectural decoration.

Glass now comes into common use as a substitute for coloured

stones, both in mosaic decoration, and for jewelry; examples are

numerous in the Collection of Gold Ornaments.

FABRIC III. CAST AND GROUND GLASS

With the late fabric of variegated glass, and perhaps also earlier,

moulded vessels of clear or hyaline glass come in vogue, usually

not quite colourless but of pale shades of sea-green or honey-

colour. They are often ground to a dull surface, in imitation of

translucent stone. This solid transparent glass probably repre-

sents an ancient Syrian fabric; it is found, both greenish and deeply

coloured, in Sargon's Palace at Nineveh, and below its floor, and

goes back, therefore, far into the eighth century B. C. But most

of the known examples are Hellenistic at earliest, and in Cyprus
it does not as a rule occur appreciably earlier than the "millefiori"

glass: but the fine piece 5065, if found in Cyprus, is a striking

exception.

5065. ALABASTRON of translucent alabaster-coloured glass, fairly

thick, and ground to a dull surface. In form it is rather less

graceful than the best alabaster vases, but it is of good early

style, not unlike the crystal vase 3598, and probably represents

some Syrian fabric of the period of Oriental influences : compare
the glass vase of Sargon, king of Assyria (721-704 B. C.), in the

British Museum: Kisa. Das Glas im Altertume, p. 102, fig. 22.

H. 6 HI in.

5066-73. BOWLS OF CAST GLASS, nearly transparent, often ground
to a dull surface, and variously grooved and gadrooned. This

treatment of the surface is imitated sometimes by hand-

modelling in Blown Glass of the fabric which follows (5747-60).

These are found in late Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman tombs.
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1 \HKIC IV. C.l.l-AK IH.OWN t.l.ASS

Ouite distinct Iron) .ill these fabrics is I In- thin transparent blown

glass. \\hich almost replaces pottery in the tomb-equipment of

tin- second aiul third centimes A. I). I here is no clear evidence

th.it tins fabric goes back into 1 lellenistic times. It was made
at main centres, with but little variation of form or finish: MK h

a factory has been found in ( '.yprus itself, at lamassos. Most ol

its forms are prescribed by the process of blowing; inflated bodies,

easily flattened or indented, long-drawn-out necks, abrupt bottle-

rims, and Hat strap-handles, are characteristic; and the variety

in detail is infinite. Some of the best drinking-cups are graceful

and exceedinglv thin: to give a better grip, and prevent rolling,

they often have their sides indented; and this device is transferred

to the contemporary pottery. lor convenience of transport, many
jugs and bottles were blown within a four-sided frame, like modern

medicine-bottles; others in moulds representing human heads, or

other designs: a cluster of grapes and a wrinkled date-fruit are

favourite forms for small scent-bottles. Open pots for ointment

or toilet powders were sometimes fitted with covers cut from the

concave bottom of a common blown flask, and these covers are

found painted on the inside with lime-colours, so that the design

shows through the glass. The beautiful iridescence of many of

these glasses is accidental, and is due to the decay of the glass in

moist air or soil. It has been imitated (though hardly surpassed)

by modern glass-workers.

On the other hand, many of the forms of the transparent blown

glass were repeated in various colours. I he commonest are deep

blue, (5103, 5189, 5234-7, etc.); deep green (5401-2); amber (528=;,

5^7}, SSI I, etc.); and amethyst (<n~2, 5469); the latter easily

shading to brown (5122); and rarely to rose-pink. Occasionally
the brown becomes almost black (5220). A favourite decoration

is a thread of opaque white, wound spirallv from neck to foot on

a flask of blue or amethyst; or a similar thread of clear blue or

brown, on white or amber. Ill, Ixxvii, Ixxix-cvii.

A. PLAIN liLOWN GLASS

(ilass These vessels are arranged in order of form in three series, bottles,

Cases cups and plates, each of which runs through the whole range of

show cases i-tf.
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5101-5405. BOTTU-.S WITHOUT H.ANDLKS. In the simplest form Glass

5101-49, the body is only slightly expanded to a club-shape,
{

'

often with a slight groove to mark the junction between body
and neck. The lip is narrow. This form is common among
the miniatures, 5115-43. Ill, xcix, Ixxvii, 7-9 (miniature).

5150-2. When the body is spindle-shaped, the intention was

to copy the so-called tear-bottles of clay, which accompany
the glass bottles in late tombs. Ill, cv, 6, 2-7.

5153-5211. The club-shaped form passes gradually into a Glass

conical or globular body, which is also common in miniature 2

(5158-76). Ill, Ixxvii, 6, 10, 11-15 (miniature).

5212-76. From the globular form, in turn, arise equally Glass

gradually, a large series of pear-shaped, hemispherical varieties,
e

and two-storied forms, produced by constricting the body.

Ill, xcvii, c, ci; cv, i (two-storied).

5277-531 1. The necks of some of these bottles are excessively Glass

long and slender, and rather markedly separated from the ^ase

body. Ill, ciii.
4

5312-43. Commonest of all, on many sites, are those with Glass

the body flattened like a stethoscope: these have very small Case

capacity, and are almost purely ornamental. Ill, cii.

5344-5405. Other forms imitate common forms of clay Glass

vases, with funnel-shaped neck, sloping shoulder, and occa- Case

sionally a standing-base (5356). III,xcviii.

5365-6. A feware compressed laterally like a flask. III,cvi, 1,3.

5381-92. One miniature variety has a short wide neck, and

almost no body: it is usually very roughly made. Ill, cvi, 8-10.

5406-53. JUGS WITH ONE HANDLE follow those with none, in Glass

regard to the shapes of the body and neck; but show more Cases

likeness to contemporary pottery, and often have a base-ring.
J:

The handle is usually of flat cross-section, like a strap, swollen

a little where it joins the shoulder, and often folded or scrolled

to form a thumb-hold at the upper end, and sometimes at

both ends, or forming rippled bands down the bodv. It

usually joins the neck either at the rim, as in 5406-7, or not

far below it, 5408-9. Occasionally as in 5417 there is a mould-

ing on the shoulder or the neck; but as a rule the surface is

quite plain. Ill, xc-xcv.
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Glass ^^^.()^. A.Mi'HoKAi wini 1 w<> ll\MH.i s follow slill more- closel}

tin.- contemporary clav vases: they are rare, and usually of small

si/e. The handles are often elaborately scrolled above and

ribbed below. III. Ixxxix.

Glass S4(>4-ssy2. Ci PS AND Bowi.s wrmofr HANOI. is form a large

series. Simple forms are common with cylindrical sides and

nearly flat bottom (,404-77) sometimes drawn inwards a little

and furnished with a slight rim (547<S-SS). Ill, Ixxxi, 5.

^S()-55(KS have rounder bottoms, and more inward-sloping

sides, approximating to common vase-forms: III, Ixxxii.

., 55o<)-72, more spherical profiles, with wider and more distinct

Cases rim, lead on to Y-shaped tumblers, with base-ring (5534) and

a number of more elaborate shapes, all following the forms

of vases: 552S has a high foot, like that of the common bowls

of terra-sigillata; and 5556, 5 568 have a slender solid stem like

a modern wine glass. Ill, Ixxxi; Ixxxiii (base-ring);

Ixxxiv, T, (high foot); Ixxvii. i (stem).

Glass 5573-56(*). PLATHS AND SUCI.RS are of many varieties, all rather
"lse*

thicker than the bottles, and usually furnished with stouter

rim, base-ring, and a few concentric lines, borrowed from the

plates of terra-sigillata. A few (5601-2) have handles on the

rim, made of a narrow ribbon of glass, closely applied, and

usually waved or corrugated. Ill, Ixxxv-lxxxviii.

5610-14. LIDS are sometimes found on the upright-sided cups,

plain or heavy moulded. They are often simply the bottoms

of the flat-bodied bottles, cut neatly off, so as to retain an

upturned edge, which fits over the rim of their cup. Some-

times the inside of these lids is painted with flowers, fruit,

birds, and dancing Nymphs and Cupids, in lime-colours

which show through the glass, with black outline and simple
flat tints, protected behind by a wash of plain lime. None

of the examples in this Collection, however, are painted.

Ill, cvii, 6.

Glass
5615-23. LAMPS, (5615) AND LAMP-FILLHRS, (5616-5623) are only

made rarely in glass; the fillers have the form of an ordinary

bottle, one side of which has been drawn out to a point and

broken ofT. Sometimes the neck of the bottle has been drawn

out also (5622-23) to complete the resemblance to a bird, while

making the vessel useless except as a toy. The lamp 5622
is of a late Graeco-Roman form. Ill, cvi, 2 (lamp-filler).
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B. HIOWS I'.LVSS WIIII V \RIOLS ADDITIONAL OKN \MI-.N IS

The workmanship of all these vessels resembles that of the pre-

ceding group, and the limits of form and date seem to be approxi-

mately the same.

(.'.luss ;()24-(x). BLOWN GLASS WITH INCISED LINES, cut or rubbed with

sand and a piece of wood: this ornament is commonest on

bowls and cups (5630-69), rarer on bottles (5624-7) and jugs

(5628-0). Ill, Ixxxi, 6; Ixxxiv, i.

5670-80. BLOWN GLASS MADE IN A MOULD, like a modern case-

bottle; the majority are four-sided jugs (5670-78), but some

are many-sided (5670), or round (5680). Ill, xcvi, cv, s.

(.lass
5()8i-,7i(). BLOWN GLASS WITH CONCAVE PANELS made by im-

", , pressing the side in four or more places. Most of these vases

are cylindrical or conical tumblers and deep cups (5681-5607);

but the same treatment is applied also, though less effectively,

to bottles (5698-5710), miniature examples are fairly common,

perhaps intended to imitate the mould-blown fabric.

Cyprus. PI. iii. Ill, Ixxix, Ixxx.

571 1-4,. BLOWN GLASS WITH APPLIED THREADS OF GLASS drawn

either spirally or in more complicated patterns over the surface,

and fused so as to adhere. The simplest examples are bowls

with a mere collar or moulding below the rim (5711-17,

5721-35), and the same ornament is found occasionally on

bottles (5718-10, 5736)- Other examples show the spiral

threads wound round the whole body of the vase (5737-44).

The spiral threads are often of a different colour from the

ground (5738, 574(>)- Rarely, threads of glass of larger dia-

meter than these are used to form festoons or network which

stands partly free of the vessel (5745). Ill, civ, 6, 7, 8.

('.lass 5746. BLOWN GLASS WITH APPLIED PATCHES OR ROSETTES of
Case

coloured glass, differing only from 5711-45 in the shape and

arrangement of the additions.

5747-60. BLOWN GLASS WITH GADROONING OR RIBBING, formed

by modelling, in imitation of the vases of thick cast glass

(5066-73): small bottles are common (5747-51) and cups and

bowls are also found in this style (5752-60). Ill, civ, 1-5.

5761-2. BLOWN GLASS WITH VARIEGATED COLOUR. The forms of

this rare fabric are those of the plain blown glass; both these
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examples are small pear-shaped bottles, with slight funnel- Glass

shaped rim: 5762 is of mixed "onyx-glass," blue and white;

5761, of brown with white lines, probably produced by apply-

ing a white thread of glass (a:, in 5711-45) before the final

blowing; it is difficult, however, to distinguish glasses of this

technique from those in which the lines were painted in

enamel colour.

5763-67. BLOWN GLASS MADE IN FIGURED MOULDS. The manu-

facture is the same as that of 5670-80, but the glass is finer,

and often coloured; and the moulds, like those of terracotta

figures, represent human heads (5763), fruit (5764), and other

objects. 5765 is a hexagonal jug decorated with Jewish em-

blems. Most of the vessels are narrow-necked, but 5766 is a

fragment of a plate impressed on the inside, and 5767 a de-

tached medallion with a female head. Ill, Ixxviii.

OTHER OBJECTS OF PLAIN GLASS, CLEAR OR COLOURED

Many small toilet objects were made of glass for ordinary use, as

well as for burial. The manufacture of glass bracelets like 5768-75

goes on still, almost unchanged, at Hebron in Palestine, competing

successfully in its own district with imported European fabrics.

5768-75. BRACELETS of clear and coloured glass, sometimes dec-

orated with multiple or twisted threads. Ill, Ixxvi, 10-12.

5776-77. DIPPING RODS for toilet use, of twisted clear glass, like

the variegated dipping-rod 5060. Ill, Ixxvi, i.

5778. SPOON, of clear glass, with pointed bowl and long handle.

Ill, cvii, 2.

5779-81. PINS (5779-80) and NEEDLE (5781), the former perhaps
for use as a dipping rod. Ill, Ixxxvi, i (5781).

5782-88. SPINDLE-WHORLS of plain glass, greenish or dark blue,

are common in Graeco-Roman tombs: in workmanship they
are identical with those of variegated glass, 5061-2.

Ill, Ixxvi, 7 (5786).

5789-94. SMALL OBJECTS OF CLEAR GLASS: a gaming die, 5789;

manysided bead, 5790; ball, 5791; knobs, 5792-3; tube, 5794,

of uncertain use; of the ordinary transparent glass.

Compare with these the finger-rings 4294-5, engraved gems in

glass paste 4296-7, and pendants and beads 4023-49 from Graeco-

Roman earrings, which are exhibited in the Collection of

Gold Ornaments, and the miscellaneous beads which follow here.
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S-S&M. Hi ADS oi \'AKII <, \ 1 1 i) (JI.ASS of various periods not

easily distinguished. I In- cylindrical and spindle-shaped beads

57<>5-S of dark glass, with white and yellow lines, sometimes

drawn up and down, may be of the sixth-century fabric. Those

of opaque yellow glass with blue and white eyes <37<)<)), of

pale blue glass with dai k blue and white eyes ( ^Noo), and of dark

blue glass with yellow eyes USoi) or /ig/ags (5802) may also

be early, but are repeated in Roman times. The plain green

and greenish blue beads (5803) of very rough fabric are prob-

ably late.
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594^-4. Two other RINGS (too large for a finger). l)s. \l in., i{ in.

594^-52. PIN HEADS. 5945 represents a Herm (the head miss-

ing); 594<>-8 a female bust; 5940 a pine-cone; 5950 a plain

knob; 5051-- a pomegranate. Pins of this fashion are com-

mon in Graeco-Roman tombs; they were probably in daily

use, as well as funerary. Ls. 4', in. 1 8
'

in.

III. cxvi, 4 (5946); 8 (3051-2).

5953-66. OTHHR TOILET ARTICLES: knife-handle (5955), pegs

(5954-5), piece of inlay decorated with concentric circles

(5956), a female figure with flat back (5957), spoons (5958-

61), ear-picks (5962-4), needle (5965), and a roughly worked

awl (5966). Ls. 5?, in. i in.

Ill, cxvi, i, 2, 5 (spoon), 7 (5957).

5967-8. SHELLS OF DOLIUM GALEA, a Mediterranean mollusc,

sometimes found in tomb-equipment. The generic name
"Dolium" means a cask, and suggests that the shells were used

in antiquity as extemporized toilet-vessels. Ls. 4', in.. 4! in.

5969-71. TEETH OF AN Ox. Such teeth were used as burnishers

and for other household purposes, and are sometimes found

in tomb-equipment. Ls. 3^ in., 3^ in., 3! in.

OBJECTS OF LEAD

These are for the most part miniature copies of statuettes and

furniture, cast in lead like the modern toy-soldiers, and probably

intended as tomb-equipment. They are of Hellenistic or Graeco-

Roman style.

5972-4. TABLES OF OFFERINGS, including cakes, fruit, and meat:

Ls. 2g in., 24 in., 2 in. Ill, cxvii, 10-12.

5975. MIRROR: on the back is an eagle in relief. L., with handle,

3iin. D. i J in. Ill, cxvii, 3.

5976-8. STATUETTES; 5976 two standing figures together; 5977

Cupid playing the flute; 5978 horse. Ls. i-| in., i in., \\ in.

Ill, cxvii, 8, 7, 9.

5979. AMPHORA, with the greeting euOu^et, "cheer up." L. ij in.

5980-5. SLING-BULLETS, of the regular military pattern (3031-35)

and larger (5980). These are generally found in the surface

soil, not in sanctuaries or tombs. Ls. 2f in.-i J in.

Ill, cxvii, 2 (3030), 5-6.
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ji
TTar T: -pa

* T: -pa jr'zfcal

EwX :N 1 1 rn:a b^Tsl

r^ .r^-^...vj]
jx
xl/J^/JUCsJ

Cyprus, ix, 2, p. 441. C. 1 . S., i, 14. Ill, cxxii, i.

1802. On a block of white marble, in two lines, broken at both ends,

Cyprus, ix, 4. C. I. S., i, 15. Ill, cxxii, 2.

1803-4. O"1 tw fragments of a blue marble bowl, in a single line

around the rim,

Cyprus, x, 14, i. C. I. S., i, 16 a, b. Ill, cxxii, 3 a, b.

The inscriptions 1805-1824 are on fragments of white marble bowls,

in a single line around the rim, which occasionally shows a spout

or a handle: 1816 however is in two lines.

1805.
- -. ["-rJ-JXI TZ -pB

C. I. S., i, 19. Ill, cxxii, 41

. 806-7-8. . . m^ III III MIT tea-: ( 8o6]

. . r-ao (1808) . . .

ijrtba -pab I 1 1 1
(l8 7)

Cyprus, ix, 3, x, 13. C. I. S., i, 21, 17 a, b, 20.

Ill, cxxii, 5 a, b, c.

1809. . b , 2-CH3 [|*ba jHL'Crl
C. I. S., i, 22 a, b. Ill, cxxii, 6.

C. I. S., i, 39. II, cxli, 1051. Ill, cxxii, 7
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ISM. [rppnsDD&c *:~ao-

Cyprus, x, 10. C. I. S., i, 23. Ill, cxxii, 8.

3812. .

[-ph:
T^'z "pbb]

Cyprus, x, 12. C. I. S , i, 18. III. cxxii, 9.

1813 a, b. (continuous) -rh" r^t^EEX
1

? ^"aOl

Cyprus, xi, 21, xii, 30. C. I. S., i. 25. Ill, cxxii, 10.

1814.
[~p]z* mpfercBDiO -"so

Cyprus, x, 15. C. I. S., i, 27. Ill, cxxiii, 11.

1815. b z"2s "!":[

Cyprus, xi, 16. C. I. S., i, 34. Ill, cxxiii, 12.

1816. The first letters of two lines. (l) ]&5 (2) ]jO

Cyprus, xi, 23. C. I. S., i, 37. Ill, cxxiii, 13.

1817.
]jr*

EX] TS rdz

Cyprus, xi, 20. C. I. S., i, 29. Ill, cxxiii, 14

1818-9. ] p "[ . (1819). . . hjT1 "CXt ( l8 ' 8
)

Cyprus, xi, 19, 18. C. I. S., i, 31, 35. Ill, cxxiii, 15 a, b.

1820. On the handle.

C. I.S., i, 30.

Cyprus, ix, 6. C. I. S., i, 32.

Ill, cxxiii, 16.

Ill, cxxiii, 17.

1822. ].rn .[

Cyprus, ix, 5 (and 28?). C. I. S., i, 33. Ill, cxxiii, 18.

Ill, cxxiii, 19.

Ill, cxxiii, 20

1823. npaOTw *:~y

Cyprus, xi. C. I. S., i, 28.

1824.

Cyprus, xi, 22. C. I.S., i, 36.

1825. On the rim of a large alabastron, the numeral 100, preceded

by the word ^"(

2 as in 1829.

Cyprus, xii, 25. II, cxli, 1048; III, cxxiii, 22.
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1820. On an amphora of coarse white ware, painted on the side,

*^<
Umt

Cyprus, ix, 7. Ill, cxxiii, 26.

1827 On an amphora of coarse white ware, painted on the side,

in three lines, complete,

(3) VEu I (2)
jrP

I (0 275 tt
(Cyprus, x, 8. II, cxli, 1049; III, cxxiii, 23.

1828. On an amphora of white coarse ware, painted on the side,

T" "7^"2

Cyprus, xii, 29. Ill, cxxiii, 27.

1829. On an amphora of coarse white ware, painted on the side,

u * ~
F"or the word, compare 1825 II I, cxxiii, 28.

A fragment of an amphora of coarse white ware, painted in several

lines, illegible, quoted in Cyprus, xi, 24, Atlas III cxxiii (text),

has not been found in the Museum.
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IN

revising these inscriptions, the Museum has been enabled by

the courtesy of Dr. Ludwig Meister of Leipzig to make use of

the last corrections and translations of his father, the late Dr.

Richard Meister, who visited the Museum and made careful

study of the originals not long before his lamented death. The

readings and translations here given are throughout those of Dr.

Meister, but in a few cases other readings are added where sub-

sequent study seems to suggest another view.

371-81. On vases of Wheelmade Red Ware, of the Later Bronze

Age, isolated symbols, which are identical in form with

characters of the Cypriote syllabary, but are earlier in date

than any certain example of it hitherto published.

\ 1 -f /\ V
376 377 378 379 381

II, cxlii, 1060, 1061 ; III, cxl, 3, 4, 6; (8, 9, 10, n (371-3-4-2).

434. On a vase of Cypro-Mycenaean Ware the following sign,

J3; probably derived from the Minoan script of Crete.

438. On a vase of Cypro-Mycenaean Ware, the signs for pa, to,

and me or le. II, xc, 775. Ill, cxl, Suppl. 1 1.

474. On a vase of Red Bucchero Ware, the owner's name,

ia . le . pe . mo. TaXe9d(xo). (?)

Hall, xi, 234. II, cxlii, 1063; III, cxl, 2.
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4*0. On a vase of late Red liucchero Ware, ihe owner's name.

te . ro . pa . m> to . ta ko .

Wr,po;iv(.) . T<i> T2y(o

Hall, xi, 2 *S read the second sign as le; TTJASjavw.

II. cxlii. 10(12; III, cxi. 7.

1. ( )n a vase of late Red Bucchero Ware, the owner's name,

ta . le . se .

Hall, xi, 2*<>. II, cxlii, 1004; III, cxi, i.

1351. On the right shoulder of the "Priest with a Dove," verv

faintly traced in a curved line,

. ta . se pa pi . a . se . . Tie Ila^a: .

Hall, xi, 2^2. Meister. (' I). II, uo.a (2), p. iSi. HolT-

mann, 17(1. I, lx\
, 4^1; III, cxli, 2.

1361. On the arm of a life-si/e statue, in one line complete,

. e . ko . ta . mi . ko . ra . u . e . mi .

syd) . TayLiy^pau TJ:JLI
.

Meister queries the third sign ta and reads Mikorau, but it

is fairly clear on the stone; and Hall's suggestion that tin-

stone-cutter has transposed the vowels and given Tamigoras

for Timagoras, is probably right.

Hall, xi, 233. Meister, Ci D. II, i iqa (0, P- iNi. H<>fT-

mann, 175. I
, iii, *,; III, cxli, i .

i 540. On a vase of dark green steatite, three linear symbols:
if"

see p. S2 1 above.

1567. On a blue-glaze object, two isolated signs as follows: on the

top, the sign for ya, on the edge that for lo.

Hall, xi, 2^0-7. IN. cxi, 12.

. On an alabaster vase, the signs loosely arranged in two

rows round the body,

upper row .pa . po . i . ke.

II dt^Ot . YC

lower row . e . u . /a . ve . i . te.

si . ^a/slTS

To judge from the form of the vase, this should be one of
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the earliest known inscriptions in Cypriote script, probably of

the tenth or ninth century. Though Master's rendering is

ingenious, it is not certain that the words are Greek at all.

Deecke, 56. Hall, x, 30; xi, 218.

11, cxli, 1053-4; III, cxli, -3., b (plate), 6 (text).

1831. On a limestone chest, in three lines,

(i). . po . ro . to . ti . mo . e . mi . ta . se . pa . pi . a . se .

npWTOTC^w . T;;JU . Ti; . Ylz^'.y.^

. to . i . e . (2) . re . vo . se . ka . se . mi . ka . te .

.TO) . Ecpij/O; . 7.7.'. . (LI . 7.y.".k-

. te . ke . ta . i . (3) . pa . pi . a . i . a . po . ro . ti . ta . i .

. -0V/.S "*' Ha?'!;*! . 'A^poctTx: .

Cyprus, vii, 46. Pierides, Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch. v. pp. 88-96.

Hall, xi, 210. Deecke, i. Hoffmann, 59. Ill, cxxiv, i.

1832. On a limestone chest, in three lines, broken on the left,

(i). . ta . se . o . ta . se . pa

Ti; .[6s]cl>. Ti; . ITa^ia; 735x1

(2). . a . u . ta . ra . mi . ka . te . . . . o

a'jTap . [xt . x,ai4[6iQX8

(3). . o . na . si . te . mi . se .

'OvajtOsixt; .[6

Cyprus, vii, 5 1. Pierides, v. 88-96. Deecke, 2. Hoffmann, 60.

Hall, xi, 21 1. Ill, cxxiv, 4.

1833. On a limestone chest, in four lines, broken on the left,

(i). . ta . se . te . o . ta . se

Ti; . 6cw . Ti; . [Ila;?:*;. T)[xt,

(2). . a . i . ta . ra . e .

[&]: 2 p . sf-^xs . y.aTs6r
(
Xi 'Ova-t-

(3). . te . mi . . . . (4). .pi . . .

.-6s[xt[; 6 tspsjc Ti; Ha- . ?([a;

Cyprus, vii, 47. Pierides, v. 88-96. Deecke, 3. Hoffmann,
61. Hall, xi, 213. Ill, cxxiv, 8.

1834. On a limestone fragment, broken at both ends,

. .se . pa . pi . a . se . e . mi .

. Ti]; . Ila?(a; .
73 [xt. .

The sign for e is not very clear, but the sense requires it.
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Cyprus, viii, s*. Pierides, v. 88-96. Deecke, 4. Hoff-

mann, (>2. Hall, xi, 213. Ill, cxxiv, q.

1835-36. On similar fragments, broken at both ends,

18*5. .ta.sc.pa.pi.a.se.. ] ti; Ila^'la.: [

1830. . [sej.pa.pi.a.sc. . Ti;j IIa^ia^[

Cyprus, vii, 48. 41). Pierides, v. 88-96. Deecke, 5, 6. Hoff-

mann, <M. Hall, xi, 21 1-13. II I, cxxiv, 5, 6.

1837-8. On fragments of pottery, broken at both ends,

.'837. .ta.se.pa.pi. . ] TO:; Il^ifa;

1838. . [so]. pa. pi. a. 7a]; lla^laU

Cyprus, vii, 45, 44. Pierides, v. 88-96. Deecke, 7, 9. Hoff-

mann, 63. Hall xi, 212. Ill, cxxiv, 7, n.

1839-41 On fragments of limestone chests, broken,

1839. . . . pa.pi.a.se. tat;] ITa^ia^ [T,;JU

1840. . (i). .se.te. Ta]; t)s[(o

(2). .a.o

1841. . . . pa. pi. a. . TOE;] Ilxptak f^t

Cyprus, vii, ,(>, viii, 54, vii, 52. Pierides, v. 88-96. Deei. ke,

10, n, 12. Hoffmann, 63 (10). Hall, xi, 212-13.

Ill, cxxiv, 10, 3, 2.

1842. On a fragment of limestone, broken,

. . o.ne.te.ke.a . . .

. ] avIOiQx.s . 'AfapostTat

Cyprus, viii, 57. Deecke, 13. Hoffmann, 64. Hall, xi, 213.

Ill, CXXV, I:

1843. On a statue-base, in three lines, complete,

(iy. c . ko . lo.se . ka . to . se . ta . se .to. i

"Ey.oTo; . xaTSJTajs Tan

(2). ti .o.i ,ta .pi . te. ki .si.o.i

Oedu . T' 'A({x)<ptSe^f(i)t

(3). i .tu.ka.i .a ,za. ta.i

[(v) T'jy_at . czyaOat

Cyprus, i, 3, p. 207. Deecke, 37. Hoffmann, 137 (the dialect

and the direction of the writing suggest that it is from Idalion,

not from Kouklia). Hall, x, 201-18; xi, 2 14. III.cxxv, 4.
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1844. On a limestone block, in three lines, complete,

(i). ki.li.ka.se (2). o.ti .mo.to.ro.

riXXcxac; 6

(3). a . po . se . ia .

In line i the second sign is li with ka superposed, so that

earlier editors read si; the name Gillikas is well known in

Cyprus. Deecke, 1 14 (assigned to Golgoi on Siegismund's

authority). Hoffmann, 173, compare 76. Hall, xi, 215.

Ill, cxxv, 6.

1845. On a statue-base, in one line, complete,

.to . te . o . le . na , i . o?.

.TO). 6c(I) . XlQValo) [V>J-[

Cyprus, vii, 43. Deecke, 43. Hoffmann, 118. Hall, x, 33;

xi, 215 (who read from left to right and translated as a

proper name, Phainaleotes). Ill, cxxvii, 5.

1846. On a statuette, in one line, broken at both ends,

. . ve . li . pa . ti . va . to . ro . .

. FsXIzOOa . Ai/4v5pw

Cyprus, vii, 42. Deecke, 44. Hoffmann, 119. Hall, x.. 34;

xi, 215: compare also 1852 below. Ill, cxxvii, 6.

1847. On a statuette, in one line, broken at both ends,

. . ke . to . te . a . po . lo . ni . . .

av0Tf)]x.s 7o(v)Bs 'Az6X(X)am . . .

Hall, xi, 217. Ill, cxxvii, 8

On a statuette, in one line, broken at both ends,

. to . te . a po . lo . ni . te . o . . . o . i . a . te . si . pa . te

. lo . ve . ia . li . pi . se . o . pa . te .

Hall, xi, 233. Meister, GD. II, 52a. Ill, cxxvii, 2, 3, 4

1849. On a statuette like 1848; only the sign for ti remains.

Hall, xi, 234. Ill, cxxvii, 7

1850. On a statue-base, in four lines, complete,

(i). , a , ri , si . to . ko . no? . se? . o . na . si . ia .

'AptdToyovo?? . 'Ovaala
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(2). . u. IK- . u . ka . sa . me . no . so . pe . ri . pa.

Oviy;i^vo; . re?! . zaiti

(3). . i . ti . to . i . pc re . so . u . ta . i . u . no . to

. T(I>'. . IUp"SJT2l . 'jVOr//.

(4). . kc . i . tu ka . i .

Kv) Tixat -

Dcocko, 4=i. HolTmann, 120. Hall, x, 32; xi, 2i=;-i<>.

Ill, cxxvi, 4.

1851. On a fragment of limostono. broken at both onds,

(i). . ka . o vo . so? Ms]yavo/o<;[

(2). . mo . ki . . . 6) MsyifXXd)

(3). . lo? . . . 'A-6A]A(,)lvt

Doccko, 4<S. Hall, xi, 2i(>. Ill, cxxvi, 2.

1852. On a statue-base, brokon at both ends,

. pa . ti . sa . to . ro . . . . ]~a Tt3dt(v)2pd) [

Dcecko, 49. Hoffmann, 1 13. Hall, xi, 217. Cyprus, viii, 38:

compare 1846 above. Ill, cxxvi, 3.

1853. On a tile, inscribed with the finder in the soft clay, the

signs for ti . ko . and ve. Cyprus, vi, 35. Deecke, 52. Hall,

xi, 218. II, cxlii, 1058. Ill, cxli, 5.

1854. On a fragment of a stone bowl, parts of two lines, which

may be the beginning and end of the same line.

(i). .ti .mo . ke . re . te .se . to . ma . ki . ri . o . so . o . ne

Tiixoy.plTT^ . TW . Mzy.ptws . dve[6r//.

(2). .se.se .|

]<TT/; '3"Japa

In line i the third sign from the end is quite clearly se: if it

is not a mistake of the stone-cutter, as Meister seems to

suppose, it may be a personal name (in the genitive) derived

from the deity Magirios, to whom it has been commonly

supposed (Deecke 120. Schmidt, Idalion, p. 66) that the

inscription refers. Meister reads Maytp((i>(i).

Cyprus, vi, 35. Deecke, 121. Hoffmann, 129. Hall, xi, 231.

Ill, cxxxix, i.

1855. On a clay lamp, incised before firing,

. pi . lo . ti . mo .
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Cyprus, viii, 56. Deeckc, 142. Hoffmann, 55. Hall, x, 17

xi, 231. II, cxlii, 1059. Ill, cxl, 14.

1856. On a stone palette, all that remains of a long inscription,

in fine strokes,

. o . yi . i . ti ,

Hall, xi, 238. Meistcr, GD. II, 1460. Ill, cxxxix, 3.

1857. On a pediment from one tomb, in one long line on the archi-

trave,

. e . ko:e .mi:a . ri .si . to. ke .re .te .se: ka .me .ne.se . ta .sa . ne:

. 'Eyu>: Tjfit : 'AptJTOxpeTr^ :xa('.)[JLSv sjTaaav :

[ka].si.ke.ne.to.i : me. ma. na.me.no. i : e.u.ve.re.ke.si.a.se:

. ta . sa : pa . i : e . u . po . te : e . ve . re . xa .

. Ta<; : r.x'. : sj TIOTS : e/psca

The double points represent divisions between words on the

stone. In spite of obvious difficulties, the sentence seems to

be intended to form two hexameters.

Cyprus, vi, 37. Deecke, 71. Hoffmann, 146. Hall, x, 21;

xi, 221. I, Ixxxv, 563; III, cxxxvii.

1858. On the top of a limestone footstool, each sign in a separate

square of a chequer-board,

(i). ki . lo . za .ma.po . na . rtXoLdjxa . ^ova

(2). pi . le . vo . ka . mi . ? . 4>tX(X)f]fo . Ya^tf'ra].

(3). te . i . ti . ku . ne . ? . Be . ITIXUV . [. . . .

(4). ? . o . mi . pa . se . ? . . . .] . 6 JJL'.(V) . xaq. [
x,a

(5). a? . a? . mi . a . zo . so . d . a(;x)(a . ua> . aw.

(6). i? . si . pe . ko . mi . si . tat . TTSXCO . ^ta-

(7). ke?. a? . i . to . va . zo . -yvsa . ((v^ofauo

(8). vi . ? .ma. pa. sa .mo. fi(\'j)'^oi, . ::aja . ;jia>-

(9). sa? . ti? . a? . te . i . zo . -j3c . Bta(v)0s(^w

(10). si . ti? . zo . i . ra . pa . JT!U(I) . "(v)pa::-

(n). ta? . ka?.su?.ma.ta?. VH. Ta . xaa(a)'j^aTa

The entire object is figured in Cyprus, p. 159; the inscription

in Hall, xi, 232; it is discussed fully by Meister G D, ii, 181,

no. ii9a.; Verhandlungen d. K. Sachs. Ges. Wiss. (phil-

hist. klasse) Ixiii (1911), 17-31. I, Ixxxv, 560; III, cxxxiy, 2.
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1859. On a small altar, in two lines, broken at the end,

(i). ... illegible ....

(2). . a . ti . pa . mo . o . ti . o . pa .

. 'A(v)ti9<itMi)(v) o . AcoyifvTou. .

The name is no doubt that of the dedicator, Antiphamon,
son of Daophas or Daophantos.

C>
r

prus, v, 23, xl\ iii. Deecke, 83. Hoffmann, i 57. Hall, x,

27; xi, 225. I, xxvii, 89; III, cxxviii, 2.

1860. On a small altar, in one line, apparently complete,

from right to left: . lo . ti . pa . ro . pe . i . i . na . te . to .

As this gives no sense, Meister proposes to read from left to

right, as follows:

. to . te . na . vi . i . pe . ro . pa . ti . lo . [se].

But this is against the direction of the characters. The

inscription may not be in Greek at all.

Cyprus, vi, 34. Deecke, 98. Hoffmann, 167. Hall, x, 10;

xi, 229. 1 1 1, cxxxi, 3.

1861. On the handle of a limestone fire-shovel, in one line,

complete,

. e . ro . se . te . ke . to . a . po . lo . ni .

"Hpo)^ (I)6r,xe 7(j> 'AzoXXwvt

The characters have been outlined in paint and the reading

is not so certain as appears at first sight.

Cyprus, iv, 2o. Deecke, 96. Hoffmann, 165. Hall, x, 18;

xi, 228. Ill, cxxvii, i.,

1862. On a limestone trough or chest, in three lines, complete,

(i). .to . ti . o . se.to.vo.i. (2) . no.a.i.sa.

TO) Aio; 7(1) oT- -vou alja

(3). . c . ti . Ml

'(a)7t . rpta [xs-:pa .

Meister notes that the meaning of .e.ii. is uncertain.

Cyprus, ii, 7. Deecke, 73. Hoffmann, 148. Hall, x, 29;

xi, 222. Ill, cxxxix, 5.

1863. On a fragment of a large limestone bowl. The text is

given as it stands on the stone, and the short lines are thus
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shown in their proper places; the head and neck of the snake

limit the lines on the left.

(i). . te . to . ya . se . o . mo . ne . ku .

(2). . ti . se . me . a? . e? . ? . e .

(3). . te . to . ne? .?. a .?.?.?

(4). . pa . te .?.?.?. ro . ne . ni? . ti . se .

(5). . to . ta . ke . se .?.?.? .

In line i, ya may be va; and the lower part of ku is not clear.

In line 2, me may be a or i. In line 3, Meister reads te; it

may be ma, but the sign seems to be i on the stone. In

line 4, most of the signs are irregularly cut, and so damaged
that their number is uncertain. In line 5, the last three

signs, to the right, were read se.se. te by Hall, but are not

now to be seen. Cyprus, iii, 13; p. 144. Deecke, 87. Hall,

x, 1 1 ; xi, 226. I, Ixxxv, 561; III, cxxxii, 2.

1864. On a fragment of a stone bowl, broken at both ends,

. po . mo . zo . mi . to .

Cyprus, v, 27. Deecke, 109. Hall, x, 15; xi, 230.

Ill, cxxxviii, 3.

1865. On the foot of a stone vase, roughly inscribed in a con-

tinuous circle,

. e . a? . a . ya . sa . ve . lo .

There is no room for any other character between the e and

the lo; but there is also no indication of beginning or end.

Cyprus, iii, 19 (not iv. 20, as stated in the Atlas). Deecke,

95. Hall, x, 22; xi, 228. Ill, cxxxix, 6.

1866. On a limestone trough or chest, in one line, apparent!}'

complete, and intended to be a hexameter,

.ti.mo. a.ti.pa.to : ti.rna .o.pa .pi.ya.ne.ti.mo.o.i.se

Cyprus, iv, 15. Deecke, 69. Hall, x, 2; xi, 220-1.

I, xxvii, 85 : III, cxxix, i.

1867. On a fragment of a limestone chest, in two lines, ap-

parently complete at the beginning, but broken at the ends,

(i). . o . ta . te . o .....

(2). . pa . ta . a . pi . (or o) .....

Cyprus, v, 28. Deecke, 92. Hall, xi, 228. Ill, cxxv, 2.
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iS6<S. On both sides of a thin slab of limestone; all the linos are

complete at the beginning, and some also at the end.

This inscription has been republished with full commentary

b\ Meister. Verbandlungen d. k. siicbs. OVs. Wissfiiscbaflfn

(Pbil-bistor. Klassf) (>2 (KJIO) pp. 2^-242, pi. I (where its

number 1922 is that under which it stood in the Museum's

old Handbook of Stone Sculptures). Cyprus, v, 24. Deecke,

So. Hall, xi, 225-0. Ill, cxxxvi, 2, 3.

Side A.

^i). ke . ya . 20 . yo . ner . ta? . mo?., se? . ta? . mo? . . .

(2). . ta . po . ro . \e . re . mo . sa . ta . mo . se . ta . mo.

(3). . tu . ra . \o . ne . o . ri . ya . sa . ta . mo.se. la. mo .

Oupa/ov wiaara

(4). . ya . la . ka . ni . o . e . ko .

/3tXx^vto (^) / (l) ^'/- :3

(5). . a . po . ro . t i . si . o . se . e . ko

Aa^o; .

. o . na . mo . .

(6). . a? . ta . no . e . ko . . o . na . mo . po . r . sa . . .

."AOavo(c)? . s/co . s^ . o')va.

Side B.

(0. | I

. o . na . V

(2) ta . . o . na . V

. [Os^hx . s'r/.o-r . wva ./(pr^a)

(3). . te . sa . ta . . o . na . V .

OcjTa . c'ty.osi . o')va . /(pTj7a)

(4). . te . sa . ta o . na . Y"'

(S). . va . mi . te . sa . ta . ? . o . na . 7

/ap.i . OcJTa . ? . wva . /(pTjTSt)

(6). . te . sa . ta . Ill . o .?.</.

(7). . mi . te . sa . ta

. :A? . 6s:r:a . [wva /(pTj-rd) ]

On Meister's reading and interpretation a few comments may be

permitted.
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On side A. line i, the fifth and following signs arc almost wholly

destroyed, and cannot be restored with any confidence from the

formula in lines 2 and 3. But if these lines are any guide at all,

they suggest sa for ne as the fifth sign. In lines 2 and 3, the las^

three signs .se.ta.mo. are very much fainter than the rest, and

look like the remains of a former inscription, imperfectly erased.

In the same lines, also, the sign which is transcribed mo above

has no crossbar, though an earlier editor has traced one in pencil;

it is therefore possible to take it as the Minoan sign for 100, just as

the signs and
|

are the Minoan (and also the Phoenician) signs

for I o and i respectively. This sets free the group .sa. ia., which

regularly precedes the numerals, to serve as an abbreviation for

stateres, the Greek equivalent of the Oriental shekel. The mo sign

in lines 4, 5, 6, on the other hand, is rightly read, and should

probably be rendered. . ."of me"; the whole phrase thus meaning

"my price" and denoting some kind of redemption-money, pay-

able to the sanctuary by a temple-servant or a private slave, on

emancipation. The proper names still present some difficulties;

but the changes already suggested make the following reading

probable:

(i). Xs/cxc; Zwfou . [ffra-rijpai; Ixonr&v

(2). Tacppo? Fep[jLou .<T7a7Y}pac; e/.a^ov .[

(3). 0'jpa/tov 'Qpua . <r: STY] p a q exaTov .[

(4\ FaXx^vto? s^w Se/.a, . wva(v) [JLOU .

(5). 'A^poBbcoq e^co e, . (bva(v) (xou .

(6). "I^avoq 70 e, . (ova(v) [JLOU, xopi<ja<; [. . .

Reading i for a at the beginning of line 6, we obtain Itanos (a

Cretan name like Falchanios), instead of Athanos. The latter,

however, is found in the Greek inscription 1923.

On side B., the group .sa.ta. should in any case be given the

same meaning as on side A. unless there is clear reason otherwise.

The sign which precedes, though clearly te (as read by Meister) in

lines 5 and 7, is less clear in lines 3, 4, and 6, and differently

shaped; in 3 perhaps ya, in 4 and 6 probably to or ta. It should

probably be taken as the last syllable of a personal name in each case.

At the end of lines 2 and 3 are traces of one or more signs after the V-

shaped sign which Meister read as a digamma; but they do not
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support his conjee tu re /pr^Ta, and look more like .o . pa . The V-shaped

sign itself is not any ordinary Cypriote character, but probably a

sign of value, like those which are used in financial documents in the

Palace Archives of Knossos. The end of lines 5 and (> is very much

rubbed, and the uniformity of the formula not certain, though

probable. This side may provisionally be rendered as follows:

( i ). personal name

(2).

(3)- Ha?

(4)- ho(?)

(6). KaU)

(7).
"

]ii{3r,(?)

] cey.a-TSJjapa; . o')va(v) V

alraiTTJpa.;) c'r/.ojt . (ova(v) V'

772(77; pa;) c'ly.osi . d)va(v) V
j'ral.T^pa;) Tpst; . (ova(v) V

J7a(rr,p;c,-) I 1
. wva(v) V

5exa-tlaaapaq . (i)va(v) V

[ ] . wva(v) V

It is worth noting that the only known clav-tablet with Cypriote

inscription has likewise its reverse side written upside-down, as

in this instance: Meister. Verb. k. sacbs. Ges. IViss. Leipzig (Ph.-

hisl. Kl.) Go, 1908, pp. 1-8.

1869. On a votive relief, in four lines, complete:

(i). . ka.i.re. te. ka.ra .si.tt . va . na .xe. ka.po. ti . ve . po .

. me . ka . me . po . te . ve . i . se . se .

(2). . te . o . i . se . po . re . a . ta na . to . i . se . e . re . ra . me . na

Oeolc; . (pop?} - aOavaTOtq . epspa^xsva

. pa . ta . ko . ra . sa . to . se .

. ZOC(V)T' ccx.opCfoTd); .

(3). . o . vo . ka . re . ti . e . pi . si . t a . i . se . a . to . ro . pe . te . o . i .

. oti . ydcp . Tt . sztjTou,; . avOpQTrs . OecTn .

. a . le . tu . ka . ke . re .

(4). te .o. i. ku . me .re.na.i . pa . ta . ta . a . to . ro.po.i

.po . ro. ne .o .i . ka .i . re . te .

ippoveon . ^atpcTc .

Cyprus, xliii (the object) and i, i (inscription). Deecke,

68. Meister, G D. ii, 68, (pp. 1 57-9). Hoffmann, G D. {,76-8.

Hall, x, 209-11; xi, 219-20. 1, Ixxxv, 559; III, cxxx, 3.
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1870. On a votive relief, above the wine-jar of the banquet, in

small characters, clearly cut,

. o . pa .

The meaning is not clear; it may be meant for "Opaon," the

title of a rustic deity at Amargetti; compare 1114-8 in the

Collection of Sculpture. Meister reads also on the upper

part of the slab as follows:

. te.o.a. 6c(I> 'A[z6XXwvoc;.

These signs have eluded all other observers.

Cyprus, iv, 21. Deecke, 82. Hall, x, 26; xi, 224-5.

1, Ixxxv, 553; III, cxxxiii, 2.

1871. On a votive relief, in two lines, complete,

(i). to.o.na.si.mo . to.te . to . na.[o] .o.ne. te. ke.o.na .

TO. 6vdcjt^o(v) . T6Bs .TCO. va[w] . dveOiqxs .'Ova-.

.si . ti .mo . se. to.i .

. -akcfxoc; . TO) .

(2). . te . o .i . to.i . a.po.lo.ni . [ya] . ra . i . te.me.no.se

6c(Iu . TW . 'A

. i.tu. ka.i. Ml .

3 .

Cyprus, i, 2. Deecke, 72. Hoffmann, 147. Hall, x, i; xi,

221-2. I, IXXXV, 558; III, CXXX, I

1872. On a votive relief, in two lines, broken at both ends,

(i). . pa . ro . te . ta . vo . to .

(2). . a . o .

| |
. na . mi .

The middle character in line 2 consists of two vertical lines

only; it may be a numeral, or meant for no or
{<?.

Cyprus, v, 26. Deecke, 91. Hall, xi, 227.

I, Ixxxv, 557; III, cxxviii 4.

1873. On a votive relief, in three lines, complete,

(i). . ti . ya . i . te . mi . to . i . te . o .

AiaE6cjju(<;) T(I)t 6s(p(i),

(2). . to . a . po . lo . ni . o . ne . te . ke

.T(o(i)- 'AzoXXcovc . 6vs6rjX,s

(3). . u . tu . ka .

.u(v)tuxa(t) .
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IVrhaps the unusual n for ; in lino } results from mis-reading

a mi sign a ft or tho vorb; it is 10111111011 for tho dedicated object

to bo made to speak tor itsolf in this wa\ . lor tho name

Diaithomis compare iSqo below, and 111, cxi, Suppl. i;

Meistor. f, I). II, '-,2 b.

Cyprus, ii, (>. Doocko, 74. Hoffmann, 149. Hall, x, 9; xi, 222.

I, Ixxxv, 556; III, cxxxiii, i .

1874. On a fragment of a votive relief, in three lines, complete,

(i ). . o . na . si . o . ro . : . a . te

. '()vaji(,)po(^) 'AOrJ...

(2). . o . no . te . ke . : . to . i . ti

dv01QXS 7(0 . Oc[ (7)

(3). . to . a . po . lo . ni . : . i

.TO) 'A-oAAtov: t(v) [rj/a

In line i the a is imperfect, and may well be me. In line

3 Meister reads nothing certain after ni. Cyprus, ii, S.

Deocke, 75. Hoffmann, 150. Hall, x, 23; xi, 222.

Ml, cxxxiv, i .

1875. On a fragment of a votive relief, in two lines, broken at

both ends,

( i ). . . . te . na . pa . sa . re . se . i . ka . a . . . .

(2). . . .o. to . (i) . to. ra : po. te . ve . o : pa ...

The colons in line 2 indicate divisions between words on the

stone. Hoffmann suggests an Oriental proper name ending in

va^dpr,c in line i. Cyprus, i, 4. Deecke, S<). Hoffmann,

162. Hall, x, 8; xi; 227. Ill, cxxviii, i.

1876. On a votive relief, in two lines, broken at the beginning,

(i). . to . i . tio . J-rcIn Os <o

(2). .ke. ... avsOrJy.s.

Cyprus, viii, 62 is wrongly quoted in Atlas. Deecke, 107.

Hall, xi, 230. Ill, cxxx, 2.

1877. On a votive relief, in two lines, broken at the beginning,

(i). . va . (2). . lo. te . lo.

Cyprus, v, 29. Deecke, 105. Hall, xi, 230. Ill, cxxviii, 3.

1878. On a votive relief, in two lines, broken at the beginning,
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(i) tc?.o?.i? . e.u.ta. mo.to.te.se .?. ?.te. ke.

TO)] Ocd)'.. EJOa^OCOTTQ^ [6vJOr//. .

.i.tu.ka.i.

. i(v) T'jy.xt .

(2). .?.?.?. ?.?.e. mi. ta.sa.i.

? . ifuil . ? .

Cyprus, vi, 36 (only line 2). Dcecke, 94 (line i); 101 (line

2). Hoffmann 169, (line 2). Hall, xi, 229. Ill, cxxxv, 4.

1879. On a votive relief, a single line, which Meister reads from

left to right,

pa. si. te. mi. . Ilac:i6cijL'. (;);

but Hall, reading from right to left (the more usual direction),

aP.te.na 'A6r;va

The two characters to the left are, however, all that can be

read with certainty.

Cyprus, vii, 41. Deecke, 106. Ill, cxxv, 3.

1880. On the helmet of a statuette, in rude letters, ill-arranged.

. a.ra.a .na.o. .apa.a.Ndw
The first sign is very carelessly cut, and not certain. In

view of the formula .o.na. in 1868, and of the line which

seems to separate the two left-hand signs from the rest, it may
be suggested that the whole should be read from right to left,

and interpreted wva apa(^) "redemption of a vow"; taking

the ill-written sign as se. Cyprus, ii, 9. Deecke, 97. Hoff-

mann, 166. Hall, x, 20; xi, 228. Ill, cxxxi, i, 2.

1881. On a votive ear of limestone, the letters crowded together,

. po? . ro? . to. ta.mo. IIpwToBajjiG)

But Meister's reading underestimates the clearness with which

the second sign is cut; it can hardly be anything but i. His

mo, too, is not easy to see; it looks more like ko. Hall's

reading was as follows:

. po . i . to . ta . ko . $O(T<I) Tayw
The first sign, however, is not clearly po, and resembles a

carelessly made ti; the following rendering is suggested,

.ti.i. to.ta.ko. Ail 7(2) d)7a (i)y(i).

Cyprus, vi, 39. Deecke, 103. Hoffmann, 170. Hall, x, 7;

xi, 229-30. II, cxlii, 1056. Ill, cxl, 13.
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1882. On a votive car of limestone, clearly cut except the sign for

mi which only Meister has been able to see,

. to . po . to . e . mi . Til) (a)zu)T(i) YJ{A(.

1 he word Z(OTO would he applicable to a deaf man, as well

as to one deprived of his ears

Cyprus, iii, 18. Deecke, 104. Hoffmann, 171. Hall, x, 6;

xi, 230. II, cxlii, 1053. Ill, cxl, 13.

1883. On a fragment of a votive stele; in one line, broken at

both ends,

. e.si .si . po. le.

The characters are quite clearly cut, except the top of the po,

which is chipped, and the si (next to the po) which looks more

like ka. Hall, xi, 233. Ill, cxxvi, i.

1884. On a disc made from a fragment of Red Ware, in two lines,

complete,

(i). . pa.ta si.o. .<I>a(v)-;zj!(i>.

(2). :
| | | |

: (the numeral four).

Note the unusually earlv form of the si with double base-line,

and of the o with a vertical stroke up the middle.

Cvprus, vi, 38. Deecke, 81, Hoffmann, 156. Hall, x, 23;

xi, 224. II, cxlii, 1037; III, cxl, 3.

1885. On the edge of a disc of limestone, -^>\<r The meaning of

this sign is quite uncertain.

Hall, xi, 233. Ill, cxxxix, 2.

1886. On a small marble pedestal, in a single line running round

three sides,

(i). ]a . na . sa . se . a . i . vi ...... vo . to .

(2). J
te . pa . to ..... ro . se . ma . te . ka . ne . to .

[

(3). ] ke . a . po . lo . ni .

| | | | | |

The middle of the front (2) and of the right side (i) is very

obscure. Hall reads in front . te . pa . to. a . le. ro.se .&c; but

doubtfully; and renders as follows:

The six strokes at the end are probably numerals. Cyprus,
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v, 22. Dcecke, 90 and 112. Hoffmann, 163. Hall, x, 8;xi, 227.

Ill, cxxvii, 9-1 1.

1887. By the left foot of a statue, in two lines, broken at both ends,

(i). . e . te . i . Ill . a . ne . te . ke . ti . . . .

(2). . ta . ve . i . ko . na . ta . te . ne . a . po . . . .

TZ(V) /s(xova Ta(v)s 'A-opAXiovi

The .a.po. at the end of line 2 may as well be Aphrodite as

Apollo. Cyprus, ii, 10. Deecke, 76. Hoffmann, 151. Hall,

xi, 228. Ill, cxxxii, i.

. On a statue-base, in one line round the upper edge, com-

plete,

. pa . pi . ya . mu . ko .i . a . o . ma . mo . pa . to . re

Ila^fa Mir/ ''?
6 ixa[i([Ji)czaTa)?

The signs pa. pi are cut in a kind of monogram, and the

forms of ko and a are unusual.

Cyprus, iii, 14. Deecke, 85. Hoffmann, 159. Hall, x, 12;

xi, 225. Ill, cxxv, 5.

1889. On a fragmentary statue-base, in two lines, broken at the

beginning, but complete at the ends,

(i). . . . sa . ta . si . ta . mo . se . e . mi . se.ko? . (2) . . .ka

STaafBafjLO? . TJJJU . ? . . ?

Cyprus, ii, 5. Deecke, 93. Hoffmann, 164. Hall, xi, 228.

Ill, cxxxv, i.

1890. On a statue-base, in one line, complete at the beginning

but broken at the end,

. ti . a . te . mi . va . tu .

The name Diathemis recurs in 1873 above, and in Atlas 1 1 1, cxl,

Suppl. i; Meister GD. II, 52 b.

Cyprus, iii, 12. Deecke, 100. Hoffmann, 168. Hall, xi, 100.

Ill, cxxxv, 2.

1891. On a fragment of a statue-base, in one line, complete,

. me . no . to . ro . se . M^voBwpoq.

Cyprus, v, 25. Deecke, 80. Hoffmann, 155. Hall, xi, 224.

Ill, cxxxv, 3.
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1892. On a block of limestone, in one lino, not certainly complete,

. vo . sa . ti . ko(ror) . yu . mi . i . \ a . lo .

Hall, xi, 2 33. "I, cxxxvi, i .

1893. On a block of limestone, broken at both ends, the words

divided as shown,

. . po.lo.ni. |

. te. . . 'A|7:6X(X)<i>v'. Os[(pt...

Cyprus, vi, 40. Deecke, 78, q<) (upside down), and 115.

Hotl'mann, 153. Hall, x, 5; xi, 22^-4. Ill, cxxxviii, i.

1894. On a fragment of a statue-base, incomplete at both ends,

. re /.a . ti .

Cyprus, vi, 32. Deecke, 70. Hall, x, 14; xi, 221.

Ill, cxxxviii, 2.

1895. On a block of limestone, in two lines, incomplete at both

ends,

(i). . to? . o? . na . si . ri . ?. (2). .a.

Cyprus, v, 30. Deecke, 84. Hoffmann, 158. Hall, xi, 223.

Ill, cxxxviii, 4.

1896. On a block of limestone, in one line, apparently complete,

.to no. ke .

Cvprus, vi, 31. Deecke, 108. Hall, xi, 2^0. Ill, cxxxix, 4.

1899. On a clay figure the Cypriote character for //: but see also

below, page 546.

Hall xi, 237. Ill, cxli, Suppl. 2.

3552-53. On a pair of gold armlets, the same on each, in a single

line complete,

I ^ ><; A x i A r $ ^ ^ r MJ

H- -i' # '~\ X i * * 9 * '= ^ AN N
. e .te . va . to . ro . t.> . pa . po . pa . si . le . vo . se .

. 'ET/a(v)cp<.> 7w IHy(,> ^aj'.Xs/o;

Pierides, Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch, v, PI. C, i. Schroder,

T. S. B. A., vi, 134. Deecke, 46, 47. Hoffmann, 1 12. Hall,

xi, 216. Ill, i, i; cxli, 6.

4193. On an agate scarab, the personal name

zo.vo.te.mi.se. Zw66sjju<;
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So Meister. Verb. k. sacks. Ges. Wiss. Leipzig (Pbil.-hist.

Kl.) Ixiii (1911) 8, and PI. iv, 6. The word was formerly

read, zo.vo.te.la.se. ZwrsXa;. Said to have been ac-

quired in Smyrna. Ill, xxxii, 2.

4291. On an engraved sard, the letters loosely arranged around a

bearded head,

. te . ke . to . te . a . mu . ko . lo .

. (e)6r/
x.e . ^oBs . 'AyiuxXtp

Cyprus, xli, a; viii, 55. Deecke, 51.

Ill, xxviii, 5; xli, Suppl. 6.

4311. On a cylinder of haematite, in a single line, complete,

the signs are of unusual form, and not all identifiable with

certainty.

. ti . ro . e . na . si . JT^'O^

Hall read the last sign as ka ko xe, but the early forms of the

sign for si approximate more closely to that on this stone. The

sixth sign recorded by Hall is not a sign but part of the design

on the cylinder.

Hall, xi, 234-5. Ill, cxviii, 4; cxli, Suppl. 3.

4316. On a cylinder of haematite, the sign for pa. But this, like

many similar linear figures which fill the interstices of the

design on these cylinders, may be merely decorative.

Hall, xi, 235. Ill, cxviii, 10; cxli, Suppl. 4.

4347. On a cylinder of haematite, the sign for ia. But see the

note on 4316. Hall, xi, 236. Ill, cxviii, 2; cxl, Suppl. 5.

4552. On the inside of a silver bowl, in very clear well-cut letters,

in two lines, complete,

(i). .e.pi.o.ro.ti.e. 'Eztwpw AisG
H- ^ >? i_V K-

(2). . a. pi. a. la. e. a cpiaAa T; ([//.)
K-<x^X

Hall read mi at the end of the second line, but it is not to be

seen now. The form of the o in line i is unusual. The

curved stem of the ti looks more like vo (Hall) or si, but

none of the readings gives a known name.

Hall, Proc. Am. Or. Soc. Oct. 1885, pp. 4, 5. Meister, G D.

II, 52 c, p. 180. Ill, xxxiii, i, (the bowl); cxl, 3.
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4=07. On the inside of a silver bowl, roughly added bv an inex-

pert hand, in one line, complete but corroded at the end.

. i. pc.ro. po.ta.ko. 'I(^.)^po7:(.) -rayw

I'he (ireek letters read by Hall on another part of this bowl

are very doubtful

Hall, xi, 256. HolFmann, 116. Ill, cxli, 4.
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INSCRIPTIONS IN GREEK AND CYPRIOTE
CHARACTERS TOGETHER

OCCASIONALLY

inscriptions are found in which either

the same or a different text is cut in the two scripts on

the same stone. The two examples in the Collection

are unfortunately so fragmentary that they throw no

light on either the script or the language.

1897. On a block of limestone, three inscriptions, not certainly by

the same hand, as follows:

A. (i). TIMOAQPO/^ AEIA, where the Greek Y seems

to have been mistaken by the stone-cutter for the Cypriote

sign for se.

B. (2). APIMOKIA ARh perhaps the Cypriote .d.e.ta.

for the cscs of line i.

(3). EHPIATO !X, perhaps the Cypriote ve, or the Greek

numeral L, for "six".

C. (4). .te.re. close to the left edge, and much damaged.

(5). .ta.pi. both signs uncertain.

The names Timodoros and Drimokia recur together in the

Greek inscription 1919 below.

Cyprus, p. 421. (Greek Inscriptions No. 19.) Deecke, 67.

Hall, x, 3; xi, 219. Ill, cxxix, 2.

1898. On a block of limestone, in one line of Greek and three of

Cypriote,

A. Greek text:

0EMIAT "of Themias"
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B. Cypriote text :

(l). no . a . to . n> . vo .o
[

. . . .

(2). ka . to. ti .11
|
....

U). to. i .pa. so. ?.?. [. . . .

Tho first lino is not yet road; tho second sooms to contain

tho words 7(o Oc(o "to tho Clod"; and tho third an opithot;

Hall suggested 7
(j) naa[(ovt] "to tho Possessor"; i.e. tho god

of wealth: compare Moister's zoX'j/.Tcav(o in 1908.

Cyprus, iv, 16. Deecke, 60. HolTmann, 145. Hall, x,

20(>; xi, 2i<S. Ill, cxxix, 5.

The other inscriptions published by Hall in Atlas III, cxli, Suppl.

i, -, 9, 10, 12, are either not now in the Collection, or are not

recognizable as inscriptions. Those numbered 111, cxli, Suppl. 14-1*

wore lost already when the Atlas was published. The coins, Suppl.

13 a, b, c, have been separated from the Collection long ago, and

are not now identifiable. The following (p. 542) is very doubtful.

1899. On the neck of a statuette of clay, a sign ^ like that for //.

But it is not certain that it is intended for a sign; it rmy well

be only an ornament added to the necklace.

Hall, xi, 237. Ill, cxli, Suppl. 2.
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OST of these are certainly of late date, and only a few

show any but well-established forms of letters. But it

must be remembered that little is known as yet as to

the date at which the Greek alphabet was introduced

into Cyprus, or (if it was introduced early) as to the precise form

in which it came. The first two are on objects in the Collection

of Pottery.

958. On a narrow-necked jug of Graeco-Roman style, painted in

glaze-colour before firing, the owner's name KtTt'ac;.

Cyprus, p. 40. II, cxliii, 1067; III, cl, Suppl. n.

959. On a narrow-necked jug, like 958, in the same glaze-colour,

the owner's name "Epw?. II, cxliii, 1066; III, cl, Suppl. 10.

1900. On a statue-base of gray marble: fine letters of the third

century B. C.

'ApstvoT; 4>',XaBsX?(i) Nacxcc
j 'ApicrroxATJ; 'Ap'.-To-

y.ASO'j^ 'AXc^avopsjq.

Ill, cxlvi, 5.

1901. On a pedestal of soft Egyptian limestone, not from Cyprus,

but bought at Thebes in Egypt : letters of the third century B.C.

o'j. Not in Atlas.

1902. On a pedestal of limestone, in one line: letters rough but

not late.

^edrcov -jxo^ ir;y.sv

Of the words 6 O^^LO? only the feet of the letters are preserved.

Ill, cxlii, 2.
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On a slab of blue marble, complete on the right edge, but

broken to the left, and above and below: letters of the first

centurv A. 1).

sstvat -rfjC 'jja^ ;ACTS/'.V TrvTa; TS

y.a: zaja; Xurplou.;, |avtep<.)aavT<i)V TT, OSM <i>; -ri

zaTpta f-'.-TaToOvTO.; |
TO>V av'.3pa;xsv(.)v TT;; TOU sv

-TOJ .............. javcpioy Toy eyr^dpxou apyjpio

-v ........... avopaljOTJvat Tf; Os<o -oTT;p'.a, scp' (i s

............ KXayc|(oy katjapo; ^spajToJ y.a!

.......................... SZl KjOiVTO'J Spy

-ioy IlayAoy avOyri-roy.
j

111, cxliv, i.

1904. On a statue-base of gray marble, complete except the first

line: letters of the first century A. I).

[Koyp)!c(i>v T; JioyAir; [y.al 6 cf/^o^] j

KoivTov KafXtov

'OvtopaTOV, szap/ov |

astToj COJEW^' BTJIIOU 'Ptafxattov

zpcj^syTTjv StxeXias, Tcpsa^ 5 '-1'^ IIovToy xa ;
. BetOu-

-via;, avOyzaTOv Kurpou, eta zpovorjTou Atovuatou

|

Toy Tpyqxovo^, TOJ KpaT^TO^ apyovTo^.
Ill, clxiii, 3.

1995. On a block of white marble, complete below, but broken

above and at both sides: the lettering is very late, almost

Byzantine.

1960.

..... zsvjTaO/vOv . . . aca; [

........ ]v orX(Tr,v, apjxa, TwXtv.ov, xat[

..... Tpt]T/ pi/.oy? aywva^, zevTaOXoy^ [

. . . . TYJV aJOATj-'.v ayToy ^'.Xo-ovia^ [

........ ]ayT(o TS y.al TT
( zaTpicc

ac][xvoTT;TO^ X^p'.v. Ill, cxlviii, 2.

1906. On a block of blue marble, broken at the left side,

]a 'Ag>po8eta(ou

]<XVTO<;

]a($a; KXay-

av aYVd>-

ptv 111, cxlix, i.
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1907. On a block of white marble, complete, but ill-cut, and not

early,

'Ovtjaayopas i^ip TT;; yjvxty.o; Xixlou

y.al -.r^ O'jya-rpo.; auTou, 'A^postTy; M'j-

The words auTOu, MuxTjpoBc, and the first letter of ".(0^.7;?,

are very obscure: Hall read 'Pci^jnr;;;. Compare the epithet

Mux' a applied to Aphrodite in the Cypriote inscription 1888.

Ill, cxlii, 2.

1908. On a large store-vase of coarse late red pottery, incised

in one long line around the shoulder, while the clay was

soft, in late letters, probably Graeco-Roman: fragmentary

in three sections.

'Ax]6XX(i>vi 'YXxnj y.a[i. . IIo]XuxT[eav(p] T((XO)v[. . .e'jjxv/.

The distance from y.a... to . . . X'jy.7 is uncertain: from

Xjx.7... to T(|Aii>v, space for four letters: noXuxtsavip

(Meister) or perhaps IIoXuxT^ovi: compare with 1898.

II, cxliii, 1065; III, cl, Suppl. i.

1909. On a block of limestone, nearly complete, in late careless

letters.

'Ax6XXd)Vt Aay.cJTr, 'ApijjTO'j^ | [JiavTtapxoq u-^sp

KXIovo? T]O'J u'.ou
|

av6r
y
y.v sv 76773

The words TOU jloj seem to have been inserted later.

Ill, cxlii, 4.

1910. On a bracket of red and white marble, complete, in one

line around three sides: late letters, probably Graeco Roman.

iCTpcsfj:; | Bepidcviqs. Ill, cxlvi, 4.

1911. On a fragmentary pedestal, in late letters like 1910,

'Ap7^.(oi Ila]paA(a('.) X[proper name.

Ill, cl, Suppl. 1 1.

1912. On a small base of red marble, in late letters,

'Ozaov.
| McA3v6((p | Ka-raypacpo;; | y-sp roCi 'j'.oij

The symbols at the end read ITSI c'y.7(p. . Ill, cxlvi, 2.
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|<)M. On ;i limestone statuette, in four lines of late careless

letters, almost illegible at the close,

Nfy.avt poc J~3p TOJ uioj Ttjiavopoj

III, cxivi, 5.

1014. On the base of a small statue, complete, in two lines of

late careless letters.

'OXii-ac At Aap2v!(p J3a|:a.svj; z-stdr/.Ev

III, cxliii, 2.

1015. On the base of a small statue, like 11)14.

AT,:JLT( TP
;.C A: Aa^paviq; sJciij-'svoc azHf.r/.r/.

Ill, cxliii. i.

K)i6. On a block of limestone, complete, in six lines of very late

letters, ill-spelt: the word "IlA-.o; stands apart within a

wreath.

? Oso; : TO ;iyi"aTov TO s'v:6;o tov ovoyia, por/)'.

-ajt, t0 :jLcOs. "HX-.o,-.

The syllable .TX. at the end of the second line seems to have

been miscopied from the end of the third: the text should run

TO 'JJLSY'.J'TOV TO vco36(Ta)|TOv ovo:xa. Ill, cxliv, 2.

H)iy. On a slab of limestone, fragmentar\', in letters which though,

careless, may be of the fifth century.

Apiorol..

-Ti'jTtov y.a[l

--JT-.S i-\ [ Ill, cl, Suppl. ',.

K)iS. On a tombstone with pediment, in one line of fairly early

letters, preserving forms of the fifth century,

noastBamo^ 'HXioBwfO'j. Ill.cxlvii, 4

1911). On a block of limestone, in two lines of letters very rough

but not late.

Ap'.aoy.ia T'.aoc(.)p[o'j

The names both recur in the Greek and Cypriote inscription

1897. Ill, cxlii, i .

1920. On a tombstone with pediment, in three lines of letters of

the third or second century B. C.

Xor.'lvr,.; H(.v/.paTO'j; |
[ IITSJ;.

Ill, cl, Suppl. 18.
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1921. On a limestone base, in letters of the second or first

century B. C. DwaidvaxTO?. Ill, cl, Suppl. 6.

1922. On a white marble tombstone with pediment and relief, in

three lines of letters of the first century B. C. or A. D., com-

plete but much decayed,

1, cxxvi, 917; 111, cl. Suppl. 19

1923. On a tombstone with pediment, in four lines of well-cut

late letters,

"A0r,v 'Ap -/ispsou xpr,r:s | -/alps.

I, cxlviii, 1167; III, cxlvii, 3.

1924. On a pedestal of limestone, in well-cut late letters,

A'.O'JJJLT; 'A0Y/va(ou "/p^arr, yalps.

Not published in the Atlas.

1925. On a small slab of marble, complete below and at the sides,

but apparently imperfect above, in seven short lines of rough

letters, of the third or fourth century A. D.,

Joiq <p(Xov, TOV sv -rcyvat; [xayscpr/.aTv ast tpavsvTa ypTj-

STOV, |

TOV asjJLvov av|cpa BGr/.yiv|rjc' s|y(c)t OavovTa 775.

The first word of line i was read VY;O!^ by Hall. The metre is

unusual; and it is probable that the first two words closed

another couplet, of which the beginning is lost, of the same

structure as that which follows, TOV ev Tsyval^. . . .yfj.

Ill, cxlv, i.

1926. On a tablet of white marble, in four lines of letters well

cut but late.

KoOoQc;
|

E'jtou
| ZIaXa[xtv(a | y.alpc

III, cxlvii, i.

1927. On a block of limestone, in six lines of letters, well cut,

of the second or third century A. D.,

1VLIA OLYM|PI L(iberta) DONATA
| H(ic) S(ita) EST.

'lojXia 'OX'jfJLzo'j chce|Xeu0spa Awva^a I ypr^TT) y^acpe.

Ill, cxlix, 2.

1928. On a fragment of a tombstone, broken at the right side

and below: four elegiac couplets, in late letters,
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y.a ;
. -'.VJTT;V ojy.o'j

[
........................ Ill, cxlv, 2.

1929. On a fragment of a sepulchral cippus, five elegiac couplets

in late letters; only the first half of each line is preserved,

toijT, zty.pov

Ozo -/_0ov{ T[f^e

ovctov yrjpa,;

aol 7.2 pi; sO;a^.c[vr(

ov TjO^ O'j'(j.o[v

Hall, in the Atlas, read a few more letters, but not with

certainty. HI, cxlv, 3.

1930. On a slab of white marble, in four lines complete, an

elegiac couplet, in letters rather late, but well cut,

si 7.y.\ [xotptctov TSAO^

ilw-aTps 'SjjLvs, Oavcov :s xa sv

Ill, cxlviii, i .

1931. On a sepulchral cippus, in four lines, complete, an elegiac

couplet, in late letters, roughly cut,

crd>9poa'jvr( v C'.a JT
(
V /^ctps xa sv

Ill, cl, Suppl. 16.

1932-67. On sepulchral cippi, in late letters, with the customar\-

formula y.pr(
JTS (or /^rl

~-rr
t ) /alps, or w 7_pT;jTl xa '? ('93^

or 'J'yJ7.c'., (1950), ojCsU xOav^TO^ (1946, 1954), often ill-

spelt. The number in parentheses after each name is that

of the figure in Atlas I, cxlvi-\ iii.
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1941

1942

1949- Karpos. (i 157)

1950. Kratea.(i 174 Cyprus, p. 54)

1951. .Marcianos. (1172)

1952-3. Olympianos. (1151, 58)

1954. Olympos. (1179)

1955. Olympos son of

Olympos. (i 158)

1956. Onesikrates. (1153)

1957. Onesimos (1175)

1958. Pheretima. (1164)

1959. Philokvpros. (1170)

1960. Philon. (i 1 60)

1961. Rhodon. (i i 50)

1962. Soterias. (1177)

1963. Sosioros. (i 181)

1964. Theonas. (i 169)

1965-6. Timon. (i 163,59)

1967. Themistion, son of

Themistos (1156)

marble, with the usual formula y_p.

-y.apc; (1968) and EjzXoj; (1969).

Ill, cl, Suppl. 38 (1968), 17 (1969).

1970. On a slab of white marble, reshaped and much worn,

Jy.aXiY] [

]X }-l vebfcov

]OTS T [

Meister read the first letter in line 3 as a numeral X' or c'.

Ill, cl, Suppl. 3.

1971. On a block of limestone, in large late letters,

III, cl, Suppl. 7,

1972-83. On Rhodian amphorai and other store jars, in impressed

stamps, as follows:

1972, circular, with Rhodian flower-device in the centre,

around it the name of the magistrate and that of the month,

szl ZsvoyavTO'j S[juv6(ou. Ill, cl, 6.
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1932. Antipas and Euodia.

(1180)

1933. Apollonia.

1934-5. Apollonides. (1182,

85)

1936. Aristodamos and Ari-

stagoras. (i 168)

1937-8. Ariston. (1154,71)

1939-40. Artemidoros.(i 152,

73)

Artinia. (i 166)

Demetrianos.

1943. Epaphroditos. (i 149)

1944. Epiktetos. (1165)

1945. Enchamenes. (i 161)

1946. Euchianos. (1176)

Euodia (see 1932)

1947. Eupraxia.

1948. Eutyche. (i 183)

1968-9. On tablets of white

s, and the names
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K)7^, circular. like i<>7^: Aauoy.piTS jc. Ill,

1074. circular, plain: ?-'. 'I'-.AV/.pa-: jc. Ill,

K>7S, oblong; cornucopiae, trident, maker's name Mr.voO

IN,

K)7(), oblong; anchor, maker's name 'I I p^y./.-coVJ.:. Ill,

M)77, oblong; maker's name '

I :poy.A jc.

K)7S, oblong; maker's name 'I I pay.XsiTO j.

i()7<)-8<>, oblong, and on the rim of a large jar, with letters

depressed, the maker's name 'Epjjioyr/o jc : both from the

same stamp III, el, 7, <).

1981, oblong, with letters depressed, within a frame, the

1 982, circular; rosette, with defaced letters around: ..()!! AN X..

i()<S3, on the base of a small jug of poor late ware, the letters

<MIY together, and M (?) apart: probably a maker's mark, as

they seem to have been inscribed with a blunt point in the wet

clay. Ill, cl, 5.

1984. On a statuette of terracotta, incised before firing, the

name FlXou^Os, probably that of the maker. Ill, cl, 8.

1985. On an amphora of Graeco-Roman form, in red paint, three

vague scrawls, perhaps monograms, and the word rpovota in

cursive writing. III.cxlv, 1078-9.

4198. On a chalcedony scaraboid, in fifth century letters, the

owner's name UTrjj'.y.paTT^;. Cyprus, xl, 14. lll.xxvii, 2.

5979. On a miniature amphora of lead, the word siOj^sI.

Atlas III, Ixxviii, 3 and 5 are two glass vases with inscriptions:

Aa^.3 TT;V V3r/.r,v (for viy.Yjv) and 'Evvtwv szwr^'sv (for ir.fj(r
t -^) .

These, as well as the other three vases figured on the same plate

of the Atlas, were found by Cesnola, but were subsequently sold by

him, and came into the possession of the Museum as part of the

Charvet-Marquand Collection. Another vase by Ennion, pub-

lished by Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 423, No. 26, is in the British

Museum.
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4300. On a cylinder of haematite, in three columns,

4300

"Arba-Istar: son of Ibu-Beled: servant of the god Naram-

Sin ".

Cyprus, xxxi, i. III,cxviii, 5.

4301. On a cylinder of milky chalcedony, in eight columns,

4301

"Sin, Benefactor of Multitudes: Judge of the World,
Perfect Purifier of Heaven and Earth: Giver of the life of
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the (iods: I he Law which supplies the servant of thyself:

my Prince: Turan-Agin: the son of I'uri: the Reader."

Cyprus, xxxi, }. I'errot, fig. 427. Menant, Glyptique

Orientale, 11, p. 24 iff.

4302. On a cylinder of haematite, in two columns,

f-

4302

"
Ever-haga: the servant of Nergal."

Cyprus, xxi, 2. Ill, cxviii, 3.

4426. On a spindle-shaped weight of greenstone, in four columns,

roughly and perhaps recently cut. Unpublished.

4426
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4409. On a perforated seal-stone of brown chalcedony, about a

bearded head. Unpublished.

44io. On a perforated seal-stone of red and white jasper, about a

"fire-altar". Unpublished.

CJJ

4425. On a clear carbuncle, about a bearded head.

Unpublished.

For these readings the Museum is indebted to Dr. A. E. Cowley,

of Magdalen College, Oxford.
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GENERAL INDEX OF PERSONS, PLACES,
AND SUBJECTS

For the principal subdivisions and classes of objects in the Collection,

see the Table of Contents at the beginning of this Handbook.

Note that inscribed objects are discussed in the Appendix of Inscrip-

tions, as well as in their places in the body of the Handbook.

The numbers in this Index are those of the pages of this Handbook.

The following abbreviations are used:

repr. (^representations of an object in some other work of art);

inscr. (^mentioned in an inscription);

cf. (=compare) ;

ff. (=following pages).

Latin, Greek, or Oriental words, other than proper names and recognized

archaeological terms, are printed in italic type; and all words used in a spec-

ial, technical, or colloquial sense are placed within quotation marks.

ABD-ELIM, 302.
Achna, 130, 180.

Acorn-pendant, 391.
Adze, in sculpture, 130, 472.

Aegean art; see Minoan.

Aeschylus on Cypriote sculpture,

136, 1 60.

Agalmatolite, 270.

Agate, 389-91, 414-15, 4'i8-i9, 449;
see Scarab.

"Agia Katarina"; see "St. Cath-
arine's Prison."

Alabaster, 265, 271, 274, 303;
"alabastron," 275, 507; imi-

tating pottery, 37, 275, 277;
imitated in pottery, 80, in

limestone, 280, in crystal, 394,
in glass, 507.

Alasia, xxx, xxxiv.

Alexander, portrait head of, 211

effects of his conquests, 127

138, 185, 409.
Alexandrian citizen in Cyprus, 318.
Altar, 313, 314; miniature, 177,

279, 308-9; Mycenaean horned

type, 279.

Amargetti, 177, 321; sanctuary,

127.

Amasis, king of Egypt, conquers
Cyprus, xxxvii, 134; portrait
statue, 226.

Amathus, xxxix, 65, 92, 104, in,
115, 117-18, 274, 468; coins,

240; tombs, 90, 228.

Amazon, i 58.

Amethyst, 409, 424.

Amphidexios, epithet of Apollo,

127, 171.
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Amphora, carried by votaries, u<>;

inscribed. ^24; other represen-
tations. 101, \ i i, i2<>, 14 i;

stamped Rhodian, 125; Ion-

ian Fabric, 200; Samian, 2<2;

C.ypriote
"
Krater-amphora,"

S<>.

Amulets, i 14. 185, 187, 4()(>; Fgyp-
tian, 426, 4,0 2; Mithraic,

426; Sassanian, 451.
Anibeh. 42.

Animals, repr. of, i>o, 1)4, 100, 107,
2 15, 2<)2. 440. 441. 444, 440,

452; sacrificial, 128. .SVr <i/<<>

Hat, Bird, Boar, Bull, Dog,
Dove, etc.

Animal-headed and animal-shaped
vases, 27, 28, 51, (>-, (><), ()2,

i 17, 120; as children's toys.Oy.
.-/;/A /'-sign, 407, 412, 415. 418.
Annular-bodied vases, 28, 58, 107,

log.
"Annunciation Chapel" at Lar-

naca, 6.

Antiphatos, 310.
Anubis, 432.

Ape, repr. of, 463.

Aphrodite, 244, 398; bearded, 215;
late types, 211; at Idalion,

151; at Paphos, 304; on coins

of Salamis, 217; Mykerodis,
120; Pandemos, 270; emblems
of, 187.

Apollo, 126, 118, 162, 168, 172, 189:

Amphidexios, 127, 171; Amy-
klos, 127; Hylates, "of the

Woodland," 125-7, 305, 120;
"of wealth," 320; Lakeutes,
521; at Kurion, 126, 177; at

Pyla, 127, 121; late Greek

types, 10.1; Sphinx as emblem,
126, 128.

Apple, held by votaries, 185, 191,

214.

Applique work in Cypriote em-

broidery, 155.

Apries, king of ligypt, xxxvii.

Apron, see Kilt.

Apulia, pottery of, 66.

Arba-lstar, 430.
Arcadia, xxxiv.

Archaic style, Cypriote, xxxviii;

Athenian, 22 i
; "archaic smile,"

208.

Archaism, 2 i i.

Archer, repr. of, 1 58, 246, 464.
Arc.hie.ros, 324.

Ares, 424.
Arion. 172.

Aristoigonos), 106.

Aristokretes 107.

Aristous, 121.

Armour, 144 5,487; armour-bearer.

147. See also Helmet, ShieKI,

Spear. Sword.
Arms of statue made in separate

pieces, 21(1

Arrangement of the Cesnola Col-

lection, xxii.

Arrows, 171, 174, 222, 145; arrow-

heads, 488, 4(>o; arrow-head

ornament, yi, y6, 97, yy, 100,

250, 286.

Arsinoe III, iiy.

Artaxerxes III, xl.

Artemidoros, 125.

Artemis, 126, i2y, 138, 191, 493;
Paralia, 121; of Kphesus, 126.

Aryballos, Oriental, 291; Rhodian

(Kamirosj, 291; fantastic, 292;

ram-shaped, 292, monkey-
shaped, -$42.

Ashmolean .\luseum, 102; speci-
mens from Kit ion, 448.

Ashtoreth; see Astarte.

Asi, xxx.

Askalon, 125.

Asklepios, 126, 177.
Askoid vases, 16, 25, 118.

Ass. repr. of, 341.

Assyria, influence of, xxxiii, 87, in;
conquest of Kgypt, xxxvi;
human-headed bull, 148.

Astarte (Ashtoreth, Ishtar), 116,

198, 414; "sur le pavois,"

197; nude figures of, 244.
Athena, 177, 424, 499.
Athenos, 324.

Athens, influence of, in Cyprus,
xxxix, xl, 117, 138; Oriental

bronze bowl from, 438; Nat-
ional Museum, 3 i.

Athienu, 123.

Athlete, 280, 499.
Atlas, repr. of, 386.
Atlas of the Cesnola Collection, xix,

5.5
'

Atticism, 117.

Attributes held by votaries, 128, 182.

Augustus, portrait-type, 212.

Awl, 474.
Axe, 476, 482; double-axe symbol,

286, 418, 486, 499.
Azbaal, xxxix.
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BAAL, Baalat, 125.

Babylonian terracottas, 535; cylin-
drical seals, xxix, 429-31;
weights, 450.

Bacchus, a cook, 324.

Baetyl, 124, 127.

Balliard, C., xxiii.

Banquet-scenes, 147, 181, 227, 240,

241, 308, 313, 462, 464.

Barents, 324.

Basalt, 266.

Bases of statues, 317; of statuettes,

3 17; see Appendix.
Base-ring Ware (Fabric vi), 36;

white painted, 37; imitated

in alabaster, 37, 276; influence

on other pottery, 24.

Basket panniers, 343.

Basketry ornament, 14, 17, 72, 108,

261, 267, 271, 273.

Bast, Egyptian goddess, 452.

Bat, repr. of, 343.
Batsalos site at Kition, 301.

Bay; see Laurel.

Beads, including pendant-beads,
270-72, 376, 378, 381, 386, 387,

390, 392, 394, 306, 399, 401,

446, 451, 452; Egyptian, xxix,

272, 390; Minoan, 378; glass,

402, 504, 514.

Beards, repr. of, 136, 141, 152, 156,

174, 196, 20 1, 203, 204, 210,

215-18, 224, 245, 339; Assyr-
ian, 135; rendered by "feath-

ering," 257; by red paint, 157,

203, 204, 210; without mous-
tache, 222, 225; Hellenistic,

175, 179, 190.

Beetle, sacred, 41 5, 446; see Scarab.

Bells, of bronze, 493; of clay, 91,

92, 296, 340; of gold, 389.
Berlin Museum, silver bowl, 457;

tomb groups, 31.

Berries, repr. in wreaths, 208, 210.

Beryl, 399, 409, 411, 424; imitated,

424.
Bes, Egyptian deity, 153, 233, 307,

446, 452; compared with

Herakles, 172.

Binding-ornament, 37, 38, 93.

Birds, repr. of, 90-92, 94, 96, 97,

103, 108, 128, 163, 183, 187, 191,

226, 291-2, 352, 386, 402, 414-
19, 438-9, 441-4, 458, 495; as

attribute. 245, as sacrifice, 128;

Egyptian, 466; bird's eye orna-

ment, 93-4, 106; "bird-jugs,"

84; bird-shaped vases, no,
bird with three wings, 96. .S<v

ulso Dove, Eagle, Hawk, etc.

Bistouries, 492.

Bit; see Bridle.

Black paint; .<r Paint.

Black-figured vases, 103-4, 29^5>
black glaze ware (Bronze Age
fabric), 30; (Attic fabric), 295,

296; black polished variety
of Eabric i, 20, 125; black

punctured ware (Fabric viii),

42; black slip ware (Fabric 1 1),

22; black slip ware with red

paint (Fabric IV), 30.
Blue paint; sec Paint.

Boar, repr. of, 227.
Boat, sacred, "solar," 418; votive.

314; see Ship.
Boeotia, pottery of, 66.

Bone, objects of, 517.

Boreas, 422.
Borers, 266.

Bottles, of gourd, 13; of crystal,

394, 496; on earring, 402.

Boundary-stone, inscribed, 318.
Bow, 158, 223, 247; bow-case, 173.

Bowls, of bronze, 496; of gold, 458;
gold-plated, 459; of silver, 458;
from Assyria, 495; from Prae-

neste, 463; of stone, 309; of

green glaze, 120; of clay (Ionic),

294.
Boxers, repr. of, 294.
Box-lid, 271.

Boy's head in sculpture, 260.

Bracelet, of bronze, 493; cloisonne,

385; glass, 513; gold, 385, 393;

gold-plated, lion-headed, 197;
with hook-and-eye catch, 399;
silver, 353, 355; with sliding

catch, 399; spiral, 155, 219,

225.
Breast, prominent modelling of,

161, 215; as ornament on

vases, 22; symbolic charm,

493-

Breast-plate, 352.

Bridle, 100, 344, 360; horse-bit,

488.
British Museum, excavations in

Cyprus, 48, 285; objects from

Amathus, 233, from Enkomi,
272, from Ormidhia, 179;

coins, 171, 181; sculpture, 165;

terracottas, 200, 336; vases,

31; other objects, xvii.
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Bronze Age in Cyprus, 6.

Bron/e objects, 471-500; imitated

in pottery, <>i, 49?; in sculp-
ture, 2 30.

Brooches; see Fibulae.

Bucchero ware, Cypriote hand-

made, 45; wheel made, 55;

Ftruscan, 45, 55; grey wares
akin to. (>o; painted, 50; red,

105; imitated, 55; prototypes
of, 54.

Buckles, 493.

"Hull-slip" variety of red pottery
(Fabric xvii), 1 i<>.

Bitgelkannen, 49, 51-2, 68.

Buhen, 42.

Bull, repr. of, 28, 37, 38, 44, 70, 109,

114, 227, 236, 2(>i, 273, 335,

342, 391-2, 435-4- 43<J, 4A 4*9.

440-41, 444, 446, 447, 448,

438, 488; Assyrian human-
headed, 147; bull and lion

combat, 236.
Burial customs of ancient Cyprus, 5.

Buttons, 484, 493.

Butt-spikes, bronze, 482.

By bios, 125-6.

CABLE-ORNAMENT (cable-coil: guil-

loche), 82-3, 87, 1 02, 237, 289,

385, 407, 412, 415, 419, 422,

434, 444, 462.
Cacus, 205; sec Geryon.
Caere, 458.
Cameo, glass, 424-5.

Cap, Assyrian, 461; Hittite, 419,

446; horned, 433, 499; Per-

sian, 189; Phrygian, 129, 187,

261; pointed, 154, 161, 165,

261, 338-4), 412, 443; worn

by a horse, 343; with lapels,

352; with nose guard, 345;
flat cap worn by votaries, 185,

187. Sec also Helmets.

Capital, Corinthian, 237, 399;

Cypriote with volutes, 237-8,
240, 278; papyriform, 452;

square debased, 238.

Carbonyl in black pottery, 20.

Carbuncle, 384, 423, 424.
Carchemish, xxxiii.

Carnelian, 384, 390, 415, 420, 422,

424-5, 448-9.
Carthage,

"
lempleboys" from, 188.

Cartouche, 41 3; illegible, 461 ; imi-

tated, 83.

Carts, 21, 346, 462. See also Wheel.

Cattle; see Bull.

Cauldron, 496.

Cavalry, repr. of, 343. Sec also

\ lorseman.

Celts (Hat copper), 472.
Centaur, 541, 425.
Cesnola Collection, /ttlas of, xix;

Handbook of, xix; present ar-

rangement of. xxii; repairs of,

xxiii; "students' series," xxiv.

Cesnola, General Luigi P. di,

xiii.

Cesnola, Major Alexander P. di,

xviii.

Chain-ornament, 23.

Chair, repr. of, 337, 353.

Chalcedony, 412, 418-19, 425, 443,

449. 4?<>-

Chamber-tombs, 6.

Characters; see Script.
Chariots, repr. of, 48, 228, 343,

462-3; two-horsed, 145; four-

horsed, 145, 227, 345; with

winged horses, 312; chariot-

races, 320, 367; chariot-wheel,

71, 146.

Charm; sec Amulet .

Chequer-ornament, 76, 79, 83, 94.

Chest, wooden, 228; stone, 278,

309, 310, 348.
Child, repr. of, 240, 340; head, 214,

260; votive, 128, 336; child's

rattle, 43, 120; other toys, 69.

Chimera, 236.

Chisel, bronze, 482; in sculpture,

130, 474.
Chiton, Doric, 136, 190, 191, 216,

244, 355; Ionic, 136, 156; of

Cypriote women, 167; of

crinkled material, 164. See

also I unic.

Chorus, dancing, 313.

Chrysaor, 227.
Cilicia, 139.

Circle-ornament, punched, 17;

painted (see concentric circle);

circle and tangent, 257, 286,

288, 293.

Clay; sec Terracotta.

Clazomenae, influence on Cypriote
painting, 226.

Clermont-Ganneau, J., 463.
Cloak (bimalion), 136, 159, 167;

fringed, 142, 218, 352; worn

shawl-fashion, 161, 163, 164
Cloisonne work, 401, 402, 408-9.
Coarse White Ware (Fabric ix), 43.
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Cock, repr. of, 187, 226-7, 295- 3^7,

493-

Coffins; sec Sarcophagi.
Coins, of Amathus, 240, Idulion,

248, Kition, 172, 254, 422,

Tarsus, 171, Salamis, 598;

gold foil impressions of, 398.

Collar; sec Necklace.

Colonization of Cyprus, Hellenic,

xxxiv; Minoan, xxx, 322, 374.

Colonna-Ceccaldi, G., xiv.

Colossal statue, 331.

Colour; see Paint.

Column, 184 (see Capital); sym-
bolic with rays, 437, 438-9,

449. 450.
Colvin, Sir S., xviii.

Composite vases, 16.

Concentric-circle ornament, 18, 66,

75, 79, 80, 91, 102, 108, 1 1 1,

113, 268, 286, 289, 446; re-

placed by continuous spiral,

88; concentric tangent ("ques-
tion-mark" ornament), 80, 257;
on stamps for hair, 261.

Constantinople, Imperial Museum,
3'-

Contaminated fabrics of pottery, 30.

Control-plates and control-beads

from necklaces, 208, 387, 390,

391, 452.
Cook, Clarence, xx.

Copper, xxix, 471.

Cornice, lion-headed, 241; on rim
of vase, 76.

Costume, 93, 174, 221, 238, 245,

484; Bronze Age, 333; Cypro-
Mycenaean, 132; Cypriote belt,

154; woman's jacket and skirt,

339; Assyrian woman's dress,

197, Hittite, 194, Phrygian,
2 14; ceremonial dress, 129. See

Cap, Cloak, Kilt, Vest, Tunic.

Counters, 272, 316.
Cow and calf, 419; cow's head on

bowl, 460-1; see Bull.

Crab, repr. of, 426, 441.
Crane, repr. of, 420.

Crescent-ornament, 292, 443, 487,

499; upturned, 443, 444; with

disc, 241, 247, 250-1, 349.
Crete; see Minoan civilization.

Crocodile, repr. of, 426.
Cromlechs in Cyprus, 6.

Cross-ornament, 98, 439, 441 ; "mal-
tese cross," 70,79, 88, 91, 108,

292.

Crown, Egyptian, 135, 225, 413,

463; mural, 237.

Crystal, objects of, 390, 394, 422,

425-6.
Cults; sec Sanctuaries.

Cups, purchase of (inscr.) 319;

cup-bearer, 227, 347, 464.

Cupid; see Eros.

Cybele, 356.

Cylinders, Babylonian, 378, 429,

430; Cypro-Mycenaean, 436,

438; geometrical, 439, 440; Hit-

tite, 433.

Cymbals, 493, 498.

Cyprian Epic (ta Kyprla), xxxv.

Cypriote bucchero, 45, 54; deities,

125; dialect, xxxiv; kilt (loin-

cloth), 132, 153.

Cypro-Mycenaean art, 62; pottery,

45, 51, 107; religious beliefs,

125; survivals, 66.

Cyprus, climate and vegetation of,

xxvii; coins, xxxvii; copper,
xxvii; history and culture,

xxvi; kings of, xxxv; physical
features, xxvi; seapower,
xxxiv, 290; timber, xxvii;

tombs, 5; under Persia, xxxvii;
under Ptolemaic Egypt, xl,

139; under Rome, xli.

Cyprus Museum, 7, 31, 118, 144,
280.

Cyrene, xxxviii, 181.

DADES, 65.

Daggers, 471, 475; dagger-shaped
pin, 22 1, 441.

Daisies, repr. of, 156, 183.

Dance, 465; dancers, masked, 150,

340; dancing-girl, 129, 214;

Egyptian, 274.

Daophas, 308.

Darius, king of Persia, xxxvii.

Dark-coloured Red Ware (Fabric
xvii), 104, 1 13.

Decadent Cypriote style, 138, 184,

356.
Decorative art; see Ornament.
Decree regulating sacrifice (inscr.),

319.

Ded-sign as amulet, 451-2.
Dedication; male figure at female

sanctuary, 352.
Deer, repr. of, 273, 286, 444, 458,

463-5, 487; doe and kid, 286;

fawn, 191; stag, 91, 441, 443,

446, 449.
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Deities, ape-headed, 41 <; h.iuk-

headed. 412. 41 i. 4<2; .ntri-

hutos of. 312; Cypriote. i2s 7.

Hittite. 4<<; figures of. <,(>*:

MM ted. i 80,4 33: female 180, KM.

247. 310, <S4. 3S<>; .< Mother
tioddess. .SVr <;/.> Ciods and
names of individual deities.

De .\\as I.a trie, Com to xv.

Demeter, i2<>, I2(>, 138, 537.

Demetris, 322.

Demetrius, 324.

Demon, goat-headed, 430.
Demonax, xl.

De Ridder, A., 130, iSS, 221.

Derketo. 123.

Diaithemis. 317; (Diithemis, 314).
Diana; .< Artemis.

I")iandros, 303.

Dice-box, 496.

Didyme, 324.

Diithemis, 314.
Dionvsiac scenes, on vases, 294-5.

Dionysios, 319.

Dionysos, 189, 305, 423, 424.
Diorite, objects of, 266.

Dipping-rod, 402, 500, 513.

Dipylon vases, 288.

Disc, solar, 400; rayed, 418, 438,

440-1. 443, 440, 448; winged,
242, 248, 409, 418-11), 426,

437; with crescent, 418, 432;
athlete's quoit, 3 16.

Disc-ornament, 76, 224, 436-9, 441,

44?, 44-
Dish-cover, 496.
Doell, J., xvii.

Dog, repr. of, 2 34, 279, 308, 422, 423.

Dolphin, repr. of, 310, 367, 391, 399,

402.
Dotted ornament, 22, 271, 500.

Dove, repr. of, 182, 183, 184, 186-7,
216; sacred, 125; votive, 182.

Draught-piece, 272.
Dress; sef Costume.
Drill, used in sculpture, 1 30, in gem

cutting, 19, 437, 439; tubular,

440.
Drimokia, 318, 323.

Drink-offering, 465.

Dryads, 125.

Dwarf, repr. of, 152.

EAGLE, repr. of, 183, 235, 293; in

bronze, 487; attribute of Xeus
on lamp, 367, 446; "spread
eagle" symbol, 434, 438, 441.

Ear. votive. 280; inscribed, 316.
I ar-picks, 4(>2, i 18.

Kir-rings. Hronze Age. 374; Minoan
types, 370; l-.arly Iron Age,

379-80; Homeric, 380, 384;
Oriental types, 382 5; Hellenic,

388; Hellenistic, 391-2; Ciraeco-

Kornan, \^--,; Byxantine, 401;
Italian, <8q, 3<>i; l-.gyptian,

451; animal-headed, 378, 391;
boat -shaped, 37", 379, 380, 384,

385; cloisonne, 384; crescent-

shaped, 401; delta-shaped, 4<x>

-i; hook-shaped, 31)5, 401;
spiral, 37<>, 383; from Amathus,
388; from I harros, 387;
metallic ear-rings on terracottas

and vases, 101, 260; repr. in

clay, 236, 239; in sculpture,

142, 1 50, i 53, 167, 208.

Early Iron Age, xxxi, 235; pottery
of, 34; iron and bronze objects,

482 8.

Ebed-adoni, 302.

Kbed-melqart, 108, 302.

Egg-and-dart ornament, 110, 237,
24 1

, 248.

Egypt, first contact with Cyprus,
xxx; Twelfth Dynasty, 272;
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dy-
nasties, 273; Nubian conquest
of, xxx\ i; Assyrian conquest of,

xxxiii; Twenty-sixth Dynasty,
xxxvi, 275, 461; seapower,
xx.xvi, xli; under Persian rule,

xxxvii; under Ptolemaic rule,

273; costume, 134; beads, xxix;
fabrics of pottery, 41; head-

dress, 340; hieroglyphics imi-

tated, 83-4; influence on Cyp-
riote sculpture, 134, 152, 237;
style imitated in Cyprus, 133;

royal hawk and vultures, 90,

448; torch-holders from, 104.

Electrum, objects of, 412, 418.

Embroidery, repr. of, 155, 165.

Enamel, 384, 383, 386, 387, 388,

400, 420, 487; iff Cloisonne,
Paste.

Enkomi, 42, 48, 132, 336.

Epbeboi, 319.

Epioroes, 439.
Eros, 243, 2(>o, 326, 367, 396, 300,

310, 518; with Psyche, 362;

holding swan, 362; on dolphin,

172,425; riding goat, 362; with

apple, 362; with dog, 362; with
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winged head, 362; Eros as

proper name, i 18.

Erythrai, Herakles cult, 171.

Eshmun-melqart, 125, 126, joi, 302.

Eteandros, king of Paphos, 392.

Europa and bull, repr. of, 367.

Eurymedon River, battle at, xxxviii,

137, 165.

Eurytion, 172,205,235,422.
Evagoras I, king of Salamis, xxxix,

138, 165; II (of Salamis), xl.

Evelthon, king of Salamis, xxxviii,

181.

Ever-baga, 430."
Excrescence" ornament, 73, 74, 76,

77, 83, 86, 87, 91, 94, 97, 99;

leaf-shaped, 74, 76-7.

Eyes, treatment in art, 94, 191, 209;
as ornament, 74, 104, 1 13, 258;
votive, 280.

"
Eye-and-spout" vases, 104.

Eyebrows, treatment in sculpture,

165; "feathered" tooling, 197,

198, 202, 210, 222, 224, 256-7;
zigzag tooling, 201; low relief,

225.

FACE, rendered in profile, 94.
"False-necked" vases (Biigelkan-

ncn), 49, 5 1-2, 68.

Famagusta, modern potteries, 119.

Family, repr. of, 240, 244, 346.

Fan, repr. of, 463.
"Fantastic" vases, 15, 16, 51-3.
Fasuli, 322.

Fawn; see Deer.

Feast; see Banquet-scenes.
Feather-ornament, 95; see Eye-

brows, Moustache.

Feeding-bottles, 104, 106; Cypro-
Mycenaean, 107 ; human-
headed, 350.

Feet, colossal, 196; bronze, from
seats or boxes, 496; votive,
280.

Felspar, 449.
Festivals, ancient, 127, 147; repr. of,

313; modern, 321.
Festoons of flowers, repr. of, 1 16.

Feuardent, G. L., xx.

Fibulae, 244, 382, 484-6.
Figurines; see Terracottas.
Fikellura ware, 292.

Filigree, 380-1, 383, 389, 393, 395,

399, 408-9; transition from

granulation to, 390, 394-5."
Filling-ornaments," 437.

"
Fire Altar" design, 449.

Fire-stained [surface, 142, 200, 237.
Fish, repr. of, 96-7, i 18, 438, 441,

444, 449, 493; flying, 439; fish-

pond, 126; fish-shaped vase,

42-3.
Flasks, 78."
Flat-rimmed

"
jugs, 107."

Fleur-de-lys" ornament, 89.

Flowers, repr. of, 51, 115-16, 18},

208, 352, 355, 420, 438, 446;

sprays of, 120; wreath of, 115.

Flower-bearer, 142, 166, 168, 465;

winged, 422.

Flute, 128, 149, 164, 340; double,

340, 346, 359, 464.

Flute-players, 149, 164, 198, 313,

359, 463-

Fly, repr. of 398, 400, 423.

Fly-whisk, repr. of, 144, 146, 344.
Foam-born Goddess at Paphos, xli;

see Aphrodite.

Foliage, repr. of, 443-4, 446.
Foot; see Feet.

Foot-soldiers; see Warrior.

Footstool, votive, 236, 308.
Fork, bronze, 492.
Franks, Sir A. \\ ., xxi.

Fresco-painting on vase, 1 16.

Friedrichs, C., xvii.

Fringe, of balls, 218, 222, 225, 233;

zigzag, 222.

Frog. repr. of, 499; as amulet,

480-2.
Frontlet, 346, 374, 386; represented

in sculpture, 132, 155, 163; re-

setted, 221, 340.

Fruit, repr. of, 244; votive, 167,

,83.

GABLE-SHAPED seals, 444.
Gadroon-ornament on metal bowls,

467, 512; on bucchero vases,

55-

Gaming-board, 444.
Garnets, 392, 400, 409, 414.

Gems, engraved, 42, 96-7, 389;
broken and rejoined, 415.

Geometrical period and style, xxxiii;

ornaments, 73, 85, 101, 268.

Geryon myth, 128, 172, 204-7, 234.

Giant, 463.
Gilded bronze, 388, 393; clay, 402;

silver, 382, 383, 385, 394, 396,

459, 461, 468.
Gillikas, 304.

Gilozama, 308.
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Girdle-tii', Fgvptian .imuK-i. 4,1.

Girl, repr. of. dancing. 120, 214;

running. 2<>s; swimming, 276;

washing her hair. 422.
Gladiators, rcpr. of. \(>~.

Glass, 402. 50? 14; manufacture
of. so<, SM: colours of, s<>4.

508; iiiilleliori, 506 7; imitat-

ing alabaster. ^07; imitating

pottery. so<); iridescent, s<*<s ;

Egyptian, so<; Phoenician,

504; .i'iv Paste.

Glaze, art of, so?; Egyptian, 448;
colours, 412, 451-*; Cypro-
Mycenacan imitation, 271; blue

paste. 271; black Attic, 289;
late salt glaze. 120; sec Enamel.

Glaukos the Samian, 487.

Goat, repr. of, 05, 27?, 342, 391,

}tH. 4 is. 4*7-0, 443- 48/;
votive, 183, 487.

God, "of the wine press," 505; "with
two right hands," 504; "on the

bull," 434; "Lord of weight,"
30$; see Deities.

Goddesses; see Deities (female).
Gold, varied colour of, 579; gold-

plating (see Gilding).

Golgoi (mod. Gorgij, 123, 130, 305,

307.
"Good Shepherd"; sec Kriophoros.
Goose, repr. of, 448.

Gorgon (Gorgoneion, Medusa), 17?,

183, 200, 359, 360, 391, 396,

498.
Gourd, imitated in pottery, 12.

Gournia, is, 148.

Graces, 125, 347, 398.
Graeco-Phoenician style, 62, 63, 102.

Graeco-Koman pottery, i 19;

jewelry, 398; sculpture, 138-9.
Granulation, 378-81, 384, 389, 393,

401, 4(x8, 416; transition to

filigree, 390, 34-
Grapes, repr. of, 452.

Grasshopper, repr. of, 386.
Grassi Museum, Leipzig (tomb

group), 6s.

"Great Mother"; see Mother-
Goddess.

Greek colonization, xxxiii-iv; in-

fluence in Cyprus, xxxvii-viii,

135-8; imported vases, 285
If.; inscriptions, 318; type of

lyre, 184, of palmette, no, of

lion, 239 fT.

Green glaze, 120; paint, 145, 148.

Grey fabrics of pottery, 60; see

Bucchero.

Gritlin, Minoan. 292. 4^; Oriental,

215. 415, 450; combat of man
and grillin, <8.S, 448.

Grinders for paint. 207.
Groom, repr. of, 144, ^44.

Gryllos, on gem, 421.
Guilloche; .< Gable-ornament.
Guitar, Lgyptian, 274.

Gypsum; >vr Alabaster.

HADIS AND Pi KSI IMIOM:, 419.
Haematite objects, 440, 44}, 449,

450; nodules of, 450.
Hair, treatment of, 141, 162, 164,

K>6, 174, 194, 205, 208-9, 2 is,

217, 221; parting, 21?; long
tresses behind, 101, I(M), 219,

346, in front, 197, 2^3. 244,

318; peculiar Hittite coil,

436-7; rendered in clay by
stamps, 256, 259, 260, 349, by
paint, 261; in sculpture, 136;

by rough tooling, 220, by
"feathering," 95; on coins, 209.
Sec dho Eyebrows, Beard,
Moustache.

Hall, Dr. I. H., xix.

Halos, 288, 402.

Hammer-gods, 171.

Hanan-baal, v>2.

Hand, 2^8; votive, 280; on vase,

98; drilled to hold spear, 207;

modelling of, 350; open-hand
symbol, 4^8.

Handbook of Ccsnola Collection,

xix.

Handle, in; of awl (deer's horn),

474; of knife (bronze) 487;
of ladle, 3<x); of mirror (blue

glaze), 45 3; of bronze vases,

476; imitated in clay, 61;
characteristic horned type, 12,

56; ring handle, 236; animal-

shaped, 47; multiple, 111; with
transverse bar, 71.

"Handle-ridge" jugs, 59, 80, 119,

467; in alabaster, 276; in bronze,

467.
Hare, repr. of, 433; as amulet, 452.

Harness, 343; Assyrian, 144;

painted green, 145. See Bridle,

Saddle.

Harp, triangular Oriental, 199,

464; harp-players, 199, 463.

Harpokrates, 188, 362.
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Harpy, 170, 247, 407.

Hasp of lock, 497.
Hathor-head, 248, 250, 384, 385,

448, 432
Hawk, emblem of Horus (Osiris),

20 1, 415, 418, 420, 448, 461;
hawk-headed figures, 200, 448,

459-
Head, human, on ear-ring, 391,

402; on pin, 399; on vase, 89,

97, 214, 260; on bell, 92;
bearded, 253, 260, 425, 449;
colossal sculptured, 196; hel-

meted, 211, 316, 330, 425, 449;
female, 104, 295.

Head-dress, female, 167; Egyptian,

340; high square,339; Oriental,

331. See also Cap, Helmet.

Hecate, 191.

Hekotos, 304.

Helios, 322.
Hellenic influence in Cyprus, xxxvii-

viii; in sculpture, 135-8, 164;

inscriptions, 3 18; pottery, 290.
Hellenistic sculpture in Cyprus, 138,

134, 185, 212; in Persia and
Northern India, 139, 186, 188;

pottery, 118-19; jewelry, 394;
terracotta, 338.

Helmet, 100, 141, 137-8, 190, 205,

207, 256-7, 345; Minoan,
196; Homeric, 196; Cypriote,
201-2, 215,345; framed, 217,
unframed, 218; Assyrian, 113;

pointed, 157, 196,217,218,434;
with cheek-pieces, 147,203,341,
345; with noseguard, 345;
horned, 434: modelled as a bird,

203, Hellenic, 196, 203, 207,

352; Corinthian crested, 227,

344, 447; Hellenistic deep-
brimmed, 359; repr. of, 100,
coloured yellow (forbronze), 1 57.

"Hemispherical bowls," 32, 34.

Herakles, 126-7, '7. '86, 341, 361;
Homeric, 171; Oriental, 434;
with bow, 171, 223 234, 246,

422; with arrows, 222; with

club, 171, 223, 234, 422; with

lion, 171-2, 177, 207, 236, 293,

407. 416, 419, with dolphin,
172, carrying away Kerkopes,
206; shooting Centaur, 206;

wrestling. 176; with Old-Man-
of-the-Sea. 172; taming sea

monsters, 172; Ipoktonos, 171;

Kornopion, 171.

Hermes, 178; theft of Apollo's cows,

205; Herm, 518.
H erodes, 524.

Herodotus, 172, 226.

Herns, 309.

Heuzey, 1.., xiv.

Hieroglyphics, imitated, 91, 97.

Himation; st-c Cloak.

Hinges, 497.

Hippocamp, 344, 409, 419, 424.
Hissarlik, 22, 31.

Hittite empire, xxxi; lions, 239;

monuments, 13$; sculpture,

193.
Homeric Age. xxxv; ear-rings, 380,

384; helmets; 196; king, 347;

fighting, 345; cylinder-seals,

433 ; deities. 434; sculpture, 193.

Honoratus, C. Caelius, 319.
Horizontal-circle ornament, Si.

Horse, repr. of, 91, 144, 227, 286,

314, 342, 360, 419, 460-1, 518;

rolling, 419; two-headed, 34 $;

winged, 446; with a cap, 303;
with a plume, 100.

Horseman, repr. of, 99, 144, 228,

343-4
Horus; see Osiris.

Hound; see Dog.
Human figure, on vases, 48, 67; on

ear-ring, 391; female, 44, 275,

337, 498; recumbent, 179;
seated, 179, 353, 409; winged,
465; hurling spear, 294; man
and lion, 343; man and horses,

416; man and tree, 440.

Hunting scenes, 227, 440, 463.

Hydra, Lernaean, 177.

Hydria, unpainted, 1 19; as knob of

vase cover, 286; Corinthian

black-figured, 293.

Hylates, epithet of Apollo, 123, 127.

320.

IBEX, repr. of, 434, 436-9, 441, 443,

444, 465.

Ibu-Beled, 430.
Idaean Cave, shield from, 203.

Idalion, xl, 124-5, I28> '62, 168, 180,

248, 302.

Implements from Cyprus, earliest,

471.

Imported objects, Babylonian, xxix,

429 ff.; Hittite, 433, Egyptian,
410 ff., 432, 45 1

; vases, 41,42,
285 ff; terracottas, 354.

Incense-box, 163, 183-4, '86-7,243.
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Incised ornament. MI, 104, 114: on

glass. si2; symbols (fr,iiiili),

41. 47-4 (
>

I ruliu, I lellenistic .in in. i <<>, iSd. iSS.

Infant, repr. of. \--,~

Inlay ;
\ I namel.

Inscriptions, 2(><) tT ; Arabic, 421,

420; bilingual ((ireek and Cy-
priote*. 300; Cuneiform, 4 30 If..

4so; Cypriote, 2M>, 22s. 3<x>,

3 18. 414, 410. 42S, 4 So. 4(14; in

Cypriote script but not (ireek,

41. 47. 4<), 300, 4-44: I'gvptian

hieroglyphics, 41,, 418, 432,

4S2 4; Creek. 2 3<), 3i8tl., }68-t),

410. 4M). 42 3. 42(1, s 18; in Cor-
inthian alphabet. 293; from

Kgvpt, 3M)i latin, 324. ^x>;

Minoan, 41; Phoenician, 2^4,
2()<, JO'M; Sassanian, 449.

lolaos, ijC).

Ionian revolt, x.\x\iii, i >,-.

Ipoktonos; s-r Herakles.

Iron, xxxii, xxx\i; swords and other

objects, xxxi, 4>S2; 5 (v harly
Iron Age.

Ishmael, 42,.
Ishtar; scs Astarte.

Isis, with horns, 412, 452, 461, 490.;

nourishing king, 453; riding on
a goat. 2<So.

I thyphallic figures, 178.
I \a-\ul, 429.

l\ory objects, 418.

Ivy leaves, i is i(>, i iS, 204, 228.

JACKET and skirt of Minoan women,
H<), 4<>4 5

Jasper, 412, 423, 449. 450.

Jewelry, 375 tf.
; represented in

sculpture, 144, 167, i(xS, MX),

i<)7, M><8, 2(>(S, 233, 244. .SVi- Kar-

ring. Bracelet, Necklace, etc.

Judaism, 127.

jugs, "barrel-shaped," 78; "flat-

rimmed," MX>; "handle-ridge,"
i 10, 467; "spout jugs," 120.

Sft' Oinochoai.

Julia Donata, 524.

KAHUN, 41.

Kalopsida, 42 i, 267.

Kamelarga site at Kition,

Kamiros, 291.
Kantharos, 42 3.

Karpass promontory, 507.

Karti-hadasti, xxxiv.

352.

Katagraphos, <2i

A i'li \. in I lonit-r, 544

Kerkopes. 17}.

Keys. 497
Key-fret i meander) ornament, 174.

280, 288, 2()<,.

Khalat-i-Sultana lekke, 6.

Khepera, 4S2.
Khetaanah, 42.

Khnum, 4S2.

Khytroi, 128; ring dances, 347;

templeboys, 3o(>.

Kid, repr. of, 184, 5^). 540.

Kilt. Cypriote (apron, loin-cloth i.

132, H4--S, IS<. -2 M), 22s;

Kgyptian, i >2, i S7, i7},22(>.4<2
Kimon, i \~.

Kings, Kgyptian. 404, 463; Homeric,

340; Cypriote, xxx\ ; scene at

court. 340, 402; of Amathus
(Kinyras), 348; of Kition ( I'ny-

tagoras). xl; of Kition and Ida-

lion, 302; of Paphos (Ktean-

dros), 392; of Salamis (.<<< l-\el-

thon, Evagoras, .\\enelaos).

Kinyras, 348.

Kitias, i 18.

Kition (Kittim), xiv, xx, xxxiv.

xxxix, xl, 102, 104, 170, 449;
coins, 1 37. '7 2 . 234. 4 22 - 44');

terracottas, 258, 32,; deities,

i2s; king of K. and Idalion.

302: inscription from, 306.
Kleon, 321.

Knee-cap, in sculpture, 22s.

Knife, use of, in sculpture, i 30;

knife-handles, 487, 318.

Knossos, 125, 148; palace archives,

312; glazed figurines, 332

Kornopion; .\<v Herakles.

Kotho Kuios, 324.

Kouklia, (>s; vases, (x>, 71, 106; in-

scriptions, 304.

Krater-amphora, 56, (x>, 268.

Krates, 3 M).

Kriophoros, 127, 178; ram-headed,
181.

Krobylos coitTure, 174.
Kurbasia head-dress, 345
Kurion, MS. 123, 177, 331; Apollo

at, 126; fibulae, 382; inscrip-

tion, 3os; senate and people of

(inscr.j, 319-

Kylikes, Cypriote, 74, MX>; Ionic,

294;
"
Kleinmeister" type, 294;

Attic black-figured, 294.

Kyklui of Homeric shields, 345.
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LABRANDA, 322
Labrys, axe-symbol, 322.

Lachish, 32.

Ladle, 309, 366, 495 ;
of alabaster, 276.

"Lady of the almond tree," 520;
"L ofAntioch," 192; "L. of the

Moon,' 125; I. and maid, 258.

Lamps, Cypriote, 278, 280, 365;
Hellenic, 65; Hellenistic, 366;

Graeco-Roman, 366; Byzan-
tine, 368; inscribed, 307, 368;
of bronze. 497; of glass, 510;
of iron, 497, of limestone, 281;

showing smoke-stains, 279;

lamp-filler, 120, 295, 510; lamp-
hook, 497; lamp-stands, 70,

366, 497
Landmark; sec Boundary stone.

Lang, Sir R. H., xiii, xxi, 191, 320,
Lantern, 278
Laodamia. 324.

Lapis-lazuli, 384, 41 5 450.
Larnaca; see Kition.

Larnax of steatite, miniature, 268.

Lattice-ornament, 65, 66, 72, 76, 79,

101, 103, 1 18, 288.

Laurel (bay) wreath, as attribute,
1 18, 204.

Laver, 238.
Lawrence-Cesnola Collection, xviii.

Leaden objects, 5 18.

Leaf-ornament, 79, 210, 228, 268,

494; crown of leaves, 2 1 o.

Leather-work, repr. of, 131, 215; in

pottery, 14, 39.

Lenaios, 305.
Libatio'n bowls, 183, 186,245,313.
Lids and covers of vases, 73; of

glass, 510; of sarcophagi, 226

ft., 233.
Life-size figures, 219, 235.
Lime-incrustations on statues, xxiii,

223.
Limestone Cypriote, 129 ff., 214,

266: foreign, 153; objects of,

278.

Limewash, in sculpture, 131, 227,
228. See also Paint.

Limniti 260.

Lions, repr. of, 114, 134, 145, 227,

236-7, 270, 272, 362, 387, 393,

420, 433, 438, 440, 444, 499;
heads, 241; in gold-work, 388,

39'. 393. 42, 407; Anatolian

types, 239, 419; Hittite, 176,

242; Assyrian, 134; mixed

Oriental, 239, 241-2, 261 ; Cyp-

riote, 239, 241, 3*5; \Vestern,

239; with llerakles, 174-5;
with other men, 171, 186, 243,

430, 434, 443; with bull, 236,

243; lion-skin, 174; lion-god,

465.

Lips, painted red, 17'., 201-4, 219,

226, 258.
Loin-cloth; sec Kilt.

Loom-weight, 316.
"Lord of weight," inscr., 303.
Lotos (including petals and buds),

82 ff., 94 IT., 97-8, 100, 103-4,

117, 20 1, 216, 225-6, 248, 291,

376, 386, 409, 432-3, 444, 459,

467; lotos-palmette, 495 tl. ;

handle of bowl, 61.

Lozenge-ornament, 76.
Lucius Mucius, craftsman, 492.
Lustration, 237; lustral spray, 162,

164, 183.

Lydian Empire, 137.

Lyre, in ritual, 128, 340, 462; at

banquets, 227; attribute of

Apollo, 313; Greek type, 168,

184, 190, 359, 465; tortoise-

bodied, 422; lyre players, male,
110, 312; female, 168, 190, 295,

352.

MACE-HEAD of stone, 266; of bronze,

487; as divine attribute, 171.

Maenad, 425.

Magirios, epithet of Apollo, 127, 306.
Makers' marks, 239, 325, 368-9, 492.
Malachite, 414.

Malika, epithet of Herakles, 127.
Maltese cross; see Cross.

Man; see Human figure.

Marble, influence on technique, 308;

Syrian, 233.
Marion (Arsinoe), 1 10, 115, 294,

3'9. 33'- 35.
Masks, human, 68, 146, 150-1, 258,

340, 349, 362, 425; animal, 340,

342.

Meal, sacred; sec Banquet-scene.
Meander; see Key-fret.
Medusa; see Gorgon.
Melek-yathon, 302.
Meloucha (mod. Melousha), 319.

Melqart, 127.

Menant, J., 430, 441.
Menat, Egyptian symbol, 452.

Menelaos, king of Salamis, 398.

Men-Kheper-ra, king of Egypt.
415, 418, 453.
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Mcnodoros, U7
Metal-work, imitated in pottery,

t<). S4

Milk-bowls. 12. K).

Milletiori glass, 307; imitated, 402.
Miniature \ases, 20, 40, So ||

, Ss,

107 S, in, MI) 20.

Minoan ci\ ili/ation, \xx; Karly-
Minoan influence in Cyprus,
is; l.ate-Mmoan (Mycenaean)
colonies, xxxi, 43, 471 ; influence

in (Cyprus. \\, 4<>; pottery, so;

shrine. 123; double-axe god,

171; "shall graves" of My-
cenae, ^70. -S<Y ii/.<<> Knossos,

Cypro-Mycenaean.
Mirrors, 107, 280, 41)1, 3 iS.

"Mixed Oriental Style," xxx\ii;

sculpture, 134, 134 tf., i<)8 !l'.;

terracottas. $30 it.; ornaments,
38$ If.; gems, 412 ll.

Modern festivals of Cyprus, 321;

modern glass, 515; locks, 498;

potteries, i K).

Monkey, repr. of, 101, ^42.

Monograms on lamps, 3<x).

Moon-Goddess, 123.

Mother Goddess, repr. of, 125, 2} 5,

330, 334. 33<>, 580; at Idalion,

247; at Paphos, 510; "nursing
mother" type, iSo, 534.

Moulds for terracottas, 329, 550,

J5J

Mountings for cylinders, 378, 3(^0.

Mouse-god, 126.

Moustache, treatment of, 204,

256-7.

Mouth-plates, }~0, 58*).

Multiple brush for vase-painting, --,.

Murray, A. S., x\ .

Mut, Egyptian deity, 432.

Mycenaean; S<Y Minoan civilization.

Mykale, battle of, xxxviii, 1 57.

Mykerodis, epithet of Aphnxlite,
)20.

Mykhoia, epithet of Aphrodite, 517.

Myrina, figurines from, 337.

\\iis, bronze, 4(><S; gilded, 317;
nail-head pendant, 383.

Naos, 3i(>.

Napkin worn by votaries. 221, v>S-

Naram-Sin, king of Babylonia, 4V-
National Museum at Athens, 31.

Naturalistic art, xxx, 134, 138;

colouring of terracotta, 258-9,
2(XJ.

Naukr.itis. xxxvii, ifx).

Necklaces, 570, }So, <yo, vx. ^i) ( >,

<<>-
s

. 4'M, 4)8; repr. of in

Sculpture. IOJ (), |<)y, 20.S. 22S.
2 >, >,, 244. 24*, 230. 2S<), 201 ;

in terracotta. ^40. ^31. .S,,

,;/u- I'.ead, Collar, Pectoral.
Pendant.

Needles of broti/e. 474; of bone

318; for net ling. 41)2.

Negro's head as ornament, 271.
Nemean I. ion. 171.

Neo-Orientalism. i <8.

Nergal, Babylonian deity, 4^0
Net for tishing. 441; net-sinker,

3 i(>; netting needle, 41)2.

Newton. Sir C. \\ ., x\
,
xxi.

Nikandros, 321.

Nikias, 320.

Nikokles, king of Salamis. xl.

Nineveh, i(x>, 4s8.
Nubia, relations \\ith, xxx\i, 418.

A;i/>-sign on gems. 418, 420.
Numerals, in inscriptions, 310, 317;

Arabic, 444; Cypriote, 312

"Nursing Mother," 180, 3^4; s,-<

Mother-Goddess.

Nymphs, repr. of, I2S, 2(3, 310.

OFFERINGS; >v. \Oti\e offerings;
table of. 2^7.

Uhnefalsch-Kk-hter, D:. M., xx.

Oil-bottle (/.-A'_i//'(>.<; carried by
votary, 221.

Oinochoai, "barrel-shaped," 89;

"bird-jug," 4<>8; "plain-
bodied" type. 91; Milesian.

292; bronze, 487; silver, 468.
See Jug.

"Old-Man-ol-the-Sea, in combat
with Herakles, 176.

Oliasos, 322.

Olive, inscr., ^o<; spray, wreath,

leaf, in ornament, i 16, 268.

Olympia, 438; Olympian deities,

120.

Olympianos, 321.

Onasias, 30^).

Onasioros, 314.

Onasithemis, v>4-

Onasitimos, 3 1 3.

Onyx, jcH), 42 }, 423.

Opaon Melanthios, 127, 177-8, 321
Orator, votive, 129, 189, 300.

Orb; sec Disc.

Oreichalkos, 423.

Oreithyia and Boreas, gem, 422.
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Oriental influence in Cypriote art,

xxxv, 82^ i}} ff., 329, 350 II'.,

382 ff
, 458, 41)0.

Ormidhia, viii, 179.

Ornament, curvilinear, 18; clotted

(punctured), 22, 216, 271, 288;

geometrical, 73, 279, 487; gran-
ulated (sfc Granulation); in-

cised, 16, 271; modelled in

relief, 12; naturalistic (pic-

torial), 93; based on animal

forms, 15, 27, 48, 67, 70, 84-5,

288; floral, 51, 67, 70; human,
12; painted (see Paint).

Ornamental motives; see Arrow-

ornament, bands ("broad and

narrow"), basketry, cable

ornament, chain, chequer,
circle (concentric, vertical,

horizontal), crescent, cross,

disc, egg-and-dart, "excres-

cence," eye, feather, fleur-

de-lys, gadroon, key-fret, lat-

tice, leaf, lotos, lozenge, me-

ander, "nail-head," palmette,

panel, papyrus, plait, ribbon,

rosette, "sacred tree", scale,

seam, snake, spiral, star, stitch,

swastika, tongue, triangle,

volute, "wavy line," zigzag.

Ornaments, personal; see Bracelet,

Ear-ring, Frontlet, Necklace,

Finger Ring, etc.

Orthros, 205, 234.

Oscilla, masks for suspension, 349,

362.
Osiris (Horus), repr. of, 319, 415,

453, 499; with Isis, 412.

Ox; see Bull.

PAINT, on pottery, viii, 25, 30, 56, 57,

62,91; on sculpture, 131, 153,

162, 166, 169; on terracottas,

329, 334, 336; on glass, 510;

polychrome, 93, 116-17.
Paints (pigments), special uses of,

black, 148, 169, 176, 181-2,256,
258; blue, 91-2, 346; green,

145, 148, 344; orange, 117;

purple, 117; red, 44, 66, 70,

83-4, 91, 100, 143-258 (fre-

quently), 208, 289, 308, 312,

316,340,349; with black edges,

103, 291, 337; on black ground,
30; yellow, 92, 103, 169, 1 86,

343; white, 105, 108, 1 16; on
black ground, 98, on red, 117;

chalky lustreless, 37 ff., 109;

lime colour, 510; lustrous, 334,
on Italian pottery, 289.

Palestine, early culture of, 46;
\\ heelmade Red Ware, 41.

'alettes, 267, 307.

'almette, 82, 1 17, 228, 233, 237, 244,

248, 386, 39 1
, 407, 499.

'an, deity, 125, 177-8.
'anel-ornament, 65 6, 76, 86, 98,

103, 241.
^anther, repr. of, 425.

^antilos, 309.

'aphos, xli, 124; Paphian Goddess,

304, 321; at Idalion, 168;

sacred doves, 182.

Papyrus-ornament, 418, 439, 458,

460-1, 465.
"Paris with the apple," 189.

Paste, Egyptian glazed, 271, 412,

415, 420; various colours, 390,

399, 412, 415, 424, 441, 487-8;
blue or green, 409, 414, 416;

bright blue chalky, 416, 453;

imitating onyx, 399, 424-5, or

rock crystal, 399,

Paterae, silver, 467.

Pattern; see Ornament.
Paul us, see Sergius.

Payments for enfranchisement, 312.

Pectoral, Egyptian ornament, 452.

Pedestal, 189.

Pegasos, repr. of, 227.

Peloponnesian schools of sculpture,
influence of, 2 1 1 .

Pendants, various forms gold and

silver, 383-399; on ear-rings,

383; of Egyptian glaze and
hard stones, 450, 452; of glass,

402; of steatite, 271; signet

rings, 351; on a belt, 355;

repr. in sculpture, 244, 259.

Pergamon, artistic influence of, 138,

190.

Persephone, 357; and Hades, 419.
Perseus and the Gorgon Medusa,

206, 227.
Perseutes, 306.

'ersia, xxx\ ii, 139.

'estles, 267.

Petrie, Prof. W. M. F., 278.
'etsofa, 1 58.

'hantasios, 316.

'higaleia, horseheaded Demeter at,

126.

Philadelphos; see- Arsinoe, Ptolemy.
Philippa, 305.
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'hilistines. xxx.

'hilles. i<>S.

'hilopator; \<v Ptolemy.
'hilotimos. 307.
'hoemcian Sea power, xxxiv, 301 3;

inscriptions. MM anil Appendix.
'hrygian Sea power. xxxi\ ; Phrygian

pottery from Yortun, 21.

'hylacteries, 387.

'hylakopi. 41)0.

'hylliri, i iS.

'ickaxe. repr of, 314.
'ictorial designs on vases, 93.

'ins, 373. 474. 492; of gold, 392;

of silver, 574, 394, 3<)9; of bone,

518.
Pine-cone as ornament, iSt), 518

Pipe, double, iSi, 4(15; Pan-pipes,

178; it-e Tlute.
"
Piriform

"
vases, 47, 41).

Pitt-Rivers Museum, vases, 98.
"
Plain-bodied

"
vases, 74, 82, 291 .

Plait-ornament, 4-Tt).

Plant-ornament, 48, i i 3.

Plaque, with ivory carving, 517; as

controls in medallions, 383-6;
of Kgyptian work, 452 -3.

Plasma, 412-13, 4;. j-2o, 448-9.
Plates of hard stone, 207.
I'lffIrani, 168, 352.

Plenty, figure of, 424-5.

Pnytagoras, king of Kition, xl.

Poet, votive, 129, 190.

Polishers, stone, 2(><>.

Poli, 294; .<(< Marion.

Polos, head-dress, 169, 181, 237, 357
Sff ulso Head-dress.

Polychrome ornament; st-f Paint.

Polykleitos, influence of, :i i .

Pomegranate, repr. of, 92, 183, 391,

396, 5'H-
Portrait sculpture, 128-9. 135, 138-

9. 212 13; Kgyptian, 152.

Poseidonios, 323.

Pottery, principal uses, fabrics,

styles, Bronze Age, 3, ~; Karly
Iron Age, 54; Hellenic Age,
i 12 ff. ; in Cyprus Museum, 7,

31, 144,280; Apulian, 66; At-

tic, 293 ff. ; other Greek fabrics,

283 (T. ; unpainted, ii8;Graeco-

Roman, i 19; imitating bronze,

39, 54, 61, 268, 437, silver, 35,

basketry, 16, 17, gourds, 12 ff.,

horn, 3, leather-work, 13, 17, 32,

36, 39; wooden vessels, 51, 78.

Praeneste, Oriental bowls from, 463.

Praxiteles. 138.

Prayer, Greek, 313, monotheistic,

>,22

"Priest with a Dove statue, 214.
Probes. 492.

Procession, repr. of, 228, ^14.

Proto-Corinthian fabric of vases,

xxxv, 2<>o; its Cypriote equiv-
alent, 80.

Prototimos, 304.

Psammetichos, king of I'gypt, xxxvi,

M4
Ptah-sekar, Kgyptian deity, 188,

4S2.

Ptolemy II, Philadelphos, 318;

Ptolemy IV, Philopator, 311).

Publications of the Cesnola Collec-

tion, xix; ,< (v Bibliography, liv.

Pumi-vathon, 302
Punched ornament (tubular

punches), 19, 97.

Punishment, repr. of, 347, 462.
Purchase, record of (inscr. i. 318
Puri, 430.

Pyla, 127, ii)i ; inscr. 306.

Pyxis, proto-Corinthian, 291.

QLHEN, repr. of, 464.

(Juiver, repr. of, 164, 173-4, '<)i,

247. 341- H5. 500.

Quoit of an athlete, 280.

RA, Egyptian deity, 412; as hawk,

432.
Ram, repr. of, 178-9, 181, 342, 452;

head, 178; mask, 68; ram-
headed serpent, 97; deity (sf?

Khnum).
Rameses III, king of Egypt, xxx,

27?-
Rattles, 43, 33". 387-8.
Red Polished Ware (Fabric i), n

ff.; Red Slip Ware (Fabric ii),

22 If.; \\heelmade Red Ware
(Fabric vii), 41; Red Painted
Ware (Fabric xvii), 105 IT.;

Red-figured Attic vases, 295;
imitated in Cypriote pottery,

113; red paint (sfc Paint).

Relief-ornament, 12, 17.

Religion of ancient Cyprus, 124-7;
.Y Ritual, Sacrifice, Sanctuary.

Repainted vase, 67.

Repairs, ancient, xviii, 222-3; mod-
ern, xxiv, 2 17.

Representative (pictorial) art, 90.

Rescue-scene, 314.
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Reshef-melqart (-mikal), 126-7, '7-
Reshef-yathon, 302.

Restorations; see Repairs.

Rhyton, 120.

Ribbon-ornament, 208.

Rings, from harness, 493; "loom-

rings," 379; finger rings, 405 ff. ;

signets, 410; pendant rings,

414; swivel-rings, 416, 418;

motto-rings, 410; cloisonne,

409; filigree, 420; of bone, 518,

glass, 425, glazed paste, 420,
rock crystal, 425; in Bronze

Age, 420; Mycenaean, 406;
Oriental, 407, 418; Egyptian,

406; Cypriote style, 407-8,

416, 419, 420, 423.

Ring-dances, 330, 347; ring-vases,

27, 68, 109.

Ritual, 127, 313, 465.

Rose-quartz, 420.

Rosette-ornament, 82, 83, 85, 87,

91, 95, 98-9, 107, 155-6, 207-8,

237-8, 256, 274, 286, 384, 388,

437, 446.

Roundels, 376.

Runners, repr. of, 97, 294.

"Running-dog" ornament, 290.

SACRED ANIMALS, 127; pool, 125;

trees, 347; "sacred tree" orna-

ment, 82, 93-4, 215, 228, 250-1,
286, 412, 41 5, 433-4, 437. 440-4,

447-8.
Sacrifice, repr. of, 309, 463.
Saddle, 144,343; modern Cypriote,

344-

Saddle-quern, 347.
"Saint Catharine's Prison" at Sal-

amis, 6.

Saint Pau! in Cyprus, xli.

Sakhmi, Egyptian deity, 452.

Salaminia, 324.
Samson compared with Herakles,

172.

Samuel, consecrated infant, 188.

Sanctuaries of Cyprus, 123-4, 3 2 -

Sandon, Hittite deity, 172, 433,

465.
Sandwith, T. B , xiii.

Saqqara, 32.

Sarcophagi, 6; sculptured, 226,

228, 236; mummy-shaped, 233.

Sard, 387, 398-9, 400, 408-9, 412,

414-16, 418-19, 420, 422-5,

439-

Sardonyx, 424.

Sarmazdi, 449.
Sash, painted on stele, 250; in

low relief, 248.

"Satraps' Revolt," xl.

Satyrs, 179, 235, 294, 342.

Saucer-lamps, 280.

Sauroter, butt-spike, 482.

Savage, A. D., xix.

Scale-ornament, 71, 219.

Scarabs, 447; Egyptian, 134, 415;
geometrical style, 447; mixed
Oriental, 412; Archaic Cyp-
riote, 448; Sphinx-shape, 412.

Scaraboid, Oriental , 412, 446;
Archaic Cypriote, 447; human-
headed, 446.

Sceptre of agate, 374; held by
deity, 312.

Schnabelkanne, "beak-spouted" jug,

14- '7- 47-

Scorpion, repr. of, 425-6, 441, 443,

446.

Script, Minoan, 299; Cypriote, 278,

301, 419, 425, 434, 437; com-

pared with Lydian, 301; Peh-

levi, 449.

Sculpture, purpose and use of, 123,

127; votive, 128; materials

and processes, 129; tools of

Cypriote sculptor, 130, 305;

"rough-tooling," 179, 181; use

of colour, 131 (see Paint);

change of design, 227; bar-

baric work, 139; cut with

knife, 305; succession of styles,

132; Assyrian influence, 141;

Egyptian, 134, 151, 193-4;
mixed Oriental, 134, 151, 154;
Archaic Cypriote, 138, 160,

163, 202; mature Cypriote
style, 137; decadent, 210;

Hellenistic, 138, 185, 212;
Graeco-Roman, 138; minor

types, 166; funerary, 210.

Seal-stones, Babylonian, xxix, 443;

Assyrian, 411, 443; Syrian and

Asian, 440 ff.
; Mycenaean, 410,

446; Sassanian, 448-9; miscel-

laneous, 442; of bronze, 449.
See Cylinders, Engraved Gems.

Seam-ornament, 15, 32, 39.

"Seapower of Cyprus," xxxiv, 290.

Sea-Raids, in Late Bronze Age,

50.

"Secondary burials," 5.

Senatorial career, 319.

Serapis, 127, 426.
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Sergius Paulus. 1 ucius, proconsul,

4<> A. 1 )
, \li ; (Juinlus, 3 KJ, 548.

Serpent; see Snake.

Serpentine, 2<>s.

So I. Egyptian deity. 42 <.
"
Shalt-graxes" of Mycenae, 576.

Shaft of iron. 374.

Shekel, Phoenician and Jewish, 312.
Shells (IMiunt .wlcii). 318.

"Shepherds' Patron," 177, 181,

|8N; shepherd's stall. 188, in

bronze, 488; repr., 401.
Shields, 147. 34?; Assyrian, 133,

230; Mycenaean, 374; round,

t)7, 207. 228, 344-5, 414, 447;
Oriental type, 71, 340; of

flexible leather, 463; with scale-

pattern, 71; with central boss

representing eagle or bull, 34(1;

or lion, 340, 487; or horse, 207;
Western type, from the Idaean

Cave, 457. Sec iilso Warrior.

Ships, repr. of, 348; and sailors,

314; Egyptian solar boat, 418.
Shoes, 1 59, 164, 261.

Shovels, of bronze, 476; stone, 309,

360; clay, 366.

Shrine, 124; repr. of, 348; Minoan,
125; Egyptian, i 53; of Mother
Goddess (miniature), 180; port-
able, 278.

Sickle, 476.

"Siege Bowl" from Amathus, viii,

45*-

Signs; sec Symbols.
Sigynna-spezT, 482.

Silenos, 188.

Silver bowls and other vessels, 457
ff.; coins, xxxvii; personal orna-

ments, 373 ff.; fibulae, 382;

rings, 408 ff.

Sin, Babylonian deity, 430.
Siren, 169, 452.
Sislrum, 452.
Skirt and jacket, Minoan, 436.

Skopas, i 38, 2 i i.

Sling-bullets, 518.

Slip on pottery; red and black slip
wares (Fabric ii), 22; black slip
with red paint (Fabric iv), 30;
white slip ware (Fabric v), 31;
other varieties, 11, 56, 60, 109
ff., 1 16 ff.; on terracottas, 257 ff.

Snake, repr. of, 17, 177, 182, 310,

340, 349, 393, 409, 422, 426,

440-1, 439, 495; attribute of

Asklepios, 177; of Herakles,

177; snake goddess in Crete,

148; serpent-charmer, 148.

340, 444; in modern Cyprus,
i4<); Kgyptian Mrarus-snake,
I S 1. 2<M>, 2I(), 224 (), 412-13,
415, 4"8 20, 448, 4,2

Snow-man technique, 114, 331, 337,

341, 142, 34M.

Sockets, bronze, 496.

Sogenes, 323.

Sok rates, 325.

Soloi, xl, 347.

Sopatros, 324.

Sosianax, 32 5.

Sow, repr. of, 452.

Spatulae, bronze, 4(^2.

Spears, 97, 228, 475; "spear-point"
pendants, 383, 391 .

Sphinx, repr. of, 128, 160, 169, 170,

233, 23S, 247-8, 250, 292, 295,

389, 407-8, 412, 418-19, 436,

439, 443 4, 448, 461 ; attribute

of Apollo, 126; ram-headed, 412
Spindle-whorls, 19, 20, 271-2, 506,

5'3. 5 ' 7-

Spiral ear-rings, 374, 376, 385, 388;
bracelets, 392-3; rings, 409;
ornament, 49; mechanically
drawn, 89; S-spiral, 439, 441.

Spoons, of bone, 518; glass, 513;
sil\er, 468.

Spouts, of vases, 113, 120; animals'

heads, i 17.

Spray of leaves, as attribute, 184,

186, 220, 237, 245, 293.

Stag; see Deer.

Star, 286, 441 -2.

Stasidamos, >, 17.

Stater, 312.

Statue, restoration of, 129; in

honour of athlete, 320.

Statuette, of bronze, 499; of lead,

518. For stone and clay, see

the Collections of Sculptures
(123 ff.) and Terracottas (329
ff.).

Steatite, 263, 267-8, 411, 418, 422,

432, 443-4. 44". 448; Egyptian
glazed, 4 1 5.

Stelae, 238; with lotos capital, 250,

465; with volutes, 248, 316.

Step from a throne, votive, 236, 308.

Stesikrates, 419.
Stitched work, imitated in clay, 17.

Stone, objects of, 265; glazed, 418.
See Basalt, Diorite, Limestone,

Steatite, Serpentine.
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Stone Age in Cyprus, xxvii.

Stone-cutters, illiterate, 300.

Strainers in vases, 73, 98, 106, 281.

Stratios, epithet of Zeus, 322.

Strigils, 492.

"String-holes"on vases, 16, 17,23,65.
Students' Series, in Cesnola Collec-

tion, xxiv.

Stylus, bronze, 492.
Sub-Mycenaean style, xxxii, 62

Sun-gods, 125; "Sun-on-Horizon"

amulet, 451. For other solar

symbols see Disc.

Susa, terracottas from, 335.

Swan, repr. of, 183, 187.

Swastika, 66, 70, 73, 79, 83, 91, 96,

97, 100, 1 06, 286; modified, 95.

Sword, xxxi, xl, 164, 247, 261, 344,

482; Assyrian, 133; Cypriote,
xl; Greek, 482, 483; Roman,
190; hilts, i83,483;pommel,448.

Syllabary, Cypriote, 300.

Symbols, on gems and cylinders,

432,438-9,444,451,452.
Syria, 335, 471.

TABLE, repr. of, 244, 348, 464, 465;
of offerings, 237, 448, 518.

Tamassos, 31, 141, 225, 306, 331.

Tambourines, 128, 142, 339-40,352,
357. 464-5-

Famigoras, 225.

Tanagra, figurines from, 357.
Tarentum, 172.

Tarsus, xxxiv, 171.

"Tear-bottles," 120.

Teeth, of an ox, 518.

Tell-el-Amarna, 31,46, 503; Tell-el-

Hesy, 32, 41; Tell-er-Retabih,

278; Tell-el-Yahudiyeh, 42.

Temple of Paphos, 124, 214, 410;
of Jerusalem, 3 10; of Ephe;ian
Artemis, 384; temple records,

3 10. See Sanctuary.
Templeboys, 128, 186, 259, 306, 312;

in terracotta, 361; inscribed,

305.
Tensile forms in pottery, 90.

Teos, 319.

Terracotta, uses of, 330; processes
of manufacture, 329, 354; fig-
ures in various early fabrics,

255, 332-6; separate parts of

figures, 255; painted details,

329; sequence of styles, 331;
Bronze Age, 332; Oriental

style, 260, 350; Cypriote style,

257; Hellenic, 353, tripods,

67; covers, 73; ware, 334;
fabric of Kition, 251, 325, 354;
of Kurion, 354; of Myrina, 354:
of Tanagra, 354; of Southern

Italy, 359.
Terra sigillata, 119, 120.

Teshup, Hittite deity, 172.

Tettix, 386.

Teucer, Homeric description of, 345
Textiles, 162, 164; rendering of in

sculpture, 221; crinkled "cre-

pon," 154, 163, 184,209,222,305.
Tharros, 205, 407.
Thebes in Egypt, inscr. from, 319.
Themias, 318.

Thera, 31.

Thor, 171.

Thoth, Egyptian deity, 153, 453.
Throne, 183,238,465; steps of, 308;

enthroned figure, 337.
Thueris, Egyptian deity, 452-3.
Thunderbolt, repr. of, 312.

Tbyrsos, 423.
Tile, inscribed, 306.

Timagoras, 225, 321.

Timodoros, 305, 318, 323.
Timokretes, 306.
Timon, (Timos, Timo), 320.
Tirhakah, king of Egypt, 390.
Tisandros, 306.
Toilet-boxes, 238, 279, 517.
Tombs, in Cyprus, 5, 46, 65, 90;

equipment, 4, 7; Bronze Age,
379; Mycenaean, 378; Phoeni-

cian, 205, 407.
Tombstones, 238 ff., 307 ff., painted,

323.

Tongue-ornament, 291-2.
I ools of Cypriote sculptor, 130; of

bronze, 476; of iron, 482.
Torch-holder, 104, 495.
Tortoise, 187.
Toumba siteatSalamis, 2 57, 331,350.

Toys, 29, 43, 91, 120, 337,
"Treasure of Curium," xvi, xviii,

306, 307.

Trees, repr. of, 102-4, '8 ''8, 153,

155, 227, 235, 238, 313; con-

ventional, 48, 79, 89, iii, 410,

419, 442-3, 446; sacred (see

"Sacred Tree").

Triangle-ornament, 91, 100.

Tributaries, repr. of, 462.
Trick-vases, 113.
Tricolour fabric of Red Ware, 109,

iii; 113, 117.
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Triflth'hin arrow, 4(>o.

1 npods of clay. (<-; of bron/e, 487;
ot stone, 2(>~.

I rough, 2<>8, (IK), 510.

I rumpet, repr. of, 209.
I unic. Cypriote, 135, 153. i>8;

elaborately decorated. 200;

over-tunic, 170; Doric, 243.
.SYr "Chiton."

Turan-Agiu, 430.
I urban. 151): ><'<' Head-dress.

Turin, Royal Museum, 65.
I urquoise, 424.
I weezers, 474, 492.
1 yre, xxxi, 125, 172.

L'MHKKI.I.A, repr. of, 228.

L'shabti figures, 452.

VASES, uses, 3; as toys, without

utility, 29; fantastic, 15, no,
21)5; principal fabrics, 3, 54 ff.,

(>2 If., 105; imported Greek,
xxxv, 285; Minoan, is, 208;

Attic, 76, 295; Corinthian, 242;

Dipylon style, 286; Ionian,

293; vase-painting, 98, KK),

116; retouched, 98; vases of

alabaster, 80, 2}8, 277, 50 r,

blue glaze, 272; bronze, 494;
crystal, 394; glass, s<M tf-;

steatite, 276 ft".; stone, 280;

ring-shaped, 109; trick-vases,

113; woman and pitcher vases,

112-13. S<r Pottery.
Yasiliki Ware in Crete, 20.

"Vertical circle" ornament, 81, 85,

87, ()(>; combined with "hori-

zontal," 81.

Vest; see Tunic.

Victory, repr. of, 416, 423-5.
Village of Helikousa, 320.

Vogue, Marquis M. de, xv, 123.

Volutes, 237-8, 248, 250, 278, 316,

408, 438, 491, 497.
V'oni, 124, 128, 306.

Votary, repr. of, 68, 93, 177, 180,

314, 318, 413, 425, 443-4, 465:
Oriental, 129, 189; Egyptian,
152; in Greek dress, 159, 356;

Phrygian, 214, 361-2; with
attributes of Apollo, 211; fe-

male, 142, 163, 166, 191, 192,

208, 242, 352; male, 184-5,

194; in travelling dress, 164;
female moulded with beard,

352; masked, 68, 150, 151,

340; recumbent, 181; riding,

302; warrior, 352.

Votive offerings, 128, 1(15, 182, 189,

237, 2<So; .\,v Animals.

K)0,WAKKIOKS, <2, 129, 147,

228, 2(H
, 291 , 295, 320, 340. 34^.

352, 359, 302, 412, 463; Assy-
rian, 448.

YVaterbirds, repr. of, 97, 28<>.

\\ ater-spoul, lion-headed, 4W."
Wavy-line" ornament, 60, 7(1, 112.

I 1 8, 280, 2<>o, 3 39.

Weights, 270; Babylonian, 450;
other Oriental, 450.

Wheels, repr. of, 21, 146, 463.
Wheel, potter's, 329, 338; Wheel-

made Red Ware (Fabric viij,

41 ; wheelmade bodies of terra-

cottas, 338.

Whetstones, 266, 307.

Whiskers, repr. of, 214.

Wig, Egyptian, 142, 158, 201.

Wine, inscr., 309; wine jars, 102,

103; wine-press, god of, 305.

Wings, 170; of archaic Greek fashion,

169, 247; scrolled, 250 i, 449;
Greek naturalistic, 170, 247,

248; winged figure, 95, 419.
\\olf, repr. of, 279.
Women, repr. of, 437; baking cakes,

348; on vases, 113, 115; grind-

ing corn, 347 4'^- kneading
dough, 347; mourning, 307;

winnowing, 347.

Wood-work, imitated in clay, 72,

78.
\\ orship; see Ritual.

Worshippers; 5<r Votaries.

Wreaths, 117, 128, 162, 187, 202-3,
2l8, 222, 236, 238, 245, 248, 200,

340, 410.
Wrestler, 1 52.

Writing, systems of, 299.

YHLLOW; sec Paint.

Yortan, 21.

ZEUS, 126; inscr., 309; Ammon, 181,

361; Labranios, 322; Pheidian,

210; Serapis, 426.

Zigzag binding, 97, i 12.

Zoilos of Golgoi, sculptor, 239.

Zoomorphic vases, 15, 16, 25; see

Animals.

Zoothemis, 419.
Zoteles, 419.
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